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PRIVILEGED AND CONFIDENTIAL
PREPARED IN CONNECTION WITH LEGAL PROCEEDINGS

I.

BACKGROUND
A.

INTRODUCTION

1.

Grupo Unidos por el Canal, S.A. (“GUPC S.A.” or “Contractor”) 1, Sacyr S.A. 2 (“Sacyr”),
Salini-Impregilo S.p.A. (“Salini-Impregilo”), and Jan De Nul N.V. (“Jan De Nul”)
(collectively “GUPC” or “Claimants”) hereby submit this Statement of Claim (“SoC”) in the
above-referenced proceedings against Autoridad del Canal de Panamá (“ACP”, “Employer”,
or “Respondent”, and, together with the Claimants, “Parties”) in accordance with the
agreed-upon Terms of Reference and the Specific Procedural Rules, as amended.3

2.

This SoC is split into 10 chapters as follows:
•

Chapter I – Background, comprising the following sections:
A. Introduction
B. Executive Summary
C. The Project and its promotion by ACP
D. Site orientation

•

Chapter II – The Contract and the law

•

Chapter III – ACP’s breaches with respect to concrete aggregate production

•

Chapter IV– ACP’s breaches with respect to the foundation conditions within the
basalt reach of the Pacific Locks Excavation

•

Chapter V– ACP’s breaches with respect to the concrete mix design

•

Chapter VI – ACP’s breaches with respect to the on-site laboratories

•

Chapter VII – ACP’s duty to maintain and restore the technical and financial balance
of the Contract

•

Chapter VIII – GUPC S.A.’s entitlements, comprising the following sections:
A. GUPC S.A.’s entitlement to an extension of time

1

2
3

The term “Contractor” also designates the unregistered consortium that was in place before GUPC S.A. was
incorporated, composed in particular of Claimants 2-4, prior to the point in time that the Contract was
assigned to GUPC S.A. The claims of the Claimants 2-4 in this proceeding are those claims relating to the
aggregates, faulting, concrete mix design, and on-site laboratories that expressly have been asserted herein
pursuant to the terms of the Joint and Several Guarantee or under Panamanian law. Claimants 2-4 reserve
their rights to pursue arbitration of any other disputes under the Joint and Several Guarantee or Panamanian
law. For the avoidance of doubt, nothing herein is intended to prejudice or waive any rights or claims that
any Claimants may have under the applicable agreements, instruments, treaties, or laws, including claims
arising under Panamanian, international, or other law.
Sacyr S.A. was formerly known as Sacyr Vallehermoso S.A. before changing its name in 2013.
GUPC has included hyperlinks in this SoC to the relevant supporting documents. Where a specific page is
referred to, GUPC has linked directly to that page. As such, the page references in footnotes (indicated
by “p.”) refer to the relevant page of the electronic version of the document (rather than the hard copy page
numbering). Where available, the hard copy page number is provided in square brackets (“[p.]”).
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B. Quantum of GUPC S.A.’s entitlements
•

Chapter IX – Harm suffered by Claimants 2-4, comprising the following sections:
A. ACP breached its obligations to Claimants 2-4 under the JSG and
Panamanian Law
B. ACP’s reliance on Clause 5(c) to avoid liability is impermissible under
Panamanian law
C. Claimants 2-4 should be compensated for the damages they suffered due to
ACP’s breaches of its duties

•
3.

Claimants’ SoC is accompanied by:
a)

An Appendix on the Contractor’s monitoring and reporting processes with respect to
batching plants, earthmoving operations, and electrical consumption;

b)

Exhibits C-369 to C-1000 along with a list of exhibits;

c)

Legal authorities C-LA-187 to C-LA-270 along with a list of legal authorities; and

d)

11 witness statements from the following individuals, listed alphabetically and
numbered in accordance with the Specific Procedural Rules: 4

e)

4

Chapter X – Request for relief and reservation of rights

(1)

Ms. María Ascensión Baz (Baz(I) {C-WS-14});

(2)

Mr. Alberto Buffa (Buffa(I) {C-WS-15});

(3)

Mr. Eldon Gath (Gath(I) {C-WS-24});

(4)

Mr. José Manuel Loureda López (Loureda(II) {C-WS-23});

(5)

Dr. Jacques Marchand (Marchand(I) {C-WS-16};

(6)

Mr. Paolo Möder (Möder(V) {C-WS-24});

(7)

Mr. Christopher E. Ottsen (Ottsen(I) {C-WS-17});

(8)

Mr. José Pelaez (Pelaez(I) {C-WS-18});

(9)

Dr. Ernest K. Schrader (Schrader(I) {C-WS-19});

(10)

Mr. Nicola Valiante (Valiante(I) {C-WS-20});

(11)

Mr. Antonio Maria Zaffaroni (Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}).

9 expert reports from the following individuals, listed alphabetically and numbered in
accordance with the Specific Procedural Rules:

The details of each witness and expert, as well as the issues that they address, are provided in the chapters
to which their evidence relates.

2
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B.
4.

(1)

Professor. John C. Coates IV, Harvard University (quantum) (Coates(I),
{C-EX-12});

(2)

Mr. Greg Gold of Millcreek Mining Group (crushing plant) (Gold(I) {C-EX7});

(3)

Mr. Timothy H. Hart of Credibility International (quantum) (Hart(II),
{C-EX-13});

(4)

Dr. Arturo Hoyos (Panamanian law) (Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6});

(5)

Mr. Martin Hunter of Yendall Hunter (quantum) (Hunter(I) {C-EX-10});

(6)

Professor Sidney Mindess (concrete) (Mindess(I) {C-EX-8})

(7)

Professor Lars-Olof Nilsson (concrete) (Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9});

(8)

Ms. Marianne Ramey of Project Advisors International (delay) (Ramey(I)
{C-EX-11});

(9)

Mr. David Shilston of Atkins (geology and geotechnics) (Shilston(I),
{C-EX-5}).

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 5

This Arbitration arises in respect of a number of disputes between the Parties:
a)

ACP’s breaches with respect to its representation that the basalt excavated from the
Pacific Locks Excavation (“PLE”) was suitable and should be used to produce
concrete aggregates for the Project.

b)

ACP’s breaches with respect to its interpretation of the conditions at and below
foundation of the basalt reach of the PLE.

c)

ACP’s interference with the design process of the Structural Marine Concrete
(“SMC”) mixes and wrongful rejection of GUPC’s compliant SMC mix design.

d)

ACP’s refusal to acknowledge its Variation of the Contract, and the resulting
increased costs to GUPC, in instructing GUPC to hire a third-party subcontractor to
manage and operate the on-site laboratories.

5.

These actions by ACP constitute egregious breaches of the Contract and Panamanian law, and
ACP must be held fully responsible for their consequences, which are very substantial.

6.

As a result of ACP’s breaches and misconduct, the Project suffered delays, which GUPC’s
independent delay expert Ms. Marianne Ramey currently calculates at 202 calendar days, 6
and GUPC S.A. incurred very significant additional costs, which amount to approximately
USD 440,008,316 as currently assessed by GUPC’s independent quantum expert Mr. Martin
Hunter.

5

6

This summary is provided for the convenience of the Tribunal, but Claimants rely on the whole of this SoC
and the materials submitted with it.
As further explained below, some of the delays and other impacts from the events addressed in this SoC are
not dealt with in this SoC and Claimants reserve the right to seek their entitlement in this regard at a later
stage and/or in subsequent arbitration proceedings.
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7.

Claimants 2-4, the consortium members, also suffered distinct losses because of ACP’s
breaches of its obligations in relation to each of the issues set out above, in that, as
shareholders and under the Joint and Several Guarantee (“JSG”), Claimants 2-4 were forced
to inject additional funding into the Project to compensate for the shortfall in revenues that
GUPC (the unincorporated consortium) and then GUPC S.A. suffered due to ACP’s breaches
and other wrongful conduct. These losses of Claimants 2-4 are currently estimated at
USD 172,369,721 (not including taxes).
1.

8.

ACP’s breaches with respect to its representation that the basalt
excavated from the PLE could and should be used as the primary source
for concrete aggregates

ACP breached its obligations under the Contract and Panamanian law with respect to its
representation of the quality and suitability of the basalt to be excavated from the PLE for the
production of concrete aggregates. Throughout the tender process, in its Request for
Qualification (“RFQ”) and its Request for Proposals (“RFP”), ACP consistently represented
that:
•

the PLE basalt was a hard and strong basalt;

•

the PLE basalt was suitable for concrete aggregate production; and

•

the PLE would and should be used as the primary source of concrete aggregates for
the Project.

9.

ACP did so in various RFQ and RFP documents, including: (i) the Environmental Impact
Study (“EsIA”), which ACP was obliged to issue under Panamanian law and which became
part of the Employer’s Requirements (“ER”) and required the Contractor to use the PLE
basalt for aggregate production; (ii) ACP’s Geotechnical Interpretive Report (“GIR”); (ii)
ACP’s Geotechnical Data Report (“GDR”); (iii) petrographic analyses and laboratory test
results; (iv) various reports prepared by the Americans in the 1930s-1940s when working on a
previous canal expansion project; and (v) reports prepared by ACP and its consultants in the
early 2000s. All these documents clearly stated that ACP’s premise for the Project was that
the PLE basalt could and would be used for the Project’s concrete aggregate production. This
had a decisive impact on costs, schedule and logistics.

10.

Based on its review of ACP’s numerous RFQ and RFP documents and its own additional
studies and inspection of the Site, GUPC made its Technical and Financial Proposals on the
premise that the PLE basalt would be used for concrete aggregate production. The two other
tenderers who made offers for the Project came to the same conclusion and based their
proposals on the use of the PLE basalt for concrete aggregate production.

11.

GUPC started excavating the Pacific Locks in 2010, shortly after Contract award in
August 2009. The crushing plants on both the Pacific and Atlantic sides were designed,
ordered, installed and fully operational by January 2011 (which was quite an achievement).
GUPC therefore stockpiled the excavated PLE basalt until the start of the crushing plants’
operations.

12.

However, when GUPC started the crushing operations, the PLE basalt did not at all behave as
was and could have been expected in light of ACP’s representations. Quite to the contrary:
•

the PLE basalt produced excessive amounts of fines and turned into sticky material,
both of which behaviors were highly unusual for basalt and made it impossible to
operate the crushing plants on an industrial basis; and
4
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•
13.

14.

this adverse behavior of the basalt was aggravated during the stockpiling of the
basalt.

This unexpected behavior of the basalt had several severe consequences, which had very
substantial cost implications for GUPC:
•

GUPC was forced to abandon the use of the PLE basalt for concrete aggregate
production and to open another quarry – the Aguadulce Quarry (and later the Cocoli
Quarry) – much earlier than expected for use as the primary source for concrete
aggregate production. The basalt from the Aguadulce and Cocoli Quarries behaved
in a manner similar to the PLE basalt. GUPC also had to reject the millions of tonnes
of PLE basalt that was stockpiled in particular for concrete production.

•

GUPC had to dispose of very substantial amounts of aggregates and fines material as
wastage because of the excessive amounts of fines produced during the crushing –
over the life of the Project. GUPC thus had to send as wastage approximately 25% of
the overall volumes of basalt fed to the crushing plant, which is much more than the
wastage that could have been estimated at tender stage. This, in turn, required GUPC
to excavate much more basalt than anticipated in order to produce the required
volumes of aggregates for making the millions of cubic meters of concrete needed for
the Project.

•

The excessive amounts of fines and sticky material produced during the crushing of
the basalt created blockages in the crushing process and a loss of productivity of the
crushing plants. GUPC therefore had to make substantial modifications to the
crushing plants on both the Pacific and Atlantic sides.

Given the significance of the difficulties encountered by GUPC, ACP should never have
represented that the PLE basalt was suitable and should be used for the Project’s concrete
aggregate production, and an ex post facto analysis of ACP’s conduct (which could not have
been carried out by the tenderers during the RFP process) shows that ACP’s actions in its
preparation for the Project (regarding the suitability of the basalt) significantly deviated from
industry practice and were therefore negligent, indeed grossly negligent.
ACP’s
representations in the EsIA, which is part of the Employer’s Requirements (ER), amounted to
errors in the ER, for which ACP is liable towards GUPC. ACP also breached its obligations
and duties under Panamanian law in representing that the PLE basalt was suitable for the
production of aggregates. GUPC is therefore entitled to full compensation for all of its losses.
2.

ACP’s breaches with respect to the conditions at and below foundation
level in the basalt reach of the Pacific Locks Excavation

15.

ACP breached both the Contract and Panamanian law with regard to its interpretation of the
foundation conditions within the basalt reach of the PLE. The basalt reach of the PLE covers
the Pacific Locks Upper Chamber (“LUC”) and large parts of the Pacific Locks Middle
Chamber (“LMC”).

16.

ACP interpreted the conditions at foundation level in the basalt reach of the PLE favorably for
design and construction purposes and indicated only one fault zone, the Aguadulce Fault
Zone (“AFZ”). ACP also interpreted that the conditions within the AFZ were relatively
benign (with a few small and discrete shear zones (maximum two metres in width) but also
areas of competent rock) and did not cause any concerns in terms of design and construction
of the lock structures.

17.

However, the actual conditions encountered at and below foundation level in the basalt reach
were significantly more adverse than interpreted by ACP. In particular:
5
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a)

GUPC encountered two significant fault zones that had not been identified by ACP,
which required additional redesign and fault treatment works;

b)

the conditions in the AFZ were not benign, as GUPC encountered two major shear
zones up to 15 metres wide (one of which was derived from weaker La Boca
material, which had not been interpreted by ACP in this area), with approximately
60 metres of highly fractured and sheared basalt between the two major shear zones.
The rock was so extensively sheared and crushed that it could easily be excavated,
rather than being blasted. These adverse conditions required extensive foundation
treatment, a major redesign of the lock walls, and the design of an anchored,
reinforced concrete strut across the lock floor to support the lock walls; and

c)

the condition of the basalt outside of the major fault zones was very poor and there
were also numerous more minor shear zones throughout the basalt reach of the PLE
that had not been identified by ACP. The poor rock conditions resulted in significant
unavoidable over-excavation to reach an acceptable foundation surface and
consequently required GUPC to pour substantial additional quantities of lean concrete
below the level where structural marine concrete could be placed.

18.

Given that the conditions encountered by GUPC were Unforeseeable within the meaning of
the Contract, ACP is liable under Sub-Clause 4.12 [Unforeseeable Physical Conditions] of
the Conditions of Contract for the additional costs incurred by GUPC.

19.

ACP is additionally liable for its breaches of its mandatory duties under its own Regulation
(as supplemented by relevant provisions of Panamanian law), in particular its mandatory
duties as a public law entity to prepare and investigate the project and to provide accurate,
reliable, non-confusing and non-misleading information to tenderers, and its negligent, indeed
grossly negligent, conduct in preparing the RFP and discharging its duties towards the
tenderers and in particular GUPC.

20.

Significantly, ACP failed to synthesize and interpret the available geotechnical information
before issuing the RFP to the tenderers. When ACP did ultimately provide an interpretation
of the foundation conditions in the PLE, its process was rushed and did not comply with
industry practice. In particular, ACP failed to apply a proper quality control procedure to the
documentation it provided during the RFP period and improperly withheld important
information about the conditions in the AFZ from the tenderers. ACP also failed to properly
coordinate the different teams of technical consultants that it had engaged to investigate the
geological conditions. ACP’s breaches resulted in a materially incorrect representation of the
conditions at foundation level in the basalt reach of the PLE. GUPC is therefore entitled to
full compensation for all of its losses.
3.

21.

ACP’s wrongful rejection of GUPC’s compliant concrete mix design

GUPC is entitled to an extension of time and the full compensation of its losses (prolongation
costs and additional concrete production costs), because of ACP’s breaches of the Contract
(in particular Sub-Clause 5.2 [Contractor’s Documents] of the Conditions of Contract) and of
Panamanian law through its actions in relation to GUPC’s concrete mix design (“CMD”) for
the Structural Marine Concrete (SMC). Specifically, following GUPC’s submittal on
4 February 2011 of two SMC mixes that were compliant with the ER and suitable for
placement in low salinity and moderate salinity areas, ACP wrongfully rejected GUPC’s
submittal and prevented GUPC from proceeding with the works. ACP also wrongfully
instructed GUPC to use silica fume in its concrete mix designs in May 2011, which was
inconsistent with the ER and constituted a Variation under Clause 13 [Variations and
Adjustments] of the Conditions of Contract. On the basis of these and other wrongful actions
6
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by ACP in relation to the CMD issues, as described below, GUPC is entitled to an extension
of time and to full compensation for its losses.
22.

GUPC’s highly-qualified and well-experienced team was mobilized soon after the Contract
was signed and, throughout 2010, carried out extensive analysis and developed a number of
candidate concrete mixes, finally arriving at the two final design mixes that were submitted to
ACP on 4 February 2011 for low salinity areas. GUPC kept ACP apprised of its progress
throughout its development of the mix designs, including through a series of over-theshoulder (“OTS”) meetings during which ACP did not raise any concerns about GUPC’s
CMD work. In fact, ACP’s participation in these OTS meetings was extremely passive and
failed to meet the objective of active engagement between GUPC and ACP about GUPC’s
work and interpretation and application of the ER. ACP’s actions (or rather, inactions) in
these meetings constitute a breach of its obligations under the ER in respect of the OTS
process.

23.

At the OTS meeting in July 2010, ACP recommended that GUPC use service-life modelling
software, such as STADIUM, to demonstrate compliance with the functional service-life
requirement. GUPC agreed (even though the use of a computation model was not required
under the ER) and engaged SIMCO, a market-leading company who provides the STADIUM
software and related testing and analysis. GUPC and SIMCO together finalized the mix
designs in late 2010 and early 2011. Unfortunately, over this period, their work was delayed
due to ACP’s decision to prevent the use of accelerated curing on test samples, which was not
addressed, let alone prohibited in the ER. In addition, in order to perform the STADIUM
service-life modelling, information on the relevant exposure conditions was required as this
information is an important input into the STADIUM service-life model. ACP had not
indicated in the ER what exposure conditions were to be used, and in discussions with GUPC
in November 2010, indicated that it would not accept water salinity measurements alone as
adequate validation of the exposure conditions. Consequently, GUPC and SIMCO took
additional water salinity measurements, extracted cores from the existing locks, and tested
and analyzed those cores in order to fully validate the exposure conditions and therefore the
results of the STADIUM service-life model. ACP participated in this work to the extent that
it made empty offers to provide cores it claimed to have already extracted from the existing
locks and to the extent that its permission was required for GUPC and SIMCO to access the
existing locks. This work on the exposure conditions, coupled with ACP’s decision to
prevent the use of accelerated curing, resulted in approximately 5 weeks of delay to the
submittal of GUPC’s final CMD.

24.

At the end of this process, GUPC submitted two final SMC mix designs on 4 February 2011
along with the results of all of the relevant tests under the ER, including SIMCO’s service-life
analysis. These mix designs complied with the ER, including all of the requirements related
to concrete durability. This includes the overarching requirement that the concrete structures
be designed to have a 100-year functional service-life, as well as lower-level prescriptive
requirements on the maximum water to cementitious material ratio and the minimum cover
thickness. It was also clear at that time that the concrete mix designs would meet ACP’s
concrete permeability requirement that results at or below 1,000 Coulombs be recorded on
concrete samples using the ASTM C1202 permeability test, though at the time of the
submittal only early-age results were available.

25.

Unfortunately, and to GUPC’s total surprise, ACP rejected these mixes and expressly
prohibited GUPC from proceeding with the SMC works on 16 February 2011, despite the fact
that the 4 February 2011 submittal had been provided on a ‘for review’ basis to ACP and
ACP therefore had no right to so prevent GUPC from proceeding. On this basis, ACP is
liable for its breach of Sub-Clause 5.2 [Contractor’s Documents] of the Conditions of
Contract.
7
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26.

Shortly thereafter, ACP issued a list of comments on GUPC’s submittal, revealing its
complete failure to understand the concrete mix design process and its own technical
requirements in the ER. A prominent example of these misunderstandings is ACP’s
insistence that GUPC achieve a measurement of 1,000 Coulombs on the concrete samples at
early ages using the ASTM C1202 protocol, rather than being satisfied that this requirement
would be met well before the age at which the structures would be exposed to water (which is
all that mattered), despite the fact that ACP had not specified a test age in the ER. ACP also
effectively revoked its recommendation and the Parties’ agreement to use STADIUM through
its unreasonable questioning of the STADIUM methodology. ACP even required approval of
the submittal by the Project Designer CICP, despite the fact that this was not required under
the ER and that the design of concrete mixes was not part of CICP’s scope of work.

27.

Following ACP’s wrongful rejection of GUPC’s 4 February 2011 submittal, GUPC had no
choice but to proactively attempt to clear ACP’s misunderstandings in order to proceed with
the SMC works, which all Parties understood to be critical to the progress of the Works.
GUPC and SIMCO provided detailed explanations to ACP, made additional submittals with
supplemental information, attempted to clarify ACP’s requirements through Requests for
Variations, and ultimately had no choice but to comply with ACP’s unreasonable request to
use silica fume in the concrete mixes, even for low salinity areas, despite the fact that this was
wholly unnecessary and that it involved significant risk from a technical point of view. On
this basis GUPC was ultimately allowed to start SMC placement on 18 August 2011. ACP’s
actions constituted interference in the design-build nature of the Contract and a further breach
of Sub-Clause 5.2. Over this period, additional breaches of ACP’s obligations under
Panamanian law (e.g. ACP’s own Regulation) and the Contract took place, such as ACP’s
further breaches of Sub-Clause 5.2 in relation to the submittals and its breach of Sub-Clause
3.5 [Determinations] of the Conditions of Contract in relation to the Employer’s
Representative’s failure to fairly and impartially determine GUPC’s entitlements in relation to
CMD.

28.

Ultimately, by mid-2012, ACP began to accept the use of the very concrete mixes it had
rejected in February 2011 in various areas, as the long-term ASTM C1202 results of these
mixes by this time demonstrated compliance with the 1,000 Coulombs threshold in the ER (as
had been expected from the start). These concrete mixes were then used successfully in
various areas of the Project, including high salinity areas. This serves as further confirmation
that ACP’s rejection of the February 2011 mixes was wrongful, and in breach of the Contract
and Panamanian law.
4.

ACP’s wrongful refusal to acknowledge its Variation of the Contract,
and the resulting increased costs to GUPC, in requiring that GUPC hire
a third-party subcontractor to establish and operate the on-site
laboratories

29.

The Contract requires that GUPC establish and operate on-site testing laboratories as part of
its Quality Management System. The Contract further provides that the organization
establishing and operating these laboratories remain separate from, and independent of, the
other organizations on the Project performing production and other construction-related
functions. In order to fulfill these requirements, GUPC was permitted to use its own
employees, or hire a third-party, as long as the management of the on-site laboratories
remained separate from, and independent of, the other construction-related functions to be
performed by GUPC.

30.

As part of its Quality Management System, GUPC elected to set up an independent
organization to establish and operate the on-site laboratories using its own employees, and
made this election clear in its Technical Proposal, which was accepted by ACP and
incorporated into the Contract. After award of the Contract to GUPC, ACP initially agreed
8
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that GUPC’s independent on-site laboratory organization met the requirements of the
Contract. Shortly thereafter, however, ACP suddenly changed its position and instructed
GUPC to retain a third-party subcontractor to establish and operate the on-site laboratories.
31.

While ACP may instruct “Variations” under Clause 13 [Variations and Adjustments] of the
Conditions of Contract, the Contract makes clear that when ACP does so it is obligated to
compensate GUPC for the additional costs incurred by GUPC in complying with the
instructed Variation. In this case, retaining a third-party subcontractor to operate the on-site
laboratories was significantly more expensive than operating the laboratories with the
independent organization comprised of GUPC’s own personnel included in GUPC’s
Technical and Financial Proposals. GUPC complied with ACP’s Variation and, after
soliciting proposals from various potential subcontractors, awarded the subcontract to operate
the on-site laboratories to Fall Line Testing and Inspection Services, which performed the
required on-site laboratory tests throughout the duration of the Project.

32.

Consistent with its approach to the entire Project, after instructing GUPC to retain a thirdparty subcontractor, and forcing GUPC to incur the resulting increased costs, ACP refused to
acknowledge its clear Variation of the Contract. Indeed, ACP’s continued intransigence with
respect to this issue forced GUPC to go to the Dispute Adjudication Board (DAB) in three
separate referrals over many years simply to recover the amounts due, each time receiving a
unanimous decision in its favor. ACP’s conduct in this respect constitutes a breach of ACP’s
duties under the Contract and Panamanian law.
5.

33.

34.

ACP breached its obligations to Claimants 2-4 and caused them to suffer
substantial lost opportunity costs

ACP breached its obligations to Claimants 2-4 under the JSG and Panamanian law. The JSG
requires Claimants 2-4 to ensure the due and punctual performance by GUPC S.A. of its
obligations under the Contract, and ACP wrongfully increased the burden of this obligation
through its misconduct and breaches during both the tender and contractual periods of the
Project. In particular:
a)

ACP misrepresented the financial premise of the Project during the tender period by
expressly stating that it would provide funding for the Project, and that the Contractor
would not be required to provide any financing, and also by leading Claimants to plan
– based on its representations and the terms of the Contract – for the Project to be
cash-flow positive;

b)

ACP wrongfully caused the Project to suffer substantial delays and cost overruns due
to its above-described breaches and wrongful conduct, including: (i) incorrectly
representing that the PLE basalt was a suitable source, and should be used, for
concrete aggregate production, (ii) providing inaccurate and incomplete information
regarding the conditions within the basalt reach of the PLE, (iii) improperly
burdening the concrete mix design process, (iv) requiring that a third-party operate
the on-site laboratories, and (v) consistently failing to determine fairly and impartially
GUPC S.A.’s entitlements.

c)

Due to ACP’s misconduct and bad faith behavior, Claimants 2-4 were forced to make
very substantial contributions of cash, financial guarantees, letters of credit and other
services in order to cover the delays and cost overruns suffered by GUPC S.A.

ACP’s misconduct breached its obligations to Claimants 2-4 – in addition to breaching its
obligations to GUPC S.A. – under both the JSG and Panamanian law. Indeed, pursuant to
Panamanian law, the JSG incorporates all legal duties owed by ACP including, inter alia: the
duty to behave in good faith, the duty to collaborate, the duty to provide complete and
9
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accurate information, and the duty to operate in a manner that does not increase the
onerousness of Claimants 2-4’s obligations. In addition, ACP’s breaches and misconduct
constitute gross negligence under Panamanian law.
35.

As a result of ACP’s breaches and misconduct, ACP caused Claimants 2-4 to suffer material
harm, in addition to and separate from the harm suffered by GUPC S.A. Specifically,
Claimants 2-4 incurred substantial lost opportunity costs from having to provide financial and
other services to cover the delays and cost overruns on the Project, which served to
detrimentally impact Claimants 2-4’s capital resources. Under Panamanian law, ACP is
required to fully compensate Claimants 2-4 for the losses caused by its actions. Claimants 24 thus are entitled to recover the USD 172.4 million in lost Return on Investment (“ROI”) – a
reasonable and conservative measure of lost opportunity costs – that they incurred as a result
of ACP’s misconduct.
C.

THE THIRD SET OF LOCKS PROJECT AND ITS PROMOTION BY ACP
1.

Historical background – the building of the Panama Canal and the
Americans’ first attempt to build larger locks in the 1930s

36.

The first project for the construction of a canal across the Isthmus of Panama, linking the
Pacific and the Atlantic oceans, was proposed in 1879 by Ferdinand de Lesseps, builder of the
Suez Canal. Lesseps wished to attempt the construction of a sea-level canal and was granted
the rights to do so by Colombia, which controlled the Isthmus of Panama at that time.
Related works were carried out between 1881 and 1888, at which point they had to be
suspended due to technical difficulties and thousands of deaths of workers caused by tropical
diseases. The French company involved in the project then went bankrupt and the works
were abandoned.

37.

In 1903, Panama declared independence from Colombia. Shortly thereafter, it granted the
United States the right to build and administer the Panama Canal Zone and its defenses, for an
indefinite period of time. The United States also acquired the concession that had belonged to
the defunct French company, and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (“USACE”) resumed the
works for the construction of the Panama Canal in 1904. The USACE opted to adopt a lock
system rather than build a sea-level canal, as this would simplify the technical implementation
of the project and cut its cost and duration. Part of the Canal navigation path was designed to
go through an artificial lake, the Gatún Lake, which was also used to provide the water
needed for the operation of the locks located at both ends of the Canal, to descend from lake
elevation to ocean level, as shown in Figure 1-02 below. The works were completed nearly
10 years later and the Canal was opened to traffic in 1914.
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Figure 1-1 Pre-expansion Panama Canal alignment
38.

From the Pacific side to the Atlantic side, the Panama Canal is about 80 km long, and the
transit time between both ends of the Canal varies between 8 and 10 hours on average. Just
prior to the completion of the Third Set of Locks Project, between 13,000 and 14,000 ships
transited the Panama Canal each year. The Canal was initially designed to allow the passage
of ships up to 80,000 tons. The 1914 locks chambers’ dimensions of 33.5 metres wide and
320 metres long determines the maximum size of the ships that can go through, which
became known as “Panamax” vessels. With the development of international maritime trade
and the increase in the size of ships, the Canal had to be widened in order to meet industry
demands.

39.

In the 1930s, a consensus emerged among experts that building new locks, larger than the
1914 ones, would be the best solution. In 1939, the United States began excavation works
relating to the construction of a new set of locks for the Panama Canal, aiming to enable
larger ships (“Post-Panamax” vessels) to access the Canal. The alignment for this new set of
locks was selected and significant excavation was carried out, but the works were suspended
in the early 1940s after the United States entered into World War II.

40.

After World War II, the United States gave further consideration to widening the Canal, but
the Canal had lost much of its military importance. In addition, increasing diplomatic
tensions with Panama concerning the U.S. control over the Canal and the Canal Zone led the
United States to abandon the project. Modernization works were carried out in the following
years, but no new locks were constructed.

41.

On 7 September 1977, President Jimmy Carter of the United States and General Omar
Torrijos of Panama signed a treaty that transferred control of the Canal to Panama as of
31 December 1999. 7 Under the terms of the treaty, the Panama Canal Commission, a joint
U.S. - Panama agency, managed the Canal and oversaw the implementation of the Panama
Canal Treaty, including the reproduction and transfer of all the Canal’s records,8 from

7
8

https://history.state.gov/milestones/1977-1980/panama-canal.
See Exhibit {C-812}, Treaty Implementation Plan, Vol. III Office of the Executive Secretary,
Administrative Services Division, p. 3 [pp. 3-4]; Exhibit {C-813}, Memorandum from the Executive
Director of the Panama Canal Company to the Executive Secretariat (1978).
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1 October 1979 until 31 December 1999.9 ACP took over the operation of the Canal upon the
fulfilment of the Treaty terms. Upon taking control of the Canal, ACP resumed the previous
investigations relating to the expansion of the Panama Canal. ACP considered that such an
enhancement was necessary to preserve the attractiveness of the Canal and its market shares
in an increasingly competitive environment. 10
2.

ACP’s extensive preparations, investigations, and studies for the Panama
Canal Expansion project, including the Third Set of Locks, starting from
the late 1990s

42.

In order to evaluate the needs of the Canal in the long run, ACP launched a series of advanced
studies and investigations, both technical and financial. These extensive evaluations and
studies were conducted by ACP itself and ACP’s external consultants, beginning in 1998 and
continuing until the award of the contract for the current Project. 11 These wide-ranging
studies encompassed, among other things, engineering, operational, and environmental issues.

43.

In October 2001, having already been “working on canal expansion studies for several
years”, 12 ACP closed its international competitive tender for the development of the reference
design of the Post-Panamax Locks; and, in January 2002, ACP awarded that contract to
Consorcio Post-Panamax (“CPP”) for the Pacific site.13 CPP was a dedicated project
consortium of world-leading designers and engineers, made up of Tractebel Development
Engineering, Coyne et Bellier, Technum, and Compagnie Nationale du Rhône. 14 The original
contract was for USD 1,597,000. CPP won this design contract over competition from ten
other tenderers.

44.

At the same time, ACP negotiated a further contract with the USACE to develop an
independent, competing reference design for the Atlantic side. ACP sought this second expert
opinion because the development of a detailed reference design “is a key element of the study
plan for the expansion of the Panama Canal”.15

45.

The design consortium CPP developed its designs with the assistance of several leading
consultants and authorities, including: APEC (Antwerp Port Engineering Consultants), IMDC
(International Marine & Dredging Consultants), the Port of Zeebrugge, FITA (Flanders
International Technical Agency), SBE engineering consultants, and BAW (Bundesanstalt für

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

Exhibit {C-814}, Panama Canal Treaty between the United States of America and the Republic of Panama
signed 7 September 1977; Exhibit {C-815}, Panama Canal Act of 1979, Pub. L. No. 96-70, 93 Stat. 452, p.
4 (Section 2).
Exhibit {C-23}, ACP Proposal for the Expansion of the Panama Canal: Third Set of Locks Project, dated
24 April 2006, p. 20 [pp. 12-13].
Exhibit {C-23}, ACP Proposal for the Expansion of the Panama Canal: Third Set of Locks Project, dated
24 April 2006, p. 23 [pp. 15-16].
Exhibit {C-816}, ACP Press Release, 'Panama Canal Authority Closes Tender for Conceptual Locks
Design Studies', dated 19 October 2001.
Exhibit {C-817}, ACP Press Release, 'Panama Canal Authority Awards Contract for Conceptual Design of
Post-Panamax Locks', dated 17 January 2002.
Exhibit {C-817}, ACP Press Release, 'Panama Canal Authority Awards Contract for Conceptual Design of
Post-Panamax Locks', dated 17 January 2002. Also in January 2002, the French government funded a
feasibility study on the widening of the Panama Canal to be carried out by Coyne et Bellier (Exhibit {C818}, 'French Government to Fund Study on Widening Panama Canal', IHS Global Insight, dated 22
January 2002).
Exhibit {C-817}, ACP Press Release, 'Panama Canal Authority Awards Contract for Conceptual Design of
Post-Panamax Locks', dated 17 January 2002.
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Wasserbau, the German Federal Waterways Engineering and Research Institute). 16 The
members of CPP and its consultants have been involved in the design and operation of some
of the world’s largest locks.
46.

CPP and its consultants presented their original report in May 2003. 17 Upon review and
comparison with USACE’s design, ACP preferred CPP’s design. 18 Accordingly, in 2004,
ACP awarded CPP a further contract to update the reference design and also apply it to the
Atlantic side. Again, CPP pooled the expertise of its members for this task. In particular,
Tractebel “contributed its vast knowledge in dam and underground works to analysing the
geotechnical and seismic data in relation to future structural engineering.” 19

47.

The updated reference design was issued in May 2005, containing a substantial amount of
information on the design. 20 Even afterwards, CPP – and its constituent members – continued
to be involved in the Third Set of Locks Project (among ACP’s many other external expert
advisors and consultants).

48.

According to ACP, all of this constituted an “extensive and complete research program,
without precedent in Canal history”. 21 In total, over 120 studies were carried out,
encompassing the engineering, technical, social, environmental, legal, operational, economic,
as well as financial aspects of a potential expansion of the Canal. 22 Specifically, ACP’s
experts carried out extensive geotechnical investigations of the Canal’s area, and studied the
documents prepared by the United States as part of the 1939 expansion project. 23

49.

Moreover, this was consistent with ACP’s statutory duty, among others, to prepare all the
necessary studies, analyses, and designs for the Third Set of Locks Project with diligence:
“With sufficient time before the opening of the process of selecting
the contractor, [the public body must] prepare the studies, designs and
projects required, as well as the terms of reference and specifications,
assuring that its preparation is not done in an incomplete, ambiguous
or confusing manner.” 24
3.

50.

16

17
18

19
20
21

22

23
24
25

ACP’s cost estimates of 2004 and 2006

In 2004, ACP published a “Cost Schedule and Constructibility [sic] Analysis for the Proposed
Post-Panamax Locks”, wherein ACP referred to the studies it had undertaken (through CPP
and USACE) for the Post-Panamax Locks. 25 Specifically, ACP presented several of the
“important” premises on which the Panama Canal Expansion project was to be built,
See, e.g., the footer logos in Exhibit {C-819}, ACP Reference Design, 'Triple Lift Lock System', Task 4,
dated 15 November 2002.
Exhibit {C-820}, ACP website, 'Conceptual Design of Post Panamax Locks (Pacific)', finalized May 2003.
Exhibit {C-819}, ACP Reference Design, 'Triple Lift Lock System', Task 4, dated 15 November 2002; and
Exhibit {C-821}, ACP Reference Design, 'Design Criteria', Tasks 2 & 3, dated 15 November 2002.
Exhibit {C-822}, Tractebel, 'Making History on the Panama Canal' 3/4, published March 2015, p. 2.
Exhibit {C-823}, ACP Updated Reference Design, dated 20 May 2005.
Exhibit {C-23}, ACP Proposal for the Expansion of the Panama Canal: Third Set of Locks Project, dated
24 April 2006, p. 23 [p. 15].
Exhibit {C-23}, ACP Proposal for the Expansion of the Panama Canal: Third Set of Locks Project, dated
24 April 2006, p. 23 [p. 15 and 70], see also p. 81 [p. 1 of 10].
Exhibit {C-824}, Volume VII – Part 1 – Geotechnical Interpretive Report dated August 2008, p. 12
{C-LA-145}, Law 22 of 27 June 2006 (updated), p. 6, Article 19(8).
Exhibit {C-180}, Cost Schedule and Constructability Analysis for Proposed Post-Panamax Locks, Concept
Level Design Estimates Report, April 2004, p. 12 [pp. 12-13].
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including that “[t]he aggregate and crushed stone required for both sites would be obtained
from the excavation of the Pacific locks and access channel.”26 It was further stated that: 27

51.

Based on these studies, ACP reached the following conclusions regarding the Third Set of
Locks: 28

52.

Subsequently, in February 2006, ACP issued an updated cost and schedule estimate for the
project. 29 This document reflected the same fundamental premises as in 2004 (such as the use
of basalt from the Pacific lock excavation for fine and coarse aggregate production): 30

In English: 31

53.

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

“The (coarse and fine) aggregate and crushed rock for filling
purposes that may be required under the agreements for both
locks will come from the excavation of the lock and the Pacific
access channel.”

Following this, ACP issued its “Proposal for the Expansion of the Panama Canal” on 24 April
2006 (“2006 Proposal”), 32 providing details about the expansion project, and its various
components and background information explaining the economical basis for the project. In
the 2006 Proposal, ACP represented publicly that it had engaged in intensive studies and
investigations for nearly a decade with the assistance of international consultants, and that
Exhibit {C-180}, Cost Schedule and Constructability Analysis for Proposed Post-Panamax Locks, Concept
Level Design Estimates Report, April 2004, p. 3 [pp. 2, 8 and 13].
Exhibit {C-180}, Cost Schedule and Constructability Analysis for Proposed Post-Panamax Locks, Concept
Level Design Estimates Report, April 2004, p. 52.
Exhibit {C-180}, Cost Schedule and Constructability Analysis for Proposed Post-Panamax Locks, Concept
Level Design Estimates Report, April 2004, p. 4 [pp. 4 and 9].
Exhibit {C-181}, Cost and Activity Schedule for the Conceptual Design of the Post-Panamax Locks, dated
February 2006.
Exhibit {C-181}, Cost and Activity Schedule for the Conceptual Design of the Post-Panamax Locks, dated
February 2006, p. 25 [p. 19].
Exhibit {C-181}, Cost and Activity Schedule for the Conceptual Design of the Post-Panamax Locks, dated
February 2006, p. 4.
Exhibit {C-23}, ACP Proposal for the Expansion of the Panama Canal: Third Set of Locks Project, dated
24 April 2006.
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these studies and investigations had provided “a thorough knowledge of the project area’s
geological conditions.” 33
54.

Notably, ACP claimed to have carried out the “most rigorous methods of analysis” and
developed the following cost estimate for the design and construction of the lock facilities of
the project: 34
“In total, the estimated cost for the new locks, including their water
reutilization basins and contingencies, is $3,350 million.”

55.

Thus, and as will be further explained below, the plans and cost estimates published by ACP
in 2004 and 2006 (based on years of studies and investigations with the assistance of worldrenowned consultants) reflected ACP’s fundamental understanding that almost all of the
excavated material (basalt) from the Pacific locks excavation would be used for aggregate
production in the Project. In fact, this was an important basis for ACP’s own cost estimates
for the Project.
4.

56.

Based on ACP’s estimates and detailed representations, the Panamanian
people approved ACP’s proposal through a Referendum in October 2006

Prior to carrying out the Panama Canal expansion project, ACP was required by the
Panamanian Constitution to seek and obtain the consent of the executive branch and
legislature, and to carry out a referendum of the Panamanian people.35 In fact, ACP had
published the 2006 Proposal precisely for this purpose, 36 and described it as “the result of
comprehensive analyses and studies by the ACP.”37 As explained above, ACP assured the
Panamanian people that:
“The project’s program schedule was developed based on a thorough
and detailed construction feasibility study performed pursuant to the
most advanced practices of the construction industry and taking into
account the most appropriate equipment, technology and building
processes for the program’s scope and type.
…
The cost analysis offers a high level of reliability due to the level of
thoroughness and detail with which it has been performed. By
including sufficient and appropriate contingencies to compensate for
potential risks, uncertainty and unforeseen events, the estimate is
sound and reliable, and therefore, the probability that the
construction will be performed within the estimate, or less, is
high.” 38

33

34

35
36

37
38

Exhibit {C-23}, ACP Proposal for the Expansion of the Panama Canal: Third Set of Locks Project, dated
24 April 2006, p. 19 [p. 11]; Exhibit {C-74}, A Modern Wonder-Panama Canal Expansion Program:
Overview, BUSINESS EXCELLENCE, dated 23 February 2012, p. 8 [p. 19].
Exhibit {C-23}, ACP Proposal for the Expansion of the Panama Canal: Third Set of Locks Project, dated
24 April 2006, p. 16 [pp. 8 and 11].
{C-LA-171}, Constitution of the Republic of Panama (updated), p. 6, Article 325.
Exhibit {C-23}, ACP Proposal for the Expansion of the Panama Canal: Third Set of Locks Project, dated
24 April 2006.
Exhibit {C-825}, ACP Press Release, 'Panama Announces Expansion', dated 24 April 2006.
Exhibit {C-23}, ACP Proposal for the Expansion of the Panama Canal: Third Set of Locks Project, dated
24 April 2006, p. 15 [pp. 7 and 11-2].
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57.

In ACP’s words, the “detailed lock and navigational channels conceptual design” was one of
“three main pillars” from which “[t]he level of soundness and reliability of the cost estimate
derive[d]”. 39 The second “pillar” was that the reference design “was thoroughly analyzed in
terms of the feasibility of its construction, to determine the sequence and interdependency of
activities, and to accurately estimate the requirement for manpower, equipment, operating
supplies, energy, administration and tests and materials, among other considerations.” 40
Third, “the cost estimate was supplemented with the use of a state-of-the-art risk analysis
model”. 41

58.

Around this time, ACP also published the Master Plan of the Panama Canal (“Plan Maestro
del Canal de Panamá”), setting out its strategic vision for the next 20 years. 42 One of the key
concepts, based on ACP’s many years of studies, was the expansion of the Panama Canal,
including through the development of a third set of locks, in order to permit larger ships with
a higher tonnage to pass through the Canal. ACP noted that over the preceding eight years of
study, its experts had concluded that such a project would be not only technically and
economically feasible but also the most effective and efficient solution. 43

59.

Based on the above studies and representations, including ACP’s estimated cost of the Project
of USD 3.35 billion, ACP’s proposal for the Panama Canal expansion was approved by a
national referendum in Panama on 22 October 2006. 44
5.

60.

39

40

41

42

43

44

The Third Set of Locks as part of the broader Panama Canal Expansion
Project

The program for the Panama Canal expansion has several components, as illustrated below:

Exhibit {C-23}, ACP Proposal for the Expansion of the Panama Canal: Third Set of Locks Project, dated
24 April 2006, p. 17 [p. 9]. ACP’s terms of reference for the reference design had stipulated that it should
at least “be developed to a level that results in a baseline cost estimate within which the project can be
designed and constructed within 25% of the estimated cost” [i.e., +/- 12.5% of CPP’s cost estimate]
(Exhibit {C-823}, ACP Updated Reference Design, dated 20 May 2005, A/1-8).
Exhibit {C-23}, ACP Proposal for the Expansion of the Panama Canal: Third Set of Locks Project, dated
24 April 2006, p. 17 [p. 9].
Exhibit {C-23}, ACP Proposal for the Expansion of the Panama Canal: Third Set of Locks Project, dated
24 April 2006, p. 17 [p. 9].
ACP’s report entitled “Plan Maestro del Canal de Panama” dated 7 June 2006 (available at
http://www.pancanal.com/esp/plan/documentos/plan/acp-plan-maestro.pdf).
Exhibit {C-23}, ACP Proposal for the Expansion of the Panama Canal: Third Set of Locks Project, dated
24 April 2006, p. 22 [p. 14].
ACP’s report entitled “Explicative Document of the Process for the Tender Evaluation and Contractor
Selection”, dated 2 March 2009, pp. 3-4 (available at http://www.pancanal.com/eng/expansion/gralinfo/selection-process/selection-process-document.pdf).
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Figure 1-2 Extract of ACP’s presentation entitled “Contractor-selection process
– Third Set of Locks Project” 45
61.

According to ACP, the three main components of the Panama expansion project are as
follows. 46

62.

The primary (and most significant in budgetary terms) component was the project for the
design and construction of the Third Set of Locks (“Project”), for which GUPC bid, i.e., the
design and construction of two new lock complexes (one on the Atlantic side and one on the
Pacific side), based on a new alignment located near the excavation carried out by the
Americans in the 1930s (the so-called “1939 excavations”), as shown in Figure 1-04, below.
These new lock complexes, each of which was to have three chambers and three water saving
basins, were to be built almost parallel to, and operated in addition to, the existing locks.
Each complex consists of the locks themselves, as well as associated buildings, facilities,
systems required for their operation and maintenance, and access channels.

45

46

Exhibit {C-62}, ACP Presentation, "Contractor-selection process: Third Set of Locks Project", dated July
2009, p. 4.
Exhibit {C-695}, Volume I, Tender Documents in original RFP, dated December 2007, p. 5 [p. 1].
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Figure 1-3 Extract from ACP’s “Proposal for the Expansion of the Panama Canal”
dated 24 April 2006: locations of the existing and new lock complexes
(red arrows show U.S. 1939 new lock alignments) 47
63.

The second component of the Panama Canal expansion project consisted in excavating new
access channels for the new sets of locks (to be linked to the access channels built as part of
the Project) and the widening of existing navigation channels. These works were included in
separate work packages known as PAC (Pacific Access Channel) 1 through 9, for which
GUPC did not bid.

64.

Finally, the third component of the Panama Canal expansion project was the deepening of the
navigation channels and the raising of the Gatún Lake’s maximum operating level by
0.45 metres. This component is not included in the Project’s scope of works, and is not
directly relevant to this arbitration.
6.

65.

47

48

On 8 November 2007, ACP issued the Request for Qualifications

After the Referendum, ACP began the procurement process for the Project with a prequalification procedure in late 2007, when it released the Request for Qualifications
(“RFQ”). 48 The RFQ gave the first indications about the Project to the prospective tenderers,
and as such, only contained a general description of the Project. In the introduction, ACP
nevertheless specified that it “ha[d] assembled a set of documents relating to the Project” and

Exhibit {C-23}, ACP Proposal for the Expansion of the Panama Canal: Third Set of Locks Project, dated
24 April 2006, p. 57 [p. 49], Figure 33.
Exhibit {C-25}, Request For Qualifications for the Design-Build of the Third Set of Locks Project, Fifth
Revision, dated 8 November 2007.
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would make it available to interested parties “for review”. 49 These documents included, inter
alia, the 2004 and 2006 cost estimates and the 2006 Proposal, all of which reflected the
fundamental premise that the excavated basalt from the Pacific locks would be used in coarse
and fine aggregate production.
66.

The RFQ explained that the procurement process would consist of two phases: (1) a prequalification phase (RFQ phase), during which ACP would use a combination of mandatory
and weighted criteria to select a maximum of four proposers (the “Short-Listed Proposers”)
to proceed to the next phase; and (2) a tendering phase, during which ACP would evaluate the
technical and price proposals provided by the Short-Listed Proposers in response to the
Request for Proposals (“RFP”). 50

67.

In the RFQ, ACP specifically advised the potential tenderers that “[t]he Panama Canal
Capacity Expansion Proposal is the result of an exhaustive study and planning process,
commenced in 1996, involving analyses of … technical and engineering options”. 51 GUPC
and the other potential tenderers were further informed by ACP that:
“For this program, the ACP has commissioned its own designs,
significantly beyond the conceptual level, in order to demonstrate the
appropriateness and feasibility of the proposed configuration.”52

68.

49

50

51

52

53

54

55

56

According to the RFQ, the Short-Listed Proposers would be those who met the mandatory
criteria and attained the four highest scores on the weighted criteria.53 Among other things,
the mandatory criteria required:
•

Annual Revenue from Construction: that the Proposer had averaged, in the sum of all
its Shareholders, at least USD 2 billion in annual revenue from construction projects
during the last 10 years; 54

•

Construction Specific Experience: that in the last 10 years the Proposer had executed
four “Comparable Projects,” three of which had a construction cost over USD 500
million; and one, over USD 1 billion; 55

•

Average Annual Revenue from Design Services: that in the last 10 years the
Proposer’s Project Design Member had averaged no less than USD 100 million in
revenues for design services, and had totaled no less than USD 1 billion; 56

Exhibit {C-25}, Request For Qualifications for the Design-Build of the Third Set of Locks Project, Fifth
Revision, dated 8 November 2007, p. 4 [p. 4].
Exhibit {C-25}, Request For Qualifications for the Design-Build of the Third Set of Locks Project, Fifth
Revision, dated 8 November 2007, p. 23 [pp. 12-17], Section 6; Exhibit {C-63}, ACP, Executive Summary:
Contractor-selection process for the Third Set of Locks at the Panama Canal, dated July 2009, p. 3.
Exhibit {C-25}, Request For Qualifications for the Design-Build of the Third Set of Locks Project, Fifth
Revision, dated 8 November 2007, p. 11.
Exhibit {C-25}, Request For Qualifications for the Design-Build of the Third Set of Locks Project, Fifth
Revision, dated 8 November 2007, p. 11.
Exhibit {C-63}, ACP, Executive Summary: Contractor-selection process for the Third Set of Locks at the
Panama Canal, dated July 2009, p. 3.
Exhibit {C-25}, Request For Qualifications for the Design-Build of the Third Set of Locks Project, Fifth
Revision, dated 8 November 2007, pp. 30-31, Section 16.5.
Exhibit {C-25}, Request For Qualifications for the Design-Build of the Third Set of Locks Project, Fifth
Revision, dated 8 November 2007, pp. 31-32, Section 16.6.
Exhibit {C-25}, Request For Qualifications for the Design-Build of the Third Set of Locks Project, Fifth
Revision, dated 8 November 2007, p. 32, Section 16.7.
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•

Experience in the Design of Comparable Projects: that in the last 10 years the
Proposer’s Project Design Member had designed at least two distinct “Comparable
Projects” with a construction cost of at least USD 400 million each; 57

•

Experience in Design-Build Contracts: that in the last 10 years the Proposer’s Project
Design Member had executed at least two “Comparable Projects” with a design-build
contract cost of at least USD 500 million each; 58 and

•

Experience in Placement of Concrete: that in the last 10 years the Proposer had
experience in building at least two “Comparable Projects” requiring concrete
placements of at least 2,000 cubic meters per day and at least 500,000 cubic meters
total. 59

69.

For the consortia who met the mandatory criteria, ACP then applied a set of weighted criteria
that principally measured the extent to which they exceeded those requirements.60 For
example, the weighted criteria considered, among other things, the year-over-year average of
annual income generated from domestic and international construction projects, the number
of Comparable Projects with a construction cost of more than USD 1 billion, the number of
Comparable Projects executed under the design-build model and valued at more than
USD 500 million, and the number of Comparable Projects with over 500,000 cubic metres of
concrete. 61

70.

After concluding the pre-qualification phase, ACP identified four consortia as the ShortListed Proposers who could continue to the tendering phase: (1) Consorcia C.A.N.A.L.; 62

57

58

59

60

61

62

Exhibit {C-25}, Request For Qualifications for the Design-Build of the Third Set of Locks Project, Fifth
Revision, dated 8 November 2007, p. 33, Section 16.8. Comparable Projects were defined in the RFQ as
projects requiring “massive production of concrete aggregates and massive production of cast-in-place
reinforced concrete placement of a similar order of magnitude, technology . . . [that] ha[d] used similar
construction techniques, methodology and equipment to those required for the construction of the Third Set
of Locks Project . . . ha[d] relevant hydraulic structures and mechanical systems, either as part of its design
or performance functionality or as required by the construction methodology used to build them; and. . .
[had] required high-volume open-air excavation, rock blasting, tunneling and/or dredging at similar rates of
production to those required for the construction of the Third Set of Locks Project and which required
extensive dewatering of excavation sites.” (Exhibit {C-25}, Request For Qualifications for the DesignBuild of the Third Set of Locks Project, Fifth Revision, dated 8 November 2007, p. 4 [pp. 4-8], Section 2).
Exhibit {C-25}, Request For Qualifications for the Design-Build of the Third Set of Locks Project, Fifth
Revision, dated 8 November 2007, p. 33 [pp. 33-34], Section 16.9.
Exhibit {C-25}, Request For Qualifications for the Design-Build of the Third Set of Locks Project, Fifth
Revision, dated 8 November 2007, p. 34 [p. 34], Section 16.10.
Exhibit {C-25}, Request For Qualifications for the Design-Build of the Third Set of Locks Project, Fifth
Revision, dated 8 November 2007, p. 35 [pp. 35-45], Section 17 (explaining application of and discussing
the weighted criteria).
Exhibit {C-25}, Request For Qualifications for the Design-Build of the Third Set of Locks Project, Fifth
Revision, dated 8 November 2007, p. 4 [pp. 4-8 and 17-19], Sections 2 and 7.
Consorcia C.A.N.A.L. comprised of (i). ACS Servicios, Comunicaciones y Energía, S.L., (ii). Acciona
Infraestructuras, S.A., (iii). Fomento de Construcciones y Contratas, S.A., (iv). Hochtief Construction AG,
and (v). Constructoras ICA S.A. de C.V.
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(2) Consorcia Atlántico-Pacífico de Panamá; 63 (3) Consortia Bechtel, Taisei, Mitsubishi
Corporation (“BTM”); and (4) the GUPC Consortium. 64
7.

On 21 December 2007, ACP issued the Request for Proposals, which was
subsequently amended 24 times

71.

After selecting the four consortia through its pre-qualification process, ACP issued its initial
Request for Proposals (“RFP”) on 21 December 2007. 65 ACP instructed the consortia to
prepare and submit technical and price proposals for the design and construction of the
Project on the basis of the information and design specifications provided in the RFP
package. 66 In developing the RFP, ACP was assisted by well-known international consultants
such as CPP (which, as discussed above, prepared the reference design for the Project) and
Parsons Binkerhoff International (“Parsons”). Parsons was later replaced by CH2M Hill, an
entity that later became ACP’s Project Management Consultant after the Contract with GUPC
was entered into.

72.

As explained above, during the many years of studies before the issuance of the RFP, ACP
had access to numerous historical documents regarding the conditions at the site. The
Panama-U.S. Panama Canal Treaty Implementation Plan itself mandated that a large
collection of historical records, including working copies of engineering drawings, were to be
transferred to the Panamanian Government and the Panama Canal Commission (ACP’s
predecessor) as part of the Panama Canal retrocession scheme. 67 ACP selected which of these
available materials it would include in its RFP.

73.

ACP’s initial RFP included the following main documents:

63

64

65
66

67

68
69
70

•

“Instructions to Tenderers” (Volume I, Part 1), which provided for a clarification and
amendment process pursuant to which the RFP could evolve during the tender
period; 68

•

“Employer’s Requirements” (ER) (Volume II), which set out ACP’s technical
requirements for the Project; 69

•

“Conditions of Contract” (Volume III), which were based on the 1999 edition of the
FIDIC Conditions of Contract for Plant & Design-Build (FIDIC Yellow Book), albeit
heavily amended; 70

•

“Employer’s Evaluation Criteria” (Volume IV); 71

Consorcia Atlántico-Pacífico de Panamá comprised of (i). Bouygues Travaux Publics, (ii). Bilfinger Berger,
(iii). VINCI Construction Grands Projets, (iv). Construcoes e Comercio Camargo Correa S.A., (v).
Construtora Andrade Gutierrez S.A., (vi). Construtora Queiroz Galvao S.A., (vii). ALSTOM Hydro Energia
Brasil, and (viii). BARDELLA Industrias Mecánicas.
Exhibit {C-62}, ACP Presentation, "Contractor-selection process: Third Set of Locks Project", dated July
2009, p. 11, slide 11.
Exhibit {C-695}, Volume I, Tender Documents in original RFP, dated December 2007.
Exhibit {C-7}, Tender Documents in original RFP, Volume I, dated December 2007, p. 11 [pp. 7-10], Part
1(C); Exhibit {C-9}, Tender Documents in original RFP, Volume V, dated December 2007, p. 18 [pp. 1828 and 41-54], Parts 5 and 9.
Exhibit {C-812}, Treaty Implementation Plan, Vol. III Office of the Executive Secretary, Administrative
Services Division.
Exhibit {C-695}, Volume I, Tender Documents in original RFP, dated December 2007.
Exhibit {C-483}, Volume II, Employer’s Requirements in original RFP, dated December 2007.
Exhibit {C-826}, Conditions of Contract (Original Version) (Excerpt), dated December 2007.
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•

“Contractor’s Proposal” (Volume V); 72 and

•

“Reference Documents” (Volume VI), which contained the reference design and
related drawings for the Project as well as geotechnical data and reports, including a
“Geotechnical Report” (“GR”). 73

74.

As will be explained in detail below, ACP again confirmed the adequate quality and quantity
of the excavated material from the Pacific locks for aggregate production throughout the RFP
period.

75.

The clarification and amendment process set out in the Instructions to Tenderers provided that
“not later than twenty-one (21) calendar days prior to the due date for receipt of Tenders” a
bidder “requiring any clarification of the RFP Documents” could notify ACP in writing. 74
The process further provided that ACP could “[a]t any time prior to the deadline for
submission of Tenders” amend the RFP documents “for any reason, whether at its own
initiative or in response to a clarification requested by a Prospective Tenderer”.75 In addition,
the Instructions to Tenderers provided that ACP could extend the deadline for submission of
bids. 76

76.

As depicted in Figure 1-05 below, ACP amended the RFP 24 times, both on its own initiative
and in response to questions from the bidders. Among other things, ACP supplemented and
re-organized the geotechnical information provided with its initial RFP, through Geotechnical
Data Reports (“GDR”) and Geotechnical Interpretative Reports (“GIR”) from May through
July 2008, and made numerous amendments to the Conditions of Contract.

71
72
73
74

75

76

Exhibit {C-827}, Volume IV, Employer's Evaluation Criteria in original RFP dated December 2007.
Exhibit {C-9}, Tender Documents in original RFP, Volume V, dated December 2007.
Exhibit {C-492}, Volume VI, Part 2, Geotechnical Report in original RFP, dated December 2007.
Exhibit {C-695}, Volume I, Tender Documents in original RFP, dated December 2007, p. 10 [p. 6], Section
B-2.
Exhibit {C-695}, Volume I, Tender Documents in original RFP, dated December 2007, p. 10 [p. 6], Section
B-3.
Exhibit {C-695}, Volume I, Tender Documents in original RFP, dated December 2007, p. 10 [p. 6], Section
B-3.
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Figure 1-4 Chronological list of RFP amendments (amendments extending date for the
submission of bids highlighted in yellow)
77.

During this time, in answering the tenderers’ questions, ACP again confirmed that the Pacific
Locks Excavation (“PLE”) basalt was to be used for aggregates production in the Project: 77

78.

As indicated in Figure 1-05 above, ACP issued 24 amendments to the RFP during the course
of the RFP period. This unusually large number of amendments, including on significant
aspects of the Project, impacted the bidders’ (including GUPC’s) work plans, particularly as
the analysis of various aspects of the Project, such as the geological conditions, had to be
completed before the tender design could be finalized and costed.

79.

GUPC drew ACP’s attention to the obvious disruptive effects of ACP’s actions at the time. In
October 2008, GUPC wrote to ACP that:
“In broad terms, the ACP has issued a document that materially affects the
Bidding process, about every week and half.
Some of the issues covered by these latest Amendments have addressed
issues that are material to the design process, and on occasion have been
contradictory to earlier versions, as is the case with the Lock Gates […] This

77

Exhibit {C-39}, Questions and Answers to Amendment No. 10, July 2008, p. 57 [p. 57], Comment 110.
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situation has made it very challenging for GUPC to follow the changes and
adapt our studies to the changed conditions. [...] [T]he pace of our work has
been deeply conditioned by the continuous changes.
Various studies have been done and redone several times and, as of today,
we are unclear about what will be the final scope of work for which to
bid.” 78
80.

In the same letter, GUPC suggested that the tender process had become so disordered that
ACP should call for a “time out”, to allow time for all of its changes to be made at once,
thereby putting an end to the situation in which the tenderers were constantly playing catchup:
“In order to guarantee a successful end to the bidding process, […] GUPC
suggests that the ACP call for a time out during which it would stabilize the
RFP […] and issue a single, all-encompassing document (incorporating all
the latest modifications to the various Tender documents) on which to
complete the Tenderers’ studies.
[…] ACP has to understand that it is very difficult to prepare a tender subject
to an RFP that has been under constant change.” 79

81.

ACP could have chosen to suspend the tender process in order to allow tenderers the time to
properly consider all of the new information it had provided, but chose not to do so.

82.

The initial RFP had provided that the tender period was about eight months, with bids due on
22 August 2008. However, due to the significant changes that it was making to the RFP
documents, ACP modified the deadline for the submission of bids three times. Although the
overall tender period ultimately became 14 months (as opposed to the initial eight months),
the deadline for submission of the bids was never more than a few months away at any point
in time, especially as from the Spring of 2008.

83.

As indicated in yellow highlights in Figure 1-05 above, on 18 April 2008, ACP extended the
deadline to 8 October 2008. 80 On 2 July 2008, ACP extended the deadline for a second time
to 10 December 2008 81 and then, on 22 October 2008, for a third time to 3 March 2009. 82
The extent and timing of these amendments is a further illustration of ACP’s deficient and
disorganized conduct of the tender process, in breach of its legal obligations.

84.

However, the difficulties caused by the repeated changes to the RFP documents were
mitigated by the fact that ACP assured GUPC that the documents provided in the RFP
package (including those added by the amendments) could be relied upon by the bidders, and
that “[i]f the conditions met on site are worse then the Contractor can make a claim for
extension of time and/or costs.” 83

78

79

80
81
82
83

Exhibit {C-828}, Letter GUPC ACP - 33/2008 - AMZ from GUPC to ACP, dated 6 October 2008.
[Emphasis added]
Exhibit {C-828}, Letter GUPC ACP - 33/2008 - AMZ from GUPC to ACP, dated 6 October 2008.
[Emphasis added]
Exhibit {C-829}, RFP Amendment 7 (cover page), dated 18 April 2008.
Exhibit {C-830}, RFP Amendment 10 (cover page), dated 2 July 2008.
Exhibit {C-831}, RFP Amendment 18 (cover page), dated October 2008.
Exhibit {C-486}, Minutes of Meeting held on 4 July 2008 between GUPC/CICP and ACP (memorandum
prepared by CICP dated 8 July 2008), p. 2 [p. 2], item 4.
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85.

In addition to assuring the accuracy of the information provided, ACP represented to the
bidders that any issues in the future in relation to the information in these documents would
be resolved in the spirit of fairness and cooperation. ACP thus stated that one of its important
objectives for the Project was: 84

86.

As further explained below, GUPC adequately and diligently studied and inspected the
Project’s Site and the documents provided by ACP consistent with Prudent Industry Practice.
8.

Award of the Project to GUPC and signature of the Contract in August
2009

87.

Pursuant to the RFP process, GUPC submitted its official bid for the Project on 3 March
2009. 85 Having received bids from GUPC, BTM and C.A.N.A.L., 86 ACP started the thorough
evaluation of the bidders’ technical proposals. This technical review period by ACP lasted
for four months, from March to July 2009 (almost a third of the eventual RFP period time and
half the original RFP period in which the tenderers could develop their tender designs).

88.

The evaluation was carried out by a 15-member technical evaluation board, composed of
ACP senior engineers. 87 The technical evaluation board was assisted by about 30 ACP
technical experts, some of whom had expertise in dams and hydraulic systems, and
international expert advisors, including CH2M Hill.88 In ACP’s words, “[t]he evaluation
[was] performed by and under the advice of experts with the appropriate and sufficient
competencies, experience, qualifications and knowledge.” 89

89.

Additionally, throughout the evaluation process, ACP requested additional information,
clarification and confirmation from the tenderers. GUPC alone received 80 Request for
Clarification (“RFC”) letters, each containing several such requests, typically with a deadline
of only two or three days to reply. 90

84

85
86
87

88

89

90

Exhibit {C-25}, Request For Qualifications for the Design-Build of the Third Set of Locks Project, Fifth
Revision, dated 8 November 2007, p. 11 [p. 11].
Exhibit {C-46}, Letter of Tender and Acceptance, dated 23 February 2009.
Consorcia Atlántico-Pacífico de Panamá did not submit a bid.
Exhibit {C-63}, ACP, Executive Summary: Contractor-selection process for the Third Set of Locks at the
Panama Canal, dated July 2009, p. 6 [p. 6]; Exhibit {C-62}, ACP Presentation, "Contractor-selection
process: Third Set of Locks Project", dated July 2009, p. 16 [p. 16].
Exhibit {C-63}, ACP, Executive Summary: Contractor-selection process for the Third Set of Locks at the
Panama Canal, dated July 2009, p. 7; Exhibit {C-62}, ACP Presentation, "Contractor-selection process:
Third Set of Locks Project", dated July 2009, p. 27.
Exhibit {C-61}, Explicative Document of the Process for the Tender Evaluation and Contractor Selection
for the Design and Construction of the Third Set of Locks, dated July 2009, p. 7 [p. 5 of 34].
See e.g., Exhibit {C-832}, ACP RFC 52 (ACP-76161-G052), dated 3 June 2009; Exhibit {C-833}, GUPC
response to ACP RFC 52 (RFC 052-AMZ/MN), dated 9 June 2009; Exhibit {C-834}, ACP RFC 63 (ACP76161-G063), dated 15 June 2009; Exhibit {C-835}, GUPC response to ACP RFC 63 (RFC 063AMZ/MN), dated 18 June 2009.
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90.

At the end of this review period, on 8 July 2009, ACP announced that GUPC’s bid was the
“best value” proposal for the Project, having achieved the highest overall technical and price
scores. 91

Figure 1-5 Technical and Financial scores of the bidders for the Project 92
91.

The results were announced during a public ceremony, during which ACP first presented the
technical scores. 93 As reflected in Figure 1-06 above, GUPC was awarded the highest
technical score of all the bidders. Following this, ACP opened the financial proposals of all
bidders to be compared with its own revised price estimate for the Project (which had been
kept confidential until that date).

92.

GUPC’s financial proposal of USD 3.22 billion (not including price escalation) was fully
consistent with – and indeed, just under – ACP’s estimated cost for the Project. As part of the
2006 Proposal, ACP had estimated that the Project would cost USD 3.35 billion. Likewise,
GUPC’s financial proposal was fully consistent with – but again, just under – the amount of
funds ultimately allocated to the Project (i.e., USD 3.48 billion as depicted in Figure 1-06
above), which ACP confirmed to the tenderers in July 2009 along with its decision on which
consortium would be awarded the Contract. 94 In March 2009, just a few months before the
announcement was made, ACP had informed the tenderers that these “Allotted Funds” for the
Project (the amount of which was kept confidential by ACP) were determined by a team of
ACP operational experts with the support of external experts, and the amount would be used
when evaluating their price proposals. 95

93.

Subsequently, on 15 July 2009, ACP formally accepted GUPC’s proposal 96 and announced
that it had awarded the Project to GUPC. 97 The Parties signed the contract for the design and

91

92

93

94

95

96

Exhibit {C-64}, Technical Evaluation - Final Report, Contracting Officer’s Report, dated July 2009, p. 44
[p. 40]; Exhibit {C-65}, ACP Press Release, Panama Canal Announces “Best Value” Proposal for the New
Set of Locks Expansion Contract, dated 8 July 2009.
Exhibit {C-64}, Technical Evaluation - Final Report, Contracting Officer’s Report, dated July 2009, p. 44
[p. 40].
Exhibit {C-65}, ACP Press Release, Panama Canal Announces “Best Value” Proposal for the New Set of
Locks Expansion Contract, dated 8 July 2009.
Exhibit {C-64}, Technical Evaluation - Final Report, Contracting Officer’s Report, dated July 2009, p. 43
[p. 39] (explaining that “ACP’s Amount of Allotted Funds for the project totaled USD 3,481,000,000.00”).
Exhibit {C-61}, Explicative Document of the Process for the Tender Evaluation and Contractor Selection
for the Design and Construction of the Third Set of Locks, dated July 2009, p. 19 [p. 17].
Exhibit {C-702}, Letter IACC-221427-C-001 from ACP to the Members, dated 15 July 2009.
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construction of the Third Set of Locks (the “Contract”) on 11 August 2009. 98 ACP then
issued the Order to Commence on 18 August 2009, which set the Commencement Date as
25 August 2009. 99 The initial date for completion was 20 October 2014 (1,883 days from the
Commencement Date). 100
9.

GUPC incurred massive additional costs and delays due to the defective
information provided by ACP and ACP’s other wrongful acts and
breaches

94.

As explained above, ACP conducted years of research and studies, with the assistance of
internationally renowned consultants, for the Project. ACP provided a large volume of
information and data and made clear and important representations to the bidders during the
tender process. In particular, ACP repeatedly represented that the information being provided
to the bidders was accurate and reliable. In fact, ACP’s own budget for the Project was
allegedly based on these detailed studies and on the same fundamental premises that had been
conveyed to the bidders.

95.

However, as GUPC proceeded with the Works, it gradually became clear that most of the
representations and assurances made by ACP about the thoroughness of its studies of the subsurface conditions and about the reliability of its budget were utterly wrong. This is
particularly true of one of the most fundamental premises on which ACP’s budget was based,
namely that the PLE basalt would be used for the production of the coarse and fine aggregates
required for both the Pacific and Atlantic sites. As will be further explained below, this clear
representation proved to be totally incorrect to the point that GUPC ultimately had to abandon
the PLE basalt altogether and open quarries in order to source the basalt needed to produce
the millions of tons of aggregates required for the Project. Similarly, and as will also be
developed below, large parts of the geotechnical data provided by ACP during the RFP
period, and ACP’s interpretations of that data, which were relied on by all the bidders
including GUPC, proved to be highly defective and appeared to have been prepared in
reckless disregard of international industry practices.

96.

As a consequence of these issues and of ACP’s other breaches, GUPC incurred massive
additional costs of several billion USD on the Project, over and above its initial contract price
of USD 3.22 billion (not including escalation), and significant delays in the completion of the
Project (approximately 20 months). This imposed a very substantial burden on GUPC and the
consortium members.

97.

Moreover, and again contrary to the representations it had made that the Project would be
“executed in a spirit of mutual trust and cooperation and without litigation and adversarial
attitudes”, 101 ACP consistently failed even to endeavor to resolve GUPC’s rightful claims for
additional time and payment in a fair and cooperative manner. Instead, ACP consistently
sought to delay the determination of GUPC’s entitlements and sought refuge behind what it
apparently believed were exculpatory clauses that it had introduced into the Contract, most of
which are either inapplicable or unenforceable in light of ACP’s egregious breaches of its
duties under the Contract and Panamanian law. ACP also developed a pattern of behavior of

97

98
99

100
101

Exhibit {C-66}, ACP Press Release, Panama Canal Awards Locks Contract to “Grupo Unidos por el
Canal”, dated 15 July 2009.
Exhibit {C-69}, Contract Agreement, dated 11 August 2009.
Exhibit {C-705}, Notice of Commencement of Contract No. CMC-221427-CCP, Design and Construction
of the Third Set of Locks, Panama Canal, dated 18 August 2009.
Exhibit {C-245}, Appendix to Tender, dated February 2009, p. 1 [p. 1].
Exhibit {C-25}, Request For Qualifications for the Design-Build of the Third Set of Locks Project, Fifth
Revision, dated 8 November 2007, p. 11 [p. 11].
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repeatedly demanding (often over the course of several months or even years) more
information regardless of the substantiation already provided by GUPC, all the while having
no intention of recognizing any entitlement, irrespective of the merits of GUPC’s claims.
98.

This failure of ACP to determine GUPC’s entitlements in a timely and fair fashion had a very
significant impact on GUPC and its members, because it meant in practice that GUPC and its
members have wrongfully been forced for many years to assume ACP’s obligation to finance
much of the Project and to bear the burdens of the Project’s massive overruns.

99.

This general pattern of ACP’s wrongful and obstructive behavior is clearly reflected by the
fact that, of over 100 claims totaling over USD 4 billion in claimed entitlements submitted by
GUPC during the Project, 102 ACP (through the Employer’s Representative) accepted
voluntarily only a minuscule fraction – 0.1% – of GUPC’s entitlements (totally around USD
3.8 million).

100.

ACP thus failed to comply with its obligations to endeavor in good faith to reach agreement
with GUPC and to determine GUPC’s claims fairly and promptly, as represented during the
RFP period and as required by the Contract in accordance with and under Panamanian law.
Instead, ACP repeatedly and wrongfully sought to frustrate and delay GUPC’s recovery of
sums to which it is properly entitled.

101.

ACP’s conduct throughout the Project, in sharp contrast with its representations during the
RFP period that the information provided was thorough and reliable, undermined the very
spirit and philosophy of the Contract. This interfered with the balance of the contractual
framework and negated the fundamental underpinnings on which GUPC entered into the
Contract.
10.

GUPC was compelled systematically to have recourse to the DAB to
solve the problems and disputes created by ACP

102.

In light of ACP’s systematic rejection of its entitlements, GUPC was forced to seek formal,
and often repeated, recourse to the Dispute Adjudication Board (“DAB”) for practically all of
the additional sums and extensions of time to which it was entitled.

103.

Thus, in the context of the entitlements being sought in this arbitration:
•

102
103

104

GUPC had to initiate the Referral 11 DAB proceedings covering claim nos. 43 and 52
arising from (i) ACP’s incorrect representations that the PLE basalt in the site could
be used as primary source for the Project’s concrete aggregate production; and (ii)
ACP unnecessarily and wrongfully burdening and delaying the concrete mix design
process. The DAB found, by majority, that GUPC was entitled to damages in the
amount of USD 134,553,492 for the concrete aggregate/basalt claim (claim no. 43).
As regards the concrete mix design claim (clam no. 52), the DAB unanimously found
that GUPC was entitled to an extension of time of 176 calendar days due to ACP’s
breaches and, by majority, found that GUPC was entitled to USD 98,680,824 in
prolongation costs. 103 While GUPC agreed with the DAB’s decision on the merits, it
still submitted a notice of dissatisfaction under Sub-Clause 20.4 of the Conditions of
Contract because the DAB incorrectly assessed the quantum of its entitlements.104

Not including the entitlements sought by Claimants 2-4.
Exhibit {C-246}, DAB Decision on Referral 11, dated 30 December 2014, p. 119 [pp. 116-117]. The
transcripts of the Referral 11 DAB hearing are exhibited as Exhibit {C-836}, Referral 11 DAB Hearing
Transcripts (Combined).
Exhibit {R-17}, Contractor's Referral No. 11 Notice of Dissatisfaction, dated 22 January 2015.
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105

106

107
108

109
110

•

GUPC also had to initiate the Referral 13A DAB proceedings covering claim nos. 47,
50 and 57, arising from the unforeseeable and undisclosed physical conditions and
faulting that were encountered in the basalt reach of the PLE at and below foundation
level of the Locks. Unlike in Referral 11, the DAB majority wrongfully dismissed
GUPC’s entitlements in this Referral (with a dissenting opinion by Mr. Pierre
Genton). 105 This decision was surprising because it disregarded the plain terms of the
Contract and the Parties’ obligations under Panamanian law, and was also
inconsistent with the DAB’s majority decision in Referral 11 in connection with the
production of concrete aggregates. As Mr. Genton correctly pointed out in his
dissenting opinion, the geological/geotechnical conditions encountered by GUPC in
the basalt reach of the PLE (at and below foundation level) were unforeseeable and
more adverse than the conditions interpreted by ACP, thereby entitling GUPC to
additional time and costs under the Contract and Panamanian law. 106 Consequently,
GUPC strongly objected to the majority decision of the DAB in Referral 13A. 107

•

GUPC was also forced to bring before the DAB three separate times its claim
regarding the on-Site laboratories (DAB Referrals 1, 10 and 14B) dealing with (i)
ACP’s instruction to GUPC to sub-contract its on-Site laboratories activities to a third
party testing organization, which constituted a Variation under Clause 13 [Variations
and Adjustments] of the Conditions of Contract; and (ii) GUPC’s corresponding
entitlement to the additional costs relating to the subcontract that GUPC thus had to
enter into for these services with Fall Line Testing and Inspection Panama, S. de R.L.
(“Fall Line”). 108 ACP’s behavior in relation to the on-Site laboratories is particularly
indicative of its abusive and obstructive strategy. In its unanimous DAB decision in
Referral 1, 109 the DAB ordered that the requirement to hire an external third party
organization for on-Site laboratory tests was a Variation to the Contract, and ordered
the Parties to agree upon an appropriate sum to compensate GUPC for the additional
costs arising therefrom. ACP, however, failed to agree on these additional costs in a
fair manner, and denied GUPC’s entitlement to financing costs (which ACP insisted
should be submitted as a separate claim). GUPC therefore had to bring the matter
back in front of the DAB in a new Referral 10, wherein the DAB unanimously
ordered ACP to pay USD 14,822,970 to GUPC as additional costs for engaging Fall
Line (while reserving its decision on financing costs, which the DAB found were due
in some unspecified amount to be agreed between the parties). 110 Despite the DAB’s
clear decision, ACP refused to determine that any financing costs were due, and
further demanded that GUPC submit a new and separate claim for these costs. When
GUPC complied with ACP’s demand to submit financing costs as a separate claim,
ACP took the position that GUPC’s “new” claim was time barred and thus rejected it
in its entirety. GUPC was, therefore, forced to return to the DAB yet again in new
Referral 14B to obtain the payment of the sums due to it, and the DAB issued therein

Exhibit {R-47}, DAB Decision in respect of Referral No. 13A, dated 26 July 2016. The transcripts of the
Referral 13A DAB hearing are exhibited as Exhibit {C-837}, Referral 13A DAB Hearing Transcripts
(Combined).
Exhibit {R-47}, DAB Decision in respect of Referral No. 13A, dated 26 July 2016, p. 89 [pp. 26-28 of the
DAB Minority Opinion], paras. 62-67.
Exhibit {C-838}, GUPC's Notice of Dissatisfaction with regards to Referral No. 13, dated 19 August 2016.
Fall Line Testing and Inspection Panama, S. de R.L. is a subsidiary of Fall Line Testing and Inspection,
LLC (USA).
Exhibit {C-2}, DAB Decision on Referral 1, dated 23 August 2011.
Exhibit {C-249}, DAB Decision on Referral 10, dated 29 April 2013, p. 46.
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a unanimous decision that GUPC was entitled to an amount of USD 6,415,216. 111
Following GUPC’s filing of Referral 14B with the DAB, however, ACP amended its
submissions before this Tribunal to include the laboratories claim, and argued that the
DAB no longer had jurisdiction over these claims. ACP’s unacceptable treatment of
a straightforward Variation was not only in breach of Contract but also of ACP’s
mandatory duties under its own Regulation and Panamanian law.112
104.

The role of the DAB, as intended by the Parties and contemplated in the Contract, was to be a
streamlined fast-track dispute resolution process whereby the DAB would give its decision
within 84 days from “the date when [the reference] is received by the chairman of the DAB”,
as required in Sub-Clause 20.4 of the Conditions of Contract. 113

105.

However, ACP, through its abusive attitude and conduct, managed to render the DAB process
extremely time-consuming and ineffective, which further delayed the recognition of GUPC’s
entitlements and increased the burden on GUPC and its members. ACP substantially
prolonged the DAB proceedings by refusing to agree to any supplemental procedures for the
efficient conduct of DAB proceedings and by engaging in lengthy submissions (including
expert testimonies, which it first argued were required to support GUPC’s positions) and
protracted hearings, thereby turning the DAB process into a de facto arbitration proceeding.
This, in fact, reflected ACP’s general conduct of causing delays and disruption throughout the
Project, and was plainly inconsistent with the letter and spirit of the dispute resolution
mechanism as set out in Clause 20 [Claims, Disputes and Arbitration] of the Conditions of
Contract.
11.

GUPC completed the Project in June 2016 despite the many obstacles
and immense financial burden created by ACP’s wrongdoings and
breaches

106.

Despite the great difficulties and massive financial burden imposed by ACP’s wrongful acts,
GUPC brought the Project to a successful completion and delivered a fully functional set of
locks to ACP, which ACP took over on 23 and 24 June 2016.

107.

The inauguration of the Panama Canal took place on 26 June 2016, during which ACP
described the new Canal as connecting “the present and the future” and “the beginning of a
new era.” 114

111

112

113

114

Exhibit {C-250}, DAB Decision on Referral 14B, dated 20 July 2016, p. 37. The relevant transcripts of the
Referral 14B DAB hearing (relating to the on-Site laboratories claim) are exhibited as Exhibit {C-839},
Referral 14B DAB Hearing Transcript, dated 23 October 2015.
The transcripts of the relevant DAB hearings are exhibited as Exhibit {C-839}, Referral 14B DAB Hearing
Transcript, dated 23 October 2015.
Exhibit {C-311}, Conditions of Contract (as amended through Variation Order No. 175), p. 319 [pp. 289290], Sub-Clause 20.4.
http://www.pancanal.com/eng/pr/press-releases/2016/06/26/pr597.html.
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Figure 1-6 Picture taken during the inauguration ceremony on 26 June 2016
108.

The pictures below show the new lock complexes (Atlantic and Pacific) in their completed or
almost complete state:
Pacific

Atlantic

Figure 1-7 Pictures of the completed Atlantic and Pacific lock complexes
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D.
109.

SITE ORIENTATION

The Third Set of Locks Project was comprised of two work sites on each side of the Panama
Canal: the Atlantic Site to the north of the Isthmus of Panama and the Pacific Site to the
south. The locations of the Atlantic and Pacific Site are marked in Figure 1-8 below at points
1 and 2, respectively. 115

Figure 1-8 Panama Canal alignment, annotated
110.

115
116

The Atlantic Site is located slightly to the east of the existing Gatun locks (built by the
Americans), while the Pacific Site is located just to the southwest of the existing Miraflores
locks as indicated by the red arrows in Figure 1-9 below. 116

https://www.pancanal.com/eng/general/canal-faqs/physical.html
Exhibit {C-23}, ACP Proposal for the Expansion of the Panama Canal: Third Set of Locks Project, dated
24 April 2006, p. 57 [p. 49], Figure 33.
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Figure 1-9 Extract from ACP’s “Proposal for the Expansion of the Panama Canal” dated
24 April 2006: location of the new lock complexes
111.

The circumstances giving rise to this Arbitration largely took place at the Pacific Site. Figure
1-10 below shows an aerial view of the Pacific Site in September 2009 before the
commencement of the works. The area filled with water in the center of the photograph is the
site of the 1939 excavations.

Figure 1-10
117

Aerial view of Pacific site in 2009 before works commenced 117

Note that the image has the conceptual layout of the Third Set of Locks superimposed onto it.
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112.

Figure 1-11 below shows the same aerial view as presented in Figure 1-10 with the location
of each of the major Project site structures labelled, namely the:
•

Lock Heads (“LH”);

•

Lock Chambers (“LUC”, “LMC”, and “LLC”);

•

Water Saving Basins (“UWSB”, “MWSB”, and “LWSB”);

•

Crushing Plant (“CP”);

•

Batching Plant (“BP”); and

•

Aguadulce Quarry (“AQ”).

Figure 1-11
113.

Aerial view of Pacific site in 2009 before works commenced, annotated

There are four Lock Heads at each site which are labelled above as LH1-LH4. Lock Head 1
at the Pacific Site leads into the Gatun Lake while Lock Head 4 at the Pacific Site leads into
the Pacific Ocean. The primary purpose of the Lock Heads is to house the rolling Lock
Gates. Within the recesses of each Lock Head, there are two identical Lock Gates as shown
below.
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Figure 1-12
114.

At each of the Pacific and Atlantic Sites, there are three Lock Chambers: the Lock Upper
Chamber (“LUC”), Lock Middle Chamber (“LMC”), and the Lock Lower Chamber
(“LLC”), which allow for the vessels crossing the Canal to be gradually raised the 27m from
sea level to the level of Gatun Lake. As shown in Figure 1-11 above, the LUC is located
between Lock Heads 1 and 2 and connects to Gatun Lake. The LMC is located between Lock
Heads 2 and 3. The LLC is the lowest of the Lock Chambers and is located between Lock
Heads 3 and 4, connecting to the Pacific Ocean.

Figure 1-13

118

Photograph of one pair of Lock Gates

View south from Lock Head 1 showing the Upper, Middle, and Lower
Locks Chamber partially flooded – July 2015 118

Exhibit {C-840}, Presentation titled "ICC Case No. 19962/ASM Tribunal Visit Cofferdam (Claim 6.1)",
dated 14 and 23 July 2015, p. 17.
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115.

Each Lock Chamber is connected to a Water Saving Basin (“WSB”). The WSBs store water
to be recycled during the operation of the Locks. At the Pacific Site, the WSBs are located
parallel to the Lock Chambers on their east side, largely in the area of the 1939 excavations.
The WSBs are divided into an Upper WSB (“UWSB” in Figure 1-11), a Middle WSB
(“MWSB”) and a Lower WSB (“LWSB”). The photograph below shows the completed
LWSB and MWSB filled with water.119

Figure 1-14
116.

119

Water Saving Basins (15 February 2016)

During the Project, each site also contained a crushing facility to process concrete aggregates
excavated from the Pacific Site. The Pacific crushing plant featured four crushers: the
primary, secondary, tertiary, and quaternary crushing stages. There was also a crushing plant
on the Atlantic Site, which consisted of tertiary and quaternary crushers. The Atlantic tertiary
crusher was fed by the product from the Pacific secondary crusher, half of which was sent by
barge along the Canal. The PAC crushing plant, as shown in Figure 1-15, was located just to
the west of the LLC and LMC in an area called the “industrial platform”.

Exhibit {C-841}, GUPC's presentation by Mr. Quarta, "Design and Construction of the Third Set of Locks
Panama Canal Expansion Project", dated 27 February 2016, p. 126.
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Figure 1-15
117.

Both sites also had a concrete batching plant which was used to combine various inputs,
including aggregates, in order to produce the concrete necessary to carry out the Project. The
batching plants consisted of four mixers along with cement silos and, after the modifications
discussed in more detail in Section III, a silica fume silo. The Pacific batching plant was
located to the west of the LMC near the PAC crushing plant, to which it was connected and
which can be seen in the background of the photograph below.

Figure 1-16

120

PAC Crushing Plant (2013) 120

Photograph of concrete batching plant in 2012 after its modification to
allow for the use of silica fumes 121

Exhibit {C-842}, GUPC's presentation, "Design and Construction of the Third Set of Locks Panama Canal
Expansion Program, dated July 2015, p. 17.
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118.

As explained in Section III, in March 2011 GUPC found it necessary to open the Aguadulce
Quarry at the Pacific Site in order to excavate basalt as the primary source for aggregate
production, rather than the PLE as originally intended. The Aguadulce Quarry was located at
the site of the Aguadulce hill, to the east of the LUC. The picture below shows early blasting
operations at the Aguadulce Quarry. 122

Figure 1-17
119.

The photograph below shows an aerial view of the Pacific Locks taken from the south of the
site as the works were nearing completion. 123 The former site of the Aguadulce Quarry is
shown circled in red and filled with water, just to the east of the UWSB and MWSB.

Figure 1-18
121
122
123

Picture showing early blasting operations in Aguadulce (19 July 2011)

Photograph of Pacific lock site on 11 January 2016 (annotated)

Exhibit {C-843}, GUPC Monthly Progress Report #29 (February 2012), dated 29 February 2012.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 73 [p. 66], Figure 69.
Exhibit {C-841}, GUPC's presentation by Mr. Quarta, "Design and Construction of the Third Set of Locks
Panama Canal Expansion Project", dated 27 February 2016, p. 132.
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120.

124

This Arbitration largely relates to the concreting works at the Pacific Locks site from the start
of the works through to 2012 and the issues encountered by GUPC during this time. The
photographs below show the general progress of the concreting works during this period.

Figure 1-19

The Pacific Site on 17 November 2010 124

Figure 1-20

The Pacific Site on 15 November 2011 125

Exhibit {C-844}, GUPC Monthly Progress Report #14 (November 2010), dated 3 December 2010.
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Figure 1-21

125
126

The Pacific Site on 12 November 2012 126

Exhibit {C-845}, GUPC Monthly Progress Report #26 (November 2011), dated 7 December 2011.
Exhibit {C-846}, GUPC Monthly Progress Report #38 (November 2012), dated 20 November 2012.
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(i)
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II.

THE CONTRACT AND THE LAW
A.

121.

THE CONTRACT

This section sets out the overall structure of the Contract and then presents its most relevant
provisions.
1.

Structure of the Contract

122.

As per Sub-Clause 1.5 of the Conditions of Contract, the Contract is comprised of the
following documents, listed in order of priority: 127

123.

Sub-Clause 5.1 of the Conditions of Contract, to which Sub-Clause 1.5 refers, further
provides that the Volume VI “Reference Documents”, provided “for information purposes
only”, are also “included in the Contract.”128
(a)

Contract Agreement 129

124.

On 11 August 2009, the Parties signed the Contract Agreement, by which GUPC agreed to
perform the Project’s Works in accordance with the provisions of the Contract and to comply
with any other obligation listed therein, while ACP committed to pay GUPC the Contract
Price at the times and in the manner prescribed by the Contract.

125.

The Contract Agreement, which is 5-pages long, then lists the documents which “shall be
deemed to form and be read and construed as part of [it]”. 130 These documents are the same
as the ones mentioned in Sub-Clauses 1.5 and 5.1 of the Conditions of Contract, as listed
above (although in a slightly different order):

127

Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of Contract, dated February 2009, p. 28 [p. 15].
Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of Contract, dated February 2009, p. 69 [pp. 56-57].
Exhibit {C-69}, Contract Agreement, dated 11 August 2009.
Exhibit {C-69}, Contract Agreement, dated 11 August 2009, p. 1 [pp. 1-3], para. 2.

128
129
130
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126.

Article 5 of the Contract Agreement provides that “[t]his Agreement shall be governed by the
laws of the Republic of Panama.” 131

131

Exhibit {C-69}, Contract Agreement, dated 11 August 2009, p. 3 [p. 3].
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(b)

Letter of Acceptance 132

127.

The Letter of Acceptance, sent by ACP to GUPC on 15 July 2009, informed GUPC that ACP
accepted its Letter of Tender dated 23 February 2009, including GUPC’s technical and
financial offers.

128.

By this letter, ACP also accepted GUPC’s total base price of USD 3,118,880,001.00, as well
as GUPC’s proposed provisional sum prices.
(c)

129.

Letter of Tender 133

Through its Letter of Tender dated 23 February 2009, GUPC submitted its technical and
financial proposals and its offer to “design, execute and complete the Works and remedy any
defects therein and to perform all other obligations of the Contractor under the Contract, in
conformity with this Tender”. 134
(d)

Conditions of Contract

130.

The Conditions of Contract set out the rules governing the performance of the Contract. They
are analyzed in more detail below.

131.

The Conditions of Contract are based on the FIDIC Yellow Book, but they were substantially
amended by ACP throughout the tender period. While the initial RFP included the Yellow
Book and Particular Conditions (consistent with FIDIC practice and recommendations), RFP
Amendment 14, dated 25 August 2008, merged the two into a single document, which
became the current Conditions of Contract.135
(e)

Employer’s Requirements

132.

The ER, as amended throughout the tender period, set out ACP’s general and technical
requirements and specifications for all the Project’s Works.

133.

Section 00 01 10 [Table of Contents] of the ER contains a table of content of the documents
forming part of the Contract. 136

134.

The ER include in particular the Environmental Impact Study (“Estudio de Impacto
Ambiantal”, “EsIA”) in Part 3, Subpart 3 “ACP’s Environmental Requirements”, as set out in
Section 00 01 10 of the ER 137 and further explained below.

135.

As also explained below, the ER include Section 01 40 00 [Quality Requirements] which
contains certain requirements for on-site laboratory testing and permits GUPC to establish
and operate such laboratories with its own personnel independent from the production and
other functions performing the Works.

132

Exhibit {C-702}, Letter IACC-221427-C-001 from ACP to the Members, dated 15 July 2009.
Exhibit {C-46}, Letter of Tender and Acceptance, dated 23 February 2009.
Exhibit {C-46}, Letter of Tender and Acceptance, dated 23 February 2009, p. 1 [p. 1].
Exhibit {C-850}, RFP Amendment 14 (cover page), dated 25 August 2008.
Exhibit {C-851}, RFP Amendment 24, Employer's Requirements, Section 00 01 10 - Table of
Contents.
Exhibit {C-851}, RFP Amendment 24, Employer's Requirements, Section 00 01 10 - Table of
Contents, p. 6 [p. 6].

133
134
135
136

137
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(f)

Contractor’s Technical Proposal

136.

GUPC’s Technical Proposal, dated 23 February 2009, sets out GUPC’s comprehensive
execution plan for the design and construction of the Project.

137.

It includes the following documents:

138.

•

a short introductory video presenting the construction sequence;

•

the technical proposal;

•

drawings;

•

specifications;

•

a Design Basis Memorandum;

•

the planned construction programme; and

•

the maintenance services projected total cost of ownership analysis.

As explained below, GUPC’s Technical Proposal specifically provides that GUPC intended to
use the PLE basalt as the primary source of concrete aggregates for the Project. GUPC’s plan
to process the PLE basalt and use it in the production of concrete for the Project’s structures
(rather than sourcing the aggregates from quarries) was thus fully integrated into the Contract.
The Technical Proposal also includes development on the concrete to be used on the Project,
as well as GUPC’s interpretation of the geological conditions in the PLE, and set out GUPC’s
plan to establish and operate the on-site laboratories with its own personnel independent from
the production and other functions performing the Works.
(g)

Contractor’s Price Proposal

139.

GUPC’s Price Proposal, also dated 23 February 2009, sets out GUPC’s proposed price for
each component of the Project’s works, as well as the total base price of USD 3,118,880,001,
which ACP accepted in the Letter of Acceptance138 and which became the Accepted Contract
Amount. 139

140.

As explained below, GUPC notably based its Price Proposal on the assumption that the PLE
basalt would be the main source of concrete aggregates for the Project, as ACP itself had.
The Accepted Contract Amount, which was agreed upon, was calculated on that basis.
(h)

Volume VII – Employer’s Data

141.

Volume VII “Employer’s Data” includes several documents provided by the Employer during
the tender period. As explained above, these documents include, among others, the
Geotechnical Interpretive Report (GIR), which GUPC could rely on to prepare its tenderstage design and Price Proposal for the works. Notably, the GIR includes, as Appendix A,
64 plans and sections (in particular geological sections), 140 known as Plates, on which GUPC

138

Exhibit {C-702}, Letter IACC-221427-C-001 from ACP to the Members, dated 15 July 2009.
As defined by Sub-Clause 1.1.4.1 of the Conditions of Contract (“‘Accepted Contract Amount’ means
the amount accepted in the Letter of Acceptance for the execution and completion of the Works,
remedying of any defects and all obligations under the Contract, which amount is the same as the ‘total
base price’ stated in the Contractor’s Price Proposal.”) See Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of Contract,
dated February 2009, p. 18 [pp. 5-6].
Exhibit {C-684}, Volume VII – Part 1 – Geotechnical Interpretive Report dated August 2008, p. 34 [p.
34].

139

140
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correctly relied to assess the geological and geotechnical conditions to be encountered, in
particular at the Pacific Site of the Project.
142.

The GIR explicitly states that it is based on the information included in the Geotechnical Data
Report (GDR) and other information included in Volume VI Reference Documents, of the
RFP. 141
(i)

Volume VI – Reference Documents

143.

The Volume VI “Reference Documents” include a large number (over 45,000 pages) of
technical and historical documents and reference drawings provided by ACP to the bidders.
While ACP indicated that the Volume VI documents were “included in the Contract for
information purposes only,” 142 ACP clearly intended the bidders to analyze, and take account
of, the Volume VI documents in preparing their technical and price proposals, as discussed in
more detail below. Further, ACP as a public law entity had a duty, pursuant to mandatory
provisions of Panamanian law, to provide accurate, sufficient, and reliable data to the bidders.
This duty also covers the Volume VI documents, notwithstanding any limitations of liability
that ACP may have attempted to introduce in the Contract, as further explained below.

144.

In particular, as explained above, the Volume VI documents include the Geotechnical Data
Report (GDR), which summarizes the Volume VI documents, logs of boreholes carried out by
the Americans (in the 1930-1940s) and by ACP since 1999 in the area of Project, 143 and a
number of reports annexed thereto, including various historical reports prepared by the
Americans in the 1930-1940s.
2.

145.

The main provisions of the Conditions of Contract, which are relevant to this arbitration, are
presented below, in the order in which they appear in the Conditions of Contract.
(a)

146.

Sub-Clause 1.4 [Law and Language] 144

As to the law governing the Contract, Sub-Clause 1.4 of the Conditions of Contract provides:
“The Contract shall be governed by the laws of the Republic of Panama.”145
(b)

147.

Main relevant provisions of the Conditions of Contract

Sub-Clause 1.9 [Errors in the Employer’s Requirements] 146

With regard to the Contractor’s duty to review the ER, Sub-Clause 1.9.1 of the Conditions of
Contract provides:
“1.9.1 The Contractor acknowledges that during the period which started on
the date of publication of the RFP on December 21st 2007 and ended on the
date of submission of the Tender the Contractor had ample and unrestricted

141

142
143

144
145

146

Exhibit {C-490}, RFP Amendment 15, Volume VII, Part 1 - Geotechnical Interpretive Report (final
version), dated August 2008, p. 10 [p. 10], Section 1.2 Purpose and Limitations.
Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of Contract, dated February 2009, p. 69 [pp. 56-57].
As well as the Plates depicting the Site’s geological conditions (the same Plates which are also annexed
to the GIR).
Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of Contract, dated February 2009, p. 27 [p. 14].
Article 5 of the Contract Agreement similarly confirms that the Contract is governed by the laws of the
Republic of Panama. See Exhibit {C-69}, Contract Agreement, dated 11 August 2009, p. 3 [p. 3].
Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of Contract, dated February 2009, p. 36 [pp. 23-24].
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opportunity to, using due care and Prudent Industry Practices, 147 scrutinize
and diligently examine the Site and the Employer’s Requirements (including
design criteria and calculations, if any) and the items of reference mentioned
in Sub-Clause 4.7 [Setting Out]. Consequently, the Contractor warrants that
it has not discovered any unfeasibility, error, fault or other defect whilst
doing so which will form the basis of, or give rise to, or be the subject matter
of, any claims of any nature against the Employer whether under this SubClause 1.9 or otherwise.”
148.

In the event of an error in the ER, Sub-Clause 1.9.4 provides that the Contractor is entitled to
additional time and Cost Plus Reasonable Profit,148 as follows:
“1.9.4 If the Contractor suffers delay and/or incurs Cost as a result of an
error in the Employer's Requirements, and an experienced contractor
exercising due care and Prudent Industry Practices would not have
discovered the error when scrutinizing and examining the Site and the
Employer's Requirements (including design criteria and calculations, if any)
and the items of reference mentioned in Sub-Clause 4.7 [Setting Out] under
Sub-Clause 1.9.2 or before submitting the Tender (having regard to SubClause 1.9.1), the Contractor shall give notice to the Employer’s
Representative and shall be entitled subject to Sub-Clause 20.1 [Contractor’s
Claims] to:
(a)
an extension of time for any such delay, if completion is or will be
delayed, under Sub- Clause 8.4 [Extension of Time for Completion] and/or if
completion of a Milestone is or will be delayed, under Sub-Clause 8.4A
[Extension of Milestone Dates]; and
(b)
payment of any such Cost Plus Reasonable Profit, which shall be
included in the Contract Price.
…” 149
(c)

Sub-Clause 1.13 [Compliance with Laws] 150

149.

Sub-Clause 1.13.1 of the Conditions of Contract provides that GUPC must comply with all
applicable laws as well as with the requirements and actions set out in the EsIA and the
Environmental Resolution:

147

Sub-Clause 1.1.5.25 of the Conditions of Contract defines “Prudent Industry Practices” as follows:
“‘Prudent Industry Practices’ means using the standards, practices, methods and procedures, complying
with Laws and exercising the degree of prudence and foresight which would be expected from a
properly skilled and experienced international market leading EPC contractor in the international civil
engineering and infrastructure sector.” See Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of Contract, dated February
2009, p. 22 [p. 9].
Sub-Clause 1.1.4.3 of the Conditions of Contract defines “Cost” as follows: “‘Cost’ means all
expenditure reasonably incurred (or to be incurred) by the Contractor, whether on or off the Site,
including overhead and similar charges, but does not include profit.” Sub-Clause 1.1.4.4 of the
Conditions of Contract defines “Cost Plus Reasonable Profit” as follows: “‘Cost Plus Reasonable
Profit’ means Cost and a sum of 5% of such Cost for profit.” See Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of
Contract, dated February 2009, p. 19 [p. 6].
Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of Contract, dated February 2009, p. 37 [p. 24]. [Emphasis added; italics in
original]
Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of Contract, dated February 2009, p. 39 [p. 26].

148

149

150
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“The Contractor shall, in performing the Contract, comply with all
applicable Laws and all requirements and actions specified in the
Environmental Impact Study (EsIA) and the Environmental Resolution.”151
(d)
150.

Sub-Clause 3.1 [Employer’s Representative’s Duties and Authority] 152

Sub-Clause 3.1 provides the following regarding the Employer’s Representative:
“The Employer shall appoint an Employer’s Representative who shall carry
out the duties assigned to him in the Contract. The Employer’s
Representative’s staff shall include suitably qualified engineers and other
professionals who are competent to carry out these duties.
The Employer’s Representative shall exercise the authority delegated to him
by the Employer. Unless and until the Employer notifies the Contractor
otherwise, the Employer’s Representative shall be deemed to have the full
authority of the Employer under the Contract.
Except as otherwise stated in these Conditions of Contract:
(a) whenever carrying out duties or exercising authority, specified in or
implied by the Contract, the Employer’s Representative shall be deemed to
act for the Employer; and
(b) any approval, comment, check, certificate, consent, examination,
inspection, instruction, notice, proposal, request, test, or similar act by the
Employer’s Representative (including absence of disapproval) shall not
relieve the Contractor from any responsibility he has under the Contract,
including responsibility for errors, omissions, discrepancies and noncompliances.” 153

151.

In the Contract, the Employer’s Representative thus replaces the Engineer usually provided
for in FIDIC contracts. The Appendix to Tender identifies Mr. Adriano H. Espino C.,
manager in the Construction Contracts Section of the Department of Engineering and
Programs Administration’s Contract Management Division, as the Employer’s
Representative. 154 However, Mr. Jorge De La Guardia effectively acted as the Employer’s
Representative throughout the performance of the Contract.

152.

While the Engineer is supposed to be independent from the Employer and impartial in its
decision, in the present case the Employer’s Representative was an ACP employee and acted
as such, showing no independence from ACP or impartiality whatsoever, in breach of the
Contract and Panamanian law.
(e)

Sub-Clause 3.3 [Instructions of the Employer's Representative] 155

153.

Sub-Clause 3.3 of the Conditions of Contract provides that “[s]ubject to the provision of SubClause 3.1 [Employer’s Representative’s Duties and Authority], the Employer’s
Representative may issue to the Contractor (at any time) instructions which may be necessary

151

Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of Contract, dated February 2009, p. 39 [p. 26].
Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of Contract, dated February 2009, p. 43 [p. 30].
Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of Contract, dated February 2009, p. 43 [p. 30].
Exhibit {C-245}, Appendix to Tender, dated February 2009, p. 1 [p. 1].
Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of Contract, dated February 2009, p. 44 [p. 31].

152
153
154
155
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for the execution of the Works or the Maintenance Services and the remedying of any defects,
all in accordance with the Contract.” 156
154.

As is common practice under FIDIC model contracts, if the Employer’s Representative issues
an instruction, Sub-Clause 3.3 further provides that “[t]he Contractor shall comply with the
instructions given by the Employer’s Representative or delegated assistant, on any matter
related to the Contract.” 157

155.

This sub-clause is relevant because, as explained below, ACP wrongfully instructed GUPC
not to proceed with the placement of structural marine concrete in February 2011, and the
Employer’s Representative also instructed GUPC to hire an external subcontractor for the onSite laboratory services in July 2010. Both of these instructions were unjustified under the
Contract, but GUPC had to comply with them anyway. As such, these instructions
constituted Variations under Clause 13 [Variations and Adjustments] (which is discussed
below), thus entitling GUPC to full compensation and a time extension, as the case may be.
(f)

156.

Sub-Clause 3.5 [Determinations] 158

Sub-Clause 3.5 of the Conditions of Contracts provides for the procedure applicable to the
Employer’s Representative’s determinations of GUPC’s entitlements under the Contract:
“Whenever these Conditions of Contract provide that the Employer's
Representative shall proceed in accordance with this Sub-Clause 3.5 to agree
or determine any matter, the Employer's Representative shall endeavour to
reach agreement with the Contractor. If agreement is not achieved, the
Employer's Representative shall make a fair determination in accordance
with the Contract, taking due regard of all relevant circumstances.
The Employer's Representative shall give notice to the Contractor of each
agreement or determination, with supporting particulars. The Contractor
shall give effect to each agreement or determination unless and until revised
under Clause 20 [Claims, Disputes and Arbitration].” 159
(g)

157.

Sub-Clause 4.10 [Site Data] 160

With regard to the data (including geotechnical data) provided by ACP, Sub-Clause 4.10.1 of
the Conditions of Contract provides:
“4.10.1 Prior to the Base Date, the Employer shall have made available to
the Contractor the Geotechnical Interpretive Report and certain other data
(including geotechnical boring cores) in the Employer’s possession on
physical conditions including sub-surface, hydro-geologic and topographic
conditions at the Site, including environmental aspects.” 161

158.

Properly construed, in particular in light of ACP’s mandatory duties under Panamanian law to
inform and to act in accordance with the principles of economy and transparency (which are

156

Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of Contract, dated February 2009, p. 44 [p. 31].
Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of Contract, dated February 2009, p. 44 [p. 31]. [Emphasis added]
Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of Contract, dated February 2009, p. 44 [p. 31].
Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of Contract, dated February 2009, p. 44 [p. 31]. [Emphasis added; italics in
original]
Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of Contract, dated February 2009, p. 59 [p. 46].
Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of Contract, dated February 2009, p. 59 [p. 46].
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discussed below), this sub-clause means that ACP has a duty to provide GUPC with the data
(including geotechnical data) in its possession that is relevant to the Project, including
regarding the geology and geotechnical conditions of the Site – of which ACP claimed to
have deep knowledge.
159.

Sub-Clause 4.10.2 provides the following regarding the Contractor’s duties to inspect and
examine the Site, its surroundings and the data provided by ACP:
“4.10.2 The Contractor shall be deemed to have obtained all necessary
information as to risks, contingencies and other circumstances which may
influence or affect the Tender or the Works. To the same extent, the
Contractor shall be deemed to have inspected and examined the Site, its
surroundings, the data referred to in Sub-Clause 4.10.1 and other available
information, and to have been satisfied before submitting the Tender as to all
relevant matters, including:
(a)

the form and nature of the Site, which shall include physical
conditions, sub-surface, hydro-geologic and topographical conditions
at the Site and environmental aspects;

(b)

the hydrological and climatic conditions;

(c)

the extent and nature of the work and Goods necessary for the
execution and completion of the Works and the remedying of any
defects;

…” 162
160.

It is important to note that, under Sub-Clause 4.10.2, GUPC had a duty to inspect and
examine the Site, but not to conduct sub-surface geotechnical investigations, during the tender
period.

161.

Finally, with regard to ACP’s warranty for the information provided to GUPC, SubClause 4.10.3 of the Conditions of Contract provides in relevant part:
“4.10.3 The Employer gives no warranty as to and shall have no
responsibility for the sufficiency, suitability or completeness of any data or
information (including geotechnical boring cores) it has provided or does
provide regarding physical conditions including sub-surface, hydro-geologic
and topographic conditions at the Site and environmental aspects, except for:
(a)

the Employer’s geotechnical characterization and interpretation, to
the extent set out (but not further or otherwise) in the Geotechnical
Interpretive Report, of the physical conditions (as defined in subparagraph (a) of Sub-Clause 4.12.1.1) to be encountered at and
below the Foundation Level of each Lock Structure but only to the
extent it relates to the area inside the footprint of each Lock
Structure;

…” 163

162
163

Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of Contract, dated February 2009, p. 59 [p. 46]. [Emphasis added]
Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of Contract, dated February 2009, p. 59 [p. 46]. [Emphasis added]
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162.

163.

Properly (i.e., narrowly) construed, as explained below, Sub-Clause 4.10.3 (when read in the
context of the entire Contract and Panamanian law) means that ACP warranted the following
without limitation:
a)

The “sufficiency, suitability [and] completeness” of ACP’s “geotechnical
characterization and interpretation” in the GIR “of the physical conditions … to be
encountered at and below the Foundation Level of each Lock Structure but only to
the extent it relates to the area inside the footprint of each Lock Structure.” This
mirrors the provisions of Sub-Clause 4.12, which is discussed in more detail below.

b)

The accuracy of the geotechnical information and data it provided to GUPC, in
particular (but not limited to) the GIR (itself based on the GDR and other Volume VI
documents), without any limitation. The limitation of liability contained in SubClause 4.10.3 does not refer to the accuracy of the information provided (referring
only to its “sufficiency, suitability [and] completeness”) and, as explained further
below, under Panamanian law this wording cannot be interpreted in order to widen
the scope of the limitation of liability to the accuracy of the geological information
that was provided by ACP.

In any event, ACP’s attempt to limit its liability for the geological information it provided
must be understood and construed in the context of ACP’s mandatory duties under
Panamanian law, which (as explained further below) required ACP to properly prepare for the
Project. The tenderers were entitled to assume that ACP had diligently discharged those
duties. Any broader interpretation of this provision (e.g., to exclude the consequences of any
breach by ACP of its compulsory duties) would contravene mandatory provisions of
Panamanian law. Further, as explained below, any limitation would also be invalid in case of
gross negligence (culpa lata also called culpa grave in Spanish) on the part of ACP.
(h)

164.

Sub-Clause 4.12 [Unforeseeable Physical Conditions] 164

Sub-Clause 4.12.1 of the Conditions of Contract defines “physical conditions” as follows:
“4.12.1.1

165.

(a)

natural physical conditions, including sub-surface and hydrogeologic conditions but excluding climatic conditions; and

(b)

man-made and other physical obstructions and pollutants.” 165

Sub-Clause 4.12.2 further provides in relevant part:
“4.12.2
(a)

164
165

In this Sub-Clause 4.12, “physical conditions” means:

If the Contractor encounters:
in respect of a Lock Structure, physical conditions (as defined in subparagraph (a) of Sub-Clause 4.12.1.1) at and/or below the
Foundation Level of the Lock Structure within the area inside the
footprint of such Lock Structure, which are more adverse to the
Contractor than the Employer's geotechnical characterization and
interpretation of such conditions to the extent set out (but not further
or otherwise) as included in the Geotechnical Interpretive Report as
it relates to such Lock Structure;

Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of Contract, dated February 2009, p. 60 [p. 47].
Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of Contract, dated February 2009, p. 60 [p. 47].
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(b)

in respect of a Lock Structure, adverse, physical conditions (as
defined in sub-paragraph (b) of Sub-Clause 4.12.1.1), at, or above or
below the Foundation Level of the Lock Structure within the area
inside the footprint of such Lock Structure;

…
(d)

in respect of a Lock Structure, adverse, physical conditions (as
defined in sub-paragraph (b) of Sub-Clause 4.12.1.1), above or
below the slopes of the excavations for the Lock Structure;

…
which the Contractor considers to be Unforeseeable,[ 166] the Contractor shall
give notice to the Employer’s Representative as soon as practicable.” 167
166.

This Sub-Clause 4.12.2 must be read in connection with Sub-Clause 4.10.3, which does not
limit ACP’s liability for the accuracy of the geotechnical information and data provided to
GUPC, in particular in the GIR.

167.

Like Sub-Clause 4.10.3 as regards the “sufficiency, suitability or completeness” of that
information and data, Sub-Clause 4.12.2(a) limits the scope of Unforeseeable physical
conditions to those “encountered at and/or below the Foundation Level 168 of the Lock
Structure within the area inside the footprint of such Lock Structure”.169

168.

Sub-Clause 4.12.4 then gives GUPC the following entitlement in case of Unforeseeable
physical conditions:
“4.12.4 If and to the extent that the Contractor encounters the physical or
topographical conditions referred to in Sub-Clause 4.12.2 which are
Unforeseeable, gives the required notice(s), and suffers delay and/or incurs
Cost due to these conditions, the Contractor shall be entitled subject to SubClause 20.1 [Contractor’s Claims] to:
(a)

166

167
168

169

an extension of time for any such delay, if completion is or will be
delayed, under Sub-Clause 8.4 [Extension of Time for Completion]
and/or if completion of a Milestone is or will be delayed, under SubClause 8.4A [Extension of Milestone Dates]; and

Sub-Clause 1.1.6.42 of the Conditions of Contract defines “Unforeseeable” as follows:
“‘Unforeseeable’ means not reasonably foreseeable by a Contractor exercising Prudent Industry
Practices by the date established for submission of Tenders.” See Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of
Contract, dated February 2009, p. 26 [p. 13].
Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of Contract, dated February 2009, p. 60 [p. 57].
Sub-Clause 1.1.5.13 of the Conditions of Contract defines “Foundation Level” as follows:
“‘Foundation Level’ means in respect of each Lock Structure, the top level of the foundation of each
such Lock Structure.” See Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of Contract, dated February 2009, p. 20 [p. 7].
Sub-Clause 1.1.5.15 of the Conditions of Contract defines “Lock Structure” as follows: “‘Lock
Structure’ means a lock chamber, lock head, gate enclosure, water saving basin, lock approach
structure, culvert and water conduit, valve enclosure or any other structure in each new lock”, which
includes the Pacific Lock Excavation and all the areas relevant to the geological aspects of this
arbitration. Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of Contract, dated February 2009, p. 21 [p. 8].
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(b)

payment of any such Cost, which shall be included in the Contract
Price.” 170

169.

Pursuant to Panama law, however, and as further explained below, GUPC is also entitled to
its Reasonable Profit under Sub-Clause 4.12.4 if ACP breached its mandatory duties or
committed gross negligence, for instance by making incorrect presentations in the GIR or
GDR.

170.

Finally, Sub-Clause 4.12.6 purports to limit the Contractor’s right to recovery as follows:
“4.12.6 Save as expressly provided in this Sub-Clause 4.12, the Contractor
shall not be entitled to and shall not make any claims, or requests for
Variations or for adjustment(s) to the Contract Price or for any Cost or for
extension(s) to the Time for Completion or to any Milestone Date(s), arising
from, out of or in connection with topographic conditions (as defined in SubClause 4.12.1.2) or physical conditions (as defined in Sub-Clause 4.12.1.1)
expected to be encountered or actually encountered during the course of the
Works.” 171

171.

Importantly, Sub-Clause 4.12 – which like any exclusion or limitation of liability must be
construed restrictively 172 – does not exclude claims at law, 173 or recovery under other
provisions of the Contract. It also cannot, as a matter of mandatory Panamanian law and as
further explained below, operate in case of breach by ACP of its mandatory duties under
Panamanian law (or in case of gross negligence).
(i)

172.

Sub-Clause 4.18 [Protection of the Environment] 174

Sub-Clause 4.18 provides that the Contractor must comply with the requirements set out in
the Contract documents dealing with environmental considerations:
“In addition to the requirements of this Sub-Clause 4.18, the Contractor shall
undertake the Works in accordance with Sections 01 57 19 [Temporary
Environmental Controls], 01 57 19.13 [Environmental Management
Systems] and 01 74 19 [Construction Waste Management and Disposal] of
the Employer’s Requirements and shall be fully responsible for
implementing and carrying out all actions specified or required in the
Environmental Impact Study (EsIA) and the Environmental Resolution
insofar as they relate to the Works.” 175

170
171
172
173

174
175

Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of Contract, dated February 2009, p. 61 [p. 48]. [Emphasis added]
Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of Contract, dated February 2009, p. 61 [p. 48].
Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, p. 64 [p. 61], para. 199.
In contrast to, notably, the Third Edition of the 1987 FIDIC Yellow Book, Sub-Clause 42.2, which is
entitled “Exclusive Remedies” and provides that the remedies under that edition of the Yellow Book
are “to the exclusion of any other remedy that either [party] may have against the other under the law
governing the Contract or otherwise.” See FIDIC Yellow Book, Third Edition (1987), Sub-Clause
42.2.
Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of Contract, dated February 2009, p. 63 [p. 50].
Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of Contract, dated February 2009, p. 63 [p. 50].
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(j)
173.

Sub-Clause 5.1 [General Design Obligations] 176

Sub-Clause 5.1 provides for the following obligations of the design-build Contractor as
regards the design of the Works:
“Design shall be prepared by qualified designers who are engineers or other
professionals who comply with the criteria (if any) stated in the Employer's
Requirements. Unless otherwise stated in the Contract, the Contractor shall
submit to the Employer's Representative for consent the name and particulars
of each proposed Subcontractor which carries out any design of the Works.
The Contractor warrants and undertakes that he and all Subcontractors which
carry out any design of the Works have the experience and capability
necessary for the design of the Works. The Contractor undertakes that all
designers shall be available to attend discussions with the Employer's
Representative at all reasonable times, until the expiry date of the relevant
Defects Notification Period.” 177

174.

In addition, Sub-Clause 5.1 seeks to exclude ACP’s responsibility for the Volume VI
documents:
“Notwithstanding any other provisions of the Contract, the Parties agree that
the Employer shall not be responsible in any way whatsoever for the
Volume VI Documents, including but not limited to the drawings, designs,
geotechnical data, reports, documents, design data and other information
included therein and shall not be deemed to have given any warranty,
representation of accuracy or completeness in relation to the same. Nothing
contained therein shall relieve the Contractor from his responsibility for the
design and execution of the Works in accordance with the Employer's
Requirements. The parties agree that the Volume VI Documents are included
in the Contract for information purposes only, may not be relied upon by the
Contractor in any way or for any reason, and shall not give rise to, form the
basis of, or be the subject matter of, any claims of any nature against the
Employer.” 178

175.

As explained below, however, the exclusion of liability included in Sub-Clause 5.1 must be
construed restrictively, and cannot exonerate ACP from compliance with its mandatory duties
under Panamanian law. In particular, the enforceability of Sub-Clause 5.1 rests on the
premise that ACP diligently complied with its mandatory duties to plan and to inform under
Panamanian law.
(k)

Sub-Clause 5.2 [Contractor’s Documents] 179

176.

Sub-Clause 5.2 provides the procedure to be followed in relation to the documents submitted
by the Contractor to the Employer’s Representative under the Contract. In this regard, this
sub-clause distinguishes between the documents submitted by the Contractor for “review” or
for “approval”.

177.

In the case of a submittal for “approval”, Sub-Clause 5.2 provides that the Contractor must
wait for the Employer’s Representative’s notice to “proceed”, “proceed as noted” or “proceed

176

Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of Contract, dated February 2009, p. 69 [pp. 56-57].
Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of Contract, dated February 2009, p. 69 [pp. 56-57].
Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of Contract, dated February 2009, p. 69 [pp. 56-57].
Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of Contract, dated February 2009, p. 70 [pp. 57-58].
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as noted and resubmit”, or until the end of the review period (which “shall not exceed
28 days” 180) before proceeding with the performance of the relevant part of the Works:
“… (a) in the case of a Contractor's Document which has (as specified) been
submitted for the Employer's Representative's approval:
(i) the Employer's Representative shall give notice to the Contractor
that it may (A) ‘proceed’, (B) ‘proceed as noted’, (C) ‘proceed as
noted and resubmit’, or (D) ‘revise and resubmit’;
(ii) execution of such part of the Works or the Maintenance Services
shall not commence until the Employer's Representative has given
notice to the Contractor that he may (A) ‘proceed’, (B) ‘proceed as
noted’, or (C) ‘proceed as noted and resubmit’ in respect of the
relevant Contractor's Documents; and
(iii) the Employer's Representative shall be deemed to have given
notice to the Contractor to ‘proceed’ in respect of a Contractor's
Document upon the expiry of the review periods for any such
Contractor's Document which are relevant to the design and execution
of such part, unless the Employer's Representative has previously
notified otherwise in accordance with subparagraph (a)(i) of this SubClause 5.2;
…” 181
178.

By contrast, Sub-Clause 5.2 does not allow the Employer to issue a “revise and resubmit”
notice in relation to documents submitted for “review”. The Contractor is therefore entitled to
proceed with the Works at the end of the review period, or earlier if the Employer gives it a
notice to proceed:
“… (b) execution of such part of the Works or the Maintenance Services
shall not commence prior to the expiry of the review periods for all
Contractor's Documents, save where the Employer's Representative has
given notice to (A) ‘proceed’, (B) ‘proceed as noted’, or (C) ‘proceed as
noted and resubmit’; …” 182

179.

Sub-Clause 5.2 thus does not entitle ACP to prevent the Contractor from proceeding with
Works covered by a submittal for “review”. If ACP issues an instruction to this effect, it must
bear the time and cost consequences of its instruction, pursuant to Sub-Clause 3.3 and
Clause 13.

180.

In addition, as the DAB found unanimously in Referral 3, Sub-Clause 5.2 requires that the
Employer designate which of its comments express mere preferences and which ones
designate areas of actual non-compliance with the Contract. 183 Further, as the DAB also
found unanimously, if ACP issues a “revise and resubmit” designation in respect of a

180

Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of Contract, dated February 2009, p. 70 [p. 57].
Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of Contract, dated February 2009, p. 71 [p. 58]. [Emphasis added]
Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of Contract, dated February 2009, p. 71 [p. 58].
Exhibit {C-852}, DAB Decision on Referral No. 3, dated 23 October 2011, p. 35 [p. 35], GUPC
Proposition 3.
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submission that it has previously approved, this does not require GUPC to stop the
corresponding Works until ACP issues a notification to proceed. 184
(l)
181.

Sub-Clauses 8.4 and 8.4A [Extension of Time for Completion and
Extension of Milestone Dates] 185

Sub-Clause 8.4 of the Conditions of Contract provides that the Contractor is entitled to an
extension of the time for completion as follows:
“The Contractor shall be entitled subject to Sub-Clause 20.1 [Contractor's
Claims] to an extension of the Time for Completion if and to the extent that
completion for the purposes of Sub-Clause 10.1 [Taking Over of the Works]
is or will be delayed by any of the following causes:
(a)

a Variation (unless an adjustment to the Time for Completion and/or
to a Milestone Date has been agreed under Sub-Clause 13.3
[Variation Procedure]);

(b)

a cause of delay giving an entitlement to extension of time under a
Sub-Clause of these Conditions of Contract;

…
(e)

any delay, impediment or prevention caused by or attributable to the
Employer, the Employer’s Personnel, or the Employer's other
contractors on the Site.

…” 186
182.

Sub-Clause 8.4A further provides in relevant part that “[t]he Contractor shall be entitled,
subject to Sub-Clause 20.1 [Contractor’s Claims] to an extension of a Milestone Date if and
to the extent that completion of the relevant Milestone is or will be delayed by any of the
causes set out in Sub-Clause 8.4 [Extension of Time for Completion].” 187
(m)

183.

Clause 13 [Variations and Adjustments] 188

Sub-Clause 13.1 of the Conditions of Contract provides that the Employer may initiate
Variations 189 during the performance of the Contract:
“13.1 Right to Vary
Variations may be initiated by the Employer’s Representative at any time
prior to issuing the Taking-Over Certificate for the Works (or in relation to
the Maintenance Services, after the issue of the Taking-Over Certificate for

184

185
186
187
188
189

Exhibit {C-852}, DAB Decision on Referral No. 3, dated 23 October 2011, p. 36 [pp. 36-37], GUPC
Proposition 6.
Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of Contract, dated February 2009, p. 83 [pp. 70-71].
Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of Contract, dated February 2009, p. 83 [pp. 70-71]. [Emphasis added]
Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of Contract, dated February 2009, p. 84 [p. 71].
Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of Contract, dated February 2009, p. 98 [pp. 85-86].
Sub-Clause 1.1.6.43 of the Conditions of Contract defines “Variation” as follows: “‘Variation’ means
any change to the Employer’s Requirements or the Works, which is instructed or approved as a
variation under Clause 13 …” – see Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of Contract, dated February 2009, p. 26
[p. 13].
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the Works), either by an instruction or by a request for the Contractor to
submit a proposal. A Variation shall not comprise the omission of any work
which is to be carried out by others. Variations shall not vitiate or invalidate
the Contract. No Variations shall be made by the Contractor without the
Employer's Representative's prior written approval of the same which
approval shall not be given by the process stated in Sub-Clause 5.2
[Contractor's Documents], but shall be governed solely by the process stated
in Sub-Clause 13.3 [Variation Procedure].
The Contractor shall execute and be bound by each Variation, unless the
Contractor promptly gives notice to the Employer's Representative stating
(with supporting particulars) that: (i) the Contractor cannot readily obtain the
Goods required for the Variation, (ii) it will reduce the safety or suitability of
the Works, or (iii) it will have an adverse impact on the achievement of the
Employer's Requirements. Upon receiving this notice, the Employer's
Representative shall cancel, confirm or vary the instruction.” 190
184.

Sub-Clause 13.3 then sets out the procedure to be followed in case of a Variation, which must
include any necessary “adjustment to the Contract Price”.191
(n)

Sub-Clauses 14.7 and 14.8 [Payment and Delayed Payment] 192

185.

Sub-Clause 14.7 of the Conditions of Contract provides that the Employer must pay the
Contract Price to the Contractor in accordance with certain milestones.

186.

In the event of delayed payment from the Employer, Sub-Clause 14.8 provides that:
“… [t]he Contractor shall be entitled to receive financing charges on the
amount unpaid during the period of delay. This period shall be deemed to
commence on the date for payment specified in Sub-Clause 14.7 [Payment],
irrespective (in the case of sub-paragraph (c) of Sub-Clause 14.7 [Payment])
of the date on which any Interim Payment Certificate is issued and shall end
on the day on which payment is made by the Employer. …” 193

187.

Sub-Clause 14.8 further provides that “[t]he Contractor shall be entitled to this payment
without formal notice or certification, and without prejudice to any other right or remedy.” 194
(o)

188.

Sub-Clause 17.6 [Limitation of Liability] 195

Sub-Clause 17.6.1 of the Conditions of Contract excludes the Parties’ liability for the
following types of damages:
“Neither Party shall be liable to the other Party for loss of use of any Works,
loss of profit, loss of any contract or for any indirect or consequential loss or
damage which may be suffered by the other Party in connection with the
Contract, other than under Sub-Clause 16.4 [Payment on Termination] and

190
191
192
193
194
195

Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of Contract, dated February 2009, p. 98 [pp. 85-86]. [Emphasis added].
Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of Contract, dated February 2009, p. 99 [p. 86-87].
Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of Contract, dated February 2009, p. 112 [pp. 99-100].
Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of Contract, dated February 2009, p. 112 [pp. 99-100]. [Emphasis added]
Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of Contract, dated February 2009, p. 112 [pp. 99-100].
Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of Contract, dated February 2009, p. 127 [p. 114].
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Sub-Clause 17.1 [Indemnities] or save where expressly stated otherwise in
the Contract.” 196
189.

However, Sub-Clause 17.6.3 excludes this limitation of liability “… in any case of fraud,
deliberate default, reckless misconduct or gross negligence by the defaulting Party.” 197 As
explained below, this is consistent with Panamanian civil law, but Panamanian administrative
law goes even further and this limitation of liability is not enforceable in case of breach by
ACP of its mandatory duties under Panamanian law.
(p)

190.

Sub-Clause 20.1 [Contractor's Claims] 198

Sub-Clause 20.1 of the Conditions of Contract sets out the period of time within which the
Contractor must notify any claim to the Employer:
“If the Contractor considers himself to be entitled to any extension of the
Time for Completion and/or to any Milestone Date, and/or any additional
payment, under any Clause of these Conditions of Contract or otherwise in
connection with the Contract, the Contractor shall give notice to the
Employer’s Representative, describing the event or circumstance giving rise
to the claim. The notice shall be given as soon as practicable, and not later
than 28 days after the Contractor became aware, or should have become
aware, of the event or circumstance.
Notwithstanding any other provisions in the Contract, if the Contractor fails
to give notice of a claim within such period of 28 days, neither the Time for
Completion nor any Milestone Date shall be extended, the Contractor shall
not be entitled to additional payment, and the Employer shall be discharged
from all liability in connection with the claim. Otherwise, the following
provisions of this Sub-Clause 20.1 shall apply.
The Contractor shall also submit any other notices which are required by the
Contract, and supporting particulars for the claim, all as relevant to such
event or circumstance.
…
Within 42 days after the Contractor became aware (or should have become
aware) of the event or circumstance giving rise to the claim, or within such
other period as may be proposed by the Contractor and approved by the
Employer's Representative, the Contractor shall send to the Employer's
Representative a fully detailed claim which includes full supporting
particulars of the basis of the claim and of the extension of time and/or
additional payment claimed. …
Within 42 days after receiving a claim or any further particulars supporting a
previous claim, or within such other period as may be proposed by the
Employer's Representative and approved by the Contractor, the Employer's
Representative shall respond with approval, or with disapproval and detailed
comments. He may also request any necessary further particulars, but shall
nevertheless give his response on the principles of the claim within such
time.

196
197
198

Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of Contract, dated February 2009, p. 127 [p. 114].
Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of Contract, dated February 2009, p. 127 [p. 114].
Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of Contract, dated February 2009, p. 136 [pp. 123-124].
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…
The Employer's Representative shall proceed in accordance with Sub-Clause
3.5 [Determinations] to agree or determine (i) the extension (if any) of the
Time for Completion (before or after its expiry) in accordance with SubClause 8.4 [Extension of Time for Completion] and/or the extension (if any)
to a Milestone Date (before or after its expiry) in accordance with SubClause 8.4A [Extension of Milestone Dates], and/or (ii) the additional
payment (if any) to which the Contractor is entitled under the Contract.
The requirements of this Sub-Clause 20.1 are in addition to those of any
other Sub-Clause which may apply to a claim. If the Contractor fails to
comply with this or another Sub-Clause in relation to any claim, any
extension of time and/or additional payment shall take account of the extent
(if any) to which the failure has prevented or prejudiced proper investigation
of the claim, unless the claim is excluded under the second paragraph of this
Sub-Clause 20.1.” 199
(q)
191.

Sub-Clause 20.4 [Obtaining Dispute Adjudication Board’s Decision] 200

Sub-Clause 20.4 deals with the referral of disputes to the Dispute Adjudication Board
(“DAB”):
“If a dispute (of any kind whatsoever) arises between the Parties in
connection with, or arising out of, the Contract or the execution of the
Works, including any dispute as to any certificate, determination, instruction,
opinion or valuation of the Employer's Representative, then after a DAB has
been appointed pursuant to Sub-Clauses 20.2 [Appointment of the Dispute
Adjudication Board] and 20.3 [Failure to Agree Dispute Adjudication
Board] either Party may refer the dispute in writing to the DAB for its
decision, with copies to the other Party and the Employer's Representative.
Such reference shall state that it is given under this Sub-Clause 20.4.
…
Within 84 days after receiving such reference or within such other period as
may be proposed by the DAB and approved by both Parties, the DAB shall
give its decision, which shall be reasoned and shall state that it is given
under this Sub-Clause 20.4. … The decision shall be binding on both Parties,
who shall promptly give effect to it unless and until it shall be revised in an
amicable settlement or an arbitral award as described below. At all times
unless the Contract has already been abandoned, repudiated or the Contract
has been terminated or the Contractor's right to complete the Contract has
been terminated, the Contractor shall continue to proceed with the Works in
accordance with the Contract.
If either Party is dissatisfied with the DAB's decision, then either Party may,
within 28 days after receiving the decision, give notice to the other Party of
its dissatisfaction. If the DAB fails to give its decision within the period of
84 days (or as otherwise approved) after receiving such reference then either
Party may, within 28 days after this period has expired, give notice to the
other Party of its dissatisfaction.

199
200

Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of Contract, dated February 2009, p. 136 [pp. 123-124].
Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of Contract, dated February 2009, p. 138 [pp. 125-126].
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In either event, this notice of dissatisfaction shall state that it is given under
this Sub-Clause 20.4, and shall set out the matter in dispute and the reason(s)
for dissatisfaction. Except as stated in Sub-Clause 20.7 [Failure to Comply
with Dispute Adjudication Board's Decision] and Sub-Clause 20.8 [Expiry of
Dispute Adjudication Board's Appointment], neither Party shall be entitled to
commence arbitration of a dispute unless a notice of dissatisfaction has been
given in accordance with this Sub-Clause 20.4.
If the DAB has given its decision as to a matter in dispute to both Parties,
and no notice of dissatisfaction has been given by either Party within 28 days
after it received the DAB's decision, then the decision shall become final and
binding upon both Parties.” 201
(r)
192.

Sub-Clause 20.6 [Arbitration] 202

As explained at paragraph 37 of the Claimants’ Request for Arbitration, Sub-Clause 20.6 of
the Conditions of Contract deals with arbitration under the Contract. 203
B.

LEGAL FRAMEWORK APPLICABLE TO THE CONTRACT AND THE PARTIES
1.

General overview of the Panamanian legal system applicable to ACP

193.

The legal expert appointed by the Claimants, Dr. Arturo Hoyos, former President of the
Supreme Court of Panama, explains in his legal opinion that Panama is a civil law
jurisdiction, which historically stems from Roman (and later, continental European law) and
shares common legal tradition and concepts with other civil law jurisdictions such as, for
instance, Spain, Colombia and France. 204 As such, Panamanian courts and scholars
frequently refer to the court decisions and doctrine of other civil law jurisdictions, in
particular Spain for civil law matters (the Panamanian Civil Code copies the 1889 Spanish
Civil Code, especially in regard to the law of “Obligations and Contracts”) and Colombia for
administrative law matters, when interpreting or applying Panamanian law.205

194.

As Dr. Hoyos also explains, Panama is a codified legal system which distinguishes between
private matters and administrative matters, i.e., matters involving the State, State emanations
or agencies etc., which are governed by different sets of rules, including public
procurement. 206 This distinction is relevant in the present dispute because, as pointed out by
Dr. Hoyos, the contract at stake in this arbitration is a public works contract entered into by a
public law entity, ACP, in the exercise of a public function and, as such, qualifies as an
administrative contract under Panamanian law. 207

195.

It is also important to keep in mind that, as Dr. Hoyos explains in his legal opinion, ACP, as a
public entity (including when contracting), is subject to the principle of strict legality set out

201

Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of Contract, dated February 2009, p. 138 [pp. 125-126].
Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of Contract, dated February 2009, p. 139 [pp. 126-127].
See also Exhibit {R-2}, Claimants’ Request for Arbitration in ICC Case No. 20910/ASM (C20911/ASM), dated 17 March 2015, p. 12 [pp. 10-11], para. 37.
Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, p. 9 [p. 6], para. 24.
Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, p. 10 [p. 7], para. 25.
Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, p. 12 [pp. 9-10], para. 32.
Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, p. 21 [p. 18], para. 61.
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in Articles 17 and 18 of the Constitution 208 and Article 34 of Law No. 38 on general
administrative procedure (“Law 38”). 209
196.

This means that ACP (as any public entity) can only act and contract to the extent previously
authorized by the law, and that it must abide by the obligations imposed by public law and the
administrative order.210 Pursuant to the principle of strict legality, ACP must therefore
comply with its statutory duties and cannot exceed its legal mandate and/or contract out of
mandatory and public policy provisions of Panamanian law, in particular Panamanian
administrative laws and principles, which are applicable during the tender period and during
the performance of the Contract.

197.

Indeed, ACP is a public entity created in the 1994 Panamanian Constitution. 211 Article 316 of
the Constitution provides that ACP is an “autonomous legal entity of public law” dealing with
“the administration, operation, conservation, maintenance and modernization of the Panamá
Canal and related activities, in accordance with constitutional and legal rules in force”.212

198.

Title XIV of the Constitution contains provisions that are specific to ACP’s organization,
financial structure and operation.213 For example, Article 319 of the Constitution grants ACP
the power to approve its own regulations relevant to the administration and operation of the
Canal. 214 In addition, the Panamanian Legislative Assembly enacted Law No. 19 of 11 June
1997 (“Law 19”, also known as ACP’s “Organic Law”), for the “organization of the Panama
Canal Authority.” 215 As specified in its preamble, Law 19 was passed “to furnish the Panama

208

{C-LA-171}, Constitution of the Republic of Panama (updated), Article 17: “The authorities of the
Republic are instituted to protect life, honor and property of the nationals wherever they may be, and of
foreigners under its jurisdiction; ensure effectiveness of the rights and individual and social duties, and
comply with and enforce the Constitution and the Law.” [Emphasis added];
Article 18: “Individuals are only responsible before the authorities for infraction of the Constitution or
the Law. Public servants also are for the same causes, and also by abuse of office or by omission in the
exercise of such.” [Emphasis added]
{C-LA-142}, Law 38 of 2000 (updated), p. 2 [p. 2], Article 34: “The administrative actions in all
public entities shall be conducted in accordance with the norms of informality, impartiality, uniformity,
economy, speed and efficacy, guaranteeing the appropriate performance of the administrative function,
without impairment of due process, with objectivity and with adherence to the principle of strict
legality. The ministers of the State, the Directors of decentralized entities, Governors, mayors and other
heads of office shall ensure, related to the dependencies they govern, the fulfillment of this disposition.
The actions of the public servants shall be governed by the principles of loyalty to the State, honesty
and efficiency and shall be bound to devote their best ability to the work assigned.” [Emphasis added]
Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, p. 12 [p. 9], para. 32.a.
{C-LA-171}, Constitution of the Republic of Panama (updated), Articles 315 to 323.
{C-LA-171}, Constitution of the Republic of Panama (updated), p. 3 [p. 3], Article 316. [Emphasis
added]
Thus: (i) the plans on the use of the hydraulic resources of Panama require the previous approval of
ACP ({C-LA-171}, Constitution of the Republic of Panama (updated), p. 2 [p. 2], Article 316); (ii)
ACP is not subject to taxes and duties ({C-LA-171}, Constitution of the Republic of Panama (updated),
p. 3 [p. 3], Article 316.); (iii) the organization of ACP’s Board of Directors is provided for in the
Constitution {C-LA-171}, Constitution of the Republic of Panama (updated), p. 4 [p. 4], Articles 318319); (iv) ACP’s financial plan is not part of the General Budget of the State ({C-LA-171},
Constitution of the Republic of Panama (updated), p. 4 [p. 4], Article 320); and (v) ACP is “subject to a
special employment regime based on a merit system” ({C-LA-171}, Constitution of the Republic of
Panama (updated), p. 5 [p. 5], Article 322).
{C-LA-171}, Constitution of the Republic of Panama (updated), p. 4 [p. 4], Article 319.
{C-LA-163}, Law 19 of 1997 (updated), p. 1 [p. 1], Article 53.
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Canal Authority with legislation for its organization, operation, and modernization to make
the Canal a safe and profitable enterprise …”216
199.

On 4 October 1999, in the exercise of its powers as granted by the Constitution and Law 19,
ACP enacted its own “Reglamento De Contrataciones de la Autoridad del Canal de Panama”
(“Regulation”). 217 As specified in its Article 1, the purpose of the Regulation is to establish
“uniform rules and procedures applicable to the contracting or acquisition of construction,
goods, and services required for the operation, maintenance, conservation, modernization and
expansion of the Panama Canal”. 218

200.

However, contrary to what ACP has claimed in other disputes with the Claimants, there is no
legal basis to suggest that ACP exists in a separate legal order, independent and isolated from
the rest of Panamanian law, or that because of its regulatory authority the Contract prevails
over imperative law. On the contrary, Dr. Hoyos stresses in his opinion that although ACP
been granted authority by the Constitution and Law 19 to issue regulations in specific areas
(including procurement), it does not enjoy any superior rank elevating it to the status of a
legislative body. 219

201.

As clarified by Dr. Hoyos, “the Board’s prerogative does not mean that ACP’s Regulation
applies to the exclusion of general contractual and administrative law”, 220 but simply that
“[p]ursuant to the principle of lex specialis derogat legi generali, a law governing a specific
subject matter (lex specialis), prevails over a law governing general matters (lex generalis) in
case of conflict between provisions of these two sources of law”. 221

202.

In addition, pursuant to Article 206(2) of the Constitution, all of ACP’s acts and regulations
are subject to the judicial review of the Third Chamber of the Panama Supreme Court,222
which is the chamber dealing with administrative matters. This confirms that, like any other
public entity in Panama pursuant to the principle of strict legality, ACP is subject to the laws
of Panama, to the review power of Panamanian administrative courts and is accountable for
the breach of mandatory provisions of Panamanian law.
2.

The Contract is governed by Panamanian law without limitation, in
particular Panamanian administrative law

203.

Article 5 of the Contract Agreement and Sub-Clause 1.4 of the Conditions of Contract
provide that “the Contract shall be governed by the laws of the Republic of Panama.” 223 The
Parties therefore clearly agreed that Panamanian law would apply, without restriction, to the
Contract, and did not exclude the applicable Panamanian law to specific statutes or
regulations. It follows that, in the performance of the Contract, the Parties, including ACP,
must comply with all relevant provisions of Panamanian law.

216

{C-LA-163}, Law 19 of 1997 (updated), p. 1 [p. 1], Article 53, Preamble.
{C-LA-21}, Acquisition Regulation of the Panama Canal Authority (as amended), dated May 2011
{C-LA-21}, Acquisition Regulation of the Panama Canal Authority (as amended), dated May 2011, p.
4 [pp. 4-5], Article 1.
Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, p. 13 [p. 10], para. 35.
Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, p. 15 [p. 12], para. 43
Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, p. 15 [p. 12], para. 44.
{C-LA-171}, Constitution of the Republic of Panama (updated), p. 2 [pp. 2-3], Article 206(2).
Exhibit {C-69}, Contract Agreement, dated 11 August 2009, p. 3 [p. 3], Article 5; Exhibit {C-1},
Conditions of Contract, dated February 2009, p. 27 [p. 14], Sub-Clause 1.4.
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204.

Moreover, pursuant to the principle of “integration of contracts” set out in Article 30 and
1109 of the Panamanian Civil Code, “[i]n every contract the laws in force at the time of its
execution are deemed to be incorporated.”224 Article 1109 of the Civil Code also provides as
follows:
“The contracts are perfected by the mere consent, and from then on bind, not
only to the compliance of their express provisions, but also to all the
consequences that, according to their nature, are in accordance with good
faith, the uses and the law.” 225

205.

Dr. Hoyos explains that pursuant to this principle, the Contract is integrated with imperative
law and the duty of good faith:
“This principle [of ‘integration of contracts’] provides that written clauses do
not exhaust the content of a contract. In Panama’s codified legal system, the
contract is always integrated with the law (imperative law) and also with
good faith and its corollaries. Thus, the Contract does not exist alone: it
exists within the framework of the Panamanian legal system and, in
particular, of mandatory provisions of law.” 226

206.

With regard to ACP’s contracting, these imperative rules are found inter alia in Law 19, the
Regulation, the General Public Contracting Law, the General Administrative Law, Law 135
of 1943, as amended by Law 33 of 1946 (dealing with the judicial review of the legality of
administrative acts, rules and contracts) as well as mandatory provision of the Civil Code. 227
Notably, as stated by Dr. Hoyos, the Regulation expressly recognizes that ACP’s contracts
operate within the framework of the rules and principles of administrative law:
“Article 130 of ACP’s Regulation, under ‘General Principles’ obliges ACP to
conduct the tender process in compliance with ‘principles of transparency,
economy and responsibility, in accordance with the rules that govern
administrative functions, as well as the rules of ethics and conduct that apply to
the Authority, the rules of contract interpretation, and those general principles
of law and specific provisions of administrative law.’[228] These principles of
transparency, economy and responsibility are tenets of administrative law which
are developed extensively in Articles 18, 19 and 21 of Law 22, the only general
law of “contratación pública” in Panama …” 229

207.

Law No. 22 on public contracting (the “General Public Contracting Law” or “Law 22”),
which governs public contracts in general (i.e., entered into by all state agencies), including
public works contracts, and makes no exception for the contracts entered into by ACP, 230
provides in its Article 17 that all state entities involved in public contracting:
“shall behave on the basis of the principles of efficiency, effectiveness,
transparency, due process, publicity, economy and responsibility… At the

224
225
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227
228
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{C-LA-1}, Civil Code of Panama (updated), dated 22 August 1916, p. 1 [p. 1], Article 30.
{C-LA-1}, Civil Code of Panama (updated), dated 22 August 1916, p. 3 [p. 3], Article 1109. [Emphasis
added]
Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, p. 18 [p. 15], para. 53.
Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, p. 10 [p. 7], para. 26.
{C-LA-21}, Acquisition Regulation of the Panama Canal Authority (as amended), dated May 2011, p.
45 [p. 45], Article 130. [Emphasis added]
Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, p. 16 [p. 13], para. 47. [Emphasis in original; footnote modified]
Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, p. 16 [pp. 13-14], para. 47.
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same time, they are governed by… the rules on contract interpretation, the
general principles of law, the rules of administrative law and the rules in
civil and commercial matters that are not contrary to the present law”. 231
208.

ACP’s Regulation further confirms that Panamanian law applies to the contracts entered into
by ACP. Article 131 of the Regulation thus provides that:
“Contracts entered into by the Panama Canal Authority shall be subject to
and performed pursuant to Panama Canal Authority regulations and
supplemented by the provisions of Panamanian law.” 232

209.

In light of the above, the Parties’ obligations under the Contract must be construed in light of,
and in accordance with, Panamanian law. As explained below, Panamanian law notably
provides mandatory duties with which ACP has to comply before and during the performance
of any public works contract (including the Contract), which are integrated into the Contract
pursuant to Articles 30 and 1109 of the Panamanian Civil Code and are a source of liability
consistent with Article 974 of the Panamanian Civil Code which provides that: “[o]bligations
arise from the law, contracts and quasi-contracts, and from wrongful acts and omissions
involving any type of fault or negligence”. 233

210.

Dr. Hoyos concludes in this respect:
“[t]he administrative contracts integrate two sources of liability: one that is
common to all contracts – private or public – (under Articles 974 234, 976 235,
1109 236 and 986 237 of the Panamanian Civil Code) arising from the breach of
an agreed upon obligation (lex contractus) and the other, that is specific to
administrative contracts, arising from the breach of legal duties (ius cogens)
that are incorporated into the contract by operation of Articles 30 and 1109
of the Panamanian Civil Code. These duties arising from public law are also
fundamental to determining the proper scope and content of the parties’
obligations as well as the limitations to the parties’ agreements.”238
3.

ACP’s duties under Panamanian law

(a)

ACP’s duties during the tender period

211.

Before the signature of the Contract, ACP’s obligations – as a public entity subject to the
principle of strict legality – arose solely from Panamanian law and in particular from its own
Regulation (as supplemented by applicable law, in this case notably by Law 22, the General
Public Contracting Law). These mandatory pre-contractual duties were later incorporated
into the Contract as implied mandatory obligations.239

231

{C-LA-145}, Law 22 of 27 June 2006 (updated), p. 4 [p. 4], Article 17 [emphasis added].
{C-LA-21}, Acquisition Regulation of the Panama Canal Authority (as amended), dated May 2011, p.
45 [p. 45], Article 131. [Emphasis added]
{C-LA-1}, Civil Code of Panama (updated), dated 22 August 1916, p. 2 [p. 2], Article 974.
{C-LA-1}, Civil Code of Panama (updated), dated 22 August 1916, p. 2 [p. 2], Article 974.
{C-LA-1}, Civil Code of Panama (updated), dated 22 August 1916, p. 2 [p. 2], Article 976.
{C-LA-1}, Civil Code of Panama (updated), dated 22 August 1916, p. 3 [p. 3], Article 1109.
{C-LA-1}, Civil Code of Panama (updated), dated 22 August 1916, p. 2 [p. 2], Article 986.
Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, p. 13 [p. 10], para. 32(d).
Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, p. 24 [p. 21], para. 73.
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(i)

ACP’s duty diligently to prepare the studies and the tender documents in a
non-ambiguous, non-confusing and complete manner (the “duty to plan”)

212.

Prior to the opening of the tender process, one of ACP’s most significant duties was to plan
for the project in a diligent and timely manner.

213.

Dr. Hoyos explains in his legal opinion that this duty stems from fundamental principles of
administrative law to which ACP, as a public entity, is subject, in particular the principles of
economy and responsibility. 240 Article 130 of ACP’s Regulation thus provides:
“… All actions taken by those persons who participate in the procurement
shall be based upon principles of transparency, economy and responsibility,
in accordance with the rules that govern administrative functions, as well as
the rules of ethics and conduct that apply to the Authority, the rules of
contract interpretation, and those general principles of law and specific
provisions contained in administrative regulations” 241

214.

Moreover, Article 34 of Law 38, the General Administrative Law, also requires public entities
to abide by the rules of economy and provides that:
“The administrative actions in all public entities shall be conducted in
accordance with the norms of informality, impartiality, uniformity, economy,
speed and efficacy, guaranteeing the appropriate performance of the
administrative function, without impairment of due process, with objectivity
and with adherence to the principle of strict legality.” 242

215.

ACP’s Regulation does not define the scope and content of the principle of economy
prescribed in Article 130. However, as explained above, the Regulation can be supplemented
by other laws, in particular by Law 22, the General Public Contracting Law which develops
the contents of the principle of economy. Notably, Article 19(8) of Law 22 provides that
administrative bodies (such as ACP) have a duty to carefully prepare a project before
launching the tender process:
“Article 19 – Principle of economy
…
8. With sufficient time before the opening of the process of selecting the
contractor, prepare the studies, designs and projects required, as well as the
terms of reference and specifications, assuring that its preparation is not done
in an incomplete, ambiguous or confusing manner.” 243

240
241

242
243

Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, p. 25 [p. 22], para. 77.
{C-LA-21}, Acquisition Regulation of the Panama Canal Authority (as amended), dated May 2011, p.
45 [p. 45], Article 130 [emphasis added]. Similarly, Article 34 of Law 38 requires that all
administrative acts, including administrative contracts, abide by the principle of strict legality and the
“norms of informality, impartiality, uniformity, economy, speed and efficacy ….” ({C-LA-142}, Law
38 of 2000 (updated), p. 2 [p. 2], Article 34).
{C-LA-142}, Law 38 of 2000 (updated), Law 38, p. p. 2 [p. 2], Article 34.
{C-LA-145}, Law 22 of 27 June 2006 (updated), p. 6 [p. 6], Article 19(8) [emphasis in original and
added].
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216.

Dr. Hoyos explains that, pursuant to the principles of economy and responsibility, ACP must
proceed with the diligent and timely preparation of all required studies before the start of the
tender process:
“Under these principles, ACP must therefore proceed, prior to the start of the
tender process, with timely and diligent preparation of technical,
market/financial and environmental studies that will serve as the
fundamental basis for: (a) the preparation of the tender documents upon
which the tenderers will base their offers; (b) budget allocation; and (c) the
securing of the approvals, permits or licenses which may be required under
the law.” 244

217.

The State Council of Colombia, whose decisions are relevant to the interpretation of
Panamanian law and are frequently cited by the Panamanian Supreme Court,245 stated in a
ruling of 5 June 2008 regarding the duty to plan that “the demands derived from the principle
of planning constitute the input that will guarantee tender documents that are properly
structured, coherent, appropriate and adequate to the needs that the administration intends to
satisfy with the conclusion and performance of the contract.” 246

218.

According to Dr. Hoyos, the duty to plan can also be understood as an expression of the rule
of diligence and care that private or public administrators are required to follow. 247 This duty
thus requires ACP to proceed, with sufficient time before the opening of the tender process,
with the preparation of: (i) adequate and complete studies to determine the viability of the
project; (ii) an appropriate tender process/framework; and (iii) complete, non-ambiguous and
non-confusing tender documentation.248 The purpose of these requirements is to ensure that
ACP’s contractual activity will be transparent and effective, that public funds will be
adequately allocated and administered and that ACP’s function to operate the Canal in an
efficient and profitable manner will be fulfilled, as Dr. Hoyos confirms:
“Therefore, the preparation of studies and the rules of the tender process
must be carried out with appropriate and meaningful diligence and ‘with
sufficient time prior to the opening of the public bid.’ This guarantees that
the contractual activity of the public entity is transparent and effective,
which means that: (a) an objective selection of the best offer (technical and
economical) is assured; (b) potential challenges to the process are minimized
and, more importantly; (c) the performance of the works will not be affected,
interrupted or delayed by conditions which are attributable to deficiencies in
the studies or information that the public entity was either to perform or
properly verify, respectively.” 249

219.

Dr. Hoyos also explains in his legal opinion that ACP’s duty to plan (under the principle of
economy) was further reinforced in relation to this particular Project by the fact that Article
325 of the Constitution expressly required the approval of the proposal for the Canal
Expansion project by the Executive and Legislative Branches, and of the people of Panama
(by referendum). 250 ACP therefore had to comply with a high standard of diligence in
preparing the studies that would provide an adequate basis to obtain these mandatory

244

Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, p. 26 [p. 23], para. 80.
Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, p. 26 [p. 23], para. 81.
{C-LA-230}, State Council of Colombia Ruling, dated 5 June 2008, p. 9 [p. 9].
Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, p. 27 [p. 24], para. 83.
Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, p. 27 [p. 24], para. 84.
Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, p. 27 [p. 24], para. 85. [Emphasis added]
{C-LA-171}, Constitution of the Republic of Panama (updated), p. 6 [p. 6], Article 325.
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approvals. These studies were essential to establish the cost of the Project and in turn the
financial viability of the new Canal operations, a fundamental pre-requisite for its approval.
As stated by Dr. Hoyos, 251 this is reflected in Law 28 of 2006 (whereby the Canal Expansion
project is approved) requiring ACP to finance the construction costs solely from the income
of the Canal operations while maintaining its annual contributions to the Treasury during the
construction period.
220.

ACP sought and obtained these approvals on the basis on its “Proposal for the Expansion of
the Panama Canal. Third Set of Locks” (“ACP’s 2006 Proposal”), 252 which set out a
technical, financial and constructability analysis of the viability of the Project, and which
ACP had prepared on the basis of numerous experts’ studies performed by and for ACP over
an almost 10-year period. Given that ACP was assisted in the preparation of those studies by
world-class experts (and as such is held as a professional) and the extended period of time
invested in the preparation of such studies, ACP was also placed in a privileged position with
regard to the possibility of obtaining information about the various aspects of the Project and
identifying the risks inherent to its performance.253

221.

In fact, ACP itself represented to the Executive and Legislative Branches and the people of
Panama of the reliability and thoroughness of its cost estimate and geological studies for the
Project, and therefore represented that it had discharged its duty to plan under the principle of
economy.

222.

Indeed, ACP’s 2006 Proposal states that “[t]he construction cost for the third set of locks has
been estimated with the most rigorous methods of analysis with the participation of renowned
international specialists”,254 and declares that “[t]he degree of detail achieved in estimating
costs and contingencies makes it possible to ascertain that the estimate is sound and that the
variations that have occurred in some other mega projects will not occur.” 255 ACP notably
put forward its “vast experience in performing [the] type of works [involved in the Project]
and a thorough knowledge of the project area’s geological conditions,” and described the
Project as “primarily, an open-sky excavation and dredging work in a thoroughly analyzed
and previously intervened geological area” 256 to further guarantee the reliability of the
information presented to the Executive and Legislative Branches, the People of Panama and
ultimately to the tenderers.

223.

ACP’s actions evidence that it fully understood that it had to conform with the demands
imposed by the duty to plan (under the principle of economy) and notably had to ensure that
the costing, technical and scheduling information presented to the Executive and Legislative
Branches and to the people of Panama was accurate, reliable, complete and well-supported. 257
And ACP represented that it did.

224.

In light of ACP’s duties under the law, the relevance and special considerations for this
Project and more specifically because of ACP’s representations regarding its knowledge and

251

Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, p. 28 [pp. 25-26], para. 90.
Exhibit {C-23}, ACP Proposal for the Expansion of
dated 24 April 2006.
Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, p. 28 [p. 25], para. 88.
Exhibit {C-23}, ACP Proposal for the Expansion of
dated 24 April 2006 p. 16 [p. 8] [Emphasis added].
Exhibit {C-23}, ACP Proposal for the Expansion of
dated 24 April 2006, p. 19 [p. 11]. [Emphasis added]
Exhibit {C-23}, ACP Proposal for the Expansion of
dated 24 April 2006, p. 19 [p. 11]. [Emphasis added]
Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, p. 28 [pp. 25-26], paras. 90-91.
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thorough analysis of the various aspects of the Project, ACP must therefore be held to a high
standard of diligence with regards to its duty to plan under Panamanian law. Due regard must
also be given to the time invested by ACP to prepare the relevant studies and the fact that it
was assisted by international experts (professional standard).
(ii)

ACP’s duty to inform

225.

During the tender process, ACP has a legal duty to inform the tenderers in a non-ambiguous,
non-confusing and complete manner pursuant to the principles of transparency and of
economy as provided by Article 130 of ACP’s Regulation, Article 34 of Law 38 and
developed by Articles 18 258 and 19(8) of Law 22, the General Public Contracting Law, 259
respectively, as well as the duty of good faith.

226.

In addition, Articles 133(12) of ACP’s Regulation and 18(6) of Law 22 prohibit ACP from
acting with devious or abusive use of power, 260 which, as Dr. Hoyos explains in his opinion,
would be the case if ACP provided inaccurate information to, or withheld relevant
information from, the tenderers, in breach of the law and the duty of good faith.261

227.

As Dr. Hoyos explains, the duty to inform covers several obligations which ACP must fulfil:
•

ACP must disclose all relevant data in its possession, which is proportionate and
reasonable to provide in light of the importance of the contract and the knowledge
that ACP has on the subject, and which will allow tenderers to assess the risks
undertaken, including regarding the object and fundamental assumptions at the basis
of the contract; 262

•

ACP must diligently prepare and/or verify the information that it delivers to the
tenderers, in accordance with the duty to plan described above, to ensure that this
information is accurate and current; 263

•

ACP must abstain from providing inaccurate or misleading information and from
making unsupported (or insufficiently verified) representations to the tenderers;264
and

•

ACP must specifically signal and correct any information which it knows or comes to
know (during the tender process) to be incomplete, inaccurate or misleading. 265

228.

Dr. Hoyos adds that the duty to inform is even more relevant in cases where there is an
asymmetry of information between the parties, or an objective restriction to the obtaining of
information by one of the parties (for example when the constraints of time and access to the
relevant information prevent that party from obtaining it). In such cases, if the other party is

258

{C-LA-145}, Law 22 of 27 June 2006 (updated), p. 4 [pp. 4-5], Article 18. Article 18(2) notably
entitles the tenderers to be provided with all the reports and information relevant to the contract.
{C-LA-145}, Law 22 of 27 June 2006 (updated), p. 5 [pp. 5-6], Article 19(8).
{C-LA-21}, Acquisition Regulation of the Panama Canal Authority (as amended), dated May 2011, p.
46 [pp. 46-47], Article 133(12); {C-LA-145}, Law 22 of 27 June 2006 (updated), p. 4 [pp. 4-5], Article
18(6).
Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, p. 29 [pp. 26-27], para. 93.
Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, p. 30 [p. 27], para. 94.
Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, p. 30 [p. 27], para. 95.
Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, p. 32 [pp. 29-30], paras. 100 and 103.
Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, p. 30 [p. 27], para. 94.
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or should be in possession of the relevant information, good faith requires that party to
provide it to the other party. 266
(iii)
229.

ACP’s duty to act in good faith

As a public entity, ACP is also bound by the principle of good faith, which Panamanian law
recognizes as a general and imperative principle of law.267 The principle of good faith
notably stems from Article 1109 of the Panamanian Civil Code, which provides as follows:
“The contracts are perfected by the mere consent, and from then on bind, not
only to the compliance of their express provisions, but also to all the
consequences that, according to their nature, are in accordance with good
faith, the uses and the law” 268

230.

The Third Chamber of the Supreme Court of Panama has ruled that the obligation of good
faith expressed in Article 1109 of the Civil Code extends to public entities such as ACP,269
including during pre-contractual negotiations.270

231.

As Dr. Hoyos explains, the duty of good faith comprises several aspects: 271
•

a legal standard (objective good faith) and source of obligations, which is an
independent basis of liability in case of breach;

•

a rule of construction and interpretation of contractual and legal obligations; and

•

a source of special duties of conduct.

232.

Scholars agree that the principle of good faith notably entails a duty for each party to act with
honesty, fairness, equity and balance, to refrain from violating the other party’s interests, and
conversely to actively cooperate and collaborate with the other party to promote its
interests. 272 As Dr. Hoyos confirms, the duty of good faith notably reinforces ACP’s duties to
plan diligently and to provide correct and reliable information to the tenderers, as explained
above. 273

233.

Dr. Hoyos also explains that in the administrative field, the principle of good faith further
operates to control the legitimacy of the actions undertaken by public entities in compliance
with the law:
“In the administrative field, the application of the principle of good faith is
an independent basis of liability and a further control of the legitimacy of the
actions of the administration (adherence to the principle of legality). As
such, even in instances where the administrative action is covered, in

266
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Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, p. 32 [pp. 29-30], para. 102.
Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, p. 34 [p. 31], para. 107.
{C-LA-1}, Civil Code of Panama (updated), dated 22 August 1916, p. 3 [p. 3], Article 1109.
[Emphasis added]
{C-LA-236}, Third Chamber of the Supreme Court of Panama ruling, dated 9 September 2008.
Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, p. 36 [p. 33], para. 114; {C-LA-265}, Panamanian Supreme Court Ruling, dated
21 May 2003; {C-LA-239}, Third Chamber of the Supreme Court of Panama. Judgment dated 16
August 2004.
Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, p. 34 [p. 31], para. 107.
Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, p. 34 [pp. 31-32], paras. 110-111.
Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, p. 36 [p. 33], para. 116.
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principle, by a prior legal provision (principle of legality), good faith will
serve as a limit to the exercise of the discretionary powers of the
administration.” 274
234.

Two significant corollaries of the principle of good faith are (i) the rule of Venire Contra
Factum Proprium Non Valet (a party shall not contradict its own acts), and (ii) the principle
of legitimate reliance, which Panamanian jurisprudence recognizes as independent grounds of
liability. 275

235.

The rule of Venire Contra Factum Proprium Non Valet sanctions a party’s inconsistent or
incoherent behavior as a breach of the duty of good faith. As Panamanian Professor Ricardo
J. Alfaro explains, a party, in particular a public entity, cannot benefit from the inconsistency
in its own behavior to the detriment of the other party:
“Whatever term or terms be employed to designate this principle … its
substance is always the same: inconsistencies between claims or allegations
put forward by a State … is not admissible (allegans contraria non
audiendus est). Its purpose is always the same: a State must not be permitted
to benefit by its own inconsistency to the prejudice of another … (nemo
potest mutare consilium suum in alterius injuriam). A fortiori, the State
must not be allowed to benefit by its inconsistency when it is through its own
wrong or illegal act that the other party has been deprived of its right or
prevented from exercising it. (Nullus commodum capere de sua injuria
propia.) Finally, the legal effect of the principle is always the same: the
party which by … its representation, its declaration, its conduct or its silence
has maintained an attitude manifestly contrary to the right it is claiming
before an international tribunal is precluded from claiming that right (venire
contra factum proprium non valet)”. 276

236.

As for the principle of legitimate reliance, it protects the reasonable expectations that a party
developed based on the other party’s conduct and representations and which led that party to
act in a certain manner, which would result in liability should the other party then act contrary
to those legitimate expectations.277 As Dr. Hoyos explains in his legal opinion, the Third
Chamber of the Panamanian Supreme Court confirmed in a judgment dated 16 December
2010 that the actions of a public entity that would generate a legitimate reliance on the part of
a contractor would entitle the latter to rely on the expectation thereby created:
“Therefore, the Chamber is of the view that when the Administration
generates external signs which even without being legally binding, guide the
individual towards a particular conduct, one of the typical actions of
legitimate reliance is formed, which is sufficiently conclusive to induce the
individual to rely on the ‘appearance of legality’ of a specific administrative

274
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Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, p. 36 [p. 33], para. 115 [Emphasis added]; see also {C-LA-240}, Emeritus
Professor Fernando Sainz Moreno. Monografia. “La buena fe en la relaciones de la Administración con
los administrados”. RAP 89. Spain, p. 1 [p. 311]: “The fact that the administrative action is legitimate
when it is covered by a prior legal provision does not imply that such actions are subject exclusively to
the legal provision that covers it. The prior legal coverage conditions ab initio the legality of the
administrative act, but does not exhaust in any way, the full regulation of such (administrative act)”.
Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, p. 37 [p. 34], para. 117.
{C-LA-242}, International Court of Justice, Judgment, Merit, in the case Temple of Preah Vihear
(Cambodia v. Thailand), 15 June 1962, Separate Opinion of Vice President Ricardo J. Alfaro, p. 2 [p.
40]. [Emphasis added]
Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, p. 38 [pp. 35-36], paras. 122-124.
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conduct, driving its will to specific acts and investments which later are
inconsistent with the consequences of such conduct.” 278
237.

Dr. Hoyos concludes that, pursuant to the rule of Venire Contra Factum Proprium Non Valet
and the principle of legitimate reliance, the tenderers thus had a legitimate right to assume
that ACP had adequately discharged its mandatory duties in relation to the Project, in
particular the duties to plan and to inform, so that they could rely upon the information
provided by ACP. 279
(b)

238.

ACP’s duties during the performance of the Contract

ACP’s duties after the signature of the Contract arise from the express provisions of the
Contract, as set out above, which must be construed in light of Panamanian law (in particular
the duty of good faith), as well as from mandatory provisions of Panamanian law which apply
to ACP.
(i)

ACP’s duty to act in good faith, collaborate with GUPC and refrain from
imposing a greater onerosity on the Contractor

239.

As explained above, Article 1109 of the Panamanian Civil Code provides that parties to a
contract must comply with “all the consequences that, according to [the contract’s] nature, are
in accordance with good faith, the uses and the law.” 280 ACP’s duty to act in good faith
therefore remains throughout the life of the contracts it enters into.

240.

Dr. Hoyos explains in his legal opinion that the “positive” dimension of the duty of good faith
consists of the parties’ obligation to actively cooperate with each other in the performance of
their respective obligations, including the duty of solidarity. 281

241.

As Dr. Hoyos explains, the duty to collaborate entails the mutual protection of the rights and
expectations of each party and the active cooperation to achieve the common contractual
goal. 282 Scholar Emilio Betti further adds that this duty requires each party to satisfy the other
party’s legitimate expectations, safeguard the other party’s interests, and act in a spirit of
collaboration so that the other party can comply with its own obligations.283

278

{C-LA-243}, Third Chamber of the Supreme Court of Panama. COASSA v. Autoridad Maritima de
Panama. Ruling dated 21 July 2011 citing the Constitutional Court of Colombia (Ruling C-131 of
2004): “... The principle of legitimate reliance is a corollary of the principle of good faith and consist in
that the State cannot suddenly alter the rules of the game that regulated the relation with the individuals
without granting the latter with a period of transition to adjust its behavior to the new legal situation.
Therefore, it is not about violating or affecting acquired rights, but simply to protect valid expectations
that the individuals had made based on the acts or omissions of the State prolonged in time, be it by
way of active or passive conduct of the Administration, legal regulations or interpretation of the legal
provisions. Likewise, as any other principle, the legitimate reliance must be pondered, in each specific
case with the other principles, especially the protection of the general interest and the democratic
principle”.
Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, p. 40 [p. 37], para. 125.
{C-LA-1}, Civil Code of Panama (updated), dated 22 August 1916, p. 3 [p. 3]. Article 1109.
[Emphasis added]
Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, p. 47 [p. 44], para. 142.
Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, p. 47 [p. 44], para. 143.
{C-LA-237}, Emilio Betti. Teoria General de las Obligaciones. Tomo I. Revista de Derecho Privado.
Madrid, p. 1 [p. 98].
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242.

In public contracting, Article 130 of ACP’s Regulation expressly recognizes such duty by
providing for ACP’s duty to collaborate with contractors, and strive to protect the interests of
the contractors:
“Contracts are entered into and formalized primarily because this allows for
a closer concerted effort between the parties and permits greater
administrative efficiency. Notwithstanding the preceding purpose, the
contract shall also strive to guarantee the rights and interests of the parties.
…” 284

243.

Colombian jurist Rodrigo Escobar Gil explains that the importance of good faith is
heightened in administrative contracts due to their inherent collaborative nature:
“The principle of good faith dominates an administrative contract with a
higher intensity than private contracts, not only as a norm of conduct during
the signing, execution and completion of the legal nexus but it also has
multiple manifestations in the legal order of contracts”. 285
“[T]he legal supremacy held by the Public Administration and the character
of collaborator of the contractor in the legal relations which arise from state
contracts, requires that the parties act with a special adherence to the ethical
rules of good faith, as a condition to maintain the climate of trust that allows
the execution of the contractual purpose. The exercise of the public
authority in the public contracting is limited by the demands of mutual
trust”. 286

244.

As stated by Dr. Hoyos, good faith has a normative value 287 and the breach of implied
obligations imposed by good faith is a source of liability 288 pursuant Article 130 of the
Regulations and Article 1109 and 986 of the Panamanian Civil Code.

245.

Further, Article 133(6) of ACP’s Regulation provides that ACP must proceed in a timely
manner to prevent and correct any burden for the contractor resulting from ACP’s actions:
“Proceed in a timely manner, so that the actions attributable to the Authority
do not create a burden for the contractor in complying with the contract;
correct in the least possible time any disruptions that may occur, and agree
on the pertinent mechanisms and procedures to prevent or to immediately
and accurately solve any differences or disputes that may arise, in
accordance with the contract.”289
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{C-LA-21}, Acquisition Regulation of the Panama Canal Authority (as amended), dated May 2011, p. 45
[p. 45], Article 130. The Spanish original reads: “La celebración y la ejecución de los contratos tienen
como prop6sito obtener la colaboración de los particulares y la eficacia de las funciones administrativas.
Sin perjuicio de lo anterior, también procurara garantizar los derechos e intereses de los contratistas.”
[Emphasis added]
{C-LA-93}, Rodrigo Escobar Gil, Teoría General de los Contratos de la Administración Pública, Legis,
Colombia (updated), p. 4 [pp. 466-467].
{C-LA-93}, Rodrigo Escobar Gil, Teoría General de los Contratos de la Administración Pública,
Legis, Colombia (updated), p. 2 [pp. 471-472].
Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, p. 34 [p. 31], para. 108.
Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, p. 47 [p. 44], para. 144.
{C-LA-21}, Acquisition Regulation of the Panama Canal Authority (as amended), dated May 2011, p. 46
[p. 46], Article 133(6).
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246.

Spanish Scholar Gonzalez Perez cited by Colombian Scholar Escobar Gil adds the following
regarding the application of the duty of good faith in administrative law:
“What is demanded is that each part honours the trust deposited in it, that
obligations of loyalty and the equivalency of the rights and obligations of the
parties, is respected; that any attempt of unjust enrichment at the expense of
the contractor be avoided, that it (the Administration) does not demand from
the other party compliance of onerous obligations that are useless for the
party claiming (such compliance).” 290

247.

Dr. Hoyos concludes that pursuant to its Regulation as well as the duties of good faith and
collaboration during the performance of the Contract, ACP must: (i) refrain from imposing on
GUPC a greater onerousity in the performance of its obligations; (ii) mitigate damages;
(iii) timely correct any disruption which may occur during the performance of the Contract;
and (iv) attempt to reach agreements with GUPC when controversies arise in the performance
of the Contract.291
(ii)

248.

ACP’s duty to maintain and restore the technical, economic, and financial
conditions prevailing when the Contract was entered into

Article 133(5) of ACP’s Regulation provides that ACP also has the duty to maintain and, if
altered, to restore the original technical, economic and financial balance of the contract that
was agreed at the time of the signature:
“The following shall be the responsibilities of the Authority:
…
5 Adopt measures to maintain, during the prosecution and performance of
the contract, the original technical, economic and financial conditions,
existing at the moment of the contract formalization and to make the
required modifications as authorized by law or by the contract.” 292

249.

In this regard, Article 133(5) is echoed and supplemented by Article 13(5) of Law 22, the
General Public Contracting Law, which reads:
“The following are the obligations of the contracting entities:
…
5. Adopt measures to maintain, during development and execution of the
contract, the technical, economic and financial conditions existing on the
date of signature and to make the modifications, when authorized by the law
or contrary, in accordance with the tender documents.” 293
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{C-LA-93}, Rodrigo Escobar Gil, Teoría General de los Contratos de la Administración Pública, Legis,
Colombia (updated). p. 2 [pp. 471-472]. [Emphasis added]
Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, p. 49 [p. 46], para. 149.
{C-LA-21}, Acquisition Regulation of the Panama Canal Authority (as amended), dated May 2011, p. 46
[p. 46], Article 133(5). [Emphasis added]
{C-LA-145}, Law 22 of 27 June 2006 (updated), p. 2 [p. 2], Article 13(5). [Emphasis added]
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250.

Article 21 of the General Public Contracting Law (Law 22) further empowers ACP to
consider a contractual balance clause included in a contract, even if no such clause is
expressly included, in order to restore the economic balance existing at the time of signature:
“Contractual balance. In public contracts of extended duration clauses and
conditions aimed at maintaining, during the term of the contract, the
contractual balance existing at the time of contracting, may be agreed, with
the purpose that if, such conditions are altered by extraordinary and
unforeseeable acts, such can be modified to maintain the equilibrium.
...
In contract for works, supply of construction goods or turnkey, when, as a
result of events and circumstances arising after the execution of the contract
which could have not been foreseen at that moment or by force majeure or
fortuitous events, an alteration or obstruction of the costs occurs, which
impedes the fulfilment of the objective of the contract, the State may
considered as included in the contract the contractual balance clause, even if
it not agreed, in order to permit the respective amendment.” 294

251.

According to Dr. Hoyos, ACP’s Regulation and the General Public Contracting Law reflect
the application in Panama of the “theory of unforeseeability” as a principle of administrative
law, consistent with prevailing Latin American doctrine which considers that the right to
rebalance the contract is public policy, cannot be waived and does not require contractual
recognition. 295

252.

As stated by Dr. Hoyos, ACP’s Regulation and Articles 13(5) and 21 of Law 22, the General
Public Contracting Law, which apply in the absence of any fault by the parties, require ACP
to negotiate in good faith a clause to restore the economic balance of the contract.296 They
also require ACP to present in good faith alternatives for equitable relief if the conditions
prevailing when the Contract was entered into are altered, consistent with ACP’s duty to treat
contractors with equity. 297 In the absence of such reasonable steps on the part of ACP, the
judge/arbitrator is empowered to step in and order measures to restore the economic balance
of the contract. 298

253.

In the context of private law, the Civil Code also provides that hardship suffered by the
contractor may lead to the termination of the contract, or that the other party may offer to
equitably modify the contract to avoid termination. 299

294

{C-LA-145}, Law 22 of 27 June 2006 (updated), p. 7 [pp. 7-8], Article 21. [Emphasis added]
Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, p. 78 [pp. 75-76], paras. 246-251.
Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, p. 79 [p. 76], para. 249.
Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, p. 79 [p. 76], para. 251.
Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, p. 79 [p. 76], para. 249.
{C-LA-1}, Civil Code of Panama (updated), dated 22 August 1916, p. 5 [p. 5], Article 1161-A: “In the
bilateral contracts of continuous, deferred or periodical execution, if the discharge of the obligations of
one of the parties to the contract becomes too onerous due to unforeseen and extraordinary
circumstances, the party that has suffered hardship may opt for the termination of the contract.
Termination may not be asked if the hardship was suffered in the normal sphere of risk of the contract.
The defendant against whom the claim for the termination of the contract is lodged may avoid it by
offering relief for hardship by equitably modifying the contract.”
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(c)

ACP must comply with the standard of diligence required under civil
law

254.

In addition to its duties under its Regulation (as complemented by other provisions of
administrative law such as Law 22, the General Public Contracting Law, and Law 38), ACP
must comply with its duties under civil law. In particular, ACP must comply with the duties
derived from the principle of good faith set out in Article 1109 of the Panamanian Civil Code
as explained above, and must exercise the degree of diligence and care required under civil
law in the performance of its pre-contractual and post-contract signature actions.

255.

Article 986 of the Panamanian Civil Code thus provides that a party is in breach of its
obligations if it commits willful misconduct (dolo), negligence or default:
“Are subject to compensation for damages and harm caused, those who in
the compliance of their obligations commit wilful misconduct, negligence or
default and those who in any manner contravene the tenor of such
[obligations]”. 300

256.

Article 34-C of the Civil Code identifies several degrees of negligence under civil law:
“The law distinguished three types of fault and negligence:
Grave fault, gross negligence or wanton fault, is the one that consists in not
managing the affairs of others with the care that even negligent people with
little prudence generally employ in their own affairs. This negligence in civil
matter is equivalent to willful misconduct.
Minor negligence, minor fault or slight fault, is the lack of diligence and care
that ordinary men employ in their own affairs.
Fault or carelessness without any other qualification, means minor fault or
carelessness. This type of fault is opposed to diligence or ordinary or
medium care.
The person who must administer a business as a good paterfamilias is
responsible for this type of fault.” 301

257.

Pursuant to Article 988 of the Civil Code, “[t]he liability arising from negligence is equally
enforceable in the compliance of any type of obligations, but may be moderated by the
Courts, according to the cases.” 302

258.

Article 987 of the Civil Code is even stricter in relation to liability for gross negligence (culpa
grave/culpa lata), which pursuant to Article 34-C is equated with dolo:
“The liability arising from willful misconduct is enforceable in all
obligations. The waiver of the action to claim it is null and void.”303

259.

ACP is therefore liable for breach if it fails to meet the standard of diligence required under
civil law at the pre-contractual or post-Contract signature stages and was negligent or grossly
negligent in the performance of its obligations. In this regard, as Dr. Hoyos explains with

300

{C-LA-1}, Civil Code of Panama (updated), dated 22 August 1916, p. 2 [p. 2], Article 986.
{C-LA-1}, Civil Code of Panama (updated), dated 22 August 1916, p. 1 [pp. 1-2], Article 34-C.
{C-LA-1}, Civil Code of Panama (updated), dated 22 August 1916, p. 2 [p. 2], Article 988.
{C-LA-1}, Civil Code of Panama (updated), dated 22 August 1916, p. 2 [p. 2], Article 987.
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respect to a fundamental parameter of a project, a significant deviation from industry practice
required to validate such parameter, which causes a significant loss to the other party,
qualifies as gross negligence (culpa lata). 304
4.

The Contract must be construed in accordance with the principles of
contractual interpretation under Panamanian law

260.

Dr. Hoyos explains in his legal opinion that Panamanian law contains various provisions
concerning the interpretation of contracts, which Panamanian courts have also applied to
administrative contracts. 305 The principles and rules of interpretation notably apply to the
contracts entered into by ACP pursuant to the express requirements of Article 130 of ACP’s
Regulation, which provides that these contracts “shall [be interpreted] in accordance with …
the rules of contract interpretation”.306

261.

These interpretative rules mandated by ACP’s Regulation are set forth in Articles 1132-1140
of the Panamanian Civil Code.

262.

In particular, Article 1132 of the Civil Code sets out the well-established and paramount
principle of civil law that the intention of the parties prevails, i.e., that a contract must be
construed in light of the parties’ common intention whenever the terms of the contract are not
clear and/or if they leave any doubt as to the actual intention of the parties. Article 1132 thus
provides:
“If the terms of the contract are clear and leave no doubt as to the intent of
the contracting parties, the literal sense will prevail.
If the words appear to be contrary to the evident intention of the parties the
intention shall prevail over the words.” 307

263.

Article 1133 of the Civil Code clarifies that to determine the intention of the parties, “one
shall primarily take into account their conduct, be it contemporaneous [coetáneos] or
posterior to the contract.” 308 As Dr. Hoyos confirms, this means that the parties’ conduct
during the negotiation of a contract is fundamental to determine the parties’ actual
intention. 309

264.

Other relevant provisions governing the contractual interpretation include Article 1136 of the
Civil Code (the contract provisions must be interpreted as a whole), Article 1139 (obscurities
must be interpreted against the party who drafted the contract, the so-called “contra
proferentem” rule) and Article 1140 which favors the greater reciprocity between the parties’
interest. 310

265.

As Dr. Hoyos explains in his legal opinion, the principles of contractual interpretation set out
in the Civil Code are part of Panamanian public policy. This means that parties cannot
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Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, p. 59 [p. 56], para. 186.
Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, p. 52 [p. 49], para. 160.
{C-LA-21}, Acquisition Regulation of the Panama Canal Authority (as amended), dated May 2011, p.
45 [p. 45], Article 130.
{C-LA-1}, Civil Code of Panama (updated), dated 22 August 1916, p. 4 [p. 4], Article 1132.
{C-LA-1}, Civil Code of Panama (updated), dated 22 August 1916, p. 4 [p. 4], Article 1133.
Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, p. 52 [pp. 49-51], paras. 162 and 170(i).
{C-LA-1}, Civil Code of Panama (updated), dated 22 August 1916, p. 4 [p. 4], Articles 1136, 1139 and
1140.
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contract out of the application of these principles, in particular the principle of prevalence of
the parties’ intention,311 as confirmed by Spanish Professor Federico de Castro y Bravo:
“§102. The rules of the Civil Code regarding interpretation- The rules of the
Code regarding interpretation are one regarding wills (art. 675) and several
regarding contracts arts. (1.281-1.289). Their legal and binding character
cannot be denied. There are not logical maxims; to the contrary, they impose
criteria of political rules, decide imperatively cases of doubt and order how
the contract arrangement will be completed.”312
266.

In addition to the rules of interpretation set out in the Panamanian Civil Code, Article 90 of
ACP’s Regulation provides that “[t]he interpretation of the rules of this regulation and of the
contract shall always be directed towards satisfying the fundamental purpose of the legal
responsibilities recognized to the Authority and the principle of equity in its dealings with the
contractors.” 313 Article 22 of the General Public Contracting Law (Law 22) further provides
for the principles of contractual interpretation applicable to public contracts, as follows: “[i]n
the interpretation of … the clauses and stipulations of the contracts, it shall be taken in
consideration the public interests, the objectives and principles of [Law 22], as well as the
good faith, the equality and the equilibrium between the obligations and the rights that
characterize the commutative contracts.”314

267.

Dr. Hoyos also stresses in his legal opinion that contractual clauses that aim to exclude certain
means of evidence regarding the interpretation of a contract 315 are not valid under
Panamanian law. 316 In addition, as explained above, parties to a contract cannot contract out
of the principle that a contract must be construed in light of the parties’ common intention and
as such, when the literal meaning prevails, it is because it reflects the parties’ true intent.

268.

As such, entire agreement clauses which restrict the means of interpretation of a contract to
exclude any reference to negotiations or communications between the parties that occurred
prior to the signature of that contract are unenforceable because the parties’ pre-contractual
exchanges are the most reliable evidence of the true intent of the parties. Dr. Hoyos thus
explains:
“I … consider that entire agreement clauses simply operate to supersede
prior agreements but cannot exclude the historical interpretation of the
contract, in order to search for the mutual intent of the parties. As stated by
my colleague, Professor Arellano, Article 1133 which provides that the prior
acts are relevant to determining the mutual intent, together with Article 1132
of the Panamanian Civil Code that establishes the primacy of the mutual
intent over the literal meaning, are rules of interpretation that support the
subjective theory of interpretation (followed in Panama) … Moreover, in my
view, the conduct of the parties cannot be segregated to exclude prior acts

311
312

313

314
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Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, p. 54 [pp. 51-52], para. 171(i).
{C-LA-252}, Federico De Castro y Bravo. El Negocio Juridico. Editorial Civitas S.A. 1985. [Emphasis
added]
{C-LA-21}, Acquisition Regulation of the Panama Canal Authority (as amended), dated May 2011, p.
37 [p. 37], Article 90. [Emphasis added]
{C-LA-145}, Law 22 of 27 June 2006 (updated), p. 8 [p. 8], Article 22. [Emphasis added]
Like Sub-Clause 1.16 [Entire Agreement] of Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of Contract, dated February
2009, p. 40 [p. 40], which is discussed later.
Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, p. 54 [pp. 51-52], para. 170(ii).
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because such prior acts represent the most truthful statement of the parties’
intent that is concurrent with the formation of the contractual consent.” 317
5.

Panamanian law restricts the validity and enforceability of
limitation/exclusion of liability clauses, which have also to be narrowly
construed

269.

In his legal opinion, Dr. Hoyos explains the restrictions on the validity and enforceability of
limitation/exclusion of liability clauses, from both the private and administrative law
perspectives. As explained by Dr. Hoyos, exclusions and limitations of liability are generally
valid under the principle of freedom of contract provided they do not violate mandatory
law. 318 This is an important limitation because, while private law contains very few rules of
imperative nature, in the context of administrative contracts the imperative nature of public
law imposes further restrictions. Public entities therefore cannot, through exculpatory clauses
exclude their mandatory legal duties. 319

270.

From the private contract law perspective (which also extends to administrative law),
Dr. Hoyos explains, that the following general restrictions to the validity/enforceability of
limitation/exclusion of liability clauses apply: 320
•

Pursuant to Articles 5 and 1106 of the Panamanian Civil Code, limitation/exclusion
of liability clauses cannot violate the law or public policy. 321 Parties to a contract
therefore can only limit or exclude their liability in relation to dispositive rights, not
in relation to imperative rules (this is especially relevant in regard to administrative
law).
In particular, as stressed by Dr. Hoyos on the basis of well-established Spanish
doctrine, a party cannot exclude itself from liability for deficient information where
through its negligent conduct it created a legitimate reliance and provoked an error in
the other contracting party. This is especially the case, in respect of a fundamental
aspect of the Project, that such party had a “duty to know” or the “possibility to
know” 322 or when such party endorses certain qualities and elicits reliance without a
proper basis or support. 323 As Dr. Hoyos also explains, under civil law, exclusions of
liability for deficient information are construed narrowly by analogy to the regime of
liability for latent defects and compensation for eviction 324 (Articles 1254A and 1256
of the Panamanian Civil Code) 325 and are unenforceable not only in case of dolo or
gross negligence, but also where a party has through its negligent conduct created
reliance on the other party; has not observed the diligence required to prevent the
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320
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Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, p. 55 [pp. 52-53], para. 173.
Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, p. 60 [p. 57], para. 187.
Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, p. 62 [p. 59], para. 191.
Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, p. 60 [pp. 57-58], para. 187.
{C-LA-1}, Civil Code of Panama (updated), dated 22 August 1916, p. 1 [pp. 1 and 3], Articles 5 and
1106.
Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, p. 72 [pp. 69-70], para. 228.
Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, p. 73 [p. 70], para. 230; {C-LA-259}, Antonio Manuel Morales Moreno. El dolo
como criterio de imputación. Anuario de derecho civil, Vol. 35, Nº 3, 1982, p. 5 [p. 650].
Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, p. 69 [pp. 66-67], para. 224; {C-LA-259}, Antonio Manuel Morales Moreno. El dolo
como criterio de imputación. Anuario de derecho civil, Vol. 35, Nº 3, 1982. p. 6 [pp. 254- 256].
{C-LA-1}, Civil Code of Panama (updated), dated 22 August 1916, p. 5 [p. 5], Articles 1254A and
1256.
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error or undo the error caused through no fault of the other party in breach of the duty
to inform. 326
•

Limitation/exclusion of liability clauses cannot operate with regard to breaches of
legal provisions setting out the requirements for the validity of contracts (i.e.,
consent, causa and object pursuant to Article 1112 of the Civil Code). In particular,
parties cannot limit or exclude their liability for breaches constituting vices affecting
the consent of the other party pursuant to Article 1116 of the Civil Code (i.e., willful
misrepresentation (dolo), error or duress).

•

Limitation/exclusion of liability clauses are unenforceable if they violate the duty of
good faith, which is a fundamental principle of Panamanian law and public policy,
including its corollaries, i.e., the principles of legitimate reliance and of Venire
Contra Factum Proprium.

•

Limitation/exclusion of liability clauses are also unenforceable in case of willful
misconduct (dolo) pursuant to Article 987 of the Civil Code.327 In addition,
Article 34-C of the Civil Code, which defines gross negligence (culpa lata / culpa
grave) as the fault “that consists in not managing the affairs of others with the care
that even negligent people with little prudence generally employ in their own affairs”,
specifies that “[t]his negligence in civil matters is equivalent to willful
misconduct.” 328 As a result, limitations/exclusions of liability are also unenforceable
in case of gross negligence.

•

Limitation/exclusion of liability clauses generally cannot validly exclude extracontractual liability.

271.

Under Panamanian administrative law, parties’ freedom to insert limitation/exclusion of
liability clauses find additional limitations.

272.

Indeed, as Dr. Hoyos explains in his legal opinion, public contracting is essentially governed
by imperative (public policy) rules, from which public entities cannot exonerate themselves
pursuant to the principle of strict legality explained above. Notably, Article 36 of Law 38
provides that “[n]o [administrative] act may be issued or concluded in violation of a legal
provision, even if such [provision] is issued by the same authority that issued or concluded
the respective act.” 329 Dr. Hoyos explains:
“Under the principle of strict legality, a public entity cannot contractually
exonerate itself from its legal obligations, as this would be tantamount to
admitting that the State can breach the law and then, insert provisions in the
contract to exclude or limit its liability for the consequences of such
breaches. Such construction in my view, would be contrary to public policy
and a deviation of power.” 330

273.

Public entities’ freedom to limit or exclude their liability is further constrained by the duty of
good faith and the principles of public procurement (including, among others, the public
entities’ duties to plan and to inform). In particular, Dr. Hoyos explains that the duty of good
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{C-LA-259}, Antonio Manuel Morales Moreno. El dolo como criterio de imputación. Anuario de
derecho civil, Vol. 35, Nº 3, 1982, p. 6 [pp. 254- 256].
{C-LA-1}, Civil Code of Panama (updated), dated 22 August 1916, p. 2 [p. 2], Article 987.
{C-LA-1}, Civil Code of Panama (updated), dated 22 August 1916, p. 1 [p. 1], Article 34-C.
{C-LA-142}, Law 38 of 2000 (updated), p. 3 [p. 3], Article 36.
Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, p. 62 [p. 59], para. 192.
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faith imposes a standard of conduct that protects the mutual reliance of the parties throughout
the life of the contract.331 Good faith also has a “normative value”, i.e., a breach of the duty
of good faith is a ground for liability in itself.332 In this context, the enforceability of a
limitation/exclusion of liability clause rests on the reasonable assumption that the public
entity has fulfilled its legal duties in a diligent manner and in good faith.
A limitation/exclusion of liability clause that would be inconsistent with the duty of good
faith or the principles of public procuring would therefore be unenforceable under
administrative law. Further, ACP as a public entity is prevented from relying in exculpatory
clauses that would allow it to breach its legal duties (duty to plan and duty to inform), as well
as the duty of good faith, given their imperative nature.
274.

As regards anticipatory waivers of future claims, the Supreme Court of Panama has ruled that
a blank waiver of a right to assert future claims is null and void because it violates the legal
and constitutional guarantees of due process and access to justice. Dr. Hoyos explains,
referring to the Panamanian Supreme Court judgment of 7 October 2005, that for an
anticipatory waiver of claims to be enforceable, the party waiving its rights needs to know
which specific rights are covered by the waiver. 333

275.

Moreover, Article 134(4) of ACP’s Regulation also limits the enforceability of anticipatory
waivers of claims:
“The Authority shall not condition participation in contract selection
proceedings, nor the award, addition or modification of contracts, nor the
cancellation of any amounts owed the contractor, on the waiver, dismissal or
renunciation of any petitions, actions, demands or claims on the part of the
contractor.” 334

276.

Dr. Hoyos explains that this restriction to the validity of blank waivers of claims is warranted
because of the dominant position of public entities over contractors:
“This restriction is logical in the context of public contracting because the
public entity is in a dominant position when contracting. Not only is it the
drafter of the conditions of contract, but the tenderers do not truly have any
negotiation power during the tender process. In submitting their offers, the
tenderers have to accept the conditions presented by the public entity.”335

277.

As regards the interpretation of limitation/exclusion of liability clauses, Dr. Hoyos explains in
his legal opinion that, in accordance with the principles of contractual interpretation set out
above, contractual clauses aiming at limiting or excluding the liability of a party must be
restrictively or narrowly construed against the party attempting to rely on them, in particular
if the said party drafted those clauses (in line with the principle of contra proferentem). 336

278.

The rule of restrictive construction of limitation/exclusion of liability clauses is notably
founded on the principle of good faith, including its corollaries (the rule of Venire Contra
Factum Proprium and the principle of legitimate reliance). Thus, a limitation/exclusion of
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Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, p. 62 [pp. 59-60], para. 194.
Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, p. 62 [pp. 59-60], para. 194.
Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, p. 61 [p. 58], para. 189; {C-LA-175}, Decision by the Plenary Session of the
Supreme Court of Justice of Panama, dated 7 October 2005.
{C-LA-21}, Acquisition Regulation of the Panama Canal Authority (as amended), dated May 2011, p.
47 [p. 47], Article 134(4).
Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, p. 63 [p. 60], para. 198.
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liability clause cannot operate to allow a party to exonerate itself from the binding force of its
own acts that would have caused a legitimate reliance on the part of the other party. 337
279.

Further, as explained above, the principle of contra proferentem mandates that if the terms of
a limitation/exclusion of liability clause are obscure, any uncertainty regarding the
interpretation of such clause must be resolved against the party who caused the obscurity. In
this regard, Dr. Hoyos explains in his legal opinion that the obscurity of a clause may arise
from the inconsistency between the clear terms of a clause and the behavior (prior, concurrent
or posterior to the signature of the contract) of the party attempting to rely on it. 338 In such
case, Dr. Hoyos, concurring with Spanish Professor Carrasco Perera, concludes that the
interpretation of the obscure clause should be made in favor of greater reciprocity between the
parties, and the best possible equilibrium of the contract. 339 This conclusion is consistent with
Article 1140 of the Civil Code 340 and Article 22 of the General Public Contracting Law (Law
22) which provides that contractual clauses should be interpreted in accordance with “good
faith, the equity and the equilibrium between the obligations and the rights that characterize
commutative contracts.” 341

280.

Finally, Dr. Hoyos explains in his legal opinion that the restrictive interpretation of
limitation/liability clauses is further warranted when the terms of the contract are unilaterally
decided by a public entity (as in the case of the Contract), because the tenderers do not have
the opportunity to negotiate individually the conditions of contract and have no choice but to
accept the contractual terms imposed by the public entity if they want to participate in the
tender. 342

281.

In fact, as further explained below, in light of the principles set out above the
limitations/exclusions of liability upon which ACP has in the past and will undoubtedly
attempt to rely in this arbitration are inapplicable to the present dispute and would in event be
unenforceable (even if they were applicable) because of ACP’s breaches of its mandatory
duties under its own Regulation and Panamanian law, which breaches also constitute gross
negligence (culpa lata) under private law.

282.

Intentionally omitted.
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Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, p. 65 [p. 62], para. 207.
Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, p. 65 [pp. 62-63], para. 210.
Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, p. 66 [p. 63], paras. 211-212.
{C-LA-1}, Civil Code of Panama (updated), dated 22 August 1916, p. 4 [p. 4], Article 1140: “… If the
contract is onerous, the doubt will be resolved in favor of the greater reciprocity of interests.”
{C-LA-145}, Law 22 of 27 June 2006 (updated), p. 8 [p. 8], Article 22.
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III.

ACP’S BREACHES WITH RESPECT TO THE PRODUCTION OF CONCRETE AGGREGATES
A.

SUMMARY OF THE ISSUES RELATING TO THE START OF THE CONCRETE
AGGREGATE PRODUCTION

282.

This Section deals with ACP’s breaches of its obligations under the Contract and Panamanian
law in relation to the production of concrete aggregates (that is, the crushing of rock into
various sizes of coarse and fine aggregates, including sand, needed for the Project). In the
RFQ and RFP documentation, ACP wrongfully represented that the basalt excavated from the
Pacific Locks Excavation (PLE) could and should be used as the primary source of aggregates
for the Project.

283.

In doing so, ACP (i) made an error in the Employer’s Requirements for which it must fully
compensate GUPC under Sub-Clause 1.9 [Errors in the Employer’s Requirements], and
(ii) breached its statutory duties under Panamanian law and in particular under ACP’s own
Regulation, which again entitles GUPC to full compensation for its resulting losses.

284.

In the 1930s, the Americans had started excavations for new locks on the Pacific and the
Atlantic sides of the Panama Canal. The American 1930s excavations on the Pacific side
were very close to the PLE for the Third Set of Locks (and on the Atlantic side the Third Set
of Locks was to be built in the area excavated by the Americans). The Americans abandoned
the project when they entered World War II. In preparation for their project and after it was
halted, the Americans did a number of technical studies, including of the PLE basalt, which
were available to ACP in its preparation for the Project.

285.

From the late 1990s to 2006, before issuing the Canal Expansion Proposal, ACP ordered
numerous studies for the preparation of the Canal Expansion, which comprised the Project,
including technical and cost studies. They identified the presence of Miraflores basalt on the
Pacific side of the Project, including in the PLE, which they presented as a homogenous
basalt and as a hard and strong rock that was suitable for aggregate production. These studies
also determined that the rock from the Atlantic excavations would not be suitable for
aggregate production, so that the PLE basalt would have to be used for both Pacific and
Atlantic sides.

286.

In April 2006, ACP submitted a Proposal to the Panamanian Government and later to the
Panamanian Parliament and the people of Panama for the Canal Expansion, including the
construction of the Third Set of Locks, which was approved. This Proposal relied on cost
estimates prepared by ACP, which were in turn based on a fundamental premise – in fact
ACP’s sole technical assumption amongst its five “most important assumptions” – that the
basalt excavated from the PLE could and would be used for the production of the aggregates
needed for the Project. As part of this approval process, ACP represented to the Government,
Parliament and people of Panama that its studies and cost estimates were highly reliable.

287.

Having secured these approvals, ACP prepared more detailed technical studies for the Project
to submit to potential tenderers. In August 2007, ACP issued a Request for Qualifications
(RFQ) to select prospective tenderers for the Project. The documents made available were
based on the same premise as the Proposal, that is: the PLE basalt could and would be used
for aggregate production to cover the Project’s substantial needs (in particular concrete
needs). GUPC was one of four consortia pre-qualified for the tender process.

288.

In December 2007, ACP initiated the Request for Proposals (RFP) process. In this context,
ACP, aided by renowned international consultants, submitted to the tenderers various
technical documents, which it revised numerous times during the RFP process. Amongst
these documents, ACP produced (i) an Environmental Impact Study (“EsIA”) – which
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became part of the Project’s Employer’s Requirements –, (ii) a geotechnical interpretive
report (GIR), (iii) a geotechnical data report (GDR), as well as (iv) petrographic analyses and
laboratory test results, including on the Miraflores basalt (including PLE basalt). ACP also
relied and made available several reports prepared by the Americans with respect to the 1930s
excavations. ACP made clear throughout these RFP documents that one of its fundamental
premises for the Project was the use of the PLE basalt for aggregate production. In particular,
ACP consistently represented that:
•

the PLE basalt was a hard and strong basalt;

•

the PLE basalt was suitable for concrete aggregate production; and

•

the PLE would and should be used as the primary source of concrete aggregates for
the Project.

289.

In preparing its tender, GUPC reviewed all documents made available by ACP. Following
Prudent Industry Practices, GUPC also visited the Site and its vicinity on several occasions
and made tests of its own, in particular of the Miraflores basalt present on the Pacific side.
GUPC did not find in the documents made available by ACP or in its visits and tests anything
to contradict ACP’s representations that the PLE basalt was a hard and strong rock that could
be used for aggregate production. GUPC therefore prepared its Technical and Financial
Proposals on this premise.

290.

In particular, GUPC developed a preliminary design of the Project’s crushing plants on the
basis that they would have to crush industrial quantities of basalt. As part of the design of the
crushing plants, GUPC estimated how much waste would be produced in the crushing process
(the crushing of rock inevitably produces some quantities of finer material that cannot be used
for production of the final material). Drawing upon its considerable experience, GUPC
correctly estimated an average overall waste percentage of 6%.

291.

The other two tenderers, BTM and C.A.N.A.L., also submitted tenders on the basis that the
PLE basalt could and would be used for the Project’s aggregate production, relying on ACP’s
positive representations.

292.

Upon award of the Contract to GUPC (having received the highest technical score), GUPC
finalized the design of the crushing plants, and then, after a tender process involving wellestablished suppliers, ordered, installed and commissioned them. In parallel, GUPC started in
early 2010 with the excavation of the PLE and stockpiled the PLE basalt waiting to be
crushed. In January 2011, GUPC started full-scale operation of the PAC and ATL crushing
plants and produced its first aggregates, including sand.

293.

However, and much to GUPC’s surprise, the PLE basalt did not at all behave as was and
could have been expected at tender stage, in particular on the basis of ACP’s representations:

294.

•

The PLE basalt produced excessive amounts of fines and turned into sticky material,
both of which behaviors were highly unusual for basalt, and made it impossible to
operate the crushing plants on an industrial basis; and

•

This adverse behavior of the basalt was aggravated during the stockpiling of the
basalt.

As GUPC later learned (after much study of the problem), this was in fact due to the presence
and disposition of certain swelling clay minerals within the basalt, which led to an unusually
rapid degradation of the basalt when exposed to the elements.
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295.

The production of excessive amounts of fines during the crushing of the PLE basalt (and later
of the basalt from Aguadulce and Cocoli Quarries) had substantial and adverse consequences:
•

GUPC had altogether to abandon the use of the PLE basalt, which had been
stockpiled in advance of the crushing. As a result, GUPC not only had to dispose of
substantial volumes of PLE basalt (millions of tonnes), but it also had to open other
quarries, including the Aguadulce Quarry and later the Cocoli Quarry, to feed the
crushing plants with freshly excavated basalt and produce the millions of cubic
meters of concrete needed for the Project.

•

Even with the freshly excavated basalt, GUPC had to remove substantial quantities of
waste during the crushing process and for the entire duration of the Project. By
comparing the quantities of material fed into the crushing plants and their output,
GUPC’s quantum expert has estimated that GUPC’s overall waste was approximately
of 25%, that is 19% more than GUPC had anticipated (which represents very large
volumes, millions of tonnes).

•

Because of the excessive amounts of fines created, GUPC had to excavate much more
basalt than it had anticipated in order to produce the amounts of aggregates necessary
for the Project’s concrete needs.

•

The enormous volumes of fines and sticky material generated by the PLE basalt and
later the basalt from the Aguadulce and Cocoli Quarries, significantly hampered the
operation of the crushing plants. To enable the production of aggregates compliant
with the applicable Technical Specifications and in the industrial quantities necessary
for the Project, as well as to optimize the operation of the crushing plants, GUPC had
to make substantial modifications to the crushing plants and to the crushing process
more generally.

296.

The combination of the measures put in place by GUPC (in particular the opening of the
Aguadulce Quarry and the modifications to the crushing plants) eventually enabled GUPC to
produce compliant fine and coarse aggregates, including sand, in the industrial quantities
necessary to allow the Project to proceed. However, because of the unforeseen nature of the
basalt, and despite the extensive modifications made to the crushing plants, GUPC never
managed to achieve the output capacities, in particular with respect to sand, needed to meet
the Project’s actual demands. 343

297.

In light of the above, it is clear that ACP could and should not have represented that the PLE
basalt was suitable, and should be used, for the Project’s aggregate production. An ex post
facto analysis of ACP’s conduct (which could not have been carried out by the tenderers
during the RFP process) shows that ACP’s actions in its preparation for the Project (regarding
the suitability of the basalt) significantly deviated from industry practice. In light of ACP’s
wrongful representation and of ACP’s error in the Employer’s Requirements and breaches of
its statutory duties, GUPC is entitled to full compensation of all of its losses by ACP.

298.

In this arbitration, the facts underlying the concrete aggregate production issues are explained
for GUPC by the following professionals:
•

343

Mr. Antonio Zaffaroni – GUPC’s Proposal Manager during the tender process and
Project Director from the start of the Project in August 2009 until May 2011 who has
over 40 years of experience managing large construction projects in Europe, Asia,
and the Americas in both the public and private sectors, including projects involving

However, the consequences of this lower productivity of the crushing plants, which are dealt with in
GUPC’s Claim No. 78, are not in debate in this arbitration at this stage.
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the production of millions of tonnes of aggregates and millions of cubic meters of
concrete;
•

Mr. Alberto Buffa – Salini-Impregilo’s global plant and equipment director with over
30 years of experience on large international construction projects (including projects
involving the production of aggregates from basalt), and who worked on GUPC’s
tender and design of the crushing plants; and

•

Ms. María Baz – GUPC’s Site Quality Control Manager for the Atlantic Site from
October 2010 to May/June 2012 and for the Pacific Site from May 2012 to April
2014, who has over 15 years of experience on large international construction
projects, and who followed closely all issues experienced on site by GUPC with
respect to concrete aggregate production.

299.

GUPC also relies on statements produced by Mr. José Pelaez (GUPC’s Construction Manager
for the Pacific Site from May 2011 to December 2011, Project Manager for the Atlantic Site
from January 2012 to March 2014, Project Director from April 2014 to the end of the Project
in June 2016 and currently GUPC’s CEO and the Contractor’s Representative) and Mr. Eldon
Gath of Earth Consultants International (“ECI”), one of ACP’s consultants during the
preparation for the Project.

300.

GUPC’s entitlement is further confirmed and substantiated by the following independent
technical experts:
•

Mr. David Shilston of Atkins – an eminent engineering geologist and the Professional
Head of Discipline for Engineering Geology at WS Atkins Plc (Atkins) with over
35 years of experience in international civil engineering and geological projects and
former President of the Geological Society of London. Mr. Shilston’s expert report
focuses on ACP’s technical representations of the PLE basalt and on the actual
behavior of the PLE, Aguadulce Quarry and Cocoli Quarry basalt.

•

Mr. Greg Gold of Millcreek – Principal Consultant at Millcreek Mining Group with
over 20 years of experience in mining projects mainly in North and South America.
In his expert report, Mr. Gold analyzes GUPC’s tender and final designs of the
crushing plants and their modifications and presents an alternative calculation of the
percentage of waste that GUPC had to dispose of during the crushing process.

B.

ACP’S BREACHES AND INCORRECT REPRESENTATIONS WITH RESPECT TO
CONCRETE AGGREGATE PRODUCTION HAD A DRAMATIC IMPACT ON THE
PROJECT AND GUPC’S COSTS
1.

301.

The use of the PLE basalt as primary source of concrete aggregates was
a fundamental part of ACP’s plan for the Project and a requirement for
the Contractor

Broadly speaking, the Project was divided in three general phases:
•

first, the excavation of the Locks and water saving basins (on both the Pacific and
Atlantic sides) and the design of the various structures;

•

second, the construction of the Locks (mainly in concrete, including reinforced
concrete); and

•

third, the mechanical and electrical works (including the installation of the Lock
Gates).
84
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302.

During the first phase of the Project, the quantities of material (soil and rock) to be excavated
to form the shape of the Locks in the ground were very substantial, and these materials to be
excavated included several millions cubic metres (“m3”) of basalt in the area of the Pacific
Locks Excavation (“PLE”).

303.

During the second phase of the Project, the construction of the Locks on the Pacific and
Atlantic sides then required the production of equally substantial quantities of concrete, in
total over five million m3 of concrete.

304.

As will be further explained in the context of the difficulties encountered by GUPC in respect
to Concrete Mix Design, concrete is (roughly speaking) made of cement, water, aggregates of
varying size ranges (crushed rock of various sizes, gravel, and sand), as well as other
elements. Aggregates represent the most important element in terms of quantities. In order to
produce the required five million m3 of concrete, the Contractor therefore had to obtain
considerable quantities of various sizes of coarse and fine aggregates, including sand
(millions of metric tons).

305.

A key consideration in ACP’s preparation of the feasibility studies and cost and schedule
assessments for the Project was therefore how these massive quantities of aggregates would
be obtained to produce in turn the millions of m3 of concrete needed for the Project.

306.

As will be further explained below, based on what ACP alleged were numerous studies made
over almost 10 years with the help of world-renowned external consultants, ACP concluded
that the basalt excavated in the Pacific Locks Excavation (the “PLE basalt”) would be (and
could be) used to produce the concrete aggregates needed for the Project. Using the PLE
basalt became a fundamental premise of the Project for ACP, with important cost, scheduling,
logistic, and environmental implications. In other words, being able to reuse the basalt to be
excavated in the PLE was a major source of cost and time savings for the Project.

307.

And indeed, not using the excavated PLE basalt meant a completely different project in terms
of logic and dynamics, in particular when considering the cost, schedule, logistic, and
environmental impacts of not using the PLE basalt:

308.

•

Cost: the contractor would have had to procure the aggregates elsewhere, and most
likely open quarries to excavate the very large quantities of rock required to produce
the concrete aggregates, or to buy aggregates from external providers (which was not
possible in Panama because of the quantities that were needed).

•

Schedule and logistics: additional workers and machinery would have been needed to
conduct the parallel excavations in the PLE and in the quarries or, alternatively, if the
same number of workers and machines had been used, the two excavations could not
have been conducted in parallel and the Project would have lasted much longer.

•

Environment: the basalt excavated from the PLE would have had to be disposed of in
additional disposal sites or stockpiled until used for other purposes (which would
have environmental consequences) and the excavation works to procure the
additional rock needed to produce concrete aggregates may have generated negative
environmental consequences.

ACP thus prepared its RFQ and RFP on the fundamental premise that the PLE basalt was
suitable and would be used to produce the concrete aggregates needed for the Project, and
repeatedly represented as much to the tenderers. This premise was then adopted by the
tenderers, including GUPC.
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309.

As will also be explained further below, during the tender period GUPC acted diligently,
following Prudent Industry Practices. 344 Its team of highly qualified and experienced
professionals reviewed and considered all the RFQ and RFP documents, despite the difficulty
created by the numerous amendments made by ACP during the RFP process. 345 GUPC also
diligently examined and inspected the Site and its vicinity, and even carried out additional
testing on the basalt found in the Pacific site area (the so-called “Miraflores basalt”). GUPC’s
diligence (carried out in light of ACP’s clear representations) did not give it any reason to
doubt ACP’s fundamental representation that the PLE basalt would be used and was entirely
suitable, indeed “eminently suitable” as one of the RFP documents provided by ACP stated,
for the Project’s required concrete aggregate production. GUPC therefore proceeded with its
tender proposal on this basis, as the other tenderers also did.
2.

Before the tender, ACP prepared studies for the Project over several
years, making the use of the PLE basalt one of the most important cost
and scheduling premises for the Project

310.

The Third Set of Locks was a project of fundamental importance for ACP and the State of
Panama in general. Before launching the tender process, ACP had to submit a proposal for
the expansion of the Panama Canal to the approval of the Panamanian Government and
Parliament, as well as of the Panamanian people through a referendum. 346

311.

In its preparation, ACP had – among other things – access to the vast archives of the U.S.
operation of the Canal until ACP took over at the end of 1999. This included archives of the
Americans’ attempt to build a new set of locks in the 1930s and early 1940s, during which the
Americans had carried out significant excavations on the Pacific and Atlantic sides. 347 This
project, as explained above, had been suspended and ultimately abandoned in the early 1940s
when the United States became involved in World War II. 348 In the 1940s, the U.S.
authorities for the Canal nevertheless issued several reports about the works they had
undertaken, including reports providing information on the geology on the Atlantic and
Pacific sides. 349

312.

In addition, in order to secure the approval of the Panamanian Government, Parliament and
people, and ultimately to launch the tender for the Third Set of Locks, ACP conducted a very
large number of investigations and studies over several years, with the assistance of a large
number of established and experienced external consultants and organizations from Panama
and abroad. ACP’s studies prior to the tender process included, among other things, an
analysis of the alignment for the new locks, detailed geotechnical, environmental, costs and
scheduling reports, as well as financial projections. On the basis of these comprehensive
studies, ACP defined the key parameters of the Project well before submitting it to tender and
awarding it to GUPC. One of the key parameters that ACP consistently used throughout this

344

As this term is defined in Sub-Clause 1.1.5.25 of the Conditions of Contract (Exhibit {C-1},
Conditions of Contract, dated February 2009, p. 22 [p. 9], Sub-Clause 1.1.5.25 (“‘Prudent Industry
Practices’ means using the standards, practices, methods and procedures, complying with Laws and
exercising the degree of prudence and foresight which would be expected from a properly skilled and
experienced international market leading EPC contractor in the international civil engineering and
infrastructure sector.”).
See above Section I.C.7, explaining that ACP issued 24 amendments to the RFP during the course of
the RFP period and modified the deadline for the submission of bids three times.
See above Section I.C.1.
See above Section IC.1.
See above Section I.C.1.
See below Section III.B.4(d)(i).

345

346
347
348
349
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process, and continued to use in the RFP, was the use of the PLE basalt for the production of
concrete aggregates.
313.

In 2006, ACP published its Proposal to obtain the approval of the Panamanian Government,
Parliament, and people, and described it as the result of ACP’s “extensive and complete
research program, without precedent in Canal history”. 350 These analyses and studies
consistently reflected the fact that the use of the PLE basalt for concrete aggregate production
was one of the most important cost and scheduling principles of the Project.

314.

The remainder of this section details the different studies undertaken by ACP during this
period, leading up to the approval of the Project by the Panamanian Government, Parliament,
and people in 2006.
(a)

2003 Study on the New Locks Alignment

315.

From 1999 onwards, ACP commissioned several external consultants (e.g., Consortio
Post-Panamax (CPP), 351 U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE)) to evaluate the various
alternative channel alignments for the new locks that had been envisaged since 1939.352
These consultants helped narrow down the potential solutions. 353 In October 2003, the ACP
Canal Capacity Project Office (IPC) issued a report comparing the possible alignments for the
new Pacific locks (“2003 Study on the New Locks Alignment”). 354

316.

In this context, ACP paid particular attention to the difference in the excavation volumes for
the various possible alignments. 355 Regarding the PMD 3 alignment, in particular, ACP
estimated, based on the available data regarding the geology of the site, that there was 12
million m3 of basalt to be excavated that “could be processed and used as fine and coarse
aggregate” for the construction of the locks and water saving basins for the Pacific and
Atlantic sides: 356

350

Exhibit {C-23}, ACP Proposal for the Expansion of the Panama Canal: Third Set of Locks Project,
dated 24 April 2006, p. 23 [p. 15]
CPP was a dedicated project consortium of world leading designers and engineers, made up of
Tractebel Development Engineering, Coyne et Bellier, Technum, and Compagnie Nationale du Rhône.
As explained in Section I.C.1, CPP was subsequently contracted by ACP to develop the reference
design for the Project.
Exhibit {C-916}, Study on New Locks Alignment at the Pacific Side-Alignment PMD, dated October
2003, p. 1 [p. 1]. See also above Section I.C.1.
Exhibit {C-916}, Study on New Locks Alignment at the Pacific Side-Alignment PMD, dated October
2003, p. 1 [p. 1].
Exhibit {C-916}, Study on New Locks Alignment at the Pacific Side-Alignment PMD, dated October
2003.
Exhibit {C-916}, Study on New Locks Alignment at the Pacific Side-Alignment PMD, dated October
2003, p. 4 [p. 4-5].
Exhibit {C-916}, Study on New Locks Alignment at the Pacific Side-Alignment PMD, dated October
2003, p. 8 [p. 8].

351

352

353

354

355

356
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317.

In this early alignment report, ACP identified some of the basalt as “40 MPa+/- basalt”,
which, according to ACP’s Core Logging Standards, refers to a medium soft (RH-2) to
medium hard (RH-3) rock, 357 and noted that it had to perform “mechanical and chemical
studies” on this basalt. 358 As Mr. Shilston of Atkins explains in his report, it is unclear
whether, in its 2003 Study on the New Locks Alignment, ACP meant to carry out studies on
the basalt available in the PMD3 alignment generally, or only on the relatively lower strength
(“40 MPa+/-”) basalt to confirm its suitability for concrete aggregate production. 359

318.

Whatever the case may be, as early as 2003, ACP identified the possibility of using the
excavated basalt for the production of concrete aggregates as one of the advantages of the
PMD3 alignment. ACP eventually chose the PMD alignment, although it is unclear which
alignment this exactly corresponds to.

319.

Figure 3-1 below shows the final location that was decided later for the Third Set of Locks on
the Pacific and Atlantic sides. Figure 3-2 below shows the general area of the Third Set of
Lock Project on the Pacific side, identifying in particular the “old” Pedro Miguel and
Miraflores locks, the new Third Set of Locks, and various hills in the area (Aguadulce Hill,
Cocoli Hill, Sosa Hill, Ancon Hill, Culebra Cut), which ACP referred to in the various
documents that it provided to the tenderers during the RFQ and RFP process. 360

357

Exhibit {C-489}, RFP (Final Version), GIR Appendix B, Core Logging Standards for the Canal Area
Soils and Rocks, dated May 2003, p. 19 [p. 13]. See below explanations on the meaning of “RH-2”
and “RH-3 rock” paras. 409-410.
Exhibit {C-916}, Study on New Locks Alignment at the Pacific Side-Alignment PMD, dated October
2003, p. 8 [p. 8].
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 6 [p. 8-5], para. 14. In later documents, ACP described the PLE
basalt as a medium hard (RH-3) to very hard (RH-5) rock (see below Sections III.B.4(a), III.B.4(b) and
III.B.4(c)).
See below Sections III.B.4(b) and III.B.4(c).

358

359

360
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Figure 3-1 Map showing the location of the Third Set of Locks on the Pacific and
Atlantic sides
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Figure 3-2 Map showing the location of the Third Set of Locks on the Pacific sides and its environs
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(b)

2004 Cost and Schedule Estimate

320.

In April 2004, ACP’s Locks Costs Estimation Team issued a cost, schedule and
constructability analysis for the Post-Panamax 361 Locks (“2004 Cost and Schedule
Estimate”). 362 In this document, ACP explained that, with the help of external consultants,
Parsons Brinkerhoff and Montgomery Watson Harza (PB/MWH), it had established a “cost
breakdown structure, calculated the quantities based on the cost breakdown structure,
evaluated the methods and equipment required for constructing the Atlantic and Pacific locks
as well as the Pacific access channel, and established the schedule for completing the project
within a reasonable timeframe.” 363

321.

ACP explained that the first step in putting together its cost and schedule analysis had been to
define the assumptions under which the estimate would be made. 364 Among the five “most
important of these assumptions” 365 – and the only technical assumption – was that the
excavated basalt from the Pacific locks and access channel would be used to produce the
aggregates and crushed stone needed for the construction of the locks on both the Atlantic and
the Pacific: 366

361

“Post-Panamax” vessels were, at that time, ships that were too large to go through the initial 1914 set
of locks, as opposed to “Panamax” vessels, which could navigate the original locks (see above Section
I.C.1). “Post-Panamax” now refers to ships that are too large to navigate the Third Set of Locks.
Those ships that are too large for the original locks, but can navigate the Third Set of Locks, are
referred to as “Neo-Panamax”.
Exhibit {C-180}, Cost Schedule and Constructability Analysis for Proposed Post-Panamax Locks,
Concept Level Design Estimates Report, April 2004.
Exhibit {C-180}, Cost Schedule and Constructability Analysis for Proposed Post-Panamax Locks,
Concept Level Design Estimates Report, April 2004, p. 2 [p. 2].
Exhibit {C-180}, Cost Schedule and Constructability Analysis for Proposed Post-Panamax Locks,
Concept Level Design Estimates Report, April 2004, p. 2 [p. 2].
Exhibit {C-180}, Cost Schedule and Constructability Analysis for Proposed Post-Panamax Locks,
Concept Level Design Estimates Report, April 2004, p. 2 [p. 2].
Exhibit {C-180}, Cost Schedule and Constructability Analysis for Proposed Post-Panamax Locks,
Concept Level Design Estimates Report, April 2004, p. 2 [pp. 2-3]. [Emphasis added] See also
Exhibit {C-180}, Cost Schedule and Constructability Analysis for Proposed Post-Panamax Locks,
Concept Level Design Estimates Report, April 2004, p. 13 [p. 13].

362

363

364

365

366
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322.

This fundamental premise was then developed in the body of the report. On the Pacific side,
ACP explained that the vast majority of the PLE basalt would be stockpiled and then crushed
to produce concrete aggregates: 367

323.

ACP also specified that, on the Pacific side, the material unsuitable for concrete aggregate
production or other uses would be transported to a disposal site: 368

324.

On the Atlantic side, ACP explained that the material from the excavation of the Atlantic
locks was not suitable for concrete aggregate production or as a construction material for
other parts of the Project: 369

325.

As a result, ACP foresaw that the PLE basalt would also be used to produce the concrete
aggregates needed for the works on the Atlantic side: 370

367

Exhibit {C-180}, Cost Schedule and Constructability Analysis for
Concept Level Design Estimates Report, April 2004, p. 52 [p. 8].
Exhibit {C-180}, Cost Schedule and Constructability Analysis for
Concept Level Design Estimates Report, April 2004, p. 53 [p. 9].
Exhibit {C-180}, Cost Schedule and Constructability Analysis for
Concept Level Design Estimates Report, April 2004, p. 97 [p. 9].
Exhibit {C-180}, Cost Schedule and Constructability Analysis for
Concept Level Design Estimates Report, April 2004, p. 100 [p. 12].

368

369

370
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326.

This fundamental premise was supported and reinforced by ACP’s description of the PLE
basalt as a hard and strong rock: 371

327.

According to Mr. Shilston, by describing the PLE basalt as “hard” and “strong”, ACP
indicated that the PLE basalt would have sufficient strength and durability for the production
of concrete aggregate. 372

328.

Mr. Shilston also explains in his report that “hard” and “strong” basalt requires excavation by
blasting, rather than ripping or digging. 373 And indeed, ACP noted in its 2004 Cost and
Schedule Estimate that the excavation of that basalt would require “drilling and blasting,” 374
which therefore further confirmed the hardness and soundness of the PLE basalt:

329.

The 2004 Cost and Schedule Estimate thereby put the use of the PLE basalt for concrete
aggregate production on both sides of the Project at the core of ACP’s first cost and schedule
estimate for the Project.
(c)

2005 Workshop Report

330.

Between 22 and 26 August 2005, ACP organized a five-day workshop where ACP’s senior
management team and a number of external experts met to discuss different aspects of the
Project (“2005 Workshop”). 375

331.

In September 2005, ACP produced a report summarizing the results of the 2005 Workshop
(“2005 Workshop Report”), which was later provided with the RFQ.376

332.

On 24 August 2005, different speakers presented “key aspects of the project” during a
workshop about constructability issues.377
In her presentation on “[c]onstruction
methodology and material supply” for the Project,378 Ms. Cheryl George, who was working

371

Exhibit {C-180}, Cost Schedule and Constructability Analysis for Proposed Post-Panamax Locks,
Concept Level Design Estimates Report, April 2004, p. 81 [p. 37].
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 7 [p. 8-6], para. 17.
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 7 [p. 8-6], para. 17.
Exhibit {C-180}, Cost Schedule and Constructability Analysis for Proposed Post-Panamax Locks,
Concept Level Design Estimates Report, April 2004, p. 52 [p. 8].
Exhibit {C-917}, Design value management, constructability dialogos, and risk assessment Report,
dated 14 September 2005.
Exhibit {C-917}, Design value management, constructability dialogos, and risk assessment Report,
dated 14 September 2005.
Exhibit {C-917}, Design value management, constructability dialogos, and risk assessment Report,
dated 14 September 2005, p. 28 [p. 28].
Exhibit {C-917}, Design value management, constructability dialogos, and risk assessment Report,
dated 14 September 2005, p. 85 [p. 85].

372
373
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375
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on ACP’s cost estimation, 379 explained that, while some material, such as reinforcing steel
and cement, would be imported, concrete aggregates would be procured locally. 380 In
particular, the material from the excavation of the Pacific locks and of the Pacific access
channel would be used as the source of aggregates for the Pacific and Atlantic sides: 381

333.

The 2005 Workshop Report further explained that a “series of items were raised during the
value management study that required actions to be carried out after the study” and which the
2005 Workshop Report identified in an action plan. 382 The report assigned various levels of
priority to these actions, with the letter “A” standing for “Urgent – starting as soon as possible
– decisions have to be made”. 383 One of the urgent actions that ACP identified to “[r]educe
[the] complexity” of the Project by “[a]nticipat[ing] problems” was to “[i]nvestigate” the
fabrication of aggregates (see No. 182). 384 ACP’s Engineering and Projects Department and
ACP’s Office of Program Development 385 were responsible for this action:

379

Ms. George later became the leader of ACP’s Locks Costs Estimation Team and was in charge of
evaluating the tenderers’ technical proposals. She then became ACP’s Lock Design Manager during
the Project.
Exhibit {C-917}, Design value management, constructability dialogos, and risk assessment Report,
dated 14 September 2005, p. 94 [p. 94].
Exhibit {C-917}, Design value management, constructability dialogos, and risk assessment Report,
dated 14 September 2005, p. 94 [p. 94]. [Emphasis added]
Exhibit {C-917}, Design value management, constructability dialogos, and risk assessment Report,
dated 14 September 2005, p. 36 [p. 36].
Exhibit {C-917}, Design value management, constructability dialogos, and risk assessment Report,
dated 14 September 2005, p. 36 [p. 36].
Exhibit {C-917}, Design value management, constructability dialogos, and risk assessment Report,
dated 14 September 2005, p. 36 [pp. 36-38].
“IP” refers to ACP’s Engineering and Projects Department (Exhibit {C-917}, Design value
management, constructability dialogos, and risk assessment Report, dated 14 September 2005, p. 41
[p. 41]); “ODP” refers to ACP’s Office of Program Development (in Spanish, “Oficina de Desarrollo
de Programas”).

380
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334.

On the last day of the 2005 Workshop, ACP organized a session on the identification,
assessment, and ranking of risks. 386 ACP’s senior management team and the various external
experts issued a list identifying 56 major (MA), 194 moderate (MO), and 82 minor risks
(MI). 387 ACP explained that “[m]ajor risk was defined in terms of High Impact and High
Probability, and also in terms of Medium Probability and High Impact”, while moderate risks
“were defined as risks being of Medium Impact with Medium Probability, High Probability
and Medium Impact and Low Probability with High Impact.” 388

335.

Among the moderate risks (MO), the report analyzed the risks of the “[s]ite conditions”,
identifying a “[g]eotechnical” risk that the rock would be “unsuitable as aggregate”
(No. 177). 389 The report further indicated that “[t]hese moderate risks are addressed in terms
of potential responses to be handled by the project manager during the course of the
project”. 390 This risk was identified as moderate because its probability was low (“L”), but its
impact would be high (“H”), although there was no technical justification for this
evaluation: 391

386

Exhibit {C-917}, Design value management, constructability
dated 14 September 2005, p. 42 [pp. 42-43].
Exhibit {C-917}, Design value management, constructability
dated 14 September 2005, p. 48 [pp. 48-54 and 135].
Exhibit {C-917}, Design value management, constructability
dated 14 September 2005, p. 47 [pp. 47-48].
Exhibit {C-917}, Design value management, constructability
dated 14 September 2005, p. 52 [pp. 52 and 138].
Exhibit {C-917}, Design value management, constructability
dated 14 September 2005, p. 50 [p. 50].
Exhibit {C-917}, Design value management, constructability
dated 14 September 2005, p. 138 [p. 138].
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336.

The 2005 Workshop Report then developed an action plan/response for the major risks, but
not for the moderate and minor risks.392

337.

Thus, according to ACP in August 2005, the use of the PLE basalt as the source of concrete
aggregates for the Pacific and Atlantic site was a “key aspect” 393 of ACP’s Project. ACP had
identified at this stage that there was a low probability that the rock would be unsuitable as
aggregate, but that there would be a major impact on the Project if it proved to be unsuitable.
No action plan was developed by ACP to account for this risk.

338.

In 2006, ACP prepared a risk analysis for the Project, 394 which it, however, did not make
available to the tenderers during the tender process (GUPC only obtained this document later
when it conducted research after having encountered severe issues with the PLE basalt). In
an annex to this risk analysis, ACP presented the results of another workshop relating to risk
assessment that took place on 26 October 2005.395 During that workshop, ACP had identified
184 risks and suggested ways to mitigate them. 396 Among these 184 risks, ACP mentioned
that the rock may not be appropriate as aggregates (No. 104) and proposed to allow the
contractor to use the available material or to process material from another site:397

339.

This risk assessment further assessed that the costs for transporting the aggregates from the
Pacific to the Atlantic lock site may vary. 398 ACP thus envisaged that the aggregates for the
Atlantic lock site would come from the Pacific lock site.

392

Exhibit {C-917}, Design value management, constructability dialogos, and risk assessment Report,
dated 14 September 2005, p. 55 [p. 55].
Exhibit {C-917}, Design value management, constructability dialogos, and risk assessment Report,
dated 14 September 2005, p. 28 [p. 28].
Exhibit {C-964}, Final Report - Development and implementation of a risk model and contingency
estimation for the Panama Canal Expansion Program, dated March 2006.
Exhibit {C-964}, Final Report - Development and implementation of a risk model and contingency
estimation for the Panama Canal Expansion Program, dated March 2006, p. 33 [p. 33].
Exhibit {C-964}, Final Report - Development and implementation of a risk model and contingency
estimation for the Panama Canal Expansion Program, dated March 2006, p. 33 [p. 33].
Exhibit {C-964}, Final Report - Development and implementation of a risk model and contingency
estimation for the Panama Canal Expansion Program, dated March 2006, p. 35 [pp. 35-36].
Exhibit {C-964}, Final Report - Development and implementation of a risk model and contingency
estimation for the Panama Canal Expansion Program, dated March 2006, p. 52 [p. 52].
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(d)

2006 Cost and Schedule Estimate

340.

In February 2006, ACP’s Locks Costs Estimation Team, 399 which was now led by Ms. Cheryl
George, issued an updated cost and schedule estimate for the Project (“Costos y Cronograma
para el Diseño Conceptual de las Esclusas Post-Panamax”, that is “Cost and Activity
Schedule for the Conceptual Design of the Post-Panamax Locks”, the “2006 Cost and
Schedule Estimate”), which was later enclosed with the RFQ. 400 For this revised report,
ACP was again assisted by Parsons Brinkerhoff and Montgomery Watson Harza. While this
report focused on cost and schedule issues for the Project, it also entailed a technical analysis
(to the extent that this was relevant) to more accurately determine the costs and the schedule
of the works.

341.

The 2006 Cost and Schedule Estimate was based on the same premise as the 2004 Cost and
Schedule Estimate, whereby the PLE basalt and the basalt excavated for the Pacific Access
Channel would be used to produce the fine and coarse aggregates for both the Pacific and
Atlantic sites: 401

In English: “The (coarse and fine) aggregate and [the] crushed rock for [back]filling
purposes that may be required under the agreements for both locks will come
from the excavation of the lock and … access channel [in the Pacific].”
342.

In the 2006 Cost and Schedule Estimate, ACP repeated that the PLE basalt would be used as
concrete aggregate or backfill material: 402

In English: “On the Pacific side, virtually all the basalt coming from the excavation works
would be used both to produce concrete aggregates and as processed filling
material behind the lock walls.”
343.

ACP also gave an estimate of the quantities of basalt that would be excavated and used to
produce concrete aggregates: 403

399

ACP’s Locks Costs Estimation Team was composed of members from ACP’s Canal Capacity Projects
Division (IPC) and ACP’s Engineering Division (IPI). Exhibit {C-181}, Cost and Activity Schedule
for the Conceptual Design of the Post-Panamax Locks, dated February 2006, p. 3.
Exhibit {C-181}, Cost and Activity Schedule for the Conceptual Design of the Post-Panamax Locks,
dated February 2006, p. 2.
Exhibit {C-181}, Cost and Activity Schedule for the Conceptual Design of the Post-Panamax Locks,
dated February 2006, p. 4.
Exhibit {C-181}, Cost and Activity Schedule for the Conceptual Design of the Post-Panamax Locks,
dated February 2006, p. 5.
Exhibit {C-181}, Cost and Activity Schedule for the Conceptual Design of the Post-Panamax Locks,
dated February 2006, p. 5, Table 9. [Emphasis added]
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In English:

344.

ACP added that the excavated material from the Pacific side that would not be used to
produce aggregates or for other uses would be disposed of in a disposal area.404

In English: “The assumptions made in the development of the cost estimate and schedule for
the post-Panamax locks in the Pacific are:
•

345.

The material excavated in the Pacific that will not be used to produce
concrete aggregates, (back)fill locks or construct earth dams, would be
disposed in the valley of the Cocoli River valley, downstream of the
diversion dam.”

For the Atlantic side, ACP envisaged that the material excavated from the Pacific Access
Channel would be used to produce the concrete aggregates needed on the Atlantic side, which
would be transported by road or barges from the Pacific side to the Atlantic side: 405

In English: “The material that will be used for aggregates, backfill and base layer would be
obtained from the excavation of the Pacific Access Channel; after the material
will be processed and transported to the Atlantic by railway. There is also the
possibility for transport to be done by barge.”

404

405

Exhibit {C-181}, Cost and Activity Schedule for the Conceptual Design of the Post-Panamax Locks,
dated February 2006, p. 1.
Exhibit {C-181}, Cost and Activity Schedule for the Conceptual Design of the Post-Panamax Locks,
dated February 2006, p. 1.
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346.

ACP also indicated that the cost estimates for the Atlantic and Pacific sides included the
installation of the aggregates, sand, cooling and concrete batching plants: 406

In English: “4.3.2

Plant installation and construction of temporary installations

Plant installation refers to the construction of the foundations, the installation of
the plants and the construction of the workshops. The estimates for the Atlantic
and Pacific locks include the installation of plants for aggregates, sand, ice, and
concrete; and the workshops for rebar, welding, carpentry and fabrication of
pipelines.”
347.

In February 2006, ACP’s key cost and schedule premise for the Project had thus remained
unchanged: the PLE basalt would be used as the main source of coarse and fine aggregates for
both sides of the Project.
(e)

2006 Disposal Sites Report

348.

In March 2006, ACP’s Department of Engineering and Projects issued a report about the
potential disposal sites for the material excavated as part of the Project (“2006 Disposal Sites
Report”). 407 In this document ACP explained that the management of excavated material
was a significant issue for the Project, notably due to its environmental impact and to the fact
that the number and capacity of the disposal sites were limited: 408

349.

ACP went on to identify possible disposal sites for the excavated material from the different
parts of the Canal Expansion Program. 409 ACP’s Department of Engineering and Projects
made the same assumptions as ACP’s Lock Cost Estimation Team in the 2006 Cost and
Schedule Estimate: in particular, ACP stated that the basalt excavated from the Pacific side

406

Exhibit {C-181}, Cost and Activity Schedule for the Conceptual Design of the Post-Panamax Locks,
dated February 2006, p. 1.
Exhibit {C-918}, Technical Analysis of Disposal Sites for Work on Panama Canal Post-Panamax
Channels and Locks with Gatun Lake at 9.14 m PLD, dated March 2006.
Exhibit {C-918}, Technical Analysis of Disposal Sites for Work on Panama Canal Post-Panamax
Channels and Locks with Gatun Lake at 9.14 m PLD, dated March 2006, p. 5 [p. 5].
Exhibit {C-918}, Technical Analysis of Disposal Sites for Work on Panama Canal Post-Panamax
Channels and Locks with Gatun Lake at 9.14 m PLD, dated March 2006, p. 14 [p. 14]. To recall, the
Project was not the only element of the Canal Expansion Program, although it was by far the most
significant (see Section I.C.1).

407

408
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(“Pacific Post Panamax Locks Site”) would be used “[a]s aggregates for concrete
production”, while other material would be disposed of: 410

350.

For the Atlantic side (“Atlantic Post Panamax Locks Site”), where no suitable material was
present to produce concrete aggregates, ACP identified a disposal site for the excavated
material: 411

351.

The 2006 Disposal Sites Report thus confirmed once more that the basalt excavated from the
PLE would be re-used for concrete aggregate production, while stressing the difficulties of
disposing of excavated material, notably from an environmental perspective.
(f)

April 2006 Proposal for the Expansion of the Panama Canal

352.

On 24 April 2006, ACP submitted its 2006 Proposal to the Panamanian Government. 412 The
2006 Proposal described the essential features of the Project, including its main components,
estimated schedule, cost as well as its expected profitability and financial results. However, it
did not set out the details of the underlying technical analysis that ACP had conducted to
prepare the proposal. Instead, the 2006 Proposal included a Master Plan List of Studies,
listing the studies made by ACP to prepare the 2006 Proposal, including the above-mentioned
2003 Study on the New Locks Alignment, 2004 Cost and Schedule Estimate, 2005 Workshop
Report, 2006 Cost and Schedule Estimate and 2006 Disposal Sites Report.413

353.

The 2006 Proposal was a key document in the history of the Project, as it was the basis for
obtaining the approval of the Panamanian Government, Parliament, and people that was

410

Exhibit {C-918}, Technical Analysis of Disposal Sites for Work on Panama Canal Post-Panamax
Channels and Locks with Gatun Lake at 9.14 m PLD, dated March 2006, p. 14 [p. 14]. [Emphasis
added]
Exhibit {C-918}, Technical Analysis of Disposal Sites for Work on Panama Canal Post-Panamax
Channels and Locks with Gatun Lake at 9.14 m PLD, dated March 2006, p. 14 [p. 14].
Exhibit {C-825}, ACP Press Release, 'Panama Announces Expansion', dated 24 April 2006; Exhibit
{C-23}, ACP Proposal for the Expansion of the Panama Canal: Third Set of Locks Project, dated 24
April 2006, p. 9 [p. 1]. See also above Section I.C.3.
Exhibit {C-23}, ACP Proposal for the Expansion of the Panama Canal: Third Set of Locks Project,
dated 24 April 2006, p. 89 [pp. 9-10].

411
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required under the Panamanian Constitution for the Project to proceed.414 The approval
would then fix the schedule and, most importantly, the budget for the Project, so that its key
cost and schedule premises could not be modified afterwards. 415 It was, therefore, critical for
ACP that the main principles of the Project, which would have the largest impact on the
budget, be properly analyzed and fully supported.
354.

In the section relating to the estimated costs of the Third Set of Locks Project, ACP stated that
the “construction cost for the third set of locks ha[d] been estimated with the most rigorous
methods of analysis with the participation of renowned international specialists”, including
Parson Brinkerhoff and Montgomery Watson Harza.416 As explained above, ACP had indeed
prepared the 2004 and 2006 Cost Estimates with the assistance of these companies. 417 One of
the fundamental premises for these two cost estimates was that the excavated PLE basalt
would be used for concrete aggregate production on the Atlantic and Pacific sides of the
Project. 418

355.

In the 2006 Proposal, ACP estimated the budget for the Project by reference to its previous
costs estimates. The budget was therefore based on the premise that the concrete aggregates
for both sides of the Project would be produced from the PLE basalt. ACP indicated that the
“cost analysis offer[ed] a high level of reliability due to the level of thoroughness and detail
with which it ha[d] been performed” 419 and that it had developed “a thorough knowledge of
the project area’s geological conditions”, describing the Project as “an open-sky excavation
and dredging work in a thoroughly analyzed and previously intervened geological area.”420 In
the 2006 Proposal, ACP therefore made clear representations to the Panamanian Government,
Parliament, and people that the estimated costs of the Project (which included the use of the
PLE basalt to produce aggregates) were reliable and based on thorough studies by worldrenowned consultants.
*

*

*

356.

On 27 June 2006, the President of the Republic of Panama and the Cabinet Council approved
the 2006 Proposal. 421 On 14 July 2006, the National Assembly “unanimously” approved the
2006 Proposal and enacted a law mandating a national referendum. 422 On 22 October 2006,
the Panamanian people approved the 2006 Proposal by referendum. 423 In its press release
announcing the approval of the 2006 Proposal by the Panamanian people, ACP emphasized

414

{C-LA-171}, Constitution of the Republic of Panama (updated), p. 6 [p. 6], Article 325. See also
above Section I.C.3.
{C-LA-176}, Law No. 28 of 17 July 2006, p. 1 [p. 1], Articles 1 and 2; Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, p. 28 [p.
25], para. 90.
Exhibit {C-23}, ACP Proposal for the Expansion of the Panama Canal: Third Set of Locks Project,
dated 24 April 2006, p. 16 [pp. 8-9].
See above paras. 320 and 340.
See above paras. 321 and 341.
Exhibit {C-23}, ACP Proposal for the Expansion of the Panama Canal: Third Set of Locks Project,
dated 24 April 2006, p. 19 [p. 11].
Exhibit {C-23}, ACP Proposal for the Expansion of the Panama Canal: Third Set of Locks Project,
dated 24 April 2006, p. 19 [p. 11].
Exhibit {C-965}, ACP Press Release, "President Martín Torrijos Approves Panama Canal Expansion
Proposal and Submits It to the National Assembly", dated 27 June 2006.
Exhibit {C-966}, ACP Press Release, "Panama Canal Expansion Takes Major Step Forward", dated 17
July 2006, p. 1 [p. 1]. See also above Section I.C.4.
Exhibit {C-967}, ACP Press Release, “Panama Votes “SI” to Panama Canal Expansion”, dated 22
October 2006, p. 1 [p. 1]. See also above Section I.C.4.
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that they had “spent years studying, researching and preparing” for the expansion project,
which includes the Project, and that they were “ready”. 424
357.

The expansion project, which includes the Project, was thus presented to and approved by the
Panamanian Government, National Assembly, and the people of Panama based on the
fundamental premise in terms of cost, schedule, and environmental impacts that the excavated
PLE basalt would be used to produce the coarse and fine aggregates needed for the Atlantic
and Pacific sides of the Project.
(g)

May 2006 presentation to the 31st PIANC Congress

358.

In May 2006, after ACP had submitted the 2006 Proposal to the Panamanian Government for
approval, ACP’s Director of Engineering and Projects and others participated in a PIANC 425
Congress conference in Portugal, where they presented a paper on the “conceptual design of
new post Panamax locks in the Panama Canal” (“2006 PIANC Congress Paper”). 426 This
paper gave an overview of the design criteria used to develop the Project as well as the site
conditions on the Pacific and Atlantic sides. 427 At this conference, ACP’s personnel stressed
that the PLE basalt could be used for concrete aggregate production for the Project, among
other uses.

359.

In the section of the paper presenting the Pacific and Atlantic site conditions, ACP’s
representatives stated that the PLE basalt was a very hard material that could “entirely” be
used as “concrete aggregate, backfill, foundation and drainage material”.428 They also
highlighted that using the PLE basalt for those different purposes would entail “an important
cost saving” for the Atlantic and Pacific lock structures: 429

360.

ACP even compared the PLE basalt with the other types of material that would be on the
Pacific and Atlantic sides, regretting that not all the locks could be located on the PLE
basalt: 430

361.

This paper confirms again that ACP and its Director of Engineering and Projects considered
that the PLE basalt was a good, very hard rock and that it would be used for the Project’s
concrete aggregate needs.
*

424

425
426
427
428
429
430

*

*

Exhibit {C-967}, ACP Press Release, “Panama Votes “SI” to Panama Canal Expansion”, dated 22
October 2006. See also above Section I.C.4.
PIANC is the World Association for Waterborne Transport Infrastructure.
Exhibit {C-968}, Paper to 31st PIANC Congress, dated May 2006.
Exhibit {C-968}, Paper to 31st PIANC Congress, dated May 2006.
Exhibit {C-968}, Paper to 31st PIANC Congress, dated May 2006, p. 3 [p. 3].
Exhibit {C-968}, Paper to 31st PIANC Congress, dated May 2006, p. 3 [p. 3].
Exhibit {C-968}, Paper to 31st PIANC Congress, dated May 2006, p. 3 [p. 3].
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362.

Before the RFQ, it was therefore clear that ACP envisaged the use of the PLE basalt for
concrete aggregate production for both sides of the Project and considered that the PLE basalt
was entirely suitable for this purpose. This was a basic premise for the Project, which had a
fundamental impact upon its cost and schedule and, indeed, the entire logic behind the
implementation of the Project.
3.

In the Request for Qualifications, ACP invited potential tenderers to
review its “study plan” for the Project, which reflected ACP’s
fundamental premise that the PLE basalt could and would be used for
concrete aggregate production

363.

In August 2007, following the approval of the Project and its key premises by the Panamanian
Government, National Assembly, and people, ACP published a Request for Qualifications
(“RFQ”) for the Project.431 The RFQ gave preliminary indications on the Project to the
prospective tenderers, and as such, only contained a general description of the Project.

364.

In its introduction, however, ACP specified that it “ha[d] assembled a set of documents
relating to the Project”, which it would make available to the interested parties “for
review”. 432 The RFQ listed these documents, forming part of ACP’s “study plan developed
for the Third Set of Locks Project”, in an annex, including, amongst others, the documents
described above: 433
•

The 2003 Study on the New Locks Alignment;

•

The 2004 Cost and Schedule Estimate;

•

The 2005 Workshop Report;

•

The 2006 Cost and Schedule Estimate; and

•

The 2006 Proposal (which itself referred back to the above-listed documents and to
the 2006 Disposal Sites Report).

365.

The documents made available to the future tenderers all relied on the premise that the PLE
basalt could and would be used for concrete aggregate production.

366.

From the early stages of the tender process, ACP therefore represented to the future tenderers,
including GUPC, that the PLE basalt could and should be used for concrete aggregate
production. ACP made the use of the excavated PLE basalt a fundamental cost, schedule, and
environmental premise for the Project.

367.

As explained above, following the RFQ process, ACP selected four consortia, GUPC,
C.A.N.A.L., BTM, and Consorcia Atlántico-Pacífico de Panamá, to submit a bid.434

431

Exhibit {C-25}, Request For Qualifications for the Design-Build of the Third Set of Locks Project,
Fifth Revision, dated 8 November 2007.
Exhibit {C-25}, Request For Qualifications for the Design-Build of the Third Set of Locks Project,
Fifth Revision, dated 8 November 2007, p. 4 [p. 4].
Exhibit {C-25}, Request For Qualifications for the Design-Build of the Third Set of Locks Project,
Fifth Revision, dated 8 November 2007, p. 79 [p. 79].
See above Section I.C.6.
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4.

368.

In the Request for Proposals, ACP repeatedly represented that the PLE
basalt could and should be used as the primary aggregate source for the
Project

ACP initiated the RFP process in December 2007 with the four pre-qualified consortia. In the
RFP, which later served as the basis of the Contract, ACP provided a significant number of
documents, all of which confirmed ACP’s fundamental premise that the PLE basalt could and
would be used as the primary source of concrete aggregates for the Project. The various
documents consistently represented the PLE basalt in favorable terms, as strong and hard
basalt suitable for concrete aggregate production.
(a)

The EsIA, which is part of the Employer’s Requirements, provided that
the PLE basalt would be used for concrete aggregate production

369.

Under Panamanian law, the establishment of an environmental impact study was a
prerequisite to the start of the Project.435 ACP therefore commissioned a detailed
Environmental Impact Study, i.e., the EsIA, with respect to the Atlantic and Pacific sides of
the Project at the end of 2006.

370.

In a press release dated 12 March 2007, ACP announced that it had awarded the contract to
conduct the EsIA to URS Holdings, Inc. (“URS Holdings”), a renowned U.S. engineering
company. 436 URS Holdings was to work with “well-established, local organizations such as
Fundación de la Universidad de Panamá, Fundación Universidad Nacional Autonóma de
Chiriquí (UNACHI) and Entrix, a professional environmental consulting company” on the
EsIA. 437 ACP also stated that the EsIA would “entail analyzing baseline information and
extensive data obtained by the ACP, identifying and evaluating potential impacts, formulating
a Community Participation Plan and an Environmental Management Plan.”438

371.

The EsIA was issued in July 2007. 439 It is a voluminous document, analyzing the impacts of
the Project on the environment and setting out an Environmental Management Plan meant to
“contribute to prevent the impacts that can be prevented; mitigate or minimize those that
cannot be prevented; and compensate those that cannot be mitigated or minimized.” 440 In
order to analyze the impacts of the Project on the environment, the EsIA also contained
technical information about the Project, its physical environment (including its geology), and
the works that the Project entailed. In particular, the EsIA described the basalt on the Pacific
side of the Project as unaltered and good (see Section (i) below), and envisaged the use of the
basalt excavated on the Pacific side as the main aggregate source for the Project (see
Section (ii) below).

435

Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, p. 50 [p. 47], Section III.G; Exhibit {C-683}, Contract, Volume II, Part 3,
Subpart 3, Environmental Impact Study, dated July 2007, p. 127 [p. 3-58]. ACP also probably needed
to prepare an environmental impact study to obtain international financing.
Exhibit {C-969}, ACP Press Release, Panama Canal Authority Awards Environmental Impact Study
Contract, dated 12 March 2007.
Exhibit {C-969}, ACP Press Release, Panama Canal Authority Awards Environmental Impact Study
Contract, dated 12 March 2007.
Exhibit {C-969}, ACP Press Release, Panama Canal Authority Awards Environmental Impact Study
Contract, dated 12 March 2007.
See the date indicated in Exhibit {C-683}, Contract, Volume II, Part 3, Subpart 3, Environmental
Impact Study, dated July 2007, p. 2 [p. ES-2].
Exhibit {C-683}, Contract, Volume II, Part 3, Subpart 3, Environmental Impact Study, dated July
2007, p. 51 [p. 1-7].
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372.

In a press release dated 13 November 2007, ACP indicated that the EsIA had been approved
by the National Environmental Authority of Panama (“ANAM”). 441 ACP added that the
EsIA, along with the Environmental Management Plan formulated by the EsIA, would “be
included in the specifications package for the construction of the new locks.” 442

373.

ACP first provided the Executive Summary and Chapter 8 (Environmental Management Plan)
of the EsIA with the original RFP in December 2007. 443 Later in the RFP process, in
October 2008, ACP provided the full version of the EsIA to the tenderers with RFP
Amendment 17. 444 The EsIA became a contractual document and was part of the ER (Part 3
(General Requirements), Subpart 3 (ACP Environmental Standards / Regulations) of
Volume II) (see Section (iii) below).
(i)

The EsIA described the PLE basalt as unaltered and good for the purpose of
concrete aggregate production

374.

The Executive Summary of the EsIA, which sums up ACP’s statements in the Study, set out
that the aggregates for the Project would “be obtained primarily from the excavations”: 445

375.

The executive summary also indicated upfront that the PLE basalt would be used for the
production of concrete aggregates for the Pacific and the Atlantic Locks: 446

376.

Chapter 4 of the EsIA contained a detailed description of the Project’s “physical
environment”, including its “[g]eology”. 447 It provided a “[g]eotechnical [c]haracterization”
of some of the geological formations that “were selected for characterization because they

441

Exhibit {C-970}, ACP Press Release, EIA for Third Set of Locks Project Approved by National
Environmental Authority of Panama, dated 12 November 2007.
Exhibit {C-970}, ACP Press Release, EIA for Third Set of Locks Project Approved by National
Environmental Authority of Panama, dated 12 November 2007.
Exhibit {C-971}, RFP Amendment 0, Environmental Impact Study, Executive Summary and Chapter
8.
Exhibit {C-683}, Contract, Volume II, Part 3, Subpart 3, Environmental Impact Study, dated July
2007.
Exhibit {C-971}, RFP Amendment 0, Environmental Impact Study, Executive Summary and Chapter
8, p. 5 [p. ES-4]; Exhibit {C-683}, Contract, Volume II, Part 3, Subpart 3, Environmental Impact
Study, dated July 2007, p. 4 [p. ES-4].
Exhibit {C-971}, RFP Amendment 0, Environmental Impact Study, Executive Summary and Chapter
8, p. 8 [p. ES-7]; Exhibit {C-683}, Contract, Volume II, Part 3, Subpart 3, Environmental Impact
Study, dated July 2007, p. 7 [p. ES-7]. [Emphasis added]
Exhibit {C-683}, Contract, Volume II, Part 3, Subpart 3, Environmental Impact Study, dated July
2007, p. 224 [pp. 4-1–4-146], Chapter 4.
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[were] in sites of interest selected for the construction of civil works … which include[d] …
the construction of … the new Miraflores and Pedro Miguel locks.” 448
377.

Among these geological formations of particular interest, the EsIA characterized the basalt
found in the Pacific Locks area and in the Culebra Cut (North of the Pacific Locks) 449 as “a
rock of medium to very high hardness (RH-3 to RH-5)”: 450

378.

In the section on the characterization of the basalt in the Pacific Locks and the Culebra Cut,
the EsIA also provided information on the basalt’s strength and weight/volume properties –
parameters that, among others, could determine a rock’s reaction to crushing, as will be
explained below 451 – concluding that the PLE and Culebra Cut basalt could “be crushed and
used in the production of sandy and gravel materials”: 452

379.

According to Mr. Shilston, ACP’s statement that it was “improbable” that the basalt found in
the Pacific Locks and Culebra Cut areas would be “affected by air, humidity, or other
geochemical changes” 453 indicated that the basalt would behave as an inert material, that is, a
material that is not chemically reactive. 454 In addition, Mr. Shilston notes that the strength of

448

Exhibit {C-683}, Contract, Volume II, Part 3, Subpart 3, Environmental Impact Study, dated July
2007, p. 240 [p. 4-17], Section 4.1.5.
Exhibit {C-683}, Contract, Volume II, Part 3, Subpart 3, Environmental Impact Study, dated July
2007, p. 240 [p. 4-17], Section 4.1.5.
Exhibit {C-683}, Contract, Volume II, Part 3, Subpart 3, Environmental Impact Study, dated July
2007, p. 240 [p. 4-17], Section 4.1.5. [Emphasis added] See below for an explanation of the reference
to “RH-3 to RH-5” rock paras. 409-410.
See also below para. 613; Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 19 [pp. 15-16], para. 46, third bullet.
Exhibit {C-683}, Contract, Volume II, Part 3, Subpart 3, Environmental Impact Study, dated July
2007, p. 240 [pp. 4-17–4-18], Section 4.1.5. [Emphasis added]
Exhibit {C-683}, Contract, Volume II, Part 3, Subpart 3, Environmental Impact Study, dated July
2007, p. 240 [p. 4-17], Section 4.1.5.
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 11 [p. 8-10], para. 35.
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the basalt (average of 55 MPa) is within the range of values that would be expected from unweathered basalt. 455
380.

The EsIA also indicated that the excavation of the PLE basalt would “require drilling and
blasting.” 456 As explained above, 457 drilling and blasting are only necessary with hard rock.
This statement therefore confirmed that the PLE basalt was a hard and strong material,
suitable for concrete aggregate production.
(ii)

The EsIA specified that the PLE basalt would be the source of material
processed at the Pacific Site crushing plant for all of the Project’s concrete
aggregate needs

381.

Chapter 3 of the EsIA contained a description of the Project and of its different construction
phases, 458 including, but not limited to, a description of the excavation works, the preparation
and management of disposal sites, the construction of the temporary facilities such as the
crushing plants, and the production of aggregates.

382.

With reference to the 2006 Disposal Sites Report mentioned above, 459 ACP described the
destination of excavated material, be it as material for the Project construction or as material
to be disposed of. 460 It identified in particular what sites could be used to dispose of
excavated and dredged material that would not be used for construction purposes. 461 With
respect to the PLE material, ACP indicated that it would be used, notably for concrete
aggregate production: 462

455

Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 11 [p. 8-10], para. 36.
Exhibit {C-683}, Contract, Volume II, Part 3, Subpart 3, Environmental Impact Study, dated July
2007, p. 190 [p. 3-121].
See above para. 328; Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 7 [p. 8-6], para. 17.
Exhibit {C-683}, Contract, Volume II, Part 3, Subpart 3, Environmental Impact Study, dated July
2007, p. 70 [pp. 3-1 et al.], Chapter 3.
See above Section III.B.2(e).
Exhibit {C-683}, Contract, Volume II, Part 3, Subpart 3, Environmental Impact Study, dated July
2007, p. 117 [p. 3-48].
Exhibit {C-683}, Contract, Volume II, Part 3, Subpart 3, Environmental Impact Study, dated July
2007, p. 117 [p. 3-48], Table 3-4, Disposal Sites Proposed by ACP for Excavated and Dredged
Materials.
Exhibit {C-683}, Contract, Volume II, Part 3, Subpart 3, Environmental Impact Study, dated July
2007, p. 117 [p. 3-48], Table 3-4, Disposal Sites Proposed by ACP for Excavated and Dredged
Materials. [Emphasis added] Exhibit {C-683}, Contract, Volume II, Part 3, Subpart 3, Environmental
Impact Study, dated July 2007, p. 149 [p. 3-80], Section 3.5.2.1 (“The material excavated on the
Pacific Side that is not [to] be used for the production of concrete aggregates, lock backfill, or earth
dam construction will be deposited in the Cocoli River valley, downstream from the diversion dam.”);
Exhibit {C-683}, Contract, Volume II, Part 3, Subpart 3, Environmental Impact Study, dated July
2007, p. 199 [p. 3-130], Section 3.7.1.4 (“Most of the materials from the lock chamber excavation, the
approach walls, and the water saving basins will be used for the aggregate production plant, the
construction of temporary roads and cofferdams, backfill, and the filling of the 1939 excavation.”).

456
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383.

The EsIA also provided that, since the material excavated on the Atlantic Side was not of
good quality, “materials for use as aggregates” would be taken from the Pacific excavation
and would be transported by rail or by barge to the Atlantic site: 463

384.

The EsIA further noted that a crushing plant would have to be installed on the Pacific side to
process the PLE basalt for the production of concrete aggregates: 464

385.

The EsIA added that, to complete the Works, the contractor would have to install another
plant on the Atlantic side, in addition to the one on the Pacific side: 465

463

Exhibit {C-683}, Contract, Volume II, Part 3, Subpart 3, Environmental Impact Study, dated July
2007, p. 149 [p. 3-80], Section 3.5.2.1. [Emphasis added] See also Exhibit {C-683}, Contract,
Volume II, Part 3, Subpart 3, Environmental Impact Study, dated July 2007, p. 153 [p. 3-84], Section
3.5.2.4 (“Moreover, it is assumed that the concrete aggregate will come from the Pacific locks
excavation, and [be] carried to the site by rail.”).
Exhibit {C-683}, Contract, Volume II, Part 3, Subpart 3, Environmental Impact Study, dated July
2007, p. 150 [p. 3-81], Section 3.5.2.2.1. [Emphasis added] See also Exhibit {C-683}, Contract,
Volume II, Part 3, Subpart 3, Environmental Impact Study, dated July 2007, p. 627 [p. 7-27], Section
7.3.4 (“It is anticipated that the required equipment will include an aggregate crushing plant and a
concrete plant, both located in the designated Contractor area in Cocoli.”).
Exhibit {C-683}, Contract, Volume II, Part 3, Subpart 3, Environmental Impact Study, dated July
2007, p. 190 [p. 3-121], Section 3.6.1.
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386.

When identifying the material to use for concrete aggregate production, the EsIA referred to
the PLE basalt as the main source of concrete aggregates for the Project, although not the only
one: 466

387.

In Chapter 7 of the EsIA, ACP focused on the identification and evaluation of the “specific
environmental impacts” of the Project, “both based on the Project description approved by the
Panama Canal Authority (ACP)”. 467 In evaluating the impact of the Project on the water
quality, the EsIA made clear that, according to ACP’s “requirements”, the PLE basalt could
and should be used as the main source of concrete aggregates needed for the Project and did
not encourage the contractor to look for other options for concrete aggregate production:468

466

Exhibit {C-683}, Contract, Volume II, Part 3, Subpart 3, Environmental Impact Study, dated July
2007, p. 152 [p. 3-83], Section 3.5.2.3. [Emphasis added] See also Exhibit {C-683}, Contract,
Volume II, Part 3, Subpart 3, Environmental Impact Study, dated July 2007, p. 157 [p. 3-88], Section
3.5.2.7.1 (“On the Pacific Side, almost all basalt from the excavation would be used to produce
concrete aggregates and as processed backfill material behind the lock walls.”); Exhibit {C-683},
Contract, Volume II, Part 3, Subpart 3, Environmental Impact Study, dated July 2007, p. 764 [p. 7-164]
(“Backfill materials, impervious dike nuclei, and manufacturing of aggregates will be mainly obtained
from the excavations and processed at the plants described previously.”).
Exhibit {C-683}, Contract, Volume II, Part 3, Subpart 3, Environmental Impact Study, dated July
2007, p. 601 [p. 7-1], Chapter 7.
Exhibit {C-683}, Contract, Volume II, Part 3, Subpart 3, Environmental Impact Study, dated July
2007, p. 679 [p. 7-79], Chapter 7, Section 7.3.13. [Emphasis added] This statement was made in
Chapter 7, Section 3, of the EsIA, which dealt with the “identification of specific environmental
impacts” on the “[p]hysical [e]nvironment” of the Project. In particular, the chapter considered the
impact of the Project on the quality of water, and it is in this context that the EsIA considered the
impact that the use of aggregates provided by third parties or from authorized quarries would have on
the water.

467

468
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388.

This “Project requirement[]” that the PLE basalt should be used for concrete aggregate
production was not only a suggestion, but an actual contractual requirement, as compliance
with the EsIA is a legal requirement under Panamanian law and the EsIA is part of the ER.

389.

Upon review of the EsIA, Mr. Shilston also concludes that a tenderer would have determined
that (i) ACP intended that the PLE basalt was to be a source of concrete aggregate; and that
(ii) the “basalt’s characteristics were suitable for this purpose”.469
(iii)

The EsIA is part of the Employer’s Requirements

390.

The EsIA, which is a legally binding document under Panamanian law, specifically
recommended that ACP include in its contract for the Project the environmental obligations
with which the contractor had to comply: 470

391.

ACP accordingly included at Section 01 57 19 [Temporary Environmental Controls] of the
ER an obligation for the Contractor to comply with the requirements established in the
EsIA: 471

392.

Section 01 57 19 of the ER then goes on to single out specific parts of the EsIA which shall
not apply to the Contract, but it makes clear that, save for these specifically designated parts,
the EsIA as a whole is included in the ER and thus applies to the Contractor: 472

469

Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 11 [p. 8-10], para. 38.
Exhibit {C-683}, Contract, Volume II, Part 3, Subpart 3, Environmental Impact Study, dated July
2007, p. 1164 [p. 11-3]. [Emphasis added]
Exhibit {C-972}, Employer's Requirements - Section 01 57 19 - Temporary Environmental Controls,
p. 1 [p. 1]. [Emphasis added]
Exhibit {C-972}, Employer's Requirements - Section 01 57 19 - Temporary Environmental Controls,
p. 1 [p. 1]. [Emphasis added]
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393.

The Conditions of Contract further confirm the Contractor’s obligation to comply with the
EsIA. Sub-Clause 1.13 [Compliance with Laws] provides that the Contractor, in performing
the Contract, has to comply with the EsIA: 473

394.

Similarly, Sub-Clause 4.18 [Protection of the Environment] repeats this obligation for the
Contractor to comply with the EsIA: 474

395.

GUPC therefore had to comply with the prescriptions of the EsIA. The EsIA’s reference to
the PLE basalt to be used for concrete aggregate production was therefore not a simple
proposition or indication, but was included in the contractual requirements imposed by ACP
on GUPC.

396.

The ER also contain a Section 01 50 00 [Temporary Facilities, Accesses and Controls], which
provides “requirements for the location, construction, setup, and use of temporary
facilities.” 475

397.

Article 1.07 of this Section 01 50 00 provides information about borrow material and
available aggregates.476 This section evolved during the RFP period. On 6 August 2008,
ACP issued a revised version of Section 01 50 00 with RFP Amendment 13, whereby it made
clear that “[d]uring the planning stage of this project, [ACP] assumed that the main source of
aggregates for the Atlantic and Pacific Sites would be the rock coming from the excavation at

473

Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of Contract, dated February 2009, p. 39 [p. 26], Sub-Clause 1.13.1.
Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of Contract, dated February 2009, p. 63 [p. 50], Sub-Clause 4.18.
Exhibit {C-973}, Contract - Employer's Requirements - Section 01 50 00 - Temporary Facilities,
Accesses and Controls.
Exhibit {C-973}, Contract - Employer's Requirements - Section 01 50 00 - Temporary Facilities,
Accesses and Controls, p. 6 [pp. 6-9], Article 1.07.

474
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the Pacific site and that the sand would be manufactured from that rock.” 477 ACP also stated
that the Contractor could consider other options, but specified that the material from the
Chagres River upstream from the Gamboa Bridge could not be used for the supply of
aggregates: 478

398.

On 16 September 2008, ACP issued a further revised version of Section 01 50 00 with RFP
Amendment 16. 479 Article 1.07 included the following paragraph: 480

399.

In Article 1.07, ACP thus stated that it did not guarantee the suitability of the end product (the
aggregates), but did not say anything about the suitability of the PLE basalt itself. As
indicated above, two weeks after issuing RFP Amendment 16, ACP issued the full version of
the EsIA with RFP Amendment 17, which made clear that the PLE basalt would and should
be used as the primary source of concrete aggregates for the Project. 481 The ER (of which the
EsIA is part) thus made it clear that the PLE basalt could – and should – be used for the
Project’s concrete aggregate production.
(b)

The first GIR envisaged the use of the PLE basalt for aggregate
production and the final GIR contained no warnings or restrictions on
the use of the PLE basalt as the primary aggregate source

400.

According to international practice, a geological interpretive report (GIR) aims at presenting
the interpretation of an employer of the ground conditions (geology and parameters of the
geological units) to be expected in a project area, as opposed to a geological data report
(GDR), which is usually a document simply describing and summarizing the data available,

477

Exhibit {C-926}, RFP Amendment 13 - Employer's Requirements - Section 01 50 00 - Temporary
Facilities, Accesses and Controls, p. 8 [p. 8], Article 1.07.D.1.
Exhibit {C-926}, RFP Amendment 13 - Employer's Requirements - Section 01 50 00 - Temporary
Facilities, Accesses and Controls, p. 8. [p. 8], Article 1.07.D.1
Exhibit {C-974}, RFP Amendment 16 - Employer's Requirements - Section 01 50 00 - Temporary
Facilities, Accesses and Controls.
Exhibit {C-974}, RFP Amendment 16 - Employer's Requirements - Section 01 50 00 - Temporary
Facilities, Accesses and Controls, p. 8 [p. 8], Article 1.07.D.1. The final version of Section 01 50 00
contains the same language. Exhibit {C-973}, Contract - Employer's Requirements - Section 01 50 00
- Temporary Facilities, Accesses and Controls, p. 8 [p. 8], Article 1.07.D.1.
See above Section III.B.4(a).
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as Mr. Shilston explains in his report. 482 Mr. Shilston also explains that the GIR was the
“primary source of interpretation” provided by ACP to the tenderers.483
401.

ACP did not provide a GIR with the original RFP but only a geotechnical report summarizing
and providing raw data on the geological conditions without interpretation.484 The absence of
an interpretative report is unusual for a project of this size, as an employer’s interpretation of
the conditions on its site is an essential element in allowing tenderers to develop their
technical and price proposals. In the early stages of the RFP period, GUPC could therefore
only rely on the geotechnical report and other available documents.485

402.

On 31 January 2008, GUPC requested that ACP provide a geotechnical baseline report upon
which GUPC would be allowed to rely. 486 GUPC also raised the issue during a pre-tender
meeting on 28 March 2008, where it requested ACP to issue a geotechnical baseline report.487
On 18 April 2008, ACP answered GUPC’s request for a geotechnical baseline by indicating
that it would provide a GIR and that this report would “provide tenderers with interpretive
and background information based on the experience of geotechnical work within the canal
area.” 488 The GIR, prepared by ACP’s geotechnical engineering section, was provided to the
tenderers with RFP Amendment 8 on 16 May 2008 (approximately five months after the start
of the RFP period). 489 ACP then issued three revised versions of the GIR with RFP
Amendments 10 (2 July 2008), 13 (6 August 2008) and 15 (28 August 2008). 490 It is
important to note that, at no time during this process did ACP indicate that the GIRs being
provided were “drafts”. The tenderers, including GUPC, therefore proceeded with their work
on the basis of the GIR then available. The final GIR dated 28 August 2008 became part of
the Volume VII documents and is, as such, a contractual document.491

482

Shilston(I), {C-EX-5}, p. 6 [p. 4-5], Chapter 4, para. 19; Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 11 [p. 810], para. 39.
Shilston(I), {C-EX-5}, p. 7 [p. 4-6], Chapter 4, para. 26.
Exhibit {C-492}, Volume VI, Part 2, Geotechnical Report in original RFP, dated December 2007. See
below Section III.B.4(c).
Exhibit {C-492}, Volume VI, Part 2, Geotechnical Report in original RFP, dated December 2007. See
below Sections III.B.4(c) and III.B.4(d).
Exhibit {C-30}, Letter from GUPC to ACP, dated 31 January 2008, p. 4 [p. 4], para. 16 (“Geotechnical
Considerations – Concerning reliance upon ACP-supplied information and the limitation of recovery
on unforeseeable physical conditions, the complex geology of the Project site, coupled with the large
footprint of the lock and water-saving basin complexes, puts an unreasonable burden on the Contractor
and Designer in relation to unforeseeable conditions encountered in the field. This is an unacceptable
risk, for which instead we proposed that ACP use the ASCE/CI ‘geotechnical baseline report (GBR)’
approach, in which an Owner-prepared GBR is included in the RFP, upon which the Contractor is
allowed to rely”).
Ottsen(I) {C-WS-17}, p. 10 [p. 5], para. 23. See also Exhibit {C-680}, Email from Alberto Casas to
Tere Abadia dated 27 March 2008, Proposed Agenda attached to the email, p. 3 [p. 1].
In the Q&A issued with RFP Amendment 7, ACP stated that it would issue an interpretative report by
mid-May (“An amendment is planned for mid-May which will provide the tenderers with Geotechnical
Interpretive Report. This report will provide tenderers with interpretive and background information
based on the experience of geotechnical work within the canal area.”). Exhibit {C-478}, RFP
Amendment 7, Questions and Answers, dated 18 April 2008, p. 56 [p. 56], item 249.
Exhibit {C-479}, RFP Amendment 8, Geotechnical Interpretive Report (Rev. 0), dated 16 May 2008.
Exhibit {C-481}, RFP Amendment 10, Geotechnical Interpretive Report (Rev. 1), dated July 2008;
Exhibit {C-482}, RFP Amendment 13, Geotechnical Interpretive Report (Rev. 2), dated 1 August
2008; Exhibit {C-490}, RFP Amendment 15, Volume VII, Part 1 - Geotechnical Interpretive Report
(final version), dated August 2008.
See above Section II.A.1(h).
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403.

In the final GIR, as in previous versions, ACP described the basalt located in the Pacific
Locks area, which included the PLE basalt, as hard and strong and did not raise any concern
with respect to this basalt, and specifically to its suitability for the production of aggregates in
the industrial quantities needed for the Project.
(i)

ACP represented in the first GIR that the PLE basalt could be used for the
production of concrete aggregates and did not refute this in the subsequent
versions of the GIR

404.

As indicated above, in May 2008, some five months into the RFP process, ACP provided the
tenderers with its GIR (which it would later amend three times although that was not known
to the tenderers at the time).492 ACP stated that the purpose of the GIR was to provide an
interpretation of the subsurface conditions to be encountered on the Pacific and Atlantic
sides: 493

405.

Section 5 of the GIR (titled “Materials Characterization”) presented the engineering
properties of the excavated materials, including the PLE basalt, as well as an evaluation of
their suitability for construction purposes: 494

406.

The GIR described the geologic setting on both the Atlantic and the Pacific Locks sites.495
On the Pacific side, ACP indicated in particular, relying, amongst other things, on Plate 10
appended to the GIR (see Figure 3-3 below) 496 that “approximately 70% of the new Pacific
Locks will be founded on basalt, occupying part of the previous excavation site [i.e., the
1930s-1940s excavations]” (blue stripes in Plate 10, Figure 3-3 below). 497 ACP added that
“the remaining 30% [of the new Pacific Locks] [would] be built on La Boca Formation”
(yellow/orange stripes in Plate 10, Figure 3-3 below), 498 which ACP described as “a

492

Exhibit {C-479}, RFP Amendment 8, Geotechnical Interpretive Report (Rev. 0), dated 16 May 2008.
Exhibit {C-479}, RFP Amendment 8, Geotechnical Interpretive Report (Rev. 0), dated 16 May 2008,
p. 10 [p. 10].
Exhibit {C-479}, RFP Amendment 8, Geotechnical Interpretive Report (Rev. 0), dated 16 May 2008,
p. 11 [p. 11].
Exhibit {C-479}, RFP Amendment 8, Geotechnical Interpretive Report (Rev. 0), dated 16 May 2008,
p. 16 [pp. 16-29].
Exhibit {C-947}, RFP Amendment 8, Plate 10.
Exhibit {C-479}, RFP Amendment 8, Geotechnical Interpretive Report (Rev. 0), dated 16 May 2008,
p. 24 [p. 24].
Exhibit {C-479}, RFP Amendment 8, Geotechnical Interpretive Report (Rev. 0), dated 16 May 2008,
p. 24 [p. 24].
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sedimentary formation of volcanic origin composed of sandstone, siltstone, limestone, lignitic
shale, agglomerates, and tuffs of upper early Miocene age.”499 ACP also referred to the
Pacific Muck formation in the GIR, 500 and to the Pedro Miguel formation and the Cucaracha
formation in Plate 10. 501
407.

On the Atlantic side, ACP identified, relying, amongst other things, on Plate 9 attached to the
GIR (see Figure 3-4 below), 502 the Gatun Formation (“one of the most common of the
sedimentary formations of the northern canal area”,503 in yellow stripes in Plate 9, Figure 3-4
below); and Atlantic Muck (“consist[ing] of a heterogeneous mixture of swamp alluvial and
marine deposits of silts, clays, and carbonaceous organic substances”, 504 in orange crossed
stripes in Plate 9, Figure 3-4 below), none of which are suitable for the production of
aggregates.

499

Exhibit {C-479}, RFP Amendment 8, Geotechnical
p. 24 [p. 24].
Exhibit {C-479}, RFP Amendment 8, Geotechnical
p. 26 [p. 26].
Exhibit {C-947}, RFP Amendment 8, Plate 10.
Exhibit {C-975}, RFP Amendment 8, Plate 9.
Exhibit {C-479}, RFP Amendment 8, Geotechnical
p. 16 [p. 16].
Exhibit {C-479}, RFP Amendment 8, Geotechnical
p. 17 [p. 17].
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Figure 3-3 Plate 10, “Geological map with all borings and new structures Pacific Area – Plan view and notes”, dated 15 April 2008, attached to
the GIR, RFP Amendment 8, showing, inter alia, the areas where basalt and La Boca would be found505
505

Exhibit {C-947}, RFP Amendment 8, Plate 10.
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Figure 3-4 Plate 9, “Geological map with all borings and new structures Atlantic Area – Plan view and notes”, dated 15 April 2008, attached to
the GIR, RFP Amendment 8 506
506

Exhibit {C-975}, RFP Amendment 8, Plate 9.
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408.

With respect to the basalt on the Pacific side for the PLE excavation more specifically, ACP
presented it in favorable terms by describing it, amongst other things, as “medium hard to
very hard RH-3 to RH-5”: 507

409.

Appendix B of the GIR, ACP Soil and Rock Classification Scheme (also called ACP’s Core
Logging Standards), clarifies the meaning of “RH-3” and “RH-5”, which are presented as an
indication on a rock’s hardness and its weathering properties: 508

410.

Mr. Shilston states that the basalt, according to Appendix B of the GIR (ACP’s Core Logging
Standards), corresponds to a material that is medium hard to very hard, which is the
designation for rocks that can be broken with moderate blows of a geological hammer
(medium hard) to those than can only be chipped with heavy hammer blows (very hard).509
By referring to RH-3 (medium hard rock) and RH-5 (very hard rock), the GIR thus excluded

507

Exhibit {C-479}, RFP Amendment 8, Geotechnical Interpretive Report (Rev. 0), dated 16 May 2008,
p. 24 [p. 24], Section 4.2.1.1.
Exhibit {C-489}, RFP (Final Version), GIR Appendix B, Core Logging Standards for the Canal Area
Soils and Rocks, dated May 2003, p. 19 [p. 13]. [Emphasis added]
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 16 [p. 8-15], para. 47.

508
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the presence of very soft rock, soft rock and medium soft rock in the PLE basalt. In other
words, ACP represented that the PLE basalt would not crumble between the fingers, could not
easily be cut with a knife, and could not be picked with light blows of the geology hammer.
411.

Mr. Shilston also explains that such field determinations using a geological hammer can be
approximately correlated with the unconfined compressive strength of the basalt, as can be
seen in ACP’s Core Logging Standards, which are appended to the GIR: 510

412.

In his report, Mr. Shilston explains that according to this table, the basalt could be expected to
have an unconfined compressive strength between 49 MPa to 196 MPa, and notes that the
average value of 55 MPa described in the EsIA falls toward the lower end of the range of
strength reported in the GIR. 511

413.

The GIR further provided information about the “Suitability of Pacific Locks Materials for
Use in Construction”, including basalt.512 In the GIR, as in other of its documents, ACP

510

Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 16 [p. 8-15], para. 47; Exhibit {C-489}, RFP (Final Version),
GIR Appendix B, Core Logging Standards for the Canal Area Soils and Rocks, dated May 2003, p. 22
[p. 16]. [Emphasis added]
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 16 [p. 8-15], para. 47; Exhibit {C-683}, Contract, Volume II,
Part 3, Subpart 3, Environmental Impact Study, dated July 2007, p. 240 [p. 4-18].
Exhibit {C-479}, RFP Amendment 8, Geotechnical Interpretive Report (Rev. 0), dated 16 May 2008,
p. 45 [p. 45], Section 5.4.
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referred to basalt in general when describing the Miraflores basalt, which was the basalt it had
identified as being found in the area of the Pacific Locks Excavations and its surroundings.
414.

The La Boca formation, which was the other rock that ACP had identified in the area of the
Pacific Lock Excavation, was an entirely different rock from the Miraflores basalt and was
not suitable for concrete aggregate production.

415.

In the first GIR, ACP stated that it had performed a “preliminary estimate of the quantities of
the materials that would be excavated for the Pacific side” and anticipated that “sound basalt”,
i.e., un-weathered basalt, 513 would represent 6.0 million m3 of the excavation volume. 514

416.

With respect to the suitability of the material excavated from the PLE for use as concrete
aggregates, ACP excluded all the materials with the exception of sound basalt, which was
presented as “acceptable for use as aggregate”: 515

417.

In his report, Mr. Shilston explains that the description of the sound basalt as a “durable and
strong material” is in agreement with the information provided in the EsIA, according to
which it is “improbable that basalt is affected by air, humitdiy (sic.), or other geochemical
changes”. 516 As explained above, Mr. Shilston states that this indicated that the basalt would
behave as an inert material, that is, a material that is not chemically reactive. 517

418.

ACP specified that the basalt from the PLE excavation would have to be processed in order to
be acceptable for aggregate production and expressly excluded the use of weathered basalt as
“not … acceptable for aggregate”: 518

513

Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 7 [p. 8-6], para. 18.
Exhibit {C-479}, RFP Amendment 8, Geotechnical Interpretive Report (Rev. 0), dated 16 May 2008,
p. 45 [p. 45], Section 5.4.1.
Exhibit {C-479}, RFP Amendment 8, Geotechnical Interpretive Report (Rev. 0), dated 16 May 2008,
p. 46 [p. 46], Section 5.4.3. [Emphasis added]
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 12 [p. 8-11], para. 42; Exhibit {C-683}, Contract, Volume II,
Part 3, Subpart 3, Environmental Impact Study, dated July 2007, p. 240 [p. 4-17].
See above para. 379; Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 11 [p. 8-10], para. 35.
Exhibit {C-479}, RFP Amendment 8, Geotechnical Interpretive Report (Rev. 0), dated 16 May 2008,
p. 54 [p. 54]. [Emphasis added]
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419.

On the Atlantic side, where no basalt had been identified, ACP made clear that the materials
from the excavation could not be used as concrete aggregates: 519

420.

In addition, ACP commented on the suitability of the different materials for use as “[b]ackfill
and “[a]ggregate”. 520 For backfill, ACP stated that “[t]he designer should consider the
properties of the compacted material including unit weight, strength, permeability,
compressibility, and expansion potential”.521 ACP then stated that basalt from the Pacific side
could be used as backfill because of its properties, in particular its strength: 522

421.

Mr. Shilston notes that the first GIR contained no warnings of potential issues with the basalt,
in particular in regard to its degradation in the presence of water, either as crushed rock fill
material or as a source of concrete aggregate. 523

422.

The tenderers were left to work with the initial GIR for almost two months. In July 2008,
ACP issued a new version of the GIR (rev. 1) with RFP Amendment 10. 524

423.

In this new version of the GIR, as well as in the subsequent and final GIR, ACP had removed
the sections relating to the suitability of Atlantic and Pacific locks materials for use in
construction and the sections about material processing. 525 At no point, however, did ACP
specify that the information it had provided in the initial version of the GIR was incorrect,
inaccurate, unverified or unreliable. ACP also failed to explain why it had removed these
sections. ACP instead continued to describe the PLE basalt in favorable terms in the GIR,
and to represent that the PLE basalt could and should be used as concrete aggregate in other
tender documents.

519

Exhibit {C-479}, RFP Amendment 8, Geotechnical Interpretive Report (Rev. 0), dated 16 May 2008,
p. 37 [p. 37], Section 5.2.3.
Exhibit {C-479}, RFP Amendment 8, Geotechnical Interpretive Report (Rev. 0), dated 16 May 2008,
p. 45 [pp. 45-46], Sections 5.4.2 and 5.4.3.
Exhibit {C-479}, RFP Amendment 8, Geotechnical Interpretive Report (Rev. 0), dated 16 May 2008,
p. 45 [p. 45], Section 5.2.2.
Exhibit {C-479}, RFP Amendment 8, Geotechnical Interpretive Report (Rev. 0), dated 16 May 2008,
p. 46 [p. 46], Section 5.4.2. [Emphasis added]
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 13 [p. 8-12], para. 43.
Exhibit {C-481}, RFP Amendment 10, Geotechnical Interpretive Report (Rev. 1), dated July 2008.
Exhibit {C-481}, RFP Amendment 10, Geotechnical Interpretive Report (Rev. 1), dated July 2008.

520

521

522

523
524
525
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424.

In addition, when ACP issued what would later be known as the first of three revisions of the
GIR, it also answered the tenderers’ questions in RFP Amendment 10, expressly confirming
that the PLE basalt was suitable for concrete aggregate (including sand) production: 526

425.

The first GIR clearly represented that the PLE basalt was a hard and strong rock that was
suitable for concrete aggregate production, provided that it was crushed, screened, and
washed. None of the subsequent versions of the GIR contradicted this initial statement.
(ii)

The final GIR represented the PLE basalt in favorable terms

426.

The final GIR, which is part of the Volume VII documents and thus a contractual document,
continued to describe the PLE basalt in favorable terms, as noted by Mr. Shilston.527 This
final GIR also contained no indication whatsoever that the PLE basalt might be unsuitable for
concrete aggregate production.

427.

The final GIR sought to limit the use of the GIR “to the natural subsurface and
hydrogeological conditions expected to be encountered at or below the upper levels of the
foundations of the locks structures”. 528 However, the description of the PLE basalt in the
final GIR was almost identical to the one found in the first GIR, which did encompass the
natural subsurface and hydrogeological conditions expected to be encountered above the
foundation level of the lock structures. 529 The final GIR indeed continued describing the PLE
basalt as “medium hard to very hard” and a “dense” and “tough” rock: 530

428.

Throughout the various versions of the GIR, ACP thus consistently represented that the PLE
basalt was “medium hard to very hard RH-3 to RH-5”. 531 As noted above, Mr. Shilston

526

Exhibit {C-39}, Questions and Answers to Amendment No. 10, July 2008, p. 57 [p. 57], item 110.
[Emphasis added]
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 13 [p. 8-12], para. 44.
Exhibit {C-490}, RFP Amendment 15, Volume VII, Part 1 - Geotechnical Interpretive Report (final
version), dated August 2008, p. 10 [p. 10].
See above para. 404.
Exhibit {C-490}, RFP Amendment 15, Volume VII, Part 1 - Geotechnical Interpretive Report (final
version), dated August 2008, p. 18 [p. 18]. [Emphasis added]
Exhibit {C-479}, RFP Amendment 8, Geotechnical Interpretive Report (Rev. 0), dated 16 May 2008,
p. 24 [p. 24]; Exhibit {C-481}, RFP Amendment 10, Geotechnical Interpretive Report (Rev. 1), dated

527
528

529
530

531
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explains in his report that it is the designation for “rocks that can be broken with moderate
blows of a geological hammer (medium hard) to those that can only be chipped with heavy
hammer blows (very hard).” 532 Mr. Shilston also states that the basalt could be expected to
have an unconfined compressive strength between 49MPa and 196MPa according to ACP’s
Core Logging Standards. 533
429.

All versions of the GIR also contained the same petrographic information about the PLE
basalt: 534

430.

Mr. Shilston finds that it is “notable”, however, that the reference to nontronite, which is a
“clay mineral of the smectite group … characterized by swelling upon wetting”, that was
present in the first GIR was removed from its subsequent versions.535

431.

In addition, all versions of the GIR included information about the slaking potential of the La
Boca formation at the Pacific Locks site.536 As Mr. Shilston explains in his report, slaking
potential refers to the “rapid degradation” of a material “when exposed to water in an
excavation”. 537 Mr. Shilston notes that this shows that ACP was aware of slaking behavior as
a potential issue for La Boca, but did not raise this as a possible issue for the PLE basalt. 538
He therefore considers that “the tenderers would have interpreted the absence of remarks in
the construction considerations section of the GIR as further reassurance that the basalt was a
suitable source of aggregates.” 539

432.

In sum, in all versions of the GIR, ACP described the PLE basalt as a hard and strong rock.
The final GIR contained less information about the PLE basalt than the first GIR, but ACP

532
533
534

535

536

537
538
539

July 2008, p. 18 [p. 18]; Exhibit {C-482}, RFP Amendment 13, Geotechnical Interpretive Report (Rev.
2), dated 1 August 2008, p. 18 [p. 18]; Exhibit {C-490}, RFP Amendment 15, Volume VII, Part 1 Geotechnical Interpretive Report (final version), dated August 2008, p. 18 [p. 18]. See above
paras. 409-410 for an explanation of the reference to RH-3 to RH-5 strength of rock.
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 16 [p. 8-15], para. 47. See also above para. 410.
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 16 [p. 8-15], para. 47.
Exhibit {C-479}, RFP Amendment 8, Geotechnical Interpretive Report (Rev. 0), dated 16 May 2008,
p. 24 [p. 24]; Exhibit {C-481}, RFP Amendment 10, Geotechnical Interpretive Report (Rev. 1), dated
July 2008, p. 18 [p. 18]; Exhibit {C-482}, RFP Amendment 13, Geotechnical Interpretive Report (Rev.
2), dated 1 August 2008, p. 18 [p. 18]; Exhibit {C-490}, RFP Amendment 15, Volume VII, Part 1 Geotechnical Interpretive Report (final version), dated August 2008, p. 18 [p. 18].
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 18 [p. 8-17], paras. 51-52; Exhibit {C-479}, RFP Amendment 8,
Geotechnical Interpretive Report (Rev. 0), dated 16 May 2008, p. 24 [p. 24] (“The most abundant
alteration mineral is nontronite (bowlingite).”).
Exhibit {C-479}, RFP Amendment 8, Geotechnical Interpretive Report (Rev. 0), dated 16 May 2008,
p. 53 [p. 53]; Exhibit {C-481}, RFP Amendment 10, Geotechnical Interpretive Report (Rev. 1), dated
July 2008, p. 32 [p. 32]; Exhibit {C-482}, RFP Amendment 13, Geotechnical Interpretive Report (Rev.
2), dated 1 August 2008, p. 32 [p. 32]; Exhibit {C-490}, RFP Amendment 15, Volume VII, Part 1 Geotechnical Interpretive Report (final version), dated August 2008, p. 33 [p. 33].
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 18 [p. 8-17], para. 48.
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 18 [p. 8-17], para. 49.
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 18 [p. 8-17], para. 50.
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never refuted the representations it had made in the first GIR regarding the properties and the
suitability of the PLE basalt for concrete aggregate production. Mr. Shilston confirms that
“having read” the representations “in the first version of the GIR” and in the absence of any
contrary indications in the final GIR, “tenderers would continue to accept them in their ongoing work with subsequent GIR versions.” 540
(c)

The GDR too portrayed the PLE basalt as “a medium hard to very
hard” rock that could be used for concrete aggregate production

433.

As Mr. Shilston explains in his report, a geotechnical data report (GDR) is a document that
presents and summarizes the geological and geotechnical data available for a project, but does
not provide an interpretive analysis of this data, unlike a GIR. 541

434.

When the RFP was issued to the tenderers in December 2007, the primary geotechnical report
that ACP provided was a “Geotechnical Report” (“GR”). 542 The GR was primarily a
descriptive document, compiling the raw data from both the historical and more recent
geotechnical investigations appended to it.

435.

In April 2008, in response to GUPC’s request for a geotechnical baseline report,543 ACP
replaced the GR with the Geotechnical Data Report (“GDR”). 544 ACP’s geotechnical
engineering branch had prepared the GDR, which included most of the information and data
from the GR, but also developed the information provided in the GR. 545 ACP issued a second
and final version of the GDR with RFP Amendment 8 (16 May 2008). The GDR is a
contractual document, which is part of the Volume VI documents.546

436.

The GDR described the site geology on the Project’s Atlantic and Pacific sides and included
the results of “recent investigations regarding all available rock deposits suitable for obtaining
fine and coarse aggregates to be used with concrete for the construction of locks, roads,
structures, and any other use pertinent to ACP activities.” 547 ACP nevertheless clarified that
the different sites mentioned in the GDR may not be usable due to environmental constraints
or due to the fact that they were privately owned and not under ACP’s legal control.548 Their
inclusion in the GDR therefore did not necessarily mean that the tenderers could use these
sources of rock for aggregate production.

540

Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 13 [p. 8-12], para. 45.
Shilston(I), {C-EX-5}, p. 5 [p. 4-4], Chapter 4, para. 13. Mr. Shilston states that the GDR does the
following: “[r]eferences the historical background of the project”, “[d]escribes the scope, type and
extent of site investigations”, “[p]rovides the borehole and other records”, [d]escribes and presents the
data from the field and laboratory testing”, “[p]rovides geological maps and sections (termed plates)”,
and “[l]ists other reports, including seismicity and additional geological reports.” Shilston(I), {C-EX5}, p. 5 [p. 4-4], Chapter 4, para. 13.
Exhibit {C-492}, Volume VI, Part 2, Geotechnical Report in original RFP, dated December 2007.
See above paras. 402.
Exhibit {C-681}, RFP Amendment 7, Volume VI, Part II - Geotechnical Data Report, dated April
2008.
Exhibit {C-681}, RFP Amendment 7, Volume VI, Part II - Geotechnical Data Report, dated April
2008.
See above Section II.A.1(i).
Exhibit {C-685}, RFP Amendment 8, Geotechnical Data Report (final version) dated May 2008, p. 23
[p. 23].
Exhibit {C-685}, RFP Amendment 8, Geotechnical Data Report (final version) dated May 2008, p. 23
[p. 23].

541

542
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437.

That said, in the GDR, ACP described the basalt found in the Pacific Locks area, which
includes the PLE basalt, in terms almost identical to those used in the GIR. 549 Like the GIR,
the GDR thus stated that the PLE basalt was “a medium hard to very hard” rock: 550

438.

As noted above, this description was consistent with the PLE basalt being suitable for
concrete aggregate production.551 Mr. Shilston states in that regard that there is no indication
that the basalt is “unsuitable for the production of aggregate or that excessive quantities of
fines would be created by the crushing process.” 552 Mr. Shilston adds that the GDR stated
that the basalt from 1939 excavations 553 had been stockpiled but did not indicate any issues to
be expected with the basalt from the Pacific Site.554

439.

The GDR also referred to a petrographic analysis made on samples taken from bore holes
from within the Pacific Locks area and adjacent to it: 555

549

Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 19 [p. 8-18], para. 57.
Exhibit {C-685}, RFP Amendment 8, Geotechnical Data Report (final version) dated May 2008, p. 18
[p. 18]. [Emphasis added]
See above paras. 425-427.
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 19 [p. 8-18], para. 57.
See above Section I.C.1 for a description of the 1939 excavations.
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 19 [p. 8-18], para. 58.
Exhibit {C-685}, RFP Amendment 8, Geotechnical Data Report (final version) dated May 2008, p. 18
[pp. 18-19].

550

551
552
553
554
555
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440.

Upon review of this paragraph, Mr. Shilston explains that the GDR used the term “basalt” as
“short-hand for Miraflores Basalt, which is the name for a variety of mafic igneous rocks at
and in the general area of the PLE.”556 Mr. Shilston adds that the basalt “is shown as ‘Tb’
(i.e. Tertiary basalt) on the US Geological Survey’s geological map”. 557

441.

Mr. Shilston also notes that the GDR mentioned the presence of nontronite in some basalt
found in the Pacific Locks area or its surroundings, which is a member of the family of
smectite clays, which are expansive (swelling) minerals, but did not specify the amount
present or how frequently it occurred in the various rocks. 558 Mr. Shilston explains that he
would thus expect a tenderer to examine the petrographic reports provided with the GDR for
further information. 559 Mr. Shilston reviewed the underlying reports, which will be described
in more detail below, 560 and concludes that these reports indicated that the PLE basalt would
be suitable for concrete aggregate production.561

442.

For fine aggregates production, ACP referred to natural fine aggregates possibly available
from the Chagres River near Gamboa (in the middle of the State of Panama, North of the
Pacific Locks) and to manufactured fine aggregates.562 Yet, with respect to manufactured fine
aggregates, ACP explained that because the basalt from the Pacific side had suitable
properties, it had carried out a study of the Miraflores basalt that confirmed that “sand
manufactured from the basalt resulted in an acceptable fine aggregate”:563

556

Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 20 [p. 8-19], para. 61.
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 20 [p. 8-19], para. 61. [Italics in original]
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 20 [pp. 8-19–8-20], para. 62.
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 20 [pp. 8-19–8-20], para. 62.
See below Section III.B.4(d)(ii).
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 44 [p. 8-43], para. 126.
Exhibit {C-685}, RFP Amendment 8, Geotechnical Data Report (final version) dated May 2008, p. 28
[p. 28].
Exhibit {C-685}, RFP Amendment 8, Geotechnical Data Report (final version) dated May 2008, p. 28
[p. 28]. [Emphasis added]
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443.

The underlying report and its conclusions are discussed in more detail below.564 Upon review
of this paragraph, Mr. Shilston states that he believes that it “would have been read by a
tenderer in the light of [ACP’s] positive repeated statements elsewhere about the suitability of
the basalt as a source of crushed rock aggregate.” 565 He also notes that a tenderer “might
choose to make such studies during the tender period (which is what GUPC did).” 566
Mr. Shilston adds that, “[c]onsidering the importance placed by [ACP] on the aggregate
processing”, he is “surprised that [ACP] did not undertake further studies of viability as
recommended by the Engineering and Geotechnical Section of its Engineering Division”. 567
He explains that such studies would have been carried out “to investigate the production of
sand as a cost-effective process (as the production of sand by crushing costs more than by
excavation and screening of alluvial sand deposits).”568

444.

In the GDR, ACP also referred to different coarse aggregates sites along the Panama Canal.
With the exception of one source of material, Sosa Hill, ACP stated that the material found in
the other sources along the Panama Canal, such as basalt, andesite, or diorite, “ha[d] been
used in construction with good results”: 569

445.

With respect to the basalt close to the 1939 excavation in particular, ACP explained that it
“ha[d] proven to be satisfactory for use as aggregate”: 570

564

See below Section III.B.4(d)(iii).
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 21 [p. 8-20], para. 64.
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 21 [p. 8-20], para. 64. See also below Section III.B.5.a.iii.
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 21 [p. 8-20], para. 65.
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 21 [p. 8-20], para. 66.
Exhibit {C-685}, RFP Amendment 8, Geotechnical Data Report (final version) dated May 2008, p. 23
[p. 23].
Exhibit {C-685}, RFP Amendment 8, Geotechnical Data Report (final version) dated May 2008, p. 23
[pp. 23-24]. [Emphasis added]

565
566
567
568
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446.

Mr. Shilston notes that the basalt from the 1939 excavation is described as a “satisfactory”
aggregate, “with a note that the ‘portions with zeolites’ (a mineral) causes it to react with
high-alkali cements.” 571 He explains that the alkali-silica reaction “takes place between highalkali cement paste and reactive forms of silica in the aggregate which leads to expansion and
loss of strength of the concrete.” 572

447.

The GDR also concluded that the Cocoli Stockpile, made of basalt from the U.S. 1930-1940s
excavations, was a suitable coarse aggregates source: 573

448.

In sum, the GDR described the PLE basalt in terms similar to those used in the GIR: it was a
hard and strong rock that was suitable for production of coarse and fine concrete aggregate,
including sand. The GDR also referred to several basalt sources adjacent to the PLE that had
proven suitable for construction purposes. It identified only one source of material that was
unsuitable for construction purposes, the Sosa Hill basalt, which confirmed that there were no
issues with the other basalt sources found on the Pacific side.

449.

Mr. Shilston provides the following overall conclusions about his review of the GDR:

571
572
573

•

“The GDR identified only one source of material as unsuitable for
aggregate production (Sosa Hill) based on the quality of the rock,
suggesting therefore that all other sources were suitable, including the
Miraflores Basalt generally (which includes the PLE basalt and the US
1939 stockpile).

•

The GDR’s text describing the petrographic studies of the basalt
mentions the results from only one of the four reports available. The
text notes the presence of expansive clay in the basalt (nontronite, a
smectite) as an alteration mineral, but does not state the amount present

Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 22 [p. 8-21], para. 70. [Italics in original]
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 22 [p. 8-21], para. 71.
Exhibit {C-685}, RFP Amendment 8, Geotechnical Data Report (final version) dated May 2008, p. 24
[p. 24]. [Emphasis added]
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or how frequently it occurs. Nor does this report seem to alter the
Employer’s favourable statements regarding the PLE basalt noted
above. Nevertheless, a tenderer might choose to consider the individual
test results in each of the four reports in order to assess further the
quality of the basalt to be excavated (in particular regarding the
presence of nontronite).
•

450.

Mr. Shilston also states that he believes that after having reviewed the EsIA, the GIR, and the
GDR, a tenderer applying Prudent Industry Practices “would also have interrogated the
reports referenced in the GDR for additional information”. 575
(d)

451.

The GDR concluded that sand could be produced by the crushing of
basalt. To my knowledge the GDR’s recommendation to undertake
further studies of the production of sand was not followed by the
Employer.” 574

The other contract documents provided by ACP in Volume VI clearly
confirmed that the PLE basalt would be suitable for the production of
aggregates

As described above, 576 the GDR presented the results of various reports, test results, and other
documents that ACP and its consultants had prepared. The annexes to the GDR included a
large number of source documents, including:
•

Selected reports from the 1940s with respect to the excavations carried out by the
Americans in the 1930-1940s (Section (i) below);

•

Petrographic analyses, including of the basalt (2005-2008) (Section (ii) below); and

•

Laboratory test results (2006) (Section (iii) below).

452.

In addition, during the tender process, ACP answered the tenderers’ questions in writing,
some of which dealt with the sources of aggregates for the Project (Section (iv) below).

453.

All of these documents, which are part of the Contract’s Volume VI, 577 consistently presented
the Miraflores basalt, which includes the PLE basalt, as a strong and competent rock that was
suitable, indeed “eminently suitable” for concrete aggregate production.
(i)

454.

ACP produced four reports from the 1940s: (one after the issue of the original RFP, in
January 2008, and three others with RFP Amendment No. 7 on 18 April 2008). These reports
were drafted by the Isthmian Canal Company and the Governor of the Panama Canal in
relation to the expansion project that the Americans had initiated in the 1930s but stopped in
the early 1940s:
-

574
575
576
577

1940s Reports

a report entitled “Investigation of aggregates and cements for the Third Locks project
with special reference to alkalies in cement and their effect on aggregates and concrete”,
dated May 1941 (“1941 Isthmian Report”) (provided with RFP Amendment No. 7); 578

Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 23 [p. 8-22], para. 72.
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 24 [p. 8-23], para. 76.
See above paras. 434-435.
See above Section II.A.1(i).
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455.

-

a report “on the foundation materials of the New Miraflores and Pedro Miguel Locks”,
dated November 1942 (“1942 Isthmian Report”) (provided with RFP Amendment
No. 7); 579

-

selected chapters of the “Final Report on Modified Third Locks Project”, dated
1943-1944 (“Final Isthmian Report”) (provided with RFP Amendment No. 7); 580 and

-

the report of the Governor of the Panama Canal, dated 1947 (“1947 Governor Report”)
(provided on a DVD on 15 January 2008). 581

The location of the 1939 excavations undertaken by the Americans was very close to the
planned location of the Third Set of Locks (see Figure 3-5 below). The descriptions of the
geology for the 1930s project could therefore be of use for the tenderers to the new Project.
Mr. Shilston states that the four reports are relevant, and that he considers that the 1941 report
“is most relevant as it is specific to aggregates for concrete and it supports the statements
made in other RFP documents that the Miraflores Basalt was a suitable source of crushed
aggregate.” 582

Figure 3-5 Map showing the location of the old locks, the 1930-1940s excavations and the
New Third Set of Locks

578

579

580

581
582

Exhibit {C-921}, Isthmian Canal Company report about investigation of aggregates and cements for
the Third Locks Project with special reference to alkalies in cement and their effect on aggregates and
concrete, dated May 1941.
Exhibit {C-919}, Isthmian Canal Company report on the foundation materials of the New Miraflores
and Pedro Miguel Locks, dated November 1942.
Exhibit {C-922}, Extracts from Isthmian Canal Company Final Report on modified Third Locks
Project, dated 1943-1944.
Exhibit {C-920}, Report of the Governor of the Panama Canal dated 1947.
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 24 [p. 8-23], para. 78.
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1.

The 1941 Isthmian Report

456.

The 1941 Isthmian Report described the investigation of possible aggregates and cement
sources for the Third Locks Project, specifically focusing on alkalies in cement and their
effect on aggregates and concrete.583

457.

The report described the details of a petrographic examination of samples of different
basalts. 584 In particular, it described the constituents of six samples of Miraflores basalt: 585

458.

Mr. Shilston explains that this paragraph identified “alteration in the plagioclase (fledspar),
pyroxene and olivine minerals as well as ‘microscopic fault cracks’ and ‘cleavage cracks in
feldspar’”, but did not indicate “the presence of expansive clays, such as Nontronite.” 586

583

Exhibit {C-921}, Isthmian Canal Company report about investigation of aggregates and cements for
the Third Locks Project with special reference to alkalies in cement and their effect on aggregates and
concrete, dated May 1941.
Exhibit {C-921}, Isthmian Canal Company report about investigation of aggregates and cements for
the Third Locks Project with special reference to alkalies in cement and their effect on aggregates and
concrete, dated May 1941, p. 6 [pp. 3-5].
Exhibit {C-921}, Isthmian Canal Company report about investigation of aggregates and cements for
the Third Locks Project with special reference to alkalies in cement and their effect on aggregates and
concrete, dated May 1941, p. 9 [p. 6].
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 24 [p. 8-23–8-24], para. 80.

584

585

586
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459.

The 1941 Isthmian Report concluded that, for the basalt under consideration, “no evidence
was found to indicate that the local aggregates are susceptible to attack by high alkali content
cements”: 587

460.

Mr. Shilston concludes that “[w]ith regards to the use of local sources, which included the
basalt immediately adjacent to the PLE, the 1941 Isthmian Report did not raise any concerns
and in my opinion supported the information provided by the Employer that the PLE basalt
was a suitable source of aggregate”. 588
2.

The 1942 Isthmian Report

461.

The 1942 Isthmian Report’s purpose was to present a summary of the studies conducted on
the foundation rocks of the new locks, including the Miraflores basalt found on the Pacific
side. 589 This report depicted the nature and quality of the Miraflores basalt in favorable terms,
indicating that it was a “very hard, massive, igneous rock” and noting that many of the
existing hills throughout the area on the Pacific side were made of Miraflores basalt:590

587

Exhibit {C-921}, Isthmian Canal Company report about investigation of aggregates and cements for
the Third Locks Project with special reference to alkalies in cement and their effect on aggregates and
concrete, dated May 1941, p. 13 [p. 10].
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 25 [p. 8-24], para. 81.
Exhibit {C-919}, Isthmian Canal Company report on the foundation materials of the New Miraflores
and Pedro Miguel Locks, dated November 1942, p. 4 [p. 1].
Exhibit {C-919}, Isthmian Canal Company report on the foundation materials of the New Miraflores
and Pedro Miguel Locks, dated November 1942, p. 7 [p. 4]. [Emphasis added]

588
589

590
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462.

The 1942 Isthmian Report also described the physical properties of the basalt in the Pacific
area, based on the results of laboratory and field tests. 591 The report stated that the igneous
rocks (including the Miraflores basalt) were “strong, massive and rather homogeneous”, and
highlighted their “consistencies in physical properties”: 592

591

Exhibit {C-919}, Isthmian Canal Company report on the foundation materials of the New Miraflores
and Pedro Miguel Locks, dated November 1942, p. 8 [p. 5].
Exhibit {C-919}, Isthmian Canal Company report on the foundation materials of the New Miraflores
and Pedro Miguel Locks, dated November 1942, p. 8 [p. 5]. [Emphasis added]

592
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463.

The 1942 Isthmian Report further stated that the laboratory tests conducted on the Miraflores
basalt confirmed that this was a “very hard and strong” rock: 593

464.

Mr. Shilston states that the laboratory tests, in particular the unconfined compressive strength,
which indicate a “range of 25MPa to 179MPa with an average of 77MPa”, “are in accordance
with the values reported by [ACP] in the [EsIA]”. 594

465.

In his report, Mr. Shilston states that the 1942 Isthmian Report “further reinforced” the
information given by ACP about the Miraflores basalt, and concludes that based on the
description of the Miraflores basalt, “a tenderer would expect the Miraflores Basalt … to be
homogeneous, hard and strong, often with columnar jointing”:
“The descriptions and geotechnical parameters reported in the 1942 Isthmian
Report further reinforced the information provided by the Employer that the
basalt was a hard, strong material and raised no concerns as to its suitability
for use as a source of aggregate. I consider that, based on the descriptions
provided in the 1942 Report, a tenderer would expect the Miraflores Basalt
outside the fault zones and its contact with the La Boca Formation to be
homogeneous, hard and strong, often with columnar jointing.” 595
3.

466.

593

594
595
596

The Final Isthmian Report

With the RFP, enclosed with the GDR, ACP produced the following excerpts from the Final
Isthmian Report: 596
•

Part I – General, August 1944;

•

Part II – Design, Chapter 3 – Geology, October 1943;

Exhibit {C-919}, Isthmian Canal Company report on the foundation materials of the New Miraflores
and Pedro Miguel Locks, dated November 1942, p. 12 [p. 9]. [Emphasis added]
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 26 [p. 8-25], para. 85.
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 27 [p. 8-26], para. 86.
Exhibit {C-922}, Extracts from Isthmian Canal Company Final Report on modified Third Locks
Project, dated 1943-1944.
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•

Part II – Design, Chapter 5 – Foundations and Slopes, December 1943; and

•

Part II – Design, Chapter 17 – Relocations, April 1944.

467.

Part I of the Final Isthmian Report explained that the objective of the report was to record the
works that had been completed at that time, since the works would likely resume at an
unknown future date. 597 The report stated that it had been made “as complete and
comprehensive as practicable” and “prepared by persons thoroughly familiar with the
developments” in order to “assist the organisations who w[ould] complete the construction”
in the future. 598

468.

Part I described the works that the Americans had carried out in the Pacific area. That
included the “[e]xcavation for all the Miraflores Locks structures” and involved “[c]rushing
and stock-piling about 259,000 cubic yards of 8-inch basalt for processing into concrete
aggregate.” 599 It stated that the natural gravel and sand from the Chagres River deposit near
Gamboa and aggregates crushed from the basalt from the Miraflores excavation had been
used to produce concrete aggregates for the project: 600

469.

In Mr. Shilston’s opinion, these extracts mean that the basalt excavated from near the PLE
was “considered suitable for use as concrete aggregate and it was stockpiled for this purpose
during the works in the Pacific Area.” 601

470.

Chapter 3 of Part II of the Final Isthmian Report (Geology) 602 described in particular the
basalt within the Pedro Miguel-Miraflores area as “generally dense, tough, thoroughly jointed
(with prominent columnar jointing), and of a dark-gray color”: 603

597

Exhibit {C-922}, Extracts from Isthmian Canal Company
Project, dated 1943-1944, p. 11 [p. 1], para. 2.
Exhibit {C-922}, Extracts from Isthmian Canal Company
Project, dated 1943-1944, p. 11 [p. 1], paras. 2-3.
Exhibit {C-922}, Extracts from Isthmian Canal Company
Project, dated 1943-1944, p. 66 [p. 37], para. 145.
Exhibit {C-922}, Extracts from Isthmian Canal Company
Project, dated 1943-1944, p. 67 [p. 38], para. 149.
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 30 [p. 8-29], para. 91.
Exhibit {C-922}, Extracts from Isthmian Canal Company
Project, dated 1943-1944, p. 158 [p. 158].
Exhibit {C-922}, Extracts from Isthmian Canal Company
Project, dated 1943-1944, p. 201 [pp. 25-26], para. 3-83.

598

599

600

601
602

603
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471.

Mr. Shilston notes that the Final Isthmian Report clearly stated that various local basalt
sources were suitable as construction aggregates. 604

472.

The Final Isthmian Report went on to describe the Miraflores basalt, which it explained
included the basalt from the Cocoli Hill and the Aguadulce Hill, 605 more specifically as
“dense”, “hard” and “columnar-jointed”, and also as “well suited as an aggregate source”, as
opposed to other material on the Pacific side, such as the Chiva Chiva andesite, which was
“less desirable than the denser volcanic rocks for use as concrete aggregate”: 606

473.

In light of the above, Mr. Shilston concludes in his report that the Final Isthmian Report
indicated that the “igneous deposits in the Miraflores area, in particular the Miraflores Basalt,
could be used as an aggregate source.” 607 Mr. Shilston also notes that the Miraflores basalt is
described as “encompassing the site of the new Miraflores locks and the Cocoli Hill and
Aguadulce Hill” and that “Escobar Hill (Cerro Escobar) is included as part of the Pedro

604

Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 30 [p. 8-29], para. 92.
Exhibit {C-922}, Extracts from Isthmian Canal Company Final Report on modified Third Locks
Project, dated 1943-1944, p. 202 [p. 26], para. 3-85.
Exhibit {C-922}, Extracts from Isthmian Canal Company Final Report on modified Third Locks
Project, dated 1943-1944, p. 202 [p. 26]. [Emphasis added] See also Exhibit {C-922}, Extracts from
Isthmian Canal Company Final Report on modified Third Locks Project, dated 1943-1944, p. 204 [p.
27], para. 3-87.
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 30 [pp. 8-29–8-30], para. 94.

605

606

607
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Miguel-Miraflores Area ‘basalt flows’, which are all part of the area mapped as basalt Tb by
the US Geological Survey”. 608
474.

Chapter 5 of Part II of the Final Isthmian Report (Design) 609 again confirmed that the
Miraflores basalt was “hard, strong, generally finely crystalline, and locally porphyritic, and
var[ying] in color through many shades of gray to blue-[bl]ack.” 610 Chapter 5 also referred to
laboratory tests that established that the Miraflores basalt could be used as concrete aggregate,
stressing that this basalt was indeed “eminently suitable for use as concrete aggregate”: 611

475.

Mr. Shilston notes that the Final Isthmian Report provides “unequivocal statements”
regarding the suitability of the basalt found in the Miraflores lock area as an aggregate.612

476.

The Final Isthmian Report added that, “[w]ithin reasonable time limits”, the “exposed
surfaces” of the Miraflores basalt “[s]hould show no adverse effects of weathering.” 613

477.

Finally, the Final Isthmian Report commented on the suitability of the Miraflores basalt for
use as backfill, stating that its properties made it an “excellent pervious backfill”, in particular
“because weathering within the expectable life of the lock structure will not cause it to
disintegrate”: 614

608

Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 30 [pp. 8-29–8-30], para. 94. [Italics in original]
Exhibit {C-922}, Extracts from Isthmian Canal Company Final Report on modified Third Locks
Project, dated 1943-1944, p. 210 [p. 210].
Exhibit {C-922}, Extracts from Isthmian Canal Company Final Report on modified Third Locks
Project, dated 1943-1944, p. 306 [p. 39], para. 5-133.
Exhibit {C-922}, Extracts from Isthmian Canal Company Final Report on modified Third Locks
Project, dated 1943-1944, p. 307 [p. 40], para. 5-135. [Emphasis added] See also Exhibit {C-922},
Extracts from Isthmian Canal Company Final Report on modified Third Locks Project, dated 19431944, p. 343 [p. 64], para. 5-233, repeating that the Miraflores basalt was “eminently suitable for use as
concrete aggregate.”
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 31 [p. 8-30], para. 95.
Exhibit {C-922}, Extracts from Isthmian Canal Company Final Report on modified Third Locks
Project, dated 1943-1944, p. 348 [p. 65], para. 5-240.
Exhibit {C-922}, Extracts from Isthmian Canal Company Final Report on modified Third Locks
Project, dated 1943-1944, p. 339 [p. 60], para. 5-222. [Emphasis added]

609

610

611

612
613

614
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478.

Mr. Shilston indicates that this statement “further reinforces those made in the various
Isthmian reports that the basalt would not be susceptible to degradation”.615

479.

Upon review of the Final Isthmian Report, Mr. Shilston concludes that a tenderer reading the
report and complying with Prudent Industry Practices “would have understood that the basalt
excavated from the PLE and its vicinity would be adequate for aggregate production, and in
particular it would not degrade rapidly when stockpiled and would not produce significant
fines when crushed.” 616
4.

480.

The 1947 Governor Report

Finally, the last of the historic reports that ACP chose to provide to the tenderers was the
1947 Report of the Governor of the Panama Canal. 617 The 1947 Governor Report contained
numerous descriptions of the Miraflores basalt, all of them in favorable terms and stressing
that the basalt to be found on the Pacific side (Miraflores basalt) was “dense, tough, often
columnar-jointed”, “dense, very hard” and “well suited for use as aggregate, having been
tested in this respect during Third Locks studies”: 618

…

481.

Mr. Shilston notes that the “suitability of the Miraflores Basalt, which includes the PLE
basalt, as a source of aggregates is further reiterated” in the above paragraph.619

482.

Finally, the 1947 Governor Report stated that, due to the hardness of the Miraflores basalt, its
excavation required “heavy blasting”: 620

615

Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 32 [p. 8-31], para. 96.
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 32 [p. 8-31], para. 99.
Exhibit {C-920}, Report of the Governor of the Panama Canal dated 1947.
Exhibit {C-920}, Report of the Governor of the Panama Canal dated 1947, p. 1117 [pp. 23-24],
paras. 37 and 40. [Emphasis added]
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 34 [p. 8-33], para. 103.

616
617
618

619
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483.

As to the Miraflores basalt’s suitability for aggregate production, the 1947 Governor Report
indicated repeatedly that the Miraflores basalt was available in large quantities and was
“satisfactory” for use as concrete aggregate: 621

484.

Mr. Shilston opines that the “suitability of the basalt as a source of aggregate for a variety of
construction purposes, including concrete aggregates, roads, embankments and free-draining
backfill is clearly stated” in the above paragraph.622 Mr. Shilston notes that similar statements
are made in a section of the 1947 Governor Report on natural materials for construction,
where the “Miraflores Basalt is again identified as a suitable source of crushed rock
aggregates, in particular coarse concrete aggregates”. 623 The relevant section provides that
the “Miraflores basalt was found to be satisfactory in all respects for use as aggregate”: 624

620

Exhibit {C-920}, Report of the Governor of the Panama Canal dated 1947, p. 1144 [p. 46], para. 65.
[Emphasis added]
Exhibit {C-920}, Report of the Governor of the Panama Canal dated 1947, p. 310 [p. 25], para. 11(b).
[Emphasis added]
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 33 [pp. 8-32–8-33], para. 102.
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 34 [pp. 8-33–8-34], para. 104.
Exhibit {C-920}, Report of the Governor of the Panama Canal dated 1947, p. 1151 [p. 53], para. 73.
[Emphasis added]

621

622
623
624
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485.

Mr. Shilston also notes that the 1947 Governor Report refers to the alluvium of the Chagres
River as a source of natural fines aggregate, 625 and believes that “this is due to the stated
‘ample supply’ from these deposits and it does not imply that the Miraflores Basalt was not
suitable for this purpose.” 626

486.

The 1947 Governor Report mentions the use of material for “free-draining backfill” and states
that the “hard basalts and agglomerates which are widely distributed throughout the alignment
should prove most adaptable”: 627

487.

Mr. Shilston explains that the “degradation of aggregate materials and associated generation
of fine particles severely reduces the free-draining properties of any such aggregates.” 628 He
therefore concludes that “although not explicitly stated the assurance given in the 1947
Isthmian Report that the basalt could be used as a free draining aggregate is a clear indication
of its durability and lack of degradation potential.”629

625

Exhibit {C-920}, Report of the Governor of the Panama Canal dated 1947, p. 1151 [p. 53], para. 74.
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 35 [p. 8-34], para. 105.
Exhibit {C-920}, Report of the Governor of the Panama Canal dated 1947, p. 1153 [p. 55], para. 77.
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 37 [pp. 8-36–8-37], para. 108.
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 37 [pp. 8-36–8-37], para. 108.

626
627
628
629
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488.

In sum, according to Mr. Shilston, a tenderer conforming to Prudent Industry Practice would
deduce (as GUPC did) from the 1947 Governor Report that:
•

“Basalt excavated from the Pacific locks area (i.e. the area of the PLE
and nearby hills) could be used as aggregate without significant
complications or problems.

•

From an explicit reference to its use as free-draining backfill, it could
reasonably be concluded that the basalt would not be prone to
generating large amounts of fines that could compromise its free
draining properties (either during the placing of the backfill or during its
working life).” 630
*

*

*

489.

The 1940s Reports, which ACP provided to the tenderers as part of the RFP documents, made
repeated and consistent representations about the characteristics of the Miraflores basalt,
which includes the PLE basalt, and about its suitability for concrete aggregate production.
These reports contained no information that would have led a tenderer to doubt ACP’s
fundamental premise for the Project that the PLE basalt would be the main source of concrete
aggregates for both sides of the Project. Quite to the contrary, the reports positively
reinforced ACP’s own representations.

490.

In his report, Mr. Shilston concludes that the 1940s Reports show that (i) the U.S.
administrators intended to use the Miraflores basalt, which includes the PLE basalt, as a
source of construction aggregates for the expansion project; and (ii) the authors of the reports
had “no concern regarding its suitability as a construction aggregate, quite to the contrary.” 631
In his opinion, upon review of these reports, a tenderer “would have been reassured that the
Employer’s statements regarding the suitability of the PLE basalt as the primary source of
aggregates were correct.” 632
(ii)

491.

630
631
632
633

634

635

Petrographic analyses (2005-2008)

ACP also provided four recent petrographic analysis reports to the tenderers during the RFP
period:
-

A report by the University of Costa Rica dated 2005 (“2005 University of Costa
Rica Report”); 633

-

A report by the University of Costa Rica dated 2006 (“2006 University of Costa
Rica Report”); 634

-

A report by the Smithsonian Tropical Research Institute dated 2007 (“2007 STRI
Report”); 635 and

Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 38 [p. 8-37], para. 109.
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 39 [p. 8-38], para. 111.
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 39 [p. 8-38], para. 112.
Exhibit {C-976}, Semiquantitative Petrographic Descriptions, University of Costa Rica, dated 18
August 2005.
Exhibit {C-977}, Semiquantitative Petrographic Descriptions, University of Costa Rica, dated 27
January 2006.
Exhibit {C-978}, Petrographic Report, Smithsonian Tropical Research Institute, dated 2007.
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-

A report by the Smithsonian Tropical Research Institute dated 2008 (“2008 STRI
Report”). 636

492.

Mr. Shilston explains that, “[i]n general terms, the aim of a petrographic analysis of a rock is
to describe and classify its constituents and determine the relative amounts of each of the
constituents and their geometric arrangement in relation to one another.”637

493.

The 2007 STRI Report does not contain petrographic results from the basalt, whereas the
three other reports provide petrographic results from the basalt from the Pacific side,
including the area of the PLE, as Mr. Shilston explains. 638 Among these results, only three
come from the basalt that would be excavated by the contractor in the PLE area.639

494.

The 2005 University of Costa Rica Report considered 14 samples from within the PLE and
adjacent to the PLE. It stated that, except for two samples with specific characteristics, the
rocks analyzed were “probably adequate to be used as construction material”:640

In English: “From the 14 cores analyzed (NML codes) 12 are very similar to each other (with
the exception of NML 24 and NML 33). Petrographically is a transition between dolerites
and gabbros rich in plagioclase and poor in ferromagnesian minerals. Most gabbros and
dolerites contain only a little altered olivine (maximum 6%) and a little matrix (maximum
17%) altered to nontronite (transition from clay to micas). Some samples are cut by veins
very spaced. On the contrary, the crystals of augite and plagioclase are very healthy; In
addition, plagioclase is not very rich in calcium. These rocks are probably adequate to be
used as construction materials.
The samples NML 24 and NML 33 are altered lavas, cut by numerous veins and sample NML
24 contains pyrite. These two samples should not be used as construction material.”
495.

In his report, Mr. Shilston notes that the two samples (out of 14) for which the 2005
University of Costa Rica Report concluded that they should not be used as construction
materials were located “within the geographical extent of the PLE but below the proposed
foundation elevation (i.e. not planned to be excavated as part of the Project works).”641
Mr. Shilston adds that NML 24 “was in an area identified as containing geological faults, and

636

Exhibit {C-979}, Petrographic Report, Smithsonian Tropical Research Institute, dated 2008.
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 39 [p. 8-38], para. 114.
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 39 [p. 8-38], para. 115.
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 39 [p. 8-38], para. 115.
Exhibit {C-976}, Semiquantitative Petrographic Descriptions, University of Costa Rica, dated 18
August 2005, p. 2. [Emphasis added]
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 41 [p. 8-40], para. 118.

637
638
639
640
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therefore the presence of a large proportion of alteration minerals is not surprising.” 642
Mr. Shilston concludes that “[i]n the light of the Employer’s positive statements elsewhere
about the use of the basalt from the PLE to produce aggregate, it would be correct in my
opinion for a tenderer complying with Prudent Industry Practices to have noted the
recommendation but to have presumed that it was not directly relevant to its excavation works
and production of aggregates.” 643 He also notes that the GDR does not refer to these two
samples. 644
496.

The 2006 University of Costa Rica Report contains test results from core samples from
various types of rocks, including basalt, one of which “was taken from basalt material that
was to be excavated in the PLE (i.e. within the PLE extents and above proposed foundation
level)”, as Mr. Shilston explains. 645

497.

The 2008 STRI Report did not analyze samples from the basalt in the PLE, and Mr. Shilston
considers that the other samples are “not directly relevant to the suitability of basalt from the
PLE and nearby hills (Aguadulce Hill and Cocoli Hill).” 646

498.

In his report, Mr. Shilston summarizes the percentage of potentially deleterious and/or weak
minerals and matrix within the samples analyzed in the 2005 University of Costa Rica Report,
2006 University of Costa Rica Report, and 2008 STRI Report. 647 He explains that “[t]he
proportion of these components within the rock would have been one of the considerations
when the Employer assessed the results of the analyses as they may affect the durability of the
rock and its suitability as a source of crushed rock aggregates”, as they “could lead to
problematic behavior, such as swelling (slaking) and loss of strength.”648 Mr. Shilston
indicates that these components include matrix, olivine, nontronite, and zeolite.649

499.

In total, twelve of the samples analyzed were from boreholes from within the PLE’s
boundary, but only three of these twelve samples were from the basalt that would be
excavated at the PLE. 650 Mr. Shilston explains that eight of the twelve samples “had a total
matrix, olivine, nontronite, and altered olivine content of less than 20%”, and that four of
them had a combined content above 20%.651

500.

Among the four samples which had a combined content above 20%, two were samples of
“altered lavas” identified by the 2005 University of Costa Rica Report as unsuitable for

642

Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 41 [p. 8-40], para. 118.
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 41 [p. 8-40], para. 119.
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 41 [p. 8-40], para. 119.
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 41 [p. 8-40], para. 120.
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 41 [p. 8-40], para. 121. Mr. Shilston also notes that the samples
analyzed in the 2008 STRI Report were from the Access Channel “where three large faults zones were
foreseen, with consequent adverse influence on the quality of the rock”. Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {CEX-5}, p. 41 [p. 8-40], para. 121.
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 42 [pp. 8-41–8-42], para. 123 and Table 8-2.
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 41 [pp. 8-40–8-41], para. 122.
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 41 [pp. 8-40–8-41], para. 122. Mr. Shilston considers the
aggregate percentage of the above described components in the different samples and compares this
aggregate percentage to a 20% value chosen to assist him “in assessing and illustrating the results
because the proportion of these potentially deleterious and/or weak minerals and matrix provides a
semi-quantitative measure of the components of a rock that could lead to problematic behaviour, such
as swelling (slaking) and loss of strength.” Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 43 [p. 42], para. 124.
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 43 [pp. 8-42–8-43], paras. 124, 126.
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 43 [p. 8-42], paras. 124, 125.
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construction purposes. 652 Mr. Shilston explains that the two other samples were from a
borehole “which was located near the contact between the Miraflores Basalt and La Boca
Formation, for which the average total is about 40%, a value that may have been influenced
by the geological processes associated with the contact.” 653 He adds that none of these
samples were from the basalt that would be excavated in the PLE and concludes that “they
were not representative of the PLE basalt to be excavated.”654
501.

With regards to the three samples that were from the basalt that would be excavated at the
PLE, Mr. Shilston states that “the average value of ‘Matrix + Zeolite + Nontronite + Altered
Olivine’ … content is 13%”.655 He further notes that “in none of these three samples was
Nontronite or other expansive clay minerals identified.” 656

502.

The 2005 University of Costa Rica Report mentioned as a general comment that nontronite
was a matrix alteration product.657 Mr. Shilston states that this “general comment is not
related to a specific sample or location and it would not (in [his] view) have modified a
tenderer’s assessment of the results from the PLE itself.” 658

503.

According to Mr. Shilston, a tenderer complying with Prudent Industry Practice would have
concluded from the petrographic analyses that “the basalt excavated in the PLE would be
suitable for construction purposes” for the following reasons:
•

“It is not identified in the petrographic report as being unsuitable.

•

Its content of potentially deleterious and/or weak minerals and matrix is
about 13%.

•

It does not contain swelling (expansive) clay (nontronite, smectite),
except for the general comment on the matrix in one of the reports (the
2005 University of Costa Rica Report, quoted above).

•

The Employer did not consider the petrographic analyses as problematic
and these results did not appear to detract in any way the Employer’s
otherwise favourable statements regarding the PLE basalt for use in
aggregate production.”659

(iii)

Laboratory test results for concrete aggregate production

504.

During the RFP process, ACP also provided the tenderers with two recent (2006) laboratory
reports presenting the results of testing carried out by the geotechnical engineering section of
ACP’s engineering division on materials for use as aggregates. ACP carried out some of the
tests in its own laboratory, and some others with the assistance of external laboratories. These
two reports are part of the Contract’s Volume VI documents:

652

Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 43 [p. 8-42], para. 125. See also above para. 494.
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 43 [p. 8-42], para. 125.
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 44 [p. 8-43], para. 126.
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 44 [p. 8-43], para. 126.
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 44 [p. 8-43], para. 126.
Exhibit {C-976}, Semiquantitative Petrographic Descriptions, University of Costa Rica, dated 18
August 2005, p. 2.
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 44 [p. 8-43], para. 127.
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 44 [p. 8-43], para. 128.
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•

a report from July 2006 entitled “tests on the basaltic rock from the Pacific as fine
aggregate or manufactured sand in order to replace natural sand” (the “July 2006
Report”); 660 and

•

a report from September 2006 entitled “laboratory tests of the materials from the
Third Set of Locks in order to be used as aggregates” (the “September 2006
Report”). 661

505.

Both reports represented that the PLE basalt was suitable to produce concrete aggregates.

506.

In the July 2006 Report, ACP indicated that its goal was to verify the quality of the basalt
from the Pacific area of the Canal and to determine whether it could be used to produce
manufactured sand. 662 ACP tested seven samples of the same basalt and produced particle
size distribution test result report sheets. ACP gave no precise indication concerning the
location, hole, or depth from which the samples came from. Mr. Shilston states that “[f]rom
this lack of information, it would be reasonable for a tenderer to conclude that the Employer
considered that all the basalt shown on the US Geological Survey’s map as Basalt Tb had the
same properties.” 663

507.

The conclusion of the July 2006 Report was that it was technically feasible to use crushed
basalt from the Pacific area as fine aggregates: 664

In English: “This study concludes that it is technically feasible to use manufactured sand or
crushed basalt as fine aggregate in concrete mixes.”
508.

The geotechnical engineering section of ACP’s engineering division also recommended
carrying out industrial tests and economic analyses to determine whether it would be

660

Exhibit {C-686}, ACP's Engineering Division, Technical Report 2006-13, 'Pruebas sobre roca
Basaltica del Pacifico como agregado fino o arena manufacturada para reemplazar la arena natural'
dated July 2006.
Exhibit {C-688}, ACP's Engineering Division, Technical Report 2006-14, 'Pruebas de laboratorio a los
materiales del Tercer Juego de Esclusas para ser usados como agregados' dated September 2006.
Exhibit {C-686}, ACP's Engineering Division, Technical Report 2006-13, 'Pruebas sobre roca
Basaltica del Pacifico como agregado fino o arena manufacturada para reemplazar la arena natural'
dated July 2006, p. 4 [p. 4].
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 47 [p. 8-46], para. 131. Mr. Shilston also explains: “[a]fter
searching of further information, I found that the source of the rock is given in the Task A.2.3 In-situ
Construction Materials in the GIR for Dam 1E: ‘Testing by ACP of one sample of basalt obtained from
a stockpile near Cocoli Hill as part of an evaluation of using crushed basalt as a replacement for
alluvial sand as concrete aggregates’. Although I think that a tenderer might not have found such a
reference, I note that it confirms that both the reports summarised in the table above were on basalt that
is shown on the US Geological Survey’s map as Basalt Tb, which also includes the Miraflores Basalt at
and in the environs of the PLE (see Atkins’ Drawings DWG.0001b and DWG.0003).” Shilston(I),
Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 47 [p. 8-46], para. 131.
Exhibit {C-686}, ACP's Engineering Division, Technical Report 2006-13, 'Pruebas sobre roca
Basaltica del Pacifico como agregado fino o arena manufacturada para reemplazar la arena natural'
dated July 2006, p. 7 [p. 7].
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economically feasible to produce manufactured sand instead of using natural sand. 665 As
indicated above, this recommendation was reproduced in the GDR, 666 and Mr. Shilston
considers that it “would have been read by a tenderer in light of [ACP’s] positive repeated
statements elsewhere about the suitability of the basalt as a source of crushed rock
aggregate.” 667 Mr. Shilston also considers that a tenderer “might choose to make such studies
during the tender period (which is what GUPC did)”, 668 and that “[c]onsidering the
importance placed by [ACP] on the aggregate processing”, he is “surprised that [ACP] did not
undertake further studies of viability as recommended by the Engineering and Geotechnical
Section of its Engineering Division – there would have been sufficient time for [ACP] to do
so as the report which seems to have led to the recommendation is dated July 2006”. 669
509.

Two months later, the geotechnical engineering section of ACP’s engineering division
prepared the September 2006 Report, in which it stated that its objective was to determine the
physical properties of the materials from Corte Culebra (located North of the Pacific Locks)
that could be used as aggregates in the Project.670 ACP carried out several tests on three core
samples (TP1-7, TP1C-16 and TP1C-21), one of which (TP1-7) was located within the
extents of the PLE. 671 These tests were carried out in the laboratory of the Universidad
Tecnológica de Panamá. 672

510.

The geotechnical section of ACP’s engineering division explained that the tests carried out
were those normally carried out on aggregates to determine their quality, and concluded that
their properties and characteristics were within the acceptable ranges according to the ASTM
specifications: 673

In English: “The tests normally performed on the aggregates were made to determine the
quality of the aggregates and their properties and characteristics were found to be within
acceptable ranges according to ASTM specifications.”

665

666
667
668
669
670

671

672

673

Exhibit {C-686}, ACP's Engineering Division, Technical Report 2006-13, 'Pruebas sobre roca
Basaltica del Pacifico como agregado fino o arena manufacturada para reemplazar la arena natural'
dated July 2006, p. 7 [p. 7].
See above para. 443.
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 21 [p. 8-20], para. 64.
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 21 [p. 8-20], para. 64. See also below Section III.B.5(a)(iii).
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 21 [p. 8-20], para. 65.
Exhibit {C-688}, ACP's Engineering Division, Technical Report 2006-14, 'Pruebas de laboratorio a los
materiales del Tercer Juego de Esclusas para ser usados como agregados' dated September 2006, p. 2.
Exhibit {C-688}, ACP's Engineering Division, Technical Report 2006-14, 'Pruebas de laboratorio a los
materiales del Tercer Juego de Esclusas para ser usados como agregados' dated September 2006, p. 2
[pp. 2-3]. Core sample TP1C-21 is located in the dam hill west of the proposed North Approach
Channel footprint and core sample TP1C-16 is located in the North Approach Channel, approximately
250 meters outside the Third Set of Locks’ contract limit.
Exhibit {C-688}, ACP's Engineering Division, Technical Report 2006-14, 'Pruebas de laboratorio a los
materiales del Tercer Juego de Esclusas para ser usados como agregados' dated September 2006, p. 26
[pp. 9-23].
Exhibit {C-688}, ACP's Engineering Division, Technical Report 2006-14, 'Pruebas de laboratorio a los
materiales del Tercer Juego de Esclusas para ser usados como agregados' dated September 2006, p. 4.
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511.

512.

In his report, Mr. Shilston summarizes the tests carried out by ACP. 674 He also compiles a
table where he presents a list of test results to assist in the evaluation of the testing carried out
by ACP, presenting the following information:
•

“Published standards and guidance on the laboratory tests required for
the assessment of the physical properties of rocks that are being
considered for use as a source of crushed rock aggregate.

•

The location of the samples and the quantity of laboratory tests
undertaken by the Employer (as reported in the documents provided to
tenderers).

•

An indication as to whether the test results passed or failed the specified
criteria in the standards or guidance for use of the rock as an
aggregate.” 675

Upon review of the tests carried out by ACP, Mr. Shilston concludes that one gets “[t]he
general impression … that the basalt is suitable as a source of crushed rock aggregate.” 676
However, Mr. Shilston considers that ACP “conducted insufficient testing of physical and
chemical properties to draw robust conclusions about the suitability of the Miraflores Basalt
as a potential aggregate source”, and that this conclusion applies to the basalt that would be
excavated from the PLE.677 In his view, ACP’s “failure to carry out more tests of physical
and chemical properties to support its statements that the Miraflores Basalt (and in particular
the PLE basalt) would be used as the primary source for the production of aggregates and was
suitable for this purpose was a serious deviation from industry practice”:
“My conclusions from the table above and the information presented in
Atkins’ Drawings DWG. 0003, DWG.0017 and DWG.0018 are that:

674
675
676
677

•

The general impression from the Employer’s testing of physical
properties is that the basalt is suitable as a source of crushed rock
aggregate. That is, the tests indicate that the Miraflores Basalt,
including the basalt in the PLE, has sufficient strength and durability.

•

However, the Employer conducted insufficient testing of physical and
chemical properties to draw robust conclusions about the suitability of
the Miraflores Basalt as a potential aggregate source. This conclusion
applies to the Miraflores Basalt generally and to the basalt that would be
excavated from the PLE.

•

The Employer did not test the physical or chemical properties of the
basalt at Aguadulce Hill, Cocoli/No Name Hill.

•

In my view, the Employer’s failure to carry out more tests of physical
and chemical properties to support its statements that the Miraflores
Basalt (and in particular the PLE basalt) would be used as the primary
source for the production of aggregates and was suitable for this purpose
was a serious deviation from industry practice. This deviation is
particularly significant in the light of the Employer’s stated objective of

Shilston Drawings, p. 15 [pp. 15-16], Drawings 17 and 18.
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 44 [pp. 8-43–8-46], para. 130 and Table 8-3.
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 47 [pp. 8-46–8-47], para. 132.
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 47 [pp. 8-46–8-47], para. 132.
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using the PLE basalt for aggregate production and its importance for
managing the Project’s cost, scheduling and environmental impact.” 678
(iv)

ACP’s answers to the tenderers’ questions

513.

During the tender process, the tenderers, including GUPC, asked several questions to ACP
about the sources for concrete aggregates for the Project, as this was a key issue that would
play an important role in determining the overall logic and cost of the Project. ACP’s
answers made clear that the PLE basalt would – and could – be used as the primary source of
concrete aggregates for the Project and that the PLE basalt was suitable for this purpose.

514.

With RFP Amendment No. 10, ACP thus answered one of the tenderers’ questions about the
possible locations of natural sand sources, pointing at the fact that ACP did not mention any
natural sand sources in the tender documents. ACP answered that, since the PLE basalt was
available in large quantities and was suitable for use as aggregate, it had only considered the
possibility to produce sand by processing the PLE basalt: 679

515.

ACP had previously answered another question relating to the possibility to use natural sand
sources in RFP Amendment No. 7, stating that the Chagres riverbed was not an authorized
source of aggregates and that the Chagres River upstream of the Gamboa Bridge could not be
used for the supply of aggregates: 680

516.

ACP, however, indicated that dredged material on the Western side of the Canal could be
used as aggregates, which it later confirmed by issuing RFP Drawing 5803-57 with
Amendment 16. 681 With RFP Amendment No. 7, ACP also indicated that it had no preferred

678

Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 47 [pp. 8-46–8-47], Section 8.3.6, para. 132.
Exhibit {C-39}, Questions and Answers to Amendment No. 10, July 2008, p. 57 [p. 57], Q&A 110.
Exhibit {C-478}, RFP Amendment 7, Questions and Answers, dated 18 April 2008, p. 24 [p. 24],
Q&A Nos. 101-103.
Exhibit {C-699}, RFP Amendment 16, Drawing 5803-57, dated 10 September 2008.
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sources of material for concrete aggregates.682 As mentioned above, ACP then issued the full
version of the EsIA with RFP Amendment No. 17, which made clear that the contractor had
to use the PLE basalt for concrete aggregate production. 683
517.

In addition, on 6 October 2008, GUPC sent a letter to ACP with respect to RFP Amendment
16, where ACP had indicated that certain materials were available on the Pacific Site for the
contractor’s use. 684 GUPC asked about the availability of stockpiled material to produce
concrete aggregate in addition to the PLE basalt, and clarified that, according to its own
studies, there would not be enough quantities of PLE basalt in order to cover all the Project’s
aggregate needs: 685

518.

ACP answered GUPC’s question with RFP Amendment 19, 686 referring the tenderers to
Drawing 5803-57 issued with RFP Amendment No. 19. 687 This drawing provided
information on the quantities of on-site stockpiled material available for the contractor’s use.
In its answer, ACP raised no concern regarding the use of the PLE or stockpiled basalt to
produce aggregates.

519.

In answering the tenderers’ questions during the RFP process, ACP thus relied on its
fundamental assumption that the PLE basalt would be used to produce (coarse and fine)
concrete aggregates and confirmed that the PLE basalt was suitable for this purpose.

520.

In Mr. Shilston’s opinion, ACP’s answers to the tenderers’ questions “consistently support the
understanding during the tender period that the PLE basalt was a suitable source of crushed
rock aggregates and that the Employer’s intention was that it would be used for this
purpose.” 688
*

*

*

521.

In sum, throughout the RFP process, ACP provided to the tenderers numerous reports
(historical and recent, including its GIR, GDR and EsIA) that consistently represented the
PLE basalt in favorable terms – describing it as basalt of “good” quality, 689 “sound basalt”, 690

682

Exhibit {C-478}, RFP Amendment 7, Questions and Answers, dated 18 April 2008, p. 36 [p. 36],
Q&A No. 162.
See above Section III.B.4(a).
Exhibit {C-689}, Letter GUPC ACP - 31/2008 - AMZ from GUPC to ACP, dated 6 October 2008, p. 3
[p. 3].
Exhibit {C-689}, Letter GUPC ACP - 31/2008 - AMZ from GUPC to ACP, dated 6 October 2008, p. 5
[p. 5].
Exhibit {C-980}, RFP Amendment 19, Questions and Answers.
Exhibit {C-699}, RFP Amendment 16, Drawing 5803-57, dated 10 September 2008.
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 51 [p. 50], para. 141.
Exhibit {C-683}, Contract, Volume II, Part 3, Subpart 3, Environmental Impact Study, dated July
2007, p. 241 [p. 4-18], Chapter 4.
Exhibit {C-479}, RFP Amendment 8, Geotechnical Interpretive Report (Rev. 0), dated 16 May 2008,
p. 45, Section 5.4.
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“a rock of medium to very high hardness (RH-3 to RH-5)”, 691 a “dense” and “tough” rock692 –
and that it would be “improbable that [this] basalt [would be] affected by air, humidity, or
other geochemical changes”. 693
522.

ACP reiterated numerous times that the PLE basalt could be used for the Project’s concrete
aggregate production, thereby reinforcing its prior statements that such use of the PLE basalt
was a fundamental premise of the Project.694 ACP consistently affirmed that (i) the PLE
basalt was suitable for use as concrete aggregates, relying notably on a document referring to
it as “eminently suitable for use as concrete aggregate”695 and that (ii) the large volume of
PLE basalt would be available to cover the Project’s needs of concrete aggregates. 696

523.

GUPC, as well as the other tenderers, was therefore entitled to rely, as it did, on these
numerous and strong representations that the PLE basalt was of sufficiently good quality to be
used to produce concrete aggregates. As a matter of fact, the re-use of the excavated PLE
basalt to produce aggregates was also a contractual requirement set out in the EsIA, which is
part of the Employer’s Requirements.

524.

Importantly, during the underlying DAB proceedings, ACP agreed that there was no real
alternative to using the PLE basalt as the primary aggregate source, and that importing
aggregates was not an option:
“The Locks Excavation Basalt available for the Contractor’s use at the
Pacific site was indeed a resource that the Employer anticipated the
Contractor would utilize in some way (whether for concrete aggregate,
backfill, roadworks, filling the 1939 excavation etc). It was clearly sensible
to do so since it was a resource made available free of charge and it all had
to be excavated in any event to make way for the new locks. It was hardly a
revolutionary idea that the Contractor might want to make use of the
excavated basalt in some way, in preference to purchasing off site aggregate
and shipping it to Panama at great cost. The benefits of the available free
basalt greatly outweighed and rendered totally uneconomical and impractical
the importation of basalt for processed aggregate.” 697

525.

Thus, there is no dispute that the PLE basalt was intended by all parties to be the primary
aggregate source for the Project and that no other primary aggregate source made any
commercial or practical sense.

691

Exhibit {C-683}, Contract, Volume II, Part 3, Subpart 3, Environmental Impact Study, dated July
2007, p. 240 [p. 4-17], Chapter 4. See also e.g., Exhibit {C-490}, RFP Amendment 15, Volume VII,
Part 1 - Geotechnical Interpretive Report (final version), dated August 2008, p. 18 [p. 18]; Exhibit {C685}, RFP Amendment 8, Geotechnical Data Report (final version) dated May 2008, p. 18 [p. 18].
Exhibit {C-490}, RFP Amendment 15, Volume VII, Part 1 - Geotechnical Interpretive Report (final
version), dated August 2008, p. 18 [p. 18].
Exhibit {C-683}, Contract, Volume II, Part 3, Subpart 3, Environmental Impact Study, dated July
2007, p. 240 [p. 4-17].
See e.g., Exhibit {C-683}, Contract, Volume II, Part 3, Subpart 3, Environmental Impact Study, dated
July 2007, p. 149 [p. 3-80]; Exhibit {C-686}, ACP's Engineering Division, Technical Report 2006-13,
'Pruebas sobre roca Basaltica del Pacifico como agregado fino o arena manufacturada para reemplazar
la arena natural' dated July 2006, p. 7 [p. 7].
Exhibit {C-922}, Extracts from Isthmian Canal Company Final Report on modified Third Locks
Project, dated 1943-1944, p. 307 [p. 40]. [Emphasis added]
Exhibit {C-39}, Questions and Answers to Amendment No. 10, July 2008, p. 57 [p. 57], item 110.
Exhibit {C-981}, DAB Proceedings, ACP RSOC, Part I - Concrete Aggregate Production, p. 20
[p. 19], para. 7.2.
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526.

Upon review of the information provided by ACP to the tenderers, Mr. Shilston concluded
that ACP “unambiguously stated that the basalt excavated from the PLE would be crushed to
produce aggregates for concrete” and that it would be “suitable for producing crushed rock
aggregate (including coarse and fine concrete aggregate).”698 Mr. Shilston notes, however,
that “[w]ith the benefit of hindsight, it is apparent that the Employer did not have a strong
basis on which to make such clear statements regarding the suitability of the PLE basalt for
the production of aggregates, and in particular that the Employer had not carried out sufficient
testing of the PLE basalt (and of the Miraflores basalt generally)”, which “constitutes in [his]
opinion a serious deviation from industry practice”.699

527.

Indeed, the feedback on the PLE basalt that ACP’s consultants provided to ACP
(unbeknownst to GUPC at the time) was not unanimously positive. In its investigations
relating to the fault activity in Panama, ACP engaged Earth Consultants International (ECI)
and in particular its President, Mr. Gath, who is a consulting engineering geologist. 700 As
Mr. Gath explains in his statement, ECI excavated several trenches in the Pacific Site, in
particular in the future location of the Borinquen dams. 701 Some of these excavations were
done in what had been mapped as basalt by ACP. However, Mr. Gath was “concerned at the
time because some of the rocks that had been mapped by ACP as basalt [on the Pacific Site]
were not in fact basalt”. 702 Mr. Gath remembers that he “raised the potential unsuitability of
some of the basalt units for use as concrete aggregate with Pastora Franceschi (ACP’s head
geologist), Max De Puy (head of ACP’s Geotechnical Branch) and with Derek Irving (one of
ACP’s staff geologists who later became the lead geologist for the expansion program)”,
although he does “not know what actions (if any) ACP took following those discussions.” 703
In the information made available to the tenderers, however, ACP did not raise any concern,
as developed above.
5.

GUPC’s tender was based on ACP’s representation and requirement
that the PLE basalt would be the primary source of aggregates for the
Project

528.

GUPC participated in the RFQ process in 2007 and then became one of the four prospective
tenderers retained by ACP to submit a detailed tender.704 Upon ACP’s initiation of the RFP
process in December 2007 and issuance of the RFP documents, 705 GUPC reviewed all tender
documents, including all of ACP’s amendments, and made various additional inquiries and
studies to improve its understanding of the Project according to Prudent Industry Practices 706
(Section (a)).

529.

On the basis of the review of ACP’s documents and its additional studies, GUPC prepared its
tender following ACP’s fundamental premise that the PLE basalt would be the primary source
of aggregates for the Project and was suitable for this purpose, as the other tenderers did
(Section (b)). In particular, GUPC prepared its initial design of the crushing plant on this
basis (Section (c)).

698

Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 51 [pp. 8-50–8-51], para. 142.
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 52 [p. 8-51], para. 143.
Gath(I) {C-WS-24}, p. 5 [p. 1], para. 6.
Gath(I) {C-WS-24}, p. 28 [p. 25], para. 84.
Gath(I) {C-WS-24}, p. 28 [p. 25], para. 85.
Gath(I) {C-WS-24}, p. 28 [p. 25], para. 86.
Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 9 [pp. 5-6], Section III.A.1.
See above Section I.C.7.
Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of Contract, dated February 2009, p. 22 [p. 9], Sub-Clause 1.1.5.25,
defining “Prudent Industry Practices”.
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(a)

During the tender, GUPC carefully reviewed the tender documents,
diligently inspected the Site and carried out testing, none of which led
GUPC to question ACP’s characterization of the PLE basalt as suitable
for concrete aggregate production

530.

At tender stage, GUPC assembled a team of highly qualified and experienced professionals to
prepare its tender. GUPC reviewed all the RFQ and RFP documents provided by ACP, and
correctly concluded that one of ACP’s fundamental premises for the Project was that the PLE
basalt would be used as the primary source of concrete aggregates for both the Atlantic and
the Pacific Sites and that it was suitable for this purpose (Section (i)).

531.

GUPC prepared its tender according to Prudent Industry Practices. Its team of professionals
diligently inspected the Site and its surroundings (Section (ii)) and carried out tests in addition
to those provided by ACP (Section (iii)). GUPC’s diligent actions during the tender period,
which were of course carried in light of the clear and strong representations made by ACP,
did not give it any reason to doubt ACP’s fundamental premise regarding the re-use of the
PLE basalt for concrete aggregate production.
(i)

GUPC’s highly experienced team reviewed the RFQ and RFP documents
provided by ACP

532.

At tender stage, the Consortium members split up the work and each of them “held different
responsibilities, depending on their specialities”, as Mr. Zaffaroni explains in his statement. 707
In particular, Impregilo was responsible for the design and pricing of all of the Project’s
plants, including the crushing plants, and for concrete aggregate production. 708

533.

GUPC’s team in charge of the tender preparation with respect to the issues pertaining to
concrete aggregate production was composed of highly qualified and experienced
professionals, amongst others: 709

707
708
709

710
711

•

Mr. Antonio Zaffaroni, who had extensive experience managing large international
construction projects, including projects involving the production of millions of cubic
meters of concrete and millions of tons of aggregates, and was leading the tender
preparation as GUPC’s Proposal Manager; 710

•

Mr. Giacomino Picco, Impregilo’s chief geologist, who had many years of
experience, including on projects involving the production of aggregates using basalt,
in particular in South America;

•

Mr. Piero Ossola, Technical Coordinator at Impregilo, who was also very
experienced;

•

Mr. Alberto Buffa, Impregilo’s Plant and Equipment Director, with over 20 years of
experience in the construction industry, including in projects involving the production
of very large quantities of concrete and aggregates from basalt, and was in charge of
supervising the tender design development of all of the Project’s plants; 711 and

Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 12 [p. 8], para. 27. See also Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 9 [p. 5], para. 12.
Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 12 [p. 8], para. 27. See also Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 9 [p. 5], para. 12.
Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 12 [p. 8], para. 28. See also Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 9 [pp. 5-6], para.
14.
Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 5 [pp. 1-5], Section II.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 6 [pp. 2-4], Section II.B; Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 9 [pp. 5-6], para. 14.
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•

Mr. Mario Lampiano, technical manager at Impregilo’s main office.

534.

In addition, GUPC was assisted by highly qualified and experienced consultants, including
MWH 712 and Sembenelli Consulting (“Sembenelli”), which worked on some aspects of
GUPC’s tender design.

535.

Each department reviewed the RFP documents relevant to its field of expertise.713 For
example, Mr. Picco and his team were in charge of reviewing the geological and geotechnical
reports and data, while Mr. Buffa and his team reviewed the information relevant to the
design of the crushing plant, amongst other things. 714 GUPC’s different departments worked
“in close cooperation” in order to share the information needed to develop the best tender
possible. 715

536.

In addition, the different members of the Consortium met on a regular basis during workshops
where they exchanged information, in particular relevant extracts from RFP documents. 716
Mr. Zaffaroni, as the Proposal Manager, supervised and coordinated the tender preparation
and met with the different professionals involved to obtain the information he needed in order
to take decisions. 717

537.

At tender stage, GUPC reviewed all the RFQ and RFP documents provided by ACP, with all
amendments. As explained above, throughout the tender process, ACP made consistent
representations regarding the suitability of the PLE basalt for concrete aggregate production
and the fact that it would be used as the primary source of concrete aggregate for the
Project. 718

538.

Accordingly, as Mr. Zaffaroni explains, GUPC proceeded “from the very beginning … on the
basis of ACP’s consistent representations”, in particular with respect to the use of the PLE
basalt for concrete aggregate production.719 Like the other tenderers, GUPC never considered
importing material from abroad to use as aggregates as this would have made no sense from a
practical, environmental, or commercial point of view, notably given that the PLE basalt had
to be excavated in any event. 720
(ii)

GUPC diligently inspected the Site and its vicinity

539.

In addition to carefully reviewing the RFQ and RFP documents provided by ACP, GUPC
diligently inspected the Site and its vicinity during several visits involving different
professionals.

540.

On 12 February 2008, as contemplated by the Instruction to Tenderers, 721 ACP organized an
official Site visit with representatives of GUPC and of the other tenderers. Mr. Zaffaroni

712

Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 12 [p. 8], para. 29.
Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 13 [p. 9], para. 30; Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 10 [p. 6], para. 17.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 10 [p. 6], para. 17.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 10 [pp. 6 and 16], paras. 17 and 48.
Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 13 [p. 9], para. 30.
Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 13 [p. 9], para. 31.
See above Sections III.B.3-III.B.4; Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 13 [pp. 9-12], Section III.C; Buffa(I)
{C-WS-15}, p. 10 [pp. 6-7], Section III.B.
Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 16 [p. 12], para. 43.
Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 16 [p. 12], para. 43; Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 11 [p. 7], para. 21.
Exhibit {C-982}, Initial version of the Instructions to Tenderers, issued with initial version of RFP,
dated 21 December 2007, p. 6 [p. 2].

713
714
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(GUPC’s Proposal Manager), Mr. Picco (Impregilo’s chief geologist), Mr. Bruno Bergamini
(Impregilo), Mr. Carlos Fabrega (CUSA’s CEO) and Mr. Camilo Tejada (MWH) attended
this official Site visit. 722
541.

ACP took the participants by boat to an area of the 1930-1940s excavations known as the
South Lagoon (see below Figure 3-6). 723 These were excavations carried out by the
Americans that had been filled with water, but that ACP had partially dewatered to allow the
tenderers to visually inspect the walls of the excavations (see below Figure 3-6). This area
(also called the 1939 excavation) was located approximately 200 metres away from the
Pacific Locks alignment. As Mr. Zaffaroni explains in his statement, GUPC’s personnel on
Site used this inspection “to understand better the sub-surface conditions” that could be
expected in the Pacific Locks alignment. 724 They observed a clear distinction between the La
Boca and basalt formations, and observed in particular columnar basalt on the walls of the
excavations. 725

Figure 3-6 Picture showing Mr. Zaffaroni in front of the 1939 excavation during the official
Site visit dated February 2008 726

722
723
724
725
726

Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 16 [p. 12], para. 46.
Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 16 [p. 12], para. 46.
Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 17 [p. 13], para. 47.
Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 17 [p. 13], para. 47.
Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 17 [p. 13], Figure 8.
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Figure 3-7 Picture of the walls of the 1939 excavation727
542.

ACP also took the tenderers to a stockpile of basalt that it presented as coming from the 1939
excavation, located on the Pacific side near the south-west end of the 1939 excavation (see
below Figure 3-8. 728 GUPC’s personnel on site examined the basalt that appeared
“unweathered, very hard and strong”, even though ACP indicated that it “had been exposed to
the elements for seventy years” (see below Figure 3-9), as Mr. Zaffaroni explains. 729

543.

These observations were later confirmed by GUPC’s subcontractor Sembenelli (which was in
charge of temporary structures) during a Site visit in June 2008. One of Sembenelli’s
geologists examined hand specimen of the basalt from the stockpile that ACP had identified
as coming from the 1939 excavation and tested them with a geological hammer. The
inspection of this deposit confirmed the conclusions reached by GUPC during the official Site
visit of February 2008, i.e., that after seventy years of exposition to the element, the basalt
from the 1939 excavation was still unweathered, very hard and strong. While the pictures in
Figure 3-8 and Figure 3-9 below were taken during Sembenelli’s June 2008 Site visit, they
are representative of what Mr. Zaffaroni and his team saw during the February 2008 official
Site visit. 730

727

Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 17 [p. 13], Figure 9.
Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 18 [p. 14], para. 48.
Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 18 [p. 14], para. 48.
Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 17 [p. 13], fn. 55.
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Figure 3-8 Photograph of the 1939 stockpile date June 2008 731

Figure 3-9 Photograph showing hand specimen examination of basalt from the 1939
stockpile dated June 2008 732
544.

The visit to the locations that ACP had chosen to show to the tenderers during the official Site
visit did not give GUPC any reason to doubt ACP’s representations in its tender documents
that the PLE basalt was suitable for concrete aggregate production.733

545.

In addition to the official Site visit, during the tender period, GUPC and its designers visited
the Project’s Site no less than 20 times, as well as the Project’s vicinity on several
occasions. 734 Experienced geologists and geotechnical engineers, including Mr. Zaffaroni
(Proposal Manager), Mr. Picco (Impregilo’s chief geologist), Mr. Buffa (in charge of the
Project’s plants), and Mr. Ottsen (MWH’s lead geotechnical engineer) took part in these
visits. 735

731

Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 18 [p. 14], Figure 10.
Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 18 [p. 14], Figure 11.
Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 18 [p. 14], para. 49.
Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 18 [p. 14], para. 50.
Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 18 [p. 14], para. 50; Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 11 [p. 7], paras. 23-25.
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546.

In particular Mr. Zaffaroni went to Panama about 15 times to visit the Site, meet potential
suppliers, work on legal and logistical issues, etc.736 Mr. Buffa also visited the Site and its
vicinity several times to gain a better understanding of the area where the plants, including the
crushing plants, would have to be installed and of the logistics needed for the plants.737

547.

In addition to the Site visits, GUPC’s personnel visited other places in Panama, more or less
close to the Site. First, CUSA, a well-established Panamanian company with years of
operations in Panama and one of GUPC’s consortium members, was working on several sites
in Panama, including along the Panama Canal.738 In particular, as part of the Canal
Expansion Program, ACP had awarded four contracts for the excavation of the Pacific Access
Channel (“PAC”) to different tenderers, including one to CUSA. 739 CUSA was thus
excavating and stockpiling basalt in an area of the PAC (“PAC 1 Contract”), located
approximately 5.5 km from the Project’s Site (see Figure 3-10 below), and GUPC’s personnel
went to visit CUSA’s operations there. 740

Figure 3-10
Location of PAC 1, Escobar Hill, Cantera Contractor Quarry, the New
Locks Area (part of the Third Set of Locks Project) and the pre-existing Pedro Miguel
Locks and Miraflores Locks 741
548.

According to Mr. Buffa’s recollections, the observation of the PAC 1’s excavation walls and
stockpiled basalt did not raise any particular concern with respect to the basalt on the Pacific
side. 742

549.

GUPC’s personnel, including Mr. Picco and Mr. Buffa, also visited CUSA’s quarry called
Cantera Contractor (cantera stands for quarry in Spanish; see location in Figure 3-10
above). 743 CUSA was excavating basalt from Cerro Escobar (cerro is Spanish for hill; see
location in Figure 3-10 above) in the Gaillard Cut area, located approximately 8.5 km away
from the Project’s Site, which it then stockpiled and crushed at Cantera Contractor. 744 During
their visit in September 2008, Mr. Picco, Mr. Buffa and Mr. Padovan (an estimator at

736

Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 18 [p. 14], para. 50.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 11 [pp. 7-12], Section III.C.1. See also below paras. 549 -551.
Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 19 [p. 15], para. 51.
ACP awarded four distinct contracts (PACs 1-4) for the excavation of PAC. The first contract
(“Excavation of the Pacific Access Channel Phase 1” or “PAC 1”) was awarded to CUSA in July 2007.
Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 19 [p. 15], para. 51; Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 12 [p. 8], para. 26.
Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 19 [p. 15], Figure 12; Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 12 [p. 8], Figure 6.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 12 [p. 8], para. 27.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 12 [p. 8], para. 28; Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 19 [p. 15], para. 52.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 12 [pp. 8-10], paras. 28-30; Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 19 [p. 15], para. 52.
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Impregilo) observed CUSA’s crushing operations at Cantera Contractor.745 Personnel from
Sembenelli also had the opportunity to do so during their June 2008 visit.746

Figure 3-11

Picture of Mr. Picco at Cantera Contractor dated September 2008 747

550.

At Cantera Contractor CUSA was operating a mobile crushing plant with “a capacity of about
100 tons per hour” (see below Figure 3-12 and Figure 3-13). 748 Although it was much smaller
than the one that GUPC would have to build for the Project (which had a capacity of 3,300
tons per hour), the mobile crushing plant contained the same type of machines that GUPC
was envisaging using (jaw and cone crushers and vertical shaft impactors 749). 750 CUSA’s
mobile crushing plant did not include washers, “so the sand produced was not washed and
cleaned” and “contained all the fines produced during the crushing process” (see Figure 3-15
below), as Mr. Buffa explains. 751

745

Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 12 [pp. 8-10], paras. 28-30.
See below Figure 3-12 showing a picture of the crushing plant taken during Sembenelli’s visit of June
2008.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 13 [p. 9], Figure 7.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 13 [p. 9], para. 29.
See below Section III.B.5(c)(i)1 for a description of jaw and cone crushers and of vertical shaft
impactors.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 13 [p. 9], para. 29. See below Section III.B.6(b)(iii) for a description of the
crushing plants’ characteristics for the Project.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 13 [p. 9], para. 29.
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Figure 3-12

Figure 3-13

Picture of CUSA’s mobile plant dated June 2008 752

Picture of a Metso cone crusher in CUSA’s mobile crushing plant in
Cantera Contractor dated September 2008 753

551.

GUPC’s personnel’s observations of the crushing operations did not raise any concern with
respect to the behaviour of the Pacific basalt when crushed. 754 On the contrary, the sand
produced from the basalt on the Pacific side appeared to be of good quality and the excavated
stockpiled basalt did not behave in an unusual manner. Specifically, the observation of
stockpiles of excavated basalt to be fed into the crushing plant (Figure 3-14 below) and of the
sand produced in CUSA’s mobile crushing plant (Figure 3-15 below) did not reveal any
potential for excessive fine production.755

752

This picture was taken during Sembenelli’s June 2008 Site visit.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 14 [p. 10], Figure 9.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 14 [p. 10], para. 30.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 14 [pp. 10-11], paras. 30 and 32.
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Figure 3-14

Picture of the stockpile of basalt to be fed into the crushing plant at
Cantera Contractor (Centenario Bridge in the back of the picture)
dated September 2008 756

Figure 3-15

Picture of stockpile of sand produced with CUSA’s mobile crushing
plant at Cantera Contractor dated September 2008 757

552.

GUPC’s personnel also visited a quarry operated by CUSA in Ciricito, in the Province of
Colón, towards the Atlantic side.758 GUPC carried out tests on the material excavated that
showed that this was andesite. 759 Again, GUPC did not notice anything unusual with the
quality of this rock, as stockpiled and crushed. 760

756

Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 14 [p. 10], Figure 10.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 15 [p. 11], Figure 11.
Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 19 [p. 15], para. 53; Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 15 [p. 11], para. 31.
See below para. 561.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 15 [p. 11], para. 31.
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553.

Finally, GUPC’s personnel, including Mr. Picco and Mr. Buffa, looked at material deposits
along the Chagres River and visited a quarry where a company was screening and washing
natural sand from the Chagres River.761 GUPC decided, however, not to consider any further
material from this quarry because of the small quantities produced, which would have been
insufficient in light of the industrial quantities needed for the Project and because of logistical
and environmental constraints.762 During the RFP period, ACP had in any event indicated
that the Chagres riverbed was not an authorized source of aggregates and that the Chagres
River upstream of the Gamboa Bridge could not be used for the supply of aggregates
either. 763
*

554.

*

*

At tender stage, GUPC therefore benefited from the combined experience of numerous
construction professionals and from the longstanding presence in Panama of CUSA (a
member of GUPC). This allowed in particular GUPC’s personnel to visit CUSA’s work sites
in the area, including industrial scale crushing operations using basalt from the Pacific side.
GUPC’s numerous visits of the Site and its vicinity did not raise particular concerns with the
quality of the basalt, either as excavated or as crushed. Quite to the contrary, they
corroborated ACP’s representations that the PLE basalt was suitable for the Project’s concrete
aggregates needs.
(iii)

GUPC carried out its own additional testing on basalt

555.

In addition to its review of ACP’s RFQ and RFP documents and to its site visits, GUPC
carried out, at tender stage, its own testing on different materials, including on basalt from the
Pacific side. 764 These tests gave GUPC no reason to doubt ACP’s representations on the
quality of the PLE basalt and its suitability for concrete aggregate production.

556.

At tender stage, GUPC thus worked with CUSA’s geologist to carry out different tests to gain
a better understanding of the Miraflores basalt characteristics and behaviour, as
Messrs. Zaffaroni and Buffa explain in their witness statements.765 Mr. Picco, Impregilo’s
chief geologist, reviewed the test results obtained and conveyed his conclusions to the tender
team, including to Messrs. Zaffaroni and Buffa. 766

557.

In particular, GUPC took samples from the stockpiles of basalt excavated at Cerro Escobar
and crushed by CUSA at Cantera Contractor, and carried out several tests following
international standards.767 Mr. Shilston explains in his report that Cerro Escobar is part of an
area mapped as “Basalt Tb” by the U.S. Geological Survey, i.e., it is mapped in the same
manner as the PLE basalt. 768 Mr. Shilston explains that the purpose of these tests was to
“assist in assessing the suitability of potential sources of basalt for use as crushed rock

761

Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 15 [p. 11], para. 33.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 15 [p. 11], para. 33.
Exhibit {C-478}, RFP Amendment 7, Questions and Answers, dated 18 April 2008, p. 24 [p. 24],
Q&A Nos. 101 and 102. See also above para. III.B.4(d)(iv).
Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 19 [p. 15], para. 55; Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 16 [p. 12], para. 35.
Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 19 [p. 15], para. 55; Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 16 [p. 12], para. 35.
Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 19 [p. 15], para. 56; Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 16 [pp. 12-13], paras. 3536.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 16 [pp. 12-13], para. 36; Exhibit {C-696}, GUPC’s tender stage tests on the
Cerro Escobar basalt.
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 30 [p. 8-29–8-30], para. 94. See also Shilston Drawings, p. 1
[pp. 1-2, 4], Drawings 1a, 1b and 3.
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aggregate.” 769 He adds that these tests notably permit to determine the “strength and
durability” of the material tested “with regard to physical processes (e.g. abrasion) and
chemical”. 770 In particular, GUPC carried out the following tests on the Cerro Escobar basalt
– Mr. Shilston provides specific information on the purpose of the tests that he considers
“more relevant to the preliminary assessment of the suitability of a material to be used as an
aggregate”: 771

769
770
771
772

773
774

775
776
777
778
779
780
781
782

•

Petrographic analysis: 772 Mr. Shilston states that this test “describes and classif[ies]
the constituents of a sample and determines the relative amounts of each of the
constituents and their geometric arrangement in relation to one another.”773

•

X-Ray diffraction: 774 Mr. Shilston explains that this test permits to “identif[y] the
mineralogy of the sample being tested”, so that it can “identify particular minerals
species.” 775

•

Los Angeles test or abrasion test (ASTM C131/C535): 776 Mr. Shilston indicates that
this test consists of rotating the material being tested in a steel cylinder with steel
balls, “which causes attrition of the material and provides an indication of its
durability.” 777

•

Wetting and drying tests (Durability of rock for erosion control under wetting and
drying conditions (ASTM D5313)): 778 Mr. Shilston states that, by subjecting a sample
to “alternate wetting and drying”, this test measures “attrition of the individual
particles” and “provides an indication of the durability of the material being tested
due to repetitive wetting and drying.” 779

•

Propylene-glycol tests or glycol immersion test (IRAM 1519): 780 according to
Mr. Shilston, this test permits to identify “rock durability issues associated with
swelling clay minerals”. 781

•

Compressive strength tests (ASTM C39/683). 782

•

Determination of the content of organic impurities (ASTM C40).783

Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 61 [p. 8-60], para. 157.
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 61 [p. 8-60], para. 157.
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 59 [p. 8-58], para. 156.
Exhibit {C-696}, GUPC’s tender stage tests on the Cerro Escobar basalt, p. 11. “Muestra Y2”
corresponds to Cerro Escobar basalt (“Muestra Acopio X2” corresponds to material from Ciricito
quarry and is irrelevant here.)
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 59 [p. 8-58], para. 156.
Exhibit {C-696}, GUPC’s tender stage tests on the Cerro Escobar basalt, p. 1 [pp. 1-3]. “Muestra Y-1”
corresponds to Cerro Escobar basalt (“Muestra X-1” corresponds to material from Ciricito quarry and
is irrelevant here.).
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 59 [p. 8-58], para. 156.
Exhibit {C-696}, GUPC’s tender stage tests on the Cerro Escobar basalt, p. 6.
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 59 [p. 8-58], para. 156.
Exhibit {C-696}, GUPC’s tender stage tests on the Cerro Escobar basalt, p. 12 [pp. 12-17].
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 59 [p. 8-58], para. 156.
Exhibit {C-696}, GUPC’s tender stage tests on the Cerro Escobar basalt, p. 20 [pp. 20-40].
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 59 [p. 8-58], para. 156.
Exhibit {C-696}, GUPC’s tender stage tests on the Cerro Escobar basalt, p. 19.
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•

Bulk density (unit weight) and void test (ASTM C29). 784

•

Specific gravity and absorption of coarse aggregates (ASTM C127). 785

•

Clay lumps and friable particles in aggregates (ASTM C142-97). 786

•

Expansion index of soils (ASTM D4829). 787

•

Sieve analysis of fine and coarse aggregates (gradation) (ASTM C136).788

558.

Mr. Picco found that the test results did not reveal any issues with the Pacific basalt, including
regarding a possible generation of excess fines. 789 On the contrary, he concluded that the tests
confirmed ACP’s statements and the information provided in the tender documents, i.e., that
the basalt was of good quality and suitable for concrete aggregate production.790

559.

In particular, with regards to the grading analysis, Mr. Buffa explains that CUSA’s mobile
plant did not have washers, so that the samples taken contained all fines produced during the
crushing process. 791 This analysis did not reveal any cause for concern either and fines
production was within normal ranges. 792

560.

In his report, Mr. Shilston provides a table summarizing the results of GUPC’s tests on the
Cerro Escobar basalt and comments on these results. 793 Mr. Shilston indicates in the table
that there is no particular issue with the results.794 In particular, he states that the results of
the glycol immersion test and the wetting and drying test indicated that the Cerro Escobar
basalt would “not exhibit swell-shrink behaviour”, i.e., that it would not expand in the
presence of water. 795

561.

In addition to the test results provided by ACP in the RFQ and RFP documents and the testing
done on Cerro Escobar basalt, GUPC carried out tests on material from the 1939 stockpile 796
and on material from CUSA’s Ciricito quarry. 797 Again, Mr. Picco found that these tests did
not raise any specific concern. 798

783

Exhibit {C-696}, GUPC’s tender stage tests on the Cerro Escobar basalt, p. 5.
Exhibit {C-696}, GUPC’s tender stage tests on the Cerro Escobar basalt, p. 7.
Exhibit {C-696}, GUPC’s tender stage tests on the Cerro Escobar basalt, p. 8.
Exhibit {C-696}, GUPC’s tender stage tests on the Cerro Escobar basalt, p. 9.
Exhibit {C-696}, GUPC’s tender stage tests on the Cerro Escobar basalt, p. 10.
Exhibit {C-696}, GUPC’s tender stage tests on the Cerro Escobar basalt, p. 18.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 16 [pp. 12-13], para. 36; Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 19 [p. 15], para. 56.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 16 [pp. 12-13], para. 36; Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 19 [p. 15], para. 56.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 17 [p. 13], para. 37.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 17 [p. 13], para. 37.
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 60 [pp. 8-59–8-60], Table 8-4.
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 60 [pp. 8-59–8-60], Table 8-4.
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 61 [p. 8-60], para. 158.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 17 [p. 13], para. 37; Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 19 [p. 15], para. 55; Exhibit
{C-697}, GUPC’s tender stage tests on material from the 1939 stockpile from January 2008.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 17 [p. 13], para. 37; Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 19 [p. 15], para. 55; Exhibit
{C-698}, GUPC’s tender stage tests on material from the Ciricito quarry.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 17 [p. 13], para. 37; Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 19 [p. 15], para. 56.
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562.

In his report, Mr. Shilston notes that the X-ray diffraction test carried out on the material from
the 1939 stockpile “indicated a nontronite content of 3.8%”, but that “the petrographic
description did not identify any clay minerals, matrix, olivine or zeolites.”799 On this basis,
Mr. Shilston concludes that the results of GUPC’s tests carried out on the 1939 stockpile
“would have further strengthened the view that the PLE basalt was a suitable source of
crushed rock aggregates.” 800

563.

Upon review of the results of the tests carried out on the Cerro Escobar basalt and the 1939
stockpile, Mr. Shilston concludes that they were “in general agreement with GUPC’s
assumption at tender stage that the basalt in the area could be used as a source of
aggregate”. 801

564.

With respect to sand, GUPC investigated natural sand sources, including Chagres River
deposits by Gamboa. 802 ACP had indicated, in an answer to a tenderer’s question with RFP
Amendment No. 7 803 and in Drawing 5803-57 issued with RFP Amendment No. 16, that
gravel and sand sources were available in the Gamboa area “for potential use as aggregate
materials”. 804 GUPC’s initial inspection revealed that the available material had been
contaminated by clay and other materials, and that the available quantities were unclear.805
GUPC also carried out tests on these deposits.806 On this basis GUPC rejected the idea to use
the Chagres River deposits as sand. 807

565.

In sum, Mr. Zaffaroni explains that GUP’s diligence at tender stage did not give them reason
to doubt ACP’s consistent representations about the suitability of the PLE basalt for concrete
aggregate production:
“[T]he visual inspections and testing that we carried out at tender stage did
not reveal anything inconsistent with the RFP documents that ACP had
prepared, based on its years of studies. Our own diligence at tender stage
gave us reassurance as to the accuracy of the representations made by ACP
regarding the characteristics of the PLE basalt, and its suitability for concrete
aggregate production.” 808

566.

The above shows that, at tender stage, GUPC acted according to Prudent Industry Practices
by carrying out its own testing that corroborated ACP’s clear representations about the
suitability of the PLE basalt for concrete aggregate production.
*

799
800
801
802
803

804

805

806
807
808

*

*

Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 61 [p. 8-60], para. 159.
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 61 [p. 8-60], para. 159.
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 62 [p. 8-61], para. 160.
Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 20 [p. 16], para. 57; Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 17 [p. 13], paras. 39-40.
Exhibit {C-478}, RFP Amendment 7, Questions and Answers, dated 18 April 2008, Q&A 103, p. 24
[p. 24]. See also above para. 515.
Exhibit {C-699}, RFP Amendment 16, Drawing 5803-57, dated 10 September 2008. See also Buffa(I)
{C-WS-15}, p. 17 [p. 13], para. 39.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 17 [p. 13], para. 39; Exhibit {C-772}, Email from Carlos Fabrega to Alberto
Buffa and Giacomino Picco, dated 22 October 2008.
Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 20 [p. 16], para. 57; Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 17 [p. 13], para. 40.
Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 20 [p. 16], para. 57; Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 17 [p. 13], para. 40.
Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 20 [p. 16], para. 58.
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567.

In his report, Mr. Shilston comments on GUPC’s conclusion, upon review of the RFP
information and their local enquiries and studies, that the “Miraflores Basalt (which includes
the PLE basalt) would be suitable for the production of crushed rock aggregate” and
concludes that he “ha[s] reached the same conclusion as GUPC.” 809 With respect to GUPC’s
tests and site visits at tender stage in preparation of its tender, Mr. Shilston concludes as
follows:
“GUPC’s enquiries and studies at tender stage were in accord with what I
would have expected a tenderer to do using Prudent Industry Practices. That
is, I have concluded that GUPC’s visual observations of the basalt (which
accord with mine), their examination of crushed basalt at CUSA’s crushing
plant and their laboratory testing all indicate that the Miraflores Basalt would
be suitable for the production of aggregate, thus corroborating the
Employer’s information and enabling GUPC to prepare a tender that
complied with the EIS requirement that:
‘On the Pacific Side, almost all basalt from the excavation would be used to
produce concrete aggregates and as processed backfill material behind the
lock walls.’” 810

568.

Mr. Shilston also concludes that GUPC’s “enquiries and studies” to prepare its tender “were
in accord with what [he] would have expected a tenderer to do using Prudent Industry
Practices”, as defined in the Contract.811
(b)

569.

GUPC (like the other tenderers) planned to use the PLE basalt for
concrete aggregate production

Based on its thorough review of all information made available by ACP in its RFQ and RFP
documents, on ACP’s requirement in the EsIA and on its own analysis and studies at tender
stage, GUPC prepared its tender on the premise that the PLE basalt would be used for
concrete aggregate production to cover most of the Project’s concrete needs (Section (i)). The
two other tenderers (C.A.N.A.L. and BTM) made it clear in their respective proposals that
they too were planning to use the PLE basalt for concrete aggregate production (Section (ii)).
(i)

GUPC’s Technical Proposal made clear that the PLE basalt would be the
primary source of concrete aggregates for the Project

570.

Based on the information provided by ACP in the RFQ and RFP documents, in particular
with respect to the PLE basalt and its suitability for concrete aggregate production, GUPC’s
visits of the Site and its vicinity, GUPC’s own additional testing and its vast experience,
GUPC anticipated that the PLE basalt would be a hard and strong rock and that it would be
suitable to produce the industrial quantities of aggregates (coarse and fine, including sand)
required for the Project’s concrete needs for both the Pacific and the Atlantic sites. 812

809

Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 63 [p. 8-62], para. 163.
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 63 [p. 8-62–8-63], para. 164, referring to Exhibit {C-683},
Contract, Volume II, Part 3, Subpart 3, Environmental Impact Study, dated July 2007, p. 157 [p. 3-88],
Section 3.5.2.7.1.
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 63 [p. 8-62–8-63], para. 164.
Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 13 [pp. 9, 12, 16-18], paras. 34, 42-44 and 58 and Section III.E.1;
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 11 [p. 7], para. 20.
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571.

As explained above, 813 GUPC’s Technical Proposal included, among other documents, a
technical proposal and a Design Basis Memorandum (“DBM”). The technical proposal
included GUPC’s overall execution plan (Part 1) setting out “GUPC’s overall understanding
and approach” to the Project, 814 its design plan (Part 5) 815 and its detailed construction plan
(Part 6) describing, among other things, GUPC’s concrete aggregate sources for the
Project. 816 The DBM summarized the “geotechnical design requirements” for the Project.817

572.

In its overall execution plan, GUPC explained that it had developed five key strategies to
address ACP’s “highest level project objectives”, among which was the development of a
“construction plan that optimizes excavation and fill operations [and] utilization of local
materials”: 818

573.

GUPC stressed the cost-saving and environmental implications of re-using the local materials
to produce aggregates: 819

574.

When turning to the specific analysis of what rock would be used for concrete aggregate
production, GUPC’s overall construction plan clarified that “any suitable basalt excavated at
the Pacific site” (including therefore PLE basalt) would be used for concrete aggregate
production: 820

813

See above Section II.A.1.f.
Exhibit {C-558}, GUPC Tender: Volume II - Technical Proposal dated March 2009, p. 38 [p. 1 of 30].
Exhibit {C-558}, GUPC Tender: Volume II - Technical Proposal dated March 2009, p. 483 [p. 1].
Exhibit {C-558}, GUPC Tender: Volume II - Technical Proposal dated March 2009, p. 1282 [p. 1].
Exhibit {C-983}, GUPC's Technical Proposal - Volume V - Design Basis Memorandum Geotechnical Design Parameters dated March 2009, p. 5 [p. 1].
Exhibit {C-558}, GUPC Tender: Volume II - Technical Proposal dated March 2009, p. 38 [p. 1].
[Emphasis added]
Exhibit {C-558}, GUPC Tender: Volume II - Technical Proposal dated March 2009, p. 47 [p. 10 of
30].
Exhibit {C-558}, GUPC Tender: Volume II - Technical Proposal dated March 2009, p. 61 [page 24 of
30]. [Emphasis added] See also Exhibit {C-558}, GUPC Tender: Volume II - Technical Proposal
dated March 2009, p. 61 [pp. 24-25 of 30] (“The concrete works will be performed directly by GUPC.
The following are among the most important tasks: • Selection, excavation and transport of the suitable
rock. • Treatment of the rock in crushing plants to produce the necessary quantity of aggregates in the
different sizes needed, including sand.”).

814
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816
817
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575.

GUPC also made clear in its tender proposal that it understood the PLE basalt to be a hard
and strong rock that would be suitable for concrete aggregate production. In its DBM, GUPC
referred to the “[d]etailed descriptions of the geologic units and anticipated conditions”
provided by ACP in the GIR and GDR and stated that, on the Pacific side, the basalt was “a
medium hard to very hard and strong rock”: 821

576.

In its detailed construction plan, GUPC also described the basalt from the Pacific side as a
“medium hard to very hard material”, suitable for concrete aggregate production822 – in line
with ACP’s representations of the PLE basalt in the GIR and GDR: 823

821

Exhibit {C-983}, GUPC's Technical Proposal - Volume V - Design Basis Memorandum Geotechnical Design Parameters dated March 2009, p. 7 [p. 3]. [Emphasis added]
Exhibit {C-558}, GUPC Tender: Volume II - Technical Proposal dated March 2009, p. 1323 [p. 4].
[Emphasis added]
See above Sections III.B.4(b)-III.B.4(c).

822

823
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577.

When describing the equipment that it intended to use for the excavation works, GUPC thus
stated (again, consistent with ACP’s representations) that it would have to blast the basalt to
excavate it: 824

578.

GUPC’s construction plan gave detailed indications regarding its intended concrete aggregate
sources for the Project, stating that the PLE basalt would be the main one: 825

579.

GUPC also understood and made clear that it could not and would not use the material
excavated from the Atlantic Locks and that the concrete aggregates to be used on the Atlantic

824

Exhibit {C-558}, GUPC Tender: Volume II - Technical Proposal dated March 2009, p. 1320 [p. 1].
[Emphasis added]
Exhibit {C-558}, GUPC Tender: Volume II - Technical Proposal dated March 2009, p. 1334 [p. 1].
[Emphasis added] See also Exhibit {C-558}, GUPC Tender: Volume II - Technical Proposal dated
March 2009, p. 1339 [p. 2], Exhibit 6.C.3 – 2 Flow chart for aggregates, showing that the “[b]asalt
from [the] Pacific site excavation” would be fed into the crushing plant on the Pacific side.

825
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side would also be produced with basalt coming from the PLE excavation (again, consistent
with ACP’s representations): 826

580.

Yet, GUPC anticipated that the excavated quantities of PLE basalt may not be sufficient to
cover all of the Project’s needs for concrete aggregate production and thus foresaw in its
design plan that it might have to use other material sources, including material stockpiled on
the Pacific Site and material from the Aguadulce and Cocoli Hills in addition to the PLE:827

581.

This was also evident from GUPC’s detailed construction plan: 828

582.

However, GUPC only intended to use the Aguadulce Hill as an additional source of concrete
aggregates after all the PLE basalt had been used and, in any event, only later on in the
Project. 829

583.

Noting that the concrete production would start only in the second year of the Project, while
the excavation would start in the first year, GUPC explained in its environmental

826

Exhibit {C-558}, GUPC Tender: Volume II - Technical Proposal dated March 2009, p. 39 [p. 2].
Exhibit {C-558}, GUPC Tender: Volume II - Technical Proposal dated March 2009, p. 902 [p. 4].
Exhibit {C-558}, GUPC Tender: Volume II - Technical Proposal dated March 2009, p. 1323 [p. 4]
[Emphasis added]
See Exhibit {C-597}, GUPC’s Technical Proposal dated March 2009, Volume III, Drawings –
Construction, Pacific Lock Complex, Construction phases, Drawings Nos. P-P-01 (16th month), P-P02 (24th month), P-P-03 (36th month) and P-P-04 (55th month). Mr. Zaffaroni explains in his witness
statement that “these drawings show the temporary basalt stock that was going to be fed into the
crushing plant on the Pacific side, detailing where GUPC planned to take the quantities from. The PLE
basalt was still intended to be used in the 55th month. Basalt from the Aguadulce hill was only
mentioned in the drawing for the 55th month.” Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 22 [p. 18], fn. 67. See
also Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 71 [p. 64], fn. 122.

827
828

829
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management review that it would have to stockpile the PLE basalt before crushing it for use
in the concrete production: 830

584.

In sum, based on ACP’s consistent representations, corroborated by GUPC’s diligent
inspections of the Site and GUPC’s own testing, GUPC made clear in its tender that it
intended to use the PLE basalt as its main source of concrete aggregates for most of the
Project’s needs.

585.

Mr. Shilston agrees that GUPC’s conclusions were reasonable and correct based on the
information available and that he would have reached the same conclusion as GUPC: 831
“From my review, described above, I have reached the following
conclusions regarding GUPC’s tender stage assessment of the basalt and the
crushing plant:
•

GUPC recognised that the Employer intended that the basalt
excavated from the PLE would be the primary source of crushed
rock aggregate for the Project, and that other locations including
Aguadulce Hill, Cocoli Hill and the 1939 stockpiles could be used to
supplement the PLE basalt.

•

GUPC assessed the information provided by the Employer and
obtained additional information by making local enquiries and
studies. GUPC’s actions at tender stage complied with Prudent
Industry Practices as defined in the Contract. In particular, I
consider that GUPC exercised the ‘degree of prudence and foresight
which would be expected from a properly skilled and experienced
international market leading EPC contractor in the international
civil engineering and infrastructure sector’.

GUPC’s assessment that the PLE basalt could be used for the production of
crushed rock aggregate and would not behave in an unusual manner when
stockpiled or crushed was correct, and I would have reached the same
conclusion with the information available to GUPC at tender stage. This
assessment agrees with the Employer’s statements in the RFP documents and
the Employer’s formal answers to Questions during the tender period.”
(ii)

The other tenderers also planned to use the PLE basalt in order to produce
concrete aggregates

586.

Like GUPC, the two other tenderers which submitted a bid for the Project, BTM and
C.A.N.A.L., also intended to re-use the PLE basalt for the Project’s concrete aggregate
production. Neither of them identified any issues with the use of the PLE basalt, in particular
to produce concrete aggregates.

830

Exhibit {C-558}, GUPC Tender: Volume II - Technical Proposal dated March 2009, p. 168.
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 69 [p. 8-68], paras. 177-178.

831
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1.

BTM’s tender

587.

BTM had a very similar approach to the one developed by GUPC in its tender: BTM
identified the re-use of on-site resources as a key Project’s feature. BTM accordingly
anticipated that the excavated rocks, and “particularly the hard basalt rock”, would “be vital
sources of construction materials” for the Project: 832

588.

BTM’s tender further clarified that the excavated PLE basalt would be used to produce the
concrete aggregates needed for both the Pacific and Atlantic sides of the Project – although it
envisaged using material from local quarries too on the Atlantic side – and that the sand for
concrete would be produced from the PLE material: 833

589.

BTM also confirmed that it planned to use its onsite sand crushing plant to produce the
required sand from the excavated materials and that all of the required sand would be
produced at that onsite plant: 834

590.

BTM’s tender was thus in line with GUPC’s technical proposal as far as the source material
for the Project’s concrete aggregate needs was concerned.

832

Exhibit {C-694}, BTM Tender: Binder 5b, dated 3 March 2009, p. 39 [p. 5C.1-1].
Exhibit {C-984}, BTM Tender: Proposal for the Design and Construction of the Panama Canal Third
Set of Locks Project, Binder 1, Overall Execution Plan, dated 3 March 2009, p. 47 [p. 1-12].
Exhibit {C-985}, BTM tender: Proposal for the Design and Construction of the Panama Canal Third
Set of Locks Project, Binder 6, dated 3 March 2009, p. 120 [p. 6C-105].

833

834
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2.
591.

C.A.N.A.L.’s tender

C.A.N.A.L.’s tender also identified the re-use of the excavated material, including for the
production of “aggregates for concrete”, as a fundamental assumption of the Project, notably
in terms of costs. Its 3D project execution simulation video indeed explained the following:
“We are now analyzing how the massive quantities of excavated material
can be logistically managed with a minimum of effort and expenditure.
Allowing this material to be reused on site as a low cost aggregate for
concrete, as quarry material for dams, and as structural backfill.”835

592.

In its overall execution plan, C.A.N.A.L. stated that it had found the Pacific basalt to be “a
reliable material with many possible uses”.836 C.AN.A.L. further asserted that “[a]ll of the
excavated basalt w[ould] be transported to the crushing and screening plants at the Pacific site
to be processed and re-used” for different activities, including “concrete aggregates (both
Pacific and Atlantic)”.837

593.

When describing its planned concrete works, C.A.N.A.L. insisted that the substantial concrete
works required for the Project could only be carried out by using “primarily in-house
resources”. In this context, C.A.N.A.L. identified three aggregate sources, including the
excavated PLE basalt: 838

594.

Finally, while C.A.N.A.L. envisaged using Chagres River material for the finer aggregates
and while it did not explain in its tender why it had retained this material (which GUPC had
identified as unsuitable), it also referred to the PLE basalt as an alternative material for the
production of sand: 839

835

Exhibit {C-986}, 3D Project Execution Simulation Video, at 1’02.
Exhibit {C-692}, C.A.N.A.L. Tender: Vol V. Part 1 Overall Execution Plan, Summary Level Narrative
dated March 2009, p. 22 [p. 20].
Exhibit {C-692}, C.A.N.A.L. Tender: Vol V. Part 1 Overall Execution Plan, Summary Level Narrative
dated March 2009, p. 22 [p. 20].
Exhibit {C-692}, C.A.N.A.L. Tender: Vol V. Part 1 Overall Execution Plan, Summary Level Narrative
dated March 2009, p. 23 [p. 21]. [Emphasis added]
Exhibit {C-987}, CANAL tender: Vol V. Part 5 C.4 Design Report Concrete, Main Text dated March
2009, p. 6 [p. 3].

836

837
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595.

Thus, the other two tenderers made clear in their own technical proposals that they would use
the PLE basalt for the Project’s concrete aggregate needs, like GUPC. Neither of them
doubted ACP’s fundamental premise for the Project that the PLE basalt was suitable for
concrete aggregate production. This confirms that tenderers following Prudent Industry
Practices, as GUPC did, would reach the same conclusions and base their tenders on ACP’s
fundamental premise in this respect.
(c)

GUPC developed a preliminary design of the crushing plants, which
would, based on ACP’s representations, use PLE basalt for as feed

596.

This Project was one of the largest projects in the world and required millions of cubic meters
of concrete and therefore millions of tons of coarse and fine aggregates to produce that
concrete.

597.

Given the scale of the Project, the crushing plant required was to be amongst the largest
concrete aggregate plants ever built in the construction industry at the time. 840 Further, as will
be explained below, the production of the large spectrum of size ranges for the required fine
and coarse aggregates entailed the construction of a complex crushing plant with several
crushing stages. 841

598.

As Mr. Buffa and GUPC’s independent crushing plant expert, Mr. Greg Gold, explain, one of
the main drivers of a crushing plant design is the rock to be crushed, which has major
implications for the selection of the appropriate crushing process and the sizing of the
crushing plant. 842 Mr. Gold, who has an extensive experience as front line manager, plant
manager and consultant in the aggregates industry, 843 clarifies that “the design of a crushing
plant depends in particular on the rock it has to crush.”844

599.

ACP’s premise that the PLE basalt would and should be the primary source for the production
of concrete aggregates, which GUPC and the other tenderers followed, and ACP’s
representations that the PLE basalt was a hard and strong rock suitable for aggregate
production in the industrial quantities required for the Project was therefore key in the
development of the crushing plant design at tender stage and post-Contract award. 845

600.

While ACP’s RFP documents included some other requirements relevant to the design of the
crushing plant (e.g., specifications applicable to concrete aggregates 846), it did not provide a
preliminary design of the crushing plant for the tenderers to follow. This was entirely for the
tenderers to develop and propose to ACP.

840

Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 21 [pp. 17, 25], paras. 52, 77.
Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 27 [pp. 27-28], para. 17.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 19 [pp. 15-16], para. 46; Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 28 [pp. 28, 77], paras. 18, 77.
Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 165 [pp. 165-167], Curriculum vitae of Mr. Greg Gold.
Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 77 [p. 77], para. 77. See also Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 28 [p. 28], para. 18.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 20 [pp. 16-17], paras. 48-50.
Exhibit {C-437}, The Employer’s Requirements, Section 03 30 00 - Concrete, dated October 2008,
p. 2, para. 1.03(A)(2).

841
842
843
844
845
846
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601.

The production of concrete was one of the most critical aspects for the completion of the
Project. GUPC thus devoted particular attention to the development of a crushing plant that
would meet the Project’s needs, although at a general level (crushing plant designs are usually
developed in detail only upon award of the project 847).

602.

GUPC’s tender crushing plant design was adequate (Section (i)) and in fact conservative, and
was such that GUPC would be able to handle any typical difficulties that could arise at any
stage of the crushing process (Section (iii)). Based on the information provided by ACP on
the PLE basalt and GUPC’s own testing and analysis, GUPC prudently estimated that, on
average, 6% of the rock fed to the crushing plant would have to be disposed of as waste
(Section (ii)), and GUPC took this into account when sizing the plant.
(i)

In its Technical Proposal, GUPC provided an adequate tender design for the
crushing plants

603.

At tender stage, GUPC set up a qualified and experienced team and contacted potential plant
suppliers to develop GUPC’s proposal for the plants, including the crushing plant (Section 2).
Based on ACP’s information in the RFP documents, GUPC’s own additional testing and its
experience, GUPC made a preliminary design of the crushing plants and chose appropriate
equipment at each crushing stage to meet the applicable requirements, in light of the available
information, notably on the PLE basalt (Section 3).

604.

Before presenting GUPC’s tender stage design for the crushing plants, the following section
provides a general introduction to the process, requirements and purposes of a crushing plant
(Section 1).
1.

General introduction on crushing plant design

605.

As Mr. Gold explains in his report, the development of a crushing plant design boils down to
(i) identifying the most appropriate crushing process, in terms of both the number of crushing
stages and the type of machinery used and (ii) sizing the plant to reach the production
capacity required by the Project.848

606.

In particular, a crushing plant designer needs the following information to prepare a design
proposal, as Mr. Buffa explains in his statement: 849

847
848
849

•

information on the space available and the general environment where the plant will
be installed, in particular the morphology of the area, the environmental constraints
such as noise restrictions, traffic limitations, working hours restrictions and water
availability;

•

the plant’s required output, that is, what type of aggregate(s) (fine or coarse, sand) the
plant must produce and in what quantities: this will determine the general structure of
the plant and its size, the number of crushing stages, the number and capacity of
crushing machines, the number and capacity of conveyor belts, etc.; and

•

the plant’s input, that is, the type of rock that will be fed into the plant: this will in
turn determine the type of machines needed, in particular what crushers should be
used.

Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 45 [pp. 45-46], para. 47.
Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 77 [p. 77], para. 76.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 19 [pp. 15-16], para. 46.
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607.

As Mr. Buffa also explains, concrete aggregates are produced by crushing blocks of
excavated rock and processing them through different crushing units (i.e., machines that crush
the rock, also known as crushers), which progressively reduce their size until the required
sizes, or rather size ranges, are met. 850

608.

The production of concrete requires fine and coarse aggregates, including sand, of several size
ranges. This can only be achieved using a complex crushing plant with several crushing
stages, which will progressively crush the rock to produce the various size ranges required.
This process is quite different from that of other crushing operations, for example in the
mining industry where a single output product is needed. 851

609.

With respect to the crushing plant’s output, the employer will often include requirements to
determine the exact size or size ranges of the concrete aggregates needed for a project. On
this Project, the Employer’s Requirements provided that “[a]ggregates shall meet the
requirements of ASTM C 33 and shall be classified as not being potentially reactive with
alkalis in the concrete mix, in accordance with Appendix XI in ASTM C 33”. 852 The specific
requirements applicable to aggregates are presented in more detail below.853

610.

To produce aggregates of different size ranges and meeting the project’s requirements, the
material fed into the plant is passed through a series of crushers and screens of progressively
smaller sizes. Crushing plants for concrete aggregate production generally include three to
four crushing stages. 854 The exact number of crushing stages and the specific crushers to be
used at each stage depend on the sizes and quantities of aggregates required for a project, but
also on the characteristics of the rock being crushed. 855 After each crushing step, some
material is saved and stockpiled as a final product, while the rest is further processed to
ensure the production of all the required size ranges of aggregates. 856

611.

Figure 3-16 below is a simplified sketch of a typical crushing plant, with a jaw crusher and a
cone crusher, prepared by Mr. Buffa. 857 As he explains in his statement, the sketch does not
illustrate the design of the Project’s crushing plants, although the primary and secondary
crushing stages did comprise of the same crushers as in the sketch, i.e., jaw crushers and cone
crushers respectively. 858

850

Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 18 [p. 14], para. 43.
Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 44 [p. 44], para. 42.
Exhibit {C-437}, The Employer’s Requirements, Section 03 30 00 - Concrete, dated October 2008,
p. 2, para. 1.03(A)(2).
See below paras. 634-635.
Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 27 [pp. 27-28], para. 17.
Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 28 [p. 28], paras. 18-19; Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 19 [pp. 15-16], para. 46.
Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 28 [p. 28], para. 19; Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 21 [p. 17], para. 53.
For an explanation of what jaw and cone crushers are, see below paras. 618-619.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 19 [p. 15], para. 45.
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Figure 3-16

Simplified sketch of a crushing plant 859

612.

The crushing plant designer must also have a good understanding of the crushing plant’s input
as this will have an impact on the crushers and machinery used. 860 This is again where ACP’s
representations that the PLE basalt was suitable to produce concrete aggregate production
were important.

613.

From the perspective of the design of a crushing plant, the characteristics of a rock are
defined by three factors, which Mr. Buffa presents in his witness statement and to which
Mr. Gold also refers in his expert report: 861

859
860
861

•

the rock’s strength (also referred to as hardness), which reflects the strength that must
be applied to the rock to crush it: this will determine the type of crushers needed;

•

the rock’s abrasiveness, which measures the extent to which (and how quickly) the
rock crushed will wear the crushing plant equipment, hence requiring the partial or
entire replacement of wearing parts: this will determine the type of machines and
frequency at which wearing parts of the machines will have to be replaced; and

•

the rock’s flakiness tendency, which refers to the shape and form of the aggregates
resulting from the crushing of the rock and measures the rock’s tendency to be flaky

Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 19 [p. 15], Figure 16.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 19 [pp. 15-16], para. 46; Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 28 [pp. 28, 77], paras. 18, 76.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 19 [pp. 15-16], para. 46; Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 28 [pp. 28, 77-78], paras. 18,
78.
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rather than cubical when crushed (noting that it is usually better to have round
aggregates, in particular for concrete production).
614.

A variety of tests can be carried out on rock to determine its strength, abrasiveness and
flakiness, amongst other things. The most common tests are, as Mr. Buffa explains: 862
•

the compressive strength test and the Los Angeles test to determine the rock’s
hardness;

•

a chemical analysis establishing the rock’s chemical composition (notably its quartz
content) or laboratory tests like the Cherchar test, which provide information on a
rock’s abrasiveness; and

•

for the rock’s flakiness tendency, determination of the preferred plan fracture in the
rock mineral structure.

615.

The carrying out of these tests and analysis of their results generally provide a good indication
of how a rock will react when being crushed, which in turn determines what the most
appropriate crushing process is for that rock (to produce the required output).863

616.

In addition to the information available on the rock to be crushed, crushing plant designers
usually rely on records of their company’s experience with respect to various rock’s
behaviour in different projects they have worked on. When developing the design of a new
crushing plant, designers will therefore generally consult these records to confirm the
information available on the rock to be crushed.864

617.

With respect to the crushing process itself, and as far as crushers are concerned, crushers are
more or less efficient depending on the characteristics of the rock to be crushed. 865 Crushers
can generally be divided into (i) compression crushers, which compress rocks gradually to
reduce their size, including jaw, gyratory and cone crushers (as described below866), 867 and
(ii) impact crushers, that involve the use of impact rather than compressive pressure to crush
the material (as described below868). 869

618.

Jaw crushers are “comprised of one fixed jaw and one moveable inclined jaw that moves in a
manner to crush large rock until it is small enough to fall between the fixed openings at the
bottom of the jaws,” as Mr. Gold explains in his report. 870

862

Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 19 [pp. 15-16], para. 46.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 19 [pp. 15-16], para. 46.
Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 43 [pp. 43-44], para. 40.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 18 [pp. 14-15], para. 44; Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 28 [p. 28], para. 18.
See below paras. 618-620.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 18 [pp. 14-15], para. 44.
See below para. 621.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 18 [pp. 14-15], para. 44.
Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 28 [pp. 28-29], para. 21. See also Figure 3-17 and Figure 3-18 below; Gold(I)
{C-EX-7}, p. 15 [p. 15], Glossary of Terms, Jaw Crusher.
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Figure 3-17

Figure 3-18

Example of a jaw crusher: Terex-Cedarapids single toggle primary jaw
crusher 871

Picture showing functioning of a jaw crusher with a grizzly feeder 872

619.

A cone crusher, or rollercone crusher, instead employs the action of a revolving cone inside a
concave bowl containing wear plates to crush the rock until it is small enough to fall through
the openings at the bottom of the revolving cone, as Mr. Gold also describes.873

871

Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 23 [p. 19], Figure 17. Please note that Figures Figure 3-17 to Figure 3-26 are
for illustrative purposes only. As Mr. Gold explains, they do not correspond to the exact equipment
used in the Project’s crushing plants (see Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 27 (p. 27), para. 16). Mr. Buffa further
clarifies that Figure 3-17 , Figure 3-19 and Figure 3-21 below come from the catalogue of TerexCedarapids, the crushing plant supplier that was selected after the Contract was awarded to GUPC (see
below Section I.A.6(b)(ii)), but they do not necessarily correspond to the machines eventually included
in the Project’s crushing plants (see Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 23 [p. 19], fn. 60).
Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 30 [p. 30], Figure 3. For a presentation of a grizzly feeder, see below para. 624.
Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 34 [p. 34], para. 24. See also Figure 3-19 and Figure 3-20 below; Gold(I) {CEX-7}, p. 13 [p. 13], Glossary of Terms, Cone Crusher.
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Figure 3-19

Example of a cone crusher: Terex-Cedarapids MPV 450 cone crusher 874

Figure 3-20

Sketch illustrating the functioning of a cone crusher 875

620.

Compression crushers, be it jaw or cone, are generally intended for hard and abrasive rocks to
minimize the wear. 876

621.

Impact crushers involve the use of impact rather than compressive pressure to crush the
material. For instance, Mr. Gold explains in his report that in Vertical Shaft Impactor
crushers (“VSI”), impact results from wear-resistant shoes, rotating at high speed, that slam
the rock against metal anvils on the crushers’ walls and thereby break it.877 Mr. Buffa
explains in his witness statement, impact crushers are usually used for “weaker rock or hard

874

Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 23 [p. 19], Figure 18.
Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 34 [p. 34], Figure 10.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 18 [pp. 14-15], para. 44.
Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 35 [p. 35], para. 25.
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rock that had already been reduced to smaller sizes”878 and are usually “lighter and cheaper
than jaw and cone crushers”. 879

Figure 3-21

Example of a VSI: Terex-Cedarapids vertical shaft impactor 880

Figure 3-22

Sketch illustrating the functioning of a VSI crusher 881

622.

Finally, rod mills or ball mills operate similarly to VSIs. Mr. Gold describes their operations
as follows: “a large, rotating drum is filled with either metal rods or balls and as the material

878

Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 18 [pp. 14-15], para. 44.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 18 [pp. 14-15], para. 44 and fn. 41.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 24 [p. 20], Figure 19.
Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 36 [p. 36], Figure 12.
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is fed into it, the metal rods or balls grinds up the rock particles”.882 Rod mills are, however,
meant to break much smaller particles and are usually used in sand treatment plants.883

Figure 3-23

Figure 3-24

Example of a rod mill 884

Sketch illustrating the functioning of a rod mill and a ball mill 885

623.

As Mr. Buffa explains in his statement, crushing plant designers and crushing plant suppliers
determine which crushers to use at which stage of the crushing process depending on the
characteristics of the rock and the size and specifications of the concrete aggregates required
for a project. 886

882

Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 36 [p. 36], para. 26.
Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 36 [p. 36], para. 26.
Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 37 [p. 37], Figure 13.
Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 37 [p. 37], Figure 14.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 18 [pp. 14-16], paras. 44, 46.
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624.

Having crushed the rock, the crushing plant has to separate the different sizes of rock using
vibrating grizzly feeders when rock pieces are still large 887 or vibrating screens when rock
pieces are smaller (see Figure 3-25 below). 888 Screens can be wet or dry. 889 As Mr. Gold
explains in his report, their purpose is (i) to separate specific final products from the flow of
material and (ii) “to make clean feed for the next stage of crushing”. 890 The rock is then
brought from one crusher or one screen to the final product stockpile or to the next crushing
stage using conveyor belts (see Figure 3-26 below). 891

Figure 3-25

Example of working vibrating screen892

Figure 3-26

887
888
889
890
891
892
893

Example of conveyor belt 893

See above Figure 3-18 ; Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 28 [pp. 28-29], para. 20 and Figure 1.
See also Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 30 [pp. 30-33], paras. 22-23 and Figures 4-8.
Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 30 [pp. 30-31], paras. 22-23.
Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 31 [p. 31], para. 23.
See also Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 37 [pp. 37-38], para 27 and Figures 15-16.
Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 32 [p. 32], Figure 5.
Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 38 [p. 38], Figure 15.
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625.

The resulting design of the crushing plant is captured in what is called a flowsheet, i.e., a
diagram that graphically represent the flow of the crushing process and the different
equipment needed at each crushing stage.894

626.

The last step in the development of the design of a crushing plant is to appropriately size it, so
that it can produce the required amount of concrete aggregates to meet a project’s demand.
This entails the consideration of a number of factors, including in particular waste percentage
(further discussed below895), downtime, efficiency and surplus capacity. 896
2.

627.

GUPC proceeded according to Prudent Industry Practices in
designing an appropriate tender flow sheet for the crushing plant

Within its tender team, GUPC set up a team of highly qualified and experienced professionals
(the “GUPC crushing plant Tender Team”), mostly from Impregilo (as Impregilo was in
charge, amongst other things, of the Project’s plants at tender stage), to prepare the
preliminary design for the Project’s crushing plants: 897
•

Mr. Alberto Buffa, Global Plant and Equipment Director at Impregilo, with extensive
experience with crushing plants in large international projects, such as the Katse Dam
project (Lesotho) and the Yacyreta project (Argentina), 898 who was in charge of
supervising the tender design development of all the plants required for the Project,
including the crushing plants; 899

•

Mr. Franco Miglioli, senior plant designer and cost estimator;

•

Mr. Marco Folli, senior mechanical engineer, expert in construction equipment fleets
management, in charge of the mobile equipment selection (e.g., trucks, excavators,
cranes);

•

Mr. Giorgio Bertucci, senior mechanical drawer;

•

Mr. Corrado Colombo, senior plant drawer, with a lot of experience with crushing
plants;

•

Mr. Stefano Testa, senior industrial plant drawer; and

•

Mr. Gian Luca Acca, plant cost estimator.900

628.

In addition, Mr. Buffa also sought informal advice from Mr. Flaviano Galastri, a former
Impregilo plant designer with extensive experience in the design and operation of industrial
plants. 901 While Mr. Galastri did not review the RFP documents, Mr. Buffa orally informed

894

Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 22 [p. 18], para. 57. See for example, Figure 3-28 and Figure 3-29 below.
See below para. 648-657.
Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 77 [p. 77], para. 76.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 9 [pp. 5-6], para. 14; Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 12 [p. 8], para. 27-28.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 6 [pp. 2-4], paras. 8-9.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 9 [pp. 5-6], para. 14.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 9 [pp. 5-6], para. 14.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 9 [pp. 5-6], para. 15.
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him of the Project’s requirements. Mr. Galastri provided guidance on the design and the
required margins to be considered to appropriately size the plant.902
629.

Mr. Buffa and his team worked in close coordination with other departments at GUPC. They
were in regular contact with the team in charge of geotechnical issues led by Mr. Picco. 903
They also received input from departments that studied the programming and quantities
aspects of the Works. 904

630.

The GUPC crushing plant Tender Team first sought the relevant information to prepare the
crushing plants’ tender design (Section a), in order to develop initial flow sheets for the
crushing plants on the Pacific and the Atlantic sides (Section b).
a.

GUPC collected the necessary information for the preliminary design
of the Project’s crushing plants

631.

As explained above, a crushing plant designer needs to understand the general environment in
which the crushing plants will be placed, the expected rock input and the required aggregates
output. 905

632.

As Mr. Buffa explains in his statement, his team and he reviewed the RFP drawings
indicating the areas available to install the plants on the Pacific and the Atlantic sides.906
Mr. Buffa also went on site on 16-20 September 2008 with Mr. Picco and Mr. Padovan, an
estimator at Impregilo, to visit the Project’s Site and its vicinity and gain a better
understanding of the area and of the logistics that would be required for the plants. 907 During
this visit, he also met with potential local suppliers to understand the availability and costs of
the materials that GUPC would have to procure, such as cement for the concrete mixes and
equipment for the plants.908

633.

With respect to the rock input in the crushing plants, GUPC proceeded on the basis that the
PLE basalt would be the main source of concrete aggregates for the Project, both on the
Atlantic and Pacific sides. 909 As Mr. Gold explains, basalt is a commonly crushed rock for
construction aggregates. 910 According to Mr. Buffa, 911 Impregilo’s experience with basalt,
which is further corroborated by Mr. Gold and Ms. Baz, 912 was that basalt tends to be hard
and not to create fines when crushed, and to the contrary generally produces rather coarse
aggregates. This was confirmed by the information provided to Mr. Buffa and his team based
on ACP’s RFP documents and GUPC’s own investigations, according to which the PLE

902

Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 10 [p. 6], para. 15.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 10 [pp. 6, 12-13, 16-17, 23], paras. 17, 35-38, 48, 50, 71; Zaffaroni(II) {CWS-21}, p. 13 [p. 19], para. 30. See also above paras. 533, 535, 540, 545, 549, 553, 556, 558, 561,
629, 632, 654.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 10 [p. 16], para. 16-17.
See above para. 606. See also Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 19 [p. 15], para. 46.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 20 [p. 16], para. 47; Exhibit {C-773}, Contract - Volume II - Part 4 - Drawing
5803-54, dated 24 September 2008; Exhibit {C-774}, Contract - Volume II - Part 4 - Drawing 580227, dated 21 November 2008.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 11 [pp. 7-11], paras. 24-33.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 16 [p. 12], para. 34.
See above Sections I.A.5(a) and I.A.5(b).
Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 77 [p. 77], para. 77.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 20 [p. 16], para. 49.
Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 77 [p. 77], para. 77; Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 40 [pp. 33-34], para. 56.
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basalt would be a hard and abrasive rock. 913 Mr. Shilston confirms that “there was no
indication that the basalt would behave, when crushed, differently from what is generally
expected with this type of rock.” 914 Similarly, Mr. Gold indicates that there was nothing in
the tender documents provided by ACP “that caused any concern.” 915
634.

As to the Project’s crushing plants’ output, ACP required that tenderers apply the ASTM916
C33 standard. 917 This requirement defines the grading and quality of coarse and fine
aggregates (including sand) to be used in concrete. 918 Specifically, GUPC Crushing Plant
Tender Team established that in light of the ASTM C33 standard imposed by ACP, three
sizes of coarse aggregates and two sizes of fine aggregates (i.e., sand) would have to be
produced in the Project’s crushing plants: 919
•

37.5 mm to 75 mm coarse aggregates;

•

19 mm to 37.5 mm coarse aggregates;

•

4.75 mm to 19 mm coarse aggregates;

•

1.5mm to 4.75mm fine aggregates (also referred to as coarse sand); and

•

0 to 1.5mm fine aggregates (also referred to as fine sand).

635.

For the sand, Figure 3-27 below shows the acceptable gradation sand range (sometimes also
called “envelope”) based on ASTM C33. 920 The bottom line indicates the size of grains in
mm and the line on the left the percentage of grains passing through the sieves of each size. 921

913

Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 20 [p. 16], para. 48.
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 69 [p. 8-68], para. 179.
Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 77 [p. 77], para. 77.
ASTM stands for “American Society for Testing and Materials”.
Exhibit {C-437}, The Employer’s Requirements, Section 03 30 00 - Concrete, dated October 2008, p.
2, para. 1.03(A)(2). See also Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 21 [p. 17], paras. 51, 54; Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p.
36
[pp.
29-30],
paras. 42-44.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 21 [p. 17], para. 54; Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 12 [p. 12], Glossary of Terms, C33.
Exhibit {C-558}, GUPC Tender: Volume II - Technical Proposal dated March 2009, p. 902 and p.
1334-1335.
Exhibit {C-559}, ASTM C33/C33M, Standard Specification for Concrete Aggregates.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 36 [p. 29], para. 42.
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Figure 3-27
636.

Acceptable gradation sand range as per ASTM C33 922

In light of these requirements, the GUPC Crushing Plant Tender Team had to design crushing
plants that would produce a total of five different sizes of aggregates, which as explained
above calls for a complex crushing process involving several crushing stages. 923
b.

GUPC designed preliminary crushing plants which met all of ACP’s
requirements

637.

In accordance with ACP’s requirements in the RFP,924 GUPC only had to submit at tender
stage general information on the functioning of the plants, including their location, interaction
with other work phases and the crushing process. The complete, final and detailed design of
the crushing plant would be developed after Contract award.925

638.

On the basis of ACP’s information in the RFP documents and of GUPC’s own investigations
described above, 926 GUPC therefore submitted a narrative of the crushing operations 927 and
flow sheets representing the flow of the crushing process, the number of crushing stages and
the type of crushers. 928

922

Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 36 [p. 29], Figure 29.
See above para. 610.
Exhibit {C-988}, RFP Amendment 19, Volume V, Contractor's Proposal - Instructions, dated
November 2008, p. 35 [pp. 1-2].
See below Section III.B.6(b)(iii).
See above Section III.B.5(a).
See in particular, Exhibit {C-558}, GUPC Tender: Volume II - Technical Proposal dated March 2009,
p. 1334-1335.
See, in particular, Exhibit {C-989}, GUPC’s Technical Proposal, Volume III, Drawing No. P-I-03,
Pacific Lock Complex, Crushing Plant, Lay Out, dated 1 March 2009; Exhibit {C-990}, GUPC's
Technical Proposal, Volume III, Draing No. P-I-04, Pacific Lock Complex, Crushing Plant, Block
Scheme; Exhibit {C-991}, GUPC’s Technical Proposal, Volume III, Drawing No. P-I-05, Pacific Lock
Complex, Crushing Plant, Flow, Sheet, dated 1 March 2009; Exhibit {C-992}, GUPC’s Technical
Proposal, Volume III, Drawing No. A-I-03, Atlantic Lock Complex, Crushing Plant, Lay Out, dated 1

923
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639.

GUPC also contacted potential crushing plant suppliers amongst the most reputable
companies in the world (Metso and Sandvik) to get preliminary pricing elements on the
various crushers and machinery. 929 For confidentiality reasons, the potential suppliers were
only provided with limited information, including a general layout of the crushing plants with
some limited information on the plant’s output. 930

640.

The Project involved two crushing plants: one located on the Pacific Site (the “PAC crushing
plant”) and one located on the Atlantic Site (the “ATL crushing plant”). Based on ACP’s
premise that the PLE basalt could and should be used as primary source for concrete
aggregate, 931 and as it would have been impractical to transport large blocks of basalt from
the PLE to the Atlantic Site,932 GUPC decided to crush all the PLE basalt into smaller
aggregates and to transport some of the material to the Atlantic side for further crushing, as
explained below. 933

641.

The PAC crushing plant consisted of four crushing stages and a sand treatment plant (see also
Figure 3-28 below), 934 which is a standard configuration for large plants with high
performance and flexibility requirements.935 GUPC envisaged to use the following crushers
at each stage: 936

929
930
931
932
933
934

935
936
937

•

two jaw crushers in the primary circuit, reducing the size of the PLE basalt blocks to
0-300mm (sometimes called -300 mm);

•

two rollercone crushers in the secondary circuit, reducing the size of the rock pieces
to 0-75mm;

•

two further rollercone crushers in the tertiary circuit, reducing the size of the rock
pieces to 0-25mm,

•

two VSI crushers in the quaternary circuit, further reducing the size of the rock
pieces; and

•

two rod mills in the sand treatment plant, intended to crush coarser sand particles to
meet the ASTM C 33 requirement. 937

March 2009; Exhibit {C-993}, GUPC’s Technical Proposal, Volume III, Drawing No. A-I-04, Atlantic
Lock Complex, Crushing Plant, Block Scheme, dated 1 March 2009; Exhibit {C-994}, GUPC’s
Technical Proposal, Volume III, Drawing No. A-I-05, Atlantic Lock Complex, Crushing Plant, Flow,
Sheet, dated 1 March 2009.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 22 [p. 18], para. 58.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 22 [p. 18], para. 58.
Exhibit {C-558}, GUPC Tender: Volume II - Technical Proposal dated March 2009, p. 902.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 22 [p. 18], para. 59.
See below Section III.B.6(b)(iii).
Exhibit {C-989}, GUPC’s Technical Proposal, Volume III, Drawing No. P-I-03, Pacific Lock
Complex, Crushing Plant, Lay Out, dated 1 March 2009; Exhibit {C-990}, GUPC's Technical
Proposal, Volume III, Draing No. P-I-04, Pacific Lock Complex, Crushing Plant, Block Scheme;
Exhibit {C-991}, GUPC’s Technical Proposal, Volume III, Drawing No. P-I-05, Pacific Lock
Complex, Crushing Plant, Flow, Sheet, dated 1 March 2009.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 22 [pp. 18-19], para. 60; Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 27 [pp. 27-28], para. 17.
See above paras. 617-624 for an explanation on the crushers.
See above para. 635.
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642.

Mr. Gold confirms that “the machines that [GUPC] put in its initial design were appropriate
to crush basalt” and that these were “adequate and capable of supplying the aggregates
required for this Project based on the information provided by [ACP] in the RFP.” 938 More
specifically with respect to the type of crushers selected for each stage, Mr. Gold indicates
that the fact that basalt is a hard rock to crush “justifies the use, by [GUPC], of jaw and cone
crushers, which are robust and thus more appropriate to crush hard rock such as basalt.”939

643.

GUPC also included a complex system of screens, both wet and dry, between and within each
crushing stage to separate final concrete aggregates product sent to the relevant stockpiles for
use to produce concrete from other aggregates that needed to be further processed to become
final products compliant with the ASTM C33 standard.940

644.

The output of the basalt crushed in the primary and secondary circuits of the PAC crushing
plant (i.e., 0-75mm material) was divided into two: half of it remained at the PAC crushing
plant to be processed further, while the other half was sent to the ATL crushing plant to be
further crushed there. 941 GUPC planned to transport the concrete aggregates from the Pacific
site to the ATL crushing plant by barges on the Navigation Channel on the Panama Canal. 942

645.

To process the 0-75mm material received from the PAC crushing plant, the ATL crushing
plant would consist of tertiary and quaternary crushing stages and a sand treatment plant (see
Figure 3-29 below). 943 Those were identical to the ones of the PAC crushing plant described
above. 944

646.

This set-out, which is represented in the lay-out flowsheets in Figure 3-28 and Figure 3-29
below, was designed by GUPC Crushing Plant Tender Team to achieve efficiency and
capacity targets, based on the premise that the PLE basalt would be used for concrete
aggregate production and that this basalt was hard and strong and suitable for production in
the industrial quantities required for the Project.

647.

Mr. Gold confirms that GUPC’s “original design of the crushing plants, including their output
capacities, were consistent with standard industry practices and suitable for the project based
on the information provided by [ACP] at the time of the proposal submission.” 945 He stresses
that GUPC “showed good and prudent practice during the period from August 2007 through
August 2009”, 946 i.e., the period leading up to GUPC’s tender proposal to ACP.

938

Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 80 [pp. 80-81], para. 88.
Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 78 [pp. 78-79], para. 78.
See above para. 635.
Exhibit {C-558}, GUPC Tender: Volume II - Technical Proposal dated March 2009, p. 1334 and p.
1339. See also Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 22 [p. 18], para. 59.
Exhibit {C-558}, GUPC Tender: Volume II - Technical Proposal dated March 2009, p. 1334-1335.
See also Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 22 [p. 18], para. 59.
Exhibit {C-992}, GUPC’s Technical Proposal, Volume III, Drawing No. A-I-03, Atlantic Lock
Complex, Crushing Plant, Lay Out, dated 1 March 2009; Exhibit {C-993}, GUPC’s Technical
Proposal, Volume III, Drawing No. A-I-04, Atlantic Lock Complex, Crushing Plant, Block Scheme,
dated 1 March 2009; Exhibit {C-994}, GUPC’s Technical Proposal, Volume III, Drawing No. A-I-05,
Atlantic Lock Complex, Crushing Plant, Flow, Sheet, dated 1 March 2009. See also Buffa(I) {C-WS15}, p. 24 [p. 20], para. 64.
See above para. 641.
Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 24 [p. 24], para. 13A.
Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 43 [p. 43], para. 39.

939
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Figure 3-28

947

Layout of the crushing plant on the Pacific side submitted with GUPC’s technical proposal 947

Exhibit {C-777}, Layout of the Pacific crushing plant submitted with GUPC's technical proposal, dated 1 March 2009.
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Figure 3-29

948

Layout of the crushing plant on the Atlantic side submitted with GUPC’s technical proposal 948

Exhibit {C-779}, Layout of the Atlantic crushing plant submitted with GUPC's technical proposal, dated 1 March 2009.
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(ii)

GUPC reasonably estimated the wastage from the aggregate production
process to be 6%

648.

In evaluating the crushing plant’s capacity, GUPC took into account the waste (also known as
wastage) that would be generated by the crushing operations.949 As Ms. Baz explains in her
report, waste includes “all quantities of materials produced during the crushing process that
GUPC could not use as concrete aggregate or filter material or re-circulate and that [GUPC]
had, for the most part, to dispose of.” 950

649.

As explained above, 951 final concrete aggregate products must comply with a given gradation:
there must be a given percentage of material for each size range, be it fine or coarse.952
During the crushing process, some aggregates may, however, generate (typically finer)
particles (also called fines) in excess of what is acceptable in the required gradation. These
(typically finer) particles produced in excess have to be removed from the final concrete
aggregate products and disposed of as waste. 953

650.

As Mr. Gold explains in his report, the amount of waste generated per ton of raw material fed
into a crushing plant is primarily a product of the rock’s “true material properties,” although
the settings of the crushers and recirculation of particles to create the desired product can also
create waste. 954 In terms of the design of the crushing plant, Mr. Gold indicates that “an
aggregate crushing plant must be designed based on the expected amount of fines produced at
each crushing stage. The fines processing and waste treatment facilities are capable of
handling the expected amount and type of products with some allowance for excess.”955

651.

In its Technical Proposal, GUPC estimated the average waste to be expected in the PAC and
ATL crushing plants to be 6% of the total material fed into the crushing plants. 956 Mr. Buffa
explains that this figure was based on several factors.

652.

First, GUPC reviewed Impregilo’s internal records for productivity and waste rates achieved
by plants crushing basalt in other major international projects.957 Impregilo monitors on all
projects the input and the output of the crushing plants, that is, the amount of material fed into
the plant and the amount of aggregates produced that is actually used for the production of
concrete (and other project requirements) in order to estimate the volume of wasted
material. 958 The projects considered involved large crushing plants having a similar
production pattern to the one needed on the Project and included in particular the crushing of
basalt for large scale production of coarse and fine concrete aggregates in the Katse Dam

949

Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 27 [p. 23], Section III.E.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 64 [p. 57], para. 83. See also Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 27 [p. 23], para. 65;
Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 14 [p. 14], Glossary of Terms, Excessive Waste and Expected Waste.
See above paras. 609, 634, 635.
On this Project, the ASTM C 33 gradation standard applied. See above paras. 634-635.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 62 [pp. 55-56], paras. 78-80.
Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 68 [p. 68], para. 65.
Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 86 [p. 86], para. 97.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 27 [p. 23], para. 67.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 27 [p. 23], paras. 68-69.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 27 [p. 23], para. 68.
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project (Lesotho) and the Yacyreta project (Argentina).959 In both cases, the actual waste
percentage experienced throughout the project’s life was below 6%. 960
653.

Second, GUPC relied on the characteristics of the PLE basalt as presented by ACP in its
tender documents. 961 As explained above, 962 these documents indicated that the PLE basalt
was a suitable source for concrete aggregate production. Further, the test results that ACP
included in the RFP documents for samples of Miraflores basalt did not raise any concern that
the crushing of that basalt would generate excessive/abnormally large quantities of fine
particles. 963

654.

Third, GUPC considered the information gathered during the site visits, 964 which revealed no
particular issue with the basalt. 965 It also took into account the further explanations provided
by Mr. Picco and his team based on the documents provided by ACP and the results of the
tests diligently carried out on Miraflores basalt in CUSA’s laboratory close to the Site. 966
Again, there was no warning regarding the suitability of the Pacific basalt for concrete
aggregate production. 967

655.

Fourth, Mr. Buffa requested Sandvik, one of the crushing plant suppliers contacted at tender
stage, 968 to submit an estimate based on the general crushing plant layouts provided and the
use of basalt. 969 Sandvik’s wastage estimates were 4.27% for the PAC crushing plant and
3.83% for the ATL crushing plant. 970 These figures confirm that crushing plant professionals
consider basalt as a hard rock that does not generate substantial fines and further demonstrates
that GUPC’s estimate of 6% was a conservative one.971

656.

This was later confirmed again after Contract award in the quotes that GUPC received from
pre-selected crushing plant suppliers, which all estimated an expected wastage below 6%, as
will be explained below. 972 Having noted that GUPC calculated its estimated waste
percentage on the basis of the past experiences of its members and of other equipment and

959

Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 27 [p. 23], para. 69.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 27 [p. 23], para. 69. See also Exhibit {C-781}, Wastage record from the
Katse Dam Project and the Yacyreta Hydroelectric Project.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 27 [p. 23], para. 70.
See above Section III.B.5(a)(i).
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 27 [p. 23], para. 70. See also Exhibit {C-686}, ACP's Engineering Division,
Technical Report 2006-13, 'Pruebas sobre roca Basaltica del Pacifico como agregado fino o arena
manufacturada para reemplazar la arena natural' dated July 2006; Exhibit {C-688}, ACP's Engineering
Division, Technical Report 2006-14, 'Pruebas de laboratorio a los materiales del Tercer Juego de
Esclusas para ser usados como agregados' dated September 2006.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 27 [p. 23], para. 71.
See above Section III.B.5(a)(ii).
See above Section III.B.5(a)(iii).
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 27 [p. 23], para. 71.
See above para. 639.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 28 [p. 24], para. 72.
Exhibit {C-782}, Email from Sandvik to Alberto Buffa, dated 17 February 2009. As explained by
Mr. Buffa, “In the email, considering that the manufactured sand will include 4% of <200 mesh,
Sandvik refers to an estimated loss of material of 64 t/h of 0.075mm material on the Pacific side and 46
t/h on the Atlantic side. The percentages given above are calculated on a total input of 1,500 t/h on the
Pacific side and on a total input of 1,200 t/h on the Atlantic side.” See Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 28 [p.
24], fn. 74.
Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 79 [pp. 79-80, 148], paras. 86, 207.
See below para. 688 and Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 31 [p. 27], para. 84.
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plant manufacturers, Mr. Gold agrees that “6% was an accurate design basis for basalt
applications.” 973
657.

GUPC’s conservative waste estimate of 6% was therefore entirely reasonable and in fact
conservative based on the information available to GUPC at the time. This served as one of
the relevant parameters to size the crushing plants at tender stage.
(iii)

GUPC conservatively sized the crushing plants with a 10% higher peak
capacity than required

658.

Having designed a preliminary flow sheet for the crushing plants and determined the
appropriate crushers and equipment necessary to crush the PLE basalt, GUPC had to ensure
that the size of the crushing plants would be appropriate to meet the Project’s needs.

659.

With respect to the quantities of aggregates required for the Project, GUPC established at
tender stage that it would need production of a total of over 5 million m3 of aggregates,
including sand, 974 corresponding to a monthly peak production of 315,000 m3. 975 On this
basis, GUPC evaluated the necessary capacity for the primary and secondary crushing stages
of the PAC crushing plant at 3,300 tons per hour for a monthly production of aggregates of
240,000 m3 for concrete and 75,000 m3 for filters. 976 The necessary capacity for the tertiary
and quaternary crushing stages of the PAC crushing plant and the ATL crushing plant would
instead be 1,500 tons per hour. 977

660.

It is, however, not sufficient to size a plant based on the exact estimated needs of the Project
and some additional capacity must be included. As explained above, 978 the crushing of
material, including basalt, necessarily results in the creation of some wastage that has to be
disposed of.

661.

Further, in practice, the waste percentage will vary during the Project. For example, as
Mr. Buffa describes in his statement, the first material excavated, that is closer to the surface,
typically tends to be of lesser quality than the material excavated deeper.979 To accommodate
these fluctuations in the wastage and allow the crushing plant to run in all circumstances,
GUPC included a higher, and more conservative, 10% “loss/waste factor”.980 This figure was
reported in the table presenting the crushing plant data in GUPC’s Technical Proposal (see
below Figure 3-30) 981 and was used by GUPC when sizing the plant. 982 It is important to
stress that this 10% “loss/waste factor”, which served for the design of the plant, was different
from the 6% average waste estimate discussed above. 983 As Mr. Buffa explains, had GUPC

973

Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 147 [p. 147], para. 206.
Exhibit {C-558}, GUPC Tender: Volume II - Technical Proposal dated March 2009, p. 1334. See also
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 21 [p. 17], para. 52.
Exhibit {C-558}, GUPC Tender: Volume II - Technical Proposal dated March 2009, p. 1343 [p. 6].
See also Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 21 [p. 17], para. 52.
Exhibit {C-558}, GUPC Tender: Volume II - Technical Proposal dated March 2009, p. 1334 [p. 1].
See also Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 21 [p. 17], para. 52.
Exhibit {C-558}, GUPC Tender: Volume II - Technical Proposal dated March 2009, p. 1334 [p. 1].
See also Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 21 [p. 17], para. 52.
See above Section III.B.5(c)(ii).
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 28 [p. 24], para. 74.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 28 [p. 24], para. 74.
Exhibit {C-558}, GUPC Tender: Volume II - Technical Proposal dated March 2009, p. 1343.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 28 [p.24], para. 74.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 28 [p. 24], para. 74.
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expected a 10% waste average during the Project, the plant design would have had to
accommodate more than 10% of waste.984

Figure 3-30
662.

663.

Extract from the table presenting the crushing plant data in GUPC’s Technical
Proposal 985

As this table shows, GUPC conservatively envisaged the construction of a much larger
crushing plant than should have been needed just to meet the production targets, in order to
allow for waste, downtime, efficiency and surplus capacity. 986 Thus:
•

GUPC accounted for the 10% “loss/waste factor” discussed above. 987

•

GUPC correctly anticipated that the crushing plants would not always run at 100% of
their capacity and set the plants’ mechanical efficiency at 85% and their operational
efficiency at 80%. 988

•

GUPC further oversized the plant by an additional 10% (called “Factor of safety” in
the above table) to ensure product availability throughout the Project (which comes in
addition to the 10% “loss/waste factor” mentioned above). 989

In his report, Mr. Gold thus concludes that “due to the uncertainty as to the exact amount of
each product to be produced at the time the crushing plants were ordered, [GUPC] reasonably
sized the plant 10% above what it had anticipated would be needed to ensure product
availability for the Project.” 990
*

*

*

664.

All in all, starting from the set-up of a highly qualified team to selecting and sizing the
crushing plants for the Project in a conservative manner, GUPC followed Prudent Industry
Practices. Mr. Gold indicates that “[GUPC] followed standard industry practices and
techniques in selecting the type and size of the crushing plants based on the information

984

Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 28 [p. 24], para. 74.
Exhibit {C-558}, GUPC Tender: Volume II - Technical Proposal dated March 2009, p. 1343 [p. 6].
Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 24 [pp. 24, 77-79], paras. 13B, 76, 81.
See above para. 661.
Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 78 [pp. 78-79], para. 81.
Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 78 [pp. 78-79], para. 81.
Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 24 [p. 24], para. 13B.
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available at the time of proposal submission.”991 He further emphasizes GUPC’s appropriate
and even conservative design:
“It is my opinion that [GUPC] followed a reasonable and prudent procedure
in sizing and selecting the original plant for this Project. [GUPC] also made
very conservative allowances for waste, downtime, efficiency and surplus
capacity in sizing the plant … [T]he design of the Project’s crushing plants
was appropriate to crush the PLE basalt and to meet the Project’s demands in
terms of quality and quantity of concrete aggregate production, in light of the
information available at the time.” 992
(d)

ACP gave GUPC’s Technical proposal the highest score and awarded
the Contract to GUPC

665.

ACP and its consultants and experts carried out an exhaustive assessment of the tenderers’
proposals, which all came from well-established international contractors from the U.S.,
Europe, Asia and South America. During that so-called “technical review” period, ACP sent
the tenderers requests for clarifications about certain parts of their bids.993 In that context,
ACP did not request any clarification to GUPC with respect to its intention to use the PLE as
the primary source of concrete aggregates or its tender design of the crushing plant. 994

666.

The technical evaluation of the tenderers’ proposals was based upon a maximum score of
5,500 points as assigned by the Employer. ACP’s final evaluation of the technical proposals
resulted in GUPC being awarded the highest technical score as follows: 995
GUPC

4,088.5 points

CANAL

3,973.5 points

Bechtel

3,789.5 points

667.

Given that GUPC also submitted the lowest price proposal (based upon its stated plan), 996
ACP awarded the Contract for the Third Set of Locks Project to GUPC.

668.

On 8 July 2009, ACP announced that GUPC’s bid was the “best value” proposal for the
Project, having achieved the highest technical and price scores.997 In particular, ACP
awarded GUPC the highest score by far for its key personnel team, including for GUPC’s
proposed Contractor’s Representative (Mr. Zaffaroni), which confirmed that ACP recognized
the quality of the team GUPC had assembled.998

991

Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 24 [p. 24], para. 13B.
Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 80 [p. 80], para. 88.
Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 25 [p. 21], para. 81. See, e.g., Exhibit {C-703}, Letter ACP-76161-G075
from ACP to GUPC, dated 22 June 2009.
Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 25 [p. 21], para. 81.
Exhibit {C-64}, Technical Evaluation - Final Report, Contracting Officer’s Report, dated July 2009, p.
44 [p. 40].
It is worth noting that GUPC’s price proposal was only slightly lower than the amount of the funds
allocated to the Project by ACP.
Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 26 [p. 22], para. 82. Exhibit {C-65}, ACP Press Release, Panama Canal
Announces “Best Value” Proposal for the New Set of Locks Expansion Contract, dated 8 July 2009.
See also Exhibit {C-64}, Technical Evaluation - Final Report, Contracting Officer’s Report, dated July
2009; Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 25 [pp. 21-22], para. 82.
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Figure 3-31

Extract from ACP’s scoring table (GUPC’s tender in green)

669.

On 15 July 2009, ACP formally accepted GUPC’s tender 999 and publicly announced that it
had awarded the Project to GUPC. 1000 In doing so, ACP endorsed (i) GUPC’s technical plan
including the use of the PLE basalt for concrete aggregate production, and (ii) the resultant
cost savings and lower Contract Price achieved.

670.

One month later, on 11 August 2009, the Parties entered into the Contract, 1001 which
incorporated large parts of ACP’s RFQ and RFP documents as well as GUPC’s Technical and
Price Proposals. The Contract was therefore entered into on the basis (inter alia) that the PLE
basalt would be the primary source of aggregates for the Project.
6.

671.

After Contract award, GUPC promptly commenced the Works

Shortly after having signed the Contract, GUPC started mobilizing on the Site (Section (a)).
In parallel, GUPC selected a world-renowned supplier for the crushing plant which was then
procured and installed promptly on the Site (Section (b)).
(a)

GUPC started mobilization in the fall of 2009 and the PLE excavation in
2010

672.

The works commenced on 25 August 2009, 1002 just a few days after the signature of the
Contract on 11 August 2009. GUPC quickly mobilized on the Site. 1003 The initial period for

999

Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 26 [p. 22], para. 83; Exhibit {C-702}, Letter IACC-221427-C-001 from
ACP to the Members, dated 15 July 2009.
Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 26 [p. 22], para. 83; Exhibit {C-66}, ACP Press Release, Panama Canal
Awards Locks Contract to “Grupo Unidos por el Canal”, dated 15 July 2009.
Exhibit {C-69}, Contract Agreement, dated 11 August 2009.
Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 26 [p. 22], para. 84. See also Exhibit {C-705}, Notice of
Commencement of Contract No. CMC-221427-CCP, Design and Construction of the Third Set of
Locks, Panama Canal, dated 18 August 2009.
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completion was about five years or 1,883 days,1004 which meant that the initial Time for
Completion was 20 October 2014.
673.

Mr. Zaffaroni, who became the Project Director, explains in his witness statement that the
mobilization entailed finding sub-contractors, organizing the selection and supply of material
for the temporary works such as concrete and rebars, selecting earth-moving machines,
drilling rigs, etc. 1005 As explained below, 1006 this entailed setting up a highly experienced
team to complete the design of the various plants, including the crushing plants, and select
qualified suppliers. 1007 GUPC also entered into an agreement with CICP (which participated
in GUPC’s tender design) that would be in charge of structural design and would act as
Project Designer. 1008

674.

On 18 January 2010, GUPC started preliminary works for the excavation of the Pacific Lock
heads and chambers with the removal of the overburden.1009 As Ms. Baz explains in her
statement, the excavation of the Pacific Lock began thereafter, with basalt for use as concrete
aggregate being blasted as of June 2010. 1010 The PLE basalt was then stockpiled close to the
location where the PAC crushing plant was in the process of being built.1011
(b)

GUPC set up the crushing plants on the basis that it would use the PLE
basalt on both the Pacific and the Atlantic sites

675.

The production of concrete aggregates was a critical activity for the Project as aggregates
were one of the main ingredients for concrete production. The concrete aggregates had to be
produced on site, in crushing plants, from the PLE basalt that GUPC excavated to build the
Pacific locks.

676.

After Contract award, GUPC promptly selected its crushing plant supplier amongst the most
reliable and reputable companies on the market (Section (i)). The PAC and the ATL crushing
plants, which are described below (Section (iii)), were procured and assembled through 2010
(Section (ii)). Crushing operations began gradually between the end of 2010 and early 2011,
as soon as each crushing stage was ready to run (at first for test and commissioning purposes)
(Section (iv)).
(i)

GUPC carefully selected its crushing plant supplier

677.

In parallel with the mobilization and preliminary works described above, GUPC promptly
started the tender for the supply, installation and commissioning of the crushing plants
foreseen in the Technical Proposal. The independent crushing expert appointed by GUPC,
Mr. Gold, describes in his report the stages for a crushing plant tender, which he says GUPC
has duly followed as “a reasonably prudent contractor would in the procurement of the
crushing plants used for this Project.” 1012

1003

Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 26 [pp. 22-23], paras. 85-86.
Exhibit {C-245}, Appendix to Tender, dated February 2009, p. 1 [p. 1].
Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 26 [p. 22], para. 85.
See below Section III.B.6(b)(i).
Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 26 [pp. 22-23], para. 86.
Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 26 [p. 22], para. 85.
Ramey(I) {C-EX-11}, p. 30 [p. 26], para. 135.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 40 [pp. 33-34], para. 57.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 40 [pp. 33-34], para. 57.
Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 44 [p. 44], para. 41.
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678.

Messrs. Zaffaroni and Buffa explain in their statements that, as a first step, GUPC set up a
specialized task-force to select the crushing plant suppliers (the “Task-Force”). 1013 The
Task-Force comprised of two individuals from each of Sacyr, Salini-Impregilo (including
Mr. Buffa), and Jan De Nul, all of which had extensive experience in the field. 1014 Mr. Buffa
describes the crushing plant tender in detail in his witness statement. 1015

679.

Given that the Project required one of the largest crushing plants in the world, 1016 and as
Mr. Buffa explains, the Task-Force approached potential suppliers only “amongst the most
reliable and reputable companies on the market, with substantial experience in providing
crushing plants for major international projects.” 1017 The pre-selected suppliers, which were
invited to submit a tender, were: Terex-Cedarapids (US), Laron (Spain), Leblan (Spain),
Metso (France), Sandvik (Sweden) and Telsmith (US) (hereinafter “Crushing Plant
Tenderers”). 1018

680.

All selected suppliers had long and proven competence to accurately design and supply the
crushing plant for the Project. Terex-Cedarapids, Metso and Sandvik are well-known
international companies having extensive expertise in supplying equipment and providing
engineering advice in the mining, aggregate and heavy industrial companies. 1019 Mr. Buffa
had in particular worked with Metso, Sandvik and Telsmith plants before, and Mr. Zaffaroni
had had good experience with Terex-Cedarapids in the past.1020

681.

Mr. Gold describes the information that is usually provided to crushing plant tenderers:
“The results of these tests [such as general geotechnical testing to examine
specific gravity and bulk density, abrasion index tests, aggregate durability
or crushability tests, water and acid absorption tests, flat or elongated
particle tests and others to evaluate the suitability of the material to be
crushed for use in the final construction product, in this case, concrete],
combined with general information about the total production demand,
anticipated feed gradation, product splits, gradation of products and other
pertinent information are presented to equipment manufacturers in an RFP
from the contractor.” 1021

682.

GUPC launched its crushing plant tender at the end of September 2009 and asked for a
proposed design for the crushing plants and for a detailed quote. 1022 As Mr. Buffa
explains, 1023 the Task-Force provided the Crushing Plant Tenderers with the type of
information described by Mr. Gold, which included information drawn from the RFP
documents as well as additional data which GUPC had gathered at tender stage:

1013

Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 29 [p. 25], para. 76; Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 26 [pp. 22-23], para. 86.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 29 [p. 25], para. 76.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 29 [pp. 25-27], Section IV.A.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 29 [p. 25], para. 77.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 29 [p. 25], para. 77.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 29 [p. 25], para. 77.
Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 79 [p. 79], para. 84.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 29 [p. 25], para. 77; Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 26 [pp. 22-23], para. 86.
Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 44 [p. 44], para. 41.
Exhibit {C-783}, Crushing Plant Specifications, dated 1 September 2009; Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 29
[pp. 25-26], paras. 78-79.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 29 [pp. 25-26], para. 78.

1014
1015
1016
1017
1018
1019
1020
1021
1022

1023
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•

summary of the tender process and the technical specifications applicable to the
crushing plants, including information on the different machines to be installed on the
Pacific and Atlantic sides; 1024

•

extracts from GUPC’s Technical Proposal to ACP with respect to concrete
production, including the required output of the crushing plants and each crushing
stage; 1025

•

preliminary layouts and flowsheets for the PAC and ATL crushing plants, based on
the tender design submitted by GUPC to ACP; 1026

•

information about the different machines to be installed on the Pacific and Atlantic
sides; 1027

•

various test results compiled by Mr. Picco and his team (petrography, 1028 chemical
analysis, 1029 Los Angeles test, 1030 and a compressive strength test 1031);

•

a representative curve of the material that would be fed into the crushing plants (taken
from Impregilo’s latest basalt quarry exploitation at the Karahnjukar project in
Iceland); 1032 and

•

the meteorological conditions of the installation site.1033

683.

The Task-Force then organized a series of meetings with the Crushing Plant Tenderers in
Italy and Spain to explain the crushing plants’ requirements. 1034 As Mr. Buffa explains in his
statement, the Crushing Plant Tenderers were asked to provide quotations based on the
preliminary design prepared by GUPC, but also to develop and submit an alternative design if
they considered it more competitive and efficient from a technical perspective. 1035 Particular
emphasis was placed on the stringent time for delivery. 1036

684.

All Crushing Plant Tenderers submitted proposals at the end of October 2009.1037 GUPC’s
Task-Force evaluated the proposals on a technical basis and asked the three tenderers with the

1024

Exhibit {C-783}, Crushing Plant Specifications, dated 1 September 2009, p. 1 [pp. 1-7].
Exhibit {C-558}, GUPC Tender: Volume II - Technical Proposal dated March 2009, p. 1334-1337 and
p. 1343.
Exhibit {C-784}, Preliminary flowsheet of the crushing plant for the Pacific side, dated 9 September
2009; Exhibit {C-775}, Preliminary layout of the crushing plant for the Pacific side, dated 7 January
2009; Exhibit {C-785}, Preliminary flowsheet of the crushing plant for the Atlantic side, dated 11
September 2009; Exhibit {C-776}, Preliminary layout of the crushing plant for the Atlantic side, dated
7 January 2009; Exhibit {C-558}, GUPC Tender: Volume II - Technical Proposal dated March 2009,
p. 1344 [pp. 1-4].
Exhibit {C-783}, Crushing Plant Specifications, dated 1 September 2009, p. 3 [pp. 2-4].
Exhibit {C-783}, Crushing Plant Specifications, dated 1 September 2009, p. 17 [p. 17].
Exhibit {C-783}, Crushing Plant Specifications, dated 1 September 2009, p. 15 [pp. 2-3].
Exhibit {C-783}, Crushing Plant Specifications, dated 1 September 2009, p. 18.
Exhibit {C-783}, Crushing Plant Specifications, dated 1 September 2009, p. 19.
Exhibit {C-783}, Crushing Plant Specifications, dated 1 September 2009, p. 14 [p. 14].
Exhibit {C-783}, Crushing Plant Specifications, dated 1 September 2009, p. 8 [pp. 6, 9, 12, 13].
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 30 [p. 26], para. 80.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 30 [p. 26], para. 80.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 30 [p. 26], para. 80.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 30 [p. 26], para. 81.
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1026
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best technical scores, Terex-Cedarapids, Sandvik and Metso, to prepare more detailed
proposals. 1038
685.

Following a further round of evaluations from GUPC’s Task-Force in December 2009, it
eventually granted the best technical and financial scores to Terex-Cedarapids. 1039 On
14 December 2009, GUPC awarded the sub-contract for the supply of the crushing plant to
Terex-Cedarapids for a price of USD 34,158,267. 1040

686.

Even though the Crushing Plants Tenderers had the possibility to propose alternative design if
they saw fit, the three Crushing Plant Tenderers selected to make a detailed proposal, i.e.,
Terex-Cedarapids, Sandvik and Metso, all proposed a design very similar to that proposed by
GUPC in its Technical Proposal to ACP. They all proposed that the PAC crushing plant
comprise of four crushing stages and a sand treatment plant, and that the ATL crushing plant
consist of tertiary and quaternary crushing stages and a sand treatment plant, mirroring those
in the Pacific side, albeit with minor differences. They also all envisaged the same type of
crushers, that is, jaw crushers for the primary, cone crushers for the secondary and tertiary,
and VSI for the quaternary crushing stages: 1041

Machine
Type

Primary

TerexJaw*3
Cedarapids

C.S.S

Secondary

Cone
200mm MPV550
*4

Sandvik

Jaw*4
CJ815

175mm

Metso

Jaw*2
C160

Cone
200mm HP500
ExC*4

Figure 3-32

Quaternary

Plant
t/h

Expected
Wastage
<0.075mm

Cone MPV VSI
THAV-21 * 2
440*2

3300

4.4%

3300

4.0%

3300

5.0%

Tertiary

Cone CS Cone CH440
CV 128 * 2
660 C*4
MF*2
Barmac
Cone HP500
B9100
sh C*2 or 3
SE*2

Summary table of the three main Crushing Plant Tenderers’ offers 1042

687.

The fact that all three Crushing Plant Tenderers made their tender on the basis of the same
design as GUPC goes to confirm that GUPC’s preliminary design was entirely appropriate in
view of the information available to it. As Mr. Gold puts it, this “is a good indication that the
design of the Contractor’s initial plant was more than adequate to crush basalt into the
required aggregate materials for the Project.”1043

1038

Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 30 [p. 26], paras. 82-83.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 31 [p. 27], para. 85.
Exhibit {C-792}, Contract for the supply of the crushing plants between GUPC and Terex-Cedarapids,
dated 14 December 2009, p. 1, [p. 1]; Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 31 [p. 27], para. 85.
With respect to Terex-Cedarapids’s proposal: Exhibit {C-791}, Terex-Cedarapids technical offer for
the supply of the crushing plants, dated 16 October 2009, in particular p. 32, and 39-40. With respect
to Sandvik’s proposal: Exhibit {C-789}, Flowsheet of the crushing plant submitted by Sandvik, dated
21 October 2009. With respect to Metso’s proposal: Exhibit {C-790}, Flowsheet of the crushing plant
submitted by Metso, dated 16 October 2009; Exhibit {C-995}, Alternative flowsheet of the crushing
plant submitted by Metso, dated 16 October 2009.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 31 [p. 27], Figure 23.
Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 80 [p. 80], para. 88.

1039
1040

1041

1042
1043
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688.

Further, the three Crushing Plant Tenderers all concluded, based on the information made
available to them, the estimated waste percentages to be between 4% and 5%, that is lower
than GUPC’s waste estimate of 6% at tender stage. 1044 This shows that GUPC’s tender waste
estimate percentage was more than appropriate and reasonable. In fact, it was even
conservative.
(ii)

Throughout 2010, the crushing plants were procured and assembled promptly

689.

Having selected the crushing plant supplier, and having thus determined a more detailed
design for the crushing plants, GUPC proceeded with the procurement and installation of the
PAC and ATL crushing plants. As Mr. Buffa explains in his statement, Terex-Cedarapids
placed orders for all required machines promptly after award of their contract with GUPC. 1045

690.

By then, Mr. Buffa was not on site on a day-to-day basis, but followed the progress of the
installation of the crushing plants. At the beginning of 2010, GUPC hired Mr. Galastri, who
had extensive experience with the operation of industrial plants and had assisted with GUPC’s
tender, 1046 to assist the installation and the start-up of the crushing plant. 1047 Further, GUPC
signed on 8 April 2010 another contract with Terex-Cedarapids for the assembly,
commissioning, training, and start-up of the crushing plants, given that Terex-Cedarapids’
personnel had to come on site to erect and start-up the PAC and ATL crushing plants. 1048

691.

Yet, as Mr. Buffa explains, “it takes time to build and deliver these machines (at least
6 months for the machines for the primary crushers).”1049 The machines and relevant material
started arriving on site in April 2010.1050 The assembly and erection of the crushing plants
went expeditiously. The crushing stages were installed on a rolling basis, starting with the
Pacific’s primary crushing stage. The primary crushing stage on the Pacific side was erected
in October 2010, the PAC secondary crushing stage in the middle of December 2010 and the
tertiary and quaternary crushing stages on 19 December 2010 on the Pacific side. 1051 The
ATL crushing plant was fully operational by mid-January 2011. 1052

692.

In his report, Mr. Gold stresses how long it can take to order and install a crushing plant of the
magnitude that GUPC needed for this Project:
“[I]t is important to recognize that approximately 12 - 18 months is required
after ordering a plant of this size for it to be designed, constructed and ready
for production. Therefore, a delay in ordering the plant would mean that the
entire project schedule could be jeopardized.” 1053

693.

GUPC managed to select, design and install the PAC and ATL crushing plants in about
16 months, between September 2009 and December 2010, and to assemble, erect and

1044

See above Section III.B.5(c)(ii); Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 27 [pp. 23-24], paras. 65-74.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 36 [p. 32], para. 97.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 10 [pp. 6, 30], paras. 15, 90; Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 26 [p. 23], para. 87.
Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 26 [p. 23], para. 87.
Exhibit {C-793}, Contract for the supervision for assembly, commissioning training and start-up of the
crushing plants between GUPC and Terex-Cedarapids, dated 8 April 2010; Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 31
[p. 27], para. 86.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 36 [p. 32], para. 97.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 36 [p .32], para. 97.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 36 [pp. 32-33], paras. 100-102.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 39 [p. 32], para. 51.
Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 80 [p. 80], para. 87. See also Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 44 [p. 44], para. 41.

1045
1046
1047
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1049
1050
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1052
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commission it in about 8 to 9 months, between April 2010 and December 2010. This in itself
was an “achievement”, as Mr. Zaffaroni says, 1054 and “it would not have been possible to
assemble the plant any faster” according to Mr. Buffa. 1055
(iii)
694.

The initial set out of the PAC and the ATL crushing plant allowed the
production of concrete aggregates as required under the Project

The production of concrete requires the input of several different sizes of aggregates. In
accordance with the Project’s requirements, GUPC had to produce five sizes of aggregates:
•

38-75mm coarse aggregates;

•

19-38mm coarse aggregates;

•

5-19mm coarse aggregates;

•

1.5-4.75mm fine aggregates (also referred to as coarse sand); and

•

0-1.5mm fine aggregates (also referred to as fine sand).1056

695.

The final design of the PAC and ATL crushing plants generally remained very similar to the
preliminary layout that GUPC had developed at tender stage in its Technical Proposal
submitted to ACP1057 and to the layout proposed by Terex-Cedarapids. 1058 Slight changes
were implemented, although none modified the logic of the crushing plants.1059 For example,
GUPC installed four smaller screens (instead of two larger ones) at the secondary crushing
stage, 1060 and, as will be explained below, added water treatment plants on the Pacific and the
Atlantic sides. 1061

696.

To allow for the production of the five different sizes of aggregates that GUPC needed, the
PAC crushing plant consisted of the following stages (see Figure 3-33and Figure 3-34below
for a plan and a picture of the PAC crushing plant): 1062

1054
1055
1056

1057
1058
1059
1060
1061
1062

•

the primary crushing stage;

•

the secondary crushing stage;

•

the tertiary and quaternary crushing stages;

Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 27 [p. 23], para. 88.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 36 [p. 32], para. 98.
Exhibit {C-437}, The Employer’s Requirements, Section 03 30 00 - Concrete, dated October 2008, p.
2, para. 1.03(A)(2); Exhibit {C-559}, ASTM C33/C33M, Standard Specification for Concrete
Aggregates; Exhibit {C-558}, GUPC Tender: Volume II - Technical Proposal dated March 2009, p.
902 and p. 1334-1335. See also Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 20 [p. 13], para. 23.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 34 [p. 30], para. 92.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 22 [pp. 17-21, 27-30], paras. 55-64, 87-88, 92.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 34 [p. 30], para. 92.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 34 [p. 30], para. 92.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 34 [pp. 30-31], paras. 93-95.
Drawing P-A-F-5001 “Pacific Locks Complex, Crushing and Batching Plant, Flow Sheet”, dated 27
May 2010 in Exhibit {C-554}, P00/UPCWPR0036, "Work Procedure - Pacific - Operation of Crushing
Plant: Primary", dated 19 October 2010, p. 34 and in Exhibit {C-555}, Transmittal P00/UPCWPR0040
from GUPC to ACP, Work Procedure, Pacific, Operation of crushing plant: secondary, tertiary and
sand plant, dated 28 October 2010, p. 66. See also Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 19 [p. 12], para. 21.
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•

a sand treatment plant;

•

a water treatment plant;

•

two filter presses; and

•

disposal areas.

697.

The ATL crushing plant generally mirrored the design of the PAC crushing plant, although it
did not include primary and secondary crushing stages (see Figure 3-35below for a picture of
the ATL crushing plant). 1063 Each stage created some volume of final aggregate products and
reduced the maximum size of the input material that was fed in the next crushing stage. 1064

698.

The detailed design of the PAC and the ATL crushing plants is described by Ms. Baz in her
statement and by Mr. Gold in his expert report.1065 Ms. Baz also describes the general layout
of the Pacific and Atlantic Industrial Parks, which included, in addition to the crushing plants,
the main and the secondary batching plants to mix and produce the concrete (including the
reclaiming plant, a cooling system for the aggregates and the ice plant), power plants, docks
for the transportation of the basalt from one crushing plant to the other, etc. 1066

699.

Figure 3-33to Figure 3-35 below show a plan and pictures of the PAC and the ATL crushing
plants. The paragraphs that follow provide a general description of the Project’s crushing
plants’ functioning, that is completed by Ms. Baz’s and Mr. Gold’s descriptions.

1063

Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 20 [p. 13], para. 22.
Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 28 [p. 28], para. 19.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 19 [pp. 12-29], Section III.C; Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 45 [pp. 45-81], Section 5.3.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 12 [pp. 5-12], Section III.B.

1064
1065
1066
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Figure 3-33
1067

Schematic initial lay-out of the PAC crushing plant, describing each part of the plant 1067

Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 21 [p. 14], Figure 9.
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Figure 3-34

Figure 3-35

1068
1069

Picture showing the set-up of the PAC crushing plant (February 2011) 1068

Picture showing a barge with 0-75mm coming from the PAC and being unloaded
at the Atlantic dock (19 August 2011) 1069

Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 22 [p. 15], Figure 10.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 22 [p. 15], Figure 19.
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700.

As GUPC had to start the excavation of the Pacific locks before the crushing plants were
installed, GUPC had to store the PLE basalt in a large stockpile by the entrance of the PAC
crushing plant, that is, close to the hoppers of the PAC primary crushing stage.

701.

The primary crushing stage of the PAC crushing plant entailed the following features: 1070
•

The primary crushing stage reduced the size of the PLE basalt fed into the crushers
from around 0-800mm to a more workable size of 0-300mm.

•

There were three parallel and identical primary crushing lines, that initially consisted
of a dump hopper (where the PLE basalt was fed into the PAC crushing plant), a
vibrating grizzly feeder (selecting material above and below 200mm), and a jaw
crusher (reducing the above 200mm material to aggregates below 300mm). 1071
In light of the properties of the PLE basalt as described by GUPC at tender stage
based on the information made available by ACP and GUPC’s additional
investigations, Mr. Gold concludes in his report that “the use of a jaw crusher is
appropriate for the primary crusher and, indeed, all three tenderers provided for a jaw
crusher at the primary stage.” 1072

•

702.

1070

1071

1072
1073
1074
1075

1076

The 0-300mm material produced by the primary jaw crushers and the 0-200mm
material that bypassed the primary jaw crushers were stockpiled in the primary cones.
This ensured a constant feed-in to the secondary crushers despite the interruptions
that typically happen in the operation of primary crushers due to blockages,
maintenance, or other issues. 1073 Reclaiming feeders installed below the primary
cones transferred the material into the conveyor belts which led to the secondary
crushing. 1074

The secondary crushing stage of the PAC crushing plant entailed the following features: 1075
•

The secondary crushing of the PAC crushing plant reduced the 0-300mm material
down to 0-75mm and produced 38-75mm final concrete aggregates.1076

•

There were two parallel and identical secondary crushing lines, consisting of a dry
screen with two decks set at 95mm and 25mm, a rollercone crusher reducing the size

Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 22 [p.15-17], Section III.C.1; Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 49 [pp. 49-52], Section
5.3.1.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 23 [p. 16-17], Figures 11-14; Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 51 [p.51], Plant Flow
Diagram 1. See also Drawing No. P-A-F-5000, Pacific Locks Complex, Crushing Plant and
Aggregates, Cooling system, Layout, dated 24 March 2010 in Exhibit {C-557}, GUPC’s comments
with respect to Submittal 01 57 19-061, Environmental Plan - Pacific - Crushing Plant & Sand
Treatment Plant, dated 4 April 2010, p. 20; and Drawing P-A-F-5001, Pacific Locks Complex,
Crushing and Batching Plant, Flow Sheet, dated 27 May 2010 in Exhibit {C-554},
P00/UPCWPR0036, "Work Procedure - Pacific - Operation of Crushing Plant: Primary", dated 19
October 2010, p. 34 and in Exhibit {C-555}, Transmittal P00/UPCWPR0040 from GUPC to ACP,
Work Procedure, Pacific, Operation of crushing plant: secondary, tertiary and sand plant, dated 28
October 2010, p. 66.
Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 80 [pp. 80-81], para. 89.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 23 [p. 16-17], para. 25; Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 49 [p. 49], para. 50.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 23 [p. 16-17], para. 25.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 24 [p. 17-19], Section III.C.2; Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 52 [p. 52-56], Section
5.3.2.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 24 [p. 17-18], para. 26.
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of the material to below 75mm; and a further dry screen with two decks, set at 75mm
and 38mm. 1077 Mr. Gold confirms that the use of cone crushers for the secondary
crushing stage was appropriate given the properties of the PLE basalt as known at the
time. 1078
703.

Roughly half of the output of the PAC secondary crushing stage was then stockpiled for use
at the ATL crushing plant, before being transported there via barges. The remaining half was
processed at the tertiary and quaternary crushing stages of the PAC crushing plant.

704.

As Ms. Baz explains in her statement, half of the 0-75mm aggregates produced in the PAC
secondary crushing stage was transported via trucks to a loading dock near the Centenary
Bridge approximately 8km away from the Pacific Industrial Site (see Figure 3-36 below). 1079
The trucks then threw the material into hoppers, conveyor belts fed three silos from the top
and further conveyor belts passing below the silos loaded the aggregates into one of three
self-propelled barges that shipped the material to the ATL crushing plant.1080

Figure 3-36

1077

1078
1079
1080
1081

Picture showing a barge being loaded with 0-75mm material at the dock on the
PAC Site, with the three silos on shore (16 February 2011) 1081

Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 28 [pp. 18-19], Figures 15-16; Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 52 [pp. 52-56], Figures 2831, Plant Flow Diagram 2. See also Drawing No. P-A-F-5000, Pacific Locks Complex, Crushing Plant
and Aggregates, Cooling system, Layout, dated 24 March 2010 in Exhibit {C-557}, GUPC’s
comments with respect to Submittal 01 57 19-061, Environmental Plan - Pacific - Crushing Plant &
Sand Treatment Plant, dated 4 April 2010, p. 20; and Drawing P-A-F-5001, Pacific Locks Complex,
Crushing and Batching Plant, Flow Sheet, dated 27 May 2010 in Exhibit {C-554},
P00/UPCWPR0036, "Work Procedure - Pacific - Operation of Crushing Plant: Primary", dated 19
October 2010, p. 34 and in Exhibit {C-555}, Transmittal P00/UPCWPR0040 from GUPC to ACP,
Work Procedure, Pacific, Operation of crushing plant: secondary, tertiary and sand plant, dated 28
October 2010, p. 66.
Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 80 [pp. 80-81], para. 89.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 26 [pp. 19-21], Section III.C.3.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 26 [p. 19], para. 28.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 27 [p. 20], Figure 17.
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705.

Upon arrival at the Atlantic side, hydraulic excavators installed on the barges unloaded the
aggregates into a hopper–belt system which hauled the 0-75mm material to the receiving
stockpile of the ATL crushing plant to be further processed in the ATL tertiary and quaternary
crushing stages (see below Figure 3-37). 1082 The material arriving at the ATL crushing plant
would typically have been crushed the day before in the PAC crushing plant. 1083

Figure 3-37
706.

1082
1083
1084
1085

1086

Picture showing a barge with 0-75mm coming from the PAC and being unloaded
at the Atlantic dock (19 August 2011) 1084

As Ms. Baz explains in her statement and Mr. Gold confirms in his report, the tertiary and
quaternary crushing stages of the PAC and the ATL crushing plants had the following
features: 1085
•

They reduced and separated 0-75 material into 38-75mm, 19-38mm and 5-19mm
final concrete aggregates as well as 0-8mm material for use in the final compliant
sand. 1086

•

The tertiary and quaternary crushing stages included: two sets of wet screens with
two decks, set at 45mm and 35mm (washing and cutting the output of the secondary
crushers); two further sets of wet screens with two decks, set at 14mm and 8mm; two
tertiary rollercone crushers reducing the 30-95mm washed material coming from the
first wet screen to 0-17mm material; two quaternary VSI crushers (crushing the

Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 27 [p. 20], para. 29.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 27 [p. 20], para. 29.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 28 [p. 21], Figure 19.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 28 [pp. 21-23], Section III.C.4; Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 57 [pp. 57-68], Section
5.3.3.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 28 [p. 21], para. 30.
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8-14mm washed material coming from the second wet screen); two sets of dry
screens separating material above and below 22mm; and two sets of wet screens with
two decks, set at 10mm and 5.5mm. 1087
As with the use of cone crushers in the secondary crushing stage, Mr. Gold approves
the use of cone crushers for the tertiary crushing stage. 1088 As to the use of the VSI
crushers for the quaternary crushing stage, Mr. Gold confirms that this was an
appropriate design choice: “VSI crushers are very good at making compliant
manufactured sand, again all confirmed in the submission of the three crushing plant
tenders.” 1089
•

707.

The output of the tertiary and quaternary crushing stages was (i) aggregates of 3875mm, 19-38mm and 5-19mm, which were stockpiled in separate cones for the
production of concrete and (ii) fine aggregates (that is, sand) of 0-8mm. The
remaining slurry made of wash water and the 0-8mm fine aggregates coming from the
last two sets of wet screens were brought to the sand treatment plant to be further
processed. 1090

As Mr. Gold explains in his report, the sand treatment plants on the PAC and ATL crushing
plants were, “as with any other well-designed STP [sand treatment plant]… set up to
maximize the recovery of sand-sized aggregates and produce a product that meets the
Project’s compliant concrete sand specification.” 1091 The sand treatment plant had the
following features: 1092
•

The plant produced two different types of fine aggregates (sand), that is: coarse sand
(1.5-4.75mm) and fine sand (0-1.5mm). 1093

•

As Ms. Baz describes, the PAC and ATL sand treatment plants originally consisted
of:
i)

1087

1088
1089
1090
1091
1092

1093

two large hydro-separators, that received the slurry made of 0-8mm fines and
water and separated coarser sand from fine particles such as mud, clay and

Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 28 [pp. 21-22], para. 31. See also, with respect to the PAC Crushing Plant:
Drawing No. P-A-F-5000, Pacific Locks Complex, Crushing Plant and Aggregates, Cooling system,
Layout, dated 24 March 2010 in Exhibit {C-557}, GUPC’s comments with respect to Submittal 01 57
19-061, Environmental Plan - Pacific - Crushing Plant & Sand Treatment Plant, dated 4 April 2010, p.
20; and Drawing No. P-A-F-5001, “Pacific Locks Complex, Crushing and Batching Plant, Flow
Sheet”, dated 27 May 2010 in Exhibit {C-554}, P00/UPCWPR0036, "Work Procedure - Pacific Operation of Crushing Plant: Primary", dated 19 October 2010, p. 34 and in Exhibit {C-555},
Transmittal P00/UPCWPR0040 from GUPC to ACP, Work Procedure, Pacific, Operation of crushing
plant: secondary, tertiary and sand plant, dated 28 October 2010, p. 66. With respect to the ATL
Crushing Plant: Drawing No. A-A-F-0100, “Atlantic Locks Complex, Industrial Park, General Plant,
Flow Sheet”, dated 9 April 2010 in Exhibit {C-556}, Transmittal A00/UPCWRP0049-UA from GUPC
to ACP, Work Procedure, Atlantic, Operation for crushing plant and sand treatment, dated 22
December 2010, p. 22.
Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 80 [pp. 80-81], para. 89.
Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 80 [pp. 80-81], para. 89.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 29 [p. 22], para. 32.
Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 68 [p. 68], para. 66.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 30 [p. 23-26], Section III.C.5; Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 68 [pp. 68-74], Section
5.3.4.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 30 [p. 23-24], para. 34.
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fines – these fine particles such as clay and mud were sent straight to the
water treatment plant, coarser particles were processed in the cyclones below;
ii)

•

ten standard cyclones in line with five dewatering and classifying screens, set
up with different size openings to separate:
(1)

0-75microns material which was sent back to the
hydro-separators,

(2)

0-4.75mm material that could go directly in the compliant
sand cones, as it met the requirements of ASTM C33,

(3)

4.75-8mm material that was sent to the rod mill circuit to
meet the size requirement of ASTM C33; and

iii)

two rod mills that crushed 5-8mm material into sand and any excess amount
of 1.5-4.75mm coarse sand into fine sand; and

iv)

one washing and classifying screen, set up with different sized openings to
separate final compliant sand, material that was too coarse and had to go back
into the rod mill circuit and 0-75microns material that was sent back to the
hydro-separators. 1094

The manufactured sand was then stockpiled into five cones (three piles of fine sand
and two piles of coarse sand). 1095

708.

At tender stage and in its initial design, GUPC had not envisaged installing water treatment
plants on the PAC and ATL crushing plants. Instead, it was going to dispose of the waste
material mixed with water (slurry), in disposal areas close to the crushing plants, in particular
in the Victoria disposal area on the Pacific side.1096 However, as Mr. Buffa explains in his
statement, at the end of 2009 – early 2010, GUPC discovered that it could not use the Victoria
disposal area on the Pacific side, at least not enough, and that it could not build disposal areas
on the Atlantic side for space and environmental reasons. 1097 In February 2010, GUPC
therefore decided to add water treatment plants to the PAC and ATL crushing plants.1098
These plants were installed with the rest of the PAC and ATL crushing plants in the course of
2010.

1094

Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 30 [pp. 23-24], para. 34. See also, with respect to the PAC Crushing Plant:
Drawing No. P-A-F-5000, Pacific Locks Complex, Crushing Plant and Aggregates, Cooling system,
Layout, dated 24 March 2010 in Exhibit {C-557}, GUPC’s comments with respect to Submittal 01 57
19-061, Environmental Plan - Pacific - Crushing Plant & Sand Treatment Plant, dated 4 April 2010, p.
20; and Drawing No. P-A-F-5001, “Pacific Locks Complex, Crushing and Batching Plant, Flow
Sheet”, dated 27 May 2010 in Exhibit {C-554}, P00/UPCWPR0036, "Work Procedure - Pacific Operation of Crushing Plant: Primary", dated 19 October 2010, p. 34 and in Exhibit {C-555},
Transmittal P00/UPCWPR0040 from GUPC to ACP, Work Procedure, Pacific, Operation of crushing
plant: secondary, tertiary and sand plant, dated 28 October 2010, p. 66. With respect to the ATL
Crushing Plant: Drawing No. A-A-F-0100, “Atlantic Locks Complex, Industrial Park, General Plant,
Flow Sheet”, dated 9 April 2010 in Exhibit {C-556}, Transmittal A00/UPCWRP0049-UA from
GUPC to ACP, Work Procedure, Atlantic, Operation for crushing plant and sand treatment, dated 22
December 2010, p. 22.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 33 [p. 26], para. 35.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 34 [p. 30], para. 93. See also Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 33 [p. 26], para. 37.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 35 [p. 31], para. 94. See also Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 33 [p. 26], para. 37.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 35 [p. 31], para. 94. See also Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 33 [p. 26], para. 37.

1095
1096
1097
1098
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709.

710.

The PAC and ATL water treatment plants entailed the following features:1099
•

The water treatment plants were intended to process the slurry made of fine particles
(including mud, clay and fines) that could not be incorporated in the sand.1100

•

They each consisted of:
i)

a clarifying tank, separating the water from the remaining fines (with
flocculant added to the water attracting the fine particles to the bottom of the
water treatment plant by gravity, which were then extracted from the plant);

ii)

a clear water tank, to stock the cleared water, before redistributing it in the
crushing plants; and

iii)

an industrial water tank, which could adjust, if required, the water level in the
system. 1101

In addition, GUPC initially planned to install two filter presses on both the Pacific and the
Atlantic crushing plants. As their name suggests, filter presses press the sludge and thereby
separate the water from the fines and mud, which are condensed into ‘cakes’ (i.e., solid waste
material). 1102
*

711.

*

*

In his report, Mr. Gold concludes that GUPC’s original crushing plant design was entirely
appropriate in light of the information available to GUPC at the time:
“[he is] confident that the original plant design was adequate and capable of
supplying the aggregates required for the Project based on the information
provided by the Employer in the RFP.” 1103

712.

GUPC made conservative allowances for waste, downtime, efficiency and surplus capacity in
seizing the PAC and ATL crushing plants, in order to ensure that it could meet the Project’s
needs, as Mr. Gold explains. 1104

713.

In light of the information available at the time, the PAC and the ATL crushing plants
designed by GUPC and as originally built through 2010 were appropriate to (i) crush basalt,
including PLE basalt, into compliant aggregates; and (ii) meet the Project’s demand in terms
of the industrial quantities of material to be produced.1105

1099

Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 33 [pp. 26-27], Section III.C.6; Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 74 [pp. 74-76], Section
5.3.5.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 33 [pp. 26-27], para. 38.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 33 [pp. 26-27], para. 38.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 34 [pp. 27-29], Section III.C.7; Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 76 [p. 76], para. 74.
Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 80 [pp. 80-81], para. 89.
Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 80 [p. 80], para. 88.
Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 80 [p. 80], para. 88.

1100
1101
1102
1103
1104
1105
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(iv)

After initial crushing operations began gradually in the various crushing
stages for test and commissioning purposes from October 2010 on, the PAC
and ATL crushing plant were fully up and running by the end of January
2011

714.

For efficiency and timing purposes, the crushing plants were opened progressively, as soon as
each unit became operational.1106 By October 2010, GUPC had erected the primary crushing
stage on the Pacific side and crushed the first basalt to start commissioning and testing of this
stage. 1107 On 23 October 2010, the first basalt was crushed in the primary crusher.1108 The
commissioning and testing of that part of the plant began thereafter. 1109

715.

In the middle of December 2010, the Pacific’s secondary crushing stage was put to work. 1110
On 19 December 2010, the PAC tertiary and quaternary crushing stages as well as the sand
treatment plant were up and running and the first quantities of sand were produced on the
Pacific side on this day. 1111

716.

While GUPC was erecting the crushing plants, the excavation of the locks had already started
and was progressing. GUPC had stockpiled the PLE basalt close to the PAC crushing plant
until the PAC crushing plant was operational and the PLE basalt could be fed into the PAC
primary crushers. 1112

717.

The ATL crushing plant was assembled, tested and commissioned concurrently. As Ms. Baz
explains in her statement, the first barge of 0-75mm aggregates from the Pacific side arrived
on the Atlantic side at the end of December 2010. 1113 Crushing operations at the ATL
crushing plant with the PLE basalt started in early January 2011.1114 By mid-January 2011,
the ATL Site was fully operational.1115
7.

Upon start of the crushing plants’ operations, the PLE basalt, and later
the basalt from the Aguadulce Quarry and the Cocoli Quarry, created
serious issues when crushed and did not react as anticipated based on
ACP’s representations

718.

As explained above, based in particular on ACP’s repeated representations and information,
the PLE basalt was expected to be a hard and strong rock which was suitable for concrete
aggregate production in the quantities required for this Project. 1116 GUPC’s extensive
experience with the basalt and crushing of rocks, including basalt, and its own additional
investigations went in the same direction. The PAC and ATL crushing plants had thus been
designed on the basis that the Miraflores basalt (in particular the PLE basalt) would behave as
is generally expected of basalt.

1106

Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 36 [pp. 32-32], paras. 99-102.
Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 27 [p. 23], para. 88.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 36 [p. 32], para. 100.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 39 [p. 32], para. 51.
Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 27 [p. 23], para. 88; Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 37 [p. 33], para. 102; Baz(I)
{C-WS-14}, p. 38 [p. 31], para. 49.
Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 27 [p. 23], para. 88; Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 37 [p. 33], para. 102;
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 38 [p. 31], para. 49.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 36 [p. 32], para. 99.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 38 [p. 31], para. 50.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 38 [p. 31], para. 50.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 39 [p. 32], para. 51.
See above Sections III.B.2-III.B.4.

1107
1108
1109
1110

1111

1112
1113
1114
1115
1116
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719.

Yet, when operations started at the PAC and ATL crushing plants, GUPC observed that the
basalt did not at all behave as expected and created very serious difficulties in the crushing
process and the production of concrete aggregates. Instead of being hard and strong, the PLE
basalt generated a huge volume of fines and sticky/plastic material when being crushed
(Section (a)), an issue that the stockpiling of the basalt further exacerbated (Section (b)).

720.

This very large volume of fines and sticky material forced GUPC to dispose of significant
volumes of basalt as waste, caused GUPC to excavate (and process) much more basalt than it
had anticipated to produce the very significant volumes of aggregates needed for the Project,
and hampered the crushing process (Section (c)). Much more advanced investigations have
since shown that there were several reasons for the basalt’s highly unusual behavior, none of
which could have been anticipated at tender stage by GUPC but which plainly contradicted
ACP’s clear representations at tender stage (Section (d)).

721.

In light of the extensive and far-reaching issues that GUPC has faced since 2011 because of
the Miraflores basalt and in order to record the actual conditions encountered, 1117 GUPC
organized on 1 October 2014 a visit of the PAC Site, and in particular of the crushing plants
and the Aguadulce Quarry, with a Panamanian bailiff. 1118 Where appropriate, pictures and
videos taken during this visit have been included or referred to in the sections below, in
addition to contemporaneous pictures where available, to illustrate the basalt’s behavior and
the difficulties encountered in the crushing process.
(a)

The crushing of the PLE basalt, and later of the basalt from the
Aguadulce Quarry and Cocoli Quarry, created an excess of fines and
sticky material

722.

When GUPC started to crush the PLE basalt in the PAC and ATL crushing plants at the end
of 2010 – early 2011, the basalt behaved in a very unusual manner. Mr. Zaffaroni was Project
Director at the time; 1119 Ms. Baz was Site Quality Manager for the Atlantic site and monitored
with her team the crushing operations of the ATL crushing plant very closely;1120 and
Mr. Buffa, who had supervised the design of the crushing plants at tender stage and after the
award of the Contract, while not on site, was regularly kept informed of the works in the
crushing plants. 1121

723.

All three have observed that the PLE basalt did not behave at all as expected when
crushed. 1122 In particular, the PLE basalt (and later the basalt from the Aguadulce Quarry and
Cocoli Quarry) produced highly unusual and excessive amounts of fines and sticky/plastic
material.

724.

Indeed, as the various crushing units started operations progressively in the PAC crushing
plant and then in the ATL one, from October 2010 until full-scale operations in January 2011,
GUPC observed that the PLE basalt behaved in a very unusual manner. 1123 Ms. Baz describes
in her statement what she observed in 2010-2011:

1117

See below Section III.B.7.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 40 [p. 33], para. 55.
Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 5 [p. 1], para. 7.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 10 [pp. 3-4], para. 10.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 37 [p. 33], para. 103.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 40 [pp. 33-58], Section V; Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 37 [pp. 33-36], para. 103110; Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 31 [pp. 27-28], paras. [106-109].
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 37 [pp. 33], para. 102; Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 31 [p. 27], para. 106.

1118
1119
1120
1121
1122

1123
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“The PLE basalt that was crushed produced very large and excessive
quantities of fine aggregates, fines and debris (that is, mud-like, clay and
other unusable material), which had to be removed and created much more
wastage than GUPC had anticipated. The basalt also turned into muddy
material, which clogged up the crushing plants and caused a number of
breakdowns.” 1124
725.

Mr. Buffa also reports receiving calls from people on site at the time who reported struggling
with the basalt crushed:
“Between October and December 2010, we progressively started the plant
operations and made trial crushes on the different crushing units. At that
time, I regularly had calls with the people present on Site, including
Mr. Galastri [who was in charge of the erection of the Project’s plants 1125].
They reported that the basalt was behaving in an unusual manner. For
example, when the material came out of the primary crushing stage, the
stones and fines were agglomerating and formed a sort of sticky paste. This
was because the crushed material was producing a lot of fines and the fines
presented an unusual stickiness. GUPC could not process the basalt properly
and had to stop the conveyors and the screens for several hours each day to
complete cleaning and unclogging tasks.” 1126

726.

Mr. Zaffaroni witnessed the same behavior of the basalt:
“During the first crushing trials, we had noticed that the PLE basalt was
behaving in an unusual manner, producing a considerable amount of fines
that agglomerated in sticky material. Further, when we started full operation
of the crushing plants, we were not able to run the plants on a continuous
basis because the substantial amount of fines and the sticky material blocked
the machines and regularly forced us to stop the plant to clean the machines
and conveyors. In addition, the sand produced did not comply with the ER.
At that stage, it was not clear to us what the cause of these issues was.” 1127

727.

This is a highly unusual behavior for basalt. According to industry knowledge, as Ms. Baz
explains in her statement, the crushing of igneous sound rock, such as basalt, usually
generates a relatively limited amount of fines because its mineralogy makes it hard to break:
“In general, the amount of fines produced when crushing igneous sound
rock, in particular basalt or andesitic, should be relatively limited. The
mineralogy of the igneous rock creates a solid rock which is very hard to
break in pieces during the crushing operations. In my experience at the time,
the main problem that could be encountered when crushing basalt was that
the sand produced would be too coarse and that one would have to
recirculate the basalt in the crushing plant to obtain a greater quantity of
finer sand.” 1128

1124
1125
1126
1127
1128

Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 40 [pp. 33-34], para. 57.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 34 [p. 30], para. 90.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 37 [pp. 33-34], paras. 103-104.
Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 31 [p. 27], para. 106.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 40 [p. 33], para. 56.
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728.

Mr. Buffa in his statement and Mr. Gold in his report confirm that they share this
understanding of the properties and behavior of the basalt when crushed, based on their
experience. 1129 In fact, as Ms. Baz and Mr. Gold state, the main problem typically
encountered when crushing basalt is that the sand produced is too coarse and needs to be
recirculated in the crushing plant to obtain finer sand. 1130 Prior to the Project, GUPC’s
extensive experience in this respect supported this conclusion.1131

729.

Yet, GUPC faced the opposite problem with the PLE basalt (and later with the basalt from
Aguadulce Quarry and Cocoli Quarry), which generated substantial amounts of fines and
sticky material. This behavior is highly unusual for basalt. 1132

730.

The pictures below illustrate the issues encountered. Figure 3-38 and Figure 3-39 are pictures
dated 8 May 2011 showing the state of the PLE basalt excavated in the course of 2010-2011
and stockpiled before the primary crushers of the PAC crushing plant. As these pictures
show, the PLE basalt had significantly degraded.

Figure 3-38

1129

1130
1131

1132

1133

Ms. Baz on top of the PLE primary stockpile (8 May 2011) 1133

Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 39 [pp. 35-36], para. 110; Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 77 [p. 77], para. 77 (“In light
of its hardness, there is usually no issue with the production of excessive fines when crushing basalt; on
the contrary, the issue is usually that the aggregates produced are too coarse and recirculation is needed
to produce fine aggregates, including sand, from basalt.”).
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 40 [p. 33], para. 56; Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 77 [p. 77], para. 77.
As mentioned above at para. 652, this included but was not limited to GUPC’s experience on the Katse
Dam project (Lesotho) and the Yacyreta project (Argentina).
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 37 [pp. 33-34], para. 104; Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 31 [p. 27], para. 106;
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 63 [p. 56], para. 81. See also Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 82 [p. 82]; para. 90, stating
that it had never seen basalt that behaved in this manner when being crushed.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 41 [p. 34], Figure 32.
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Figure 3-39
731.

Figure 3-40 and Figure 3-41 show the aspect of the basalt processed in the PAC primary
crushers, which breaks in small pieces with fines agglomerating and forming a sort of sticky
paste. The pictures were taken during the initial operation of the primary crusher at the PAC
crushing plant in November 2010, before the plant was fully installed and commissioned and
reached its full-scale capacity.

Figure 3-40

1134
1135

General view on top of PLE primary stockpile (8 May 2011) 1134

Picture showing the material on the conveyor belt from the primary
crusher taken on 13 November 2010 1135

Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 42 [p. 35], Figure 33.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 38 [p. 34], Figure 31.
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Figure 3-41

Picture showing the aspect of the material at the chute of the conveyor
belt at the head of the primary reclaiming conveyor taken on 3
December 2010 1136

732.

As will be explained in more detail below,1137 in 2011 and part of 2012, GUPC had to remove
all materials sized 0-38mm from the output of the primary crushers in order to get rid of the
material more prone to fine production. The pictures in Figure 3-42 and Figure 3-43 show a
close-up of this 0-38mm material diverted after the primary crushers and stockpiled to be
disposed of.

1136

Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 38 [p. 34], Figure 32.
See below Section III.B.9(c).

1137
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Figure 3-42

Close-up of 0-38mm aggregates removed from the PAC crushing plant
after the primary crushers (presentation made to ACP on
21 May 2011) 1138

Figure 3-43

Close-up of 0-38mm aggregates removed from the PAC crushing plant
after the primary crushers (presentation made to ACP on
21 May 2011) 1139

1138

Picture extracted from Exhibit {C-579}, GUPC’s presentation to ACP on concrete mixes, dated 21
May 2011, p. 17.
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733.

The same behavior could be observed with the PLE basalt on the Atlantic side. The picture
below (Figure 3-44) shows the consistency of the 0-75mm material of the PLE basalt fed into
the ATL crushing plants.

Figure 3-44

Picture showing 0-75mm reaching the ATL crushing plant
(January 2011) 1140

734.

The pictures in Figure 3-45 and Figure 3-46 below further illustrate how the basalt became
sticky and muddy and how pieces of basalt could be detached easily. They show the
Aguadulce basalt in the primary cones, i.e., the stockpiles of basalt crushed in the primary
crushers and waiting to be sent to the secondary crushers, as explained above. 1141 While these
pictures were taken during the bailiff’s visit on 1 October 2014 and therefore do not show
PLE basalt, Ms. Baz explains that they are representative of the issues GUPC encountered
with the basalt as she had observed the same phenomenon on the PLE basalt in early 2011
and later on the Aguadulce Quarry basalt and the Cocoli Quarry basalt.1142

1139

Picture extracted from Exhibit {C-579}, GUPC’s presentation to ACP on concrete mixes, dated 21
May 2011, p. 18.
Picture extracted from Exhibit {C-580}, GUPC Monthly Progress Report No. 16 (January 2011), dated
4 February 2011, p. 2 [p. 56].
See above para. 701, third bullet.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 44 [pp. 37-43, 49-50, 56-57], paras. 60-66, 70, 82.

1140

1141
1142
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Figure 3-45

Picture showing the material in the primary cones (by then, mainly from
the Aguadulce Quarry) (1 October 2014) 1143

Figure 3-46

Picture showing the material in the primary cones (by then, constituted
mainly of basalt from the Aguadulce Quarry) (1 October 2014) 1144

1143

Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 45 [p. 38], Figure 37. This picture is part of the records gathered during the visit
of the Site with the Panamanian bailiff on 1 October 2014. See above para. 721.
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735.

The picture in Figure 3-47 below shows a similar degradation of the oversized blocks of
basalt that were too big to enter the primary crushers and that GUPC therefore stockpiled
close to the PAC crushing plant, before the primary crushers. 1145 This picture also shows
Aguadulce basalt but, as Ms. Baz clarifies, it represents the same issue that GUPC’s staff
observed in 2011 on the stockpiled PLE basalt, which deteriorated in a matter of weeks or
months. 1146

Figure 3-47

Picture showing the material in the stockpiles of oversized blocks of
excavated basalt (by then, mainly from the Aguadulce Quarry) (1
October 2014) 1147

736.

As can be seen in Figure 3-48 below and in videos recorded during the visit with the
Panamanian bailiff (presented as Figure 3-49), 1148 the basalt crumbled when pressed in hands,
generating additional fines.

1144

Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 45 [p. 38], Figure 38. This picture is part of the records gathered during the visit
of the Site with the Panamanian bailiff on 1 October 2014. See above para. 721.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 46 [p. 39], para. 62.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 46 [p. 39], para. 63.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 46 [p. 39], Figure 39. This picture is part of the records gathered during the visit
of the Site with the Panamanian bailiff on 1 October 2014. See above para. 721.
See also Exhibit {C-581}, Video No. 00149 taken on 1 October 2014 (showing weathered material in
final aggregates stockpile) and Exhibit {C-582}, Video No. 00150 taken on 1 October 2014 (showing
weathered material in final aggregates stockpiles), which were filmed during the visit of the Site with
the Panamanian bailiff on 1 October 2014.

1145
1146
1147

1148
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Figure 3-48

Photo of basalt (mainly from Aguadulce Quarry) taken in the PAC
crushing plant (1 October 2014) 1149

Figure 3-49

Videos Nos. 149 and 151 showing the basalt 1150

737.

Mr. Gold also observed this “initial excessive fines production and overloading of the
plants”, 1151 as shown in the picture of 19-38mm finished stockpile material that he took
during his initial site visit to the PAC crushing plant on 16 June 2015 (see Figure 3-50
below). Mr. Gold made calculations to analyze the quality of the sand produced at each
crushing stage based on the average fine (0-4.78mm material) aggregates present in samples
which he took after each crushing stage in 2015 and in samples taken by ACP in May – June
2015. 1152 The result of his calculations show that “this highly unusual basalt [wa]s creating
too many fines at each stage of crushing.” 1153

1149

Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, Figure 40. This picture is part of the records gathered during the visit of the Site
with the Panamanian bailiff on 1 October 2014. See above para. 721.
Exhibit {C-581}, Video No. 00149 taken on 1 October 2014 (showing weathered material in final
aggregates stockpile); Exhibit {C-582}, Video No. 00150 taken on 1 October 2014 (showing
weathered material in final aggregates stockpiles). These videos are part of the records gathered during
the visit of the Site with the Panamanian bailiff on 1 October 2014. See above para. 721.
Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 79 [p. 79], para. 83.
Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 139 [pp. 139-140], paras. 189-190.
Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 140 [p. 140], para. 191. See also Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 141 [pp. 141-143], paras.
193-194, Figures 84-85.
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Figure 3-50

Photo taken by Mr. Gold of degradated basalt at the fringes of coarse
aggregate piles on the PAC crushing plant (16 June 2015) 1154

738.

Finally, enormous quantities of fines reached the PAC and ATL water treatment plants, i.e., at
the end of the crushing process. Rather than being water with some fine material, the slurry
(that is, water with fines) processed in the water treatment plants was an extremely thick mud,
made of the huge quantities of fines generated in the crushing process mixed with water and
which had agglomerated into a sticky paste.1155 These fines overwhelmed the PAC and ATL
water treatment plants and created blockages. Figure 3-51 below shows the PAC water
treatment plant in April 2011: in this picture, the clear water tank was empty because the
clarifying tank was so full of fines and sticky material that GUPC had to stop the water
treatment plant’s operation to clean it. 1156

1154

Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 89 [p. 89], Figure 55.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 47 [p. 40], para. 64.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 77 [p. 70], fn. 138.

1155
1156
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Figure 3-51

Picture showing the blockage of the water treatment plant at the PAC
crushing plant (25 April 2011) 1157

739.

As Mr. Gold explains in his report, because of the poor quality of the basalt, the volumes of
fines generated were well in excess of what one would normally expect from crushing
basalt. 1158 For instance, when Mr. Gold tested the material after the PAC secondary crushing
stage, it contained double the amount of 0-75microns fines than what one would anticipate
when crushing basalt. 1159

740.

The production of fines when crushing the basalt had nothing to do with the crushing plant
process, but all to do with the quality of the basalt. This is what GUPC’s crushing plant team
concluded by the end of January 2011. 1160 Mr. Gold states that “regardless of the exact
crusher setting, this basalt created excessive fines”.1161

741.

The basalt also changed color in a matter of months, as the pictures in Figure 3-52, Figure 353 and Figure 3-54 below illustrate. Figure 3-52 shows the stockpiled PLE basalt with a grey
color on 18 November 2010, which had turned brown by 21 March 2012, as Figure 3-53
shows. The picture in Figure 3-54, taken in the oversized blocks of basalt stockpiled close to
the PAC crushing plant, also shows the change in the color of the basalt from grey to light
brown. 1162

1157

Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 77 [p. 70], Figure 73.
Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 25 [p. 25], para. 13.I.
Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 144 [pp. 144-145], para. 198.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 39 [p. 35], para. 109 (“By the end of January 2011, we realized that, given the
extent of the issues encountered, usual/standard adjustments to the crushing plants would not be
sufficient. We understood that we would need to make major changes to the crushing plant (as I
discuss further below) to deal with the problematic basalt that we had found.”).
Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 145 [p. 145], para. 201.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 54 [p. 47], para. 69.
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Figure 3-52

Figure 3-53

1163
1164

Fresh PLE stockpile (18 November 2010) 1163

Deteriorated PLE stockpile (21 March 2012) 1164

Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 55 [p. 48], Figure 51.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 55 [p. 48], Figure 52.
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Figure 3-54

Picture of a block of excavated basalt (probably from Aguadulce
Quarry) from the oversized stockpile, showing the deterioration of the
basalt, which is now light brown rather than grey (1 October 2014) 1165

742.

Finally, and although this was a minor factor in the grand scheme of things, the basalt reach
of the PLE contained much more sheared zones than indicated in the GIR and other RFP
documents, including outside the fault zones identified by ACP at tender stage. GUPC was
careful to separate un-sheared from sheared basalt in the faults zones, to put only sound basalt
on the PLE stockpile or as feed into the PAC crushing plant, and to dispose of the remaining
sheared basalt. Nonetheless, the excessive number of shear zones outside of the faults zones
accentuated the problem with the extraordinary generation of fines but had a relatively small
impact in terms of volume. 1166

743.

The basalt thus generated excessive amounts of fines and muddy material from the beginning
of the crushing operations and up until the end of the Project. The on-site basalt, be it from
the PLE, the Aguadulce Quarry or Cocoli Hill, had similar characteristics and hence caused
the same problems for GUPC.

744.

These issues with the basalt were unheard of for GUPC’s highly experienced team.
Mr. Zaffaroni thus states that “[i]n [his] entire career, [he] ha[s] never experienced issues of
this magnitude with aggregate production (in particular from basalt)”.1167 Ms. Baz, a trained
geologist, makes a similar statement: “[i]n [her] experience before this Project and since then,
[she] had and ha[s] never seen sound basalt reacting like what [GUPC] experienced on the
Project.” 1168 Mr. Buffa shares this view in light of his experience with the crushing of rocks,
including basalt: “[t]his situation was totally extraordinary and unexpected. None of us had

1165

Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 56 [p. 49], Figure 54. This picture is part of the records gathered during the visit
of the Site with the Panamanian bailiff on 1 October 2014. See above para. 721.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 59 [p. 52], para. 73; Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 89 [p. 8-88], para.
214.
Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 33 [p. 29], para. 116.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 87 [p. 80], para. 161.
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encountered anything like that with basalt before.”1169 This is further confirmed by Mr. Gold
in his report where he explains that in his experience, he “[has] never seen basalt that behaved
in this manner when being crushed.” 1170
(b)

Stockpiling the PLE basalt, and later the basalt from the Aguadulce
Quarry and Cocoli Quarry, made the problem worse

745.

As GUPC learned after a few months of struggling with the PLE basalt, the issues with the
basalt – the production of excessive amounts of fines and of sticky material in particular –
were exacerbated when the basalt was stockpiled, rather than freshly excavated.1171 This was
visible, for instance, in the primary PLE stockpile (before any processing in the PAC crushing
plant) and in the PAC primary cones (i.e., the output of the PAC primary crushers).

746.

As Ms. Baz recalls, GUPC at first did not fathom the full impact that stockpiling of the basalt
had on the crushing process and the amount of fines.1172 At the start of the crushing
operations, stockpiled PLE basalt and basalt freshly excavated from the PLE were processed
irrespectively depending on current operations: trucks with freshly excavated basalt reaching
the PAC crushing plant dropped the material directly into the plant’s primary crushers when
there were running or dropped the material off on the PLE primary stockpile; when no truck
was arriving from the PLE, the PAC crushing plant team used the PLE stockpiled material to
feed the primary crushers. 1173

747.

GUPC later realized that the longer the basalt was stockpiled (as was unavoidable in this
case), the more fines it generated when crushed and the stickier the material got in the
crushing process. 1174 This is very unusual for basalt, as Mr. Gold states: “[b]asalt is used for a
wide variety of purposes and is most commonly crushed for uses such as an aggregate in
construction projects. Blasted rock is often stockpiled prior to crushing at aggregate facilities
and on construction projects without major concern.” 1175

748.

As explained above, 1176 GUPC encountered the same issues with the basalt excavated at the
Aguadulce Quarry and the Cocoli Quarry when it remained exposed to the elements for some
time. 1177 There was however one main difference: the PLE basalt had already been, for the
most part, stockpiled when the PAC crushing plant was installed and started operations at the
end of 2010 – early 2011 and had by then already degraded. The basalt from the Aguadulce
Quarry and later the Cocoli Quarry was, instead, freshly excavated and fed into the PAC
crushing plant before it had too much time to degrade. 1178 As will be developed below, 1179
this led GUPC to abandon the PLE stockpile as the primary source of aggregates.

749.

The pictures in Figure 3-55 below illustrate the differences in the output of the primary
crushers when using stockpiled PLE basalt (picture on the left) as opposed to freshly
excavated basalt (picture on the right).

1169

Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 39 [p. 35], para. 110.
Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 82 [p. 82], para. 90.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 40 [pp. 33-43, 46-47, 50-52], paras. 57-66, 68-69, 71-73.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 57 [pp. 50-51], para. 71.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 57 [pp. 50-51], para. 71.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 57 [pp. 50-51], para. 71.
Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 83 [p. 83], para. 93.
See above paras. 723, 729-736, 741, 743.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 44 [pp. 37, 43, 49, 56-57], paras. 60, 66, 70, 82.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 63 [pp. 56-57], para. 81.
See below Section III.B.10.
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Figure 3-55

Comparison between the cohesive and fine material resulting from
processing stockpiled PLE material prior to the secondary crushing
feeder (left, 8 May 2011) as opposed to the more granular composition
resulting from processing fresh Aguadulce basalt at the same stage
(right, 11 September 2011) 1180

750.

The unusual stickiness was also more pronounced on stockpiled material. As Ms. Baz
explains in her statement, aggregates in stockpiles, such as the primary cones, normally roll
down by gravity into the reclaiming feeders underneath.1181 On the Project, however, the
aggregates formed what GUPC referred to as “fossil cones”, i.e., unmovable stockpiles with a
steep angle where aggregates would stick together instead of falling down. 1182

751.

The picture in Figure 3-56 shows the PAC crushing plant on 18 January 2012. The primary
cones after the primary crushers illustrate the rapid degradation of the basalt: the edges of the
cones, which stick together and do not roll down to the reclaiming feeders, appear in brown,
while the aggregates in the middle of the cones, which are reclaimed to be further processed,
appear in grey. The same can be observed on the close-ups of the primary cones (after the
primary crushing stage) in Figure 3-57 below taken on 23 May 2011 when the PLE basalt was
still processed in the PAC crushing plant.

1180

Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 60 [p. 53], Figure 61.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 50 [p. 43], para. 66.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 50 [p. 43], para. 66.
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Figure 3-56

1183

Decoloration on the edges of the primary cones in the PAC crushing
plant (18 January 2012) 1183

Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 57 [p. 50], Figure 56.
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Figure 3-57

Degradation on the edges of the primary cones of the PAC crushing
plant (23 May 2011) 1184

752.

The picture below (Figure 3-58) also shows the basalt stockpiled in the primary cones after
the PAC primary crushers and illustrates the steep angle of the primary cones, where the
aggregates would stick together rather than roll down to the reclaiming feeders.

1184

Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 51 [p. 44], Figure 46.
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Figure 3-58

Picture showing that the material in the stockpiles (here the 0-38mm
material removed) did not roll down (date unknown) 1185

753.

The pictures of stockpiled basalt in Figure 3-45 to Figure 3-48 above (primary cones for
Figure 3-45 and Figure 3-46, oversized blocks of basalt stockpiled close to the PAC crushing
plant in Figure 3-47, and basalt from the final aggregates stockpiles in Figure 3-48) also show
how the stockpiled basalt turned into a muddy and sticky/plastic paste, made of a very large
of volume of fines.

754.

In his report, having reviewing this evidence, Mr. Shilston confirms that “during its passage
through the crushing plant, the PLE stockpile basalt produced more sand, silt and clay (fines)
and was more agglomerated or sticky than the newly excavated basalt from Aguadulce
Quarry or Cocoli Quarry.” 1186
(c)

755.

There were several important consequences resulting from the excessive amount of fines and
the sticky material produced when crushing the basalt, be it fresh or stockpiled:
•

1185
1186

The extraordinary difficulties with the basalt forced GUPC to dispose of
substantial volumes of aggregates as waste, caused GUPC to excavate
more basalt and hampered the crushing process

GUPC had to remove and dispose as waste of a much higher volume of material that
could not be used for concrete aggregate production than it had anticipated. This in
turn required that GUPC excavate much more material than it had envisaged at tender
stage (Section (i)).

Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 52 [p. 45], Figure 47.
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 78 [p. 8-77], para. 191.
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•

The substantial quantities of fines and sticky material impeded the proper functioning
of the PAC and the ATL crushing plants at all crushing stages as well as that of the
water treatment plants (Section (ii)).
(i)

The excessive fines and sticky material forced GUPC to dispose of
substantial volumes of aggregates and fines as waste and to excavate more
basalt than expected to make up for the higher wastage

756.

As explained above, 1187 GUPC had to produce several sizes of fine and coarse aggregates,
including sand, for concrete production, which had to comply with contractual requirements
based on ASTM C33. 1188

757.

Given the excessive amount of fines, clay and other unusable material generated in the
crushing process, GUPC had to remove substantial volumes of material as waste to meet the
applicable Technical Specifications.1189 As Ms. Baz explains in her statement, in this context
waste is understood as “all quantities of materials produced during the crushing process that
GUPC could not use as concrete aggregate or filter material”1190 and that “cannot be recirculated to produce construction material or concrete aggregates”,1191 so “that [GUPC] had,
for the most part, to dispose of [it].” 1192 Figure 3-59 below graphically represents in yellow
the amount of waste that GUPC had to remove to obtain compliant sand in the Project.

1187

See above para. 694.
Exhibit {C-437}, The Employer’s Requirements, Section 03 30 00 - Concrete, dated October 2008, p.
2 [p. 2], para. 1.03(A)(2). The initial gradation sand curve for the sand was changed in May 2011 (see
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 37 [p. 30], para. 43).
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 62 [pp. 55, 57-58], paras. 79, 83.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 64 [pp. 57-58], para. 83.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 27 [p. 23], para. 65.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 64 [pp. 57-58], para. 83.
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Figure 3-59

Sketch giving a general indication of the waste that GUPC had to remove
to produce compliant sand (showing the initial envelope of acceptable
aggregate gradation in black for reference purposes) 1193

758.

As Ms. Baz explains, some of the material treated as waste (shown in yellow in the above
figure) was within the envelope of compliant sand (i.e., within the two black lines). 1194 As
this graph shows, however, GUPC had to dispose of this material too to control the final
gradation of the sand produced. 1195 The green line shows the average line of compliant sand
produced on the Project. The dotted red line instead shows how the sand gradation was
outside the limit of the compliant sand envelope, before GUPC took steps to remove the outof-specification material.1196 Waste therefore included fines (mainly), but also coarser
materials. 1197

759.

While GUPC had correctly anticipated at tender stage an average wastage of 6% for the
crushing of the PLE basalt, on the basis of the information made available by ACP and
GUPC’s extensive experience with basalt, 1198 the actual volume of waste produced by
crushing the PLE basalt was much higher.

760.

GUPC’s quantum expert, Mr. Hunter, has calculated the overall amount of waste that the
processing of the PLE, Aguadulce Quarry and Cocoli Quarry actually created for the Project’s
life, and his calculations will be presented in more details below. 1199 On the basis of his
calculations, GUPC had to dispose as waste of approximately and on average 24.57% of the
aggregates that were fed into the PAC and the ATL crushing plants, that is 18.57% of waste

1193

Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 63 [p. 56], Figure 65. This sketch does not show any quantity or volume and is
therefore not meant to represent the overall volume of waste that GUPC had to dispose of to produce
compliant sand.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 63 [p. 56], para. 80.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 63 [p. 56], para. 80.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 63 [p. 56], para. 80.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 63 [p. 56], para. 80.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 27 [pp. 23-24], paras. 65-74.
See below Section III.B.12(b). See also Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 147 [pp. 147-158], Section 9; Hunter(I)
{C-EX-10}, p. 38 [pp. 37-38], paras. 5.52-5.55.
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in excess of what GUPC had anticipated. 1200 This was significantly more than the 6% of
average wastage that GUPC had estimated at tender stage, and than what the crushing plants
had been sized for.
761.

In order to confirm, amongst other things, the reasonableness of Mr. Hunter’s calculations,
Mr. Gold made a separate calculation for the estimated percentage of waste, based on a
different methodology and on measurements he did at the end of the Project, when GUPC
crushed basalt excavated from the Cocoli Quarry and well after the modifications to the PAC
and ATL crushing plants were implemented, therefore benefiting from GUPC’s years of
experience in running the crushing plant as efficiently as possible. On the basis of his
alternative calculation, GUPC had to dispose of an average estimate of 22.8% of the
aggregates, that is 16.0% of waste in excess of what GUPC had anticipated. 1201

762.

Because such a substantial volume of material fed into the crushing plants had to be removed
as waste, GUPC had to excavate and feed into the plants much higher volumes of basalt than
it had anticipated to produce the same quantity of concrete aggregates (including sand)
required for the Project. 1202
(ii)

The excessive fines and sticky material hampered the crushing process

763.

The excessive amount of fines and sticky material also greatly slowed down and hampered
the crushing operations.

764.

As Mr. Gold explains in his report, crushers work best when fed with a clean material,
i.e., when fines are removed from the crushers’ feed. 1203 GUPC had accordingly included in
the PAC and ATL crushing plants (i) a number of mechanisms to separate fines from the
crushers’ feed at all crushing stages 1204 and (ii) specific fine processing and waste treatment
facilities. 1205 These were designed and built by GUPC to handle the amount of fines
forecasted by GUPC at tender stage, based on the information provided by ACP, GUPC’s
experience and general industry knowledge on basalt.

765.

However, from the start of the crushing operations, the PAC and ATL crushing plants were
overloaded with fines and sticky material. As Mr. Buffa explains, “GUPC could not process
the basalt properly and had to stop the conveyors and the screens for several hours each day to
complete cleaning and unclogging tasks.” 1206 GUPC continued to face the exact same
problems when the commissioning and full-scale operation of the PAC and the ATL crushing
plants commenced in January 2011. 1207

766.

Although GUPC had diligently included some allowance for excess wastage, 1208 the PAC and
the ATL crushing plants had not been designed to process the huge amount and type of fines

1200

Hunter(I) {C-EX-10}, p. 39 [p. 38], paras. 5.53-5.54.
Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 147 [pp. 147-158], Section 9.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 64 [pp. 57-58], para. 83. See also below Section III.B.10.
Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 85 [p. 85], para. 95.
These comprised in particular the vibrating grizzly feeders prior to the primary crushing; the dry
screens prior and after secondary crushing; and the wet screens prior and after tertiary and quaternary
crushing. See above III.B.6(b)(iii).
These comprised in particular of the sand treatment plants and the water treatment plants. See above
paras. 707-710.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 37 [pp. 33-34], para. 104. See also Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 31 [p. 27],
para. 106.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 39 [p. 35], para. 107.
See above Sections III.B.5(c)(ii) and III.B.5(c)(iii).
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actually generated by the PLE basalt. As a result, they could not function properly, causing
serious maintenance problems and plant downtime. 1209 As Ms. Baz explains in her statement,
this problem affected all stages of the crushing process, on the Pacific and on the Atlantic
side. 1210
767.

First, because of the huge amount of fines and their unusual stickiness, the basalt in the
primary cones did not naturally fall with gravity into the reclaiming feeders beneath them (see
Figure 3-58 and Figure 3-55 above). 1211 Excavators and bulldozers thus had to be installed on
top of the stockpiles to manually push the material down and ensure that it could be reclaimed
under the primary cones to be fed into the secondary crushers (see Figure 3-60 and
Figure 3-61 below).

Figure 3-60

1209
1210
1211

1212

Picture showing an excavator on the primary cones (1 October 2014) 1212

Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 62 [pp. 55, 57-58], paras. 77, 83.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 62 [pp. 55, 57-58], paras. 77, 83.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 50 [p. 43], para. 66; Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 37 [pp. 33-34], para. 104. See also
above para. 752.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 53 [p. 46], Figure 48. This picture is part of the records gathered during the visit
of the Site with the Panamanian bailiff on 1 October 2014. See above para. 721.
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Figure 3-61
768.

Picture showing three excavators in operation to feed the reclaiming
feeder with material from the primary cones (25 October 2014) 1213

The sticky material full of fines further built up in the feeders and the conveyor belts that
brought the output of the primary crushers from below the primary cones to the first screens
of the secondary crushing circuit (Figure 3-62). 1214

Figure 3-62

Picture showing the material building up under the feeder located below
the primary stockpile taken on 3 December 2010 1215

769.

Ms. Baz further explains that, having managed to bring the basalt to the secondary crushers of
the PAC crushing plant, it was then challenging to run the crushers as a result of the

1213

Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 53 [p. 46], Figure 49.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 59 [p. 52], para. 74.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 39 [p. 35], Figure 33.

1214
1215
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enormous amount of fines. 1216 The feeding and the operation of the PAC secondary crushing
circuit became the bottleneck of the entire crushing process, 1217 an issue that was solved with
the removal of 0-38mm material from the output of the primary crushers (which resulted in
huge volumes of materials being sent to waste).1218
770.

Throughout the crushing plant, the fines produced by the basalt agglomerated in the water that
was used in the crushing process to clean the aggregates and created a sticky mud
(Figure 3-56 and Figure 3-57 above). 1219 This further clogged the machines 1220 and obliged
the staff of the PAC and ATL crushing plants to stop the plants on a regular basis to clean off
all the fines and avoid a complete blockage of the plants, as shown in Figure 3-63 and
Figure 3-64, below. 1221

Figure 3-63

1216
1217
1218
1219
1220
1221

1222

Picture showing machinery in operation to clean the material between
the belts (1 October 2014) 1222

Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 60 [p. 53], para. 75.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 68 [p. 61], para. 100.
See below Section III.B.9(c).
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 60 [p. 53], para. 75.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 64 [pp. 57-58], para. 83.
Exhibit {C-587}, Pacific Construction Meeting Notes, dated 4 May 2011, p. 30 [p. 30], item
0008.003B, referring to the extensive cleaning of the crushers and other equipment. See also Baz(I)
{C-WS-14}, p. 60 [p. 53], para. 76.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 61 [p. 59], Figure 62. This picture is part of the records gathered during the visit
of the Site with the Panamanian bailiff on 1 October 2014. See above para. 721.
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Figure 3-64

Picture showing machinery in operation to clean the material between
the belts (1 October 2014) 1223

771.

The sand treatment plants also could not adequately process the huge amount of fines and
separate material to be used in the final compliant sand from material that was sent to the
water treatment plants. When the amount of material processed in the primary to quaternary
stages increased, the sand treatment plants became the new bottleneck of the PAC and the
ATL crushing plants.

772.

The slurry containing all waste material generated at each crushing stage was sent to the PAC
and ATL water treatment plants, whose function was precisely to “clean” the slurry and
separate the particles that were to be disposed of from the water that was to be recirculated in
the crushing plants. 1224

773.

However, as result of the excessive amount of fines generated by the basalt, the PAC and the
ATL water treatment plants received a much higher volume of fines than they could
accommodate, including particles of much larger sizes. Because of the excess of fines, their
size and their composition, the material reaching the water treatment plants was an extremely
thick mud, rather than the normal flow of water treatment installations.1225

774.

As with all water treatment installations, the PAC and ATL water treatment plants were
designed to treat light particles, generally below 75 microns, and not larger particles above
75 microns, which would generally be included in the sand and would thus not reach the
water treatment plant. 1226 Given the consistency of the slurry they had to process, the PAC

1223

Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 61 [p. 54], Figure 63. This picture is part of the records gathered during the visit
of the Site with the Panamanian bailiff on 1 October 2014. See above para. 721.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 76 [p. 69], para. 131.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 47 [p. 40], para. 64. See also above Figure 3-51.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 76 [p. 69], para. 131.

1224
1225
1226
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and the ATL water treatment plants quickly became overloaded. 1227 As illustrated in Figure
3-51above, the excessively thick slurry caused regular and complete stoppages of the PAC
and the ATL water treatment plants,1228 which, according to Mr. Gold, is highly unusual,
especially in crushing plants processing basalt. 1229
775.

GUPC eventually had to put in place a number of remedial measures to prevent the
overloading and the blockages of the water treatment plants, including in particular the use of
coagulant, 1230 and the installation of multi-cyclones to limit the amount of fines reaching the
water treatment plants, 1231 as explained below.
(d)

Various reasons caused the PLE basalt, as well as the basalt from the
Aguadulce Quarry and Cocoli Quarry later, to behave in a highly
unusual manner

776.

The information provided by ACP at tender stage with respect to the characteristics of the
Miraflores basalt (including the PLE basalt) represented the basalt as a hard, strong and
abrasive rock, which was suitable for concrete aggregate production in the industrial
quantities required for the Project’s needs. 1232

777.

Yet, as described above, the PLE basalt, and later the basalt from the Aguadulce Quarry and
Cocoli Quarry, did not behave as was, and could have been, anticipated on the basis of the
information provided by ACP at tender stage. In particular, stockpiled basalt from the PLE
proved totally unsuitable to produce concrete aggregates in the industrial quantities required
for this Project. 1233

778.

Mr. Gold confirms that the issues with the basalt were due to the properties of the basalt itself,
not to the crushing plant’s design or operation. 1234 Rather, Mr. Shilston concludes that “the
production of more sand, silt and clay [sizes] than was envisaged at tender stage was a
consequence of the basalt’s material characteristics (i.e. its mineralogy and fabric, including
microfractures).” 1235

779.

As a starting point, Mr. Shilston notes that the PLE, Aguadulce Quarry and Cocoli Quarry
basalt used by GUPC for aggregate production was “not weathered, i.e. it was ‘sound basalt’
(as defined in ACP’s Core Logging Standard)”. 1236 Mr. Shilston defines “weathering” as
“[c]hanges that occur over geological timescales to the physical condition or chemical or
mineralogical composition of a rock at or near the ground surface due to the natural physical

1227

Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 76 [p. 69], para. 133.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 76 [p. 69], paras. 133-134.
Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 83 [pp. 83-84], para. 94.
See below Section III.B.11(b).
See below Section III.B.11(e).
See above Section III.B.4.
This is well illustrated by the fact that when GUPC removed 0-38mm material from the output of the
PAC primary crushers, as will be explained below, up to 40% of the input material was eliminated.
See below, Section III.B.9(c) and Exhibit {C-595}, Pacific Construction Meeting Notes 00917, dated
30 March 2011, p. 18 [p. 18], item 0008.095, Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 57 [pp. 51-52], para. 106-107.
Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 24 [p. 24], para. 13.C.
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 88 [p. 8-87], para. 213.
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 88 [p. 8-87], para. 211, referring to ACP’s Core Logging
Standards (Exhibit {C-489}, RFP (Final Version), GIR Appendix B, Core Logging Standards for the
Canal Area Soils and Rocks, dated May 2003, p. 21 [p. 15]).

1228
1229
1230
1231
1232
1233

1234
1235
1236
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and chemical processes. Weathering in the climate of Panama is referred to as ‘tropical
weathering’.” 1237
780.

781.

Mr. Shilston explains that the basalt’s unforeseen material characteristics that caused the
production of excessive quantities of fines were as follows:
•

“Degradation of the pieces of basalt when water was added and when
exposed to the humid tropical climate and rainfall of coastal Panama was a
consequence of swell-shrink (slaking) behaviour.

•

Degradation of the PLE basalt and the basalt from the Aguadulce Hill and
Cocoli Hill Quarries depended upon:
o

The size of the pieces of basalt: smaller pieces of basalt degraded more
rapidly (due to their relatively larger surface area) than did bigger
pieces.

o

The length of time that the pieces of basalt spent in stockpiles that were
exposed to the humid tropical climate and rainfall of coastal Panama,
i.e. the length of time that the basalt pieces experienced swell-shrink
(slaking) behaviour.

o

The presence of swelling (expansive) clay within the basalt, the location
of the clay’s within the basalt’s fabric and the presence of
microfractures filled with swelling clay.” 1238

In particular, the consequences of the basalt’s characteristics, i.e., the production of excessive
amounts of fines, were exacerbated when the basalt was stockpiled. Based on his review of
the evidence of the PLE and Aguadulce Quarry basalt’s degradation, 1239 produced by Ms.
Baz, Mr. Shilston agrees that degradation of stockpiled basalt was more advanced than that of
freshly excavated basalt as the basalt had more time to degrade, which is why the PLE
stockpiled basalt produced more fines than the freshly excavated basalt from the Aguadulce
Quarry and Cocoli Quarry:
“From the evidence of the photographs reproduced above and Ms. Baz’s
description, it is apparent that the stockpiled PLE basalt behaved differently
from the basalt that was fed to the crushing plant directly from the
Aguadulce Quarry and Cocoli Quarry: during its passage through the
crushing plant, the PLE stockpile basalt produced more sand, silt and clay
(fines) and was more agglomerated or sticky than the newly excavated basalt
from Aguadulce Quarry or Cocoli Quarry. It seems to me that the difference
in behaviour between the two sources of basalt is a consequence of the
degradation of the basalt in the stockpile.” 1240

782.

The main difference between the PLE basalt and basalt coming from Aguadulce Quarry and
the Cocoli Quarry was that the PLE basalt had, for the most part, been excavated in advance
of the crushing operations and therefore stockpiled for some time; by contrast the basalt from

1237

Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 5 [p. 8-4], para. 10, second bullet. [Emphasis in the original]
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 88 [pp. 8-87–8-88], para. 213.
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5},p. 71 [pp. 8-70–8-80], paras. 185-196, with reference to Baz(I) {CWS-14}, p. 40 [p. 33], Section V.
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 78 [p. 8-77], para. 191.

1238
1239

1240
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Aguadulce Quarry and the Cocoli Quarry was freshly excavated when fed into the PAC
crushing plant and thus did not have time to degrade.1241
783.

This was in fact confirmed by GUPC’s tests during the Project’s life. Following the initial
observation of the deterioration of the basalt described above, 1242 GUPC conducted a number
of tests, which confirmed that stockpiled basalt was more deteriorated than freshly excavated
basalt. 1243 As part of these tests, GUPC performed glycol tests on the basalt fed into the
crushing plants, as well as on the aggregates produced at various stages of the crushing plants
in 2011, 2012, and 2014. 1244 The pictures below illustrate the results of two glycol tests
(Figure 3-65):
•

The first test was performed on PLE basalt that had been stockpiled to create the
ramps for the trucks to bring material to the PAC primary crushers, constructed at the
start of the Project with PLE basalt. 1245 After 12 days of testing, this stockpiled PLE
basalt (test result on the left) appears significantly degraded and has created a 40% of
fines.

•

The second test was performed on freshly excavated basalt from the Aguadulce
quarry. 1246 After 12 days of testing, this freshly excavated basalt (test result on the
right) does not appear as degraded as the stockpiled PLE basalt and generated only
1% of fines.

Figure 3-65

Results of glycol tests (after 12 days) on stockpiled PLE basalt (left) and
fresh Aguadulce basalt (right) 1247

784.

Tests done in 2012 also showed that the issues linked to the presence and distribution of
expansive clays did not only occur in the PLE basalt, but also in the basalt from the
Aguadulce Quarry and Cocoli Quarry. 1248

1241

Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 63 [pp. 56-57], para. 82.
See above paras. 745-754.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 58 [p. 51], para. 72.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 58 [p. 51], para. 72.
Exhibit {C-584}, Results of Ethylene Glycol test done by Fall Line on basalt from the PLE primary
stockpile of the Pacific Crushing Plant sampled on 3 February 2014.
Exhibit {C-585}, Results of Ethylene Glycol test done by Fall Line on basalt from the Aguadulce
Quarry sampled on 3 February 2014.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 58 [p. 51], Figure 57.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 58 [p. 51], para. 72. See Exhibit {C-586}, Test results issued by Novattia
Desarollos S.L. to Saveck Ingeneria, dated 7 November 2012, confirming the low presence of

1242
1243
1244
1245

1246

1247
1248
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785.

As to the basalt’s rock mass, while Mr. Shilston acknowledged the presence of shear zones in
the PLE basalt, he concluded that “the presence of shear zones within the basalt would not
have contributed significantly to the sand, silt and clay [sizes] content of the feed to the
primary crusher”, notably because the material from the fault zones was not fed into the PAC
crushing plant and the shear zones only represented an extremely minor part of the material
fed into the plant.1249 This is all the more so as GUPC had to abandon the PLE basalt for
aggregate production, as explained below.1250

786.

According to Mr. Shilston, GUPC could not have foreseen these adverse characteristics of the
PLE basalt, nor its consequences:
“With regard to foreseeability, I have concluded that:

787.

•

The crushing plant’s production of excessive quantities of sand, silt
and clay sized particles was a consequence of degradation of the basalt
due to the presence of expansive clays within and between other
minerals and as the infilling of microfractures.

•

The consequences of the degradation for the excessive production of
sand, silt and clay sized particles could not have been foreseen by a
contractor complying with Prudent Industry Practices at tender stage.

•

The presence of expansive clay in the basalt that was to be excavated
from the PLE and the hills nearby as feed to the crushing plant and its
consequences were not identified in the documents made available by
the Employer. To the contrary, the Employer’s RFQ and RFP
documents contain statements that the basalt from the PLE and nearby
hills would be suitable for aggregate production.” 1251

In fact, Mr. Shilston finds that, based on the information that it made available to the
tenderers – including GUPC – at tender stage, and unless and until it had done additional
tests, 1252 ACP was not in a position to assert that the Miraflores basalt, including the PLE
basalt, could be used for the Project’s need in concrete aggregate production:
“In the absence of such additional and thorough investigations and testing,
my opinion is that the Employer should not have stated that the PLE basalt
and basalt from Aguadulce Hill and Cocoli Hill would be used for aggregate
production and would be suitable for this purpose, because it was clear that
the tenderers would rely on such statements.” 1253
*

1249
1250
1251
1252
1253

*

*

vermiculite (which is also known as smectite clay) in the sand and superfine sand produced on the ATL
site. This test had been carried out in view of (i) comparing the setting of multi-cyclones on the ATL
and PAC crushing plants; (ii) confirming that the opening of the cyclones was appropriate to remove
all excess of fines in order to produce the maximum possible quantity of compliant sand; and (iii)
verifying that deleterious materials, such as vermiculite, had been removed.
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 89 [p. 8-88], para. 214.
See below Section III.B.10.
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 89 [p. 8-88], para. 216.
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 90 [p. 8-89], paras. 217-219.
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 91 [p. 8-90], para. 223.
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788.

In sum, from the start of the crushing operations, GUPC experienced very serious problems
with the PLE basalt (and it later encountered similar difficulties with basalt excavated from
the Aguadulce Quarry and the Cocoli Quarry):
•

The products of the various crushing stages presented a massive amount of fines and
these fines were unusually sticky/plastic. The basalt gradually turned into a thick
mud. 1254

•

The surface of the basalt changed color in a matter of months, mainly due to
oxidation, turning from a grey to a light brown color. 1255

•

The issues with the basalt were exacerbated when it was stockpiled, such that
stockpiled basalt rapidly deteriorated in a matter of weeks. 1256

•

While the issues were most acute with the stockpiled PLE basalt, similar behavior
was observed with the basalt excavated from the Aguadulce Quarry and Cocoli
Quarry. 1257

789.

According to (i) GUPC’s highly qualified on site personnel, including in particular Ms. Baz,
Mr. Buffa and Mr. Zaffaroni, 1258 and (ii) independent experts with extensive professional
experience, such as Mr. Gold and Mr. Shilston, 1259 this basalt’s behavior was highly unusual.

790.

The very high volumes of fines and sticky material produced during crushing of the basalt had
several consequences on the Project and on the crushing process in particular:

1254
1255
1256
1257
1258

1259

1260
1261
1262

1263
1264

•

The PAC and ATL crushing plants were overloaded with fines that impeded the
proper functioning of the crushers, screens and other machines at all crushing stages,
eventually causing complete blockages. 1260 This required the extensive modifications
to the crushing plants, as will be explained below, 1261 which entailed a substantial
investment in both costs and time. It also prevented GUPC from reaching the peak
productivity that was envisaged for the Project. 1262

•

GUPC had to dispose of substantial quantities of materials (in particular fines) as
wastage, 1263 which also increased the demand for disposal areas.1264

•

Given that the issues with the basalt worsened when stockpiled, 1265 GUPC could not
use the PLE stockpiled basalt.1266

See above paras. 730-738.
See above para. 741.
See above paras. 747-754.
See above para. 748.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 39 [p. 35], para. 106; Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 31 [p. 27], para. 106;
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 63 [p. 56], para. 81.
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 78 [p. 8-77], para. 191; Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 24 [p. 24, 110,
115], paras. 13C, 13D, 141, 159.
See above paras. 763- 774.
See below Sections III.B.9, III.B.10 and III.B.11.
The consequences on the Project are dealt with in GUPC’s Claim 78, which is not currently in this
arbitration.
See above paras. 757-762.
See below Section III.B.11(c).
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•

Given the substantial amount of waste produced by the crushing process and the
unsuitability of the PLE (mainly stockpiled) basalt for concrete aggregate production,
GUPC had to excavate and crush much higher volumes of rock than anticipated to
produce the volumes of concrete aggregates (including sand) required for the
Project. 1267

791.

This adverse behavior of the PLE basalt (and later Aguadulce Quarry and Cocoli Quarry
basalt) was mainly due to the basalt’s material characteristics, in particular its mineralogy and
fabric, which caused it to degraded extraordinarily rapidly when “water was added and when
exposed to the humid tropical climate and rainfall of coastal Panama [as] a consequence of
swell-shrink (slaking) behaviour”, as Mr. Shilston explains.1268

792.

These issues with the basalt required that GUPC take substantial steps to modify the crushing
process and make substantial modifications to the crushing plants, as will be described
below. 1269 This had considerable costs implications for GUPC. 1270
8.

On 16 February 2011, GUPC duly issued a notice of claim to ACP in
relation to the difficulties encountered with the PLE basalt

793.

While GUPC first observed these issues with the PLE basalt upon starting commissioning of
the primary crushers in the PAC crushing plant at the end of 2010 and full-scale operation in
January 2011, it thought that this could be remedied with the calibration of the crushing plants
once in full-scale operation. However, as explained below,1271 the calibration of the crushing
plants was not sufficient and could not resolve these issues, as they were due to the basalt
itself.

794.

As soon as this became clear to GUPC, on 16 February 2011, it promptly notified ACP of its
claim related to the unexpected problems associated with the basalt used in the crushing
operations. 1272 GUPC specifically drew ACP’s attention to the following:

1265

See above paras. 777-784.
See below paras. 829-830. As an indirect result, GUPC also had to use earthworks equipment to move
basalt from the new basalt quarries that were opened to the PAC primary crushers, instead of using it in
other part of the works.
See above para. 762.
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 88 [pp. 8-87–8-88], para. 213.
See below Sections III.B.9, III.B.10 and III.B.11.
See below Section VIII.B.
See below Section III.B.9(a).
Exhibit {C-590}, Letter IAE-UPC-0528 from ACP to GUPC re Notice of Claim No. 43 – Production
of Concrete Aggregates, dated 18 February 2011.

1266

1267
1268
1269
1270
1271
1272
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9.

In light of the PLE basalt’s behavior, GUPC had to implement
temporary modifications to the crushing plants, which it did following
Prudent Industry Practice

795.

The substantial and unexpected issues that GUPC encountered with the crushing of the PLE
basalt made the operation of the PAC and ATL crushing plants extremely difficult and the
production of compliant sand, in particular in the required industrial quantities, exceedingly
challenging.

796.

At first, GUPC hoped that it could resolve the issue by calibrating the crushing plants, as this
is part of the normal process of operating a crushing plant (Section (a)). However, GUPC
soon realized that calibrating the PAC and ATL crushing plants would not resolve the issue as
the basalt itself caused the excessive amounts of fines.

797.

GUPC therefore had to take more drastic measures to account for this extraordinary situation.
Some of these remedial measures, described below, required time to be implemented. While
GUPC organized the implementation of these permanent measures, it took some immediate,
temporary measures to address these issues as soon as possible and ensure the production of
sufficient concrete aggregates, namely the recourse to aggregates sourced externally for
concrete production (Section (b)), the removal of the 0-38mm material after the PAC primary
crushing stage (Section (c)); and the opening of the cyclones circuits at the PAC and ATL
sand treatment plants (Section (d)). In doing so, GUPC acted as a prudent and competent
contractor, both in terms of the timing and the sequence of the modifications put in place. 1273

798.

Implementing the above modifications was particularly difficult because, as Mr. Gold
explains in his report, GUPC was subject to a number of constraints. In particular:
•

“Any modifications had to be implemented without causing significant
downtime to production of concrete aggregates;

•

There were space limitations in the plant’s areas;

•

Capacity of existing plant elements limit[ed] what modifications [could] be
made;
…

•

Screening capacity and conveyance in the tertiary and [sand treatment plants]
was fully utilized so that any additional crushing capacity added would
require additional screens and conveyors.”1274

799.

In her statement, Ms. Baz confirms that modifications were particularly complex because they
had to be done while the PAC and the ATL crushing plants continued to run, albeit at a lower
capacity. 1275

800.

Since the beginning of the crushing operations, GUPC team regularly held meetings and
exchanged information with the ACP team. 1276 In this context, GUPC gave ACP detailed

1273

Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 110 [p. 110], para. 141. See also Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 116 [p. 116], para. 163,
confirming that in modifying the plants, GUPC followed proper “industry accepted” steps and was
prudent in its decisions to continuously modify the plants.
Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 145 [p. 145], para. 202.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 74 [p. 67], para. 125.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 65 [p. 58], para. 85.

1274
1275
1276
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information on the problems experienced with the basalt, including the amount of fines, 1277
the modifications to the crushing process, 1278 their implementation, and the results
achieved. 1279
(a)

GUPC initially tried to calibrate the PAC and the ATL crushing plants,
but realized that this calibration alone could not address the issues with
the crushing of the basalt (January 2011)

801.

Upon the start of the crushing operations, GUPC began calibrating the PAC and the ATL
crushing plants. This is normal practice in the industry, as Mr. Buffa and Ms. Baz explain in
their statements and as Mr. Gold confirms in his expert report: when a new crushing plant is
installed, it often takes some time, several days or weeks depending on the size of the plant, to
fine-tune and optimize it for the rock being crushed and the products desired.1280

802.

Despite the substantial experience of GUPC’s PAC and ATL crushing plants’ teams, in
particular with the crushing of basalt, none of them had experienced difficulties similar to
those encountered with the PLE basalt.1281 Mr. Gold also confirms that he “ha[d] never seen
basalt behaving like this when crushed.” 1282

803.

GUPC’s team started adjusting the parameters of the PAC crushing plant in early
January 2011 (once the plant had become fully operational) and those of the ATL crushing
plant two weeks later.1283 Ms. Baz describes in her statement that GUPC would, for instance,
run the PAC and the ATL crushing plants for 30 minutes and then stop them to adjust the
various parameters. 1284

804.

In addition to various minor adjustments (including, according to Mr. Buffa, “calibrating the
machines, changing the dimension of the mesh of the screens, changing the pressure of the
wash screens, etc.” 1285), GUPC focused on two more substantial ones: 1286

1277

Exhibit {C-570}, Atlantic Construction Meeting Notes, dated 11 January 2011, p. 4 [p. 4], item 00008,
and Exhibit {C-589}, Atlantic Progress Meeting Notes, dated 17 February 2011, p. 10 [p. 10], item
03.0153, whereby GUPC confirmed to ACP that there was a high percentage of fines in the aggregates
produced at the PAC Crushing Plant. See also Exhibit {C-590}, Letter IAE-UPC-0528 from ACP to
GUPC re Notice of Claim No. 43 – Production of Concrete Aggregates, dated 18 February 2011.
Exhibit {C-591}, Pacific Quality Assurance Meeting, dated 21 February 2011, p. 3 [p. 3], item 2.112,
recording that ACP requested explanations on the new filter system installed to limit the amount of
fines, i.e., the removal of 0-38mm material; Exhibit {C-592}, Atlantic Construction Meeting Notes,
dated 15 March 2011, p. 6 [p. 6], item 00008, confirming that GUPC informed ACP of the first
temporary measure implemented at the PAC crushing plant, i.e., the removal of 0-38mm material, as
well as of one of the first permanent measures decided, i.e., the installation of a new washing system.
Exhibit {C-472}, Construction Meeting Notes, dated 31 March 2011, p. 3 [p. 3], item 00005; Exhibit
{C-609}, Atlantic Progress Meeting Notes, dated 14 April 2011.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 39 [p. 35], para. 108; Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 66 [p. 59], para. 88; Gold(I) {CEX-7}, p. 105 [pp. 105-106], para. 137.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 66 [p. 59], para. 90; Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 39 [p. 35], para. 110.
Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 105 [pp. 105-106], para. 137.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 66 [p. 59], para. 92.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 66 [p. 59], para. 88.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 39 [p. 35], para. 108.
For a description and confirmation of these changes, see Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 66 [p. 59], paras. 9293; Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 39 [p. 35], paras. 107-108; Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 31 [p. 27], para.
107. See also Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 105 [pp. 105-116], para. 136-163.

1278

1279

1280

1281
1282
1283
1284
1285
1286
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•

the calibration of the water pressure on the washer screen in the sand treatment
plant. 1287 As Ms. Baz described, GUPC eventually applied a pressure of up to 0.9
bar; 1288 and

•

the calibration of the opening of the cyclones in the sand treatment plant, 1289 which
GUPC ultimately set at 90mm. 1290

805.

Mr. Gold confirms that this kind of calibration is a standard process in the industry. 1291

806.

GUPC hoped that this fine-tuning and the above calibrations would be sufficient to enable the
production of compliant aggregates at an industrial scale and improve the efficiency of the
PAC and the ATL crushing plants. 1292 Yet, despite GUPC’s efforts, the problems persisted.

807.

By the end of January 2011, it had become clear to GUPC that, given the extent of the issues
encountered, standard adjustments would not be sufficient and that more drastic measures
were needed. 1293 The crushing operations could not be carried out normally and GUPC had to
stop the PAC and the ATL crushing plants on a regular basis to unclog the machines, remove
the fines, and clean the crushing equipment. 1294 GUPC could still not produce compliant sand
in the industrial quantities required.1295

808.

By that stage, GUPC had also realized that the problems originated in the basalt 1296 and not
the PAC or ATL crushing plants, so it formally notified ACP with respect to the same, as
explained above. 1297

809.

Aware of the need for substantial modifications to the PAC and the ATL crushing plants,
GUPC began investigating potential solutions, both short and long term. 1298 As mentioned
above, 1299 there are significant lead times involved between the order of crushing equipment
and its delivery and installation. As Mr. Buffa explains:
“[GUPC] therefore had to take a two-step approach. [GUPC] first
implemented initial mitigation measures, including temporary ones, to
produce compliant sand and try to improve productivity of the crushing
plants. [GUPC] then designed and implemented more extensive and
permanent modifications to both crushing plants, which took time to
implement.” 1300

1287
1288
1289
1290
1291

1292
1293
1294
1295
1296
1297
1298
1299
1300

Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 30 [pp. 23-26], paras. 33-35 for a description of the sand treatment plant.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 66 [p. 59], para. 93.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 30 [pp. 23-26], paras. 33-35 for a description of the sand treatment plant.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 67 [p. 60], para. 94.
Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 105 [pp. 105-106], para. 137. See also Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 39 [p. 35], para.
107.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 66 [p. 59], para. 87.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 67 [p. 60], para. 95; Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 39 [p. 35], para. 109.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 67 [p. 60], para. 95.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 39 [p. 35], para. 108.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 67 [p. 60], para. 96.
See above Section III.B.8.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 40 [p. 36], para. 111.
See above paras. 691-692. See also Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 40 [p. 36], para. 112.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 40 [p. 36], para. 112.
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(b)

GUPC sourced coarse and fine aggregates externally to secure the start
of concrete production for permanent works

810.

Although GUPC had started full-scale operation of the PAC and ATL crushing plants in
January 2011, 1301 it was not in a position to produce sufficient quantities of coarse and fine
aggregates and, in particular, compliant sand.1302

811.

To ensure that it would still be in a position to start concrete works on time, in particular the
lean concrete works, GUPC had no other choice but to source additional aggregates from
external suppliers, which already provided aggregates for the Project’s temporary works. 1303

812.

Thanks to this mitigation measure, permanent concrete works began on 19 January 2011 on
the ATL side with the pouring of lean concrete. 1304 Ms. Baz recalls that “this was
symbolically considered to be the beginning of the construction of the Third Set of
Locks.” 1305 The PAC side followed shortly after with the first pouring of lean concrete for the
permanent works taking place on 7 February 2011. 1306
(c)

GUPC temporarily removed the 0-38mm material after the PAC
primary crushers (February 2011–June 2012)

813.

When GUPC started operation of the crushing plants at the end of December 2010 - early
2011 on the Pacific side, “the bottleneck of the entire crushing process was the feeding and
the operation of the PAC secondary crusher”, as Ms. Baz explains in her statement.1307 She
remembers that “the conveyor belts from beneath the primary cones were regularly clogged.
The secondary crushers could hardly process their input because of the excessive amount of
fines and sticky material.” 1308 Indeed, the PLE basalt crushed in the PAC primary crushers
was stockpiled in the primary cones, where it became sticky and produced substantial
amounts of fines (see Figures 3-56, 3-58, 3-60, 3-61, 3-62 above 1309).

814.

GUPC therefore decided to remove all aggregates of a size under 38mm (the so-called
“0-38mm material”), from the crushing process after the primary crushers and before the
feed into the secondary crushers. 1310 Mr. Gold explains that “[w]hen smaller particles are fed
into crushers they can accumulate and reduce the effectiveness and even eventually shut down
the crusher, creating downtime or perhaps even damaging the crusher.” 1311 Ms. Baz also

1301

Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 38 [pp. 31-32], paras. 49-51.
See above para. 807.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 67 [p. 60], paras. 97-98.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 40 [p. 33], para. 52. See also Exhibit {C-594}, Atlantic Construction Meeting
Notes, Record No. 2086, dated 1 August 2012, p.2 [p. 2], item 00012, confirming that the temporary
batching plant began production of lean concrete in January 2011 and the main matching plant in
February 2011.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 67 [pp. 60-61], para. 99.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 67 [pp. 60-61], para. 99.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 68 [p. 61], para. 100.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 68 [p. 61], para. 100.
See also above paras. 767-769.
For a description and confirmation of this removal of the 0-38mm material, see Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p.
68
[pp. 61-62], Section VI.D; Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 40 [p. 36], para. 116; Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p.
32 [p. 38], para. 113; Pelaez(I) {C-WS-18}, para. 39; Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 110 [p. 110], para. 142.
Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 28 [p. 28], para. 19.

1302
1303
1304

1305
1306
1307
1308
1309
1310

1311
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clarifies that “[i]n general, at each stage of the crushing process, crushers operate more
efficiently when the input material is bigger than the intended output.”1312
815.

The PAC secondary crushers had to crush 0-300mm material down to 0-75mm. Removing
the 0-38mm material from the output of the PAC primary crushers, and hence the feed of the
PAC secondary crushers, therefore increased the efficiency of the PAC secondary crushers
and eased their feeding from one to the other. 1313 GUPC did not re-circulate the 0-38 material
in the PAC crushing plant, but disposed it as wastage which was later used for other purposes
in the Project, including the construction of temporary facilities such as haul roads. 1314

816.

As explained by Ms. Baz, 1315 this measure had an immediate positive impact on the crushing
process and on the production of aggregates, which Mr. Zaffaroni and Mr. Buffa also
witnessed: 1316

817.

•

it enabled the PAC secondary crushing to run properly;

•

because of the removal of so many fines at an early stage in the crushing process
(after the primary crushers), the amount of fines decreased in the entire crushing
process, so that the blockages experienced at the PAC crushing plant became less
frequent; and

•

it enabled GUPC to produce compliant aggregates, including sand.

Mr. Gold noted that this measure “relieved many of the material stickiness and clogging that
were occurring and preventing the secondary crushers from reaching full productivity”. 1317
Mr. Zaffaroni confirmed the positive effect of this measure at a high level meeting between
GUPC and ACP held a few weeks later, on 11 March 2011:
“The [PAC crushing] plant was ready in December but we then found that
our basalt is behaving in a very different way compared with the
expectations. The plants, designed to produce sand by crushing and milling,
had to be adjusted in order to get rid of the excess of fines naturally
produced in the intermediate steps. It has taken some two months of effort by
our team, to whom I address our thanks and congratulations, to reach our
current production which comply with the specifications, but require to
discard a substantial amount of material.”1318

818.

However, GUPC knew that notwithstanding the positive results achieved, the removal of
0-38mm material could not be a long term measure and that it presented significant
shortcomings. First, circa 40% of the output of the PAC primary crushers was eliminated
from the crushing process, instead of being further processed for use as final concrete
aggregate. 1319 This substantially increased the volume of material necessary to feed into the
PAC crushing plant to produce the required volumes of output material, as Mr. Gold

1312

Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 68 [p. 61], para. 101.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 68 [p. 61], paras. 101-102.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 68 [p. 61], para. 102.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 68 [p. 61], para. 103.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 40 [p. 36], para. 116; Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 32 [p. 28], para. 113.
Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 110 [p. 110], para. 142.
Exhibit {C-472}, Construction Meeting Notes, dated 31 March 2011, p. 3 [p. 3], item 00005.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 69 [p. 62], paras. 106-107. See also Exhibit {C-595}, Pacific Construction
Meeting Notes 00917, dated 30 March 2011, p. 18 [p. 18], item 0008.0095.

1313
1314
1315
1316
1317
1318
1319
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confirms. 1320 It also inevitably reduced the amount of sand and coarse and fine aggregates
that the PAC and the ATL crushing plants could produce. 1321
819.

In a way, it also displaced the problem, as the PLE basalt continued to produce excessive
amounts of fines throughout the crushing process, so that subsequent crushing stages became
overwhelmed with fines despite this initial removal of 0-38mm material, as Ms. Baz describes
in her statement and Mr. Gold notes in his report. 1322 Finally, it also generated a significant
volume of wastage to dispose of or re-use, that is, as Mr. Gold explains, “the minus 38mm
materials created an unanticipated waste stream that now had to be removed from the plant by
truck to an unplanned storage area.” 1323

820.

Although removing the 0-38mm material initially improved the crushing process drastically
on the Pacific side, it could only be a temporary measure,1324 intended to bridge the time until
more permanent measures could be put in place to deal with the basalt’s unexpected
behavior. 1325

821.

The 0-38mm removal was operational a number of times during the Project:1326 first, between
February 2011 and June 2012, at the start of the crushing operations in order to improve the
feeding and efficiency of the PAC secondary crushers; 1327 it was used again later in the
Project, in particular at the end of 2012.1328
(d)

GUPC opened the cyclones circuit at the PAC and ATL sand treatment
plants (from March/April 2011 until April 2012 for the ATL crushing
plant and September 2012 for the PAC crushing plant)

822.

With the removal of 0-38mm material, GUPC achieved some improvements to the operation
of the PAC and the ATL crushing plants and was able to produce compliant sand. 1329 Yet,
Ms. Baz explains that “[GUPC’s] capacity production was still not optimal” 1330 and, as noted
above, the subsequent crushing stages also encountered issues with the generation of
excessive amounts of fines.

823.

In particular, the PAC and ATL sand treatment plants were overloaded with fines. As
explained by Mr. Buffa, “[t]he cyclones received the slurry (made of water and fines and
other particles) coming from the entire crushing plant and separated the particles to be used

1320

Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 110 [p. 110], para. 142.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 69 [p. 62], para. 106; Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 40 [p. 36], para. 116; and
Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 32 [p. 28], para. 112.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 68 [p. 61], para. 103; Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 110 [p. 110], para. 142. See also
Exhibit {C-595}, Pacific Construction Meeting Notes 00917, dated 30 March 2011, p. 10 [p. 10],
Meeting of 23 March 2011, item 0003.030R, indicating that although all 0-38mm material was being
removed, fines were still being generated and that the PLE basalt material was poor.
Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 110 [p. 110], para. 142.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 69 [p. 62], para. 107; Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 40 [p. 36], para. 116;
Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 32 [p. 28], para. 112.
Exhibit {C-472}, Construction Meeting Notes, dated 31 March 2011, p. 3 [p. 3], item 00005.
See records of amounts removed in Hunter(I) {C-EX-10}, p. 37 [p. 36], para. 5.43, Appendix D SubClaim B – Material Wastage.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 69 [p. 62], para. 108; Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 40 [p. 36], para. 116.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 69 [p. 62], para. 108.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 69 [p. 62], para. 106; Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 40 [p. 36], para. 116; and
Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 32 [p. 28], para. 112.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 69 [p. 62], para. 109.
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for the sand production from the water, which was to be re-circulated in the cyclones to
process further slurry. However, a substantial amount of fines remained in the water after
passing through the cyclones, so that the water could not be re-circulated.” 1331 However, as a
result of the excessive amount of fines produced by the PLE basalt, the recirculated water still
contained excess fine material.1332
824.

GUPC therefore decided to open the cyclone circuits in the sand treatment plants.1333 This
removed the excess fine material generated by the basalt from the slurry of the sand treatment
plant, as Ms. Baz and Mr. Buffa explain in their statements (see Figure 3-66 below). 1334

Figure 3-66

Diagram showing the recirculation of water in the cyclones of the sand
treatment plants of the PAC and ATL crushing plants 1335

825.

In practice, the opening of the cyclone circuits entailed (i) that the water from the cyclones
was sent to the water treatment plant rather than being recirculated, and (ii) that fresh water
was instead injected in the cyclones to process further slurry. This relieved the sand treatment
plants and further facilitated the production of compliant sand.1336

826.

However, it also resulted in more fines being sent to the water treatment plants, which in turn
became overloaded, as will be discussed below.1337 Like the removal of the 0-38mm material,
this measure was temporary. 1338 It was operational from the end of March / early April 2011
until the multi-cyclones were installed in April 2012 at the ATL crushing plant and in
September 2012 at the PAC crushing plant.1339
*

1331

1332

1333

1334
1335

1336
1337

1338
1339

*

*

Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 41 [p. 37], para. 117. See also Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 30 [p. 23-26, 63], paras.
33-35, 110, Figure 66; Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 68 [pp. 68-75], Section 5.3.4.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 70 [p. 63], para. 111; Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 41 [p. 37], para. 117;
Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 32 [p. 28], para. 113.
For a description and confirmation of this measure, see Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 69 [pp. 62-63],
Section VI.E; Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 41 [p. 37], para. 117; Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 32 [p. 28],
para. 113; Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 113 [p. 113-114], para. 153.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 69 [p. 62], para. 109; Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 41 [p. 37], para. 117.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 70 [p. 63], Figure 67; and for a description of the entire cyclones, see Exhibit
{C-596}, Salini Impregilo Flow Sheet - Sand Washing - Tender Stage.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 69 [pp. 62-63], paras. 109, 113.
See below Sections III.B.11(b) and III.B.11(e). See also Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 69 [p. 62], para. 106;
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 40 [p. 36], para. 115; Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 32 [p. 28], para. 114.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 40 [p. 36], para. 112.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 70 [p. 63], para. 112. See also below Section III.B.11(e) with respect to the
multi-cyclones.
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827.

These two modifications – removal of the 0-38mm material after the PAC primary crushers
and the opening of the cyclones – which GUPC implemented as soon as it realized that it had
an issue with the PLE basalt, eventually allowed GUPC to produce compliant coarse and fine
aggregates, including sand, in industrial quantities. However, they were not sufficient to
resolve all issues with the operation of the crushing plants, as considerable amounts of basalt
were being removed from the crushing process and the PAC and ATL crushing plants were
being prevented from operating at their required capacities, in particular because of the water
treatment plants’ limited efficiency. GUPC thus sought to optimize the crushing process
further.
10.

GUPC ultimately had to abandon the PLE as its primary source of
aggregates and to open the Aguadulce Quarry much earlier than
anticipated to use it as the Project’s main source of aggregates (from
September 2011 onwards)

828.

At tender stage, and according to ACP’s representations and information in the RFQ and RFP
documents made available to the tenderers,1340 GUPC had planned to use the PLE basalt as
the primary source for concrete aggregate production.

829.

However, as explained above, from the start of operation of the PAC and ATL crushing
plants, GUPC observed that the PLE basalt was producing excessive amounts of fines and
sticky material when being crushed.1341 By the end of January 2011, after having calibrated
the crushing plants, GUPC realized that the problems experienced were not due to the
crushing plant design or process or to the machines used, but rather to the quality of the PLE
basalt. 1342 The adverse behavior of the basalt, in terms of its degradation, the generation of
excessive amounts of fines and its stickiness, were highly unusual behavior for a rock such as
basalt 1343 and pointed to a more fundamental issue with the PLE basalt, especially, as GUPC
later found out, when it was stockpiled. 1344

830.

GUPC thus was forced to abandon the stockpiled PLE basalt altogether for use in the concrete
aggregate production and had to use only freshly excavated basalt.1345

831.

By then, the PLE basalt had, for the most part, already been excavated and stockpiled close to
the PAC crushing plant or in the primary cones, right after the PAC primary crushers. 1346
There was only little PLE basalt left to extract and to feed and process directly in the PAC
crushing plant. 1347

832.

GUPC therefore had to find a new source material for concrete aggregates. At tender stage
and at the start of the Project, GUPC had planned to use basalt from the Aguadulce hill,
located next to the PLE (and which later became known as the “Aguadulce Quarry”), and
from the Cocoli Hill (which is simply referred to as the “Cocoli Quarry”), but only much

1340

See above Sections III.B.5(a) and III.B.5(b)(ii).
See above Section III.B.7.
See above paras. 807-808.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 71 [p. 64], para. 115.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 71 [p. 64], para. 115; Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 78 [pp. 8-77, 8-87–888], paras. 191-192, 213.
For a description and confirmation of this measure, see Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 71 [pp. 64-67],
Section VII; Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 40 [p. 36], para. 113; Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 106 [pp. 106, 111112], paras. 138, 144-146.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 71 [p. 64], para. 116.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 71 [p. 64], para. 116.
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later, several years into the Project.1348 Given that it could not use the stockpiled PLE basalt,
GUPC decided, in February 2011, to anticipate the opening of the Aguadulce Quarry. 1349 As
Mr. Buffa explains in his statement, “after months of battling with the very poor material
coming from the PLE excavation, GUPC had no choice but to abandon the PLE basalt and
open the Aguadulce quarry.” 1350
833.

On 17 February 2011, GUPC requested an expansion of the Contractor’s limit for the Site in
order to excavate the entire Aguadulce hill up to sea level. 1351 Ms. Baz recalls that
“[o]perations at the Aguadulce Quarry started shortly thereafter, but it took several months
before the first basalt could be brought to the PAC crushing plant” because a number of
preliminary steps had to be taken first, such as the removal and relocation of the fauna and the
removal of the Aguadulce forest and the top soil.1352

834.

Ms. Baz further explains that blasting operations started in May 2011, with only small blasted
operations being done in May 2011, sending only limited volumes of basalt being sent to the
PAC crushing plant in June-July 2011 (see Figure 3-69 below). 1353 Blasting operations
reached their full capacity in September 2011, as Ms. Baz confirms (see Figure 3-68
below).” 1354

1348

Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 71 [p. 64], para. 114, referring to Exhibit {C-558}, GUPC Tender: Volume II Technical Proposal dated March 2009, p. 1323 [p. 4 of 4]. See also, Exhibit {C-597}, GUPC’s
Technical Proposal dated March 2009, Volume III, Drawings – Construction, Pacific Lock Complex,
Construction phases, Drawings Nos. P-P-01 (16th month), P-P-02 (24th month), P-P-03 (36th month)
and P-P-04 (55th month): these drawings show the temporary basalt stock to be fed into the PAC
Crushing Plant and the sources of material GUPC intended to use. As confirmed in the drawing for the
55th month, GUPC still planned to use PLE basalt at that stage and the Aguadulce Quarry was
mentioned for the first time for that time period.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 40 [p. 36], para. 113; Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 71 [pp. 64-65], para. 119.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 40 [p. 36], para. 113.
Exhibit {C-599}, Request for Variation No. 0056, Section 31 23 00, dated 17 February 2011, including
Drawing No. SK-P-A-0126, Pacific Locks Complex, Borrow Fill, New Contrator’s Limit proposed
between Point P-06 to 8. See also Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 71 [pp. 64-65], para. 119.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 72 [p. 65], para. 120. See also Exhibit {C-591}, Pacific Quality Assurance
Meeting, dated 21 February 2011, p. 7 [p. 7], item 4.105, indicating that operations at the Aguadulce
hill had started and that blasting would begin in April 2011; Exhibit {C-587}, Pacific Construction
Meeting Notes, dated 4 May 2011, p. 27 [p. 27], item 0005.0160, implying that the blasting works on
Aguadulce Quarry had not yet started; Exhibit {C-600}, Pacific Construction Meeting Notes, dated 22
June 2011, p. 10 [p. 10], item 0003.084, indicating that basalt from Aguadulce Quarry was being sent
to the crushing plant but that there were problems because it comprised of undetermined reddish rocks.
Ms. Baz explains that “the reason for this was that the rock being excavated at the time was the top
layer and the 0-38mm removal ensured that all material that was not suitable for the production of
concrete aggregates was removed” (Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 72 [p. 65], fn. 126). Exhibit {C-601},
Atlantic Quality Assurance Meeting Notes, Record No. 01089, dated 20 June 2011, p. 9 [p. 9], item
4.114, indicating that the Aguadulce Quarry would be fully operational two to three months later.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 72 [p. 65], para. 121.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 72 [p. 65], para. 121. See also Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 40 [p. 36], para. 112;
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 40 [p. 36], para. 115; Exhibit {C-601}, Atlantic Quality Assurance Meeting
Notes, Record No. 01089, dated 20 June 2011, p. 9 [p. 9], item 4.114, indicating that the Aguadulce
Quarry would be fully operational two to three months later.
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Figure 3-67Picture showing early blasting operations on the Aguadulce hill
(19 July 2011) 1355

Figure 3-68

Picture showing full scale blasting operations at the Aguadulce Quarry
(14 September 2011) 1356

835.

When full blasting operations started in September 2011, the PLE excavations were close to
being finished, but continued on until October 2011. 1357 In September and October 2011,
GUPC therefore fed the PAC crushing plant with freshly excavated basalt coming from the
PLE and the Aguadulce Quarry, as Ms. Baz explains in her statement. 1358 From October
2011, the Aguadulce Quarry became the primary source of the basalt processed through the

1355

Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 73 [p. 66], Figure 69.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 73 [p. 66], Figure 70.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 73 [p. 66], para. 122. See also below Figure 3-69 .
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 73 [p. 66], para. 122. See also below Figure 3-69 .
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PAC crushing plant, 1359 until the Cocoli Quarry was opened later in the Project, as Figure 369 below shows. 1360

Figure 3-69
Records of basalt sent to PAC crushing plant, including from PLE (green line)
and from the Aguadulce Quarry or later the Cocoli Quarry (blue line) 1361
836.

Yet, the basalt excavated from the Aguadulce Quarry and from the Cocoli Quarry was still of
relatively poor quality and presented similar characteristics to the PLE basalt, in particular in
terms of the huge volumes of fines and waste generated. 1362 Also, as indicated by GUPC to
ACP at the time, the amounts of fines generated were still much higher than GUPC’s tender
estimate. 1363

837.

That said, because the Aguadulce basalt was crushed immediately after being excavated, there
was little, if any, time gap allowing for the deterioration of the basalt, which in turn limited
the amount of fines generated compared to the stockpiled and deteriorated PLE basalt.1364
Mr. Shilston also concludes, based on evidence presented to him, that “during its passage
through the crushing plant, the PLE stockpile basalt produced more sand, silt and clay (fines)
and was more agglomerated or sticky than the newly excavated basalt from Aguadulce
Quarry or Cocoli Quarry.” 1365 He adds that “the difference in behavior between the two
sources of basalt [was] a consequence of the degradation of the basalt in the stockpile.”1366

838.

In addition, because of the excessive amount of fines and waste generated by the crushing of
the PLE basalt, the amount of concrete aggregates produced per tonne of basalt fed into the
PAC and the ATL crushing plants was significantly lower than envisaged at tender stage. 1367

1359

Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 73 [p. 66], para. 122. See also Exhibit {C-608}, Pacific Construction Meeting
Notes, dated 9 November 2011, p. 8 [p. 8], item 0003.085, confirming that by that date, the only
material reaching the PAC crushing plant was from Aguadulce Quarry.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 74 [p. 67], para. 123.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 74 [p. 67], Figure 71.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 71 [p. 64], para. 119; Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 88 [pp. 8-87–8-88],
paras. 213, 216. See also above Section III.B.7.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 74 [p. 67], para. 123.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 74 [p. 67], para. 123.
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 78 [p. 8-77], para. 191.
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 78 [p. 8-77], para. 191.
Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 110 [p. 110], para. 142.
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A much larger volume of basalt thus had to be processed overall to meet the Project’s
production targets. 1368
839.

Based on information provided to him and his site visits to Panama, Mr. Gold agrees that
GUPC’s decision to abandon the PLE basalt and to open the Aguadulce Quarry was the right
one, 1369 although he also notes that the Aguadulce Quarry basalt produced more fines when
crushed than GUPC had anticipated with the PLE basalt:
“While freshly excavated material from the AQ proved slightly more
acceptable than that of the stockpiled PLE basalt, it still produced
significantly more waste fines than the average 4 - 5% estimated by the
equipment manufacturers or 6% the Contractor estimated in its tender. The
basalt freshly extracted from AQ allowed the Contractor to stop screening
the minus 38 mm materials prior to the secondary (M1) in June 2012…
However, the overall rock quality and fines generation of the AQ basalt and
later basalt from the CHQ still required all the other modifications made by
the Contractor because of the excessive fines created in the downstream
steps of crushing.” 1370

840.

As to the stockpiled PLE basalt remaining unused for concrete aggregate production, it had to
be disposed of, which GUPC had not planned at tender stage and at the start of the Project.1371
GUPC decided to use most of this material to fill the 1939 excavations because, even though
it could not be used for concrete aggregate production, it met the Employer’s Requirements
for rockfill material. 1372

841.

In summary, because of the extremely unusual and unfavourable behavior of the PLE basalt
when crushed, especially after having been stockpiled, GUPC had no other choice but to
abandon the use of the PLE basalt for concrete aggregate production altogether and to open
the Aguadulce Quarry (and later the Cocoli Quarry) to ensure that (i) the PAC and the ATL
crushing plants were fed with freshly excavated basalt and (ii) there would be sufficient
source material to produce the concrete aggregates needed for the Project. However, since
the basalt from the Aguadulce Quarry and the Cocoli Quarry presented characteristics similar
to those of the PLE basalt, this change of the primary source of aggregates did not resolve the
problem and GUPC still needed to make other extensive changes to the PAC and ATL
crushing plants.
11.

GUPC had to implement extensive, costly, and permanent modifications
to the crushing plants to produce the required industrial quantities of
compliant aggregates and sand

842.

As soon as it realized that there was a major issue with the PLE basalt, GUPC started, in
February 2011, to investigate and make changes to the flow of the PAC and the ATL crushing
plants to ensure production of compliant aggregates in the industrial quantities required by the

1368

Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 64 [pp. 57, 64], paras. 83, 118. Exhibit {C-598}, Pacific Construction Meeting
Notes, dated 7 September 2011, p. 11 [p. 11], item 0004.027F, reporting on GUPC’s assessment that
there would be a deficiency of 1.7 million m3 of basalt rock, even when talking into account the
Aguadulce Quarry and the Cocoli Quarry.
Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 112 [p. 112], para. 146.
Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 112 [p. 112], para. 147.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 71 [p. 64], para. 117.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 71 [p. 64], para. 117; Exhibit {C-594}, Atlantic Construction Meeting Notes,
Record No. 2086, dated 1 August 2012, p. 1 [p. 1], item 00002, confirming that PLE stockpiles were
being used as backfill.
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Project. Because of the long lead times needed for the delivery and installation of crushing
equipment, GUPC had to implement temporary measures first to enhance the PAC and ATL
crushing plants’ efficiency in the short term (see above Section III.B.9). However, as
Ms. Baz explains in her statement, these temporary measures “were insufficient to ensure the
industrial production of the very large volumes of aggregates needed in the future for the
Project.” 1373
843.

GUPC therefore also had to make other, more significant and permanent modifications to the
PAC and the ATL crushing plants, which entailed significant increases in capital and
operating expenditures. In February 2011, as one of the first long-term and extensive
measures, GUPC had to abandon the use of PLE basalt as primary source material for
concrete aggregate production and to open the Aguadulce Quarry much earlier than planned
(see above Section III.B.10).

844.

GUPC implemented other substantial and permanent modifications to the crushing process,
which are presented below in chronological order from their date of implementation, and
which are introduced here in the order of the crushing process (see also Figure 3-70 and
Figure 3-71 below showing all the changes made to the crushing plants and the batching
plants in the PAC and ATL crushing plants). These changes are also described in detail by
Ms. Baz in her statement, who was on site throughout that time, and by Mr. Gold in his report
and are further corroborated by Mr. Buffa, who monitored the changes made, and Mr. Pelaez,
who was Construction Manager for the Pacific Site from May 2011 (and later Project
Manager for the Atlantic Site). 1374

845.

On the PAC primary crushing stage, GUPC thus added a washing line, although this measure
was later discontinued (Section (h); see Nos. 3, 4 and 5 on the PAC crushing plant in
Figure 3-70).

846.

GUPC did not have to make changes to the PAC primary and secondary crushing stages, 1375
except for the removal of excessive fines between the two crushing stages.1376 As Mr. Gold
opines, with respect to the secondary crushing, this proves the appropriateness of GUPC’s
original design of the PAC crushing plant:
“The fact that this section of the plant required no permanent modifications,
even though it had to crush more material than expected during the project
because of the excessive fines problems of this basalt, is a tribute to the
Contractor’s original design that included additional design capacity.” 1377

847.

To increase the production of coarse and fine aggregates, GUPC added tertiary and
quaternary crushers to the PAC and the ATL crushing plants (Section (g); see Nos. 8 and 9 on

1373

Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 74 [p. 67], para. 124.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 75 [pp. 68-80], Section VIII; Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 105 [p. 105], Section 8;
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 41 [pp. 37-38], Section IV.H; Pelaez(I) {C-WS-18}, p. 17 [pp. 14-15], para.
39.
See below Section III.B.11.
This was achieved first through the removal of 0-38mm (see above Section III.B.9(c)) and later through
the additional primary wash line (see below Section III.B.11(h)).
Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 131 [p. 131], para. 175. Mr. Gold makes a similar statement with respect to the
primary crushing stage: “The fact that this section of the plant required no permanent modifications,
even though it had to crush more material than expected during the project because of the excessive
fines problems of this basalt, confirms that the Contractor’s original design was more than appropriate
to meet the Project’s needs” (see Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 128 [p. 128], para. 171).
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the PAC crushing plant in Figure 3-70 and Nos. 5 and 6 on the ATL crushing plant in
Figure 3-71).
848.

As GUPC removed excessive fines and sticky material throughout the PAC and ATL
crushing plants, the sand treatment plants and the water treatment plants became the
bottleneck. With respect to the PAC and ATL sand treatment plants, GUPC made the
following modifications:
•

injection of air in the hydro-separators (Section (a));

•

adjustments to the cyclones to enhance their efficiency (Section (d); see No. 6 on the
PAC crushing plant in Figure 3-70 and No. 2 on the ATL crushing plant in Figure 371);

•

installation of new multi-cyclones (Section (e); see No. 7 on the PAC crushing plant
in Figure 3-70 and No. 3 on the ATL crushing plant in Figure 3-71); and

•

use of the rod mills to process part of the 5-19mm aggregates that had been stockpiled
as final products (Section (f); see Nos. 10 and 11 on the PAC crushing plant in
Figure 3-70 and No. 7 on the ATL crushing plant in Figure 3-71).

849.

As regards the PAC and ATL water treatment plants, GUPC added coagulant to the slurry
reaching the plants to help the sedimentation of particles (Section (b)). Finally, GUPC had to
increase its capacity to dispose of waste material from the PAC and ATL crushing plants: it
opened a new disposal area on the PAC Site and installed two additional filter presses on the
ATL Site (Section (c); see No. 2 on the PAC crushing plant in Figure 3-70 and No. 4 on the
ATL crushing plant in Figure 3-71).

850.

Some of these modifications entailed long time-lags between decision and implementation as
they required procurement of new machines and time to install them. 1378 This added further
complexity to the changes.1379 In addition, Ms. Baz notes that “the implementation of these
modifications was also particularly difficult because it had to be done while the plants were
still running, albeit at a lower capacity.” 1380 Despite these challenges, GUPC was successful
in implementing all those changes that allowed the production of industrial quantities of
compliant aggregates.

1378

Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 74 [p. 67], para. 125; Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 41 [p. 37], para. 118.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 74 [p. 67], para. 125.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 74 [p. 67], para. 125.
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Figure 3-70

EMEA 113963622

Sketch showing the permanent modifications made to the PAC crushing plant
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Figure 3-71

Sketch showing the permanent modifications made to the ATL crushing plant
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(a)

GUPC had to use air injection in the hydro-separators of the PAC and
ATL sand treatment plants (from April 2011 onwards)

851.

Given that GUPC had to remove fines and slurry from the crushing process at all stages of the
PAC and ATL crushing plants, 1381 the PAC and ATL sand treatment plants became
overwhelmed with slurry and fines.

852.

As Ms. Baz describes in her statement and Mr. Gold notes in his report when describing the
sand treatment plant,1382 the output of the PAC and ATL tertiary and quaternary crushing
stages was partly processed further in the PAC and ATL sand treatment plant to produce fine
aggregates, i.e., sand. The sand treatment plants also processed 0-8mm material collected
throughout the PAC and ATL crushing plants. 1383 The slurry arriving in the sand treatment
plants was made of this 0-8mm material mixed with water. 1384

853.

The first machines that processed this slurry in the PAC and ATL sand treatment plants were
two hydro-separators (see below Figure 3-72). 1385 Hydro-separators separate coarser sand to
be processed in the sand treatment plants from finer particles, including muds and clays,
which are sent to the water treatment plants to be disposed of. 1386

854.

In April 2011, in light of the excessive amount of fines that overcharged the PAC and ATL
sand treatment plants, GUPC decided to inject air from the bottom of the two
hydro-separators to reduce the amount of fine material that entered the sand treatment plant
and thereby increase the plant’s efficiency. 1387

855.

As Ms. Baz explains in her statement, 1388 injecting air from the bottom created air bubbles
(like a jacuzzi) in the slurry processed by the hydro-separators. The heavier material – fines
and sand – sank through the centre section of the hydro-separators, settled at the bottom and
was pumped from there into the cyclones. The lighter material – including clays – remained
at the top and was pushed to the external rings of the hydro-separators, to be sent directly to
the water treatment plants (see below Figure 3-72). 1389 This enabled GUPC to remove 150300 microns fines in an industrial way and thus to increase, to a certain extent, the production
of compliant sand.

1381

See description of the sand treatment plant above para. 707.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 30 [pp. 23-24], paras. 33-35; Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 68 [p. 68], para. 66.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 30 [p. 23], para. 33.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 30 [p. 23], para. 33.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 30 [pp. 23-26], paras. 33-35; Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 68 [pp. 68-74], Sections
5.3.4.
See description of the sand treatment plant above para. 707.
For a description and confirmation of this measure, see Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 75 [pp. 68-69],
Section VIII.A; Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 41 [p. 37], para. 119; Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 114 [p. 114],
paras. 154, 156.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 75 [p. 68], para. 128.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 75 [p. 68], para. 125; Exhibit {C-602}, Presentation on multi-cyclones prepared
by Mrs. Baz, p. 1. For a description of the functioning of hydro-separators, please refer to Gold(I) {CEX-7}, p. 57 [p. 57], para. 57.
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856.

This measure was implemented at the beginning of April 2011 and remained operational until
the end of the Project. 1390

Figure 3-72
Slurry arriving in the hydro-separators of the sand treatment plant from the
primary, secondary, tertiary and quaternary crushing (1 October 2014) 1391
(b)

GUPC had to use coagulant in the PAC and ATL water treatment plants
(from April 2011 onwards)

857.

Ms. Baz explains in her statement that the role of water treatment plants is “to ‘clean’ the
slurry of mud, fines, and water coming from the sand treatment plant and the remainder of the
crushing process, and to separate the remaining particles that were to be disposed of from the
water that was to be recirculated in the crushing plants.” 1392 Ms. Baz further clarifies that
water treatment plants are generally designed to treat light particles (below 75 microns) rather
than larger particles (above 75 microns), which normally remain in the sand treatment plants
to be used for the production of compliant sand.1393

858.

As Ms. Baz describes, GUPC added an additive, flocculant, to the slurry coming into the
water treatment plants, which is a mixture used to accelerate the sedimentation of the particles

1390

Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 75 [p. 68], para. 129. See also Exhibit {C-603}, Pacific Daily Activities Report,
dated 8 April 2011; Exhibit {C-604}, Pacific Daily Activities Report, dated 9 April 2011; and Exhibit
{C-605}, Pacific Daily Activities Report, dated 28 April 2011, all showing that the modifications to the
flow of the hydro-separators were ongoing.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 75 [p. 68], Figure 72. This picture is part of the records gathered during the visit
of the Site with the Panamanian bailiff on 1 October 2014. See above para. 721.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 76 [p. 69], para. 131; Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 40 [p. 40], para. 31.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 76 [p. 69], para. 131.
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at the bottom of the clarifying tanks. 1394 However, “the flocculant did not react as expected to
the huge amount of fines from the PLE basalt, so that the fines did not sediment properly and
remained in the slurry of the water treatment plants.” 1395 This caused the PAC and ATL
water treatment plants to be overloaded and created blockages. 1396
859.

This overload was further worsened by the increased volumes of fines sent to the PAC and
ATL water treatment plants because of the modifications made to the PAC and ATL sand
treatment plants, including the opening of the cyclone circuits and the injection of air in the
hydro-separators. 1397 The PAC and ATL water treatment plants therefore soon became the
new bottleneck of the Project.1398

860.

GUPC first decided to substantially increase the amount of flocculant used. 1399
however, proved insufficient.

861.

In April 2011, GUPC considered adding another additive: coagulant.1400 GUPC conducted
testing to attest the efficacy of coagulant.1401 Coagulant serves to clog the fines together and
thus accelerate the sedimentation of the particles in the water. 1402 The tests confirmed that
coagulant was effective in accelerating the sedimentation of particles (see below
Figure 3-73). 1403

862.

As Mr. Buffa and Mr. Zaffaroni explain in their statements, the use of coagulant is not
standard in the context of concrete aggregates production, 1404 which Mr. Gold confirms in his
report. 1405 Mr. Buffa adds that “[c]oagulant is much more expensive than flocculant, and it is
normally not economical to run a plant with this kind of material.” 1406 Mr. Gold concurs but
agrees that GUPC had no choice but to use this additive:

1394

See above Section III.B.5(a) and Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 33 [pp. 26-27, 69], paras. 38, 132. See also
Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 74 [pp. 74-75], para. 73.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 76 [p. 69], para. 134.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 76 [p. 69], para. 134 and Figure 73.
See above Sections III.B.9(d) and III.B.11(a); Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 76 [p. 69], para. [130].
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 41 [p. 37], para. 115; Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 76 [p. 69], para. 130.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 76 [p. 69], para. 134.
For a description and confirmation of this removal of the 0-38mm material, see Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p.
76 [p. 69], Section VIII.B; Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 41 [p. 37], para. 120; Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p.
32 [p. 28], para. 114; Pelaez(I) {C-WS-18}, p. 17 [pp. 14-15], para. 39(b); Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 114
[pp. 114, 138], paras. 157, 188.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 77 [p. 70], para. 135.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 77 [p. 70], para. 135; Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 13 [p. 13], Glossary of Terms,
Coagulant.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 77 [p. 70], para. 135. See also Exhibit {C-606}, Results of tests conducted by
Mapei on the use of flocculants and coagulants, dated 4 May 2011.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 41 [p. 37], para. 120; Zaffaroni(I) {C-WS-4} p. 32 [p. 28], para. 114.
Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 114 [pp. 114, 135], paras. 157, 187.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 41 [p. 37], para. 120.
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“The addition of a coagulant in aggregate processing is expensive and
unusual and was a forced modification to the plant as a result of the material
properties of the basalt discovered after production began.”1407
863.

GUPC used coagulant in the PAC and ATL sand treatment plants from April 2011 to the end
of the crushing operations. 1408

Figure 3-73
(c)

Picture showing the sedimentation of fines due to the use of coagulant
(1 October 2014) 1409
GUPC had to open New Disposal 2 at the PAC crushing plant
(November 2011) and to install two additional filter presses at the ATL
crushing plant (July 2011)

864.

The very large volumes of waste produced in the crushing process had to be disposed of. At
tender stage and in its initial design, GUPC had planned to dispose of it in disposal areas on
or close to the Site. However, as explained by Mr. Buffa and above, 1410 GUPC later found that
there would not be sufficient space in disposal areas on the Pacific side for the entire life of
the Project and that it could not use disposal areas on the Atlantic side. GUPC therefore
decided to put two filter presses on the PAC and ATL crushing plants.1411

865.

However, because of the considerable quantities of fines generated by the basalt when
crushed (including the freshly excavated basalt from the Aguadulce Quarry or Cocoli
Quarry), there was a lot more waste than anticipated. 1412 It rapidly became clear that the
measures put in place to dispose of the waste on the Pacific and Atlantic sides would not be

1407

Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 136 [p. 136], para. 187.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 41 [p. 37], para. 120; Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 78 [p. 71], para. 136;
Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 32 [p. 28], para. 114. See records of coagulant used at the PAC and the
ATL crushing plants in Hunter(I) {C-EX-10}, p. 48 [p. 47], paras. 5.100-5.103, Appendix D – SubClaim C - Clarifier material Summary and Exhibit {Hunter(I)‐33} Clarifier Material Invoices.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 78 [p. 71], Figure 74. This picture is part of the records gathered during the visit
of the Site with the Panamanian bailiff on 1 October 2014. See above para. 707.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 35 [p. 31], paras. 94-95, and above para. 708.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 34 [p. 27], paras. 39-41.
See above Section III.B.7(c)(i).
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sufficient. From April 2011 on, GUPC started looking for potential solutions to the waste
disposal problem on the PAC and the ATL sides. 1413
866.

On the Pacific side, Ms. Baz explains in her statement that GUPC initially sent the waste
produced in the PAC crushing plant to the space still available in the Victoria Disposal
Area. 1414 This area, which was also used to dispose of other unusable material, such as
material from the Lock Excavation Works, quickly became full and could not be used for
waste material from the PAC crushing plant from January 2011 onward.1415 GUPC then
began disposing of the waste from the PAC crushing plant in temporary lagoons by the
Pacific Industrial Complex.1416

867.

This was, however, again only a temporary solution. As Ms. Baz describes, GUPC had to
open another disposal area specifically for the waste coming from the PAC crushing plant:
this disposal area was built next to the already existing Disposal 2 and was called New
Disposal 2 (see Figure 3-74 below). 1417 The opening of this new disposal area entailed (i) the
construction of dams to avoid spills, and (ii) the installation of a 3,500m steel pipe connecting
it to the PAC crushing plant. 1418 New Disposal 2 became fully operational in November
2011. 1419

1413

Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 78 [p. 71], para. 137. For a description and confirmation of these measures, see
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 78 [pp. 71-74], Section VIII.C; Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 41 [p. 37], para. 121;
Pelaez(I) {C-WS-18}, p. 17 [pp. 14-15], para. 39(c); Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 114 [pp. 114-115, 136],
paras. 158, 186-187.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 78 [pp. 71-72], para. 138. See also above para. 708.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 78 [pp. 71-72], para. 138.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 78 [pp. 71-72], para. 138 and Figure 75. See also Exhibit {C-557}, GUPC’s
comments with respect to Submittal 01 57 19-061, Environmental Plan - Pacific - Crushing Plant &
Sand Treatment Plant, dated 4 April 2010, p. 12 [pp. 11-12]; Exhibit {C-607}, Pacific Construction
Meeting Notes, dated 2 March 2011, p. 6 [p. 6], item 002.060X, indicating that we were still using
Victoria Disposal area at that time and that the temporary lagoons would be ready in two weeks.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 79 [p. 72], para. 139.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 79 [p. 72], para. 139.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 81 [p. 74], para. 141; Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 41 [p. 37], para. 121. See also
Exhibit {C-608}, Pacific Construction Meeting Notes, dated 9 November 2011, p. 6 [p. 6], item
0002.076 confirming that Disposal N. 2 was in use at that time.
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Figure 3-74

Picture of New Disposal No. 2 under construction at the PAC Site
(15 November 2011) 1420

868.

On the Atlantic side, GUPC could not build disposal areas because of space and
environmental constraints, so that it could not dispose of waste in liquid form. 1421 All waste
therefore had to be dried and dewatered with filter presses and the resulting solid “cakes”
produced were then disposed of. 1422 The installation of the first two filter presses originally
intended for the ATL crushing plant started in April 2011.1423 To process the increased
amount of waste produced by the basalt crushed, GUPC decided to install the two filter
presses, which had originally been ordered for the PAC crushing plant, on the Atlantic
side. 1424 By the time the decision was taken, the two filter presses for the PAC crushing plant

1420

Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 80 [p. 73], Figure 76.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 80 [p. 73], para. 140.
See above paras. 708 -710; Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 34 [pp. 27-29], paras. 39-41, Figures 26-28; Buffa(I)
{C-WS-15}, p. 41 [p. 37], para. 121.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 80 [p. 73], para. 140. See also Exhibit {C-609}, Atlantic Progress Meeting
Notes, dated 14 April 2011, p. 8 [p. 8], item 02.0106 indicating that the assembly of the filter press had
started on 7 April 2011.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 80 [p. 73], para. 140; Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 41 [p. 37], para. 121; Exhibit {C610}, Minutes of Atlantic Weekly Meeting No. 51, dated 21 March 2011, p. 5 [p. 5], item 00008 stating
on 21 March 2011 that the four filter presses (two for the PAC crushing plant and two for the ATL
crushing plant) had started to arrive and that all four would be installed on the ATL side and none of
the PAC side for the moment; Exhibit {C-574}, Atlantic Construction Meeting Notes, dated 30 May
2011, p. 9 [p. 9], item 0008, indicating that the first filter press on the ATL crushing plant was tested in
May 2011, that the second filter press was going to be operational in June 2011 and that civil works for
the 3rd and 4th unit had started. See also Exhibit {C-594}, Atlantic Construction Meeting Notes,
Record No. 2086, dated 1 August 2012, p. 1 [p.1], item 00001.

1421
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had not yet been delivered. Upon their arrival, they were installed directly on the Atlantic
side and became fully operational in July 2011. 1425
(d)

GUPC had to adjust the cyclones with flat bottoms in the PAC sand
treatment plant (from January 2012 on) and ATL sand treatment plants
(from March 2012 onwards)

869.

Between January and September 2012, GUPC implemented further adjustments to the PAC
and the ATL sand treatment plants to optimize their efficiency. GUPC had already
temporarily opened the cyclones circuits 1426 and was injecting air in the hydro-separators. 1427
The slurry entering the sand treatment plants went from the two hydro-cyclones to ten
cyclones that further separated coarser sand from finer particles. 1428 GUPC decided to modify
these cyclones. 1429

870.

Ms. Baz describes in her statement that the “cyclones, like any cyclone, had a valve at the
bottom.” 1430 GUPC decided to replace two sets of normal bottoms with flat-bottoms to
increase the cyclone’s operational efficiency. 1431 Mr. Buffa clarifies in his statement how this
change improved the crushing process:
“Flat-bottom cyclones are more efficient in removing fines than cone-shaped
cyclones and provide better support for the different granulometry and
overcharge caused by the basalt. These cyclones allowed a better control of
fines quantity in the final product.” 1432

871.

Mr. Gold confirms in his report that this was an adequate modification by GUPC:
“Flat-bottom cyclones can handle more solids and are more efficient in
classifying sand than standard cyclones. They are more expensive and
would not have been needed in the original plant design. Often the problem
with crushing basalt to make sand is that there are not enough fine particles
requiring additional recirculation within a plant to achieve the desired sand
volumes. However, this highly unusual basalt created excessive fines and
completely altered the equipment required to make compliant sand. The

1425

1426
1427
1428
1429

1430
1431
1432

Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 80 [p. 73], para. 140. See also Exhibit {C-611}, Atlantic Construction Meeting
Notes, dated 20 June 2011, p.2, item 0008, stating that the civil works for the third and fourth filter
press would be ready in a few days; Exhibit {C-612}, Atlantic Construction Meeting Notes, dated 18
July 2011, p. 3 [p. 3], item 08, indicating that the civil works for the fourth filter press were basically
finished and that there would not be any delivery of liquid material or sludge to the Mindi disposal and
that material would be disposed of in dry form only.
See above Section III.B.9(d).
See above Section III.B.11(a).
See above para. 707; Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 30 [p. 23], para. 34.
For a description and confirmation of this measure, see Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 81 [p. 74],
Section VIII.D; Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 42 [p. 38], para. 122; Pelaez(I) {C-WS-18}, p. 17 [pp. 14-15],
para. 39(d); Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 115 [pp. 115, 133], paras. 159, 183.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 81 [p. 74], para. 142.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 81 [p. 74], para. 143; Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 42 [p. 38], para. 122.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 42 [p. 38], para. 122.
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flat-bottom modification was added here to increase the overall capacity that
could be processed in the STP.” 1433
872.

The two sets of new flat-bottom cyclones were ordered in July 2011 and were up and running
on 20 January 2012 on the PAC crushing plant and on 27 March 2012 on ATL crushing
plant. 1434
(e)

GUPC had to install new multi-cyclones in the PAC sand treatment plant
(from September 2012 on) and ATL sand treatment plant (from
April 2012 onwards)

873.

With the excessive volumes of fines being produced by the crushing of the basalt and
increased slurry volumes sent to the water treatment plants because of the opening of the
cyclones circuits, the injection of air in the hydro-separators and later the adjustments of the
cyclones in the PAC and ATL sand treatment plants, 1435 the PAC and ATL water treatment
plants were completely overwhelmed with fines and slurry. The addition of coagulant to the
slurry entering the water treatment plants helped to separate the water from the slurry, but was
not sufficient in light of the considerable amounts of slurry arriving at the plants.1436

874.

GUPC therefore decided to install new machines between the cyclones and the screens in the
sand treatment plant: multi-cyclones (see Figure 3-75 below). 1437 As Ms. Baz describes in her
statement, the multi-cyclones “eliminated (i.e., collected) the 0-300 microns particles
(referred to as ‘superfines’ on the Project)” and the 0-300 microns material collected was
then “disposed of directly rather than processed through the water treatment plant.” 1438 This

1433

Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 133 [p. 133], para. 183.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 81 [p. 74], para. 144; Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 42 [p. 38], para. 122. See also
with respect to the PAC crushing plant: Exhibit {C-615}, Purchase Order No. 4100429483, dated 30
September 2011 for the PAC flat-bottom cyclones; Exhibit {C-616}, Certificate of Acceptance on
Purchase Order No. W GUPC-TER-481, dated 20 January 2012 and signed by GUPC and Talleres
Alquezar S.A., confirming that the PAC flat-bottom cyclones had been supplied and correctly
commissioned. With respect to the ATL crushing plant: Exhibit {C-617}, Purchase Order No. W
GUPC-TER-481, dated 30 September 2011, for the ATL flat-bottom cyclones; Exhibit {C-618},
Certificate of Acceptance on Purchase Order No. W GUPC-TER-481, dated 27 March 2012 and signed
by GUPC and Talleres Alquezar S.A., confirming that the ATL flat-bottom cyclones had been supplied
and correctly commissioned. See also Exhibit {C-619}, Order Summary of Talleres Alquezar S.A.,
indicating that the installation of the new flat-bottom cyclones was completed on 20 January 2012 at
the PAC crushing plant and on 27 March 2012 at ATL crushing plant. It also records that two further
flat-bottom cyclones were delivered and installed but these had actually only been ordered as spare
parts and were never put in use in the PAC or the ATL crushing plants.
See above Sections III.B.9(d), III.B.11(a) and III.B.11(d).
See above Section III.B.11(b).
For a description and confirmation of this measure, see Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 81 [pp. 74-76],
Section VIII.E; Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 42 [p. 38], para. 123; Pelaez(I) {C-WS-18}, p. 17 [pp. 14-15],
para. 39(e); Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 115 [pp. 115, 134], paras. 160, 185.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 82 [p. 75], para. 146. Ms. Baz recalls that “in the middle of 2012, [GUPC]
realized, based on test results done on the so-called “superfine” sand produced in the multi-cyclones,
that this sand had properties similar to pozzolan and could be used as a substitute for the pozzolan that
GUPC was purchasing from Cemento Panama …. Because Cemento Panama did not provide
sufficient quantities of cement and pozzolan to produce the quantities of concrete required and in order
to find some use for this “superfine” sand, [GUPC] decided to increase the amount of pozzolan up to
25% and replace half of it with the “superfine” sand (i.e., 12% pozzolan and 12.5% superfine).
However, this mitigation measure was only implemented at the peak of the Project in 2013 and

1434

1435
1436
1437
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effectively relieved the water treatment plants as this “reduce[d] solids that flow to the mud
plant and settling ponds,” i.e., the water treatment plants, as Mr. Gold puts it in his report.1439

Figure 3-75
875.

1439
1440
1441

1442

Picture showing the multi-cyclones plant being installed at the ATL crushing
plant (15 December 2011) 1440

From the beginning, the multi-cyclones proved very efficient in reducing the amount of fines
sent to the water treatment plants, thereby limiting their overload. Contemporaneous records
indicate that the multi-cyclones were able to remove up to 10% of the fines contained in the
slurry prior to its entering in the PAC and the ATL water treatment plants. 1441 This
modification also enhanced the productivity of the entire crushing plant. The pictures in
Figure 3-76 show just how much of an impact this modification had. Mr. Gold concludes that
“[t]his modification, more than any other, is responsible for the drastic difference seen in the
clarifying tank”. 1442

absorbed a small quantity of the huge volume of unusable “superfine” sand being generated by the
crushing process.” (Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 82 [p. 75], fn. 156).
Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 134 [p. 134], para. 185.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 82 [p. 75], Figure 77.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 83 [p. 76], para. 148; Exhibit {C-594}, Atlantic Construction Meeting Notes,
Record No. 2086, dated 1 August 2012, p. 1 [p. 1], item 5.
Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 115 [p. 115], para. 160.
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Water full of fines
Cleaner water

Figure 3-76
Pictures showing the aspect of the water in the water treatment plant on the
PAC side before and after the installation of the multi-cyclones system 1443
876.

The use of multi-cyclones is common in the ceramic or other industries, but is absolutely not
standard in crushing plants. 1444 As Mr. Buffa explains, “although multi-cyclones are usually
not used in crushing plants but for ceramic and other industries, GUPC had to think outside
the box to deal with the extraordinary issues that we were facing and we experimented with
all options to try to find a solution.”1445 Ms. Baz confirms that “[g]iven the exceptional
circumstances that we were facing, we however had to consider all possible solutions.”1446

877.

Because multi-cyclones are not usually installed in crushing plants, Ms. Baz recalls that
GUPC decided to start by ordering a single multi-cyclone for the ATL crushing plant, test it
and then, depending on the results achieved, order a second one for the PAC crushing
plant. 1447 The idea was initially discussed in March 2011. 1448 The first battery of multicyclones, intended for the ATL crushing plant, was ordered in May 2011.1449 GUPC began
installing and calibrating it in November 2011 1450 and this was entirely completed by April
2012. 1451 GUPC hence ordered an additional battery of multi-cyclones for the PAC crushing

1443

Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 83 [p. 76], Figure 78.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 82 [p. 75], para. 146.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 42 [p. 38], para. 123.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 82 [p. 75], para. 146.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 82 [p. 75-76], para. 147.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 82 [p. 75-76], para. 147.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 83 [p. 76], para. 149. See also Exhibit {C-620}, Purchase Order 4100422611 Multiciclones ATL, dated 27 May 2011, issued by GUPC to Talleres Alquezar S.A. on 27 May 2011.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 82 [p. 75-76], para. 147. See also Exhibit {C-621}, Construction Meeting
Notes, Record No. 1438, dated 21 November 2011, Meeting of 21 November 2011, p. 3 [p. 3], item
0008. See also, Exhibit {C-619}, Order Summary of Talleres Alquezar S.A. indicating that the ATL
multi-cyclone system was delivered on 1 November 2011; Exhibit {C-622}, Certificate of Acceptance
on Purchase Order 4100422611, dated 16 December 2011 and signed by GUPC and Talleres Alquezar
S.A., confirming that the ATL multi-cyclone system had been supplied and correctly commissioned.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 42 [p. 38],para. 123; Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 82 [p. 75-76], para. 147. See also
Exhibit {C-594}, Atlantic Construction Meeting Notes, Record No. 2086, dated 1 August 2012, p. 1
[p. 1], item 00001.
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plant in December 2011 1452 and it completed the installation on the Pacific Site in September
2012. 1453
*
878.

*

*

While GUPC ultimately managed to produce compliant fine and coarse aggregates, including
sand, at an industrial rate and managed to unclog the crushing plants,1454 GUPC was still
running behind the capacity targets envisaged at tender stage to meet the needs of the
production of concrete for the Project, despite all of its efforts. 1455 GUPC thus decided new
measures to increase the production of concrete aggregates.
(f)

GUPC had to process 5-19mm aggregates in the rod mills of the PAC
and ATL sand treatment plants (from April 2012 on)

879.

The rod mills installed at the PAC and the ATL sand treatment plants had been designed to
crush the oversized 5-8mm particles and quantities of 1.5-5mm coarse sand produced in
excess of what was needed to produce compliant sand, as Ms. Baz describes in her
statement.1456 However, because the PLE basalt (and later Aguadulce Quarry and Cocoli
Quarry basalt) produced large quantities of fines when crushed, there was an excess of fine
sand, but barely any material to be processed through the rod mills.1457

880.

In April 2012, to increase the production of the required volumes of compliant sand, GUPC
therefore decided to process part of the 5-19mm aggregates that had been stockpiled as final
products after the secondary, tertiary and quaternary crushers on the Pacific and the Atlantic
rod mills. 1458

881.

GUPC decided to put into use the rod mills’ excess capacity by feeding them 5-19mm final
concrete aggregates that were to be crushed down to <5mm fine aggregates. 1459 To transport
the 5-19mm aggregates from the final stockpiles to the rod mills, GUPC built a metal tunnel

1452

Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 83 [p. 76], para. 149; Exhibit {C-623}, Purchase Order No. 4100443942, dated
7 December 2011, for the PAC multi-cyclone system; Exhibit {C-624}, Certificate of Acceptance on
Purchase Order 4100443942, dated 1 October 2012 and signed by GUPC and Talleres Alquezar S.A.,
confirming that the PAC multi-cyclone system had been supplied and correctly commissioned.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 42 [p. 38], para. 123; Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 83 [p. 76], para. 149]. Exhibit
{C-625}, Quality Assurance Meeting, Record No. 1967, dated 27 August 2012, p. 10 [p. 10], item
7.000; Exhibit {C-626}, Quality Assurance Meeting, Record No. 2004, dated 17 September 2012, p. 3
[p. 3], item 3.000.7; and Exhibit {C-627}, Pacific Construction Meeting Notes, dated 19 September
2012, p. 10 [p. 10], item 0008.013 confirming that the multi-cyclones were installed by then. See also, ;
Exhibit {C-624}, Certificate of Acceptance on Purchase Order 4100443942, dated 1 October 2012 and
signed by GUPC and Talleres Alquezar S.A., confirming that the PAC multi-cyclone system had been
supplied and correctly commissioned.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 84 [p. 77], para. 150.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 84 [p. 77], para. 148.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 84 [p. 77], para. 151. See also above paras. 707.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, para. 151; Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 42 [p. 38], para. 124.
For a description and confirmation of this measure, see Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 84 [p. 77],
Section VIII.F; Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 42 [p. 38], para. 124; Pelaez(I) {C-WS-18}, p. 17 [pp. 14-15],
para. 39(f); Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 115 [pp. 115-116, 133-134], paras. 161, 184.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 84 [p. 77], para. 152. See also Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 42 [p. 38], para. 124.

1453
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and a conveyor belt below the 5-19mm aggregates stockpile.1460 GUPC also added a cyclone
and a washing system to the screen installed after the rod mills to ensure that the coarse sand
produced was washed before being stockpiled. 1461
882.

This measure increased the production of sand in the PAC and ATL crushing plants, as
Ms. Baz states. 1462 Mr. Gold agrees that this measure “assisted in generating more compliant
sand product and fully utilizing the capacity of the rod mills in sand production.” 1463
(g)

GUPC had to install new tertiary and quaternary crushers at the PAC
and ATL crushing plants (from June 2012 onwards)

883.

Another measure that GUPC had to take to increase the production of coarse and fine
aggregates was the addition of a rollercone crusher for the tertiary crushing stage and a VSI
crusher for the quaternary crushing stage on each of the PAC and ATL crushing plants.1464
GUPC ordered these crushers between August and December 2011. 1465 Because of the lead
time necessary for crushing equipment, the additional tertiary and quaternary crushers were
only installed in June 2012. 1466

884.

Mr. Gold notes in his report that these additional crushers could only be added “after the sand
and [water treatment plant] sections of the plant were equipped to handle the new flows.” 1467
The installation also required substantial retrofit design and complicated conveyor work to
ensure the necessary crushing flow, which was particularly challenging because of the
stringent space constraints on both the PAC and the ATL crushing plants. 1468

1460

Exhibit {C-628}, Purchase Order No. 4100436175, dated 28 September 2011 for the new 5-19mm
rodmill feed, issued by GUPC to Talleres Alquezar S.A. on 28 September 2011. See also Exhibit {C594}, Atlantic Construction Meeting Notes, Record No. 2086, dated 1 August 2012, p. 2 [p. 2], item
00007.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 84 [p. 77], para. 152; Exhibit {C-629}, Purchase Order No. 4100439789, dated
31 October 2011 for the sand screen, issued by GUPC to Sotres S.A.; Exhibit {C-630}, Purchase Order
No. 4100442141, dated 22 November 2011, for the hopper, issued by GUPC to Sotres S.A. See also
Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 133 [pp. 133-134], para. 184.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 84 [p. 77], para. 153.
Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 133 [pp. 133-134], para. 184.
For a description and confirmation of this measure, see Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 84 [pp. 77-78],
Section VIII.G; Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 42 [p. 38], para. 125; Pelaez(I) {C-WS-18}, p. 17 [pp. 14-15],
para. 39(g); Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 112 [pp. 112-113, 131-132], paras. 149-151, 177-180.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 84 [pp. 77-78], para. 154; Exhibit {C-633}, Purchase Order for quaternary
VA2500, dated 7 December 2011, issued by GUPC to Taller Alquezar S.A. on 7 December 2011;
Exhibit {C-634}, Purchase Order for quaternary VA2500, dated 31 January 2012, issued by GUPC to
Taller Alquezar S.A. on 31 January 2012. See also Exhibit {C-635}, Purchase Order No. 4100475328,
dated 24 August 2012 for tertiary MVP450, issued by GUPC to I.C.M. srl on 24 August 2012 – as
explained by Ms. Baz, this purchaser order was issued long after the new tertiary crusher had been
installed. The reason for this is that Alquezar had left it on consignment to GUPC onsite in case there
was a problem with a crusher and one needed to be replaced quickly. GUPC used this additional
crusher as part of the modification and informed Alquezar later.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 84 [pp. 77-78], para. 154; Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 42 [p. 38], para. 125; Exhibit
{C-594}, Atlantic Construction Meeting Notes, Record No. 2086, dated 1 August 2012, p. 1 [p. 1], item
6, confirming that the VSI had been installed at the ATL crushing plant.
Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 113 [p. 113], para. 151.
Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 113 [p. 113], para. 150.
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885.

While these changes did not change the crushing plants’ operation, as Ms. Baz clarifies, 1469
they increased the PAC and ATL crushing plants’ capacity to produce aggregates, including
sand, as Ms. Baz and Mr. Buffa attest 1470 and Mr. Gold notes. 1471

886.

Because of practical constraints, such as space, belts, structures, screens and the general
functioning of the plants themselves, Mr. Gold considers that it would not have been possible
to increase further the number of crushers in the PAC and ATL crushing plants. 1472
(h)

GUPC had to install a washing system after the primary crushing of the
PAC crushing plant (from July 2012 onwards)

887.

As explained above, when GUPC realized that there was an issue with the PLE basalt that
produced too many fines when crushed, GUPC decided, as an initial temporary measure to
remove the 0-38mm material from the output of the primary crushing stage. 1473 However, this
resulted in the removal of considerable volumes of material as waste.

888.

To avoid this, GUPC decided to install a washing system after the primary crushing stage on
the PAC crushing plant that would remove the 0-10mm fines from the basalt crushed.1474
GUPC thus would not have to remove the 0-38mm material. As Ms. Baz describes, the new
system consisted of the following elements:
•

two twin washer systems with screens on primary crusher lines 1 and 3;

•

one washing trommel on the middle crusher of the primary line (line 2);

•

one multi-cyclone system to separate 40-150microns;

•

one water treatment plant and one clarifier to separate slurry to be disposed of from
water that could be recirculated into the crushing plants;

•

a 30-inch pipe 3,500m long, going from the Miraflores Lake to the PAC crushing
plant, and related pumping plant, providing the necessary water for the washing
process; and

•

a 24-inch pipeline 1,500m long, going from the PAC crushing plant to the disposal
area, and related pumping plant, to remove the sludge produced by the washing
operations. 1475

889.

The new washing line was ordered in February 2011. 1476 The first two lines were operational
in February 2012 and the third one in July 2012.1477 By then, however, the Aguadulce Quarry

1469

Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 84 [pp. 77-78], para. 154.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 84 [pp. 77-78], para. 154; Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 42 [p. 38], para. 125.
Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 112 [pp. 112-113], para. 149.
Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 146 [p. 146], para. 203. See also Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 85 [p. 78], para. 155.
See above Section III.B.9(c).
For a description and confirmation of this measure, see Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 85 [pp. 78-79],
Section VIII.H; Pelaez(I) {C-WS-18}, p. 17 [pp. 14-15], para. 39(h); Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 111 [p.
111], paras. 143-144.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 85 [p. 78], para. 156.

1470
1471
1472
1473
1474

1475
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was up and running 1478 and freshly excavated basalt was fed into the PAC crushing plant.
Fines were still being generated but to a lesser extent than with the crushing of the PLE
stockpiled basalt, in the context of which this modification had been decided.1479 GUPC
therefore discontinued its use in the PAC primary crushers and put it at use in different
ways. 1480
*
890.

*

*

All in all, the extensive and costly modifications to the crushing process, be they temporary or
permanent ones, substantially improved the running of the crushing operations and enabled
the production of compliant concrete aggregates in industrial quantities. 1481
12.

Having extensively modified the crushing process, GUPC managed to
produce industrial quantities of compliant coarse and fine aggregates
throughout the Project’s life, even though the basalt continuously
produced excessive amounts of fines

891.

Thanks to its prompt and appropriate reaction in modifying the PAC and ATL crushing plant
process GUPC was able to produce compliant concrete aggregates, including sand, in the
industrial quantities necessary to allow the Project to proceed, despite the very unusual and
adverse behavior of the PLE basalt and later of the Aguadulce and Cocoli basalt (which
GUPC could not have anticipated based on ACP’s representations at tender stage)
(Section (a)). Yet, the PLE, Aguadulce Quarry and Cocoli Quarry basalt was of such poor
quality for the purposes of aggregate production that it continued to produce excessive
amounts of fines during the entire Project, much more than GUPC did and could have
anticipated at tender stage (Section (b)).

1476

Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 85 [pp. 78-79], para. 157. See also Exhibit {C-570}, Atlantic Construction
Meeting Notes, dated 11 January 2011, p. 4 [p. 4], item 0008, indicating that GUPC would install a
new washing line on the PAC crushing plant; Exhibit {C-636}, Atlantic Construction Meeting Notes,
dated 23 February 2011, p. 6 [p. 6], item 0008, indicating that the PAC washing system had been
ordered by then and that it was expected to be up and running in July, thereby reducing the amount of
fines by 30%; Exhibit {C-595}, Pacific Construction Meeting Notes 00917, dated 30 March 2011, p.
18 [p. 18], item 0008.095, confirming that the last equipment for the washing system was being
ordered. See also, Exhibit {C-637}, Purchase Order No. 4100410098, dated 5 February 2011 for the
primary crushing plant washing material modification issued by GUPC to Terex-Cedarapids on 5
February 2011; and Exhibit {C-629}, Purchase Order No. 4100439789, dated 31 October 2011, for the
trommel washing system, issued by GUPC to Talleres Alquezar S.A. on 17 August 2011.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 85 [pp. 78-79], para. 157. See also Exhibit {C-638}, Certificate of Acceptance
on Purchase Order: 4100431489, dated 14 July 2012 and signed by GUPC and Talleres Alquezar S.A.,
confirming that the trommel washing system had been supplied and correctly commissioned.
See above paras. 835-836.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 86 [p. 79], para. 158.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 86 [p. 79], para. 158, fn. 173.
Exhibit {C-594}, Atlantic Construction Meeting Notes, Record No. 2086, dated 1 August 2012, p. 2
[p.2], item 00015, indicating that the ATL crushing plant could achieve a sustainable production of
approximately 4,000 m3 per day; Exhibit {C-639}, Project Control Meeting Notes, Record No. 1987,
dated 7 September 2012, p. 3 [p. 3], item 3, confirming that the sand issues had been worked out.

1477

1478
1479
1480
1481
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(a)

GUPC’s modifications to the PAC and ATL crushing plants enabled the
production of industrial volumes of compliant coarse and fine aggregates

892.

As a result of the highly unusual and adverse behavior of the PLE basalt, and later basalt
coming from the Aguadulce Quarry and Cocoli Quarry, GUPC was forced to implement
numerous and extensive modifications to the PAC and the ATL crushing plants to comply
with the applicable contractual requirements for sand and other aggregates and be able to
produce aggregates in industrial quantities.

893.

The situation was highly unusual, both with respect to the basalt’s unusual and unexpected
reaction when crushed and to the extent of the needed crushing plants modifications.
Mr. Zaffaroni, who has had extensive experience as project director and project manager on
numerous projects around the world including involving basalt, notes:
“In my entire career, I have never experienced issues of this magnitude with
aggregate production (in particular from basalt), and I have never been
involved in a project where such extensive changes to a crushing plant were
required at the start of operations due to the mature of the material being
processed.” 1482

894.

Neither Mr. Buffa, nor Mr. Gold, who both have extensive experience with crushing plants,
nor Ms. Baz, who has worked on numerous projects involving basalt, ever had such
experience with basalt.1483 Mr. Gold in particular notes in his report:
“The challenging rock properties encountered required significant
modifications to the plant and made the Project much more complex that
would have been expected based on the information available at the time of
the tender.” 1484

895.

Owing to its prompt, diligent and pro-active response to the substantial issues arising from the
properties of the basalt, 1485 GUPC managed however to produce coarse and fine aggregates,
including sand, 1486 in compliance with the Technical Specifications, in industrial quantities,
and to optimize its production under the circumstances.

896.

Mr. Buffa indicates in his statement that “[a]ll of these modifications allowed GUPC to
progressively deal with the basalt issues and to produce industrial quantities of sand
compliant with the ASTM C 33 requirements”. 1487 Ms. Baz similarly observes in turn that
“thanks to all the modifications to the PAC and the ATL crushing plants taken by GUPC,
[GUPC was] finally able to deal with the difficulties faced and to produce compliant sand in
industrial quantities.” 1488

1482

Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 33 [p. 29], para. 116.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 39 [p. 35], para. 110; Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 82 [p. 82], para. 90; Baz(I) {CWS-14}, p. 87 [p. 80], para. 161.
Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 102 [p. 102], para. 128.
See above Sections III.B.9 to III.B.11.
See e.g., Exhibit {C-639}, Project Control Meeting Notes, Record No. 1987, dated 7 September 2012,
p. 3 [p. 3], item 3, confirming that the sand issues had been worked out.
Buffa(I) {C-WS-15},p. 42 [p. 38], para. 126.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 86 [p. 79], para. 160.
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897.

Mr. Gold confirms that GUPC decided on the appropriate modifications to the crushing
process and implemented them well, following Prudent Industry Practices:
“Based on the information we have reviewed as well as testing and plant
inspections we performed, I conclude that the Contractor followed proper
“industry accepted” steps in accessing and modifying the plants. I also note
that the Contractor was prudent in its decisions to continuously modify the
plant, first in an effort to produce compliant construction aggregates and then
in an attempt to increase production of compliant sand. I do not believe,
based on information supplied by the Employer at tender, that the Contractor
could reasonably have anticipated such problems or accounted for any of
these issues in the initial design.” 1489

898.

Mr. Gold also attests that GUPC eventually produced a “good, clean, and compliant sand that
should create a high-quality concrete or filter aggregate.” 1490 He concludes that there are no
other major changes to the PAC and ATL crushing plants that he finds would have been
required (or even possible) to further enhance the production of the aggregates on the Project:
“Any additional modifications to the existing crushing plants would likely
have had diminishing returns, required a significant period of downtime for
implementation, or required significantly more space than was available.”1491

899.

ACP itself acknowledged the issues that GUPC faced and congratulated GUPC for the
improvements achieved during the Project.1492
(b)

Despite the modifications made to the crushing plants, the wastage
volumes remained much higher than anticipated based on ACP’s
representations

900.

Even with the numerous, costly, but necessary changes made to the crushing process, the
basalt, whether excavated from the PLE, the Aguadulce Quarry or Cocoli Quarry, always
produced excessive amounts of fines when being crushed, as well as sticky material.

901.

This hindered the productivity of the PAC and the ATL crushing plants, which GUPC had
anticipated at tender stage and for which the crushing plants had been designed, procured and
commissioned, up until the end of the Project. Ms. Baz confirms this in her statement, based
on her experience on the Project: “[a]lthough GUPC had optimized the production under the
circumstances, the ATL and PAC crushing plants never reached the productivity anticipated
at tender stage and for which they had been designed, procured and commissioned.” 1493

1489

Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 116 [p. 116], para. 163. See also Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 25 [p. 25], para. 13F,
where Mr. Gold states that: “[GUPC]’s actions were consistent with what a competent aggregate
producer applying standard industry practices would do to maximize production, given the highly
unusual behavior and properties of this basalt, as well as the space and time constraints of the Project.”
Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 141 [p. 141], para. 193.
Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 25 [p. 25], para. 13G.
Exhibit {C-640}, Project Control Meeting, dated 12 July 2012, p. 5 [p. 5, item 00004.001; Exhibit {C641}, Pacific Construction Meeting, dated 18 September 2013, p. 6 [p. 6], item 04.028.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 86 [pp. 79-80], para. 160.
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902.

The excessive fines and sticky material caused by the unforeseeable and highly unusual
adverse behavior of the onsite basalt (from the PLE, the Aguadulce Quarry or Cocoli Quarry)
forced GUPC to dispose of substantial amounts of aggregates and fines as waste.

903.

As explained above, GUPC had correctly (and in fact conservatively) estimated the average
wastage at 6% at tender stage. 1494 This percentage is confirmed by the analysis of the
Crushing Plant Tenderers, which were amongst the most reliable and reputable companies on
the market and anticipated a waste percentage between 4 and 5%.1495 Mr. Gold further
confirms that 6% was a correct design basis for a crushing plant that was to process basalt. 1496

904.

When GUPC faced the issue of excessive fines production, it initially removed the 0-38mm
material between the primary and the secondary crushing stages,1497 which accounted for
approximately 40% of the output of the primary crusher,1498 with additional quantities having
to be removed at other stages. With the other modifications made to the crushing plants,
GUPC ultimately managed to limit the amount of waste produced through the crushing
process.

905.

However, GUPC’s actual overall waste amount and percentage remained much higher than
was and could have been anticipated based on ACP’s representations.

906.

For the purposes of quantification, GUPC has calculated the amount of waste as the
percentage of feed material that GUPC had to dispose of on average during the life of the
Project. GUPC did so by comparing the volume of basalt that was fed into the primary
crushers of the PAC crushing plant and the total volume of aggregates (coarse and fine) that
was produced for the Project’s needs in aggregates. 1499 These calculations show that GUPC
has had, on average, to dispose as waste of 24.57% of the total material that it fed into the
primary crushers. 1500 The difference between GUPC’s expected estimated waste and GUP’s
calculated average actual waste results in 18.57% of waste in excess of what GUPC had
anticipated at tender stage. This is a very substantial difference.

907.

At GUPC’s request, Mr. Gold (independent crushing expert) has carried out an alternative
calculation of this total waste percentage. Based on (i) testing conducted by Mr. Gold on
basalt from Cocoli Quarry done during a site visit in 2015, (ii) testing conducted by
Mr. Conway and GUPC between 2013 and 2015, on basalt from the Aguadulce and the
Cocoli Quarry, which Mr. Gold has verified, and on (iii) additional information from GUPC,
Mr. Gold was able to estimate independently the total waste that GUPC experienced. The
data and rationale of his calculations are explained in detail in his report.1501 As Mr. Gold
explains, this calculation “takes a numbers-based approach using the testing [he] observed
and utilizing methods that can be clearly explained and supported.”1502 On the basis of this
alternative assessment, Mr. Gold concludes that GUPC had to dispose as waste on average of

1494

Buffa(I) {C-WS-15}, p. 27 [pp. 23-24], Section III.E.
See above paras. 688.
Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 146 [p. 146], para. 203.
See above Section III.B.9(c).
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 69 [p. 62], paras. 106-107.
Hunter(I) {C-EX-10}, p. 32 [p. 31], para. 5.25.
Hunter(I) {C-EX-10}, p. 39 [p. 38], paras. 5.54-5.55.
Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 147 [pp. 147-158], Section 9.
Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 147 [p. 147], para. 204.
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22.8% of the aggregates that were fed into the PAC and the ATL crushing plant. 1503 The
difference between GUPC’s expected estimated waste and the average actual waste estimated
by Mr. Gold results in 16.0% of waste in excess of what GUPC had anticipated at tender
stage. 1504 According to Mr. Gold, these figures are well beyond what experienced on other
similar crushing operations and is not something GUPC could have accounted for during the
tender process. 1505
908.

Because such substantial volumes of material fed into the crushing plants had to be removed
as waste, GUPC eventually had to excavate and feed into the plants much larger volumes of
basalt than it had anticipated in order to produce the same quantity of concrete aggregates
(including sand) required for the Project.1506
*

*

*

909.

Based on ACP’s representations at tender stage, in particular in the RFQ and RFP documents,
and as the EsIA required, GUPC based its tender on the premise that it would use the PLE
basalt as primary source of material for the production of concrete aggregates for the Project.
This was based on the understanding that the PLE basalt was hard and strong and that it was
suitable for concrete aggregate production in the industrial quantities required for this mega
project.

910.

However, the PLE basalt did not behave at all as expected and as ACP had represented: it
produced excessive amounts of fines when being crushed and rapidly turned into muddy
material. This was worse when the basalt was stockpiled. As GUPC later learned, this was
due to the internal degradation of the basalt from the PLE, Aguadulce Quarry and Cocoli
Quarry. GUPC rapidly realized that it could not use the PLE basalt that it had stockpiled for
concrete aggregate production.

911.

GUPC took immediate remedial measures to try to resolve the issue, removing, in particular
the 0-38mm material until other measures could be implemented. It also abandoned the
stockpiled PLE basalt and opened the Aguadulce Quarry to feed freshly excavated basalt to
the crushing plants. GUPC finally implemented various substantial permanent modifications
to the PAC and ATL crushing plants in order to maximize the necessary aggregate
production. All of these measures enabled progressively GUPC to produce compliant coarse
and fine aggregates in the industrial quantities necessary to allow the Project to proceed.

912.

Aggregate production was a key aspect of the Project. ACP’s incorrect representations
regarding the nature and quality of the basalt to be used for aggregate production caused
substantial problems to GUPC, and indeed threatened the very completion of the Project. In
taking the drastic mitigation measures that it took, GUPC acted not only according to Prudent
Industry Practices, but made the construction of the Third Set of Locks possible – a project of
fundamental importance for the country and the people of Panama, in the most adverse
conditions.

1503

Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 158 [p. 158], para. 238.
Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 158 [p. 158], para. 238.
Gold(I) {C-EX-7}, p. 158 [p. 158], para. 238.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 64 [pp. 57-58], para. 83. See also above para. 838 and Section III.B.7(c)(i).
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C.

ACP BREACHED ITS OBLIGATIONS UNDER THE CONTRACT AND PANAMANIAN
LAW WHEN IT REPRESENTED THAT THE PLE BASALT WOULD BE SUITABLE FOR
THE PRODUCTION OF AGGREGATES

1.

ACP must fully compensate GUPC for the consequences of error in the
Employer’s Requirements under Sub-Clause 1.9.4

913.

As set out above, 1507 Sub-Clause 1.9.4 (under Sub-Clause 1.9 [Errors in the Employer’s
Requirements]) of the Conditions of Contract provides that GUPC is entitled to an extension
of the Time for Completion and the payment of its additional Cost Plus Reasonable Profit if it
encounters an error in the ER within the Time for Completion of the Project, if this error
could not have been discovered during the tender period:

914.

As also explained above, the parts of the EsIA dealing with the use of the PLE basalt for
aggregate production form part of the ER and are indeed mandatory under the Contract and
Panamanian law. Any error in these parts of the EsIA therefore entitles GUPC to an
extension of time and the payment of its additional Cost Plus Reasonable Profit. Thus:
•

1507
1508

Section 01 57 19 [Temporary Environmental Controls] of the ER expressly mandates
that the Contractor comply with the requirements established in the EsIA – as a result,
the EsIA is at the very least incorporated by reference into the ER: 1508

Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of Contract, dated February 2009, p. 37 [p. 24].
Exhibit {C-972}, Employer's Requirements - Section 01 57 19 - Temporary Environmental Controls,
p. 1 [p. 1]. [Emphasis added]
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915.

•

Section 01 57 19 of the ER further expressly provides that the EsIA is included in the
ER, with the exception of a few chapters that are not relevant to this arbitration and
indeed the EsIA is expressly included in the Contract’s Volume II “Employer’s
Requirements”, Part 3, Subpart 3 “ACP Environmental Standards/Regulations”: 1509

•

Section 01 57 19.13 [Environmental Management System] of the ER also expressly
requires GUPC to comply with the requirements identified in the EsIA and specifies
that the EsIA is part of the ER: 1510

The mandatory nature of the EsIA is further confirmed by the provisions of the Contract and
by applicable provisions of Panamanian law, as follows:
•

1509

1510

1511

Sub-Clause 1.13 [Compliance with Laws] of the Conditions of Contract provides that
the Contractor, in performing the Contract, shall comply with the EsIA: 1511

Exhibit {C-972}, Employer's Requirements - Section 01 57 19 - Temporary Environmental Controls,
p. 1 [p. 1]. [Emphasis added]
Exhibit {C-996}, RFP Amendment 20, Employer's Requirements, Section 01 57 19-13 Environmental Management System, p. 1 [p. 1]. [Emphasis added]
Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of Contract, dated February 2009, p. 39 [p. 26].
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•

Sub-Clause 4.18 [Protection of the Environment] confirms that the Contractor “shall
be fully responsible for implementing and carrying out all actions specified or
required in the [EsIA]”: 1512

•

As pointed out by Dr. Hoyos in his legal opinion, Article 30 of the General
Environmental Law (Law 41 of 1998) provides that:
“For the non-compliance of the presentation and performance of the
environmental impact study, the Autoridad Nacional del Ambiente can stop
the project activities and impose sanctions.”1513

•

Further, Executive Decree 209 dated 5 September 2006 (which approves the
regulations regarding the process of evaluation and approvals of the environmental
impact studies) provides in Article 11 that ACP, as the promoter of the Project, is
fully responsible for the content of the EsIA as follows:
“The promoters and environmental consultants shall be jointly and severally
liable for the content and background information in which the
Environmental Study is elaborated. They shall present all the documents,
reports, correspondence and necessary studies for purposes of securing the
Environmental Resolution that is issued by the Autoridad Nacional del
Ambiente.” 1514
This also means that pursuant to Panamanian law, ACP was responsible for
the reliability of the information included in the EsIA in respect of the PLE
basalt and for creating legitimate reliance that, given the requirement
imposed by the law, ACP had properly verified this information.

1512
1513
1514
1515

•

Article 64 of Executive Decree 209 of 2006 establishes sanctions for the noncompliance by the promoter or the person responsible for the project, works or
activities (in this case ACP), with the obligations, commitment and conditions under
which EsIA was approved. 1515

•

To avoid any doubt regarding the binding effect of both the EsIA and the
Environmental Resolution, Article 414 of Panamanian Penal Code imposes penal
sanctions (prison) for the violation of the environmental impact studies as follows:

Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of Contract, dated February 2009, p. 63 [p. 50]. [Emphasis added]
{C-LA-245}, Law 41 of 1998, p. 1 [p. 1], Article 30.
{C-LA-246}, Decree 209 of 5 September 2006, p. 1 [p. 1], Article 11. [Emphasis added]
{C-LA-246}, Decree 209 of 5 September 2006, p. 1 [p. 1], Article 64.
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“The promoter or the concessionaire that does not comply with the
environmental impact study, environmental audits or programs of
environmental management, plans of environmental management, plans of
forest management, forest inventories or other documents of a similar nature
approved by the Autoridad Nacional del Ambiente, or the resolution that
approves them, shall be sanctioned with prison of two to five years. When
the noncompliance produces grave damages to the human health or to the
environment or any of its components, or the economic activities, the
sanctions shall be increased from a third to half.” 1516
•

In addition, Article 4 of the Environmental Resolution for the Project provides that
the promoter (ACP) shall be jointly and severally liable with the contractors engaged
in the project with respect to the compliance with the referred EsIA, and that the
Employer shall be obligated to comply with the Environmental Management Plan and
other aspects provided in the Environmental Resolution and the environmental
laws. 1517

916.

In light of the above, there can be no dispute that the EsIA was part of the ER (with a few
inapplicable exceptions), and that GUPC had contractual and legal obligations to comply with
the contents of the EsIA, whether the actions described in it are “specified” or “required”.1518

917.

As explained above, 1519 the EsIA required the Contractor to use the basalt excavated from the
PLE to produce concrete aggregates for the Project. Without reproducing below all the
relevant extracts of the EsIA already mentioned above, it suffices to say that the EsIA
required in no uncertain terms that the PLE basalt be the primary source of crushing plant
feed to produce aggregates for the Project. For example:

1516
1517

1518
1519
1520

•

Chapter 7 of the EsIA provides that using the basalt excavated from the PLE to
produce aggregates for the Project’s concrete is one of ACP’s “requirements”: 1520

•

The executive summary of the EsIA also indicates that the aggregates for the Project
“will be obtained primarily from the excavations”: 1521

{C-LA-270}, Panamanian Penal Code, Article 414. [Emphasis added]
{C-LA-247}, ANAM Resolution IA-632-2007, Approval of EIS, dated 9 November 2007, p. 1 [p. 1],
Article 4.
Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of Contract, dated February 2009, p. 63 [p. 50].
Section III.B.4(a), above.
Exhibit {C-683}, Contract, Volume II, Part 3, Subpart 3, Environmental Impact Study, dated July
2007, p. 679 [p. 7-79], Chapter 7. [Emphasis added]
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•

The executive summary further indicates that the PLE basalt “will be used” for the
production of concrete aggregates for the Pacific and the Atlantic Locks: 1522

918.

It is clear from the above-quoted extracts that, contrary to what ACP has argued, in particular
in the DAB proceedings, the EsIA did not simply suggest that the PLE basalt could be a
potential source of materials for the production of aggregates for the Project. Quite to the
contrary, the EsIA expressly provided that the PLE basalt “will” be used to produce concrete
aggregates. GUPC therefore was not at a liberty to disregard this requirement by ACP.

919.

GUPC was all the more compelled to use the PLE basalt as its main source of concrete
aggregates for the Project given that any change to this requirement would have had a
significant environmental impact given that GUPC would have had to (i) dispose of the
excavated basalt instead of using it for the Project, and (ii) find alternative sources of basalt to
produce aggregates, for example by opening one or several quarry(ies). Notably, GUPC may
have had to find additional disposal areas on top of those provided for by ACP in the Contract
(which ACP had selected on the premise that the PLE basalt would be re-used and would not
need to be disposed of). This in turn would have affected the environmental requirements
with which GUPC had to comply. Mr. Shilston confirms this in his expert report:
“… the fact that the EIS mentions that ‘[o]n the Pacific Side, almost all
basalt from the excavation would be used to produce concrete aggregates
and as processed backfill material behind the lock walls’ would have
confirmed to a tenderer that the use of the PLE basalt was a fundamental
component of the project and I understand that any deviation would have
resulted in potential environmental regulatory difficulties (such as, the need
to create more disposal areas and/or more quarries)” 1523

920.

It turned out after the signature of the Contract that the EsIA was in error. Indeed, as
demonstrated above, contrary to the various requirements expressly provided for in the EsIA
and ACP’s consistent representations, the PLE basalt could not be used as the main source of
crushing plant feed to produce aggregates for the Project, due to the excessive amounts of
fines generated during the crushing operations.

1521

Exhibit {C-971}, RFP Amendment 0, Environmental Impact Study, Executive
8, p. 5 [p. ES-4]; Exhibit {C-683}, Contract, Volume II, Part 3, Subpart 3,
Study, dated July 2007, p. 4 [p. ES-4]. [Emphasis added]
Exhibit {C-971}, RFP Amendment 0, Environmental Impact Study, Executive
8, p. 8 [p. ES-7]; Exhibit {C-683}, Contract, Volume II, Part 3, Subpart 3,
Study, dated July 2007, p. 7 [p. ES-7]. [Emphasis added]
Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 51 [pp. 8-50-8-51], para. 142 (bullet 4).

1522

1523
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921.

GUPC is therefore entitled, pursuant to Sub-Clause 1.9.4 of the Conditions of Contract, to an
extension of time and to the payment of the additional Cost Plus Reasonable Profit that it has
incurred as a result of this error in the EsIA. The quantum of GUPC’s entitlement is set out in
Section VIII, below.
2.

ACP breached its mandatory duties under its own Regulation and
applicable Panamanian law

922.

As explained in the legal opinion of Dr. Hoyos and summarized above, before and during the
tender period ACP had to comply with mandatory duties imposed by applicable Panamanian
law.

923.

In particular, under the principle of economy which applies to ACP and the contracts it enters
into pursuant to Article 130 of ACP’s Regulation (as this principle is defined in Article 19(8)
of Law 22), ACP had a duty to plan for the Project in a diligent and timely manner. 1524 This
duty notably entails the preparation of all the studies required to serve as a basis for the
preparation of reliable and complete tender documents and the budget for the Project.

924.

As Dr. Hoyos also explains, ACP also had a legal duty to inform the tenderers in a nonambiguous, non-confusing and complete manner pursuant to the principles of transparency
and of economy applicable to it.1525 This duty not only entails that ACP provide the data in
its possession that is relevant for the tenderers to assess the characteristics of the Project and
the risks undertaken, but also that ACP diligently verify the information that it delivers to the
tenderers in order to ensure that this information is accurate and adequately supported, in
particular when that information serves as a basis for a fundamental assumption of the
project. 1526

925.

As stated by Dr. Hoyos, as a public entity subject to the principle of strict liability, ACP is
liable for breach of the law especially when such behavior causes damages to third parties.

926.

In the present case, ACP repeatedly represented, in numerous documents provided to the
tenderers (that were later incorporated into the Contract) and throughout the RFQ and RFP
period, that one of the fundamental assumptions of the Project was that the basalt excavated
from the PLE would be used as source material for the production of aggregates. This
assumption even formed the basis of ACP’s own budget preparation for the Project. Of
course, this assumption had a tremendous financial impact on the budget allocated to the
Project, because using material originating from the excavation required for the Project is
obviously significantly cheaper than having to dispose of that material and either exploit a
quarry or purchase commercial aggregates. Given the importance of this assumption, ACP
should have exercised a high level of diligence (as Mr. Miguez, ACP’s Technical Team
Coordinator for the development of the Canal Master Plan and the expansion proposal
between 2002 and 2007, acknowledged was ACP’s general duty in a prior arbitration)1527 and
made any and all tests and studies required to ensure that its declarations regarding the
suitability of the basalt were accurate.

1524

Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, p. 26 [p. 23], para. 80 and Section II.B.3(a)(i), above.
Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, p. 29 [pp. 26-27], para. 93 and Section II.B.3(a)(ii), above.
Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, p. 30 [p. 27], paras. 94-95.
Exhibit {C-957}, First Witness Statement of Francisco J. Miguez P. for Cofferdam Arbitration, p. 30
[p. 28], para. 4.70.

1525
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927.

As also demonstrated above, GUPC discovered after the signature of the Contract that ACP’s
repeated representation that the PLE basalt could be, and would be, used to produce concrete
aggregates for the Project was entirely inaccurate. It has now become evident that, in breach
of its duties to plan and to inform, ACP failed to perform sufficient studies and tests to be in a
position to represent (as they repeatedly did) that the PLE basalt was suitable to be fed to a
crushing plant for the purpose of producing aggregates.

928.

Mr. Shilston of Atkins confirms that ACP in fact did not have sufficient basis to be in a
position to affirm, as it did, that the PLE basalt was suitable for use a crushing plant feed to
produce aggregates:
“In my opinion, having reviewed the evidence of the PLE basalt (and
Miraflores Basalt generally) encountered by GUPC during construction of
the PLE, it is clear that (i) the Employer’s statements about the PLE basalt
being suitable for aggregate production proved to be incorrect, and (ii) the
Employer did not have a sufficient basis to make such statements to the
tenderers, especially in relation to such a significant component of the
Project’s planning, execution, cost and environmental impact.
…
I consider that a prudent employer should have undertaken additional
investigations and testing during its preparation for the tender process. The
additional work would have been to determine whether the basalt excavated
from the PLE, Aguadulce Hill, Cocoli Hill and the 1939’s stockpiles (which
according to the Material Availability drawing were available for the
Contractor’s use) would be suitable for the production of crushed rock
aggregates in the large quantities needed for the Atlantic and Pacific sides of
the project.” 1528

929.

Further, one of ACP’s consultants during the RFQ and RFP period, who submits a witness
statement in this arbitration, Mr. Gath of ECI also explains that he had specifically warned
ACP that the Site’s basalt may not be suitable to produce concrete aggregates because he had
observed that some of the basaltic cobbles excavated on site had disintegrated after a few
months – yet ACP apparently chose to ignore his warnings:
“… I had also noticed that some of the basaltic cobbles we saw during our
work were spalling (fragmenting), which caused me to question their
durability. What I could see is that after approximately six months at the
ground surface, previously hard cobbles that we had excavated for our
trenches had completely disintegrated.
I did not know if these issues, and the resulting potential unsuitability of the
basalt for concrete aggregate, were generally known by ACP. While these
issues were outside of our scope of work, I remember raising my concerns
with ACP on multiple occasions during the 2006-2007 timeframe. These
conversations generally took place in the field (where I could point to the
weathering of rocks) and I have not been able to locate any written record of
such conversations. I am, however, certain that I raised the potential
unsuitability of some of the basalt units for use as concrete aggregate with

1528

Shilston(I), Chapter 8 {C-EX-5}, p. 90 [pp. 8-89], paras. 217 and 219. [Emphasis added]
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Pastora Franceschi (ACP’s head geologist), Max De Puy (head of ACP’s
Geotechnical Branch) and with Derek Irving (one of ACP’s staff geologists
who later became the lead geologist for the expansion program). I do not
know what actions (if any) ACP took following those discussions.” 1529
930.

ACP therefore not only provided inaccurate and misleading information to the tenderers (as
well as to the Panamanian Government and the people of Panama to obtain their approval for
the Project), it also failed to exercise the level of diligence required and expected of an
employer in the context of a project of this magnitude, and in particular failed to take account
of and/or share with the tenderers (including GUPC) the concerns/advice received from one
of its own consultants regarding the suitability of the PLE basalt for aggregate production.
Given the time 1530 and cost impact of the inaccuracy of ACP’s representations regarding such
a fundamental assumption as the use of the PLE basalt as primary source of aggregates for the
Project, it is clear that ACP was negligent in the discharge of its statutory duties during the
RFQ and RFP period. At the same time, making such statements without a proper basis and
validation (and even more ignoring express warnings by one of its consultants) not only
violates the obligations deriving from the good faith principle but creates a legitimate reliance
to the detriment of GUPC.

931.

ACP’s shortcomings thus also constitute a clear breach of the requirements of good faith to
which ACP is subject as a matter of compulsory Panamanian law. In particular, ACP
breached the corollaries of the duty of good faith set out in Section II above, i.e., the rule of
Venire Contra Factum Proprium Non Valet and the principle of legitimate reliance.

932.

As explained above, the rule of Venire Contra Factum Proprium Non Valet prohibits a party
to contradict its previous acts to the detriment of the other party. In the present case, there
can be no dispute that ACP consistently represented, during the tender period, that the PLE
basalt would be the main source of concrete aggregates for the Project. ACP did not alert the
tenderers (or GUPC after Contract award) that the suitability of the basalt actually remained
to be confirmed and that ACP had not carried out the required tests to be in a position to
assure that its assumption was accurate and feasible.

933.

Yet after Contract award, when GUPC discovered that the basalt produced excessive amounts
of fines (especially when stockpiled) during the crushing operations and that it was in fact
unusable to produce aggregates in the industrial quantities needed for the Project, ACP
wrongfully refused to (i) assume any responsibility for its previous incorrect representations,
thereby creating greater onerousity to GUPC in breach of Article 133(6); and (ii) indemnify
GUPC for the very substantial losses it had incurred and was incurring.

934.

Further, as also explained above, the principle of legitimate reliance protects the reasonable
expectations that GUPC (like the other tenderers who submitted offers) developed based on
ACP’s conduct and representations and which led GUPC to act in a certain manner. In light
of ACP’s repeated representation that concrete aggregate for the Project would mainly be
produced using the PLE basalt, and that this was one of ACP’s own fundamental assumptions
for the preparation of its budget for the Project, GUPC legitimately believed that this was
indeed a reliable and feasible assumption that ACP had taken steps to validate and confirm.
GUPC’s reliance on ACP’s declarations was further legitimated by the fact that ACP’s duties

1529

Gath(I) {C-WS-24}, p. 28 [p. 25], paras. 85-86. [Emphasis added]
The time impact of ACP’s breaches in relation to the PLE basalt is not assessed in this arbitration, but
the Claimants reserve the right to claim their entitlements in this regards in future arbitration
proceedings.

1530
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under Panamanian environmental law obliged it to validate important assumptions that could
have an impact on the environment (such as re-using the vast majority of the basalt excavated
from the PLE instead of disposing of it).
935.

GUPC acted as a diligent tenderer and, on the basis of ACP’s representations and during the
limited time available to it, even carried out its own tests on the Miraflores basalt found on
and in the vicinity of the Project’s Pacific site (which, by definition, could not be as extensive
and systematic as the tests that ACP carried out – or should have carried out – during the
almost 10 years it spent on the preparation of the Project). None of those tests led GUPC to
question ACP’s representations regarding the suitability of the basalt. GUPC therefore had
no reason to doubt that ACP had sufficient basis to affirm and later confirm with so much
apparent certainty, that the use of the PLE basalt was an assumption to be taken into account
when calculating the price of the Works. GUPC was therefore entitled to rely on ACP’s
representations (which the other tenderers did as well). GUPC thus legitimately adopted
ACP’s premise in relation to the PLE basalt in its Technical Proposal – which thereby became
a common assumption of the Parties.

936.

Given that ACP’s representations, which prompted GUPC to rely on the use of the PLE basalt
for the calculation of its tender price and the design of its crushing plants, turned out to be
entirely wrong, ACP must be held liable for the breach of the legitimate reliance that it
induced in GUPC.
3.

ACP’s conduct also constitutes gross negligence under Panamanian civil
law

937.

As explained in Section II above, and even setting aside its mandatory duties under its own
Regulation, ACP must also comply with the standard of care and diligence required under
Panamanian civil law, and would be held liable if it was either negligent or grossly negligent
in the performance of its obligations.1531 In the present case, ACP’s conduct explained above
also constitutes gross negligence.

938.

To recall, Article 34-C of the Panamanian Civil Code defines gross negligence as follows:
“Grave fault, gross negligence or wanton fault, is the one that consists in not
managing the affairs of others with the care that even negligent people with
little prudence generally employ in their own affairs. This negligence in civil
matter is equivalent to willful misconduct.” 1532

939.

This is a very standard and traditional definition of “culpa lata” (culpa grave in Spanish).

940.

In this regard under civil law, ACP’s conduct must be measured against the level of care
expected from a hypothetical person in the same position as ACP,1533 i.e., a sophisticated
public entity in charge of a multi-billion dollars infrastructure project of significant technical
complexity with clear duties to plan and inform and the ability to hire world-class specialized
consultants (and in fact, represented that they indeed complied with their duties). As
Dr. Hoyos explains, under civil law and in light of ACP’s duties to act diligently when
providing information, “if [ACP] were to make a representation to tenderers (especially on an

1531

See above Section II.b.3(c).
{C-LA-1}, Civil Code of Panama (updated), dated 22 August 1916, p. 1 [p. 1], Article 34-C.
Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, p. 59 [p. 56], para. 185.

1532
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important aspect of the Project) without having properly studied and verified it … under
private contract law, such conduct would be considered grossly negligent”. 1534 An important
parameter to consider in this regard is that the representation that the PLE basalt was suitable
for aggregate production concerned a very significant premise of the Project in terms of time
and costs.
941.

1534
1535

1536

The grossly negligent character of ACP’s conduct is obvious when considering the following
facts:
•

ACP’s preparation of the Panama Canal expansion project spanned over a period of
almost 10 years. ACP notably commissioned several world-renowned consultants to
study the feasibility and the possible solutions for that project. When ACP identified
the basalt excavated from the Pacific site as the primary source of aggregates for the
Project, ACP understood that doing would lead to a saving of hundreds of millions of
dollars, and this is why it based its own budget for the Project on this assumption.
Given the potential cost impact of this assumption being incorrect, any reasonable
employer in the position of ACP would have carried out all relevant tests on the PLE
basalt to check and validate that the PLE indeed could be processed into aggregates at
an industrial scale, which ACP and its consultants had more than enough time to do.
ACP’s own consultant, Mr. Gath, raised the potential unsuitability of the basalt for
use as concrete aggregate in particular with ACP’s head geologist and with the head
of ACP’s Geotechnical Branch. Yet ACP apparently chose to ignore this warning,
did not to conduct sufficient testing and did not even disclose this concern to the
tenderers (including GUPC). Instead, ACP continued to rely on this insufficiently
supported assumption, despite the significant consequences that may result from an
error on ACP’s part.

•

ACP presented its 2006 Proposal for the Panama Canal expansion project, including
ACP’s budget for the works, to the Legislative and Executive Branches and the
people of Panama (through a referendum) to obtain their approval, as mandated by
the Constitution. In this context, as Dr. Hoyos explains in his legal opinion, ACP had
to comply with a strict standard of diligence to ensure that the information so
presented was complete, accurate and reliable. Yet it is now patent that ACP did not
properly and adequately validate the reliability of its proposed budget. ACP also did
not inform the Legislative and Executive Branches and the people of Panama that
there was a risk that one of the fundamental assumptions of its budget might be
incorrect and that ACP had not taken steps to validate it. Quite to the contrary, ACP
represented to the Government and the people of Panama that its budget had been
thoroughly prepared and was highly reliable.1535 Even at the end of the Project,
ACP’s representatives continued to claim that ACP had carried out all the studies
required “so that this project have answers to all the questions that had to be made
about this project, and generate that trustworthiness.”1536 This was in clear breach of
ACP’s duty of diligence towards the Panamanian people.

Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, p. 73 [p. 70], para. 231.
Exhibit {C-23}, ACP Proposal for the Expansion of the Panama Canal: Third Set of Locks Project,
dated 24 April 2006, p. 17 [pp. 9 and 11].
Exhibit {C-997}, Video of Miguez Interview, dated 21 July 2016; Exhibit {C-998}, Transcript of
Miguez interview, dated 21 July 2016.
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•

The RFQ and RFP documents prepared by ACP and provided to the tenderers also
represented that the budget for the Works could be, and should be, based on the
premise that the PLE basalt would be used to produce aggregates for the Project, even
though ACP had not properly validated such premise. Despite the significant
consequences to the Project’s budget and progress of the Works if ACP’s
representations should turn out to be incorrect, ACP chose to open the tender process
without verifying this assumption and to provide misleading information and further
failed to warn the tenderers that its assumption regarding the use of the PLE basalt
had not been properly validated and that one of ACP’s own consultants had in fact
raised a concern about it. Worse yet, ACP then sought to disclaim its liability for
those representations and now claims to have transferred the corresponding risks to
the Contractor. This shows that ACP showed a complete disregard for the interest of
GUPC (in breach of its obligation to safeguard the rights of the contractors under
Article 130 of the Regulation) and indeed failed to “manage the affairs” of GUPC
with the care that it would have employed in its own business (even it were
negligent), which is the very definition of gross negligence.

•

The grossly negligent nature of ACP’s conduct is all the more obvious when one
considers the significant detrimental impact that ACP’s incorrect representations had
on the costs incurred by GUPC to produce the required volumes of aggregates for the
Project and on the progress of the works. As further explained below, GUPC
incurred additional costs in excess of USD 155,000,000 because of ACP’s conduct in
relation to the suitability of the PLE basalt for aggregate production. A lack of
diligence having impacts of such magnitude (of which ACP should have been aware
at tender stage) cannot be considered anything less than egregious and grossly
negligent.

942.

As Dr. Hoyos (relying on Spanish doctrine) explains in his legal opinion, under Spanish civil
law (which is relevant to the interpretation and application of Panamanian civil law), ACP’s
conduct should be assessed by analogy to the diligence expected from the seller of a good. In
this context, when a seller has a “duty to know” or the “possibility to know” of the deficient
quality of the good sold, but fails to exercise the necessary level of diligence to discover such
deficiency, the seller’s lack of diligence will be considered grossly negligent if the said
deficiency relates to an essential aspect of the sold merchandise.1537 Moreover, a seller who
makes representations regarding fundamental qualities of the object of the transaction without
having proper basis or support to do so will be considered grossly negligent.1538

943.

In the present case, as explained above, ACP had a duty to confirm and validate the suitability
of the PLE basalt as a result of its statutory duties diligently to plan for the Project and to
inform the tenderers about the characteristics of the Project in a complete, accurate and nonmisleading manner under the principles of economy, transparency, and responsibility set out
in Article 130 of ACP’s Regulation and defined by Article 19(8) of Law 22. ACP also had
the opportunity to discover the unsuitability of the PLE basalt. ACP had several years to
carry out all relevant tests on the PLE basalt to ascertain its suitability to serve as the Project’s
primary aggregate source (which, by contrast, the tenderers could not undertake during the
limited time available at tender stage). But ACP apparently chose not to make the required
detailed validation investigations, failed to disclose these warnings, and instead represented to
the tenderers that the PLE basalt was suitable to serve as the primary aggregate source

1537

Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, p. 72 [p. 69], para. 228.
Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, p. 73 [p. 70], para. 230.

1538
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without having sufficient basis to do so. ACP therefore was grossly negligent in the
preparation of the Project and the RFQ/RFP documents, and must compensate GUPC for the
consequences of its conduct.
4.

ACP’s past attempts to rely on purported exclusions of liability are
misconceived and must fail

944.

In front of the DAB and in its Answer to the Claimants’ RfA, ACP has sought to rely upon
various limitation/exclusion of liability clauses it had inserted in the Contract, in an attempt to
avoid liability for the incorrect and misleading information it had provided regarding the
suitability of the PLE basalt for use as concrete aggregates for the Project.

945.

However, as explained below, none of these exclusions of liability are enforceable or even
applicable in the present case, and ACP is precluded from denying responsibility for its
breaches of the Contract and Panamanian law.
(a)

ACP cannot exonerate itself from its mandatory duties under
Panamanian law

946.

As explained above, ACP’s representations regarding the suitability of the PLE basalt for use
as concrete aggregates were made in breach of ACP’s duties under Panamanian law diligently
to plan for the Project and to inform the tenderers, as well as ACP’s duty of good faith.

947.

As explained by Dr. Hoyos in his legal opinion and in Section II of this SoC, these duties are
public policy (i.e., imperative) under Panamanian law, and apply to all public entities
pursuant to the principle of strict legality. This means that ACP must always comply with
these duties in the performance of its mission, and that public entities such as ACP cannot
exonerate themselves from compliance with their statutory duties through the insertion of
limitations/exclusions of liability in the contracts they enter into. Dr. Hoyos confirms:
“Under the principle of strict legality, a public entity cannot contractually
exonerate itself from its legal obligations, as this would be tantamount to
admitting that the State can breach the law and then, insert provisions in the
contract to exclude or limit its liability for the consequences of such
breaches. Such construction in my view, would be contrary to public policy
and a deviation of power.” 1539

948.

ACP therefore cannot rely upon the limitations/exclusions of liability included in the Contract
to deny any responsibility for its breaches of the duty to plan, the duty to inform, and the duty
of good faith under Panamanian law.
(b)

Correctly construed, the Contract’s exclusions of liability do not cover
ACP’s breaches

949.

As explained in Section II above, under Panamanian law, limitations/exclusions of liability
have to be interpreted narrowly and restrictively against the party attempting to rely on them,
in particular if that party drafted the said clauses in line with the principle of contra
proferentem. 1540

1539

Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, p. 62 [p. 59], para. 192.
See above Section II.B.5.

1540
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950.

When properly construed, none of the exclusions/limitations of liability invoked by ACP
actually cover ACP’s breaches in the present case.
(i)

Sub-Clause 1.16 [Entire Agreement]

951.

As seen above, ACP’s liability notably arises out of the inaccuracy of its repeated
representation during the tender period and in the Contract documents regarding the
suitability of the basalt for use as aggregates.

952.

ACP is seeking to rely on an anticipatory waiver that it included in in Sub-Clause 1.16 [Entire
Agreement] of the Conditions of Contract to the effect that no representation made by either
Party during the tender period can give rise to a claim by other party, should that party have
relied upon the said representation when entering into the Contract:1541

953.

This anticipatory waiver is not applicable and, even if it were, is unenforceable in the present
case for several reasons:

1541
1542

1543

•

First, as explained in Section II.B.5 above, the enforceability of a limitation/exclusion
of liability clause rests on the premise that the public entity has fulfilled its legal
duties in a diligent manner and in good faith. And indeed, in the present case, the
evidence shows that ACP failed diligently to validate and confirm its representation
that the PLE basalt would be the primary source of material for the production of
aggregates. ACP therefore cannot exonerate itself from the consequences of this
representation it carelessly made on numerous occasions during the tender period and
in the documents incorporated in the Contract. Admitting so would violate the
requirements of good faith which is a fundamental principle of Panamanian law,
especially in the context of public works contracts.

•

Second, as also explained above, Article 134(4) of ACP’s Regulation prohibits ACP
from conditioning the award of a contract on the waiver of claims on the part of the
contractor. 1542 Accordingly, the anticipatory and blank waiver of claim in SubClause 1.16 breaches Article 134(4) of ACP’s Regulation and is therefore invalid.

•

Third, again as explained above, the Supreme Court of Panama has ruled that for a
waiver of claim to be valid, the party waiving its rights must understand what it is
concretely waiving. 1543 In this context, the terms of Sub-Clause 1.16 are overly
general in that, if construed as ACP would wish them to be, they require GUPC to
waive “any right which [it] might otherwise have to bring any action in respect of [a]

Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of Contract, dated February 2009, p. 40 [p. 27]. [Emphasis added]
{C-LA-21}, Acquisition Regulation of the Panama Canal Authority (as amended), dated May 2011, p.
47 [p. 47], Article 134(4).
{C-LA-175}, Decision by the Plenary Session of the Supreme Court of Justice of Panama, dated 7
October 2005, p. 6 [p. 6].
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representation [by ACP].” 1544 At the time of signature of the Contract, GUPC could
not have known which representations made by ACP during the tender period were in
fact incorrect and would cause it to incur significant additional costs. GUPC also
could not have known that ACP failed to comply with its mandatory duties to plan
and to inform the tenderers when making some of the representations it made,
including regarding the suitability of the PLE to produce aggregates. The blank
waiver of claim in Sub-Clause 1.16 is therefore unenforceable and cannot exclude
ACP’s liability for its reckless representations.
954.

Sub-Clause 1.16 further seeks to restrict the means of interpretation of the Contract, notably
by excluding the possibility to refer to pre-contractual communications and negotiations: 1545

955.

However, as Dr. Hoyos also explains in his legal opinion, contractual clauses that aim to
exclude certain means of evidence regarding the interpretation of a contract (such as SubClause 1.16) are not valid under Panamanian law, because the rules governing the
interpretation of contracts are part of Panamanian public policy. 1546 In particular, the
Contract, as any other contract, must be interpreted in light of the Parties’ common intention
(which even Sub-Clause 1.16 does not seek to contest), which is best ascertained by reference
to the Parties’ conduct prior to (and following) the signature of the Contract.

956.

In the present case, it is clear that, in light of the representations made by ACP on numerous
occasions during the tender period, ACP and GUPC’s common intention at the time of the
signature of the Contract was to use the basalt excavated on the Pacific side of the Project to
produce aggregates. This assumption, which was prompted by ACP’s representations, had
significant cost implications, and was taken into account by both ACP and GUPC in the
preparation of their respective budget for the Works. ACP therefore cannot rely upon SubClause 1.16 to now try to reinterpret the Contract as excluding any requirement, or
representation, that GUPC use the PLE basalt to produce aggregates.
(ii)

Sub-Clause 4.12 [Unforeseeable Physical Conditions]

957.

ACP has also sought to rely upon Sub-Clause 4.12 of the Conditions of Contract, which deals
with Unforeseeable 1547 physical conditions between the Parties, and in particular on
Sub-Clause 4.12.6. To recall, Sub-Clause 4.12 provides in relevant parts: 1548

1544

Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of Contract, dated February 2009, p. 40 [p. 27]. [Emphasis added]
Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of Contract, dated February 2009, p. 40 [p. 27]. [Emphasis added]
Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, p. 54 [p. 51], para. 170.
Sub-Clause 1.1.6.42 of the Conditions of Contract defines “Unforeseeable” as “not reasonably
foreseeable by a Contractor exercising Prudent Industry Practices by the date established for
submission of Tenders.” See Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of Contract, dated February 2009, p. 26 [p.
13].
Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of Contract, dated February 2009, p. 60 [pp. 47-48].

1545
1546
1547

1548
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…

958.

Sub-Clause 4.12, which purports to restrict the circumstances in which GUPC may bring a
claim for Unforeseeable and adverse natural or man-made physical conditions, bears no
relevance to the present case. GUPC’s claim in relation to the concrete aggregate production
relates to the consequences of the excessive fines generated when feeding the PLE basalt to
the crushing plant and the requirement/representation by ACP that the PLE basalt be the
primary source of aggregates for the Project. It has nothing to do with adverse physical (i.e.,
subsurface or hydro-geologic) conditions encountered on Site with respect to a Lock
Structure. The issue experienced with the PLE basalt was never meant to, and cannot, be
covered in any “risk” allocated to GUPC under Sub-Clause 4.12.2. This also means that the
waiver language included in Sub-Clause 4.12.6, which only covers claims in relation to
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“topographic conditions” or “physical conditions” encountered on Site, does not cover claims
relating to the adverse and undisclosed reaction of the Site basalt when stockpiled and fed into
a crushing plant for the purpose of producing aggregates.
959.

Even if the PLE basalt issue were covered by Sub-Clause 4.12 (which it is not), ACP still
would not be able to rely on it in the present case. Sub-Clause 4.12 (which has to be narrowly
construed) does not exclude claims for breaches of Panamanian law. The enforceability of
Sub-Clause 4.12 therefore rests on the premise that ACP complied with its duties to plan and
to inform under its Regulation (as supplemented by the General Public Contracting Law), and
notably exercised the level of diligence required to ascertain that the physical conditions that
it described in the RFP documents were accurate – which, as explained above, was not the
case in relation to the suitability of the PLE basalt for use as the primary source of aggregates.

960.

Moreover, Sub-Clause 4.12.6 does not expressly exclude claims for errors in the ER pursuant
to Sub-Clause 1.9.4 of the Conditions of Contract. This means that GUPC is entitled to bring
claims for errors in the ER even if the subject of the ER provision in question arguably deals
with physical conditions of the Project. Any interpretation to the contrary would be illogical
as ACP would be allowed to exonerate itself from mistakes in its own requirements, with
which GUPC has no choice but to comply, on the sole basis that they cover a subject for
which ACP has sought to transfer some risks to GUPC. Put differently, ACP obviously could
not have transferred the risk of the ER being in error to GUPC.
(iii)

Sub-Clause 4.20 [Employer’s Equipment and Free-Issue Material]

961.

ACP has also relied in the past on Sub-Clause 4.20 of the Conditions of Contract, which
provides in relevant parts: 1549

962.

It is clear from the language of Sub-Clause 4.20 that the exclusion of liability only relates to
the quality of “accumulated materials” and “borrow materials”.1550 The basalt excavated from
the PLE is neither accumulated on the Site nor comes from borrow areas (as these are
identified in the RFP). Rather, it is in situ material that GUPC was required to excavate as
part of the Works in order to build the Locks. Sub-Clause 4.20 therefore cannot apply to
exclude ACP’s liability for the suitability of the PLE basalt for the production of aggregates.
(iv)

Sub-Clause 5.1 [General Design Obligations]

963.

ACP has also sought to rely on the disclaimer of liability for the information provided to
GUPC included in Sub-Clause 5.1 [General Design Obligations] of the Conditions of
Contract, which provides as follows: 1551

1549

Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of Contract, dated February 2009, p. 64 [p. 51].
Except when the Employer was in fact aware of the quality of such material.
Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of Contract, dated February 2009, p. 69 [pp. 56-57]. [Emphasis added]

1550
1551
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964.

ACP, however, can find no relief in Sub-Clause 5.1.

965.

First of all, and as already explained above, ACP cannot as a matter of mandatory
Panamanian law exonerate itself from the duties to plan the Project and to inform the
tenderers, which include the duty diligently to check and validate the information ACP relied
upon in the preparation of the Project and provided to the tenderers. Sub-Clause 5.1 is
therefore unenforceable to that extent.

966.

Second, Sub-Clause 5.1 must be narrowly construed as excluding ACP’s liability for the
information that it could not properly check acting as a diligent employer. Sub-Clause 5.1
indeed assumes that ACP has properly discharged its obligations under its own Regulation
and Panamanian law. ACP therefore cannot rely on Sub-Clause 5.1 to exclude its liability for
the inaccuracy of the multiple declarations it made in the RFP documents regarding the
quality of the PLE basalt based on the studies performed by its consultants before the
beginning of the tender period, which ACP could have – and should have – thoroughly
checked and validated before relying on them. Any interpretation to the contrary would
negate ACP’s duties and violate the requirements of good faith, especially given that the
information provided by ACP prompted a legitimate reliance on the part of GUPC regarding
the suitability of the PLE basalt to produce aggregates.

967.

In addition, Sub-Clause 5.1 contains an anticipatory waiver of claim which is in breach of
Article 134(4) of ACP’s Regulation and, as such, is unenforceable. Further, as explained
above, anticipatory waivers of unknown claims are not enforceable under Panamanian law.
ACP therefore cannot rely on Sub-Clause 5.1 to exclude its liability for the failure to
discharge its obligations under Panamanian law, which could not have been known to GUPC
prior to the signature of the Contract.
(v)

ER Section 01 50 00 – Temporary Facilities, Accesses and Controls

968.

ACP also sought to rely on several articles of Section 01 50 00 of the ER, which deals with
“Temporary Facilities, Accesses and Controls”.

969.

At the outset, it should be noted that, in accordance with the principle of restrictive
interpretation, any limitation of liability or disclaimer of warranty included in
Section 01 50 00 must be understood and interpreted in light of the scope of this section,
which Article 1.01 defines as follows: 1552

1552

Exhibit {C-973}, Contract - Employer's Requirements - Section 01 50 00 - Temporary Facilities,
Accesses and Controls, p. 1 [p. 1].
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970.

It is plain from this language that Section 01 50 00 was never meant to cover the suitability of
the PLE basalt (and of Miraflores basalt generally) for the production of aggregates.

971.

As explained below, none of the exclusions of warranty included in Section 01 50 00 of the
ER relied upon by ACP actually covers the issues encountered by GUPC in relation to the
PLE basalt.
3.

972.

Article 1.07.B.2

Article 1.07.B.2 of ER Section 01 50 00 seeks to disclaim any warranty of quality of the
materials extracted from borrow areas made available by ACP : 1553

…

973.

The drawing referred to in Article 1.07.A.1 1554 and mentioned in Article 1.07.B.2 is
Drawing 5803-57 entitled “Material Availability”, of which ACP issued the last version with
RFP Amendment 19. 1555

974.

As explained above in connection with Sub-Clause 4.20 of the Conditions of Contract, the
basalt excavated from the PLE does not qualify as borrow material. Notably, the PLE is not
identified as a potential borrow area for basalt on Drawing 5803-57. ACP’s exclusion of
guarantee of the quality of borrow materials in Article 1.07.B.2 (assuming it is enforceable)
therefore does not cover the PLE basalt.
4.

Article 1.07.C.2

975.

Article 1.07.C.2 of ER Section 01 50 00 seeks disclaim any warranty of quality of the
materials accumulated in certain identified sites: 1556

1553

Exhibit {C-973}, Contract - Employer's Requirements - Section 01 50 00 - Temporary Facilities,
Accesses and Controls, p. 7 [p. 7].
Exhibit {C-444}, Contract - Employer’s Requirements - Section 01 50 00 - Temporary Facilities,
Access and Controls, p. 6 [p. 6].
Exhibit {C-691}, RFP Amendment 19, Drawing 5803-57, dated 21 November 2008.
Exhibit {C-973}, Contract - Employer's Requirements - Section 01 50 00 - Temporary Facilities,
Accesses and Controls, p. 8 [p. 8].

1554

1555
1556
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…

976.

Pursuant to Article 1.07.C.1, “accumulated material” refers to material resulting from “the
work executed under separate third-party excavation contracts for the Pacific approach
channel (PAC) and the dredging to be carried out both by Employer and under contract by
others” 1557

977.

As explained above in connection with Sub-Clause 4.20 of the Conditions of Contract, the
basalt excavated from the PLE does not qualify as accumulated material. Notably, the PLE is
not identified as a basalt stockpile in Drawing 5803-57. 1558 ACP’s exclusion of guarantee of
the quality of accumulated materials in Article 1.07.C.2 therefore does not cover the PLE
basalt.
5.

Article 1.07.D.1

978.

Finally, ACP relied on Article 1.07.D.1 in an attempt to disclaim any warranty of adequacy of
the aggregates produced with the basalt coming from the excavations on the Pacific site:1559

979.

Again, this disclaimer is simply inapplicable to the issue at stake in this arbitration.

980.

Indeed, the issues encountered by GUPC did not relate to the suitability of the aggregates
once produced using the PLE basalt (or basalt coming from the Aguadulce or Cocoli quarries
for that matter). Rather, GUPC encountered issues when processing the basalt itself (i.e., the
rock), which generated excessive amounts of fines during the stockpiling and crushing
operations and therefore was not suitable to be used as crushing plant feed to produce the
volume of aggregates required for the Project. ACP’s exclusion of guarantee of the quality of
aggregates produced with the PLE basalt in Article 1.07.D.1 does not cover the suitability of

1557

Exhibit {C-973}, Contract - Employer's Requirements - Section 01 50 00 - Temporary Facilities,
Accesses and Controls, p. 7 [pp. 7-8].
Exhibit {C-445}, RFP Amendment 19, Drawing 5803-57 dated 21 November 2008.
Exhibit {C-973}, Contract - Employer's Requirements - Section 01 50 00 - Temporary Facilities,
Accesses and Controls, p. 8 [p. 8].

1558
1559
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the PLE basalt, but only the suitability of the end product (the aggregates). This makes good
sense because, while ACP could make representations on the suitability of the PLE basalt, it
could not guarantee the suitability of the aggregates to be produced using that basalt, because
during the tender period ACP did not know what design the selected tenderer would propose
and which would be the technical requirements of that design for the concrete (as final use of
the aggregates). 1560 This was up to GUPC to decide and again, the aggregates, once
produced, proved acceptable to meet the Contractor’s specific requirements.
981.

Further, even if Article 1.07.D.1 were to be interpreted as covering the PLE basalt (which it
should not be), its inclusion in the section of the ER dealing with “Temporary Facilities,
Accesses and Controls” would clearly prevent it from having the far-reaching consequences
that ACP claims it has. Given the potential cost and time consequences of the impossibility
for GUPC to use the PLE basalt to produce aggregates in industrial quantities and for the
entire Project (as represented by ACP), ACP’s decision to introduce this article with RFP
Amendment 16 in a section of the ER which, based on its title or scope, has nothing to do
with the production of aggregates or the construction of the Lock Structures, would be
misleading at best. In addition, ACP’s purported exclusion of guarantee of the quality of the
PLE basalt was entirely contradicted by the EsIA, which ACP provided in full to the tenderers
with the next RFP Amendment (Amendment 17), and which contained strong representations
regarding the suitability of the PLE basalt for the production of aggregates.

982.

It would therefore be contrary to the requirements of good faith to require the tenderers to
understand, based on a single sentence included in a section of the ER dealing with temporary
facilities, that ACP’s stated assumption and representation that the PLE basalt could be (and
would be) used to produce aggregates for the construction of the Lock Structures, in fact was
unsupported and potentially incorrect. A representation that is made and maintained
throughout the tender process and constitutes a fundamental assumption of the Project cannot
simply be overridden by the insertion of this provision. In accordance with the duty of good
faith, ACP therefore cannot rely on this provision to exclude any liability for its own acts and
the legitimate reliance it provoked through the representations it made regarding the
suitability of the PLE basalt for the production of aggregates.

983.

Moreover, ACP admitted in the Referral 11 DAB proceedings that the PLE basalt was always
the intended source for aggregates and that importing aggregates was never an option:
“The Locks Excavation Basalt available for the Contractor’s use at the
Pacific site was indeed a resource that the Employer anticipated the
Contractor would utilize in some way (whether for concrete aggregate,
backfill, roadworks, filling the 1939 excavation etc). It was clearly sensible
to do so since it was a resource made available free of charge and it all had
to be excavated in any event to make way for the new locks. It was hardly a
revolutionary idea that the Contractor might want to make use of the
excavated basalt in some way, in preference to purchasing off site aggregate
and shipping it to Panama at great cost. The benefits of the available free

1560

This is confirmed by the language used by ACP in Section 5.4.3 “Aggregate” of the first version of the
GIR: “The sound Basalt appears to be a durable rock and with crushing, screening and washing, should
make acceptable aggregate for concrete or RCC, depending on the Contractor’s specific requirements”
– see Exhibit {C-479}, RFP Amendment 8, Geotechnical Interpretive Report (Rev. 0), dated 16 May
2008, p. 46 [p. 46], Section 5.4.3. [Emphasis added]
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basalt greatly outweighed and rendered totally uneconomical and impractical
the importation of basalt for processed aggregate.” 1561
984.

ACP’s plan to use the excavated Pacific site basalt for the Project’s concrete aggregate needs,
and its limitations on the Contractor’s operations to the site, were not surprising given that
there was no real practical alternative to using the PLE as the primary concrete aggregate
source in the competitive tender. Quite simply, and notwithstanding ACP’s attempt to now
disclaim responsibility for its prior representation, it was plain to all parties that the PLE
basalt was required to be excavated in any event to complete the Works and no other primary
aggregate source made any commercial or practical sense.
(c)

In any event, the Contract’s exclusions of liability are unenforceable as a
result of ACP’s gross negligence (culpa grave)

985.

The limitations/exclusions of liability included in the Contract do not cover ACP’s incorrect
representations in relation to the PLE basalt. But even if they did, ACP would still be
precluded from relying on these clauses because its breaches constitute gross negligence
under Panamanian civil law, as explained above.

986.

Indeed, Article 987 of the Panamanian Civil Code provides that limitations / exclusions of
liability are not enforceable in case of willful misconduct (dolo). 1562 As explained above, the
equation of gross negligence with willful misconduct (dolo) in Article 34-C of the Civil
Code 1563 means that limitations/exclusions of liability are unenforceable if the party seeking
to rely on them has committed gross negligence. 1564

987.

It cannot be disputed that ACP’s gross negligence in the preparation of the information
provided, and in the representations made, to the tenderers precludes it from relying upon the
purported limitations/exclusions of liability it included in the Contract (even if these
exculpatory clauses were applicable in the present case, which they are not).

988.

ACP must therefore compensate GUPC for the very significant losses it has suffered as a
result of the issues encountered in relation to the PLE basalt and the Miraflores basalt
generally.
5.

Notice of ACP’s breaches was timely filed

989.

The notice requirements of Sub-Section 20.1 [Contractor’s Claims] of the Conditions of
Contract are discussed above at Section II. In particular, Sub-Section 20.1 of the Conditions
of Contract provides that notice should “be given as soon as practicable, and not later than
28 days after the Contractor became aware, or should have become aware, of the event or
circumstance.” 1565

990.

Mr. Zaffaroni and Mrs. Baz both explain that the full-scale operation of the Pacific and
Atlantic crushing plants started in January 2011, after the commissioning and the usual fine-

1561

Exhibit {C-981}, DAB Proceedings, ACP RSOC, Part I - Concrete Aggregate Production, p. 20 [p.
19], para. 7.2. [Emphasis added]
{C-LA-1}, Civil Code of Panama (updated), dated 22 August 1916, p. 2 [p. 2], Article 987.
{C-LA-1}, Civil Code of Panama (updated), dated 22 August 1916, p. 1 [p. 1], Article 34-C.
See above Section II.B.5.
Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of Contract, dated February 2009, p. 136 [pp. 123-124].

1562
1563
1564
1565
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tuning of the various parts of the plants. 1566 This is when GUPC first realized that the
crushing of the PLE basalt in industrial quantities generated excessive amounts of fines and
produced sticky materials, which blocked the machines and regularly forced GUPC to stop
the plants to carry out cleaning of the equipment.1567
991.

In the weeks that followed, GUPC studied the issue that had arisen with the PLE basalt and
the possible short-term remedial measures it could undertake. GUPC implemented some of
those measures, such as calibrating the crushing plants. 1568 Unfortunately, these measures did
not resolve the problem and GUPC was not able to produce aggregates (specifically,
compliant sand) in the required industrial quantities. Mr. Zaffaroni explains in his witness
statement that by the end of January 2011, it had become obvious to GUPC that the issue it
was facing was very important and would have a significant impact on GUPC’s
operations. 1569

992.

Shortly thereafter, on 16 February 2011, GUPC formally notified ACP of its entitlement to
additional payment because of the issues encountered with the crushing of the PLE basalt
under Sub-Clause 20.1 of the Conditions of Contract: 1570

993.

GUPC therefore satisfied the notice requirements of Sub-Clause 20.1 of the Conditions of
Contract.
6.

ACP breached its duty to determine fairly and promptly GUPC’s
entitlements under Sub-Clause 3.5 [Determinations] and ACP’s
Regulation

994.

As explained in Section II, above, Article 3.5 [Determinations] of the Conditions of Contract
requires ACP (through the Employer’s Representative) to “endeavour to reach agreement
with the Contractor” and, it no agreement can be found, to “make a fair determination [of
GUPC’s claims] in accordance with the Contract, taking due regard of all relevant
circumstances.” 1571

1566

Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 39 [p. 32], para. 51; Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 31 [p. 27], para. 105.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 40 [pp. 33-58], paras. 57-83; Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 31 [p. 27], para. 106.
Baz(I) {C-WS-14}, p. 66 [pp. 59-60], paras. 87-96]; Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 31 [p. 27], para.
107.
Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 31 [p. 27], para. 108.
Exhibit {C-182}, Letter GUPC-IAE-0602 from GUPC to ACP, dated 16 February 2011.
Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of Contract, dated February 2009, p. 44 [p. 31].

1567
1568

1569
1570
1571
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995.

The Employer’s Representative’s obligation to render fair determinations under
Sub-Clause 3.5 must also be read in light of the applicable Panamanian law (as provided by
the Contract 1572) and notably ACP’s duties of good faith, fairness, impartiality and
cooperation, as expressly set out in ACP’s Regulation. 1573

996.

The requirement of fairness (for the purposes of Sub-Clause 3.5) is therefore closely related to
the duty of impartiality, and the Employer’s Representative is required to make both a fair
and impartial determination. This is fully consistent and reinforced by Panamanian law, in
particular Article 130 of ACP’s Regulation and Article 34 of Law 38, which respectively
provide that:
Article 130 of ACP’s Regulation: “Contracts are entered into and formalized
primarily because this allows for a closer concerted effort between the
parties and permits greater administrative efficiency. Notwithstanding the
preceding purpose, the contract shall also strive to guarantee the rights and
interests of the parties. All actions taken by those persons who participate in
the procurement shall be based upon principles of transparency, economy
and responsibility, in accordance with the rules that govern administrative
functions, as well as the rules of ethics and conduct that apply to the
Authority, the rules of contract interpretation, and those general principles of
law and specific provisions contained in administrative regulations”1574
Article 34 of Law 38: “The administrative actions in all public entities shall
be conducted in accordance with the norms of informality, impartiality,
uniformity, economy, speed and efficacy, guaranteeing the appropriate
performance of the administrative function, without impairment of due
process, with objectivity and with adherence to the principle of strict
legality. The ministers of the State, the Directors of decentralized entities,
Governors, mayors and other heads of office shall ensure, related to the
dependencies they govern, the fulfillment of this disposition. The actions of
the public servants shall be governed by the principles of loyalty to the State,
honesty and efficiency and shall be bound to devote their best ability to the
work assigned” 1575

997.

In addition, under Article 100 of ACP’s Regulation the Contracting Officer (i.e. ACP’s
representative appointed to oversee the execution of the Contract) also has an obligation to
attempt in good faith to reach an agreement with the Contractor in respect of any claim
regarding the interpretation or performance of the Contract. 1576 Further, Article 101 of ACP’s
Regulation requires that if no agreement can be reached, ACP’s representative must

1572

This flows from the inclusion of the words “in accordance with the Contract” in Sub-Clause 3.5, and
the choice of Panamanian law to govern the Contract under Sub-Clause 1.4 of the Conditions of
Contract which provides that “[t]he Contract shall be governed by the laws of the Republic of
Panama.”
See above Section II.A.2(f).
{C-LA-21}, Acquisition Regulation of the Panama Canal Authority (as amended), dated May 2011, p.
45 [p. 45], Article 130. [Emphasis added]
{C-LA-142}, Law 38 of 2000 (updated), p. 2 [p. 2], Article 34. [Emphasis added]
{C-LA-21}, Acquisition Regulation of the Panama Canal Authority (as amended), dated May 2011, p.
40 [p. 40], Article 100: “When a controversy arises due to the performance, interpretation or
termination of a contract, the contractor and the contracting officer shall try to reach an agreement.”

1573
1574

1575
1576
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“document” any such attempt to reach an agreement. 1577 Such requirement clearly evidences
that ACP is required to undertake concrete steps towards a good faith resolution of the
dispute.
998.

In the present case, ACP, through its Employer’s Representative, Mr. Jorge de la Guardia,
made no real attempt to reach an agreement with GUPC, and failed to make a fair
determination of GUPC’s entitlements with regard to the production of concrete aggregates.

999.

On 20 July 2012, GUPC submitted its fully detailed claim to ACP (first interim
submission). 1578 GUPC extensively exposed the issues that it had been (and still was) facing
when crushing the PLE basalt and provided a preliminary analysis of the causes for the highly
unusual behavior of the PLE basalt. 1579

1000.

On 24 December 2012, ACP rejected GUPC’s concrete aggregates claim in its
entirety. 1580 ACP sought to rely on a number of clauses of the Contract that allegedly
excluded its responsibility with respect to the very severe issues encountered by
GUPC. 1581 While reiterating that “the Miraflores basalt [was] suitable for concrete aggregate
as well as for other construction purposes as intended”, 1582 ACP contended that the issues
with the PLE basalt were caused by GUPC. 1583

1001.

On 24 May 2013, the Employer’s Representative issued a determination denying, among
other things, GUPC’s concrete aggregates claim in its entirety and stating that it was allegedly
“without merit”. 1584 The Employer’s Representative assessment of GUPC’s concrete
aggregates claim was set out in two short paragraphs. 1585 The Employer’s Representative

1577

{C-LA-21}, Acquisition Regulation of the Panama Canal Authority (as amended), dated May 2011, p.
40 [p. 40], Article 101: “Should the parties fail to agree, the contracting officer shall document the fact
regarding the results of this attempt and the parties shall submit the matter to an administrative process
for the resolution of controversies as agreed to at the time the contract was formalized. This process
shall not cause the suspension or delay of obligations arising from the contract..”
Exhibit {C-999}, Letter GUPC-IAE-1348 from GUPC to ACP - GUPC's fully detailed claim (first
interim) - Delay and disruption to concrete aggregate production and concrete mix designs, dated 20
July 2012.
Exhibit {C-999}, Letter GUPC-IAE-1348 from GUPC to ACP - GUPC's fully detailed claim (first
interim) - Delay and disruption to concrete aggregate production and concrete mix designs, dated 20
July 2012, p. 41 [pp. 28-33], Sections J-P.
Exhibit {C-1000}, Letter IAE-UPC-1358 from ACP to GUPC - Claims 43 and 52 – Employer’s
Disapproval and Detailed Comments pursuant to Sub-Clause 20.1 [Contractor’s Claims], dated 24
December 2012.
Exhibit {C-1000}, Letter IAE-UPC-1358 from ACP to GUPC - Claims 43 and 52 – Employer’s
Disapproval and Detailed Comments pursuant to Sub-Clause 20.1 [Contractor’s Claims], dated 24
December 2012, p. 4 [pp. 4-10], paras. 1.4-1.30.
Exhibit {C-1000}, Letter IAE-UPC-1358 from ACP to GUPC - Claims 43 and 52 – Employer’s
Disapproval and Detailed Comments pursuant to Sub-Clause 20.1 [Contractor’s Claims], dated 24
December 2012, p. 21 [p. 21], para. 1.67.
Exhibit {C-1000}, Letter IAE-UPC-1358 from ACP to GUPC - Claims 43 and 52 – Employer’s
Disapproval and Detailed Comments pursuant to Sub-Clause 20.1 [Contractor’s Claims], dated 24
December 2012, p. 21 [pp. 21-23], paras. 1.66-1.76.
Exhibit {R-13}, Claims 43 and 52 - Determination of Employer's Representative pursuant to SubClause 3.5, dated 24 May 2013, p. 8 [p. 8].
Exhibit {R-13}, Claims 43 and 52 - Determination of Employer's Representative pursuant to SubClause 3.5, dated 24 May 2013, p. 7 [p. 7].

1578

1579

1580

1581

1582

1583

1584

1585
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merely referred to ACP’s reliance, in its letter of 24 December 2012, on a clause of the
Contract allegedly excluding its responsibility, and failed to properly address all of the points
raised by GUPC in its 20 July 2012 first interim submission, in breach of its duties to
determine GUPC’s claims promptly, fairly and impartially Sub-Clause 3.5 [Determinations]
and Panamanian law.
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IV.

ACP’S BREACHES WITH RESPECT TO FOUNDATION CONDITIONS WITHIN THE BASALT
REACH OF THE PLE

A.
1002.

SUMMARY OF ACP’S BREACHES

This Section addresses GUPC’s entitlements with regard to the foundation conditions within
the basalt reach of the PLE. To recall, the basalt reach of the Pacific Locks Excavation (PLE)
covers the Locks Upper Chamber (LUC) and large parts of the Locks Middle Chamber
(LMC) 1586, as shown in the figure below:

Figure 4-1

Extract from GUPC Drawing SK-P-P-1801 (annotated) 1587

1003.

ACP interpreted the conditions at foundation level in the basalt reach of the PLE favorably for
design and construction purposes and indicated only one fault zone, the Aguadulce Fault
Zone, which would contain massive and columnar basalt as well as several discrete shear
zones of no more than two metres in width.

1004.

However, the actual conditions encountered by GUPC at and below foundation level of the
lock structures were significantly more adverse than interpreted by ACP in the Geotechnical
Interpretive Report (GIR):

1586

1587

•

GUPC encountered two significant fault zones that were not identified by ACP in the
GIR. One was located in the LUC close to LH1 (the “LH1 Fault”), while the other
one was located at the Western Inlet Wing Wall (the “IWW Fault”). In both areas,
redesign of the affected lock structures and foundation treatment was required.

•

In the Aguadulce Fault Zone (AFZ), rather than encountering a few discrete shear
zones of 0.2 to 2 metres in width, with areas of sound columnar and massive basalt
between the shear zones, GUPC encountered two major shear zones up to 15 metres
wide, with an area of highly fractured and sheared basalt between the two major shear
zones. GUPC also discovered extensive areas of sheared La Boca at foundation level,
despite the area having been mapped as basalt by ACP. These conditions required
significant additional excavation, reinforcement of the foundations by the installation
of a concrete strut, and the redesign of the lock structures including the affected lock
chamber floor.

For the avoidance of doubt, for the purposes of these claims, the “basalt reach of the PLE” also
includes the Water Saving Basin structures (i.e., the trifurcations, valve structures and conduits).
Exhibit {C-512}, Drawing SK-P-P-1801 Rev. A, dated 20 November 2013.
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•

1005.

Throughout the entire basalt reach of the PLE outside of these fault zones, GUPC
encountered countless shear zones and poor rock conditions that had not been
identified by ACP. This resulted in significant over-excavation to reach an
acceptable foundation surface and consequently required GUPC to pour substantial
additional quantities of lean concrete below the foundation of the concrete structures.

The below figure illustrates the actual conditions encountered by GUPC:

Figure 4-2

Extracts from GUPC Drawing SK-P-P-1801 (annotated) 1588

1006.

In view of the more adverse conditions encountered, and the fact that such conditions were
Unforeseeable within the meaning of the Contract, the Employer is liable under SubClause 4.12 [Unforeseeable Physical Conditions] for the additional costs incurred by the
Contractor (Section B).

1007.

ACP is additionally liable for its breaches of its mandatory duties under Panamanian law1589
and its grossly negligent conduct in preparing the RFP. ACP failed to ensure proper
coordination between the various consultants it engaged, and failed to ensure that those
consultants received all relevant information needed to perform their studies. ACP failed to
synthesize and interpret the available geotechnical information before issuing the RFP to the
tenderers. When ACP did ultimately provide the GIR and GIR Plates, the process was rushed
and did not involve proper quality assurance and quality control (QA/QC) procedures.

1008.

As a result, the GIR and GIR Plates contain significant errors which concealed the true
conditions from the tenderers. ACP also withheld documents from the tenderers – including a
specific report on the Aguadulce Fault Zone – that revealed the presence of more extensive
faulting (as well as sheared La Boca rock in the area that had been mapped as basalt by ACP).
In short, ACP’s RFP process was shambolic. ACP thus breached its mandatory duties under
Panamanian law and failed to uphold the most elementary standards of good practice for an
employer tendering a multi-billion dollar construction project (Section C).

1009.

Section D summarizes the impacts that the adverse conditions encountered within the basalt
reach of the PLE had on the Works. Issues of quantum arising from those impacts are
addressed in Section VIII.B.

1588

Exhibit {C-512}, Drawing SK-P-P-1801 Rev. A, dated 20 November 2013.
See Section II. In particular, ACP breached its mandatory duty to comply with the principle of
economy, as provided by ACP’s Regulation and supplemented by Law 22.

1589
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*
1010.

1011.

*

In this Arbitration, GUPC’s position in relation to the foundation conditions within the basalt
reach of the PLE is explained by the following professionals:
•

Mr. Christopher Ottsen, Vice President and Principal Engineer at Stantec (formerly
MWH Global, Inc., the lead member of the CICP consortium). Mr. Ottsen discusses
CICP’s review of ACP’s geological information in the RFP for the purpose of
preparing GUPC’s tender design. Mr. Ottsen also discusses the actual conditions that
were encountered by GUPC in the basalt reach of the PLE and the impact these had
upon the design of the monoliths.

•

Mr. José Pelaez, the current CEO of GUPC S.A. Mr. Pelaez discusses the beginning
of the concrete works at the Pacific Site (at which time he was the Construction
Manager at the Pacific Site) and the impact that the geological conditions in the basalt
reach of the PLE had upon the progress of the works.

•

Mr. Nicola Valiante, a Project Engineering Manager at Salini-Impregilo. From his
perspective as the Pacific Site Technical Manager, Mr. Valiante discusses the
geological surveys undertaken by GUPC in the PLE, as well as the conditions
encountered by GUPC in the basalt reach of the PLE and the additional investigations
and redesign of the monoliths that were required as a result.

•

Mr. Eldon Gath, President of Earth Consultants International (ECI), a consultant to
ACP and ACP’s Program Manager (CH2M Hill) during the pre-tender period.
Mr. Gath discusses the pre-tender investigations that he undertook, in particular in
respect of the fault zones at the Pacific Site, and the reports and recommendations
that he provided to ACP as a result of those investigations. Mr. Gath also discusses
ACP’s preparation of the RFP from his perspective as a consultant to ACP and
CH2M Hill.

GUPC’s position is further confirmed and substantiated by the following independent
technical expert:
•

Mr. David Shilston, an eminent engineering geologist and the Professional Head of
Discipline for Engineering Geology at WS Atkins Plc (Atkins), with over 35 years of
experience in international civil engineering and geological projects and former
President of the Geological Society of London. Mr. Shilston confirms that, in his
opinion, the geological conditions encountered by GUPC were more adverse than
ACP’s interpretation in the GIR and were Unforeseeable. Mr. Shilston has also
concluded that ACP was negligent in the preparation of the GIR and the Plates.

B.

ACP IS LIABLE FOR GUPC’S ADDITIONAL COSTS PURSUANT TO SUB-CLAUSE 4.12
[UNFORESEEABLE PHYSICAL CONDITIONS] OF THE CONDITIONS OF CONTRACT
1.

1012.

*

The elements of liability under Sub-Clause 4.12

As explained in Section II, Sub-Clause 4.12 [Unforeseeable Physical Conditions] provides
GUPC with a contractual mechanism for recovering its additional Costs and an extension of
time where Unforeseeable physical conditions are encountered at or below the foundation
level of the lock structures. To establish liability under Sub-Clause 4.12, it is not necessary
for Claimants to demonstrate any “fault” by ACP.
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1013.

The following sections of Sub-Clause 4.12 are relevant: 1590

1014.

As such, entitlement arises under Sub-Clause 4.12 when the following points are satisfied:

1590
1591

a)

the issue must arise in respect of a Lock Structure; 1591

b)

be caused by a physical condition;

c)

which is at or below foundation level;

d)

which is within the footprint of a Lock Structure or which relates to the design or
building of the slopes of the excavations for a Lock Structure;

e)

the physical condition must be more adverse than ACP’s interpretation in the GIR;
and

Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of Contract, dated February 2009, p. 60 [pp. 47-48], Sub-Clause 4.12.
Lock Structure is defined at Sub-Clause 1.1.5.15 as “a lock chamber, lock head, gate enclosure, water
saving basin, lock approach structure, culvert and water conduit, valve enclosure or any other structure
in each new lock.” See Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of Contract, dated February 2009, p. 21 [p. 8],
Sub-Clause 1.1.5.15.
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f)

the physical condition must be Unforeseeable, as this term is defined at SubClause 1.1.6.42 of the Conditions of Contract. 1592

1015.

There is no dispute between the Parties that points (a) to (d) above are satisfied in respect of
the foundation conditions at the PLE. Indeed, counsel for ACP stated before the DAB in the
Referral 13A proceedings that “if the Contractor establishes that the conditions are more,
adverse and unforeseeable it has a claim pursuant to the contract.”1593 Similarly, there is no
dispute that GUPC provided the required notices in accordance with Sub-Clauses 4.12.2
and 20.1 [Contractor’s Claims]. 1594

1016.

The following sections therefore focus on:
•

ACP’s interpretation of the conditions within the basalt reach of the PLE (Section 2);

•

The fact that such conditions were more adverse than ACP’s interpretation
(Section 3); and

•

The fact that the conditions encountered were Unforeseeable within the meaning of
the Contract and Panamanian law (Section 4).
2.

1017.

As detailed below, the purpose of the GIR and the GIR Plates was to provide ACP’s
interpretation of the subsurface conditions at or below the foundation level in the area of the
Pacific Locks (Section (a)). The GIR and the GIR Plates provided a favorable interpretation
of the foundation conditions in the basalt reach of the PLE. In particular:
•

1592

1593
1594

The GIR interpreted the foundation conditions in the PLE favorably for
design and construction purposes

The GIR and the GIR Plates represented that the basalt at foundation level in the PLE
was sound, hard to very hard, strong to very strong, and had infrequent laminations
(Section (b));

Sub-Clause 1.1.6.42 defines “Unforeseeable” as “not reasonably foreseeable by a Contractor exercising
Prudent Industry Practices by the date established for the submission of Tenders.” See Exhibit {C-1},
Conditions of Contract, dated February 2009, p. 26 [p. 13]. Prudent Industry Practices is defined in
Sub-Clause 1.1.5.25 as “using the standard, practices, methods and procedures, complying with Laws
and exercising the degree of prudence and foresight which would be expected from a properly skilled
and experienced international market leading EPC contractor in the international civil engineering and
infrastructure sector.” See Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of Contract, dated February 2009, p. 22 [p. 9].
Exhibit {C-928}, Referral 13A DAB Hearing - Transcript Day 1, dated 24 August 2015, p. 8 [27:8-10].
In its Post-Hearing Brief in DAB Referral 13A, ACP contended that the IWW Fault was not covered
by the Contractor’s Notice of Claim for Claim 47, but did not provide any explanation for this
contention (see Exhibit {C-929}, The Employer's Closing Arguments, DAB Ref. 13A, p. 37 [p. 35],
para. 10.9). The Notice in respect of Claim 47 states as follows: “[w]e are currently encountering
unforeseeable adverse physical conditions at and below the foundation level of the Lock Structures.
These conditions include highly fractured rock with chlorite veins and extensive vertical and subvertical columnar joint systems” (see Exhibit {C-743}, Letter GUPC-IAE-0668 from GUPC to ACP –
Notice of Claim – Adverse Physical Conditions – Pacific Locks, dated 28 March 2011). While
additional notices were provided in respect of the Aguadulce Fault Zone (Exhibit {C-516}, Letter
GUPC-IAE-0723 from GUPC to ACP – Notice of Claim – Unforeseeable Physical Conditions in
Pacific Locks Upper Chamber, dated 25 April 2011) and the LH1 Fault (Exhibit {C-528}, Letter
GUPC-IAE-0829 from GUPC to ACP – Notice of Claim – Unforeseeable Physical Conditions –
Additional and Unknown Fault - Pacific Locks Upper Chamber & Lock Head 1, dated 27 June 2011),
the conditions encountered at the IWW Fault clearly fall within the scope of Claim 47 and thus no
further notice was required.
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•

The GIR and the GIR Plates represented that faulting in the LUC was confined to the
Aguadulce Fault Zone (Section (c)); and

•

Within the Aguadulce Fault Zone, the GIR and the GIR Plates represented the
presence of discrete and widely spaced shear zones between 0.2m and 2.0m in width,
interspersed with areas of massive and columnar basalt (Section (d)).

(a)

The GIR (including the GIR Plates) provided ACP’s interpretation of
the subsurface conditions at foundation level in the basalt reach of the
PLE

(i)

Purpose, structure, and content of the GIR

1018.

According to its stated purpose, the GIR provides ACP’s interpretation of the physical
conditions at or below the foundation level of the lock structures. Section 1.2 of the GIR
provides: 1595

1019.

As noted in Section IV.B.1, the wing walls, lock chambers, and lock heads are all Lock
Structures. 1596 The ground conditions at foundation level of those structures are thus within
the express scope of the GIR.

1020.

The structure and content of the GIR is summarized in Section 1.3 entitled “Report
Organization”. The most relevant sections with respect to the foundation conditions in the
basalt reach of the PLE are set out below:
“1.3 Report Organization
The remainder of this report is organized in the following sections:
…

1595

1596

Exhibit {C-490}, RFP Amendment 15, Volume VII, Part 1 - Geotechnical Interpretive Report (final
version), dated August 2008, p. 10 [p. 10], Section 1.2. [Emphasis added]
Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of Contract, dated February 2009, p. 21 [p. 8], Sub-Clause 1.1.5.15.
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•

Section 4 – Geologic Setting: Describes the geologic conditions at
the location of the lock structures.

•

Section 5 – Materials Characterization: Presents engineering
properties of in-situ materials expected to be encountered at or
below the foundation levels of the lock structures.

•

Section 6 – Anticipated Foundation Conditions: Summarizes the
foundation conditions expected to be encountered at or below the
foundation levels of the lock structures.
…

•

Section [7] 1597 – Construction Considerations: Summarizes
geotechnical and geologic conditions that could impact the
construction of the foundation of the lock structures. … .” 1598

1021.

Thus, the GIR provides a description and interpretation of the anticipated foundation
conditions in the basalt reach of the PLE including: the overall geologic setting; the
engineering properties of the basalt; and whether any geotechnical and geologic conditions
linked to the basalt would impact the construction of the foundation of the Pacific Locks. As
Mr. Shilston confirms in his report, “the GIR is the primary source of interpretation of the
ground conditions”. 1599

1022.

The relevant interpretations contained in Sections 4, 5, 6, and 7 of the GIR are addressed in
more detail below.
(ii)

Appendices to the GIR

1023.

The GIR also expressly included a set of interpretive geological drawings (the “Plates” or
“GIR Plates”) 1600 as “Appendix A” and ACP’s soil and rock classification scheme as
“Appendix B”. 1601 Those Appendices are incorporated in Section 10 of the GIR and
described as follows: 1602

1597

Section 1.3 of the final GIR also refers to a Section 7 on “Design Considerations”, however this section
was deleted from previous versions of the GIR; as such, Section 8 referred to in Section 1.3 of the final
GIR is actually Section 7 on “Construction Considerations”. See Exhibit {C-490}, RFP Amendment
15, Volume VII, Part 1 - Geotechnical Interpretive Report (final version), dated August 2008, p. 10
[pp. 10-11 and 32-33], Sections 1.3 and 7.
Exhibit {C-490}, RFP Amendment 15, Volume VII, Part 1 - Geotechnical Interpretive Report (final
version), dated August 2008, Section 1.3, p. 10 [pp. 10-11]. [Emphasis added]
Shilston(I), Chapter 6 {C-EX-5}, p. 5 [p. 6-4], para. 4.
The Plates are numbered from 1 to 64, including a Plate 19A and 42A. The principal interpretive
drawings relevant to the Pacific Site include Plates 14, 16 and 42A-64.
Exhibit {C-490}, RFP Amendment 15, Volume VII, Part 1 - Geotechnical Interpretive Report (final
version), dated August 2008, p. 11 [p. 11], Section 1.3. [Emphasis added]. See also Exhibit {C-490},
RFP Amendment 15, Volume VII, Part 1 - Geotechnical Interpretive Report (final version), dated
August 2008, p. 5 [p. 5], Table of Contents.
Exhibit {C-490}, RFP Amendment 15, Volume VII, Part 1 - Geotechnical Interpretive Report (final
version), dated August 2008, p. 11 [p. 11], Section 1.3.

1598

1599
1600

1601

1602
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1.

Appendix A – The Plates

1024.

As discussed further below, the Plates are referred to throughout the entire text of the GIR,
and they provide graphical representations of the Employer’s interpretations in the text of the
GIR. 1603 From a geotechnical point of view, the GIR cannot be read in isolation from the
Plates, such that the GIR would become a meaningless document without them. This is
confirmed by Mr. Shilston who states in his report that it “is impossible to understand the
Employer’s interpretation in the GIR without reference to the plates.” 1604

1025.

The argument previously raised by ACP that the tenderers were entitled to rely on the text of
the GIR but not the interpretations provided in the Plates is an argument concocted by lawyers
with no basis in geological or engineering logic.

1026.

During the course of various DAB proceedings, ACP has adopted contradictory positions on
the question of whether or not the Plates form part of the GIR. In DAB Referral 5 in 2012,
ACP was content to acknowledge that the GIR Plates provided the Employer’s interpretation
of geotechnical data: 1605

1027.

But by the time of DAB Referral 13A in 2015 (concerning the same issues now in dispute),
ACP took the firm position that the Plates are not part of the GIR (despite being included in
its Appendix A): 1606

1603

The various Plates portray plan, cross-sectional and longitudinal sections of the sub-surface geology
interpreted by ACP in the GIR. As such, when taken together, they provide a three dimensional view of
the Site.
Shilston(I), Chapter 6 {C-EX-5}, p. 5 [p. 6-4], para. 4.
Exhibit {C-930}, Employer’s Response to the Contractor’s Statement of Case for Reference No. 5, p.
20 [p. 18]. [Emphasis added]
Exhibit {C-931}, Employer’s Response to the Contractor’s Statement of Case for Reference No. 13 to
the DAB with respect to Claim Nos. 47, 50, and 57, p. 36 [p. 33]. [Emphasis added]

1604
1605

1606
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1028.

Since that time, the Parties have exchanged various submissions on this point. The latest
iteration of ACP’s argument presented in the Cofferdam Arbitration relies on selective
quotation from the GIR’s Table of Contents to support the contention that the Plates were not
appended to the GIR: 1607

1029.

The full excerpt from the Table of Contents relied on by ACP reads as follows and clearly
shows that the Plates are incorporated in Appendix A to the GIR: 1608

1030.

It remains to be seen whether ACP will now drop this hopeless argument and accept the fact
that the Plates are incorporated in Appendix A of the GIR and hence form part of the GIR.
2.

Appendix B – ACP’s Core Logging standards

1031.

Appendix B to the GIR contains a document compiled by Ms. Pastora Franceschi – ACP’s
Chief Geologist – entitled “Core Logging Standards for the Canal Area Soils and Rocks.”
This document establishes the meaning of the various different terms and codes used to
describe soil and rock properties in the core logs provided by ACP with the RFP.

1032.

Again, the GIR cannot be properly understood unless it is read together with Appendix B.
For example, Section 4.2.1.1 of the GIR 1609 tells the reader that the basalt at the Pacific Site is

1607

Exhibit {C-932}, Employer's Post-Hearing Brief for the Cofferdam Arbitration (ICC Case No. 19962
ASM), dated 4 November 2016, p. 148 [p. 140]. [Red underlining emphasis in original. Yellow
highlighted emphasis added.]
Exhibit {C-490}, RFP Amendment 15, Volume VII, Part 1 - Geotechnical Interpretive Report (final
version), dated August 2008, p. 5 [p. 5], Table of Contents.

1608
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“medium hard to very hard RH-3 to RH-5” but the full meaning of that statement can only be
understood by reference to Appendix B, an extract from which is set out below: 1610

(iii)

The GIR’s interpretation of the foundation conditions in the basalt reach of
the PLE was based on data from the Volume VI documents, including data
obtained from the 1939 excavation

1033.

As explained in Section 1.2 of the GIR, 1611 ACP’s interpretations were based on the
information included in the GDR 1612 and other information included in Volume VI of the
RFP. In particular, the GIR makes several references to information collected from the
extensive geological and geotechnical investigations performed by ACP and its predecessors
at the location of the Project, including several borehole campaigns, geophysical studies, insitu testing, geologic mapping, and laboratory testing, as explained in more detail in
Section IV.B.4(b). Section 3 of the GIR, entitled “Sources of Geologic and Geotechnical
Information”, summarizes the various investigations carried out, but indicates that the GDR
“presents a more detailed summary and results” and “is the general source of geologic and

1609

Exhibit {C-490}, RFP Amendment 15, Volume VII, Part 1 - Geotechnical Interpretive Report (final
version), dated August 2008, p. 18 [p. 18], Section 4.2.1.1.
Exhibit {C-489}, RFP (Final Version), GIR Appendix B, Core Logging Standards for the Canal Area
Soils and Rocks, dated May 2003, p. 22 [p. 16], Section II.4.
Exhibit {C-490}, RFP Amendment 15, Volume VII, Part 1 - Geotechnical Interpretive Report (final
version), dated August 2008, p. 10 [p. 10], Section 1.2.
To recall, the GDR is included in Volume VI, Part 2 of the RFP.

1610

1611

1612
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geotechnical data for the Project”. 1613 Sections 4 and 5 of the GIR also include express
references to borehole data and test results from the GDR (regarding the quality of the basalt
in particular, see Sections 4.2.1.1, 4.2.3, and 5.2.1 of the GIR). 1614
1034.

There are also instances where the GIR refers to the information collected and analyzed by
CPP, which (as explained in Section I.C) was a dedicated project consortium of world
leading designers and engineers contracted by ACP to complete the reference design and
associated studies for the new locks. Of particular importance to the GIR was CPP’s
inspection of the 1939 excavation at the Pacific Site. To recall, the 1939 excavation is
adjacent, and runs approximately parallel, to the new lock chambers. 1615

1035.

Relevant extracts from the GIR regarding the 1939 excavation are reproduced below:
•

Section 4.2.1 of GIR, which concerns the “General Geology” of the Pacific Locks,
explains that “[a]t the end of 2005 and beginning of 2006, the old excavation was
dewatered in order to map and measure the structures found,” and describes the “most
relevant of such structures.” 1616

•

Section 4.2.1.1 of the GIR, entitled “Basalt”, states that “approximately 70% of the
new Pacific Locks will be founded on basalt occupying part of the previous
excavation site.” 1617

•

In Section 4.2.4.1, the GIR indicates that CPP, “performed field geological and
geotechnical investigations with the purpose of defining the engineering,
geotechnical, and geological properties of the materials where the new locks will be
built.” 1618 One of the main sources of CPP’s analysis was the observations from “the
lowering of the water in the 1939 excavation on the Pacific Side.” The report
prepared by CPP (the “CPP Report”) was included in Volume VI of the RFP and is
discussed in more detail in Section IV.B.4(b).

•

Sections 4.2.3.1, 4.2.3.2 and 4.2.3.4 of the GIR (discussed below), which all concern
“geologic structures and discontinuities”, “at the location of the lock structures”,
include descriptions of the basalt observed in the 1939 excavation.

1036.

Based on the above extracts of the GIR, it is clear that the descriptions of the basalt observed
in the 1939 excavation were included in the GIR because ACP believed that they were
representative of the quality of the basalt expected to be found at and below foundation level
in the adjacent area of the new Pacific Locks. This is consistent with the express purpose of
the GIR, which was to “provide an interpretation of the subsurface and hydrogeological

1613

Exhibit {C-490}, RFP Amendment 15, Volume VII, Part 1 - Geotechnical Interpretive Report (final
version), dated August 2008, p. 12 [p. 12], Section 3.
Exhibit {C-490}, RFP Amendment 15, Volume VII, Part 1 - Geotechnical Interpretive Report (final
version), dated August 2008, p. 18 [pp. 18 and 20-21], Section 4.2.1.1 and Section 4.2.3; p. 26 [pp. 2628], Section 5.2.1.
The location of the 1939 excavations, just to the north east of the PLE is shown in Section I.D.
Exhibit {C-490}, RFP Amendment 15, Volume VII, Part 1 - Geotechnical Interpretive Report (final
version), dated August 2008, p. 17 [p. 17], Section 4.2.1.
Exhibit {C-490}, RFP Amendment 15, Volume VII, Part 1 - Geotechnical Interpretive Report (final
version), dated August 2008, p. 18 [p. 18], Section 4.2.1.1.
Exhibit {C-490}, RFP Amendment 15, Volume VII, Part 1 - Geotechnical Interpretive Report (final
version), dated August 2008, p. 21 [p. 21], Section 4.2.4.1. [Emphasis added]

1614

1615
1616

1617

1618
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conditions that could be encountered during construction in defined parts/portions of the locks
structures.” 1619

(b)

1037.

Throughout the GIR and the Plates, ACP interpreted that the PLE basalt at foundation level
was sound, hard to very hard, strong to very strong, and unrippable, with few laminations –
thereby indicating that the PLE basalt was a competent foundation material that would not
require any special foundation treatment.
(i)

1038.

ACP interpreted in the GIR and the GIR Plates that the condition of the
basalt in the PLE at foundation level was favorable for design and
construction purposes

Section 6 and Plate 42A of the GIR

Section 6 of the GIR, entitled “Anticipated Foundation Conditions”, contains the Employer’s
interpretation of the conditions to be expected in the Pacific Locks at foundation level.1620 In
particular, Section 6.2 indicates the presence of basalt at foundation level for the lock heads,
the LUC and the LMC “from approximately Station 6P+620 to 7P+570” (the basalt reach of
the PLE): 1621

…

1039.

As shown above, for the basalt reach of the PLE, Section 6.2 only mentions sheared or broken
basalt with respect to (i) the Aguadulce Fault Zone (further discussed in Section (d) below),
and (ii) the contact between basalt and La Boca occurring at the southern end of the LMC,
close to Lock Head 3 (which is not relevant for the purposes of this Arbitration).

1619

Exhibit {C-490}, RFP Amendment 15, Volume VII, Part 1 - Geotechnical Interpretive Report (final
version), dated August 2008, p. 10 [p. 10], Section 1.2.
The foundation elevations referred to in Section 6.2 of the GIR and in GIR Plate 42A are understood to
be the “nominal foundation elevations” summarized in Table 2-1 of the GIR, see Exhibit {C-490},
RFP Amendment 15, Volume VII, Part 1 - Geotechnical Interpretive Report (final version), dated
August 2008, p. 11 [pp. 11-12], Section 2.1. The foundation level that GUPC planned to use for the
Pacific lock walls was similar to the foundation elevations summarized in Table 2-1, see Ottsen(I) {CWS-17} p. 59 [p. 54], para 164.
Exhibit {C-490}, RFP Amendment 15, Volume VII, Part 1 - Geotechnical Interpretive Report (final
version), dated August 2008, p. 32 [p. 32], Section 6.2. [Emphasis added]

1620

1621
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1040.

As can be seen from the extract above, Section 6.2 of the GIR seeks to “describe” what is
shown on GIR Plate 42A which presents a “plan view showing the geologic units anticipated
to be found at the foundation elevations for the Pacific locks”.1622

1041.

The relevant part of GIR Plate 42A is reproduced below:

Figure 4-3

Extract from GIR Plate 42A (annotated) 1623

1042.

As shown above, and consistent with the description in Section 6.2 of the GIR, Plate 42A
indicates that basalt was to be anticipated at foundation level in the entire LUC and most of
the LMC. Importantly, Plate 42A also indicates that the basalt at foundation level has a
hardness and strength of “RH-4 to RH-5” (see annotations in purple in the above figure).

1043.

The definitions of “RH-4” and “RH-5” are set out in ACP’s Core Logging Standards,
(Appendix B of the GIR). 1624 According to ACP’s Core Logging Standards, reproduced in
Figure 4-4 below:

1622

1623

1624

•

basalt of “RH-4” is “hard rock” and “strong to very strong”, with an unconfined
compressive strength (“UCS”) between 98 and 196 MPa; and

•

basalt of RH-5” is “very hard rock” and “very strong”, with UCS values higher than
196 MPa.

Exhibit {C-490}, RFP Amendment 15, Volume VII, Part 1 - Geotechnical Interpretive Report (final
version), dated August 2008, p. 32 [p. 32], Section 6.2.
Exhibit {C-488}, RFP (Final Version), GIR Appendix A, Plates 1-64 (selected Plates), p. 36, Plate
42A.
Exhibit {C-489}, RFP (Final Version), GIR Appendix B, Core Logging Standards for the Canal Area
Soils and Rocks, dated May 2003, p. 22 [p. 16]; see also Exhibit {C-490}, RFP Amendment 15,
Volume VII, Part 1 - Geotechnical Interpretive Report (final version), dated August 2008, p. 10 [pp.
10-11], Section 1.3.
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Figure 4-4

Extract of ACP’s Core Logging Standards (GIR Appendix B) (annotated) 1625

1044.

Therefore, with GIR Plate 42A, ACP interpreted that the foundation level of the LUC and
most of the LMC would be made up of “hard to very hard” and “strong to very strong” basalt.
This is confirmed by the three longitudinal sections (Plates 62, 63 and 64) 1626 and several
cross-sections (Plates 48 to 54) 1627, which all show that the “Top of Sound Rock” in the basalt
reach of the PLE is above the bottom of the lock chambers, and hence significantly above the
foundation level. 1628 As confirmed by Mr. Shilston, “the hardness and strength described in
the GIR and GDR indicate that the basalt would be suitable for the design and construction of
the foundations of heavy civil engineering structures.” 1629

1625

See Exhibit {C-489}, RFP (Final Version), GIR Appendix B, Core Logging Standards for the Canal
Area Soils and Rocks, dated May 2003.
These Plates are mentioned in Sections 4.2.2 of the GIR.
These Plates are mentioned in Sections 4.2.3 of the GIR.
The “Top of Sound Rock” is defined in ACP’s borehole logs as “the depth where fresh rock starts.
Fresh rock is defined as the rock surface that has not been subjected to or altered by surface
weathering. Unweathered rock is synonymous with sound or fresh rock.” See, for instance, Exhibit {C933}, Selected Pacific Site Borehole Logs, p. 12, Borehole NML-23.
Shilston(I), Chapter 6 {C-EX-5}, p. 11 [p. 6-10], para. 34.

1626
1627
1628

1629
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1045.

By contrast, the La Boca Formation (sandstone and shale) to be found at foundation level in
the southern part of the PLE (mostly in the Locks Lower Chamber (LLC)) was interpreted by
ACP on Plate 42A to be “RH-1 to RH-2”, i.e., ranging between “very soft rock” / “very
weak” and “medium soft rock” / “weak”.

1046.

As Mr. Ottsen explains in his statement, while ACP’s favorable interpretation of the
conditions at foundation level within the basalt reach did not raise any concerns, CICP spent
significant time at tender stage verifying and developing the strength parameters for the weak
La Boca material, which was one of CICP’s main concerns at tender stage. 1630

1047.

In addition to indicating the hardness and strength of the PLE basalt, Plate 42A provides
ACP’s interpretation of the faults and shear zones at foundation level in the PLE. As
discussed further below, Section 6.2 and Plate 42A of the GIR both identify a single fault in
the basalt reach of the PLE: the Aguadulce Fault. In addition, Plate 42A indicates the
presence of one shear zone, in the northern part of the LMC (close to borehole NML-29,
approximately at Station 7P+260) as indicated in the figure below. 1631

Figure 4-5
1630
1631

1632

Extracts from GIR Plate 42A (annotated) 1632

Ottsen(I) {C-WS-17}, p. 34 [p. 29], paras. 35-36, 100-102.
As noted by Mr. Shilston in his report, ACP does not provide a definition of a shear zone or fault
within the GIR or GDR. However, Mr. Shilston had included in his report a standard textbook
definition of a shear zone and fault: “A region, narrow compared to its length, within which rocks have
undergone intense deformation. There are two end-members. Brittle shear zones (faults), marked by a
surface of rupture, are a common feature of higher crustal levels. In ductile shear zones deformation is
continuous and characterized by high ductile strains due to the rocks having formed under high
temperatures and pressures at deeper crustal levels. Both brittle and ductile shear zones may occur as
subparallel or conjugate sets.” Shilston(I), Chapter 6 {C-EX-5}, p. 6 [p. 6-5], para. 8.
Exhibit {C-488}, RFP (Final Version), GIR Appendix A, Plates 1-64 (selected Plates), p. 36, Plate
42A.
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1048.

The minor shear zone highlighted in the above figure close to borehole NML-29 is the only
shear zone shown on Plate 42A. Furthermore, this shear zone is shown as only affecting the
lock chamber floor, not the foundation of the lock walls.

1049.

Like GIR Plate 42A, the cross-sections and longitudinal sections (Plates 48 - 54, 62, 63 and
64) also provide information about the shear zones interpreted by ACP in the PLE. These
confirm the conditions interpreted by ACP in Plate 42A. Only GIR Plate 52 indicates the
presence of one isolated shear zone, coinciding with the shear zone shown in Plate 42A. As
shown in the figure below, the shear zone is again shown as affecting only the lock chamber
floor, not the foundation of the lock walls.

Figure 4-6
(ii)

Extracts from GIR Plate 52 (annotated) 1633

Section 4 and Plate 10 of the GIR

1050.

Section 4 of the GIR, entitled “Geologic Settings”, also describes the PLE basalt in a
favorable manner. In Section 4.2.1, entitled “General Geology”, ACP indicated that the
structures found in the 1939 excavation had been mapped and measured, and that one of the
“most relevant of such structures” was “the columnar basalt at the east and west walls of the
excavation.” 1634 The reference to “columnar basalt” is significant because the GIR represents
columnar basalt as rock that is neither broken nor fractured (as discussed further below).

1051.

Columnar basalt is a rock structure formed of numerous interlocking vertical columns of
basalt, as shown in the below image from the CPP Report:

1633

Exhibit {C-488}, RFP (Final Version), GIR Appendix A, Plates 1-64 (selected Plates), p. 47, Plate 52.
Exhibit {C-490}, RFP Amendment 15, Volume VII, Part 1 - Geotechnical Interpretive Report (final
version), dated August 2008, p. 17 [pp. 17-18], Section 4.2.1. [Emphasis added]

1634
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Figure 4-7

Photo 4 from the CPP Report 1635

1052.

Section 4.2.1.1 further describes the PLE basalt as “very coarse- to coarse-grained”, “medium
hard to very hard RH-3 to RH-5”, and “dense, tough, often columnar-jointed” and states that
around 70% of the locks will be founded on this basalt: 1636

1053.

As this section of the GIR shows, ACP’s description of the PLE basalt as a hard rock was
expressly based on data collected from boreholes drilled by ACP in the area, and from the
observation of the basalt in the 1939 excavation.

1635

Exhibit {C-493}, CPP Report on Geotechnical Analysis and Alternative Construction Methodologies
for Third Set of Locks, TO2-TaskA-COB-R002-RevC, dated 28 August 2006, p. 127 [p. 123].
Exhibit {C-490}, RFP Amendment 15, Volume VII, Part 1 - Geotechnical Interpretive Report (final
version), dated August 2008, p. 18 [p. 18], Section 4.2.1.1.

1636
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1054.

The fact that around 70% of the new Pacific locks was anticipated to be founded on basalt is
also illustrated in ACP’s geological map included in GIR Plate 10:

Figure 4-8

Extract from GIR Plate 10 (annotated)

1055.

In addition to faults and contacts (discussed in more detail below), Plate 10 indicates the
presence of “bedding” planes along the east and west walls of the 1939 excavation (see blue
annotations in the above figure).1637 These “bedding” planes are presented as innocuous
features, and in fact are not mentioned anywhere in the GIR’s description of the PLE basalt.

1056.

Section 4.2.3.2 of the GIR refers to three “rock mass types” for the PLE basalt: massive,
columnar or fractured. Thus, according to the GIR’s classification, it is clear that massive
basalt and columnar basalt are distinguished from fractured basalt. Section 4.2.3.2 then refers
to the presence of “massive rock” and a “transition zone between massive and columnar
basalt” in the dewatered 1939 excavation: 1638

1637

As noted by Mr. Shilston in his report, the reference to “bedding” planes in Plate 10, rather than shear
zones, is incorrect because “[b]edding is the layering of a sedimentary rock; it does not occur in basalt,
which is an igneous rock.” Shilston(I), Chapter 6 {C-EX-5}, p. 19 [p. 6-18], para. 62. See also
Section IV.C.4.
Exhibit {C-490}, RFP Amendment 15, Volume VII, Part 1 - Geotechnical Interpretive Report (final
version), dated August 2008, p. 20 [p. 20], Section 4.2.3.2.

1638
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1057.

The next section of the GIR, Section 4.2.3.3, provides ACP’s interpretation of the columnar
basalt, which is stated to be the most “abundant” of the three rock types referred to above. 1639

1058.

Section 4.2.3.3 of the GIR also states that the columns of basalt “rarely show lamination”.1640
As Mr. Ottsen explains in his statement, “[i]n this context, ‘lamination’ refers to a plane of
weakness or incipient fracture in the rock mass. So, we understood from this section that
weaknesses were ‘rare’ in the basalt columns that are 2m to 10m high.” 1641 This is confirmed
by Mr. Shilston in his report, who describes laminations as “joints with a dip of less than
30°…which are orientated perpendicular to the long axis of the column”, i.e., cracks that run
across the width of the vertical columns. 1642 Mr. Shilston also concludes that “‘rare’ implies
that the laminations have a spacing of greater than 1.0m to be consistent with the joint spacing
described for the columnar joints. That is, the laminations would not be ‘rare’ if they had a
joint spacing of less than 1.0m as they would then be as or more frequent than the columnar
joints [i.e., the vertical gaps between each column].”1643

1059.

With respect to the columnar basalt, Section 4.2.3.4 of the GIR then indicates that the
orientation of the columnar joints has been favorable to the stability of the 1939
excavation: 1644

1060.

Therefore, Section 4 of the GIR indicated to the tenderers that the basalt in the PLE would be
“medium hard to very hard”, and would predominantly be made up of columnar basalt – as
opposed to fractured basalt – with columns that are 2m to 10m high and with rare laminations.
This is confirmed by Mr. Shilston who concludes that the GIR (as well as the GDR and CPP
Report, which are discussed in more detail in Section IV.B.4(b)) “indicate that the
‘laminations’ are encountered less frequently than the columnar joints.” 1645

1061.

In contrast to the above, Section 4.2.1.2 of the GIR indicates that the La Boca Formation is
significantly weaker than the basalt, with a hardness varying “from very soft to medium hard
rock, RH-1 to RH-3”. The same section also states that “X-ray diffraction analyses (K/T –
GeoServices, 2005) were performed on samples, confirming the presence of the mixed-layer
illite/smectite clay mineral group [in the La Boca Formation]. Except for the calcareous beds,

1639

Exhibit {C-490}, RFP Amendment 15, Volume VII, Part 1 - Geotechnical Interpretive Report (final
version), dated August 2008, p. 20 [p. 20], Section 4.2.3.3.
Exhibit {C-490}, RFP Amendment 15, Volume VII, Part 1 - Geotechnical Interpretive Report (final
version), dated August 2008, p. 20 [p. 20], Section 4.2.3.3.
Ottsen(I) {C-WS-17}, p. 17 [p. 12], para. 55.
Shilston(I), Chapter 7 {C-EX-5}, p. 32 [p. 7-32], Section 7.6.1.4.
Shilston(I), Chapter 7 {C-EX-5}, p. 33 [p. 7-33], para. 87.
Exhibit {C-490}, RFP Amendment 15, Volume VII, Part 1 - Geotechnical Interpretive Report (final
version), dated August 2008, p. 20 [p. 20-21], Section 4.2.3.4.
Shilston(I), Chapter 7 {C-EX-5}, p. 32 [p. 7-32], Section 7.6.1.4.

1640

1641
1642
1643
1644

1645
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most of the sedimentary materials of this formation are highly altered to this clay mineral,
which is responsible for their swelling and disintegration on exposure to air.”1646
1062.

ACP’s interpretation of the conditions at and below foundation level in the PLE thus gave the
tenderers a number of reasons to be concerned about the parts of the Pacific locks that would
be founded on La Boca, whilst indicating that the basalt reach was favorable for design and
construction purposes.
(iii)

GIR Plates 14 and 16

1063.

The GIR Plates also include interpretations of geophysical survey data. GIR Plates 14 and 16
are based on the results of geophysical investigations carried out in 2006 in the Pacific Locks
area by Technos Inc. (“Technos”) for ACP. The results of these geophysical investigations
are not addressed in the text of the GIR, but are provided in the “Technos Report” 1647 and
summarized in the GDR 1648 (both the Technos Report and the GDR are part of the Volume VI
documents, and are discussed in more detail in Section IV.B.4(b) below).

1064.

As explained in the Technos Report, the geophysical methods used by Technos along the land
survey lines include: 1649
•

Seismic refraction, which is used to determine the seismic compressional wave
(P-Wave) velocity structure of the subsurface; 1650

•

Multi-channel analysis of surface waves (MASW), which is used to determine the
variation of shear-wave (S-Wave) velocity with depth.1651

1065.

The below extract from GIR Plate 16 indicates in plan view the location of the relevant
survey lines for the PLE: Line Z-1 (slightly east of the lock chambers) and Line ZZ-1 (partly
through the chamber floor and partly along the west wall) (see red dotted lines). The Technos
Report (and the GDR) explains that “[t]the data quality along Line Z-1 is fair to good”, 1652
and that “[t]he data quality along Line ZZ-1 is excellent.” 1653

1646

Exhibit {C-490}, RFP Amendment 15, Volume VII, Part 1 - Geotechnical Interpretive Report (final
version), dated August 2008, p. 18 [p. 18], Section 4.2.1.2.
Exhibit {C-491}, Geophysical Investigation for the Third Set of Locks Project, Final Report, Technos
Inc., dated 22 September 2006.
Exhibit {C-490}, RFP Amendment 15, Volume VII, Part 1 - Geotechnical Interpretive Report (final
version), dated August 2008.
Exhibit {C-491}, Geophysical Investigation for the Third Set of Locks Project, Final Report, Technos
Inc., dated 22 September 2006, p. 10 [p. 1].
See Exhibit {C-491}, Geophysical Investigation for the Third Set of Locks Project, Final Report,
Technos Inc., dated 22 September 2006, p. 15 [p. 6].
See Exhibit {C-491}, Geophysical Investigation for the Third Set of Locks Project, Final Report,
Technos Inc., dated 22 September 2006, p. 19 [p. 10].
Exhibit {C-491}, Geophysical Investigation for the Third Set of Locks Project, Final Report, Technos
Inc., dated 22 September 2006, p. 27 [p. 18]; see also Exhibit {C-934}, RFP Amendment 8,
Geotechnical Data Report, Volume VI, Part 2 dated May 2008, p. 47 [p. 47], Section 5.3.2.1.
Exhibit {C-934}, RFP Amendment 8, Geotechnical Data Report, Volume VI, Part 2 dated May 2008,
p. 48 [p. 48], Section 5.3.2.2.

1647

1648

1649

1650

1651

1652

1653
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Figure 4-9
1066.

The relevant geophysical profiles for Lines Z-1 and Line ZZ-1 are depicted on Plate 16. The
figure below shows the profiles representing the P-wave velocities (refraction model)
recorded by Technos in the Pacific Locks.

Figure 4-10

1654
1655

Extract from GIR Plate 16 – plan view 1654

Extracts from GIR Plate 16 – Lines Z-1 and ZZ-1 Refraction Model
(annotated) 1655

Exhibit {C-488}, RFP (Final Version), GIR Appendix A, Plates 1-64 (selected Plates), p. 10, Plate 16.
Exhibit {C-488}, RFP (Final Version), GIR Appendix A, Plates 1-64 (selected Plates), p. 10, Plate 16.
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1067.

In these profiles, the contact line indicates which part of the locks is to be founded on basalt
(the LUC and most of the LMC), and which part is to be founded on La Boca. As discussed
further below, the profile for Line ZZ-1 (within the PLE) identifies four zones of
“anomalously slow (weak) rock”, with oval-shape dotted black lines. However only two of
these zones intersect foundation level, and only one of them is associated with a “possible
fault” (the Aguadulce Fault). 1656

1068.

Importantly, these profiles indicate the presence of “unrippable rock” at foundation level in
the entire basalt reach of the PLE, even in the above-mentioned “anomalous zones”. Indeed,
as explained in the Technos Report, “P-wave velocity is often used to determine the
rippability of a subsurface material.” 1657 “Rippability” is defined in the Technos Report as
follows: 1658

1069.

The Technos Report also includes industry standard charts correlating P-Wave velocity to soil
and rock conditions as well as rippability:

Figure 4-11

Extract from Technos Report, Table 3 (annotated) 1659

1070.

A similar table had been included in Section 8.1.2 of the first version of the GIR, but was
removed in subsequent versions of the GIR:

1656

Exhibit {C-488}, RFP (Final Version), GIR Appendix A, Plates 1-64 (selected Plates), p. 10, Plate 16.
Exhibit {C-491}, Geophysical Investigation for the Third Set of Locks Project, Final Report, Technos
Inc., dated 22 September 2006, p. 17 [p. 8].
Exhibit {C-491}, Geophysical Investigation for the Third Set of Locks Project, Final Report, Technos
Inc., dated 22 September 2006, p. 9 [p. viii].
Exhibit {C-491}, Geophysical Investigation for the Third Set of Locks Project, Final Report, Technos
Inc., dated 22 September 2006, p. 17 [p. 8], Table 3.

1657

1658

1659
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Figure 4-12

Extract from the first version of the GIR (annotated) 1660

1071.

As indicated in the above tables from the Technos Report and the first version of the GIR,
material with a P-wave velocity of 2,700-3,000 meters per second (“m/s”) is anticipated to
require “extremely hard ripping to blasting”, and material with a velocity greater than 3,000
m/s is anticipated to require blasting (i.e., it is “unrippable rock”).

1072.

As shown in Figure 4-10 above, the profiles on GIR Plate 16 depict the basalt present at
chamber floor elevation in colors ranging from red to green, with P-wave velocities always
higher than 2,800 m/s (“extremely hard rock”).

1073.

Moreover, as explained by Mr. Ottsen, the foundation level of the Lock Structures is actually
five metres below the chamber floor elevation. 1661 The figure below is a reproduction of the
seismic refraction profile for Line ZZ-1 in the area of the LUC, but only showing the
materials at or below foundation level.

1660

Exhibit {C-479}, RFP Amendment 8, Geotechnical Interpretive Report (Rev. 0), dated 16 May 2008,
p. 50 [p. 50], Section 8.1.2; see also Ottsen(I) {C-WS-17}, p. 24 [p. 19], paras. 72-73.
Ottsen(I) {C-WS-17}, p. 24 [p. 19], para. 74.

1661
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Figure 4-13

Extract from GIR Plate 16 – Line ZZ1 Refraction model in the LUC
(annotated) 1662

1074.

As shown in Figure 4-13 above, the basalt located at or below foundation level in the LUC
was recorded as having a P-wave velocity above 3,200 m/s, which corresponds to extremely
hard, unrippable rock. Outside of the AFZ, the value rises to above 4,400 m/s and in many
places is above 4,800 m/s.

1075.

The P-wave velocity recorded for the basalt located at or below foundation level in the LMC
was even higher. The lowest value recorded was approximately 3,600 m/s in one small
anomalous zone (which correlates roughly with the location of the shear zone shown on
Plate 42A). Most of the LMC shows values above 4,800 m/s and, in some areas, values
above 6,000 m/s, as shown in the figure below:

1662

Exhibit {C-488}, RFP (Final Version), GIR Appendix A, Plates 1-64 (selected Plates), p. 10, Plate 16.
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Figure 4-14
1076.

Extract from GIR Plate 16 – Line ZZ1 Refraction model in the LMC
(annotated) 1663

The same interpretation was included by ACP in the first version of the GIR, which stated
that the sound basalt in the PLE had a P-wave velocity above 3,200 m/s and required drilling
and blasting:

Figure 4-15
1663
1664

Extract from the first version of the GIR (annotated) 1664

Exhibit {C-488}, RFP (Final Version), GIR Appendix A, Plates 1-64 (selected Plates), p. 10, Plate 16.
Exhibit {C-479}, RFP Amendment 8, Geotechnical Interpretive Report (Rev. 0), dated 16 May 2008,
p. 53 [p. 53], Section 8.2.3.
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1077.

Indeed, this analysis was confirmed by ACP in its Determination of GUPC’s claim pursuant
to Sub-Clause 3.5 [Determinations] of the Conditions of Contract, as demonstrated by the
below figure. This shows an extract from ACP’s Determination referring to Plate 16. The
figure has been annotated by GUPC to show the foundation level of approximately -5m PLD
in a solid blue line. As shown in the legend to the image, the remaining annotation (the pink
hashed area) was added by ACP in its Determination to demonstrate the part of the rock mass
that is rippable:

Figure 4-16

Extracts from ACP’s Determination (annotated) 1665

1078.

As is clearly shown in ACP’s annotated image, the only rippable rock shown on Plate 16 was
above the foundation level. As Mr. Ottsen explains, the fact that the PLE basalt at foundation
level was shown to be unrippable is also consistent with the indication on GIR Plate 42A that

1665

Exhibit {C-935}, Letter IAE-UPC-1718 from ACP to GUPC - Claims 47, 50 and 57 - Employer's
Determination and Detailed Comments Pursuant to Sub-Clause 3.5, dated 8 October 2013, p. 55.
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the entire extent of the basalt at foundation level has a hardness and strength of “RH-4 to
RH-5”. 1666
1079.

In sum, Plate 16 indicated that the basalt at foundation level would be extremely
hard/unrippable and thus favorable for design and construction purposes.
(iv)

Section 5 of the GIR

1080.

Section 5 of the GIR, entitled “Ground Characterization” – and in particular Section 5.2.1,
entitled “Basalt Formation” – provides the engineering properties of the in-situ basalt
expected to be encountered in the PLE, specifically unit weight, shear strength, permeability,
and deformation modulus.

1081.

With regard to strength-related properties, Section 5.2.1.2 divides the PLE basalt between
“basalt” and “sheared basalt”: 1667

…

1082.

Table 5-3 indicates the chainage ranges in which, according to ACP’s interpretation, “sheared
basalt” subunit would to be found. As confirmed by Mr. Shilston in his report, it “is apparent
from Section 5.2.1.2 and Table 5-3 of the GIR that all basalt that is not included in the station
ranges stated in Table 5-3 is considered by the Employer to be ‘massive and columnar
basalt’, i.e. basalt that is not faulted or sheared.” 1668

1083.

Specifically, according to Table 5-3 of the GIR:
•

1666

1667

1668

The basalt reach of the PLE is located between two areas of La Boca Formation. The
chainages in Table 5-3 (see red annotations above) are broadly consistent with the

Ottsen(I) {C-WS-17}, p. 25 [p. 20], para. 75. See also, Shilston(I), Chapter 6 {C-EX-5}, p. 12 [p. 611], para. 34.
Exhibit {C-490}, RFP Amendment 15, Volume VII, Part 1 - Geotechnical Interpretive Report (final
version), dated August 2008, p. 26 [p. 26], Section 5.2.1.2. [Annotations added, emphasis in original]
Shilston(I), Chapter 6 {C-EX-5}, p. 8 [p. 6-7], para. 21.
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indication in GIR Section 6.2 that the basalt reach of the PLE extends from Station
6P+620 to 7P+570. 1669
•

Between 6P+700 and 7P+600 (these chainages are annotated in red in Table 5-3,
above), the presence of sheared basalt is limited to the Aguadulce Fault Zone,
between 7P+000 and 7P+100. 1670

•

The remainder of the PLE basalt – i.e., the basalt located between Stations 6P+700
and 7P+000 and between Stations 7P+100 to 7P+600 – is either massive or columnar
basalt.

1084.

Section 5.2.1.2 of the GIR also explains the key parameters considered by ACP for
determining the shear strength of the PLE basalt. The relevant parameters include
Unconfined Compressive Strength (UCS), which is presented in Figure 5-10a of the GIR, and
Geologic Strength Index (“GSI”), presented in Figure 5-10b and Table 5-4 of the GIR. The
resulting shear strength envelopes are presented in Figure 5-10c of the GIR.

1085.

Figure 5-10b of the GIR, reproduced below, contains ACP’s interpretation of the GSI for the
PLE basalt. GSI is used to assess the rock mass conditions, including the conditions of any
discontinuities. As shown in Figure 5-10b, ACP’s representation of “columnar and massive
basalt” does not include any sheared, fractured, or broken zones as features of that type of
rock mass.

1669

Exhibit {C-490}, RFP Amendment 15, Volume VII, Part 1 - Geotechnical Interpretive Report (final
version), dated August 2008, p. 32 [p. 32], Section 6.2.
As explained in Section (d) below, there is nothing in Table 5-3 that suggests that the AFZ would
consist of only sheared basalt.

1670
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Figure 4-17

Figure 5-10b of the GIR (annotated) 1671

1086.

ACP also indicated that in order to estimate the GSI of basalt, “[t]he input was derived from
the descriptions in the logs, the geologic sections, and field survey data from existing
excavations.” 1672 This signified to the tenderers that, in order to derive its interpretations,
ACP had already carried out a detailed assessment of the geotechnical data collected from the
Pacific Site, including the borehole data and the field survey data from the 1939 excavation.

1087.

Therefore, consistent with the information provided in Sections 4 and 6 of the GIR, Section 5
indicated to the tenderers that most of the basalt in the PLE was “massive or columnar
basalt”. The presence of weaker sheared basalt within the basalt reach was limited to the
Aguadulce Fault Zone.
(v)

Section 7 of the GIR

1088.

At the end of the GIR, Section 7, entitled “Construction Considerations”, provided ACP’s
interpretation of the extent of foundation preparation required in light of the geological
setting, ground characterization, material properties, and foundation conditions identified in
the previous sections of the GIR.

1671

Exhibit {C-490}, RFP Amendment 15, Volume VII, Part 1 - Geotechnical Interpretive Report (final
version), dated August 2008, p. 37, Figure 5-10b.
Exhibit {C-490}, RFP Amendment 15, Volume VII, Part 1 - Geotechnical Interpretive Report (final
version), dated August 2008, p. 27 [p. 27], Section 5.2.1.2. [Emphasis added]

1672
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1089.

With respect to the Pacific Locks, Section 7.2.1 of the GIR states: 1673

1090.

As Mr. Ottsen explains, the reference to the “slake potential” of La Boca means that “the La
Boca sedimentary formation is susceptible to rapid deterioration upon excavation and
exposure to wetting and drying”. 1674 As shown above, this is the only “construction
consideration” specifically identified by ACP in Section 7 of the GIR with respect to the PLE,
and ACP did not mention any special or additional foundation preparation for the basalt reach
of the PLE. 1675

1091.

In the view of Mr. Ottsen:
“[T]his was consistent with our understanding that the weak La Boca would
be a particularly problematic foundation material.”1676

1092.

In sum, Section 7 was consistent with ACP’s interpretations throughout the GIR, which drew
the attention of the tenderers to the poor quality of La Boca but depicted the PLE basalt as a
suitable foundation material, which would not suffer significant over-excavation and did not
require any special foundation treatment.
(vi)

Conclusion

1093.

In summary, ACP interpreted in the GIR that the conditions at foundation level of the basalt
reach of the PLE would be extremely favorable for design and construction purposes, and that
even within the AFZ the conditions would not be problematic, as discussed further below. In
particular, ACP interpreted that the basalt would have a hardness of RH-4 to RH-5 at
foundation level, indicating hard to very hard rock, which was made up predominantly of
columnar basalt that had only rare laminations and would be unrippable. Furthermore, ACP’s
interpretation of the conditions showed that there would only be one minor shear zone at
foundation level outside of the AFZ.

1094.

This is also how CICP understood ACP’s interpretation of the conditions at foundation level
(outside of the AFZ) at tender stage, as Mr. Ottsen notes:
“Overall, we understood from ACP’s interpretation of the conditions at
foundation level in the GIR, as well as from the GDR and the other key
Volume VI documents, that: (i) about 70% of the PLE would be founded on
basalt; (ii) the basalt was a sound and competent foundation material; (iii)
columnar basalt would be the most abundant type of basalt and that the
columns “rarely show lamination”; (iv) we would encounter discrete 0.2m to
2m wide shear zones within the Aguadulce Fault area requiring foundation
treatment and only one other minor shear zone in the basalt reach outside of

1673

1674
1675
1676

Exhibit {C-490}, RFP Amendment 15, Volume VII, Part 1 - Geotechnical Interpretive Report (final
version), dated August 2008, p. 33 [p. 33], Section 7.2.1. [Emphasis added]
Ottsen(I) {C-WS-17}, p. 33 [p. 28], para. 97.
See Shilston(I), Chapter 6 {C-EX-5}, p. 12 [p. 6-11], para. 38.
Ottsen(I) {C-WS-17}, p. 33 [p. 28], para. 97.
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the AFZ; (v) there were no other faults or fault zones in the Pacific Locks
outside of the AFZ; …”. 1677
1095.

This understanding of the anticipated foundation conditions consequently became the basis
for the Contractor’s tender design, as Mr. Ottsen explains. 1678 Mr. Shilston has concluded in
his report that CICP’s analysis of the tender information was appropriate and that there was
“broad consistency between CICP’s rock mass data and the Employer’s rock mass data.” 1679
Mr. Shilston has also concluded from his analysis of the RFP documents, and calculations
based on the same, that a reasonable tender allowance for lean concrete would have been
250mm. 1680 As further discussed in Section IV.D.4 below, this is significantly less than the
lean concrete that GUPC actually had to pour due to the poor rock conditions that it
encountered in the basalt reach of the PLE.

(c)
1096.

As explained in Section IV.B.2(b), throughout the various sections of the GIR, as well as in
the GIR Plates, ACP repeatedly represented that there was only one fault zone within the
LUC: the Aguadulce Fault Zone. 1681
(i)

1097.

ACP interpreted in the GIR that there would only be one fault zone in
the Upper Chamber, known as the “Aguadulce Fault Zone”

Plate 42A

As noted in Section IV.B.2(b)(i) above and shown in the image below, Plate 42A showed
only one fault at foundation level in the LUC, namely the Aguadulce Fault:

Figure 4-18

1677
1678
1679
1680
1681

Extract from Plate 42A1682

Ottsen(I) {C-WS-17}, p. 30 [p. 25], para. 87.
Ottsen(I) {C-WS-17}, p. 30 [pp. 25-30], para. 88-103.
Shilston(I), Chapter 7 {C-EX-5}, p. 54 [p. 7-54], para. 124.
Shilston(I), Chapter 7 {C-EX-5}, p. 15 [p. 7-15], para. 40.
As noted above, ACP did not provide definitions of the major geological features in either the GIR or
the GDR, but textbook definitions have been provided by Mr. Shilston in his report. The definition
provided by Mr. Shilston for a fault zone is: “A region, from metres to kilometres in width, which is
bounded by major faults within which subordinate faults may be arranged variably or systematically.
Single fault zones are marked by fault gouge, breccias, or mylonites.” Mylonites are not relevant in
respect of the PLE, but Mr. Shilston provides following definition of breccia: “Cohesive or noncohesive fault rocks consisting of randomly oriented fragments resulting from brittle fracturing.
Breccia fragments must constitute more than 30% of the rock.” It is clear, therefore, that a fault zone is
a more significant structure than a shear zone and, indeed, a fault zone may contain a number of shear
zones. Shilston(I), Chapter 6 {C-EX-5}, p. 6 [p. 6-5], paras. 9 and 11.
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1098.

In addition, and as noted by Mr. Ottsen in his witness statement, Plate 42A showed only one
strand of the Aguadulce Fault at foundation level, unlike Plate 10 which showed two strands
of the Aguadulce Fault above foundation level.1683
(ii)

Section 4 and Plate 10 of the GIR

1099.

Section 4.2 of the GIR sets out the geologic setting of the Pacific Locks, and provides ACP’s
interpretation of where fault zones could be expected.

1100.

In particular, Section 4.2.1 refers to three faulted areas in the Pacific Site:1684

1101.

This section is consistent with the details provided in Table 5-3, Section 6.2 1685 and Plate 42A
in that only a single fault is interpreted as crossing the LUC i.e., the Aguadulce Fault Zone.
Furthermore, the three faulted areas described in Section 4.2.1 are consistent with the Pacific
Site geology represented on GIR Plate 10, as shown in the figure below:

1682

1683
1684

1685
1686

1687

•

A “series of faults” to the north of the Pacific Locks (see item 1 in the figure below)
corresponds to the “unnamed fault zone” mentioned in the second paragraph of
Section 6.2. 1686 As shown on Plate 10, these faults are in an area of La Boca
Formation, and so are not in the basalt reach of the PLE;

•

A “faulted contact” at the southwest wall of the 1939 excavation (see item 2 in the
figure below) corresponds to the contact mentioned in the fourth paragraph of Section
6.2, occurring at the southern end of the LMC; 1687

Exhibit {C-488}, RFP (Final Version), GIR Appendix A, Plates 1-64 (selected Plates), p. 36, Plate
42A.
Ottsen(I) {C-WS-17}, p. 22 [p. 17], para. 68.
Exhibit {C-490}, RFP Amendment 15, Volume VII, Part 1 - Geotechnical Interpretive Report (final
version), dated August 2008, p. 17 [p. 17], Section 4.2.1. [Emphasis added]
See Section IV.B.2(b)(iv) above.
See Exhibit {C-490}, RFP Amendment 15, Volume VII, Part 1 - Geotechnical Interpretive Report
(final version), dated August 2008, p. 32 [p. 32], Section 6.2, second paragraph: “[t]he unnamed fault
zone is also in this area at about Station 6P+360 (see Plate 10), which is also near the contact of the fill
with the overburden and the basalt.”
See Exhibit {C-490}, RFP Amendment 15, Volume VII, Part 1 - Geotechnical Interpretive Report
(final version), dated August 2008, p. 32 [p. 32], Section 6.2, fourth paragraph: “[f]rom approximately
Station 7P+570 to 7P+825, there is a contact between basalt and La Boca Formation siltstone and
sandstone. This contact occurs within the southern end of the middle chamber area, at the foundation
for the lock head between the middle and lower chamber, and within the area for northern end of the
lower chamber.”
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•

A “shear zone” cutting between the Cocoli and Aguadulce hills, “locally known as
the Aguadulce Fault Zone” (see item 3 and red annotations below), is the same
Aguadulce Fault Zone mentioned in Section 6.2 and Table 5-3. 1688

Figure 4-19

Extracts from GIR Plate 10 (annotated) 1689

1102.

As this annotated figure illustrates, GIR Plate 10 shows the same Aguadulce Fault depicted in
GIR Plate 42A, but also shows a second fault strand. These two strands correspond
approximately to the chainages given for the width of the AFZ in Table 5-3. Plate 10 does
not show any other “geological faults” intersecting the basalt reach of the PLE.

1103.

Regarding the “series of faults” located to the north of the Pacific Locks (referred to as the
“unnamed fault zone” in Section 6.2 – item 1 in the figure above), Plate 10 shows them as
separate structures from the “geological contact” between basalt and La Boca, which is
evidenced on Plate 10 by a straight, continuous black line, a bit further south (see item 4 in
the figure above). Importantly, these unnamed faults do not intersect the Inlet Wing Walls,
and only the contact between basalt and La Boca is indicated in that area.

1104.

The contact between basalt and La Boca to the north of the Pacific Locks (item 4, in the
figure above) is described separately in Section 4.2.3.1 of the GIR as follows: 1690

1688

See Exhibit {C-490}, RFP Amendment 15, Volume VII, Part 1 - Geotechnical Interpretive Report
(final version), dated August 2008, p. 32 [p. 32], Section 6.2, third paragraph: “[t]he Aguadulce Fault
Zone occurs in the floor and sides of the upper chamber area approximately between Stations 6P+900
to 7P+100.”
Exhibit {C-488}, RFP (Final Version), GIR Appendix A, Plates 1-64 (selected Plates), p. 5, Plate 10.
Exhibit {C-490}, RFP Amendment 15, Volume VII, Part 1 - Geotechnical Interpretive Report (final
version), dated August 2008, p. 20 [p. 20], Section 4.2.3.1.

1689
1690
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1105.

As noted by Mr. Shilston in his report, “[t]he ‘nearly straight N-S line’ mentioned above is
visible on Plate 10. However, Plate 10 does not show a fault along the part of the La Boca
Formation / basalt contact that intersects the PLE’s West Inlet Wing Wall … thus indicating
that the contact is not faulted in that location.” 1691 This is shown in the figure below.

Figure 4-20
(iii)
1106.

Extracts from GIR Plate 10 (annotated) 1692

GIR Plates 48 to 54 and 62 to 64

Like GIR Plate 42A, the other GIR Plates indicate “probable” faults with dashed, pale green
lines, as shown below:

Figure 4-21

Extract of legend from GIR Plates

1107.

The relevant GIR Plates for the basalt reach of the PLE are Plates 48 to 54 and Plates 62
to 64. A review of all of these Plates points to only one fault in the basalt area of the PLE: the
Aguadulce Fault.

1108.

For instance in longitudinal Plate 63, which cuts through the center line of the Pacific Locks
from north to south, there are only two faults shown in or around the basalt reach of the PLE:

1691

Shilston(I), Chapter 6 {C-EX-5}, p. 26 [p. 6-25], para. 90. [Italics in original]
Exhibit {C-488}, RFP (Final Version), GIR Appendix A, Plates 1-64 (selected Plates), p. 5, Plate 10.

1692
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•

The “Probable Unnamed Fault” (annotated in purple in the figure below), in the La
Boca Formation, north of the basalt area. This fault is outside of the PLE basalt, and
is distinct from the “Probable Contact” between La Boca and basalt (annotated in
blue). No faulting is indicated with respect to the “Probable Contact”; and

•

The “Probable Aguadulce Fault” (annotated in red in the figure below), located
approximately at 7P+100.

Figure 4-22
1109.

The same two faults are shown on GIR Plate 64, which is a longitudinal section along the
west wall of the Pacific Locks: 1694

Figure 4-23
1693
1694

1695

Extracts from GIR Plate 63 (center line) 1693

Extracts from GIR Plate 64 (west wall) 1695

Exhibit {C-488}, RFP (Final Version), GIR Appendix A, Plates 1-64 (selected Plates), p. 58, Plate 63.
Similar conditions are also shown on Plate 62; Exhibit {C-488}, RFP (Final Version), GIR Appendix
A, Plates 1-64 (selected Plates), p. 57, Plate 62.
Exhibit {C-488}, RFP (Final Version), GIR Appendix A, Plates 1-64 (selected Plates), p. 58, Plate 63.
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1110.

Plate 64 shows that ACP interpreted the conditions at 0m PLD, just above the foundation
level for the Inlet Wing Walls, as sound basalt and La Boca (as the solid blue line is at or
below the Top of Sound Rock (dashed blue line).1696 Furthermore, ACP did not interpret a
fault in the area of the Western Inlet Wing Wall on Plate 64: 1697

Figure 4-24

Extract from Plate 64 – longitudinal section along west wall (annotated) 1698

1111.

The cross-sections, which cut through the Pacific Locks from east to west, looking south,
depict a similar picture.

1112.

For instance to the north of the Pacific Locks, close to the Inlet Wing Walls, GIR Plate 48
(reproduced below) does not indicate any fault in the basalt area. The only fault indicated on
Plate 48 is the “Unnamed Fault” (annotated in purple), which is in La Boca Formation. There
is no mention of any faulting with respect to the “Probable Contact” between basalt and La
Boca (annotated in blue).

1696

The Inlet Wing Walls were founded at -0.58m PLD in GUPC’s tender design, see Ottsen(I) {C-WS17}, p. 59 [p. 54], para. 164 and Exhibit {C-538}, GUPC Tender Drawing S-P-407, dated March 2009.
See also Ottsen(I) {C-WS-17}, p. 58 [p. 53], para. 162.
Exhibit {C-488}, RFP (Final Version), GIR Appendix A, Plates 1-64 (selected Plates), p. 59, Plate 64.

1697
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Figure 4-25
1113.

Extracts from GIR Plate 48 (annotated) 1699

GIR Plate 49 cuts across the northern part of the LUC, just downstream of LH1, looking
south. As shown in the figure below, the “Probable Aguadulce Fault” is indicated with a
dashed green line, in the area of the 1939 excavation, i.e., well outside the PLE. No other
fault zones are indicated in the area of Lock Head 1 on Plate 49.

Figure 4-26

Extracts from GIR Plate 49 (annotated) 1700

1114.

In sum, the interpretive geological sections for the Pacific Site (Plates 43-64) only show one
fault within the PLE basalt, the Aguadulce Fault and show a depositional rather than a faulted
contact between the basalt and La Boca in the area of the Western Inlet Wing Wall. 1701

1699

Exhibit {C-488}, RFP (Final Version), GIR Appendix A, Plates 1-64 (selected Plates), p. 43, Plate 48.
Exhibit {C-488}, RFP (Final Version), GIR Appendix A, Plates 1-64 (selected Plates), p. 44, Plate 49.
See Ottsen(I) {C-WS-17}, p. 58-59 [pp. 53-54], paras. 161-162.

1700
1701
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(iv)
1115.

GIR Plates 14 and 16

The geophysical data represented on GIR Plates 14 and 16 confirms the information included
in the geological cross-sections. Indeed, as shown below, GIR Plates 14 and 16 only identify
one fault in the entire PLE, which is located at 7P+000, i.e., the location of the AFZ. This is
shown on Plate 14 below:

Figure 4-27

Extracts from GIR Plate 14 (annotated) 1702

1116.

GIR Plate 14 cannot be read separately from GIR Plate 16, which depicts the same
geophysical data in profile view. As mentioned previously, GIR Plate 16 shows that only two
of the “anomalous” zones identified in Plate 14 intersect with the foundation of the Pacific
locks and identifies only one as a “possible fault”.

1702

Exhibit {C-488}, RFP (Final Version), GIR Appendix A, Plates 1-64 (selected Plates), p. 8, Plate 14.
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Figure 4-28

Extracts from GIR Plate 16 – Lines Z-1 and ZZ-1 Refraction Model
(annotated) 1703

1117.

As discussed further below in Sections IV.B.4(b) and confirmed by Mr. Ottsen, there was
nothing in the RFP suggesting that the “zones of anomalously slow (weak) rock” shown on
Plate 16 were necessarily associated with the presence of fault zones.1704 This is confirmed
by Mr. Shilston in his report: “It is important to note that a change in the measured
(geophysical) velocity of the ground, or the presence of a geophysical anomaly, does not
necessarily mean that a fault zone is present.” 1705

1118.

Importantly, ACP clearly indicated on GIR Plates 14 and 16 that only one of the zones of
“anomalously slow (weak) rock” in the PLE was associated with a “Possible Fault”, the
Aguadulce Fault. Indeed, when considering Plate 14 as a whole, Mr. Shilston notes that of
“the seven areas of ‘anomalously slow (weak) rock’, only three are shown to coincide with
faults.” 1706

1119.

This interpretation is supported by the borehole data, which is also shown on GIR Plate 16.
As shown in the close-ups of Plate 16 below, the single “Possible Fault” appears to have been
interpreted based on relative velocities of the rock, which were lower in the AFZ than in any
of the other anomalous zones, but also based on the indications in boreholes NML-24 and
NML-25 that a fault zone was present:

1703

Exhibit {C-488}, RFP (Final Version), GIR Appendix A, Plates 1-64 (selected Plates), p. 10, Plate 16.
See Ottsen(I) {C-WS-17}, p. 23 [pp. 18 and 47], paras. 70 and 150.
Shilston(I), Chapter 6 {C-EX-5}, p. 51 [p. 6-50], para. 159.
Shilston(I), Chapter 6 {C-EX-5}, p. 24 [p. 6-23], para. 84. [Italics in original]

1704
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Figure 4-29
1120.

In addition, as Mr. Ottsen explains in his statement, Plates 14 and 16 gave no indication of
any fault or “anomalous zone” in the area of the Inlet Wing Wall foundation.1708
(v)

1121.

Extracts from GIR Plate 16 – Lines Z-1 and ZZ-1 Refraction Model
(annotated) 1707

Conclusion

In summary, ACP only interpreted one fault in the LUC throughout the GIR and the GIR
Plates, namely the AFZ. No other faults or fault zones were identified, including in relation
to the second zone of “anomalously slow (weak) rock” shown on Plates 14 and 16. The GIR
and the GIR Plates also gave no indication of an additional fault zone in the area of the
Western Inlet Wing Wall.1709

(d)

ACP’s interpretation of the Aguadulce Fault Zone was an area of
columnar and massive basalt intersected by discrete and widely spaced
shear zones of no more than 2m in width

1122.

Throughout the GIR and the GIR Plates, ACP interpreted that the AFZ would be made up of
discrete and widely spaced shear zones, which would range from 0.2m to 2m in size and
would be interspersed with areas of hard, columnar and massive basalt. As explained by
Mr. Ottsen in his witness statement, although it was clear from this interpretation that limited
fault treatment work would be required, ACP’s interpretation of the AFZ was generally
favorable for design and construction purposes. 1710

1707

Exhibit {C-488}, RFP (Final Version), GIR Appendix A, Plates 1-64 (selected Plates), p. 10, Plate 16.
See Ottsen(I) {C-WS-17}, p. 25 [pp. 20-21 and 56], paras. 76-77 and 168.
See Ottsen(I) {C-WS-17}, p. 26 [p. 21], paras. 78; see also Shilston(I), Chapter 6 {C-EX-5}, p. 25
[pp. 6-24 – 6-25], para. 86.
See Ottsen(I) {C-WS-17}, p. 30 [pp. 25 and 37], paras. 87 and 123.

1708
1709
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(i)

Section 4 of the GIR

1123.

Section 4.2.3.4 of the GIR, entitled “Fractured Zones, Faults, Joints, and Shear Zones”, is the
only section of the GIR that describes the conditions within the Aguadulce Fault Zone in
detailed and quantitative terms. Section 4.2.3.4 states: 1711

1124.

With this section of the GIR, ACP made a number of important interpretations regarding the
conditions to be found within the AFZ:
•

the Aguadulce Fault Zone contains shear zones, but also massive and columnar basalt
between such shear zones.

•

the “shear zones” present in the Aguadulce Fault Zone are limited in size, ranging
from “0.2 to 2 meters wide”.

•

La Boca Formation is not present at foundation level in the AFZ.

1125.

On this basis, with respect to the AFZ, the tenderers could expect to find only discrete and
measurable shear zones, ranging between 20cm and 2m in width and surrounded by intact and
hard areas of massive and columnar basalt. To put the width of these shear zones into
perspective, it should be noted that the lock wall monoliths were designed with a width of
20 to 28m and a height of 25 metres. 1712 In comparison, the shear zones are very narrow.
Therefore, as explained by Mr. Ottsen in his statement, the shear zones described by the GIR
did not indicate that a different design for the lock walls, or additional foundation treatment,
would be required in the Aguadulce Fault Zone. 1713

1126.

This analysis has been confirmed by Mr. Shilston who has concluded the following from
Section 4.2.3.4:
“From the GIR’s description, tenderers would anticipate that an unknown
number of shear zones would be present within the Aguadulce Fault Zone,
these shear zones would be 0.2 to 2.0m wide, and they would be separated
by columnar and massive basalt. That is, the Aguadulce Fault Zone is not
simply a ‘fractured zone’, but comprises two rock mass types (‘columnar
and massive basalt’) with ‘shear zones’ that are 0.2 to 2.0m wide.” 1714

1711

1712

1713
1714

Exhibit {C-490}, RFP Amendment 15, Volume VII, Part 1 - Geotechnical Interpretive Report (final
version), dated August 2008, p. 20 [p. 20-21], Section 4.2.3.4.
The lock walls are split into a number of different sections known as monoliths, which are built
individually and linked together to form the walls. Each side of each chamber has 23 monoliths. See
Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 24 [p. 20], para. 78; Pelaez(I) {C-WS-18}, p. 6 [pp. 3-4], para. 14(a).
Ottsen(I) {C-WS-17}, p. 34 [p. 29], para. 101.
Shilston(I), Chapter 6 {C-EX-5}, p. 15 [p. 6-14], para. 49. [Italics in original]
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1127.

Section 4.2.3.4 does not contain any information regarding the spacing between these narrow
shear zones, however Plate 10 provides this information. A close-up of the AFZ shown on
GIR Plate 10 is represented in the figure below.

Figure 4-30

Extracts from GIR Plate 10 (annotated) 1715

1128.

As shown above, Plate 10 does not indicate any shear zones within the AFZ or elsewhere.
However it does indicate the presence of “bedding” planes in the walls of the
1939 excavation. As noted above, Mr. Shilston has confirmed that it is not possible for there
to be bedding planes in basalt as it is an igneous rock. 1716 However, upon reviewing the
CPP Report (discussed in more detail in Section IV.B.4(b) below), it becomes apparent that
the bedding planes represented on Plate 10 correspond to shear zones mapped by CPP in the
1939 excavation, which are represented on Figure A2-1 of the CPP Report. 1717 As shown in
Figure A2-1 and Plate 10, the shear zones appear to be widely spaced within the AFZ.

1129.

This is confirmed by Mr. Shilston’s analysis of the spacing of the shear zones in the
1939 excavation. Mr. Shilston has been able to calculate that the average spacing of the shear
zones in the AFZ is 24m and that only approximately 4.2% of the rock mass of the AFZ
would be sheared. 1718 Mr. Shilston concludes that these figures show that “the Employer
depicted the shear zones as being relatively narrow and widely spaced.” 1719 Furthermore, as

1715

Exhibit {C-488}, RFP (Final Version), GIR Appendix A, Plates 1-64 (selected Plates), p. 5, Plate 10.
Shilston(I), Chapter 6 {C-EX-5}, p. 19 [p. 6-18], para. 62.
Exhibit {C-493}, CPP Report on Geotechnical Analysis and Alternative Construction Methodologies
for Third Set of Locks, TO2-TaskA-COB-R002-RevC, dated 28 August 2006, p. 81 [p. 77].
Shilston(I), Chapter 6 {C-EX-5}, p. 22 [p. 6-21], para. 72.
Shilston(I), Chapter 6 {C-EX-5}, p. 22 [p. 6-21], para. 75.

1716
1717

1718
1719
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Mr. Ottsen notes in his statement, ACP’s interpretation of the width of the shear zones on
Plate 10 further confirmed to the tenderers that the shearing in the AFZ was relatively limited
– it certainly did not indicate that the entire zone would be sheared. 1720
1130.

Section 4.2.3.4 also refers to paleoseismic investigations carried out by ACP in the AFZ,
however no details are provided in the GIR with respect to the quality of the basalt observed
in the fault zone during the course of these investigations: 1721

1131.

The above descriptions of the Aguadulce Fault are difficult to follow and are addressed
further in Section IV.C concerning ACP’s breaches of its mandatory duties and its gross
negligence in its preparation of the GIR and GIR Plates (and, in particular, its withholding
from the RFP a specific report addressing the conditions within the AFZ).
(ii)

1132.

Section 5 of the GIR

As explained in Section IV.B.2(b)(iv) above, Table 5-3 of the GIR indicates the approximate
locations where sheared basalt may be found, and indicates that the Aguadulce Fault Zone,
located between 7P+000 and 7P+100, contains sheared basalt.

Figure 4-31

Table 5-3 of the GIR (annotated) 1722

1133.

When read alongside Section 4.2.3.4 of the GIR and Plate 10, it is clear that Table 5-3
establishes the limits of the area in which the 0.2 to 2 metre wide “shear zones” are
anticipated to be encountered, and that the rock located between 7P+000 and 7P+100 includes
sheared basalt, but also massive and columnar basalt.

1134.

Furthermore, Table 5-4, which describes the Geological Strength Index (“GSI”) for the basalt
formation, must be read in the context of Section 4.2.3.4 of the GIR, such that the GSI of 5

1720

See Ottsen(I) {C-WS-17}, p. 27 [pp. 22-24], paras. 82-85.
Exhibit {C-490}, RFP Amendment 15, Volume VII, Part 1 - Geotechnical Interpretive Report (final
version), dated August 2008, p. 20 [p. 20-21], Section 4.2.3.4.
Exhibit {C-490}, RFP Amendment 15, Volume VII, Part 1 - Geotechnical Interpretive Report (final
version), dated August 2008, p. 26 [p. 26], Section 5.2.1.2, Table 5-3.

1721
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for the “Sheared Basalt in Aguadulce Fault Zone” applies only to the discrete shear zones and
not to the entire area of the fault zone, as shown below:

Figure 4-32
1135.

Like Section 4, Section 5 of the GIR thus indicated that the AFZ would comprise massive and
columnar basalt with relatively high shear strength, as well as narrow zones of weaker,
sheared basalt.
(iii)

1136.

Extract of Section 4.2.3.4 of the GIR read alongside Table 5-4 of the GIR
(annotated) 1723

Section 7 of the GIR

As discussed above, Section 7.2.1 of the GIR is supposed to indicate which ground conditions
the Contractor should consider for the purpose of foundation preparation – yet Section 7.2.1
makes no reference to the Aguadulce Fault Zone. The only “construction consideration”
identified by ACP in Section 7 of the GIR concerned the La Boca material that ACP
interpreted to be present in the LLC (and parts of the LMC). 1724 This confirms the fact that
ACP interpreted the conditions in the Aguadulce Fault Zone as being relatively benign, with
no need for special foundation treatment.
(iv)

Conclusion

1137.

To summarize, ACP interpreted the conditions in the AFZ in the GIR and the GIR Plates as
being generally favorable for the design and construction of the Pacific locks. Although the
AFZ was interpreted as a fault zone with areas of sheared basalt within it, ACP clearly
interpreted these shear zones as being discrete and widely spaced and that the intervening
rock mass would be made up of intact and hard columnar and massive basalt. Importantly,
ACP also interpreted the shear zones as being small, ranging in size from 20cm to 2m, which
as noted by Mr. Ottsen would not have impacted upon the overall design of the lock walls:

1723

Exhibit {C-490}, RFP Amendment 15, Volume VII, Part 1 - Geotechnical Interpretive Report (final
version), dated August 2008, p. 21 [p. 21] and p. 27 [p. 27].
See above Section IV.B.2(b)(v).

1724
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“In the area of the AFZ, we were only anticipating to encounter individual
shear zones of between 0.2m and 2m. These shear zones would be spaced at
approximately 5m to 50m apart. The intervening rock mass within the AFZ
was understood to be intact columnar and massive basalt. In proportion to
the size of the individual lock wall monoliths (with a width of 20m to 28m),
these expected foundation conditions could have been treated with the
conventional foundation treatment discussed above (i.e., dental concrete and
stitch grouting) without affecting the stability of the monoliths.” 1725
1138.

Mr. Shilston has reached the same conclusion, based upon his review of the GIR.
particular, Mr. Shilston has concluded that:

In

“[T]he Employer’s description of the Aguadulce Fault Zone [was of] a zone
that contained columnar basalt, massive basalt, and shear zones 0.2 to 2 m
wide. I have concluded, therefore, that the Employer did not interpret or
portray the Aguadulce Fault Zone as a zone containing only sheared or
fractured rock. Rather, the Employer depicted the shear zones as being
relatively narrow and widely spaced. As such, it would not have been
necessary to consider them specifically in the design of the locks.
…
I conclude that the Aguadulce Fault zone would not be anticipated by a
prudent contractor as having an adverse impact on the tender design and
costs. I note that CICP (GUPC’s designer) reached a similar conclusion” 1726
3.

The actual conditions at foundation level were more adverse than
interpreted by ACP in the GIR

1139.

This section addresses the actual conditions encountered by GUPC. Throughout the entire
basalt reach of the PLE, the actual conditions encountered at and below foundation level of
the lock structures were more adverse than interpreted by ACP in the GIR (and the GIR
Plates).

1140.

The Aguadulce Fault Zone – the only fault zone in the basalt reach of the PLE interpreted by
ACP in the GIR – did not consist of massive and columnar basalt interspersed with narrow
and discrete shear zones. Rather, “the AFZ was approximately 80m to 100m of sheared and
crushed rock with significant areas of weaker La Boca material that had been tectonically
displaced and offset against the adjacent basalt. It did not include any columnar or massive
basalt” 1727 (Section (a)). These more adverse conditions required additional excavations and
reinforcing of the foundations, as well as significant redesign of the affected monoliths and
the lock chamber floor, resulting in both additional costs and delays to the progress of the
concrete works.

1141.

In addition to the AFZ, GUPC encountered two further major fault zones, one in the LUC
close to Lock Head 1 and one at the Western Inlet Wing Wall, neither of which was identified
by ACP in the GIR. Both of these undisclosed faults required additional foundation treatment
and redesign work (Section (b)).

1142.

In addition to the three major fault zones, GUPC encountered very frequent laminations in the
columnar basalt and “a large number of other persistent shear zones” throughout the entire

1725

Ottsen(I) {C-WS-17}, p. 34 [p. 29], para. 101.
Shilston(I), Chapter 6 {C-EX-5}, p. 22 [p. 6-21 – 6-22], paras. 75 and 81. [Emphasis added]
Ottsen(I) {C-WS-17}, p. 7 [p. 2], para. 10.

1726
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basalt reach of the PLE. 1728 The resulting over-excavation necessitated localized foundation
treatment and substantial quantities of additional lean concrete, as explained in Section (c).

(a)

The conditions at foundation level in the Aguadulce Fault Zone were
more adverse than interpreted by ACP in the GIR

1143.

As discussed in Section IV.B.2(d), the GIR and GIR Plates interpreted the Aguadulce Fault
crossing the LUC between approximately Stations 7P+000 and 7P+100. Within the AFZ, the
Employer interpreted small, discrete, and widely spaced shear zones of varying widths from
0.2m to 2m, with areas of intact columnar and massive basalt also present between the shear
zones. 1729

1144.

As Mr. Ottsen and Mr. Valiante both describe in their statements, the discovery of the actual
conditions in the AFZ had a major impact upon the Project, as the conditions were
significantly more adverse than ACP’s interpretation in the GIR. 1730 Furthermore, a
substantial amount of additional investigations and redesign work was required as a result.1731

1145.

Shortly after the adverse conditions were discovered in April 2011, a team of specialist
geologists from the U.S. was brought to Panamá for several weeks to map the actual
conditions as they were uncovered.1732 It soon became clear that the nature of the
encountered material in the AFZ was very soft, such that it could be easily excavated without
the need for blasting, and that further geotechnical investigations would be required to
understand the full extent of the fault zone. 1733

1146.

The geologic map below shows the actual geologic conditions in the AFZ that were
determined through the various surveys and investigations that were undertaken: 1734

1728

Ottsen(I) {C-WS-17}, p.66 [p. 61] para. 180.
See Ottsen(I) {C-WS-17}, p. 42 [p. 37], para. 123.
Ottsen(I) {C-WS-17}, p. 42 [p. 37] para. 125; Valiante(I) {C-WS-20}, p. 9 [p. 7], paras. 29-30.
Valiante(I) {C-WS-20}, p. 10 [p. 8-12], paras. 31-47.
Ottsen(I) {C-WS-17} p. 42 [p. 37], para. 125. See also, Exhibit {C-936}, Contractor’s Submittal No.
31 23 00-221 – P-DWG Geological Survey Upper Chamber, dated 10 May 2011.
Ottsen(I) {C-WS-17}, p. 42 [p. 37], para. 125.
See Valiante(I) {C-WS-20}, p. 10 [p. 8-12], paras. 31-47.

1729
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1731
1732

1733
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Figure 4-33
1147.

Aguadulce Fault Zone geological mapping 1735

As Mr. Ottsen explains in his statement, the AFZ turned out to be a 93m wide fault zone
consisting of two major shear zones, up to 15m in width, and highly sheared basalt and La
Boca material in the remaining fault area (except for isolated units containing sound, although
highly fractured basalt):
“Except for the basalt areas shaded in green, all the colored area in between
is a highly sheared fault zone.
We identified two major shear zones approximately 10m wide containing
soil-like material. They are depicted as the purple area on the left (derived
from basalt) and the brown and blue areas on the right (consisting of La
Boca). In addition, there is another substantial shear zone (approximately
5m wide) in the West wall (the purple area to the bottom right).
The orange-shaded area between the two major shear zones is basaltic in
origin, but is so extensively sheared and crushed that much of the area is
nearly soil-like, with only small areas of moderate to hard rock. In this area,
there were countless numbers of shear zones, typically 0.1 to 0.5m wide and
filled with clayey gravel material (fault gouge). These smaller shear zones
were a ubiquitous feature of the rock mass and at such common frequency
and close spacing that it was impractical to identify and map the individual
shear zones.
…
The small areas shaded in yellow were some of the best rock conditions in
the fault zone, although even these areas were highly fractured basalt.

1735

Exhibit {C-521}, Contractor’s Submittal No. 01 81 16-007 – P-LUC-Fault Zone - Structural –
Geotechnical RFC rev. 004, dated 9 September 2011, p. 133 [p. 19], Exhibit 1; see also Ottsen(I) {CWS-17}, p. 42 [pp. 37-38], paras. 128.
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Nowhere in the area of this fault zone did we encounter columnar or massive
basalt that was interpreted by the Employer in the GIR.” 1736
1148.

The photograph below illustrates the actual conditions depicted in the geological map and
described by Mr. Ottsen in the area where La Boca was present: 1737

Figure 4-34

Photograph of AFZ in area of monolith UE-M15 (annotated)

1149.

The above photograph shows the major shear zone “within a weak shale unit of La Boca”,1738
which is shaded in brown in the geological map at the area of Monolith UE-M15 at the East
Wall. 1739 It shows that the shear zone in La Boca is 5m to 10m wide in this area and widens

1736

Ottsen(I) {C-WS-17}, p. 43 [p. 38], paras. 129-132; see also Exhibit {C-521}, Contractor’s Submittal
No. 01 81 16-007 – P-LUC-Fault Zone - Structural – Geotechnical RFC rev. 004, dated 9 September
2011, p. 133 [p. 19], Exhibit 1.
Ottsen(I) {C-WS-17}, p. 45 [p. 40], para. 133.
Ottsen(I) {C-WS-17}, p. 45 [p. 40], para. 134.
Each monolith has a specific identifying number. The first two letters are determined by the chamber
that the monolith is in (“U” for the Upper Chamber, “M” for the Middle Chamber and “L” for the

1737
1738
1739
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with depth. 1740 The major shear zone is bordered by a different sandstone unit of La Boca
(blue in the geologic map) which is also highly sheared and fractured. As Mr. Ottsen notes,
the 0.5m to 1.5m wide shear zone shown next to the major shear zone is representative of the
kind of shear zones that GUPC had anticipated based upon ACP’s interpretation in the
GIR. 1741
1150.

The next picture shows the other major shear zone derived from basalt rock (purple on the
geological map):

Figure 4-35

1740

1741
1742

Photograph of AFZ in area of monoliths UE-M10 to M15 (annotated) 1742

Lower Chamber); the second letter denotes the side of the chamber (“E” for east and “W” for west).
The final part of the identifier is made up of “M” for monolith and the number of the monolith. The
numbers run from 1 at the upper end of the chamber to 23 at the lower end. In this case, the monolith
referenced is monolith 15 on the east side of the Upper Chamber.
See Exhibit {C-521}, Contractor’s Submittal No. 01 81 16-007 – P-LUC-Fault Zone - Structural –
Geotechnical RFC rev. 004, dated 9 September 2011, p. 120 [pp. 6-7], Section 4.2.2.
Ottsen(I) {C-WS-17}, p. 46 [p. 41], para. 134.
Ottsen(I) {C-WS-17}, p. 46 [p. 41], para. 134: Ottsen Appendix 2, p. 140 [p. 140].
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1151.

The below photographs illustrate the conditions at the west wall in the area of Lock Monoliths
UW-M18 and UW-M19:

Figure 4-36

Photograph of AFZ in area of monoliths UW-M18 and UW-M19 (annotated) 1743

1152.

Looking from the chamber floor, the sheared La Boca on the left is the area shaded in blue on
the geological map. Next to that area is the extensively sheared basalt (orange on the map)
and a 5m wide shear zone in basalt (purple). The following photographs provide a close-up
of the extensively sheared basalt (orange on the map) from the East wall of the AFZ.

1743

Ottsen(I) {C-WS-17}, p. 47 [p. 42], para. 135; Ottsen Appendix 2, p. 147 [p. 147].
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Figure 4-37
1153.

Photographs of AFZ East Wall – Sheared basalt, multiple intersecting shear
planes (annotated) 1744

The next picture shows one of the isolated units of sound, although highly fractured basalt,
within the chamber floor (i.e., one of the yellow areas depicted in the geological map):

Figure 4-38
1744
1745

Photograph of AFZ in area of monoliths UE-M13 and UE-M14 1745

Ottsen(I) {C-WS-17}, p. 44 [p. 39], para. 131.
Ottsen(I) {C-WS-17}, p. 49 [p. 44], para. 137; Ottsen Appendix 2, p. 142 [p. 142].
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1154.

The geological map and the photographs above definitively demonstrate that the conditions
that GUPC encountered in the AFZ were significantly more adverse than the conditions
interpreted by ACP in the GIR and the GIR Plates. To recall, ACP interpreted that the AFZ
would consist of discrete, widely spaced shear zones “0.2 to 2 meters wide” as well as areas
of sound “columnar and massive basalt”. 1746

1155.

However, as the evidence clearly demonstrates, GUPC instead encountered a fault zone
consisting of two major shear zones, each approximately 15 meters wide, one of which was
derived from weaker La Boca material. Between these two major shear zones, GUPC
encountered an area that was “basaltic in origin, but … so extensively sheared and crushed
that much of the area [was] nearly soil-like, with only small areas of moderate to hard rock.
In this area, there were countless numbers of shear zones, typically 0.1 to 0.5m wide and
filled with clayey gravel material (fault gouge).” 1747

1156.

GUPC did not encounter any areas of sound columnar and massive basalt within the AFZ,
despite ACP having specifically interpreted that areas of such rock would be present in the
AFZ. 1748

1157.

Indeed, as Mr. Shilston states in his report:
“The GIR indicated that massive and columnar basalt would be present
within the Aguadulce Fault Zone. GUPC found that the approximately 60m
wide area between the two large shear zones (i.e. within the Aguadulce Fault
Zone) comprised intensely fractured basalt and contained a large number of
smaller shear zones with a width of approximately 0.1 to 0.5m. No massive
or columnar basalt was encountered in the Aguadulce Fault Zone.” 1749

1158.

As a result, Mr. Shilston concludes that “the conditions encountered in the Aguadulce Fault
Zone were…substantially more adverse than those indicated in the GIR.” 1750

1159.

The more adverse conditions in the AFZ required both additional foundation treatment and an
entire redesign of numerous monoliths, which had significant time and cost impacts, as
discussed further in Section IV.D.1 below.

(b)

GUPC encountered two fault zones that were not identified by ACP in
the GIR

1160.

In addition to the AFZ, GUPC encountered two fault zones in the basalt reach of the PLE that
were not identified by ACP in its interpretation of the conditions in the GIR. One was located
in the LUC close to Lock Head 1 (Section (i)), the other one at the Western Inlet Wing Wall
(Section (ii)).

1746

See discussion of Section 4.2.3.4 of the GIR and Plate 10 above. See also Exhibit {C-490}, RFP
Amendment 15, Volume VII, Part 1 - Geotechnical Interpretive Report (final version), dated August
2008, p. 20 [pp. 20-21], Section 4.2.3.4; Exhibit {C-488}, RFP (Final Version), GIR Appendix A,
Plates 1-64 (selected Plates), p. 5, Plate 10.
Ottsen(I) {C-WS-17}, p. 43 [p. 38], para. 131.
See Ottsen(I) {C-WS-17}, p. 44 [p. 39], para. 132.
Shilston(I), Chapter 6 {C-EX-5}, p. 46 [p. 6-45], para. 144.
Shilston(I), Chapter 6 {C-EX-5}, p. 47 [p. 6-46], para. 148. [Emphasis added]

1747
1748
1749
1750
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(i)

GUPC encountered a fault close to Lock Head 1 that was not identified by
ACP in the GIR

1161.

In June 2011, GUPC encountered a fault zone in the LUC close to Lock Head 1 with
extensively fractured and sheared rock. 1751 ACP did not identify in either the GIR or the GIR
Plates any faults in the basalt reach of the PLE other than the Aguadulce Fault. Nor did ACP
identify any shear zones in the LUC outside of the AFZ. 1752 Instead, ACP interpreted the
foundation conditions in the basalt reach outside of the AFZ as being sound basalt of hardness
“RH-4 - RH-5”, corresponding to hard to very hard rock. 1753

1162.

Preliminary investigations indicated that the fault zone affected three monoliths of the East
wall and three monoliths of the West Wall between approximately Station 6P+850 and
Station 6P +900, as shown in the drawing and photographs below: 1754

Figure 4-39
1751
1752
1753

1754

Excerpt from Drawing 6127-P-A-B-3069 Rev. 0 (annotated) 1755

Ottsen(I) {C-WS-17}, p. 51 [p. 46], para. 148.
See Section IV.B.2(b) above; Ottsen(I) {C-WS-17}, p. 51 [p. 46], para. 149.
Exhibit {C-488}, RFP (Final Version), GIR Appendix A, Plates 1-64 (selected Plates), p. 36, Plate
42A. See also Section IV.B.2(c) above.
Exhibit {C-528}, Letter GUPC-IAE-0829 from GUPC to ACP – Notice of Claim – Unforeseeable
Physical Conditions – Additional and Unknown Fault - Pacific Locks Upper Chamber & Lock Head 1,
dated 27 June 2011; Ottsen(I) {C-WS-17}, p. 52 [p. 47], para. 151.
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1163.

Once the excavation had been completed in the area of this fault zone in November and
December 2011, the actual conditions at foundation level were exposed and geologic surveys
could be conducted. 1756 The updated geological mapping is shown below:

Figure 4-40

Excerpts from Drawing 6127-P-A-B-3069 Rev 1 1757

1164.

It was thus found that the fault zone included three prominent shear zones and fractured and
very fractured basalt over an area of 20m to 30m. As described by Mr. Ottsen, “[t]he fault
zone was approximately 30m wide, traversing the entire lock chamber, with fractured basalt
on the north and south borders of the fault zone. Within the 30m wide fault zone, there were
three prominent shear zones, each approximately 1.5m to 3m wide, filled with disintegrated
rock fragments and clayey gravel (fault breccia) … The intervening rock mass was

1755

Exhibit {C-805}, Contractor’s Submittal No. 31 23 00-249 - P-DWG Upper Chamber - Fault Zone
6127-P-A-B-3069, dated 14 June 2011, p. 2 [p. 2].
Exhibit {C-530}, Geological Surveys of Locks Upper Chamber Foundation for Monoliths in the
Unknown Fault Zone, dated 16 November 2011; Ottsen(I) {C-WS-17}, p. 53 [p. 48], para. 152.
Exhibit {C-531}, Contractor’s Submittal No. 31 23 00-249 rev 002– P-DWG Upper Chamber – Fault
Zone P-A-B-3069/P-A-B-3075, dated 12 December 2011; Ottsen(I) {C-WS-17}, p. 53 [p. 48],
para. 152.

1756

1757
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intensively fractured, with weathered and altered joints typically spaced at 10 to 20cm
apart.” 1758
1165.

The photographs below show the actual conditions at Monoliths UE-M1 to UE-M4:

Figure 4-41
1758

LH1 Fault – actual conditions – shear zone 1759

See Ottsen(I) {C-WS-17}, p. 54 [p. 49], para. 153.
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1166.

As described by Mr. Ottsen in his statement, “[t]he main photograph above shows the toe of
the East Wall monoliths. The photo is looking west across the lock chamber, and the
chamber floor elevation is in the background of the picture where the cars are parked. The
locations of the affected monoliths (UE-M1 to UE-M4) are indicated above the main
photograph.

1167.

There were also several other shear zones, less than 1.5m wide, encountered throughout the
fault zone.” 1760 The picture below shows the smaller shear zones referred to by Mr. Ottsen:

Figure 4-42

LH1 Fault: intensely sheared/cataclastic basalt, multiple intersecting shear
planes (annotated) 1761

1168.

The conditions encountered were thus considerably more adverse than the conditions
interpreted by ACP in the GIR, which showed no shear zones in the Upper Chamber (outside
of the AFZ) and rock at foundation level that would be hard to very hard.1762 In the
foundation level geological map (Plate 42A), which served as key interpretation for GUPC 1763
and its design team, ACP interpreted hard to very hard basalt in the area of the LUC including
the area close to Lock Head 1 where the fault zone was encountered. ACP interpreted only
one fault in Plate 42A, the Aguadulce Fault, and one minor shear zone outside of the LUC
close to Lock Head 2. 1764 Similarly, in the general geological map (Plate 10), ACP did not
indicate that there would be any faults in the LUC other than the Aguadulce Fault, nor any
shear zones or bedding planes outside of the AFZ. 1765

1169.

As discussed in Section IV.B.2(c)(iv) above, ACP interpreted an area of “anomalously slow
(weak) rock” on Plate 14 in the approximate area where the Lock Head 1 Fault was
encountered. However, as explained by Mr. Ottsen, the more detailed geophysical profile on
Plate 16 interpreted the conditions at foundation level in this area to be extremely hard rock

1759

Exhibit {C-531}, Contractor’s Submittal No. 31 23 00-249 rev 002– P-DWG Upper Chamber – Fault
Zone P-A-B-3069/P-A-B-3075, dated 12 December 2011 [annotated]. Hunter(I) {C-EX-10}.
See Ottsen(I) {C-WS-17}, p. 56 [p. 51], para. 154.
Ottsen(I) {C-WS-17}, p. 56 [p. 51], para. 154.
See Section IV.B.2(c) above.
See Ottsen(I) {C-WS-17}, p. 15 [p. 10], para. 49.
Ottsen(I) {C-WS-17}, p. 52 [p. 47], para. 149.
Ottsen(I) {C-WS-17}, p. 52 [p. 47], para. 149.

1760
1761
1762
1763
1764
1765
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and was thus in line with ACP’s interpretation of the foundation level conditions as shown on
Plate 42A. 1766
1170.

This analysis has been confirmed by Mr. Shilston:
“Consistent with Plate 14, the survey lines Z-1 and ZZ-1 on Plate 16 only
show one ‘Possible Fault’ in the PLE, in the area of the Aguadulce Fault
Zone. Like Plate 14, Plate 16 also indicates an area of ‘anomalously slow
(weak) rock’ south of Lock Head 1 on survey lines Z-1 and ZZ-1. Within
these anomalies, the P-wave velocity at the ‘Bottom of Locks Chambers’ is
shown to be between 3200 and 4400m/sec on line Z-1, and between 3600
and 4400m/sec on Line ZZ-1. Table 3 of Technos’ report, and its
immediately preceding text, states that a P-wave velocity of greater than
3,000 m/s is ‘typical’ of ‘unrippable rock’ that would require ‘blasting’.
I therefore conclude that, although Technos identified an area of
‘anomalously slow (weak) rock’ at the location of the Lock Head 1 Fault
Zone (Plates 14 and 16), a tenderer would understand from the P-wave
velocity results that the rock at foundation level in this area would require
blasting in order to excavate it. They would not expect a fault zone to be
present.” 1767

1171.

As such, Mr. Shilston has concluded that “the conditions encountered [in the Lock Head 1
Fault] were substantially more adverse than represented in the GIR.” 1768

1172.

Due to the more adverse conditions that GUPC encountered at the Lock Head 1 Fault, GUPC
had to undertake additional geotechnical investigations in the area of the fault, and the
affected monoliths required additional foundation treatment, i.e., an additional two metres of
excavation below the foundation level, which was backfilled with lean concrete, as discussed
in more detail in Section IV.D.2 below.
(ii)

GUPC encountered a fault at the Western Inlet Wing Wall that was not
identified by ACP in the GIR

1173.

In January 2013, when the excavation activities at the Western Inlet Wing Wall reached the
foundation level, GUPC encountered another fault zone that was not indicated by ACP in the
GIR or the GIR Plates. The fault intersected the Western Inlet Wing Wall at approximately
Station 6P+600. 1769

1174.

Geological mapping and investigations conducted by GUPC showed that the fault zone was a
30m wide section of faulted and sheared soil-like material derived from La Boca between
approximately Stations 6P+590 and 6P+650. 1770 The following photographs show the faulted
conditions encountered at the Western Inlet Wing Wall:

1766

Ottsen(I) {C-WS-17}, p. 52 [p. 47], para. 150.
Shilston(I), Chapter 6 {C-EX-5}, p. 25 [pp. 6-24 – 6-25], paras. 86-87. [Emphasis added]
Shilston(I), Chapter 6 {C-EX-5}, p. 51 [p. 6-50], para. 161.
Exhibit {C-534}, Letter CICP-GUPC-0572 from CICP to GUPC, dated 1 February 2013; Ottsen(I)
{C-WS-17}, p. 56 [p. 51], para. 157.
Ottsen(I) {C-WS-17}, p. 61 [p. 56], para. 170; see Shilston(I), Chapter 6 {C-EX-5}, p. 51 [p. 6-50],
paras. 163-164.

1767
1768
1769

1770
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Figure 4-43
1175.

The results of the geological mapping and an annotated photograph indicating the area of the
mapped materials are shown below:

Figure 4-44

1771

Photographs of the actual conditions in the Inlet Wing Wall Fault Zone 1771

Geological mapping of the actual conditions at the Wing Wall Fault Zone
(annotated) 1772

Ottsen(I) {C-WS-17}, p. 62 [p. 57], para. 171.
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Figure 4-45

Photograph showing different mapped units in the Inlet Wing Wall Fault Zone
(annotated) 1773

1176.

As described by Mr. Ottsen, “the fault zone was comprised of several different geologic units
and rock types that have been disturbed by large-scale faulting to various degrees. Along the
southern border of the fault, the basalt was highly weathered and fractured, with multiple joint
sets, shear zones, and fault strands. Within the 30m wide fault zone, there are several
different compositions of La Boca Formation, ranging from soft black shale to moderately
hard ‘baked’ La Boca, all of which are intensively sheared and folded or disintegrated.”1774

1177.

The black shale that comprised the majority of the fault zone (represented in brown color on
the geologic map (Figure 4-44) is shown in the picture below:

Figure 4-46
1772

1773
1774
1775

Intensely sheared/foliated La Boca (Material D, F, and I) 1775

Exhibit {C-541}, Geological Surveys in IWW Fault Zone, dated 2 February 2013; Ottsen(I) {C-WS17}, p. 63 [p. 58], para. 172.
Ottsen(I) {C-WS-17}, p. 63 [p. 58], para. 172; Ottsen Appendix 2, p. 197.
Ottsen(I) {C-WS-17}, p. 63 [p. 58], para. 173.
See Ottsen(I) {C-WS-17}, p. 64 [p. 59], para. 173.
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1178.

As further described by Mr. Ottsen, “[w]ithin the fault zone, the shale was a soil-like material
that disintegrated when exposed to water. The siltstones and ‘baked’ La Boca exhibited
extensive fracturing with multiple shear zones. All of the La Boca units within the fault zone
were of such poor condition that the material could be easily excavated with common
excavation equipment….” 1776 These conditions are illustrated in the photo below:

Figure 4-47

Photograph of shear zone excavation in the Inlet Wing Wall Fault Zone 1777

1179.

To summarize, GUPC encountered a 30m wide section of faulted and sheared soil-like
material intersecting the Western Inlet Wing Wall approximately at Station 6P+600. The
condition of the rock was so poor that it was very similar to the conditions found in the
AFZ. 1778 Neither in the GIR nor in the GIR Plates did ACP interpret any fault or shear zone
intersecting the Western Inlet Wing Wall.1779 The actual conditions were thus more adverse
than the Employer’s interpretation in the GIR. This has also been confirmed by
Mr. Shilston. 1780

1180.

As a result of the more adverse actual conditions, GUPC had to undertake additional
geotechnical investigations in the area of the fault and redesign the foundation of the Wing
Wall. The redesign required GUPC to replace the faulted material at foundation level with
six to eight metres of “structural concrete fill” (lean concrete) in order to stabilize the
structure, as explained in more detail in Section IV.D.3 below.

1776

Ottsen(I) {C-WS-17}, p. 64 [p. 59], para. 174.
See Ottsen(I) {C-WS-17}, p. 65 [p. 60], para. 174.
See Section IV.B.3(a) above.
See Shilston(I), Chapter 6 {C-EX-5}, p. 53 [p.6-52], para. 168.
Shilston(I), Chapter 6 {C-EX-5}, p. 57 [p. 6-57], para. 171.

1777
1778
1779
1780
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(c)

GUPC encountered poor rock mass conditions with very frequent
laminations, as well as numerous shear zones, resulting in overexcavation and additional quantities of lean concreting throughout the
basalt reach of the PLE

1181.

As explained in Section IV.B.2(b), ACP interpreted the conditions in the basalt reach of the
PLE outside of the AFZ as being favorable for design purposes. Plate 42A of the GIR
showed only one minor shear zone at foundation level in the basalt reach and described the
basalt at and below foundation level as RH-4 to RH-5, i.e., hard to very hard.1781 This was
confirmed by ACP’s interpretation of the conditions in other sections of the GIR. 1782

1182.

This description was expanded further in respect of the columnar basalt in Section 4.2.3.3 of
the GIR, which stated:

1183.

As a result of this interpretation, GUPC (and the other tenderers, as explained in
Section IV.B.4(c) below) did not consider that there would be any issues with significant
over-excavation. This has also been confirmed by Mr. Shilston, who concludes in his report
that a conservative assessment of the amount of over-excavation based upon the information
available at tender would have been an average of 25cm. 1783

1184.

However, the conditions that GUPC actually encountered at and below foundation level in the
basalt reach of the PLE outside of the fault zones were considerably worse and more adverse
than the conditions that had been interpreted by ACP in the GIR. As noted by Mr. Ottsen in
his statement, “GUPC had significant problems with over-excavation because the rock mass
at foundation level was loose and more laminated or fractured than expected, apparently due
to incipient fractures and laminations within the rock mass.” 1784

1185.

As noted by Mr. Pelaez in his statement, the condition of the basalt at and below foundation
level in the PLE led to a significant amount of over-excavation and created a very uneven
rock surface, as illustrated in the photographs below: 1785

1781

Exhibit {C-488}, RFP (Final Version), GIR Appendix A, Plates 1-64 (selected Plates), p. 36, Plate
42A.
See Section IV.B.2(b).
Shilston(I), Chapter 7 {C-EX-5}, p. 15 [p. 7-15], para. 40.
Ottsen(I) {C-WS-17}, p. 6 [p. 63], paras. 182.
Pelaez(I) {C-WS-18}, p. 7 [p. 4], 15.

1782
1783
1784
1785
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Figure 4-48
1786

Photographs showing the over-excavation and uneven rock surface created1786

Exhibit {C-742}, Contractor’s Inspection Reports of Geological Descriptions and Geological Surveys
(Feb 2011 through Sept 2012), p. 26; Exhibit {C-808}, GUPC Monthly Progress Report #24
(September 2011), dated 10 October 2011, p. 756 [p. 133].
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1186.

In addition to the fractured rock mass, GUPC encountered a large number of shear zones
approximately 0.1m to 1.0m wide throughout the basalt reach of the PLE (i.e., outside of the
major fault zones), which required additional foundation treatment. 1787 Example photographs
of these minor shear zones are shown below: 1788

Figure 4-49
1787
1788
1789

Photographs of minor shear zones in the LMC 1789

See Ottsen(I) {C-WS-17}, p. 66 [p. 61], paras. 180.
See Ottsen(I) {C-WS-17}, p. 67 [p. 62], paras. 180.
See Ottsen Appendix 3
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1187.

Mr. Shilston has confirmed this in his report, stating that:
“GUPC’s ‘mosaic’ drawing…clearly shows numerous shear zones, both
within and outside the mapped fault zones…The differences between the
Employer’s interpretations (as provided in the GIR, GDR and plates), and
the ‘mosaic’ drawing of the PLE, are much greater than would usually be
expected when comparing tender stage information with the geological
survey of an excavation during construction.” 1790

1188.

These conditions were significantly more adverse than interpreted by ACP in the GIR. Rather
than finding rock that was hard or very hard, “dense [and] tough”, 1791 and which “rarely
show[s] laminations”, GUPC discovered rock that had numerous and regular laminations
which significantly weakened the rock, creating a large number of loose boulders that had to
be removed before any lean concrete could be laid. Again, the adverse nature of the
laminations (as well as more open joints and adverse joint infill) is confirmed by
Mr. Shilston. 1792 Furthermore, GUPC encountered numerous shear zones throughout the
basalt reach of the PLE. Indeed, Mr. Shilston confirms that there was “an approximate fivefold increase [in the frequency of shear zones] on what could reasonably have been foreseen
at tender stage”.1793

1189.

As a result of the more adverse conditions, GUPC encountered significantly more overexcavation that could reasonably have been foreseen. As Mr. Pelaez confirms in his
statement, the “over-excavation meant that in the majority of the basalt reach of the PLE
outside of the fault zones, we were 0.5 metres to 1 metre below the foundation level once we
had completed the blasting and excavation processes”, 1794 i.e., between two and four times the
amount that Mr. Shilston considers a conservative estimate based upon the information
available at tender. This is discussed in more detail in Section IV.D.4 below.
4.

The actual conditions were Unforeseeable

(a)

The contractual definition of Unforeseeability

1190.

As demonstrated above, the actual conditions encountered by GUPC in the basalt reach of the
PLE were significantly more adverse than the largely benign conditions interpreted by ACP in
the GIR. As explained in Section IV.B.1 above, the final stage in the contractual test for
recovery of additional costs under Sub-Clause 4.12 is whether or not the conditions where
“Unforeseeable”. The term “Unforeseeable” is defined as: 1795

1191.

Prudent Industry Practices is also defined as follows: 1796

1790

Shilston(I), Chapter 6 {C-EX-5}, p. 43 [p. 6-42], paras. 134-135.
Exhibit {C-490}, RFP Amendment 15, Volume VII, Part 1 - Geotechnical Interpretive Report (final
version), dated August 2008, p. 18 [p. 18], Section 4.2.1.1.
Shilston(I), Chapter 7 {C-EX-5}, p. 68 [pp. 7-68 – 7-74], Table 7-7.
Shilston(I), Chapter 7 {C-EX-5}, p. 83 [p. 7-83], para. 186.
Pelaez(I) {C-WS-18}, p. 8 [p. 5], para. 17.
Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of Contract, dated February 2009, p. 26 [p. 13], Section 1.1.6.42. [Emphasis
added]
Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of Contract, dated February 2009, p. 22 [p. 9].

1791

1792
1793
1794
1795

1796
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1192.

Thus, in order to judge whether the conditions were Unforeseeable, the Tribunal is required to
put itself in the shoes of a hypothetical tenderer who has “exercise[d] Prudent Industry
Practices” as of the “date established for submission of Tenders” to determine whether the
conditions in question were “reasonably foreseeable.”

1193.

The fact that the assessment of unforeseeability is to be performed as of the “date established
for the submission of Tenders” makes it clear that the hypothetical “reasonable tenderer” is
imbued with the knowledge that the tenderers gained during the entirety of the RFP period
(Section (i)).

1194.

Importantly, this knowledge includes the entire history of the development of the GIR and the
fact that ACP consistently represented to the tenderers that they could rely on the
interpretations contained in the GIR for the purposes of their tender designs and, if more
adverse conditions were encountered, the Contractor would have a claim against ACP
(Section (ii)).

1195.

Furthermore, the hypothetical reasonable tenderer must also contend with the same practical
constraints that the actual tenderers faced. In other words, the Tribunal must bear in mind the
entire tender exercise, as well as the specific aspects of the geology that would have been of
concern to a hypothetical tenderer exercising Prudent Industry Practices, when determining
whether such a tenderer should reasonably have foreseen more adverse conditions in the
basalt reach of the PLE than those interpreted by ACP in the GIR (Section (iii)).

1196.

As explained further below, the actual conditions encountered by GUPC were, contractually
speaking, Unforeseeable:

1797
1798
1799

•

To recall, ACP interpreted in the GIR and the GIR Plates that: (i) the rock at and
below foundation of the basalt reach of the PLE would be hard or very hard; (ii) there
would only be one fault in the Upper Chamber (the AFZ); and (iii) that the conditions
in the AFZ would not be problematic for design or construction purposes. 1797 The
actual conditions encountered by GUPC were significantly more adverse than ACP’s
interpretation in the GIR and the GIR Plates. 1798

•

The voluminous Volume VI documents provided by ACP during the RFP period
were sufficiently consistent with ACP’s interpretation in the GIR that, even a detailed
analysis of those documents, would not have enabled a tenderer to foresee the actual
conditions encountered (Section IV.B.4(b)).

•

Neither of the other tenderers (BTM or C.A.N.A.L.) (both “properly skilled and
experienced market leading international EPC contractors”1799) foresaw the actual
conditions encountered by GUPC or appreciated the consequences of those
conditions to the Works (Section IV.B.4(c)).

See Section IV.B.2.
See Section IV.B.3.
Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of Contract, dated February 2009, p. 22 [p. 9].
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(i)

The contractual test of unforeseeability is a prospective not a retrospective
assessment

1197.

As noted above, the Contract clearly states that the assessment of unforeseeability is to be
performed as of the “date established for the submission of Tenders”. As such, the test of
unforeseeability is prospective and cannot involve any consideration of facts which became
known after the date for submission of tenders.

1198.

Instead, the Tribunal must place itself in the shoes of the hypothetical tenderer undertaking an
assessment of the geotechnical information provided by ACP in the RFP for the purpose of
preparing its complete tender design, with the limited time, limited resources and significant
work load faced by such a hypothetical tenderer. The Contract, therefore, requires the
Tribunal to consider how a hypothetical tenderer would approach the documents provided in
the RFP, with the ultimate goal of completing a detailed tender design process in only eight
months.

1199.

In particular, the test of unforeseeability does not take account of knowledge that was or
should have been known by ACP at the time of tender, given its more extensive
understanding of the Site and the additional time that it had to study the historic
documentation and perform detailed site investigations.

1200.

As such, the Tribunal must always keep in mind that the very nature of the dispute resolution
process means that a laser focus has now been brought to bear upon the basalt reach of the
PLE. Any and all minor references that are made to it in the various RFP documents, which
run to around 45,000 pages, will be evaluated and emphasized during the course of this
Arbitration. However, this is a retrospective analysis conducted on the basis of knowing
precisely where the adverse conditions were located and precisely what form they took. This
was not the case for the tenderers at the time that they were preparing their tenders and, as
explained in more detail in Section IV.B.4(a)(iii)2, there was nothing in ACP’s interpretation
of the geological conditions in the GIR to suggest that the basalt reach of the PLE would raise
concerns or should be focused upon in minute detail.

1201.

The hypothetical reasonable tenderer cannot be expected to go on a treasure hunt through the
historical documents (many of which date back to the 1940s) and borehole logs for any
potential issues, regardless of the interpretations provided by ACP in the GIR. If the issues in
the basalt reach of the PLE had been obvious and foreseeable from the RFP documents, they
should have been identified by ACP and clearly drawn to the attention of the tenderers in the
GIR.
(ii)

ACP represented that the tenderers could rely upon the interpretation in the
GIR for the purpose of preparing and pricing their tenders

1202.

During the course of the RFP period, the Employer made a number of representations to the
tenderers that they could rely on the interpretations provided in the GIR for the purposes of
preparing and pricing their tenders. The GIR was, in fact, provided by ACP in response to
concerns expressed by GUPC that ACP had failed to provide a single report which could be
relied on for the purposes of preparing the tender submission.1800

1203.

When the RFP was issued to the tenderers in December 2007, the primary source of
geotechnical information was the “Geotechnical Report” (“GR”). 1801 The GR was primarily a
descriptive document summarizing all geotechnical investigations and data that ACP had
been collecting from 1938 to 2007.

1800

Ottsen(I) {C-WS-17}, p.10 [p. 5], paras. 22-24.
Exhibit {C-492}, Volume VI, Part 2, Geotechnical Report in original RFP, dated December 2007.

1801
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1204.

In addition, Section 6 of the GR contained a voluminous list of Appendices, including the raw
data from both the historical and more recent geotechnical investigations but the Appendices
themselves were not provided with the initial RFP. 1802 They were provided with
Amendment 1 (in January 2008) which included a CD with over 2,000 individual files. As
Mr. Ottsen notes in his witness statement, there were over 1,800 individual borehole log files
dating back to 1939, more than 1,400 of which were for the Pacific site. The CD also
included around 100 files of geological and geotechnical references and consultant reports. 1803

1205.

Given the limited period available to the tenderers to prepare their tenders, which was
originally set at eight months, GUPC and its designer CICP were, therefore, concerned about
the volume of geotechnical information that they had to review and interpret and then
incorporate into the tender design in the time available. This was exacerbated by the fact that
ACP had not provided its own interpretation of the geotechnical conditions. As Mr. Ottsen
explains, “[i]n view of the quantity of geotechnical information and the limited time available
to produce the tender design, it would have been a near-impossible undertaking to review all
of the available information and come up with a comprehensive, independent interpretation of
the ground conditions at the Pacific and Atlantic Sites”1804

1206.

In addition to the failure to provide a report setting out its interpretation of the geotechnical
conditions at each Site, ACP had also made a number of amendments to the standard FIDIC
Yellow Book conditions of contract. In particular, ACP had made amendments to SubClauses 4.10 and 5.1, which sought to transfer the risk of subsurface conditions and errors in
the Employer’s Requirements entirely to the Contractor. 1805

1207.

Below are the first two paragraphs of Sub-Clause 4.10 marked-up to reflect the revisions from
the standard Yellow Book to the terms the Employer sought to impose in the original version
of the RFP:
The Employer shall have made available to the Contractor for his
information, prior to the Base Date, all data in the Employer's possession on
sub-surface and hydrological conditions at the Site, including environmental
aspects. The Employer shall similarly make available to the Contractor all
such data which come into the Employer's possession after the Base Date.
The Contractor shall be responsible for interpreting all such data. The
Employer gives no warranty as to and shall have no responsibility for the
accuracy, sufficiency, suitability or completeness of any data it has provided
or does provide regarding sub-surface and hydrological conditions at the Site,
except as stated in Sub- Clause 5.1 [General Design Obligations]. The
Contractor shall be responsible for verifying and interpreting all such data
and hereby confirms that it is fully satisfied with all such data provided to it
by or on behalf of the Employer and that subject to the provisions of SubClause 5.1 [General Design Obligations], it shall be responsible for any
discrepancies, errors or omissions in such data as if it had been prepared by
the Contractor.
The Contractor undertakes to make no claims whatsoever or requests for
variations for adjustment(s) to the Contract Price and/or extension(s) to the
Time for Completion based on its failure to have satisfied itself sufficiently

1802
1803
1804
1805

Ottsen(I) {C-WS-17}, p. 9 [p. 4], para. 20.
Ottsen(I) {C-WS-17}, p. 9 [p. 4], para. 20.
Ottsen(I) {C-WS-17}, p.10 [p. 5], para. 22.
Exhibit {C-937}, Conditions of Contract with original RFP, dated December 2007.
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as to the above mentioned matters or any misunderstanding or incorrect
information howsoever obtained.
To the extent which was practicable (taking account of cost and time), t The
Contractor shall be deemed to have obtained all necessary information as to
risks, contingencies and other circumstances which may influence or affect
the Tender or Works. To the same extent, the Contractor shall be deemed to
have inspected and examined the Site, its surroundings, the above data and
other available information, and to have been satisfied before submitting the
Tender as to all relevant matters, including (without limitation): 1806
1208.

This attempt to transfer risk to the Contractor, in conjunction with ACP’s failure to provide its
own interpretation of the geotechnical information that was included with the RFP, was
unacceptable to GUPC, as expressed in its letter dated 31 January 2008: 1807

1209.

GUPC thus proposed that ACP provide a geotechnical baseline report that would set out
baseline geotechnical conditions which the tenderers could rely on in preparing their tender
submissions. On 18 April 2008, ACP answered GUPC’s request in one of the question and
answers included with RFP Amendment 7: 1808

Figure 4-50

Extract from Question and Answers included with RFP Amendment 7

1806

See Exhibit {C-8}, Tender Documents in original RFP, Volume III, dated December 2007, p. 27 [p. 17 of
73] and p. 110 [p. 12 of 46].
1807
Exhibit {C-30}, Letter from GUPC to ACP, dated 31 January 2008, p. 4 [p. 4], para. 16.
1808
Exhibit {C-938}, RFP Amendment 7, Q&As, dated 18 April 2008, p. 56 [p. 56], Item 249. [Emphasis
added]
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1210.

ACP thus indicated that a further RFP amendment would be forthcoming which would
include a GIR. The GIR would be based on “the ASCE guidance document ‘Geotechnical
Baseline Reports for Construction” and would “provide tenderers with interpretive and
background information based on [ACP’s] experience of geotechnical work within the canal
area.” 1809

1211.

On 16 May 2008, ACP issued RFP Amendment No. 8, which included the Employer’s
GIR. 1810 In the introduction to the GIR, ACP described its purpose as follows: 1811

1212.

As explained by Mr. Ottsen, 1812 ACP also made the following representation to GUPC and
CICP at a meeting on 4 July 2008:
“Mario Asin [CH2M Hill] 1813 See, by giving you the GIR, we are not
dictating “You have to use this”, we are
saying: when you reach that level, if you
find conditions materially different from
what we interpreted, then we have a case for
additional time or whatever. If you find
even better conditions, well that’s your gain.
Michael Newbery [CICP]

It is clear, thank you.” 1814

1213.

ACP thus specifically represented to GUPC, during the period when the geotechnical design
parameters were being developed, that the tenderers could rely on the interpretations provided
by ACP in the GIR and that if “materially different” conditions were encountered, the
Contractor would have a claim against ACP.

1214.

The GIR was developed and amended by ACP repeatedly throughout the RFP process, with
text often removed or changed, which made the process of developing the geotechnical design

1809

Exhibit {C-938}, RFP Amendment 7, Q&As, dated 18 April 2008, p. 56 [p. 56], Item 249.
Exhibit {C-480}, RFP Amendment 8 (covering instructions), dated 16 May 2008; Exhibit {C-479},
RFP Amendment 8, Geotechnical Interpretive Report (Rev. 0), dated 16 May 2008.
Exhibit {C-479}, RFP Amendment 8, Geotechnical Interpretive Report (Rev. 0), dated 16 May 2008,
p. 10 [pp. 10-11], Section 1.2. [Emphasis added]
See Ottsen(I) {C-WS-17}, p. 14 [p. 9], paras. 42-43.
CH2M Hill was ACP’s Program Management Consultant.
Exhibit {C-484}, Transcript of audio recording of the meeting held on 4 July 2008 between
GUPC/CICP and ACP (extract), p. 3.

1810

1811

1812
1813
1814
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more difficult for the tenderers, particularly as the geotechnical design had to be completed
before the structural design of the locks could be finalized. 1815
1215.

However, despite the numerous changes to the GIR, its purpose, namely to “provide [ACP’s]
interpretation of the subsurface and hydrogeological conditions that could be encountered
during construction” remained consistent throughout.1816

1216.

Furthermore, in Amendment 13 of the RFP, ACP amended Sub-Clauses 4.10 [Site Data]
and 4.12 [Unforeseeable Physical Conditions] of the Contract in order to link the GIR to the
mechanism in the Contract for compensating the Contractor for differing physical conditions
at or below the foundation level of a Lock Structure, as explained in Section IV.B.1 above.

1217.

In taking this step, ACP again expressly represented that the GIR could be relied upon with
respect to conditions at or below the foundation level of the Lock Structures. As explained in
more detail in Section II, ACP accepted responsibility, in particular, for the “sufficiency,
suitability [and] completeness”, as well as the accuracy, of the information provided in the
GIR with respect to the physical conditions that were to be expected at or below the
foundation level of a Lock Structure.1817 Consequently, GUPC was entitled to rely upon the
information provided in the GIR to develop its price and technical proposals for these aspects
of the Project and, in particular, in determining the conditions that it was likely to encounter
at or below the foundation level of a Lock Structure.
(iii)

The entire tender process must be taken into consideration when considering
unforeseeability
1.

1218.

The tenderers had to complete a full tender design and submission
during the RFP period and could not dedicate the entire period to
reviewing the geological information in the RFP documents

The test of unforeseeability cannot be separated from the realities of the RFP period; the two
are inextricably linked. As such, it must be borne in mind that the hypothetical reasonable
tenderer had to perform a full tender submission during the RFP period and so could not
spend the entire time reviewing the RFP documents and adjusting its understanding of the
geology, and certainly could not spend the entire time looking at the basalt reach of the PLE.
Indeed, as Mr. Ottsen explained in his statement:
“At tender stage, the tenderers were faced with designing two of the largest
lock complexes in the world, as well as the Borinquen Dams. We had a
period of just months to develop the design, the pricing, the scheduling, the
construction plans, and all environmental aspects. There was also no
guarantee that we would win the job, and thus, we did not have unlimited
resources to deploy. On the contrary, we had a limited tender team and we
had to use our resources in the most efficient manner possible.” 1818

1219.

Mr. Ottsen also notes that it “[i]t is simply not practical to be making adjustments to the
geotechnical criteria at a late stage in the tender process, as any such changes would have
knock-on impacts on the tender design and seismic modelling.”1819

1815

See Ottsen(I) {C-WS-17}, p. 14 [p. 9], paras. 45-46. See also Section (iii) below.
See Section IV.B.2(a)(i).
ACP also accepted responsibility for the accuracy of the information and interpretation provided in the
GIR without limitation.
Ottsen(I) {C-WS-17}, p. 11 [p. 6], para. 30.
Ottsen(I) {C-WS-17}, p. 14 [p. 9], para. 46.

1816
1817

1818
1819
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1220.

It is vitally important that the Tribunal takes account of the realities of the tender process and
the limitations that these placed upon GUPC, and the other tenderers in terms of the review of
geotechnical data that could reasonably be performed at tender stage.

1221.

As explained by Mr. Ottsen, GUPC did not blindly follow ACP’s interpretations in the GIR.
The Contractor’s Technical Proposal clearly states that GUPC reviewed all of the available
geotechnical data and reports but gave particular attention to the GIR and the GDR. 1820 BTM
also confirmed that it had adopted this approach, stating that its design was “based on the
Geotechnical Interpretative Report.”1821

1222.

As GUPC has consistently made clear, it reviewed the information contained in Volume VI of
the RFP, 1822 but the purpose of that review was not to develop an independent interpretation
of the geological conditions. As described by Mr. Ottsen:
“[W]e used the Volume VI documents to obtain a general understanding of
the geological context, and looked at them in more detail where necessary to
gain a deeper understanding of how the test data and information was
obtained and the amount of test data that was available on particular areas of
interest (e.g., strength and durability of La Boca formation, foundation
stiffness and deformation characteristics, and permeability). We also used
the reference documents to understand which of the data and information
sources the Employer had placed greater reliance and emphasis upon when
preparing the GIR.” 1823

1223.

GUPC thus reviewed the Volume VI documents with a view to understanding how ACP had
arrived at the interpretations provided in the GIR and to check whether those interpretations
seemed reasonable. As Mr. Ottsen explains in his witness statement, the purpose of GUPC’s
review of the RFP documents was not to double-check ACP’s interpretation which was based
on investigations performed over a period of five to 10 years, as long as the interpretation
seemed reasonable:
“We understood that ACP, their advisory boards and their consultants had
been investigating and studying these aspects of the Project for nearly a
decade. We therefore understood that the information they had compiled
and summarized in the GDR, and their interpretation of the anticipated
conditions presented in the GIR, were suitable for use in developing our
tender design. Within the tender timeframe, there was no practical way a
tenderer could have investigated the site and reviewed all of the available
information to the same level of detail that the Employer had (or should
have) done in the five to 10 years preceding the issuance of the RFP.”1824

1224.

The approach adopted by GUPC to the review of the GIR and Volume VI documents is fully
consistent with the approach that would have been adopted by the hypothetical tenderer using
Prudent Industry Practices, as confirmed by Mr. Shilston. 1825

1820

Exhibit {C-558}, GUPC Tender: Volume II - Technical Proposal dated March 2009, p. 743 [p. 1], Part
5C, Section 2.
Exhibit {C-939}, BTM Tender: Proposal for the Design and Construction of the Panama Canal Third
Set of Locks Project, Binder 4, dated 3 March 2009, p. 135 [p. 4J-4], Table 4J-1.
Ottsen(I) {C-WS-17}, p. 12 [p. 7], paras. 37-39.
Ottsen(I) {C-WS-17}, p. 13 [p. 8], para. 38.
Ottsen(I) {C-WS-17}, p. 12 [p. 7], para. 37.
Shilston(I), Chapter 6 {C-EX-5}, p. 5 and 40 [pp. 6-4 and 6-39], paras. 6 and 123-126.

1821

1822
1823
1824
1825
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1225.

Accordingly, when considering what the hypothetical tenderer who has used Prudent Industry
Practices should reasonably have foreseen in the basalt reach of the PLE at the time of tender,
it is appropriate and consistent with the contractual test of unforeseeability to start with
ACP’s interpretation in the GIR and to assume that any reasonable tenderer would have
placed significant reliance on that interpretation.
2.

In accordance with Prudent Industry Practices, the tenderers had to
prioritize their resources to review a number of geological and
geotechnical issues at tender stage

1226.

As described above, GUPC performed a review of the GIR and other RFP documents in order
to identify areas of potential geotechnical or geological risk. GUPC then focused its
resources on these areas, including a detailed review of the relevant sections of the roughly
45,000 pages of “Reference Documents” that were provided by ACP as part of the RFP, as
any prudent tenderer would.

1227.

One of the key geotechnical design issues for the Project was the seismic design and, in
particular, the need for the lock structures to be able to withstand significant seismic events
while sustaining minimal damage. 1826 Indeed, the stringent seismic design requirements in
the ER controlled the design of the lock walls. Understanding the structure’s behavior during
seismic events, which is linked to the underlying strength of the foundation material, was also
critical. 1827

1228.

Consequently, as explained in Mr. Ottsen’s witness statement, the main purpose of reviewing
the geological information (and, in particular, ACP’s interpretation of the conditions in the
GIR) relating to the foundation conditions in the PLE was to determine the strength
parameters that would be used for the design of the monoliths.1828

1229.

In this regard, the main focus of GUPC’s review was on the weak La Boca material in the
lower part of the LMC and the entire LLC, as ACP had highlighted this as being a weak
material which would pose issues for the foundation of the lock wells in the GIR. 1829
Mr. Ottsen described the issues with the La Boca material as follows in his witness statement:
“With regard to the Pacific Site, we spent a very significant amount of time
looking at the La Boca material upon which approximately 30% of the
Pacific lock structures would be founded. Everyone knew that the La Boca
was a much weaker material than the basalt, but the design parameters for
the La Boca provided by the Employer in the GIR indicated that the La Boca
was so soft that it was almost soil. If the La Boca parameters provided in the
GIR were correct, it would have been very difficult to design appropriate
lock structures and the reference design provided by CPP simply would not
have worked.” 1830

1826
1827
1828
1829

1830

Exhibit {C-940}, RFP Amendment 19, Section 01 81 16.13 - Seismic Design Criteria.
Exhibit {C-558}, GUPC Tender: Volume II - Technical Proposal dated March 2009, p. 751 [p. 3].
Ottsen(I) {C-WS-17}, p. 12 [p. 7], paras. 32-35.
ACP’s interpretation of the La Boca material in the GIR is addressed in more detail in Section
IV.B.2(b) above.
Ottsen(I) {C-WS-17}, p. 12 [p. 7], para. 35.
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1230.

As further explained below, in view of the disconnect between the La Boca design parameters
in the GIR and the Employer’s reference design, GUPC dedicated significant time during the
tender period to checking the reasonableness of the Employer’s interpretation in the GIR. 1831

1231.

In contrast, ACP had interpreted the basalt as being a competent foundation material in the
GIR. 1832 Indeed, ACP’s interpretation of the strength of the basalt and its suitability as a
foundation material gave no reason for GUPC to perform a forensic analysis of every
reference to the basalt in the Volume VI documents in order to second guess ACP’s
interpretation in the GIR. Mr. Ottsen described ACP’s interpretation of the basalt reach as
follows:
“[T]there was nothing surprising about the Employer’s interpretation of the
conditions at foundation level within the basalt reach at the Pacific Site.
ACP’s interpretation did not indicate any geologic features that would
require special considerations beyond conventional foundation treatment
techniques. Thus, while we also reviewed the “reference documents”
provided in Volume VI of the RFP, we did not second-guess ACP’s
interpretations of the basalt foundation conditions, which seemed reasonable
based on our overall understanding of the geological conditions”1833

1232.

The significant impact of the weak La Boca rock on the design of the chamber wall monoliths
can be seen by comparing GUPC’s tender designs of the monoliths in the Upper Chamber
(which was founded entirely on basalt) and the Lower Chamber (which was founded entirely
on La Boca), as shown below:

Figure 4-51

Comparison of GUPC’s Tender Drawings for the Pacific LUC and LLC 1834

1233.

In view of the apparently conflicting interpretations between the Employer and CPP regarding
the strength of the La Boca, and the very significant design challenges that would arise if

1831

Ottsen(I) {C-WS-17}, p. 12 [p. 7], para. 35 (“We therefore spent a lot of time analyzing the data and
information on the La Boca in order to develop realistic design parameters.”).
See Section IV.B.2(b).
Ottsen(I) {C-WS-17}, p. 12 [p. 7], para. 36.
Exhibit {C-498}, GUPC Tender: Extracts from Tender Drawings dated March 2009.

1832
1833
1834
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ACP’s design parameters were used, 1835 GUPC spent a significant amount of time satisfying
itself as to whether ACP’s interpretation of the La Boca parameters in the GIR was correct.
1234.

After a significant amount of study and investigation, GUPC was able to determine that the
La Boca was stronger than ACP had interpreted in the GIR, i.e., ACP had been overly
pessimistic when interpreting the strength of the La Boca in the GIR. Mr. Ottsen has
described GUPC’s detailed investigation of the La Boca material as follows:
“If the La Boca parameters provided in the GIR were correct, it would have
been very difficult to design appropriate lock structures and the reference
design provided by CPP simply would not have worked. We therefore spent
a lot of time analyzing the data and information on the La Boca in order to
develop realistic design parameters. Ultimately, we decided that the La
Boca was stronger than interpreted by the Employer in the GIR and then had
to work out how to address this issue in the tender design.” 1836

1235.

GUPC’s approach of reviewing the GIR for areas of potential geotechnical or geological risk
and, once identified, devoting substantial resources to checking those issues was: (i) an
efficient use of limited time and resources; and (ii) entirely consistent with Prudent Industry
Practices. In his expert report, Mr. Shilston has confirmed that this approach of focusing on
the areas that were highlighted in the GIR as raising more significant design issues, such as
the La Boca, was reasonable. 1837

1236.

None of the tenderers had unlimited resources to double-check every interpretation provided
in the GIR and GIR Plates, and it would be entirely unrealistic to expect a tenderer to have
done so.

(b)

The Volume VI documents gave the tenderers no reason to doubt ACP’s
interpretation in the GIR

1237.

This Section addresses the geological information provided in Volume VI of the RFP, with
respect to the basalt reach of the PLE. As explained above, the prospective test of
unforeseeability set out in Sub-Clause 4.12 [Unforeseeable Ground Conditions] of the
Conditions of Contract requires the Tribunal to place itself in the position of the hypothetical
tenderer, taking account of the realities of the Project and the RFP period. As such, the
process of going through 45,000 pages of reference documents and analyzing every reference
to the basalt reach of the PLE is artificial and is not intended to reflect a process that should
(or even could) have been undertaken by the tenderers. Indeed, this Section provides an apt
example of the unrealistic focus that is brought to bear during the dispute resolution process.
It is important that the Tribunal keeps this in mind while reviewing this Section and
arguments regarding the Volume VI documents more generally.

1238.

Nevertheless, it is important to address the voluminous Volume VI documents in some detail
in order to demonstrate that they gave the tenderers no reason to doubt ACP’s interpretation
in the GIR.

1835

In addition to the concerns regarding the weak La Boca material at the Pacific Site, there were also
major challenges at the Atlantic Site, such as the Atlantic Muck excavation. GUPC had to develop
unique methods for the removal of substantial volumes of this very soft material that could not be
traversed by heavy construction equipment – see Ottsen(I) {C-WS-17}, p. 12 [p. 7], para. 34; Exhibit
{C-558}, GUPC Tender: Volume II - Technical Proposal dated March 2009, p. 708 [p. 3].
Ottsen(I) {C-WS-17}, p. 12 [p. 7], para. 35.
Shilston(I), Chapter 6 {C-EX-5}, p. 74 [p. 6-73], paras. 254-256.

1836
1837
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1239.

As noted above, Volume VI of the RFP includes around 45,000 pages of “Reference
Documents” provided by ACP to the tenderers “for information purposes only”. 1838 Of
particular relevance to this aspect of the arbitration is Part 2 of Volume VI, entitled
“Geotechnical Data Report”. To recall, ACP explained in the GIR that the GDR was “the
general source of geologic and geotechnical data for the Project” and “presents a more
detailed summary and results”.1839 As well as the actual GDR itself, Part 2 of Volume VI
included numerous supporting documents and reports that are included as annexes to the
GDR.

1240.

As mentioned previously, 1840 in 2002 ACP started conducting numerous additional studies
and investigations of the subsurface conditions in the area of the Pacific Locks. The results of
certain of those investigations were also included as annexes to the GDR. One of the key
reports was provided by CPP. To recall, CPP was a consortium composed of four
geotechnical firms (Tractebel Engineer France, Technum-Trectebel Engineering, Coyne et
Bellier and Compagnie Nationale du Rhône), to analyze the various geotechnical data
available related to the Project site including, in particular, the area of the new Pacific
Locks. 1841 In August 2006, CPP issued the CPP Report to ACP with certain conclusions and
recommendations. The CPP Report was contained in Annex 6.9.1 of the GDR.

1241.

One of the recommendations included in the CPP Report was for ACP to carry out
geophysical surveys.
ACP commissioned Technos to perform these geophysical
investigations.
The results were provided in the Technos Report, issued in
September 2006. 1842 The Technos Report was included in Annex 6.6 of the GDR.

1242.

Annex 6.8 of the GDR provides the historical reports from the 1940s, also referred to as the
“Isthmian Reports”. The historical reports contain, among other things, various data
recorded by the Americans during their prior start of the construction of a third set of locks,
which was abandoned during World War II. To recall, the location of the excavation started
by the Americans in the 1930s on the Pacific side was slightly to the east of the current
location of the new Pacific Locks. 1843

1243.

A series of reports were also prepared by URS, Inc. (“URS”) in connection with the
preliminary design of the Borinquen Dams (“URS Reports”), including a Geotechnical
Interpretive Report on the foundation materials dated 12 May 2008 (“URS GIR”). 1844 These
reports were primarily relevant for the Borinquen Dams and Pacific Access Channel (PAC),
but also included an interpretation of the ground conditions in the area of the Inlet Wing
Walls. The URS Reports are contained in Annex 6.9.3 of the GDR.

1244.

In addition to the above reports, Annex 6.3.2 of the GDR contained logs of boreholes that had
been drilled by ACP and its predecessors. These borehole logs were relied on by ACP and its
consultants and form the basis of many of the conclusions included in the CPP Report,
Technos Report, URS Reports, the GDR and the GIR.

1838

See Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of Contract, dated February 2009, p. 69 [pp. 56-57], Sub-Clause 5.1.
Exhibit {C-490}, RFP Amendment 15, Volume VII, Part 1 - Geotechnical Interpretive Report (final
version), dated August 2008, p. 12 [p. 12], Section 3. [Emphasis added]
See Section III.B.
See Section I.C.
Exhibit {C-491}, Geophysical Investigation for the Third Set of Locks Project, Final Report, Technos
Inc., dated 22 September 2006.
See Section I.C.
Exhibit {C-540}, URS Report, Task A.1.4 Foundation Materials for Dams 2E, 1W, and 2W
Geotechnical Interpretive Report (GIR), dated 12 May 2008.

1839

1840
1841
1842

1843
1844
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1245.

As discussed below, the GDR and other relevant reports and data included in Volume VI
were broadly consistent with the representations made by ACP in the GIR, and did not give
the tenderers any reason to doubt these interpretations. In particular, Section 2.2 of the GDR,
presenting the “General Site Geology” for the Pacific Site,1845 is very similar to Section 4.2 of
the GIR, which sets out the “Geologic Settings” for the Pacific Locks. 1846 There are also
numerous similarities between the GIR and the CPP Report (particularly Section 3.3 of the
CPP Report, entitled “Structural Geology”). This is not surprising, given that the GIR was
expressly based on the information included in the GDR and the Volume VI documents. 1847
(i)

The Volume VI documents indicated favorable foundation conditions
throughout the basalt reach of the PLE (outside of the AFZ)

1246.

This Section addresses the information provided in the Volume VI documents regarding the
quality of the PLE basalt that could be expected at and below foundation level outside of the
AFZ. 1848 To recall, ACP interpreted in the GIR and the GIR Plates that the PLE basalt at
foundation level would be sound (i.e., unweathered, intact), unrippable, hard to very
hard/strong to very strong rock. 1849

1247.

ACP’s interpretation of the ground conditions in the GIR also distinguishes massive and
columnar basalt from fractured basalt, which is indicated as appearing only in specific areas
associated with certain contacts and fault zones. Thus, outside of fault zones and some
contacts, the GIR indicated that the basalt was either massive or columnar, with the columnar
basalt being “more abundant”.1850 The GIR also indicates that the basalt columns are
“between 0.5 to 1.0 meter in width and 2 to 10 m high”, and “rarely show lamination”.1851
1.

The GDR

1248.

The GDR summarizes all of the geotechnical data gathered by ACP for the area of the Pacific
Locks. The GDR describes the characteristics of the PLE basalt in terms similar to those of
the GIR.

1249.

In particular, Section 2.2.4.1 of the GDR, entitled “Basalts” (mirroring Section 4.2.1.1 of the
GIR), 1852 indicates that “[a]pproximately 70% of the new Pacific locks will be founded on
basalt, occupying part of the previous excavation site”, and that “[t]he basalt occurs in the

1845

See Exhibit {C-685}, RFP Amendment 8, Geotechnical Data Report (final version) dated May 2008, p.
17 [p. 17], Section 2.2.
See Exhibit {C-490}, RFP Amendment 15, Volume VII, Part 1 - Geotechnical Interpretive Report
(final version), dated August 2008, p. 17 [pp. 17-21], Section 4.2.
See Exhibit {C-490}, RFP Amendment 15, Volume VII, Part 1 - Geotechnical Interpretive Report
(final version), dated August 2008, p. 10 [p. 10], Section 1.2: “[t]he GIR is based on the information
included in the Geotechnical Data Report (GDR) and other information included in Volume VI –
Reference documents, of the RFP.”
The basalt in the PLE and the surrounding area is referred to in some of the reports as “Miraflores
basalt”.
See SectionIV.B.2(b).
See Exhibit {C-490}, RFP Amendment 15, Volume VII, Part 1 - Geotechnical Interpretive Report
(final version), dated August 2008, p. 20 [p. 20], Section 4.2.3.3.
See Exhibit {C-490}, RFP Amendment 15, Volume VII, Part 1 - Geotechnical Interpretive Report
(final version), dated August 2008, p. 20 [p. 20], Section 4.2.3.3.
See Exhibit {C-490}, RFP Amendment 15, Volume VII, Part 1 - Geotechnical Interpretive Report
(final version), dated August 2008, p. 18 [p. 18], Section 4.2.1.1.

1846

1847

1848

1849
1850

1851

1852
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area as a medium hard to very hard RH-3 to RH-5 (see Core Logging Standards for the Canal
Area Soils and Rocks), dense, tough, often columnar-jointed…” 1853
1250.

Section 2.2.5.2 of the GDR 1854 sets out the same three rock mass types in basalt as
Section 4.2.3.2 of the GIR 1855 (i.e., massive, columnar, and fractured). Columnar basalt is
described as one of the “most relevant … structures” observed in the 1939 excavation. 1856
Like Section 4.2.3.3 of the GIR, 1857 Section 2.2.5.3 of the GDR represents that “columnar
basalt is more abundant”, and repeats ACP’s interpretation in the GIR that the columns
“rarely show lamination”. 1858

1251.

Section 5 of the GDR, entitled “Geophysical Investigations”, includes a description and
summary
of
the
geophysical
survey
performed
by
Technos. 1859
Consistent with the data shown in GIR Plate 16, the GDR indicates that the sound basalt in
the PLE has a P-wave velocity ranging between 3,200 and 6,000 m/s, 1860 which is typically
associated with unrippable material. With respect to the MASW method (estimating S-wave
velocities), the GDR emphasizes the fact that “the S-wave velocity in hard rock may be
significantly underestimated by this method.” 1861

1853

Exhibit {C-685}, RFP Amendment 8, Geotechnical Data Report (final version) dated May 2008, p. 18
[pp. 18-19], Section 2.2.4.1.
See Exhibit {C-685}, RFP Amendment 8, Geotechnical Data Report (final version) dated May 2008, p.
21 [pp. 21-22], Section 2.2.5.2: “The basalt occurs as 1) a massive rock mass, 2) columnar joints, and
3) a fractured rock mass. In the dewatered excavation, the massive rock was observed between stakes
8+920 and 8+870. The transition zone between massive and columnar basalt can be observed in both
walls around stakes 7+900 to 8+805, as well as around 8+770 to 8+900 in the east wall and 8+810 to
8+870 in the west wall.”
See Exhibit {C-490}, RFP Amendment 15, Volume VII, Part 1 - Geotechnical Interpretive Report
(final version), dated August 2008, p. 20 [p. 20], Section 4.2.3.2: “The basalt occurs as massive rock
mass, as columnar joints, and as a fractured rock mass. In the dewatered excavation, the massive rock
was observed on the west wall between Stations 7P+545 and 7P+576 (Plates 53 and 54, respectively).
The transition zone between massive and columnar basalt can be observed in both walls around
Stations 6P+596 and 6P+760, as well as in the east wall from 7P+446 to 7P+575 and in the west wall
from 7P+486 to 7P+547.”
See Exhibit {C-685}, RFP Amendment 8, Geotechnical Data Report (final version) dated May 2008, p.
17 [p. 17], Section 2.2.1. See similar wording in Exhibit {C-490}, RFP Amendment 15, Volume VII,
Part 1 - Geotechnical Interpretive Report (final version), dated August 2008, p. 17 [pp. 17-19], Section
4.2.1.
See Exhibit {C-490}, RFP Amendment 15, Volume VII, Part 1 - Geotechnical Interpretive Report
(final version), dated August 2008, p. 20 [p. 20], Section 4.2.3.3: “The columnar basalt is more
abundant in the Pacific locks, covering the sections between Stations 7P+076 and 7P+446 in the east
wall (Plate 62) and 6P+056 and 7P+076 (Plate 64) in the west wall. The columns are between 0.5 to 1.0
meter in width and 2 to 10 m high, with different inclinations; they rarely show lamination and, when it
is observed, it runs perpendicular to the long axis of the columns.”
Exhibit {C-685}, RFP Amendment 8, Geotechnical Data Report (final version) dated May 2008, p. 22
[p. 22], Section 2.2.5.3.
See Exhibit {C-685}, RFP Amendment 8, Geotechnical Data Report (final version) dated May 2008, p.
44 [pp. 44-52], Section 5.
See Exhibit {C-685}, RFP Amendment 8, Geotechnical Data Report (final version) dated May 2008, p.
47 [p. 47], Table 26.
See Exhibit {C-685}, RFP Amendment 8, Geotechnical Data Report (final version) dated May 2008, p.
46 [pp. 46-51], Section 5.3.2. In relation to this issue, the Technos Report states: “[i]t is important to
note that the P-wave velocities and S-wave velocities were measured with different geophysical
methods, which sample different volumes of the subsurface material. Also note that the S-wave
velocities in hard rock may be significantly underestimated by the MASW method.” (see Exhibit {C491}, Geophysical Investigation for the Third Set of Locks Project, Final Report, Technos Inc., dated

1854

1855

1856

1857

1858

1859

1860

1861
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1252.

Sections 5.3.2.1 and 5.3.2.2 of the GDR present the data obtained along longitudinal survey
lines Z-1 1862 and ZZ-1 respectively. 1863 The information presented is consistent with the
information shown in GIR Plates 14 and 16, 1864 and with the content of the Technos Report.

1253.

Section 5.3.2.9 of the GDR presents the data obtained along three transverse survey lines
across the PLE. 1865 The corresponding profiles were not included in the GIR Plates, but the
data obtained from these transverse survey lines is also consistent with the other information
included in the RFP regarding the quality of the PLE basalt, as discussed further below.

1254.

In sum, the GDR confirmed to the tenderers that the PLE basalt was sound, hard, strong, and
unrippable, and mostly occurring in high columns with rare laminations. It was thus not
foreseeable from the GDR that GUPC would encounter numerous and regular laminations
and shear zones throughout the basalt reach of the PLE. 1866
2.

The CPP Report

1255.

Like the other reports in the RFP, the CPP Report emphasized the hardness of the basalt in the
PLE: 1867

1256.

Section 3.3.2 of the CPP Report, entitled “Fracturing Pattern”, discusses the joint survey
performed by CPP, and distinguishes three types of rock mass for the basalt: massive,
columnar, and fractured. 1868

1257.

As discussed above, the CPP Report indicates that fractured basalt is only present in two
areas: (i) at the southern end of the excavation (at the contact with La Boca); and (ii) in the
Aguadulce Fault Zone. 1869

1862

1863

1864
1865

1866
1867

1868

22 September 2006, p. 26 [p. 17]); see also Table 5 in Exhibit {C-491}, Geophysical Investigation for
the Third Set of Locks Project, Final Report, Technos Inc., dated 22 September 2006, p. 26 [p. 17].
See Exhibit {C-685}, RFP Amendment 8, Geotechnical Data Report (final version) dated May 2008, p.
47 [p. 47], Section 5.3.2.1.
See Exhibit {C-685}, RFP Amendment 8, Geotechnical Data Report (final version) dated May 2008, p.
48 [p. 48], Section 5.3.2.2.
These Plates are discussed in more detail in Section IV.B.2(b)(iii).
Exhibit {C-685}, RFP Amendment 8, Geotechnical Data Report (final version) dated May 2008, p. 50
[pp. 50-51], Section 5.3.2.9.
See Section IV.B.3(c).
Exhibit {C-493}, CPP Report on Geotechnical Analysis and Alternative Construction Methodologies
for Third Set of Locks, TO2-TaskA-COB-R002-RevC, dated 28 August 2006, p. 9 [p. 5], Section 3.2.1.
[Emphasis added]
Exhibit {C-493}, CPP Report on Geotechnical Analysis and Alternative Construction Methodologies
for Third Set of Locks, TO2-TaskA-COB-R002-RevC, dated 28 August 2006, p. 13 [p. 9], Section
3.3.2. [Emphasis added]
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1258.

Section 3.3.2 confirms that the columnar basalt is the most “widespread” of the rock mass
types at the site, and that laminations in the columns are “rarely visible”:1870

1259.

This is consistent with the statements in the GIR and GDR that the basalt columns “rarely
show lamination”. 1871

1260.

Thus, CPP’s description of the basalt in the PLE, including the categorization and localization
of the different rock mass types, and the descriptions of the basalt columns, is consistent with
the GIR and GDR. Furthermore, as explained in more detail in Section IV.B.4(b)(iii)2
below, this was also supported by CPP’s analysis of the Rock Quality Designation (“RQD”)
values provided in the 2001 and 2005 borehole logs, which demonstrate that the “RQD values
are generally high, with more than 65% of the cored length in the very good to excellent
range (RQD > 75%).” 1872

1261.

This was consistent with GIR Plate 42A, which depicted only one shear zone in the entire
basalt reach of the PLE outside of the AFZ, in the northern part of the LMC, near borehole
NML-29, which was identified by CPP as an area of sheared rock. 1873 No other shear zone is
identified in any of the GIR Plates.

1262.

In addition, the CPP Report analyzes the jointing pattern of the basalt, based on the detailed
joint survey carried out in the nearby 1939 excavation. As explained by CPP, the joint sets
(or discontinuity sets) can be “extrapolated to the new locks alignment”, and “serve therefore
to anticipate the geological condition in the future excavation.” 1874 CPP concludes from this
analysis that laminations in the columnar basalt are “rarely visible.”1875 Mr. Shilston
concludes from CPP’s joint survey results that “one out of seven joint sets with a dip between

1869

See Exhibit {C-493}, CPP Report on Geotechnical Analysis and Alternative Construction
Methodologies for Third Set of Locks, TO2-TaskA-COB-R002-RevC, dated 28 August 2006, p. 14 [p.
10], Section 3.3.2.
Exhibit {C-493}, CPP Report on Geotechnical Analysis and Alternative Construction Methodologies
for Third Set of Locks, TO2-TaskA-COB-R002-RevC, dated 28 August 2006, p. 14 [p. 10], Section
3.3.2.ii. [Emphasis added]
See Section IV.B.2(b).
Exhibit {C-493}, CPP Report on Geotechnical Analysis and Alternative Construction Methodologies
for Third Set of Locks, TO2-TaskA-COB-R002-RevC, dated 28 August 2006, p. 16 [p. 12], Section
4.2.
Exhibit {C-488}, RFP (Final Version), GIR Appendix A, Plates 1-64 (selected Plates), p. 36, Plate
42A.; see also Exhibit {C-493}, CPP Report on Geotechnical Analysis and Alternative Construction
Methodologies for Third Set of Locks, TO2-TaskA-COB-R002-RevC, dated 28 August 2006, p. 16 [p.
12], Section 4.2.
Exhibit {C-493}, CPP Report on Geotechnical Analysis and Alternative Construction Methodologies
for Third Set of Locks, TO2-TaskA-COB-R002-RevC, dated 28 August 2006, p. 34 [p. 30], Section
5.1.
Exhibit {C-493}, CPP Report on Geotechnical Analysis and Alternative Construction Methodologies
for Third Set of Locks, TO2-TaskA-COB-R002-RevC, dated 28 August 2006, p. 14 [p. 10], Section
3.3.2.

1870

1871
1872

1873

1874

1875
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0° and 30° (laminations) agrees with the infrequent presence of laminations described in the
GIR, GDR and CPP report.” 1876
1263.

To summarize, consistent with the GIR and the GDR, the CPP Report stated that columnar
basalt was the most widespread of the rock mass types in the basalt reach of the PLE and that
laminations are “rarely visible” and that there would only be a single shear zone in the basalt
reach of the PLE outside of the AFZ. As such, the CPP Report does nothing to alter the fact
that the actual conditions encountered by GUPC were Unforeseeable.
3.

1264.

The Technos Report

In its presentation of the geologic setting for the Pacific survey area, Technos reiterated the
fact that the basalt is a hard rock: 1877
“Southern Canal Region (Pacific Survey Area)
… Late Miocene basalt occurs as sills, dikes, plugs, and flows with a hard,
fine to medium-grained texture (ACP internal document, 1984). …”

1265.

As discussed in Section IV.B.2(b)(iii) with respect to Plate 16, the P-wave velocities
recorded by Technos along the longitudinal survey Lines Z-1 and ZZ-1, in the area of the
Pacific Locks, confirmed that the sound basalt at foundation level was an extremely hard,
unrippable rock. 1878

1266.

In addition to Lines Z-1 and ZZ-1, Technos conducted its geophysical survey along three
short, transverse lines – Lines 8100, 8550 and 9000 – located between Lines ZZ-1 and Z-1,
the results of which were not incorporated into Plate 16. 1879 The location of these transverse
survey lines is indicated in the figure below with light blue annotations. Only Lines 8100 and
8550 are in the basalt reach of the PLE, whereas Line 9000 cuts through an area of La Boca
Formation.

1876

Shilston(I), Chapter 7 {C-EX-5}; Shilston(I), Chapter 6 {C-EX-5}Shilston(I), Chapter 6 {C-EX5}, p. 27 [p. 7-27], para. 71.
Exhibit {C-491}, Geophysical Investigation for the Third Set of Locks Project, Final Report, Technos
Inc., dated 22 September 2006, p. 12 [p. 3].
See Section IV.B.2(b).
See Exhibit {C-491}, Geophysical Investigation for the Third Set of Locks Project, Final Report,
Technos Inc., dated 22 September 2006, p. 32 [p. 23].

1877

1878
1879
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Figure 4-52
1267.

Extract from GIR Plate 14 showing location of transverse survey lines
(annotated) 1880

The refraction models (showing P-wave velocities) for each of these survey lines were
included in Figure 20 of the Technos Report, and are reproduced below:

Figure 4-53

Extracts from Figure 20 of the Technos Report (annotated) 1881

1268.

To recall, the highest P-wave velocities, specifically those over 3,000 m/s, indicate that the
rock is unrippable and cannot be excavated without drilling and blasting. A summary of Pwave velocity and typical rippability of material is included in Table 3 of the Technos
Report. 1882

1269.

As shown in the figure above, the refraction models along transverse lines 8100 and 8550
indicate P-wave velocities at foundation level (-5.64m PLD in the LUC and -14.63m PLD in

1880

Exhibit {C-488}, RFP (Final Version), GIR Appendix A, Plates 1-64 (selected Plates), p. 8, Plate 14.
Exhibit {C-491}, Geophysical Investigation for the Third Set of Locks Project, Final Report, Technos
Inc., dated 22 September 2006, p. 84, Figure 20, Pacific Transverse Lines, Refraction Models.
Exhibit {C-491}, Geophysical Investigation for the Third Set of Locks Project, Final Report, Technos
Inc., dated 22 September 2006, p. 17 [p. 8], Table 3.

1881

1882
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the LMC 1883) well above 3,000 m/s, meaning that the basalt in those locations is
unrippable. 1884 This is consistent with the information obtained from survey Lines Z-1 and
ZZ-1 represented in GIR Plate 16.
1270.

Technos’s conclusion with respect to the data obtained in the area of the PLE (from both
longitudinal and transverse survey lines) was as follows: 1885

1271.

In sum, the details of the geophysical survey included in the Technos Report confirmed the
data included in GIR Plates 14 and 16, and was consistent with ACP’s interpretation in the
GIR that the PLE basalt was very hard and strong rock. This is confirmed by Mr. Ottsen who
notes in his statement that, “[t]he geophysical surveys performed by Technos clearly indicated
that the conditions at foundation level would consist of extremely hard rock – even within the
AFZ – and the Employer reflected those findings on Plate 42A by indicating basalt “RH-4 to
RH-5” throughout the entire LUC.” 1886
4.

The historical reports

1272.

The historical reports also confirmed the suitability of the basalt as a foundation material for
the lock structures.

1273.

As shown in the extracts below, the Final Isthmian Report describes the basalt in the
Miraflores area (which is also the basalt found in the PLE) as a hard, strong rock, “which
undoubtedly furnishes an excellent foundation medium”: 1887

1883

See Exhibit {C-498}, GUPC Tender: Extracts from Tender Drawings dated March 2009, Drawing S-P315 and Drawing S-P-325; Ottsen(I) {C-WS-17}, p. 59 [p. 54], fn. 120.
See Exhibit {C-491}, Geophysical Investigation for the Third Set of Locks Project, Final Report,
Technos Inc., dated 22 September 2006, p. 32 [p. 23]. With respect to the three transverse lines,
Technos states: “[b]ased on nearby borings, Lines 8100 and 8550 are within the basalt, while Line
9000 is within the La Boca Formation. Based on the seismic refraction models, Line 8550 contains the
hardest rock and is consistent with the intrusive hard rock modeled along Lines ZZ-1 and Z-1 at the
intersection of Line 8550 (Figure 11).”
Exhibit {C-491}, Geophysical Investigation for the Third Set of Locks Project, Final Report, Technos
Inc., dated 22 September 2006, p. 54 [p. 45]; see also Technos Report, p. 26 [p. 17], Table 5.
Ottsen(I) {C-WS-17}, p. 25 [p. 20], para. 76.
Exhibit {C-941}, Volume VI – Part 2 – The Third Locks Project Final – Report of the Governor of the
Panama Canal (1944), p. 306 [p. 39], paras. 5-132 and 5-133. [Emphasis added]

1884

1885

1886
1887
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1274.

The quality of the basalt was also confirmed by the laboratory tests conducted by the
Americans: 1888

1275.

The Final Isthmian Report also refers to the high UCS values recorded for the basalt: 1889

1276.

Furthermore, the Final Isthmian Report explains the problem of “differential settlement
between monoliths founded on rocks of diverse strength properties”,1890 and lists the “points
or zones within which it is believed necessary to apply some treatment to monolith joints …
all of which are in the north-approach area.” 1891

1888

Exhibit {C-941}, Volume VI – Part 2 – The Third Locks Project Final – Report of the Governor of the
Panama Canal (1944), p. 307 [p. 40], para. 5-135. [Emphasis added]
Exhibit {C-941}, Volume VI – Part 2 – The Third Locks Project Final – Report of the Governor of the
Panama Canal (1944), p. 339 [p. 60], para. 5-217. [Emphasis added]
Exhibit {C-941}, Volume VI – Part 2 – The Third Locks Project Final – Report of the Governor of the
Panama Canal (1944), p. 340 [p. 61], para. 5-225.
Exhibit {C-941}, Volume VI – Part 2 – The Third Locks Project Final – Report of the Governor of the
Panama Canal (1944), p. 340 [pp. 61-62], para. 5-226. [Emphasis added]

1889

1890

1891
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1277.

The report does not indicate that any part of the basalt reach, including the AFZ, gives rise to
differential settlement problems, 1892 or the need to implement anything other than minor joint
treatment works. As noted in Section IV.B.3(c), the actual conditions encountered by GUPC
in the basalt reach of the PLE (outside of the fault zones) was significantly more adverse than
this description and required GUPC to undertake a substantial amount of additional fault
treatment work and lean concreting. 1893

1278.

Similarly, the 1942 Isthmian Report describes the Miraflores basalt as hard, massive, and
columnar: 1894

1892

The same is confirmed in the 1942 Isthmian Report, which indicates that, over the entire length on
which the lock walls are founded on basalt (which includes the area affected by the Aguadulce Fault
Zone), the walls “present no settlement problems”. See Exhibit {C-942}, Volume VI – Part 2 – The
Third Locks Project Final – Report of the Governor of the Panama Canal (1942), p. 33 [p. 29].
See also, Section IV.D.4, below.
Exhibit {C-942}, Volume VI – Part 2 – The Third Locks Project Final – Report of the Governor of the
Panama Canal (1942), p. 7 [p. 4]. [Emphasis added]

1893
1894
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1279.

The 1942 Isthmian Report also explains that the Miraflores basalt, despite certain structural
weaknesses, is strong, massive, and homogeneous, with consistent physical properties, as
opposed to the sedimentary deposits, such as La Boca, which are notable for their lack of
homogeneity. 1895

1280.

The 1942 Isthmian Report also highlights the high strength and hardness of the basalt
evidenced by laboratory testing. 1896

1281.

Importantly, the 1942 Isthmian Report states that areas of loose-jointed columnar basalt are
“sufficiently surrounded by sound, massive zones to eliminate any question as to their
strengths in bearing” and that “the bases of the locks walls are so wide as to bridge such
areas”. 1897

1895

Exhibit {C-942}, Volume VI – Part 2 – The Third Locks Project Final – Report of the Governor of the
Panama Canal (1942), p. 8 [p. 5]. [Emphasis added]
See Exhibit {C-942}, Volume VI – Part 2 – The Third Locks Project Final – Report of the Governor of
the Panama Canal (1942), p. 12 [p. 9].
See Exhibit {C-942}, Volume VI – Part 2 – The Third Locks Project Final – Report of the Governor of
the Panama Canal (1942), p. 17 [p. 14].

1896

1897
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1282.

In short, consistent with the GIR and the other Volume VI documents, the historical reports
indicated hard, massive, and columnar basalt to be predominant at foundation level
throughout the basalt reach of the PLE.
5.

The borehole data

1283.

There were over 1,800 individual borehole log files dating back to 1939 included in the
Volume VI documents, 1,400 of which were for the Pacific Site. 1898 Some of them were
referenced in, and incorporated into, the GIR and GIR Plates. Consistent with the GIR and
the other Volume VI documents, the relevant borehole data for the basalt reach of the PLE
indicated that the basalt at and below foundation level was predominantly good to excellent
rock quality.

1284.

ACP’s Core Logging Standard (GIR Appendix B), which set out the standard by which the
modern borehole logs should be produced, provides a Rock Quality Designation (RQD)
index, which characterizes the numerical RQD values into different rock quality types,
distinguishing between very poor, poor, fair, good, and excellent rock quality.

Figure 4-54
1285.

Extract from ACP’s Core Logging Standard (Section 5.7) 1899

The Core Logging Standard also correlates the numerical RQD value with the jointing pattern
on the rock:

Figure 4-55

Extract from ACP’s Core Logging Standard (Section 5.8) 1900

1286.

When this information is combined with the borehole logs from the basalt reach of the PLE,
as in Figure 4-56 below, it can be readily determined that 18 out of 28 boreholes showed good

1898

Ottsen(I) {C-WS-17}, p. 9 [p. 4], para. 20.
Exhibit {C-489}, RFP (Final Version), GIR Appendix B, Core Logging Standards for the Canal Area
Soils and Rocks, dated May 2003, p. 24 [p. 18].
Exhibit {C-489}, RFP (Final Version), GIR Appendix B, Core Logging Standards for the Canal Area
Soils and Rocks, dated May 2003, p. 25 [p. 19].

1899

1900
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to excellent rock quality at and below foundation level (green annotations),1901 which equates
to wide to very wide joint spacing. Out of the 10 remaining boreholes, only three fall outside
of the AFZ, one of which corresponds to the shear zone in the LMC shown on Plate 42A:

Figure 4-56
1287.

Extract from Plate 42A (annotated) 1902

Thus, consistent with the GIR and the other Volume VI documents, the borehole data
represented predominantly good to excellent rock quality at foundation level in the basalt
reach of the PLE (outside of the AFZ), and joints (including laminations) that were wide to
very widely spaced. This was in stark contrast to the numerous and frequent laminations and
shear zones that GUPC encountered in this area, as described in Section IV.B.3(c).
6.

The Volume VI documents do nothing to change the unforeseeability
analysis in respect of the over-excavation issues

1288.

As explained in the preceding sections, the Volume VI documents are consistent with ACP’s
interpretation in the GIR of the conditions at and below the foundation level in the PLE. In
particular, the Volume VI documents confirmed that the basalt at foundation level (outside of
the AFZ) would be hard, with rare laminations and only one shear zone in the LMC. This
was significantly different to the conditions and over-excavation issues actually encountered
by GUPC, which were Unforeseeable.

1289.

This has been confirmed by Mr. Shilston:
“Overall, I conclude that the rock mass conditions encountered during
construction could not have been foreseen by a prudent contractor. The
adverseness of the rock mass conditions would have contributed to more
excavation below the target elevation than could have been foreseen at
tender stage.” 1903

1290.

Furthermore, Mr. Shilston has stated in his report that a reasonable tender allowance for lean
concreting in the basalt reach of the PLE, based upon the GIR and the Volume VI documents,
would have been an average depth of 25cm. 1904 However, as confirmed by Mr. Pelaez in his

1901

The yellow annotations denote fair rock quality, orange indicates poor rock quality, while the red
annotations highlight the boreholes that have an RQD at and below foundation level of 0-25%,
equating to very poor rock quality.
Exhibit {C-488}, RFP (Final Version), GIR Appendix A, Plates 1-64 (selected Plates), p. 36, Plate
42A. Note that the boreholes that have not been highlighted did not provide an RQD value at
foundation level.
Shilston(I), Chapter 7 {C-EX-5}, p. 82 [p. 7-82], para. 176.
Shilston(I), Chapter 7 {C-EX-5}, p. 15 [p. 7-15], para. 40.

1902

1903
1904
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statement, GUPC actually had to place significantly more lean concrete, with most areas
requiring 0.5m to 1m of lean concrete.1905
(ii)

The Volume VI documents confirmed that the conditions in the Aguadulce
Fault Zone would not be problematic for design and construction purposes

1291.

This Section addresses the information provided in the Volume VI documents regarding the
ground conditions expected to be found in the Aguadulce Fault Zone. As indicated in
Section IV.B.2(d) above, ACP interpreted in the GIR – particularly Section 4.2.3.4 – that the
AFZ contained discrete, widely spaced, and narrow shear zones ranging in size between 20cm
and 2m. ACP also interpreted that there would be areas of sound and intact massive and
columnar basalt between these shear zones.1906

1292.

As detailed below, the information included in the Volume VI documents did not give the
tenderers any reason to doubt the GIR’s interpretations with respect to the Aguadulce Fault
Zone. None of the Volume VI document made it foreseeable that the AFZ would be a 93mwide fault zone consisting of two major shear zones 5m to 15m-wide with predominantly
soil-like material in the remaining fault area. 1907
1.

The GDR

1293.

Section 2.2.5.4 of the GDR, which concerns “Fractured Zones, Faults Joints and Shear
Zones” at the Pacific Site, includes similar information regarding the ground conditions in the
AFZ as Section 4.2.3.4 of the GIR: 1908

1294.

Therefore, like the GIR, the GDR represented to the tenderers that the AFZ included
columnar and massive basalt in addition to discrete shear zones, and that the shear zones
ranged between 20cm and 2m in width.

1295.

The GDR does not include any details concerning the spacing between the shear zones, but
does direct the reader to the CPP Report for this information. 1909 The results included in the
CPP Report are discussed further below.

1905
1906

1907
1908

Pelaez(I) {C-WS-18}, p. 8 [p. 5], paras. 17-18,
See Exhibit {C-490}, RFP Amendment 15, Volume VII, Part 1 - Geotechnical Interpretive Report (final
version), dated August 2008, p. 20 [p. 20], Section 4.2.3.4.
See Section IV.B.3(a)
Exhibit {C-685}, RFP Amendment 8, Geotechnical Data Report (final version) dated May 2008, p. 22
[p. 22], Section 2.2.5.4. [Emphasis added]
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1296.

In addition, it should be noted that Section 2.2.2 of the GDR, entitled “Physiography”, refers
to the “major faults” at the Pacific Site, but does not refer to the AFZ as being a major
fault: 1910

1297.

Thus, the GDR confirmed ACP’s interpretation of the conditions in the AFZ in the GIR. 1911
2.

The CPP Report

1298.

The CPP Report also specifically identifies the AFZ and describes the ground conditions in
that zone as follows: 1912

1299.

Thus, like the GIR and the GDR, CPP indicates that the AFZ includes discrete 0.2 to 2m-wide
shear zones, interspersed with massive and columnar basalt. Moreover, the photographs
included in the CPP Report indicate shear zones consistent with the 0.2 to 2m-wide zones
described in the GIR and the GDR:

1909

Exhibit {C-685}, RFP Amendment 8, Geotechnical Data Report (final version) dated May 2008, p. 22
[p. 22], Section 2.2.6. [Emphasis added]
Exhibit {C-685}, RFP Amendment 8, Geotechnical Data Report (final version) dated May 2008, p. 18
[p. 18], Section 2.2.2. [Emphasis added]
Shilston(I), Chapter 6 {C-EX-5}, p. 18 [p. 6-17-6-18], para. 59.
Exhibit {C-493}, CPP Report on Geotechnical Analysis and Alternative Construction Methodologies
for Third Set of Locks, TO2-TaskA-COB-R002-RevC, dated 28 August 2006, p. 14 [p. 10]; Section
3.3.2. [Emphasis added]

1910

1911
1912
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Figure 4-57

Photos 10 and 11 (shear zones) from the CPP Report (annotated) 1913

1300.

CPP specifically mapped the shear zones identified in the prior 1939 excavation. Figure A2-1
of the CPP Report, entitled “Shear zones and master joints in ancient excavation” and
reproduced below, represents the geological mapping of the 1939 excavation carried out by
CPP’s geologists after it was dewatered. As Section 3.2.2 of the CPP Report states, Figure
A2-1 “shows all significant shear zones and master joints”. 1914 Close-ups of the figure
showing the Aguadulce Fault Zone and the legend are also included below.

1913

Exhibit {C-493}, CPP Report on Geotechnical Analysis and Alternative Construction Methodologies
for Third Set of Locks, TO2-TaskA-COB-R002-RevC, dated 28 August 2006, p. 130 [p. 126], Photos
10 and 11.
Exhibit {C-493}, CPP Report on Geotechnical Analysis and Alternative Construction Methodologies
for Third Set of Locks, TO2-TaskA-COB-R002-RevC, dated 28 August 2006, p. 14 [p. 10]; Section
3.3.2. [Emphasis added]

1914
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Figure 4-58

Extracts from Figure A2-1 of the CPP Report (annotated) 1915

1301.

As shown in the figure above (and noted by Mr. Ottsen in his statement) in the west wall of
the 1939 excavation – which is the wall closest to the new Pacific locks – only five shear
zones were mapped in the AFZ. 1916 In the east wall of the 1939 excavation, only eight shear
zones were mapped in the Aguadulce Fault Zone. Along with the limited size of 0.2 to 2.0m,
Figure A2-1 shows low frequency and, as such, a wide spacing of shear zones in the AFZ.

1302.

The CPP Report also presents the actual mapping data, which includes strike, dip, orientation,
and spacing of shear zones and joint sets. In particular, Tables M5 and M16 of the CPP
Report show the spacing between shear zones in the walls of the 1939 excavation, including
the AFZ, and confirm that in the AFZ the shear zones would be spaced between 5 and 50
metres apart: 1917

1915

Exhibit {C-493}, CPP Report on Geotechnical Analysis and Alternative Construction Methodologies
for Third Set of Locks, TO2-TaskA-COB-R002-RevC, dated 28 August 2006, p. 81 [p. 77], Figure A21.
Ottsen(I) {C-WS-17}, p. 28 [p. 23], paras. 82-84.
See also Ottsen(I) {C-WS-17}, p. 28 [p. 23], para. 84.

1916
1917
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Figure 4-59

Tables 5 and 16 from the CPP Report (annotated) 1918

1303.

The spacing analysis provided by the CPP Report has been confirmed by Mr. Shilston, who
has undertaken an analysis of the shear zone spacing provided in Figure A2-1 of the CPP
report and the tables. From this, Mr. Shilston is able to conclude that the average spacing of
shear zones within the AFZ would be 24m and that only 4.2% of the rock mass within the
AFZ would be sheared, thereby confirming that the CPP Report demonstrates that “the shear
zones [in the Aguadulce Fault Zone are]…relatively narrow and widely spaced.” 1919

1304.

In sum, the CPP Report indicated five to eight individually mapped shear zones in the
Aguadulce Fault Zone, with no evidence of shear zones wider than 0.2 to 2 metres, as
interpreted by ACP in the GIR. The spacing of the shear zones was indicated to be
approximately 5 to 60 metres apart. Thus, neither the size nor the frequency of shear zones
actually encountered in the AFZ was foreseeable from the CPP Report. 1920
3.

The Technos Report

1305.

As discussed in Section IV.B.2(c)(iv) with respect to GIR Plate 16, Technos only identified
one “possible fault” in the area of the Pacific Locks – the Aguadulce Fault – based on
“anomalously slow” P-wave velocities and borehole data. With respect to the AFZ, an
important piece of information provided by the Technos Report was that, despite having
relatively slow P-wave velocities (compared to the surrounding rock), the basalt present in the
AFZ at foundation level still had extremely high P-wave velocities, typically associated with
“unrippable” rock which cannot be excavated without blasting.

1306.

Therefore, the Technos Report indicated to the tenderers that, even in AFZ, the basalt was
extremely hard. Consistent with ACP’s interpretation in the GIR and with the rest of the data
provided in the RFP, the geophysical data did not indicate that extensive foundation treatment
or a different lock wall design would be required in the AFZ.

1307.

Furthermore, consistent with the GDR, Technos did not consider the AFZ to be a “prominent
fault” when it described the geologic setting of the Pacific Site:

1918

Exhibit {C-493}, CPP Report on Geotechnical Analysis and Alternative Construction Methodologies
for Third Set of Locks, TO2-TaskA-COB-R002-RevC, dated 28 August 2006, p. 59 [pp. 55, 65, 66],
Annex 2. Note that the references to spacings of 0.2m-0.6m in Table M5, which are “common in the
Aguadulce FZ” refer to the spacing of perpendicular joints within the columnar basalt, thereby
providing further evidence that there would be areas of intact columnar basalt within the AFZ.
Shilston(I), Chapter 6 {C-EX-5}, p. 22 [p. 6-21] para. 75.
Shilston(I), Chapter 6 {C-EX-5}, p. 23 [p. 6-22], para. 81.

1919
1920
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“Fault zones and shear zones have been identified with lineament analysis
and from geologic logs in the area. The two most prominent faults are the
Rio Pedro Miguel and Miraflores faults, which strike northwest and north
from Miraflores Lake (Stewart et al., 1980). However, the locations of the
faults within or south of the lake have not been well-defined.” 1921
1308.

Thus, it was not foreseeable from the Technos Report that the AFZ would be a major fault
zone requiring extensive foundation treatment and a different lock wall design.
4.

The historical reports

1309.

Like the other RFP documents, the Isthmian Reports mentioned the existence of the AFZ, but
indicated that there would be significant areas of unaffected rock in the fault zone between the
discrete areas of sheared rock. The Isthmian Reports also confirmed that only localized
foundation treatment would be required in the AFZ.

1310.

The Final Isthmian Report describes the AFZ in its section dealing with “structural geology”
as follows: 1922

1311.

This description is further reinforced later in the Final Isthmian Report, with additional
confirmation that the sheared zones are of “limited width”, and that columnar basalt is “often
found” between the shear zones: 1923

1921

See Exhibit {C-491}, Geophysical Investigation for the Third Set of Locks Project, Final Report,
Technos Inc., dated 22 September 2006, p. 12 [p. 3]. [Emphasis added]
Exhibit {C-941}, Volume VI – Part 2 – The Third Locks Project Final – Report of the Governor of the
Panama Canal (1944), p. 312 [pp. 44-45], para. 5-152, Part II (Design), Chapter 5 (Foundations and
Slopes), Section on “Structural Geology”, Sub-Section on “Lock Area”. [Emphasis added]
Exhibit {C-941}, Volume VI – Part 2 – The Third Locks Project Final – Report of the Governor of the
Panama Canal (1944), p. 328 [p. 51], para. 5-172, Part II (Design), Chapter 5 (Foundations and
Slopes), Section on “Foundation Geology”, Sub-Section on “Lock Area”. [Emphasis added]

1922

1923
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1312.

Importantly, the Final Isthmian Report also states that the AFZ includes “considerable masses
of unaffected rock”, 1924 and the above extract concludes that it was not necessary to treat the
entire AFZ at the foundation of the lock walls, and that only localized treatment of “the more
broken portions” would be required. This is both consistent with the GIR and with GUPC’s
tender plan. Indeed, as Mr. Ottsen has confirmed, GUPC’s tender plan included special
design details for the foundation treatment with regard to localized shear zones expected in
the AFZ. 1925

1313.

As shown in the above extracts, the Final Isthmian Report confirms that there were
“considerable masses of unaffected rock” within the AFZ, and not only sheared rock. This is
consistent with ACP’s interpretation in the GIR that the discrete and relatively narrow shear
zones in the Aguadulce Fault Zone (between 0.2 and 2 metres wide) were interspersed with
massive and columnar basalt.

1314.

This is also confirmed by Mr. Shilston, who states in his report:
“In making a comparison between the 1940’s reports and the GIR to help me
assess whether the GIR presented a different interpretation from that in the
1940’s reports, I have concluded that the descriptions of the Aguadulce Fault
Zone in the GIR and the 1940’s reports are similar. I do not wish, however,
to imply that such a comparison would have been made by a contractor at
tender stage, or that a tendering contractor would make such a detailed
appraisal of the different reports in the RFP. The contractor would rely upon
the GIR.” 1926

1315.

In sum, the historical reports were consistent with ACP’s interpretation of the AFZ in the GIR
and did not make the actual conditions encountered foreseeable.

1924

Exhibit {C-941}, Volume VI – Part 2 – The Third Locks Project Final – Report of the Governor of the
Panama Canal (1944), p. 313 [p. 45], para. 5-152, Part II (Design), Chapter 5 (Foundations and
Slopes), Section on “Foundation Geology”, Sub-Section on “Lock Area”.
Ottsen(I) {C-WS-17}, p. 31 [p. 26], paras. 92-97.
Shilston(I), Chapter 6 {C-EX-5}, p. 19 [p. 6-18], para. 60.

1925
1926
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5.
1316.

The borehole data

The borehole data indicated areas of fractured rock and individual shear zones as well as
sound and massive rock within the AFZ and was thus also consistent with ACP’s
interpretation in the GIR. The figure below, which is an extract of Figure 4-56 above, using
the same characterization of RQD values and rock quality at foundation level,1927 shows the
relevant boreholes and indicates their RQD values at foundation level:

Figure 4-60

Extract from Plate 42A (annotated) 1928

1317.

The table below shows the exact RQD value and rock hardness at foundation level for all of
the boreholes that were located within the AFZ. It also includes the level given for the Top of
Sound Rock (“TSR”) and whether or not the borehole log made reference to the existence of
a fault zone:

1927

I.e., green shows excellent and good rock quality, yellow denotes fair rock quality, and orange
indicates poor rock quality.
Exhibit {C-488}, RFP (Final Version), GIR Appendix A, Plates 1-64 (selected Plates), p. 36, Plate
42A.

1928
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Borehole

RQD
Index
(%)

Rock
Quality

Hardness

TSR
(m
PLD)

Reference to Fault
Zone

NML2-013

75

Good

RH-4 to RH-5

+4.9

No

NML2-014

94

Excellent

RH-4 to RH-5

+9

No

TP2C-013

72

Fair

RH-5

+9.5

No

NML-024

0

Very Poor

RH-3 to RH-4

-1.7

Yes (from -1.8m to
– 11m PLD)

NML 2-010 100

Excellent

RH-4 to RH-5

+9.4

No

NML 2-011 0

Very Poor

RH-3 to RH-4

+0.5

No

NML 025

16

Very Poor

RH-3 to RH-4

+2.2

No (“Probable fault
zone” 7.5m below
foundation)

NML-023

100

Excellent

RH-3 to RH-4

+12.5m Fault

TP1C-031

31

Poor

RH-4

n/a

No

NML-2012

75

Good

RH-5

+3.3

No

NML-026

0

Very Poor

RH-5

+4.7

No (Fault Zone
18m
below
foundation)

Figure 4-61

RQD and rock hardness in AFZ-boreholes 1929

1318.

As can be seen from Figure 4-60 and Figure 4-61 the borehole data in the area of the AFZ
indicated that there would be both areas of poor foundation conditions, which were to be
expected in a fault zone, and also areas with good to excellent rock quality (with three RQD
readings of 94% or over) consisting of columnar and massive basalt. Importantly, only one of
the borehole logs (NML-024) identified a fault zone at foundation level.

1319.

Thus, the borehole logs appear consistent with ACP’s interpretation in the GIR and the
information in the other Volume VI documents, namely that the AFZ contained discrete,
widely spaced, and narrow shear zones ranging in size between 20cm and 2m, with areas of
hard and intact massive and columnar basalt between these shear zones.

1929

Exhibit {C-933}, Selected Pacific Site Borehole Logs.
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1320.

As such, it was not foreseeable to a hypothetical tenderer “exercising Prudent Industry
Practices by the date established for submission of Tenders” 1930 that the AFZ would be an
almost 100m wide fault zone consisting of two major shear zones (up to 15 metres in width)
with highly fractured and sheared material in the remaining fault area including various
smaller shear zones. 1931 This has been confirmed by Mr. Shilston who has concluded that
“the descriptions of the Aguadulce Fault Zone in the GIR and the other reports in the RFP are
closely similar” and that the conditions that GUPC encountered in the AFZ were
“unforeseeable by a contractor at tender stage and substantially more adverse than those
indicated in the GIR, the plates and the other RFP documents.” 1932
(iii)

The Volume VI documents did not indicate the presence of the Lock Head 1
Fault and the Western Inlet Wing Wall Fault

1321.

This Section addresses the information provided in the Volume VI documents regarding the
presence of faults in LUC – in particular, whether there was any indication that fault zones
would be present between Stations 6P+850 and 6P+900 (south of Lock Head 1) or at the
location of the Western Inlet Wing Wall. As discussed previously, ACP’s interpretation in
the GIR was that the AFZ was the only fault that crossed the LUC, which, according to
Table 5-3 of the GIR and several GIR Plates, intersected the PLE approximately between
7P+000 and 7+100. 1933

1322.

As described below, several of the reports included in the Volume VI documents demonstrate
that ACP and its consultants had spent a considerable amount of time and effort investigating
the site specifically for the purpose of identifying all of the fault zones that affected the
Pacific Site. There was no reason for the tenderers to doubt ACP’s interpretation of the large
amount of geotechnical and geophysical data it had collected. In any case, as detailed below,
a review of the Volume VI information did not indicate the presence of additional faults that
ACP had failed to identify in the GIR.
1.

The GDR

1323.

In its introduction, the GDR presents the extensive geological investigations performed by
ACP in preparation for the Project, and explains that one of the purposes of ACP’s new
borehole campaign was “to refine the existing geologic maps, especially near contacts and
faults”. 1934

1324.

Section 2.2.1 of the GDR presents the general site geology of the Pacific Site, with particular
reference to Plate 10 and to the structures observed in the 1939 excavation.1935 Similar to

1930

Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of Contract, dated February 2009, p. 26 [p. 13], Section 1.1.6.42. See also,
Section IV.B.4(a).
See Section IV.B.3(a).
Shilston(I), Chapter 6 {C-EX-5}, p. 47 [p. 6-46], para. 148.
See Section IV.B.2(c).
Exhibit {C-685}, RFP Amendment 8, Geotechnical Data Report (final version) dated May 2008, p. 10
[p. 10], Section 1.0: “All the existing geologic maps and borings drilled between 1939 and 1948 where
compiled, and the new core borings were located mainly in the areas of the new proposed alignments
where no information existed and between the old borings in order to refine the existing geologic maps,
especially near contacts and faults, emphasis was done in the places where the structures could be
built.” [Emphasis added] As discussed in Section IV.C, ACP’s were in fact insufficient for the
purposes of determining accurately the critical aspects of the rock mass and faulting conditions in the
PLE.
Exhibit {C-685}, RFP Amendment 8, Geotechnical Data Report (final version) dated May 2008, p. 17
[p. 17], Section 2.2.1.

1931
1932
1933
1934

1935
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Section 4.2.1 of the GIR, 1936 Section 2.2.1 of the GDR only mentions faulting or shearing in
one area of the PLE, which it describes as a “shear zone that cuts between the Cocoli and
Aguadulce hills to the east [and] is also observed on both walls of the excavation”, 1937 i.e., the
AFZ.
1325.

Similar information is included in Section 2.2.5.4 of the GDR (entitled “Fractured Zones,
Faults Joints, and Shear Zones”), which, like Section 4.2.3.4 of the GIR, 1938 refers only to the
Aguadulce Fault Zone in the area of the LUC. 1939

1326.

Therefore, with respect to the LUC, the only fault zone mentioned in the GDR (consistent
with ACP’s interpretation in the GIR) is the Aguadulce Fault Zone. In particular, there is no
reference in the GDR to any fault zone in either the area of the Lock Head 1 Fault or the
Western Inlet Wing Wall. This is confirmed by Mr. Shilston, who states in his report that
“[n]o fault, fault zone, or area of sheared basalt is mentioned [in the area of Lock Head 1] in
the GIR or GDR, or plates.” 1940

1327.

Indeed, in respect to the contact between basalt and La Boca at the northern end of the Pacific
Locks, which crosses the Western Inlet Wing Wall, Section 2.2.5.1 of the GDR simply states
as follows: 1941

…

1328.

Furthermore, with respect to the Technos investigations, the GDR refers to Line ZZ-2, which
crosses the contact between basalt and La Boca close to the area of the Western Inlet Wing
Wall Fault. The GDR states that “[n]o significant anomalous zones were identified along line
ZZ-2.” 1942

1329.

The GDR does not, therefore, mention any faulting with respect to the contact located to the
north of the Pacific Locks. 1943 Plate 10 – specifically mentioned in this section of the GDR –
also does not show any fault in that area.1944

1936

See Exhibit {C-490}, RFP Amendment 15, Volume VII, Part 1 - Geotechnical Interpretive Report
(final version), dated August 2008, p. 17 [p. 17-19], Section 4.2.1.
Exhibit {C-685}, RFP Amendment 8, Geotechnical Data Report (final version) dated May 2008, p. 17
[p. 17], Section 2.2.1.
Exhibit {C-490}, RFP Amendment 15, Volume VII, Part 1 - Geotechnical Interpretive Report (final
version), dated August 2008, p. 20 [pp. 20-21], Section 4.2.3.4.
See Exhibit {C-685}, RFP Amendment 8, Geotechnical Data Report (final version) dated May 2008, p.
22 [p. 22], Section 2.2.5.4.
Shilston(I), Chapter 6 {C-EX-5}, p. 54 [p. 6-53], para. 157.
Exhibit {C-685}, RFP Amendment 8, Geotechnical Data Report (final version) dated May 2008, p. 21
[p. 21], Section 2.2.5.1.
Exhibit {C-685}, RFP Amendment 8, Geotechnical Data Report (final version) dated May 2008, p. 48
[p. 48], Section 5.3.2.3.
Shilston(I), Chapter 6 {C-EX-5}, p. 27 [p. 6-26], para. 92.
See Section IV.B.2(c)(ii). To recall, the “unnamed faults”, further north, are shown as separate
structures from the geological contact.

1937

1938

1939

1940
1941

1942

1943
1944
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2.

The CPP Report

1330.

Like the GIR and GDR, the CPP Report indicates that the only area of fractured basalt in the
LUC is in the Aguadulce Fault Zone. 1945

1331.

Although CPP’s description of the basalt is with respect to the 1939 excavation, none of the
descriptions indicate that fractured basalt would be found in the area of the Lock Head 1
Fault, or in the area of the Western Inlet Wing Wall.

1332.

CPP’s analysis of the RQD values of the boreholes did highlight that “[v]ery poor RQD
values” had been identified in boreholes NML-18 and NML-19 “in the area of the Gate No.1
[i.e., in the area of Lock Head 1]”. 1946 The location of these boreholes, as shown on Plate 10,
is shown in the figure below, with the location of Lock Head 1 also highlighted in green.

Figure 4-62

1945

1946

1947

Extract from Plate 10 (annotated) 1947

SeeExhibit {C-493}, CPP Report on Geotechnical Analysis and Alternative Construction
Methodologies for Third Set of Locks, TO2-TaskA-COB-R002-RevC, dated 28 August 2006, p. 14 [p.
10], Section 3.3.2(iii). Note that the CPP report used different stations to those in the GIR.
Exhibit {C-493}, CPP Report on Geotechnical Analysis and Alternative Construction Methodologies
for Third Set of Locks, TO2-TaskA-COB-R002-RevC, dated 28 August 2006, p. 16 [p. 12], Section
4.2. [Emphasis added]
Exhibit {C-488}, RFP (Final Version), GIR Appendix A, Plates 1-64 (selected Plates), p. 5, Plate 10.
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1333.

A closer analysis of the borehole logs for NML-18 and NML-19 and the above figure
demonstrate the following:
a)

CPP’s analysis of the RQD values is not focused upon the conditions present at
foundation level. Indeed, the logs for both NML-18 and NML-19 show sound basalt
at foundation level, without the presence of shearing or faulting, and NML-19
indicates an RQD value of 100% at foundation level.

b)

Both of the boreholes are some distance from the PLE and, as Mr. Ottsen noted in his
witness statement, the location of the Lock Structures was shifted 30m to the south
(to the right of the image above) after the Project was awarded to GUPC. 1948 When
this is taken into consideration, it is clear that these boreholes do not correlate with
the location of the Lock Head 1 Fault that was discovered by GUPC and cannot,
therefore, impact upon the foreseeability of that fault. Indeed, this is demonstrated in
the image below, which reproduces Figure 4-62, with the location of the Lock Head 1
Fault superimposed:

Figure 4-63

Extract from Plate 10 (annotated) 1949

1334.

Furthermore, as explained in more detail in Section 6 below, the other boreholes, within the
PLE, and close to and even within the area of the Lock Head 1 Fault showed good to
excellent RQD values at foundation level.

1335.

In relation to the Western Inlet Wing Wall Fault, the CPP Report provides similar information
to that contained in the GIR and the GDR. The CPP Report refers to the contact between
basalt and La Boca located to the north of the Pacific Locks (at the location of the Western

1948

Ottsen(I) {C-WS-17} p. 57 [p. 52], para. 159
Exhibit {C-488}, RFP (Final Version), GIR Appendix A, Plates 1-64 (selected Plates), p. 5, Plate 10.

1949
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Inlet Wing Wall fault encountered by GUPC), but does not mention any faulting with respect
to that contact: 1950

1336.

By contrast, in the previous sentence of the same section, the CPP Report specifically refers
to faulting with respect to the contact located at the south wall of the 1939 excavation
(referred to as the “South Cocoli Lake” by CPP).

1337.

The CPP Report thus confirms both ACP’s interpretation in the GIR and the description of the
fault conditions in the LUC given in the GDR. Specifically, the CPP Report does not refer to
faults in either the area of the Lock Head 1 Fault or the Western Inlet Wing Wall Fault.
Consequently, the CPP Report does nothing to make either of these faults foreseeable.
3.

1338.

The Technos Report

One of the express “objectives” of the Technos Report was to identify faults and shear zones.
The Technos Report states: 1951
…

1339.

This was also the objective mentioned in the CPP Report, which preceded the Technos Report
and “highly recommended” ACP to carry out geophysical surveys, 1952 which “will bring very
useful data to define more precisely the extent of such fault zones.”1953

1950

Exhibit {C-493}, CPP Report on Geotechnical Analysis and Alternative Construction Methodologies
for Third Set of Locks, TO2-TaskA-COB-R002-RevC, dated 28 August 2006, p. 12 [p. 8], Section
3.3.1. [Emphasis added]
Exhibit {C-491}, Geophysical Investigation for the Third Set of Locks Project, Final Report, Technos
Inc., dated 22 September 2006, p. 13 [p. 4]. [Emphasis added]

1951
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1340.

To recall, the geophysical methods used for Technos’ survey included seismic refraction
(estimating P-wave velocity) and MASW (estimating S-wave velocity). 1954 The relevant
longitudinal survey lines for the Pacific Locks area are Lines Z-1 and ZZ-1. The MASW and
seismic refraction models (geophysical profiles) for Lines Z-1 and ZZ-1 are included in the
Technos Report in Figures 12, 13, 14 and 15, and were reproduced in GIR Plate 16.

1341.

With respect to seismic refraction (P-waves), Technos explains: 1955

1342.

Thus, according to Technos, low P-wave velocities “may be associated” with fault zones, but
this is not necessarily the case. In fact, in the PLE, only one of the “low-velocity zones”
identified is specifically associated by Technos with a “possible fault”. The Technos Report
lists the anomalous features identified in the data recorded along Lines Z-1 and ZZ-1, and
indicates when such anomalous features can be associated with a fault. 1956

1343.

Technos defined the term “anomaly” as follows: 1957

1344.

The table listing the “anomalies” for Line ZZ-1 is reproduced below:

1952

See Exhibit {C-493}, CPP Report on Geotechnical Analysis and Alternative Construction
Methodologies for Third Set of Locks, TO2-TaskA-COB-R002-RevC, dated 28 August 2006, p. 50 [p.
46].
Exhibit {C-493}, CPP Report on Geotechnical Analysis and Alternative Construction Methodologies
for Third Set of Locks, TO2-TaskA-COB-R002-RevC, dated 28 August 2006, p. 36 [p. 32].
See Section IV.B.2(c)(iv). With respect to sound basalt Technos states that the MASW method may
significantly underestimate the S-wave velocities – see Section IV.B.4(b)(i)3 above for more details.
Exhibit {C-491}, Geophysical Investigation for the Third Set of Locks Project, Final Report, Technos
Inc., dated 22 September 2006, p. 17 [p. 8]. [Emphasis added]
See Exhibit {C-491}, Geophysical Investigation for the Third Set of Locks Project, Final Report,
Technos Inc., dated 22 September 2006, p. 27 [pp. 18-19], Tables 6 and 7.
Exhibit {C-491}, Geophysical Investigation for the Third Set of Locks Project, Final Report, Technos
Inc., dated 22 September 2006, p. 9 [p. viii].

1953

1954

1955

1956

1957
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Figure 4-64

Extract from Technos Report, Table 7 (annotated) 1958

1345.

With respect to Line Z-1, Table 6 of the Technos Report shows four anomalies.1959 Similar to
Table 7, only one of the anomalies found in Line Z-1 (the one located between Technos
Stations 300 and 400, i.e. in the area of the AFZ) is associated with a “possible fault”.

1346.

Thus, in both Lines Z-1 and ZZ-1, the only anomaly associated with a “possible fault” is in
the location of the Aguadulce Fault Zone. The same is shown on Figure 11 of the Technos
Report, reproduced below. 1960 Although Technos identifies four zones of “anomalously slow
(weak) rock” (shown with blue honeycomb shapes), Technos only associates one of them
with a “possible fault” (see annotation [1] in the figure below):

Figure 4-65
1958

1959

1960

1961

Extracts from Technos Report, Figure 11 (annotated) 1961

Exhibit {C-491}, Geophysical Investigation for the Third Set of Locks Project, Final Report, Technos
Inc., dated 22 September 2006, p. 28 [p. 19], Table 7.
See Exhibit {C-491}, Geophysical Investigation for the Third Set of Locks Project, Final Report,
Technos Inc., dated 22 September 2006, p. 27 [p. 18], Table 6.
Exhibit {C-491}, Geophysical Investigation for the Third Set of Locks Project, Final Report, Technos
Inc., dated 22 September 2006, p. 75, Figure 11.
Exhibit {C-491}, Geophysical Investigation for the Third Set of Locks Project, Final Report, Technos
Inc., dated 22 September 2006, p. 75, Figure 11.
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1347.

Indeed, as Mr. Shilston notes in his report, “[o]f the seven areas of ‘anomalously slow (weak)
rock’, only three are shown to coincide with faults”, 1962 none of which are shown in the area
of the Lock Head 1 Fault.

1348.

The information shown in Figure 11 of the Technos Report is consistent with ACP’s
interpretation provided in GIR Plate 14. 1963 In fact it appears that GIR Plate 14 was based on
Figure 11 of the Technos Report.

1349.

“Anomalous Area #2” identified by Technos in its Figure 11 with a thick black line (see
annotation [3] in the above figure) is not defined in the legend prepared by Technos.

1350.

Furthermore, as described in Section IV.B.2(c)(iv), the refraction models (showing P-wave
velocities) produced by Technos and included in Plate 16 showed that the rock at foundation
level in the area of anomalously slow rock in the North of the LUC was hard, unrippable rock,
not the heavily sheared and faulted rock that GUPC discovered.1964 The relevant section of
the refraction model is reproduced again below: 1965

Figure 4-66
1351.

1962
1963
1964
1965

Refraction model from Plate 16 (annotated)

In sum, with respect to faulting in the PLE, the Technos Report interpreted the survey results
in the following manner:
a)

Two zones of “anomalously slow (weak) rock” were identified in LUC at the
northwestern portions of Lines Z-1 and ZZ-1;

b)

These two zones were grouped by Technos in “Anomalous Area #2” (see
annotation [3] in the Figure 4-65);

c)

Based on borehole information (in particular boreholes NML-24 and NML-25 – see
Tables 6 and 7 of the Technos Report), one of these zones of anomalously slow rock

Shilston(I), Chapter 6 {C-EX-5}, p. 24 [p. 6-23], para. 84. [Italics in original]
This is discussed in more detail in Section IV.B.2(c)(iv) above.
See Section IV.B.3(b)(i).
Exhibit {C-488}, RFP (Final Version), GIR Appendix A, Plates 1-64 (selected Plates), p. 10, Plate 16.
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“may” be associated with a “possible fault” – the Aguadulce Fault (see annotation [1]
in Figure 4-65); and
d)

The second zone of anomalously slow rock included in Anomalous Area #2 (located
approximately between Stations 6P+800 and 6P+900) is not associated with any
faulting (see annotation [2] in Figure 4-65). Technos suggests that low-velocity
anomalies can be attributable to a number of other reasons. 1966

1352.

Thus, for the tenderers, a review of the Technos Report confirmed ACP’s interpretation in the
GIR that there was only one fault within the LUC: the Aguadulce Fault Zone. The existence
of the Lock Head 1 Fault or of the Western Inlet Wing Wall Fault was not foreseeable based
on the geophysical data provided by the Technos Report.

1353.

This is confirmed by Mr. Shilston, who concludes in his report:
“I therefore conclude that, although Technos identified an area of
‘anomalously slow (weak) rock’ at the location of the Lock Head 1 Fault
Zone (Plates 14 and 16), a tenderer would understand from the P-wave
velocity results that the rock at foundation level in this area would require
blasting in order to excavate it. They would not expect a fault zone to be
present.” 1967

1354.

Furthermore, Technos did not even identify an “anomalous zones” at the location of the
Western Inlet Wing Wall or the contact between basalt and La Boca in this area.
4.

The URS GIR

1355.

As noted in the introduction to this Section IV.B.4(a)(iii)2, URS prepared a number of
reports, which primarily related to the Borinquen Dams and PAC. The URS GIR also
included an interpretation of the ground conditions in the area of the Inlet Wing Walls, as
discussed by Mr. Ottsen in his statement.1968

1356.

As shown in the image below, the URS GIR also showed the “Unnamed Fault” and the
contact between basalt and La Boca (highlighted in red in the image) as two separate and
distinct features, which were unrelated. As such, the URS GIR confirmed ACP’s
interpretation in the GIR and the GIR Plates, as well as the description of the contact in the
GDR and the CPP Report.

1966

Exhibit {C-491}, Geophysical Investigation for the Third Set of Locks Project, Final Report, Technos
Inc., dated 22 September 2006, p. 45 [p. 36].
Shilston(I), Chapter 6 {C-EX-5}, p. 26 [p. 6-25], para. 87. [Italics in original]
Ottsen(I) {C-WS-17}, p. 60 [p. 55], paras. 166-168.

1967
1968
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Figure 4-67

Extracts from Figure 4-1 of URS Report Task A.1.4 (annotated) 1969
5.

1357.

The historical reports

Similar to the GDR, the CPP Report and the Technos Report, the Isthmian Reports make no
mention of faulting with respect to the locations of the LH1 Fault or the IWW Fault. With
respect to the basalt reach of the PLE, the historical reports only mention the existence of the
Aguadulce Fault Zone. 1970
6.

The borehole data

1358.

As explained in this section, the borehole data did not indicate any major fault zones in either
the area where the Lock Head 1 Fault was discovered or the area that the Western Inlet Wing
Wall Fault was encountered.

1359.

Figure 4-68 is an extract of Figure 4-56 above, using the same characterization of RQD
values and rock quality at foundation level.1971 Figure 4-68 focuses on the area of the Lock
Head 1 Fault and the Western Inlet Wing Wall Fault, with the approximate location of the
Lock Head 1 Fault superimposed:

1969

Exhibit {C-540}, URS Report, Task A.1.4 Foundation Materials for Dams 2E, 1W, and 2W
Geotechnical Interpretive Report (GIR), dated 12 May 2008, p. 63.
See below Section IV.B.3(a).
I.e., green shows excellent and good rock quality, yellow denotes fair rock quality and orange indicates
poor rock quality.

1970
1971
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Figure 4-68

Extract from Plate 42A (annotated) 1972

1360.

As can be seen from Figure 4-68, all of the boreholes in the area of the Lock Head 1 Fault
have RQD values corresponding to good or excellent rock quality at and below foundation
level. Indeed, borehole NML-023, which is on the boundary of where GUPC encountered the
Lock Head 1 Fault, shows no evidence of a fault zone and gives an RQD value of 100% at
foundation level. 1973 The borehole logs did not, therefore, provide any indication of the Lock
Head 1 Fault.

1361.

Indeed, the fact that the log for borehole NML-023 showed an RQD value of 100% at
foundation level may have contributed to Technos’ failure to interpret the anomalous zone in
the area of Lock Head 1 as a fault. Technos specifically states in its report that “[n]earby
borings were correlated with the data and used to aid the interpretation.” 1974 Furthermore, as
shown in Figure 4-68 above, Technos specifically mapped NML-023 onto its Figure 14
(which was then included on Plate 16) close to the relevant anomalous zone.1975

1362.

In respect of the Western Inlet Wing Wall Fault, borehole NML2-006 (annotated in yellow in
the figure above) does show a reduced RQD at foundation level, as well as the presence of a
“fracture zone”. 1976 However, the borehole log also states that the material at foundation level
is sound basalt of hardness RH-4. This is significantly different to the 30m wide fault zone

1972

Exhibit {C-488}, RFP (Final Version), GIR Appendix A, Plates 1-64 (selected Plates), p. 36, Plate
42A. See also the more detailed discussion of ACP’s RQD index in Section IV.B.4(b)(i)5 above.
Exhibit {C-933}, Selected Pacific Site Borehole Logs, p. 1 [pp. 1-11], NML-023. Indeed, the RQD
value is 100% from 8m above foundation level to over 30m below foundation level, except for a few
small zones where the RQD value is between 83% and 93%.
Exhibit {C-491}, Geophysical Investigation for the Third Set of Locks Project, Final Report, Technos
Inc., dated 22 September 2006, p. 17 [p. 8].
Exhibit {C-491}, Geophysical Investigation for the Third Set of Locks Project, Final Report, Technos
Inc., dated 22 September 2006, p. 78. See also Section IV.C.3(a).
Exhibit {C-933}, Selected Pacific Site Borehole Logs, p. 170 [p. 5], NML 2-006.

1973

1974

1975

1976
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made up of weak La Boca material that GUPC actually encountered,1977 which could not have
been foreseen from the information contained in borehole NML2-006.
1363.

Indeed, Plate 64 (shown below, with the approximate foundation level shown as a blue line)
demonstrates that ACP interpreted the conditions in this area as sound basalt. Importantly,
ACP’s interpretation of NML2-006 does not show the presence of any “fracture zone”.

Figure 4-69

Extract from Plate 64 – Longitudinal Section along West Wall (elevations
added) 1978

1364.

Furthermore, none of the other boreholes in the area of the Western Inlet Wing Wall Fault or
along the contact between basalt and La Boca show any evidence of faulting. Both boreholes
NML-017 and URS3-033, which (as shown on Figure 4-68) were close to NML2-006,
indicated sound basalt and a RQD of 100% at or close to the foundation elevation. 1979 In
addition, boreholes NML-015 and TP1C-029, both of which were drilled along the contact
between basalt and La Boca, show no evidence of faulting. 1980 It must also be remembered
that, as explained in Section IV.B.2(c), despite having had many years to investigate the Site
and study all of the relevant records, ACP did not interpret a fault zone or even a shear zone
in this area in the GIR.

1365.

In sum, the boreholes confirmed the information provided in the other Volume VI document
and ACP’s interpretation of the conditions in the GIR. Consequently, there was nothing in
the Volume VI documents that would have made the tenderers doubt ACP’s interpretation in
the GIR that the only fault zone in the LUC was the AFZ, or would have made the presence
of the Lock Head 1 Fault and the Western Inlet Wing Wall Fault foreseeable to a hypothetical

1977

See Section IV.B.3(b)(ii) above.
Exhibit {C-488}, RFP (Final Version), GIR Appendix A, Plates 1-64 (selected Plates), p. 59, Plate 64.
Exhibit {C-933}, Selected Pacific Site Borehole Logs, p. 186 [p. 6], NML-017; Exhibit {C-933},
Selected Pacific Site Borehole Logs, p. 207 [p. 10], URS3-033. Note that borehole URS3-033 does not
quite go deep enough to show the foundation level, as it stops at a depth of 1.43m PLD.
Exhibit {C-933}, Selected Pacific Site Borehole Logs, p. 209, NML-015; Exhibit {C-933}, Selected
Pacific Site Borehole Logs, p. 219 [p. 3], TP1C-029-I. Note that while borehole TP1C-029 shows a low
RQD value at foundation level (12%), this was expected as the borehole is located in the weak La Boca
material.

1978
1979

1980
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tenderer “exercising Prudent Industry Practices at the date established for the submission of
Tenders.” 1981
(iv)

The Volume VI documents confirmed ACP’s interpretation in the GIR and
did not make the conditions actually encountered by GUPC foreseeable

1366.

ACP’s interpretations in the GIR were based on the information from the GDR and previous
reports and previous analysis conducted by ACP and its consultants, which were provided in
Volume VI.

1367.

As explained in Section IV.B.4(a) above, the contractual test of Unforeseeability does not
and could not require the tenderers to undertake a detailed review of all aspects of the
Volume VI documents in order to re-interpret ACP’s interpretation of the conditions in the
GIR. Nonetheless, as has been clearly demonstrated, there were no substantial discrepancies
between the Volume VI documents and the GIR that could have alerted a tenderer to the
actual conditions encountered.

1368.

In particular, the Volume VI documents confirmed that:
a)

the basalt at and below foundation level outside of the AFZ was hard and strong and
that the laminations in the columnar basalt were rare, thus making it an excellent
foundation material;

b)

the only fault that crossed the LUC was the Aguadulce Fault Zone;

c)

the AFZ was made up of small, discrete and widely spaced shear zones, ranging in
size from 20cm to 2m, which were interspersed with areas of intact columnar and
massive basalt.

1369.

As a result, even if the tenderers had undertaken a detailed review of all of the Volume VI
documents in respect of the basalt reach of the PLE (which, for the avoidance of doubt, is not
a requirement of the contractual test of unforeseeability) the actual conditions encountered by
GUPC would not have been reasonably foreseeable.1982 This is confirmed by Mr. Shilston in
his report. 1983

1370.

Indeed, the fact that the Volume VI documents would not have assisted a hypothetical
tenderer to foresee the actual conditions at the time of the tender is demonstrated by the fact
that none of the tenderers, all of whom had access to the Volume VI documents, foresaw the
actual conditions, as explained below.

(c)

None of the tenderers foresaw the actual conditions

1371.

As discussed in Section I.C, in addition to GUPC, two other tenderers submitted bids for the
Project. BTM and C.A.N.A.L. were both multinational construction consortia made up of
respected and experienced EPC contractors. These successful companies employ some of the
world’s leading engineering professionals – the demands of the Third Set of Locks Project
would require nothing less. Indeed, ACP was clearly alive to the needs for such expertise

1981

Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of Contract, dated February 2009, p. 42 [p. 29], Section 1.1.6.42. See also
Section IV.B.4(a).
The actual conditions encountered by GUPC are described in detail in Section IV.B.3.
See Shilston(I), Chapter 6 {C-EX-5}, p. 47 [pp. 6-46, 6-50, and 6-53], paras. 148, 161, and 171; and
Shilston(I), Chapter 7 {C-EX-5}, p. 82 [p. 7-82], para. 176.

1982
1983
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when issuing its Request for Qualifications (the “RFQ”) on 27 August 2007. 1984 The RFQ
required a “Proposer” (an entity wishing to be considered as part of the ensuing procurement
process for the Project) to submit a “Statement of Qualification” to ACP specifying details
about its business in three key areas: (1) administrative and legal; (2) financial; and (3)
technical. 1985
1372.

In addition to stipulating that short-listed Proposers’ must have the requisite capabilities to
undertake the Project, ACP also was keen to ensure they were sufficiently experienced in the
construction industry, demanding that they demonstrate a minimum average annual revenue
of $2 billion from construction projects in the preceding ten years. 1986 On 14 December 2007,
each of BTM, C.A.N.A.L. and GUPC were certified by ACP as having met these qualifying
criteria.

1373.

Yet neither BTM nor C.A.N.A.L., as experienced and diligent tenderers provided with the
same information as GUPC, foresaw in their tender documentation the true adverse nature of
the conditions present in the basalt reach of the PLE. No accurate understanding of the actual
conditions that GUPC encountered in relation to the over-excavation or in any of the AFZ, the
Lock Head 1 Fault or the Western Inlet Wing Wall Fault is shown in either BTM or
C.A.N.A.L.’s tenders.

1374.

The fact that three consortia of internationally recognized and experienced contractors failed
to foresee the actual conditions that were encountered further demonstrates that the conditions
were Unforeseeable for the purposes of Sub-Clause 4.12 [Unforeseeable Physical
Conditions].
(i)

BTM did not foresee the actual conditions

1375.

BTM’s tender makes clear that it conducted an assessment of the geology of both the Atlantic
and Pacific Locks sites and considered any potential effect this could have had on its Tender
Design when stating as follows: 1987

1376.

Nevertheless, BTM failed to foresee the adverse conditions. In particular: (i) it did not predict
the true nature of the AFZ or the existence of the Lock Head 1 and Western Inlet Wing Wall
faults; (ii) it did not appreciate the need for a different lock wall design in the AFZ; and (iii)
its letters to ACP post-tender raised no concerns regarding GUPC’s Tender Design with
respect to the conditions in the basalt reach of the PLE.
1.

BTM did not predict the nature of the actual conditions in the basalt
reach of the PLE

1377.

In its assessment of the geology of the Pacific Locks site, 1988 BTM clearly set out that its
major concerns were not the AFZ or the general condition of the basalt in the PLE. Rather,

1984

Exhibit {C-943}, Request for Qualifications for the Design-Build of the Third Set of Locks Project,
dated 27 August 2007.
Exhibit {C-943}, Request for Qualifications for the Design-Build of the Third Set of Locks Project,
dated 27 August 2007, p. 23 [p. 23].
Exhibit {C-943}, Request for Qualifications for the Design-Build of the Third Set of Locks Project,
dated 27 August 2007, p. 30 [pp. 30-31], para. 16.5.
Exhibit {C-694}, BTM Tender: Binder 5b, dated 3 March 2009, p. 45 [p. 5C.2-1].

1985

1986

1987
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like GUPC, its concerns centered upon the Pedro Miguel Fault and the La Boca Formation.
Indeed, BTM’s tender makes only passing reference to the AFZ and does not explicitly
consider the design requirements for the AFZ at all. Nor does BTM make any mention of the
Lock Head 1 Fault or the Western Inlet Wing Wall fault. BTM’s tender describes the Pacific
Locks site in the following terms: 1989

1378.

This evaluation of the Pacific Locks site tallies with GUPC’s. Mr. Ottsen identifies the
design parameters for the weak La Boca material as one of GUPC’s key concerns during the
tender phase, whereas there was “nothing surprising” about ACP’s interpretation of the
foundation conditions in the basalt reach.1990

1379.

BTM’s consideration of the conditions in the AFZ is relegated to its tender’s appendices.1991
Here, BTM describes the AFZ as including “shear zones with [sic] 0.2 m to 2 m wide” 1992 as
well as “columnar and massive basalt” indicating that BTM’s analysis was consistent with
both ACP’s interpretation in the GIR and hence with GUPC’s tender interpretation. With
regard to foundation treatment in the AFZ, BTM merely states: 1993

1380.

Although the details in BTM’s tender are scant, these are typical “conventional foundation
treatments” of the type also foreseen by GUPC at tender stage for the small shear zones that it
expected to find in the AFZ. The foundation treatment measures proposed in BTM’s tender
would have been manifestly inadequate for the actual conditions encountered in the AFZ or
the other fault zones. 1994 Furthermore, there is no reference in BTM’s tender to either the
Lock Head 1 Fault or the Western Inlet Wing Wall Fault.

1381.

In addition, nothing in BTM’s tender indicates that it foresaw the potential for significant
over-excavation and the placing of large amounts of lean concrete outside of the AFZ.
Indeed, BTM describes the basalt in the PLE as “hard basalt rock that will be used to
manufacture aggregates for use in concrete and other applications.”1995 No mention is made
of the laminations in the basalt.

1988

Exhibit {C-694}, BTM Tender: Binder 5b, dated 3 March 2009, p. 46 [p. 5C.2-2].
Exhibit {C-694}, BTM Tender: Binder 5b, dated 3 March 2009, p. 46 [p. 5C.2-2].
Ottsen(I) {C-WS-17}, p. 12 [p. 7], para. 36.
Exhibit {C-944}, BTM Tender: Proposal for the Design and Construction of the Panama Canal Third
Set of Locks Project, Appendix B2-10: Excavation and Fill, dated 3 March 2009, p. 31 [p. 31].
Exhibit {C-944}, BTM Tender: Proposal for the Design and Construction of the Panama Canal Third
Set of Locks Project, Appendix B2-10: Excavation and Fill, dated 3 March 2009, p. 31 [p. 31].
Exhibit {C-944}, BTM Tender: Proposal for the Design and Construction of the Panama Canal Third
Set of Locks Project, Appendix B2-10: Excavation and Fill, dated 3 March 2009, p. 31 [p. 31].
See Section 2 below.
Exhibit {C-694}, BTM Tender: Binder 5b, dated 3 March 2009, p. 39 [p. 5C.1-1].

1989
1990
1991

1992

1993

1994
1995
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2.

BTM’s tender did not include a separate design for the lock walls in
the AFZ

1382.

Nowhere in BTM’s tender is there an alternative design of the monoliths in the AFZ. This
further demonstrates that BTM did not expect the geological conditions of the AFZ to be as
adverse as those actually encountered (which required a full scale redesign of the lock
monoliths, additional foundation treatment and a lateral supporting concrete strut across the
Chamber floor, as described in Section IV.D.1(c) below).

1383.

BTM’s tender put forward only a single model for the lock wall structure in the basalt reach.
It did not refine this model to take account of the expected conditions in the AFZ. Naturally,
no alternative design dealing with the conditions in the Western Inlet Wing Wall Fault or
Lock Head 1 Fault is provided by BTM given that those faults were unknown at tender stage.

Figure 4-70
1384.

BTM did, however, analyze the monoliths within the weaker La Boca reach, just as GUPC
did, and proposed further lateral foundation support for the monoliths to be installed in this
area, again demonstrating the La Boca Formation to be its more significant concern.

Figure 4-71

1996

1997

Extract from BTM’s tender 1996

Extract from BTM’s tender 1997

Exhibit {C-500}, BTM Tender: Appendix B2-4: Lock Wall Structures, dated 3 March 2009, p. 26 [p.
A12].
Exhibit {C-500}, BTM Tender: Appendix B2-4: Lock Wall Structures, dated 3 March 2009, p. 25 [p.
A11].
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3.

BTM’s letters to ACP post-tender raised no concerns regarding
GUPC’s Tender Design with respect to the conditions

1385.

The fact that BTM did not foresee the adverse conditions encountered by GUPC in the basalt
reach of the PLE is further underscored in two letters from BTM to ACP, both dated 28 July
2009, after the Contract had been awarded to GUPC. 1998 The letters seek to draw ACP’s
attention to parts of GUPC’s Tender Design with which BTM did not agree, after BTM was
given access to the tender documents following the awarding of the Project to GUPC.

1386.

The areas of concern articulated by BTM focus on a number of highly technical aspects of
GUPC’s Tender Design, such as the design of the Lock Gates and the Borinquen Dams. 1999
Evidently, BTM’s review of GUPC’s Tender Design was an in-depth and precise one. And
yet BTM’s letters contain no criticism of the adequacy of GUPC’s Tender Design with
respect to the conditions in the basalt reach of the PLE; no redesign of monoliths or additional
foundation treatment was forecast by BTM even at this post-tender stage.
(ii)

C.A.N.A.L. did not foresee the actual conditions

1387.

Similarly to BTM, C.A.N.A.L.’s tender gave little consideration to the AFZ or the potential
for over-excavation in the basalt reach outside of the fault zones in its assessment of the PLE.
Furthermore, C.A.N.A.L. failed to consider the associated consequences for the works
proposed in this area.

1388.

C.A.N.A.L.’s failure to foresee the true conditions in the basalt reach of the PLE is clear
given: (i) its reliance on information that was not included in the GIR, (ii) the fact it did not
predict the true nature of the basalt, and (iii) it did not foresee the scale of over-excavation
that would occur and the need for additional quantities of lean concrete in the basalt reach of
the PLE.
1.

C.A.N.A.L. relied on out of date information that was not included in
the GIR

1389.

C.A.N.A.L. did not properly predict the location and severity of each of the faults in the basalt
reach of the PLE. C.A.N.A.L.’s tender interpretation of the faults in the Upper Chamber (as
shown in the image below) differed slightly from that of GUPC. This differing interpretation
appears to have been based upon C.A.N.A.L.’s use of an interpretation provided by ACP in
January 2008 (Amendment 1, Plate 11) rather than the interpretation subsequently included in
the GIR and GIR Plates (which was relied on by GUPC) and C.A.N.A.L.’s failure to adapt its
interpretation as a result of this change.

1390.

A comparison between Amendment 1 Plate 11 and C.A.N.A.L.’s tender interpretation of the
faults at the Pacific Site is shown in Figure 36 below. The AFZ is circled in red, while the
Miraflores Fault is shown in blue.

1998

Exhibit {C-501}, Letter from Bechtel to ACP re: GUPC Rolling Gate Tender Design, dated 28 July
2009; Exhibit {C-502}, Letter from Bechtel to ACP re: GUPC Tender Review, dated 28 July 2009.
Exhibit {C-502}, Letter from Bechtel to ACP re: GUPC Tender Review, dated 28 July 2009.

1999
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Figure 4-72

Extracts from C.A.N.A.L.’s tender drawings and Plate 11 (annotated) 2000

1391.

ACP’s interpretation of the faults changed in April 2008 when Plate 11 was replaced by GIR
Plate 10. ACP’s final interpretation of these fault zones from Plate 10 is shown below (with
the same annotations used), demonstrating the differences in interpretation that C.A.N.A.L.
failed to take account of in its tender.

2000

Exhibit {C-945}, C.A.N.A.L. tender: Vol. V Part 5 B Design Reports - Approach Channels, Set of
Associated Drawings, dated March 2009, p. 45; Exhibit {C-946}, Plate 11 - Geological map with all
borings and new structures - Pacific Area (Original RFP), dated 14 December 2007.
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Figure 4-73

Extract from Plate 10 (annotated) 2001

1392.

Even though the apparent reliance on Amendment 1 Plate 11 led C.A.N.A.L. to interpret a
fault towards the upper part of the LUC close to Lock Head 1, this does not correspond with
the Lock Head 1 Fault that GUPC actually encountered. Furthermore, C.A.N.A.L.’s
interpretation of the AFZ cannot be used to determine the foreseeability of the Lock Head 1
Fault as a hypothetical tenderer “exercising Prudent Industry Practices” at “the date
established for submission of Tenders”, 2002 would not have based its interpretation of the AFZ
upon out-of-date and superseded information.

1393.

Additionally, C.A.N.A.L. does not show any appreciation of the Western Inlet Wing Wall
Fault and certainly does not demonstrate that it anticipated conditions that were as adverse as
those discovered by GUPC, either at the Lock Head 1 Fault or the Western Inlet Wing Wall
Fault.

1394.

This misunderstanding of the nature, location, and existence of the faults is symptomatic of
C.A.N.A.L.’s interpretation of the conditions in the basalt reach of the PLE being skewed by
inaccurate information initially provided by ACP and the repeated changes to the
geotechnical information that were made throughout the RFP process. Indeed, C.A.N.A.L.’s
analysis of the location of the AFZ does not match ACP’s interpretation, as provided in the
text of the GIR.

2001

Exhibit {C-947}, RFP Amendment 8, Plate 10.
Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of Contract, dated February 2009, p. 26 [p. 13], Section 1.1.6.42.

2002
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2.

C.A.N.A.L. did not predict the true nature of the basalt in the PLE

1395.

As well as faulting, C.A.N.A.L.’s tender also specifically considered the status of the “Basalt
Formation” 2003 (so termed) in the PLE: 2004

1396.

In its tender’s geotechnical assessment, C.A.N.A.L. contemplated the implications of the AFZ
and the status of the basalt reach generally for the foundations of the chambers and Lock
Heads, as follows: 2005

1397.

C.A.N.A.L. describes the “Basalt Formation” as a “good founding material”. While “the
presence of faults and shear zones”, including the AFZ, are recognized,2006 C.A.N.A.L.

2003

Defined as “[a]ll material described as sound rock on the borehole logs”; Exhibit {C-948}, C.A.N.A.L.
Tender: Vol V. Part 5 C.1 Design Report - Excavation and Fill, Main Text dated March 2009, p. 9 [p.
4].
Exhibit {C-948}, C.A.N.A.L. Tender: Vol V. Part 5 C.1 Design Report - Excavation and Fill, Main
Text dated March 2009, p. 14 [p. 9].
Exhibit {C-949}, C.A.N.A.L. Tender: Vol. V Part 5 C.2 Design Report, Geotechnical - Main Text
dated March 2009, p. 79 [p. 75].
Exhibit {C-949}, C.A.N.A.L. Tender: Vol. V Part 5 C.2 Design Report, Geotechnical - Main Text
dated March 2009, p. 79 [p. 75].

2004

2005

2006
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considered that such shear zones would have had a merely “local” effect on bearing capacity.
This clearly demonstrates that C.A.N.A.L. did not foresee the conditions within the AFZ to be
so severe as to require more than localized conventional foundation treatment of the kind also
foreseen in GUPC’s tender.
1398.

Further, like GUPC and BTM, C.A.N.A.L.’s structural drawings of the lock wall monoliths
only took account of a single basalt profile; they did not account for the extensive shearing
and faulting that was in fact present in the basalt reach of the PLE.

1399.

The following is a diagram of a typical section through the LUC taken from C.A.N.A.L.’s
tender:

Figure 4-74
1400.

Like the other tenderers, C.A.N.A.L. did provide a separate tender design accounting for the
weaker La Boca material in the LLC and the southern part of the LMC:

Figure 4-75

2007

Extract from C.A.N.A.L.’s tender 2007

Extract from C.A.N.A.L.’s tender 2008

Exhibit {C-503}, C.A.N.A.L. Tender: Vol V. Part 5 C.3 Design Report Structures, Set of associated
Pacific Drawings, Plan Number DR PCu CON 2 030, dated March 2009
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1401.

Like GUPC, C.A.N.A.L.’s tender design for the weaker La Boca reach incorporated a
concrete slab across the chamber floor to provide lateral support – required because of the
weaker foundation conditions in this area compared with the basalt reach.

1402.

In relation to foundation treatment, C.A.N.A.L. simply noted in relation to foundation
treatment that “[i]nspection of exposed foundations would be undertaken by a qualified
engineering geologist and any localized unsuitable material subject to treatment.”2009 The
lack of specificity in the “treatment” proposed by C.A.N.A.L. shows that it expected zones of
unsuitable material to be minor. Mere “treatment” of the vast shear zones that GUPC
encountered in the Aguadulce Fault Zone would have been wholly inadequate. In addition to
2m of lean concrete in the foundation of the monoliths, a lateral supporting concrete strut
across the chamber floor (similar to that required in the La Boca reach) was ultimately
required in the area of the AFZ (as described in more detail in Section IV.D.1 below).

1403.

It is notable that C.A.N.A.L.’s statement that the foundation level would be inspected and
“treatment” undertaken is far less detailed than GUPC’s own analysis at tender stage. As
Mr. Ottsen explains in his statement, GUPC’s tender specification envisaged equivalent levels
of “localized individual shear zones” in the PLE.2010 To deal with this problem, GUPC’s
tender proposed a series of specific and detailed foundation treatment methodologies to be
used in the PLE, namely dental excavation and stitch grouting. 2011

…

2008

2009

2010
2011

Exhibit {C-505}, C.A.N.A.L. Tender: Vol V. Part 5 C.3 Design Report Structures, Set of associated
Pacific Drawings, Plan Number DR PCI CON 2 050, dated March 2009.
Exhibit {C-949}, C.A.N.A.L. Tender: Vol. V Part 5 C.2 Design Report, Geotechnical - Main Text
dated March 2009, p. 79 [p. 75].
Ottsen(I) {C-WS-17}, p. 31 [pp. 26-28], paras. 92-95.
Exhibit {C-950}, GUPC tender: Specifications dated March 2009, p. 31, [p. 779]; Exhibit {C-950},
GUPC tender: Specifications dated March 2009, p. 796 [pp. 7-16, 23, 31]. [Emphasis added]
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3.

C.A.N.A.L. did not foresee the scale of over-excavation that occurred
and the need for additional quantities of lean concrete.

1404.

C.A.N.A.L.’s analysis of the quality of the basalt at and below foundation level was clearly
driven by ACP’s interpretation in the GIR and the information provided in the GDR, as
shown below. 2012

1405.

This demonstrates that C.A.N.A.L. expected to encounter medium hard to very hard (RH-3 to
RH-5) columnar basalt in the basalt reach of the PLE and that it would provide a “good
founding material”. 2013

1406.

As such, C.A.N.A.L.’s forecast of the conditions in the PLE did not correctly predict the true
extent of foundation treatment and lean concreting that GUPC had to carry out due to the
significant over-excavation that it encountered.
(iii)

GUPC, C.A.N.A.L., and BTM all made similar tender interpretations with
respect to the basalt reach of the PLE

1407.

C.A.N.A.L.’s tender interpretation of the geology of the PLE, like BTM’s and GUPC’s,
predicted conditions much less adverse than those that were actually encountered. In this
respect, all three tenderers produced a very similar analysis of the foundation conditions in the
basalt reach of the PLE. Neither C.A.N.A.L. nor BTM foresaw the true extent of the fault
zones or the over-excavation issues that were encountered in the basalt reach of the PLE.

1408.

The below figure compares the tender monolith design for the three tenderers in the LUC.
None of these designs would have worked with the actual conditions encountered in the AFZ:

2012

Exhibit {C-949}, C.A.N.A.L. Tender: Vol. V Part 5 C.2 Design Report, Geotechnical - Main Text
dated March 2009, p. 45, [p. 41].
Exhibit {C-949}, C.A.N.A.L. Tender: Vol. V Part 5 C.2 Design Report, Geotechnical - Main Text
dated March 2009, p. 79 [p. 75].

2013
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Figure 4-76
1409.

Comparison of tender monolith designs for LUC 2014

That GUPC, BTM and C.A.N.A.L. all came to similar conclusions in relation to the
conditions to be encountered at and below foundation level of the basalt reach of the PLE is
unsurprising. For the purpose of the contractual test of unforeseeability – and the Prudent
Industry Practices standard – all three tenderers comprise “international market leading EPC
contractor[s]”. 2015 All three tenderers were presented with the same deeply flawed GIR and
RFP process, and the same ancillary information in the Volume VI documents. And yet not
one of these “international market leading EPC contractor[s]” predicted the more adverse
conditions ultimately found in the basalt reach of the PLE. This demonstrates beyond all
doubt that the conditions encountered were Unforeseeable within the meaning of the Contract
and Panamanian law.

C.

ACP IS LIABLE FOR BREACHING ITS OBLIGATIONS UNDER PANAMANIAN LAW AND
THE CONTRACT AND FOR ITS GROSS NEGLIGENCE IN PREPARING THE RFP WHICH
RESULTED IN MATERIALLY INCORRECT INTERPRETATIONS OF THE FOUNDATION
CONDITIONS WITHIN THE BASALT REACH OF THE PLE

1410.

In addition to Claimants’ entitlements arising under Sub-Clause 4.12 [Unforeseeable
Conditions] of the Conditions of Contract, ACP is liable for its conduct in preparing the RFP
which breached its mandatory duties under Panamanian law and was, in any event, grossly
negligent. In particular, ACP is liable for the uncoordinated manner in which it compiled and
provided the geotechnical and geological data and its failure to implement proper quality
assurance and quality control (“QA/QC”) processes which led to the GIR and GIR Plates
containing inaccurate and misleading interpretations of the ground conditions in the basalt
reach of the PLE.

2014

Exhibit {C-951}, GUPC Tender Drawing S-P-315, dated March 2009; Exhibit {C-499}, BTM Tender:
Drawing Sheet S-110, dated 31 July 2008; Exhibit {C-503}, C.A.N.A.L. Tender: Vol V. Part 5 C.3
Design Report Structures, Set of associated Pacific Drawings, Plan Number DR PCu CON 2 030, dated
March 2009
Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of Contract, dated February 2009, p. 22 [p. 9], Section 1.1.5.25.

2015
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1.

Overview of ACP’s obligations under Panamanian law and the Contract
with respect to the preparation of the RFP and the provision of
geological and geotechnical data

(a)

ACP’s statutory duties under Panamanian law

1411.

As explained in the legal opinion of Dr. Hoyos and above, ACP had to comply with several
mandatory statutory duties under Panamanian law, both before and during the tender period.
In particular, the principles of economy, responsibility, and transparency that apply to ACP
by virtue of ACP’s Regulation and Panamá’s General Public Procurement Law (Law 22)
required ACP: (i) to plan for the Project in a diligent and timely manner; and (ii) to inform the
tenderers in a non-ambiguous, non-confusing, and complete manner (see Section II above).

1412.

First, ACP had a legal duty to plan for the Project in a diligent and timely manner. As
previously explained, this duty entails the preparation of all the studies required to serve as a
basis for the preparation of reliable and complete tender documents and the budget for the
Project. This means that ACP was required to undertake sufficient investigations and analysis
to properly understand the geological conditions at the Pacific Site and the impact they would
have upon the cost of the Project. This was particularly important given that the tenderers did
not have sufficient time during the tender period to determine for themselves all of the
geological conditions relevant to costing their tender designs.

1413.

Second, ACP had a legal duty to inform the tenderers of relevant information in a nonambiguous, non-confusing, and complete manner. This duty required ACP to: (i) provide in
the RFP the data in its possession that is relevant for the tenderers to assess the characteristics
of the Project and the risks undertaken; and (ii) diligently verify the information that it
delivers to the tenderers in order to ensure that this information is accurate and adequately
supported. Accordingly, ACP is prohibited from withholding any relevant geological and
geotechnical data from the tenderers, particularly data obtained from investigations carried
out in the area where the new Pacific Locks would be built. This duty also required ACP to
perform a proper QA/QC review of the data collected at the Site, in order to resolve any
inconsistencies and inaccuracies and to ensure that any interpretations provided were coherent
and accurate (taking into account all available data), consistent with industry practice.

(b)

ACP’s breaches also constitute gross negligence under Panamanian law

1414.

As further explained below, ACP’s breaches of its duties were so egregious that they also
constitute gross negligence for the purposes of Panamanian civil law. The relevant standard
for gross negligence under Panamanian law is explained in Section II.B.3(c) above. In sum,
gross negligence is defined by the Panamanian Civil Code as falling below the standard that
“even negligent people with little prudence generally employ in their own affairs”. 2016 In this
context, ACP’s conduct must be measured against the level of care expected from a
hypothetical person in the same position as ACP, i.e., a sophisticated public entity in charge
of a multi-billion dollar infrastructure project of significant technical complexity.

1415.

As explained previously, limitations and exclusions of ACP’s liability are unenforceable in
case of gross negligence. 2017 In the event that the Tribunal were to find that ACP’s conduct
was negligent (but not grossly negligent), ACP would still be liable because there is no clause
in the Contract that insulates ACP from liability for negligence pursuant to Panamanian civil
law in connection with the foundation conditions of the PLE.

2016

{C-LA-1}, Civil Code of Panama (updated), dated 22 August 1916, p. 1 [p. 1], Article 34-C.
Section II.

2017
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(c)

ACP’s contractual duties pursuant to Sub-Clause 4.10 [Site Data]

1416.

As set out above, Sub-Clause 4.10 [Site Data] of the Conditions of Contract imposes certain
obligations on ACP with respect to the provision of site data, consistent with ACP’s statutory
duties under Panamanian law.

1417.

Sub-Clause 4.10.1 of the Conditions of Contract required ACP to provide GUPC with the
GIR and “certain other data”, including geotechnical boring cores and information on subsurface physical conditions. This provision must be construed in light of ACP’s mandatory
duties under Panamanian law, meaning that ACP had a duty to provide GUPC with the
geotechnical data in its possession that was relevant to the Project.

1418.

Importantly, pursuant to Sub-Clause 4.10.3, ACP specifically warranted the “sufficiency,
suitability and completeness” of its “geotechnical characterization and interpretation” in the
GIR (including the GIR Plates) of the physical conditions “to be encountered at and below the
Foundation Level of each Lock Structure” in the “area inside the footprint of each Lock
Structure”. It cannot be disputed that the foundation conditions in the PLE fall within the
express scope of ACP’s warranty.
*

1419.

*

*

As detailed below, ACP breached its duties under both Panamanian law and the Contract:
a) ACP failed to plan for the Project in a diligent and timely manner, as required by
Panamanian law; in particular, ACP failed properly to investigate and analyze the
geological and geotechnical conditions in the PLE and failed to properly coordinate
the work being undertaken by its various consultants (Section 2);
b) ACP failed to inform the tenderers about the foundation conditions in the PLE in a
non-ambiguous, non-confusing, and complete manner, as required by Panamanian
law and Sub-Clause 4.10 of the Conditions of Contract. In particular, ACP failed to
verify the accuracy and consistency of the data it provided by failing to implement an
appropriate QA/QC procedure, and ACP improperly withheld the results of the
paleoseismic investigations in the Aguadulce Fault Zone (Section 3);
c) The GIR and GIR Plates prepared by ACP were inaccurate and misleading, as well as
insufficient, unsuitable, and incomplete, in breach of ACP’s obligations under
Panamanian law and Sub-Clause 4.10 of the Conditions of Contract (Section 4).

1420.

Moreover, ACP’s conduct fell so far below the expected standard that it constitutes gross
negligence under Panamanian law. As discussed below, even a negligent public entity in the
position of ACP would have exercised a higher level of care than ACP did in relation to the
preparation of the geological and geotechnical data in the RFP.
2.

ACP failed properly to investigate and analyze the geological conditions
in the PLE

1421.

It is not disputed that ACP and its external consultants conducted extensive geological and
geotechnical investigations at the Pacific Site in preparation for the Project.2018 But, it is now
apparent that in breach of its mandatory duties under Panamanian law, ACP failed to manage

2018

According to ACP, the studies and investigations that it performed in preparation for the Project
constituted an “extensive and complete research program, without precedent in Canal history”. See
Exhibit {C-23}, ACP Proposal for the Expansion of the Panama Canal: Third Set of Locks Project,
dated 24 April 2006, p. 23 [p. 15].
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or coordinate the investigations in the manner required of a sophisticated employer tendering
a multi-billion dollar project.
1422.

When considering these issues, an important distinction must be made between the
obligations and resources of ACP and the tenderers. As explained in Section IV.B.4(a), the
Contract does not require the tenderers to reinterpret all of the geological and geotechnical
information contained in the RFP or to second-guess ACP’s interpretations in the GIR.
Indeed, as Mr. Ottsen confirms in his statement, it would have been impossible for the
tenderers to undertake such an exercise in the time available for them to fully develop and
cost their tender designs. 2019

1423.

By contrast, ACP had a very substantial period of time to investigate the Pacific Site and to
review and interpret its consultants’ reports, the borehole cores and logs, and the vast body of
historical information that was provided in the RFP (as well as information that was
improperly withheld from the RFP). ACP had unfettered discretion to determine when it had
undertaken sufficient investigations to comply with its obligations.

1424.

As explained below, the data that was collected by ACP – albeit voluminous – was
insufficient for the purpose of determining accurately the critical aspects of the rock mass and
faulting conditions in the PLE, as several of ACP’s consultants indicated at the time
(Section (a)). Furthermore, the data was not properly analyzed or even considered by ACP
and its consultants (Section (b)).

(a)

1425.

ACP did not sufficiently investigate the faulting and rock mass
conditions in the PLE and failed to follow the advice of several
experienced international consultants

This Section addresses the numerous recommendations made by ACP’s consultants during
the pre-tender and tender period regarding the necessity to conduct further investigations. By
failing to follow the majority of these recommendations, ACP breached its statutory duty to
plan for the Project in a diligent and timely manner.
(i)

CPP’s recommendations (August 2006)

1426.

As previously mentioned, ACP tasked one of its consultants, CPP, with analyzing the
geological and geotechnical data collected in the area of the new Pacific Locks and the
1939 excavation. In the conclusion to its report dated August 2006, CPP recommended that
ACP should conduct further investigations, including targeted drilling in the faults and
contact zones, geophysical surveys to identify targets for future drilling, as well as
electromagnetic profiling, seismic tomography, geo-mechanical testing, shear testing, and
index tests: 2020

2019

Ottsen(I) {C-WS-17}, p. 10 [p. 5], para. 22: “In view of the quantity of geotechnical information and
the limited time available to produce the tender design, it would have been a near-impossible
undertaking to review all of the available information and come up with a comprehensive, independent
interpretation of the ground conditions at the Pacific and Atlantic Sites.”
Exhibit {C-493}, CPP Report on Geotechnical Analysis and Alternative Construction Methodologies
for Third Set of Locks, TO2-TaskA-COB-R002-RevC, dated 28 August 2006, p. 50 [p. 46], Section 8.
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1427.

Thus, according to CPP, additional investigations were required to properly determine the
location and extent of fault zones and contact zones between basalt and La Boca Formation,
as well as the rock mass conditions in these zones. These aspects of the geology of the
Pacific Site were critical to the overall design and cost of the Project as any prudent employer
would have known. Indeed, it appears that ACP was itself aware of the importance of these
issues, as it had gone to the effort and expense of undertaking the initial investigations.

1428.

However, ACP appears negligently to have ignored most of CPP’s recommendations. A
geophysical survey was carried out in 2006 (by Technos), but ACP did not conduct any
further drilling or testing in the fault and contact zones in the PLE after CPP issued its report
in August 2006.

1429.

Indeed, based on information provided in the GDR,2021 it appears that most of the relevant
boreholes drilled by ACP in the PLE were drilled in 2001 (TP1/2 and TP1C2/2C boreholes),
2005 (NML boreholes) and May/June 2006 (NML2 boreholes), 2022 i.e., before CPP issued its
report (however, as discussed below, it is unclear whether CPP was provided with the data

2021

See Exhibit {C-685}, RFP Amendment 8, Geotechnical Data Report (final version) dated May 2008, p.
11 [p. 11], Section 1.3.
Exhibit {C-685}, RFP Amendment 8, Geotechnical Data Report (final version) dated May 2008, p. 12
[p. 11].

2022
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from the NML2 series boreholes as no mention is made of this series of boreholes in CPP’s
report).
(ii)
1430.

Technos’s recommendations (September 2006)

To recall, Technos conducted geophysical studies in the Pacific Locks area and issued its
report in September 2006. 2023 As discussed above, Technos identified two zones of
“anomalously slow (weak) rock” in the LUC, which were regrouped together in “Anomalous
Area #2”. However Technos only associated one of these zones with a “possible fault” (the
Aguadulce Fault), as shown on GIR Plate 14:

Figure 4-77

Extracts of GIR Plate 14 2024

1431.

In its “conclusions and recommendations” for the new Pacific Locks, Technos specifically
advised ACP to drill “new” boreholes at the positions of “possible faults” and to
geophysically log all borings in order “to obtain high-resolution vertical profiles of physical
properties” with specific reference to the anomalous zones: 2025

2023

Exhibit {C-491}, Geophysical Investigation for the Third Set of Locks Project, Final Report, Technos
Inc., dated 22 September 2006.
Exhibit {C-488}, RFP (Final Version), GIR Appendix A, Plates 1-64 (selected Plates), p. 8, Plate 14.
Exhibit {C-491}, Geophysical Investigation for the Third Set of Locks Project, Final Report, Technos
Inc., dated 22 September 2006, p. 55 [p. 46].

2024
2025
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1432.

However, no such further drilling and logging were carried out by ACP after Technos’s report
was issued. This is evident from an analysis of “Anomalous Area #2” on GIR Plate 14:

Figure 4-78

Extract from GIR Plate 14 2026

1433.

With respect to the zone of “anomalously slow (weak) rock” corresponding to the Aguadulce
Fault Zone (the blue honeycomb shape on the right), the above figure shows that the
boreholes drilled in that zone are of the TP1C, NML and NML2 series, meaning they were
drilled in 2001, 2005, and May/June 2006, respectively. This indicates that no further
boreholes were drilled in the Aguadulce Fault Zone after Technos issued its report in
September 2006, contrary to its recommendations.

2026

Exhibit {C-488}, RFP (Final Version), GIR Appendix A, Plates 1-64 (selected Plates), p. 8, Plate 14.
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1434.

Regarding the second anomalous zone included in Anomalous Area #2 (the blue honeycomb
shape on the left), which is located approximately between Stations 6P+800 and 6P+900
(more or less where GUPC encountered the Lock Head 1 Fault), the only borehole drilled in
that zone is an M-series borehole dating from the 1940s. ACP did not drill a single borehole
in that zone, either before or after Technos’s report. Even though Technos did not identify
any “possible fault” in that location, a prudent and diligent employer would have investigated
that area further to understand the reason for the anomaly.

1435.

ACP’s failure to follow Technos’ advice and investigate the potential issues that Technos had
identified, like its failure to follow CPP’s recommendations, demonstrates ACP’s gross
disregard for its mandatory duty to plan for the Project in a diligent and timely manner.
(iii)

ECI’s recommendations (February/April 2008)

1436.

Between 2005 and 2010, ACP engaged Earth Consultants International (“ECI”), an American
geological consulting company, to carry out paleoseismic investigations of certain faults in
Panamá to determine their seismic activity. Further details of ECI’s work for ACP are
provided in the witness statement of Mr. Eldon Gath, the President of ECI who was also the
Project Manager for all of ECI’s investigations in Panama. 2027

1437.

As Mr. Gath explains, one of the faults investigated by ECI was the Aguadulce Fault. In
February 2008, ECI excavated five trenches in the area that had been mapped by ACP as the
Aguadulce Fault. Although ECI was able to determine that the Aguadulce Fault was likely
not active, 2028 ECI found indications that there could be another major fault at the southern
end of the area. In particular, ECI found the presence of La Boca Formation faulted against
basalt, whereas none of ACP’s mapping had showed the presence of La Boca in that area.2029

1438.

ECI’s findings and recommendations were issued in April 2008 (although, as further
discussed in Section IV.C.3(b) below, ACP withheld ECI’s report from the RFP documents).
Mr. Gath explains that ECI recommended ACP to commission further investigations: “[w]e
suggested that further investigations be carried out to determine whether there were other
fault strands further to the east that would be exposed during construction of the new lock
chambers”. 2030 In ECI’s view, there remained an important seismic hazard in relation to the
Aguadulce Fault Zone and it was important to conduct further investigations before
excavation started: 2031

2027

Gath(I) {C-WS-24}, p. 4 [pp. 1-19], para. 6 and sections II-IV.
Gath(I) {C-WS-24}, p. 17 [pp. 14 and 21], paras. 47 and 69; Exhibit {C-763}, Earth Consultants
International Report (ECI Project No. 2708.05), Appendix E on “Assessment of Activity of the
Aguadulce Fault”, dated 4 April 2008, p. 13 [p. E-13].
Gath(I) {C-WS-24}, p. 17 [p. 14], para. 50.; Exhibit {C-763}, Earth Consultants International Report
(ECI Project No. 2708.05), Appendix E on “Assessment of Activity of the Aguadulce Fault”, dated 4
April 2008, p. 5 [p. E-5].
Gath(I) {C-WS-24}, p. 17 [p. 14], para. 50.
Exhibit {C-757}, Earth Consultants International Report (ECI Project No. 2708.05), "Quantitative
Characterization of the Pedro Miguel Fault, Determination of Recency of Activity on the Miraflores
Fault, and Detailed Mapping of the Active Faults Through the Proposed Borinquén Dam Location",
dated 31 January 2008, p. 86 [p. 79].

2028

2029

2030
2031
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1439.

ECI therefore recommended the following additional investigations: 2032

1440.

No such further investigation of the Aguadulce Fault Zone was performed by ACP. 2033

1441.

Furthermore, as Mr. Gath explains in his witness statement, there was also little coordination
between ACP’s various consultants. Mr. Gath stated that he was unaware of the work carried
out by CPP in Panama at the time, 2034 and that his first interaction with Technos was the result
of a chance meeting:
“During this period, we became aware – by coincidence – that Technos, Inc.
(“Technos”) had been performing geophysical investigations in the same
area to characterize the subsurface geology, including faults. My team ran
into the team from Technos because they were sharing adjoining apartment
buildings. This led to a brief review of the 2006 Technos report with respect
to assisting our regional fault assessments. In the spring of 2007, I came

2032

2033
2034

Exhibit {C-763}, Earth Consultants International Report (ECI Project No. 2708.05), Appendix E on
“Assessment of Activity of the Aguadulce Fault”, dated 4 April 2008, p. 21 [p. E-21].
Gath(I) {C-WS-24}, p. 18 [pp. 15 and 21-22], paras. 51 and 69-73.
Gath(I) {C-WS-24}, p. 28 [p. 25], para. 82.
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across the Technos team in a restaurant in Panama and we discussed the
work that they had just performed. Some of this work was in response to our
2006 review comments, and had been designed, in part, to supplement our
work, but we had never been made aware of their contract. The next
morning they came with us to look at some of our newest Pedro Miguel fault
trenches in Cocoli, before they flew home that afternoon. The Technos team
also gave us a copy of their report to review. Ideally, we would have
coordinated the work we were doing with Technos but there was no attempt
on the ACP side to arrange such coordination.” 2035
1442.

As further discussed below, Mr. Gath also explains that, in his view, “ACP had begun its
geotechnical and paleoseismic investigations too late to meet the ambitious deadlines it had
set itself”, in particular the “very tight deadline for the RFP to be issued”. 2036

1443.

Thus, in the eyes of ACP’s own consultants, ACP’s investigations were poorly managed,
insufficient, and incomplete. ACP failed to take the advice provided by its consultants with
respect to the further investigations that were required to properly define the geological
conditions before the Project commenced. In short, ACP failed to manage and/or coordinate
the geotechnical investigations with the level of skill and care expected of a prudent and
diligent employer and thus breached its obligations under the Contract and Panamanian law to
prepare the RFP in a proper and timely manner. 2037

(b)

The available geological data was not properly considered or analyzed
by ACP and its consultants

1444.

Despite the fact that ACP had collected a large volume of data, it appears that significant parts
of this data were not properly taken into account by ACP and its consultants when assessing
the geological conditions in the PLE. In particular, it appears that CPP – who was
specifically tasked with analyzing the geological and geotechnical data for the area of the new
Pacific Locks, and whose report formed the basis of the GDR and GIR – did not take into
account all of the available data relevant to the faulting and rock mass conditions in the PLE.

1445.

In its report dated August 2006, 2038 CPP indicated that it had used part of the 2001 and 2005
campaign results – i.e., the NML series and the TP1, TP2, TP1C, and TP2C series boreholes.
However, CPP does not make any reference to the NML2 series boreholes, which were
drilled in May and June 2006 and should therefore have been made available to CPP before it
issued its final revised and amended report in August 2006: 2039

2035

Gath(I) {C-WS-24}, p. 7 [p. 4], para. 17. [Emphasis added]
Gath(I) {C-WS-24}, p. 8 [p. 5], para. 22.
Shilston(I), Chapter 6 {C-EX-5}, p. 73 [p. 6-72], paras. 247-250.
See Exhibit {C-493}, CPP Report on Geotechnical Analysis and Alternative Construction
Methodologies for Third Set of Locks, TO2-TaskA-COB-R002-RevC, dated 28 August 2006.
Exhibit {C-493}, CPP Report on Geotechnical Analysis and Alternative Construction Methodologies
for Third Set of Locks, TO2-TaskA-COB-R002-RevC, dated 28 August 2006, p. 5 [p. 1], Section 1.

2036
2037
2038

2039
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1446.

Figure 4-79 below highlights the relevant NML2 boreholes in the PLE that were drilled in
May/June 2006 but were not considered in CPP’s analysis (they are circled in pink and
purple).

Figure 4-79

Extract from GIR Plate 42A (annotated) 2040

1447.

Five of these NML2 boreholes (NML2-7, NML2-8, NML2-9, NML2-10, and NML2-14,
circled in pink in the above figure) provide useful information because they were “oriented”
using borehole image processing system (BIPS). 2041 As explained in the GDR, the BIPS
system captures images in boreholes with a camera (Televiewer data), and “provides a high
resolution analysis of fractures and any other feature inside a borehole. The system measures
dip angles, directions of bedding and joint planes, as well as other geological analysis, in a
boreholes filled with air or clear fluids.” 2042 The core orientation logs were issued in
July 2006, and should also have been made available to CPP, but there is no mention of them
in the CPP Report.

1448.

Moreover, as the above figure shows, the NML2 campaign included several boreholes in the
Aguadulce Fault Zone and near the contact between basalt and La Boca in the northern part of
the PLE, and so would have been especially useful for CPP to assess the conditions in the
fault zones and contact zones in the PLE. Given the high relevance of the NML2 boreholes, it

2040

Exhibit {C-488}, RFP (Final Version), GIR Appendix A, Plates 1-64 (selected Plates), p. 36, Plate
42A.
See Exhibit {C-952}, Core Orientation Boreholes NML2 PAC2 Miraflores Pacific, dated July 2006.
Exhibit {C-685}, RFP Amendment 8, Geotechnical Data Report (final version) dated May 2008, p.
125 [p. 125], Section 6.4.1.5.2.

2041
2042
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is unclear why CPP did not take them into account in its geotechnical analysis of the Pacific
Site.
1449.

If CPP’s work had already been substantially completed before the NML2 series boreholes
were available, a prudent employer would have requested an update of the CPP Report to take
account of the NML2 boreholes. If ACP failed to request such an update, it became
incumbent on ACP to properly interpret CPP’s analysis together with the new data from the
NML2 series boreholes when compiling the GIR. ACP manifestly failed to perform that role.
The GIR contains references to the NML, TP1, TP1C, TP2, and TP2C series of boreholes, but
does not refer to any of the NML2 boreholes. 2043

1450.

What is more, based on Section 2 of the CPP Report entitled “Available Documents and
Relevant Data”, 2044 ACP appears to have withheld from CPP the historical reports and
extensive data collected by the Americans as part of the 1939 expansion project. As
Mr. Shilston explains in his expert report, a comprehensive review of the photographs of the
1939 excavation and the pre-1939 topography, in particular, would have been useful for the
purposes of assessing the geomorphology, the structural geology, and the rock mass
conditions at the Pacific Site. 2045

1451.

A review of the CPP Report therefore suggests that CPP was not provided with all of the
relevant data – in particular the historical data and reports and the most recent borehole data
and core orientation data from the NML2 borehole campaign. This was a serious omission on
the part of ACP, which had wider ramifications for the Project.

1452.

In sum, ACP’s investigation of the faulting in the PLE was inadequate in many respects.
Several experienced international consultants hired by ACP during the pre-tender and tender
period consistently recommended that further investigations be performed at the location of
possible faults in the PLE. Yet, ACP repeatedly ignored their advice and issued the RFP
before the investigations were complete. Furthermore, it appears that ACP’s consultants (in
particular CPP) were not provided with all of the available data, and that there was poor
coordination between ACP’s different consultants.

1453.

These errors were compounded by ACP when it prepared its GIR in 2008. It is clear that
much of ACP’s interpretation of the geological conditions in the GIR was simply lifted
wholesale from the 2006 CPP Report, without any critical analysis of CPP’s findings, without
updating the analysis to take account of the NML2 series boreholes,2046 and without any
proper QA/QC process being undertaken to ensure that the interpretation that ACP provided
to the tenderers was accurate.

1454.

Again, ACP’s conduct clearly breached the mandatory requirements of Panamanian law
requiring it to properly plan and prepare the RFP. Furthermore, ACP’s behavior failed to
meet the most elementary standards of care for an employer tendering a multi-billion dollar
construction project and thus amount to grossly negligent conduct. The result of ACP’s
breaches was that the tenderers received incomplete, inaccurate, and misleading information
in the RFP.

2043

Exhibit {C-490}, RFP Amendment 15, Volume VII, Part 1 - Geotechnical Interpretive Report (final
version), dated August 2008.
Exhibit {C-493}, CPP Report on Geotechnical Analysis and Alternative Construction Methodologies
for Third Set of Locks, TO2-TaskA-COB-R002-RevC, dated 28 August 2006, p. 6 [pp. 2-3], Section 2.
Shilston(I), Chapter 6 {C-EX-5}, p. 56 [p. 6-55], para. 182; see also Section 4 below.
See Section IV.C.2(b) above.

2044

2045
2046
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3.

ACP failed to compile the geological data for the RFP in a complete and
diligent manner

(a)

The extensive amount of geological data collected by ACP was provided
to the tenderers without having been subject to proper quality control

1455.

In accordance with its duties under Panamanian law, ACP should have properly analyzed and
understood the results of the various different geotechnical investigations before releasing an
RFP to the tenderers that contained a coherent synthesis of the information collated.

1456.

As detailed in Mr. Gath’s statement, over the course of five years, he and his company (ECI)
performed several investigations for ACP’s Engineering Division, carrying out extensive field
work in Panamá and issuing multiple reports for ACP. 2047 In that context, Mr. Gath had
numerous interactions with ACP’s engineers and geologists who were working on compiling
the data for the Canal Expansion Project, and met on several occasions with ACP’s Seismic,
Geotechnical, Paleoseismic and Structural Advisory Boards, and with ACP’s Board of
Directors. 2048

1457.

During a brief period in 2007, Mr. Gath also provided geological consulting services to
CH2M Hill, ACP’s Program Management Consultant for the Third Set of Locks Project, with
a view to performing a QA/QC role with respect to the geological data that was to be
provided by ACP to the tenderers. 2049 Mr. Gath therefore had many opportunities to observe
the manner in which ACP and its consultants were preparing the geological data for the
Project.

1458.

It is clear from Mr. Gath’s statement that the whole process of developing the geological
information in the RFP was rushed and that, as such, ACP failed to undertake the necessary
quality control checks on the information that it would eventually provide to the tenderers. In
particular, ACP’s investigations were not commenced sufficiently early, and the RFP was not
ready by the time it was issued to the tenderers in December 2007.2050 As Mr. Gath explains:
“At that time [October 2007], there was a very tight deadline for the RFP to
be issued and it was clear to me that the deadline was unrealistic because
significant seismic design issues had not yet been resolved, and much of the
compilation and verification of the geotechnical data remained to be done.
ACP had begun its geotechnical and paleoseismic investigations too late to
meet the ambitious deadlines it had set itself.”2051

1459.

To recall, 2052 ACP is required by mandatory provisions of Panamanian law to prepare the RFP
documents in a proper and timely manner and to provide the tenderers with information that is
accurate, complete, and not misleading. However, in the course of ECI’s assignments,
Mr. Gath realized that, due to time constraints, ACP had not properly reviewed, checked, or

2047

Gath(I) {C-WS-24}, p. 4 [p. 1], para. 6.
Gath(I) {C-WS-24}, p. 4 [p. 1], paras. 6 and 38.
Gath(I) {C-WS-24}, p. 7 [pp. 4-9], paras. 18-36.
For example, Part 3 of the Employer’s Requirements provided with the initial RFP in December 2007
contained a placeholder stating that “[t]he criteria indicated in this section are to be considered
preliminary and will be confirmed and updated based on the results of ongoing studies, prior to issuing
the final RFP conceptual design for Dams 2E, 1W and 2W. The conceptual design (drawings and
performance requirements is expected to be ready in April 08.” Exhibit {C-483}, Volume II,
Employer’s Requirements in original RFP, dated December 2007, p. 1246 [p. 8], Section 2.1.
Gath(I) {C-WS-24}, p. 8 [p. 5], para. 22.
See Section II.

2048
2049
2050
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analyzed the geotechnical and geological data that was to be provided to the tenderers in the
RFP. Mr. Gath describes ACP’s overall approach to handling the geology as follows:
“It seemed that there was no time to review, check or analyze the enormous
amount of geotechnical and geological data that had been collected by ACP
and its various consultants. Accordingly, the philosophy within ACP
(according to Max De Puy [ACP’s Head of Geotechnical Branch] and Joe
Cazares [CH2M Hill’s Assistant Program Manager]) was to just give the
tenderers all of the data that ACP had obtained and allow them to sort
through it. In my opinion, the approach taken by ACP was flawed because
providing too much unsorted data that has not been subject to an appropriate
QA/QC process is worse than providing no data at all.” 2053
1460.

It is thus clear that, rather than perform a proper synthesis of the data it had collected, ACP
decided to dump the unsorted data on the tenderers and sought to exclude any liability for
inaccuracies in the data (in breach of its duties under mandatory principles of Panamanian
law). However, as explained in Section IV.B.4(a)(ii) above, ACP’s attempt to transfer the
risk of errors in the unsorted data onto the contractor failed. In particular, GUPC requested
that ACP provide its own interpretation of the geological conditions of the Site upon which
the tenderers could base their technical and price proposals. 2054

1461.

Faced with the request for an interpretation of the geological information ACP was forced to
change course. However, rather than produce an accurate, sufficient, suitable, and complete
interpretation of the geological information available to it, as required by its obligations under
the Contract and Panamanian law,2055 ACP chose to produce a rushed and badly flawed GIR
(as further discussed in Section 4 below).

1462.

As noted in Mr. Gath’s witness statement, it was clear to him, in his role as a consultant to
ACP, that ACP did not have the internal resources to properly check and analyze the
information that it had gathered or to prepare the GIR and the GIR Plates correctly (although
this lack of capacity could not have been known to the tenderers). 2056 In particular, Mr. Gath
noted that ACP had prepared interpretive geological cross-sections using automated software
without the results being properly checked by a suitably qualified geologist. Mr. Gath
highlighted the risks of this approach in an email to CH2M Hill (ACP’s Program
Management Consultant) in October 2007:
“Pastora presented me with a huge role of geological cross sections through
and along the Borinquen Dam and other check, saddle, and coffer dams.
These have essentially been prepared by Max’s engineers based on the
borings Pastora's geologists have prepared, and on the automation inherent in
their Cadd software. It is an impressive system, but it does correlate things
automatically according to how the logs are entered, and I strongly encourage
that they should be reviewed by a geologist who is independent of the data,
and can give it a fresh look. There are a lot of faults shown, some bedrock
correlations look suspicious, and some of the contacts within our trenching
areas are clearly inaccurate.” 2057

2053
2054
2055
2056
2057

Gath(I) {C-WS-24}, p. 8 [p. 5], para. 22. [Emphasis added]
Exhibit {C-30}, Letter from GUPC to ACP, dated 31 January 2008, p. 4 [p. 4], para. 16.
See Section II.
Gath(I) {C-WS-24}, p. 10 [p. 7], para. 29.
Exhibit {C-761}, Email from Eldon Gath to Joseph Cazares, dated 20 October 2007, p. 2 [pp. 2-4],
item 4. [Emphasis added]
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1463.

Mr. Gath also specifically highlighted the issues with errors in ACP’s interpretive geological
sections in a follow-up email to Ms. Pastora Franceschi (ACP’s Chief Geologist):
“What I saw in the sections that I looked at were faults that were all shown
as nearly vertical, and that might not have been faults had we actually known
the dip angle of the bedrock stratigraphy. The bedrock is generally shown as
flat, while we know that the La Boca where we trenched is about 35 degrees,
and maybe there are some dips from the cores that can also be used. The
difference between flat and 35 degrees is a slope failure. Yes, the sections
can and probably are 90% correct, but that last 10%, if in the wrong place,
can result in millions of dollars of claims by the contractor.” 2058

1464.

In addition to his concerns about the accuracy of ACP’s interpretive sections, Mr. Gath had
doubts about the accuracy of ACP’s logging of the borehole cores, which were similarly
communicated to CH2M Hill in October 2007: 2059
“I actually strongly encourage an even more rigorous review, involving at
least a random sampling program of comparing the cores to the logs just to
get a feeling for the validity of the logs. The three cores that I reviewed
resulted in some changes to all three logs, and changes that were agreed to as
necessary and important by Pastora and two of her staff. Now of course,
those three were particularly contentious, and they might not all be so
difficult, but who can say without looking? If you too agree that a more
detailed QA review program is necessary, then it could easily be $100-150K.
But, that compared to the magnitude of changed conditions claims...?”

1465.

As evidenced by emails exchanged in August 2008 between Mr. Gath and Ms. Franceschi,
“huge mistakes” were still being found in the borehole logs, 2060 some nine months after the
RFP process had been commenced and after several different revisions of the GIR had
already been provided to the tenderers.

1466.

The borehole logs had, of course, been relied on by ACP’s various consultants (such as CPP
and Technos). Accordingly, errors in the logging of those cores could have had an enormous
effect on the interpretation of ground conditions provided to the tenderers. It seems, for
example, that Technos did not interpret a fault in the area of the LH1 Fault because there was
no fault zone identified in borehole NML-23 (in contrast to NML-25 in the AFZ where a fault
zone had been identified in the core log). Both boreholes were logged by the same ACP staff
geologist, Mr. Jaime Arrocha, but, notably, borehole NML-23 was not checked by ACP’s
head geologist, Pastora Franceschi, before being provided to the tenderers. 2061

1467.

As Mr. Gath explains, ultimately ECI was not engaged to perform the QA/QC role he had
recommended, 2062 and it does not appear that any other competent geologists were retained to
perform that role. As evidenced by communications in February 2009 between Mr. Gath and
Mr. Alfaro, head of ACP’s Engineering Division, ECI also offered to provide ACP’s

2058

Exhibit {C-760}, Email exchange between Pastora Franceschi and Eldon Gath, dated 23 October 2007,
p. 1, email from E. Gath to P. Franceschi dated 23 October 2007. [Emphasis added]
Exhibit {C-761}, Email from Eldon Gath to Joseph Cazares, dated 20 October 2007, p. 3, item 4
[Emphasis added]
Exhibit {C-762}, Email exchange between Eldon Gath and Pastora Franceschi, dated 7 August 2008,
email from P. Franceschi to E. Gath dated 7 August 2008.
Exhibit {C-933}, Selected Pacific Site Borehole Logs, p. 1 [pp. 1-12; 13-24], Boreholes NML-23 and
NML-25.
Gath(I) {C-WS-24}, p. 11 [p. 8], para. 32.

2059

2060

2061

2062
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geologists with the required training to ensure they could adequately perform the QA/QC role
themselves:
“Based on conversations with CH2M Hill, it now appears that ECI will not
be retained to provide the geologic QA role, but that ACP’s geotechnical and
geological staff’s will be expected to fill that role. In my opinion, there is
need for considerably more training and experience before this can be
achieved. I would like to propose to you that we (ECI) be retained directly
by ACP to provide the transition in filling that role. We can work with the
ACP geological staff to provide hands-on training in engineering geological
construction mapping. We can work closely with your designated senior
people in mentoring and decision making, in a similar role to that we
anticipated within the CH2M Hill contract. When the ACP staff is deemed
ready, we will depart. This might be in six months, it might be in six
years.” 2063
1468.

However, this offer was not accepted by ACP.

1469.

As detailed further below, the lack of QA/QC procedures in ACP’s preparation of the RFP led
to numerous errors in the GIR and GIR Plates, resulting in serious misrepresentations of the
geology at the Pacific Site. The fact that no QA/QC was put in place is also evident from a
review of the initial plates that were issued by ACP to the tenderers with RFP Amendment 1.
As shown in Figure 4-80 below, for example, the original Plate 5 entitled “Location plan of
disposal sites (1939 Third Locks, Pacific)”, dated December 2007, mistakes the location of
the new Pacific locks with the location of the existing Miraflores Locks – in particular the
new Pacific locks are shown east of No Name Hill and Aguadulce Hill (annotated in green in
the figure below):

No Name Hill
Aguadulce Hill

Figure 4-80

Extract from initial Plate 5 dated December 2007 (annotated) 2064

1470.

This error was only corrected a few months later when revised Plates were issued with RFP
Amendment 7 in April 2008. Thus, the final version of Plate 6 correctly shows the new
Pacific locks west of No Name Hill and Aguadulce Hill (annotated in green in the figure
below):

2063

Exhibit {C-765}, Email exchange between Luis Alfaro and Eldon Gath, dated 25 February 2009, p. 3,
email from E. Gath to L. Alfaro dated 18 February 2009. [Emphasis added]
Exhibit {C-953}, RFP Amendment 1, Plate 5, dated 14 December 2007.

2064
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No Name Hill
Aguadulce Hill

Figure 4-81

Extract from final Plate 6 dated April 2008 (annotated) 2065

1471.

Even though the Plates indicate that they were checked by Mr. Maximiliano De Puy (Head of
ACP’s Geotechnical Branch), the above figures evidence a complete failure by ACP’s
geologists to correct even the most obvious errors before issuing geological and geotechnical
documents to the tenderers. Gross errors such as the one in original Plate 5 would have been
corrected if any form of even the most basic QA/QC had been performed.

1472.

ACP’s failure to take these (or any) critical steps to ensure the accuracy of the information it
provided to the tenderers, despite the clear warnings and recommendations of Mr. Gath, an
experienced consultant, demonstrates ACP’s reckless disregard for the proper development of
the RFP, and is a clear breach of its obligation to ensure the accuracy of the data provided
under Panamanian law and Sub-Clause 4.10 of the Conditions of Contract.

1473.

Indeed, Mr. Miguez, who is currently ACP’s CFO and was, at the time of the tender, the
Chief Executive of the Contract Administration Division of Civil Works in charge of leading
and designing the RFP process, admitted that ACP failed to manage properly the production
of the RFP documents. When asked in cross-examination during the Cofferdam Arbitration
whether the RFP “was an unmanaged, uncontrolled process, with multiple technical writers
writing what they liked”, Mr. Miguez responded “Well you could say it that way. In fact, it
was.” 2066

1474.

ACP’s conduct also constitutes gross negligence, as even a negligent public entity in the
position of ACP would have exercised a higher level of care than ACP did in relation to the
preparation of the geological and geotechnical data in the RFP. As explained by Mr. Shilston,
compliance with international industry standards, particularly with respect to the preparation
of GIRs and GDRs, includes the implementation of appropriate QA/QC procedures and
confirming the accuracy and validity of all factual information.2067 ACP’s failure to have any
proper QA/QC performed, therefore, falls well below international industry standards and the
basic level of care and diligence that would be expected from a sophisticated public entity in
charge of a multi-billion dollar infrastructure project of significant technical complexity. The

2065

Exhibit {C-488}, RFP (Final Version), GIR Appendix A, Plates 1-64 (selected Plates), p. 3, Plate 6.
Exhibit {C-954}, Transcript Day 4 from ICC Case No. 19962/ASM, dated 21 July 2016, p. 49
[192:23-193:1].
Shilston(I), Chapter 6 {C-EX-5}, p. 55 [pp. 6-54-6-55], paras. 176-179.

2066

2067
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grossly negligent nature of ACP’s conduct is all the more obvious when one considers the
significant detrimental impact of ACP’s incorrect interpretations of the geological data on the
costs incurred by GUPC during the works in the PLE (as further discussed in Section D
below).

(b)

ACP withheld relevant information about the Aguadulce Fault Zone
from the tenderers during the RFP period

1475.

To compound its gross negligence in preparing the RFP and the GIR, ACP also withheld
important information relating to the conditions in the AFZ from the tenderers during the RFP
period. Not only was this a breach of ACP’s obligations under Sub-Clause 4.10 and its
mandatory duty of transparency under Panamanian law, 2068 but ACP’s behavior was also
grossly negligent in failing to provide the tenderers with information that could have changed
their assessment of the conditions likely to be encountered in the AFZ.

1476.

As mentioned above, in February 2008, ECI excavated five trenches in the area that had been
mapped by ACP as the AFZ. ECI’s trench site was very close to the planned location of the
PLE. 2069

1477.

Although ECI’s investigations in the AFZ were carried out substantially above foundation
level, the trenching enabled ECI to collect useful information about the AFZ’s geology and
activity. Importantly, ECI’s trenching in the AFZ revealed the presence of substantial
quantities of La Boca faulted against basalt. As Mr. Gath explains in his witness statement,
“[t]his was surprising to us because all of ACP’s mapping showed this area as basalt.” 2070

1478.

ECI issued a detailed report of this study (which became Appendix E to ECI’s report on the
Pedro Miguel and Miraflores Faults) in April 2008. ECI also updated its report about the
Pedro Miguel and Miraflores Faults to include a summary of its findings on the AFZ. 2071
These reports contained detailed descriptions and annotated photos of the trenches in the AFZ
that might well have assisted the tenderers in assessing the conditions with the AFZ. See the
below example:

2068

See Section II.
See Exhibit {C-955}, Map of Cocoli Area and ECI Faults Study which has been annotated to show the
location of the ECI trench site in yellow and the planned location of the PLE in blue.
Gath(I) {C-WS-24}, p. 17 [p. 14], para. 48.
Gath(I) {C-WS-24}, p. 15 [p. 12], para. 44; Exhibit {C-757}, Earth Consultants International Report
(ECI Project No. 2708.05), "Quantitative Characterization of the Pedro Miguel Fault, Determination of
Recency of Activity on the Miraflores Fault, and Detailed Mapping of the Active Faults Through the
Proposed Borinquén Dam Location", dated 31 January 2008.

2069

2070
2071
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Figure 4-82
2072

Extract from ECI’s paleoseismic study of the Aguadulce Fault Zone 2072

Exhibit {C-757}, Earth Consultants International Report (ECI Project No. 2708.05), "Quantitative Characterization of the Pedro Miguel Fault, Determination of
Recency of Activity on the Miraflores Fault, and Detailed Mapping of the Active Faults Through the Proposed Borinquén Dam Location", dated 31 January 2008, p.
83 [p. 75].
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1479.

The reports also contained numerous warnings to ACP about the unanticipated discovery of
La Boca rock in an area that had been mapped by ACP as basalt. For example: 2073

1480.

Inexplicably, however, ACP decided to withhold these two reports from the tenderers during
the RFP period. 2074 Instead, ACP inserted the following text in Section 4.2.3.4 of the GIR: 2075

1481.

Without the full report of ECI’s findings, the above passage of the GIR is impossible to
comprehend and is highly misleading as to ECI’s actual findings, particularly (as explained in
more detail in Section IV.C.4(a) below) when read in conjunction with the GIR Plates that
failed to reflect the conditions discovered by ECI. 2076 Moreover, ACP did not make any
corrections to the other provisions of the GIR that interpreted the presence of basalt and La
Boca Formation. For instance:
•

2073

2074

2075

2076
2077

Section 4.2.1 (General Geology) of the GIR still stated that “[t]he northern part of the
site is located on basalt, and the southern part on La Boca Formation.”2077

Exhibit {C-763}, Earth Consultants International Report (ECI Project No. 2708.05), Appendix E on
“Assessment of Activity of the Aguadulce Fault”, dated 4 April 2008, p. 5 [p. E-5].
A draft of the ECI report on the Miraflores and Pedro Miguel Faults was included in the original RFP
(see Exhibit {C-956}, Draft of Earth Consultants International Report (ECI Project No. 2708.05),
“Quantitative Characterization of the Pedro Miguel Fault, Determination of Recency of Activity on the
Miraflores Fault, and Detailed Mapping of the Active Faults Through the Proposed Borinquén Dam
Location”, as provided in RFP, Amendment 1, dated 5 November 2007) but the draft report did not
contain any information regarding the Aguadulce Fault. The draft report was subsequently removed
from the RFP by ACP.
Exhibit {C-490}, RFP Amendment 15, Volume VII, Part 1 - Geotechnical Interpretive Report (final
version), dated August 2008, p. 21 [p. 21], Section 4.2.3.4.
See also Shilston(I), Chapter 6 {C-EX-5}, p. 61 [pp. 6-60-6-61], para. 206. See also para. 78.
Exhibit {C-490}, RFP Amendment 15, Volume VII, Part 1 - Geotechnical Interpretive Report (final
version), dated August 2008, p. 17 [p. 17], Section 4.2.1.
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•

Section 4.2.1.2 (La Boca Formation) of the GIR stated that “[t]he sedimentary beds of
La Boca Formation are present at the north of the Pacific locks, between two large
basalt bodies located between Stations 6P+250 and 6P+535, and at the south, in the
area for the lower chamber of the new locks, between Stations 6P+623.03 (Plate 55)
and part of the Pacific entrance at Station 8P + 500.” 2078

•

Section 4.2.2 (Stratigraphy) of the GIR still stated that “[t]he longitudinal geological
sections made along the center line and the east and west walls for the new Pacific
locks show that at least 70% of the complex will be built on basalt, and only the
southern 57 m of the middle chamber and the entire lower chamber will be built on
La Boca Formation. … The upper chamber area, located between Stations 6P+700
and 7P+213, has 3 to 13 meters of overburden overlying the basalt.” 2079

•

Section 4.2.3.4 (Fractured Zones, Faults, Joints, and Shear Zones) stated that “[s]hear
zones, as well as columnar and massive basalt, are present in the Aguadulce Fault
Zone”. 2080

1482.

ACP’s failure to provide the tenderers with the results of its most recent investigation of the
ground conditions in the Aguadulce Fault Zone is a significant omission and further
demonstrates ACP’s gross negligence in preparing the RFP and the GIR. Any sophisticated
public entity in the position of ACP, even acting negligently, would have realized the
relevance and importance of the data obtained from investigations in the location of the new
Pacific Locks, and at least provided the full report to the tenderers.

1483.

Indeed, Mr. Miguez who led the RFP process for ACP, stated in the Cofferdam Arbitration
that ACP “set about making available to the Tenderers information that we thought would be
helpful and informative about the TSLP and the sites…Other testing had been commissioned
from independent third parties by the ACP, such as geophysical testing. All of this provided
potential information about the Site that we felt the Tenderers would appreciate to receive and
which might help them as they interpreted and investigated the Site, considered the available
information and contemplated their designs and construction methodologies.” 2081 However,
despite Mr. Miguez acknowledging the importance of providing all of the relevant geological
information to the tenderers, ACP chose not to provide the ECI Report to the tenderers even
though it provided important information on the geological conditions in the AFZ, was
provided to ACP during the RFP period, and was deemed sufficiently important by ACP to
mention in the GIR.

1484.

If this report had been provided to the tenderers, it could have led them to realize that the
ground conditions in the AFZ were worse than those described in the GIR and the remainder
of the RFP documents. 2082

2078

Exhibit {C-490}, RFP Amendment 15, Volume VII, Part 1 - Geotechnical Interpretive Report (final
version), dated August 2008, p. 18 [p. 18], Section 4.2.1.2.
Exhibit {C-490}, RFP Amendment 15, Volume VII, Part 1 - Geotechnical Interpretive Report (final
version), dated August 2008, p. 19 [p. 19], Section 4.2.2. [Emphasis added]
Exhibit {C-490}, RFP Amendment 15, Volume VII, Part 1 - Geotechnical Interpretive Report (final
version), dated August 2008, p. 20 [p. 20], Section 4.2.3.4.
Exhibit {C-957}, First Witness Statement of Francisco J. Miguez P. for Cofferdam Arbitration, p. 23
[pp. 21-22], para. 4.52.
Shilston(I), Chapter 6 {C-EX-5}, p. 62 [p. 6-61], para. 207.

2079

2080

2081

2082
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4.

1485.

As detailed above, ACP conducted extensive investigations at the Pacific Site and used the
services of several experienced international consultants to analyze the data collected.
Following GUPC’s request, ACP issued a GIR providing ACP’s interpretations of the data
collected, and indicated to the tenderers that they could rely on these interpretations for the
purposes of costing and developing their tender design (see Section IV.B.4(a)(ii) above).
Despite the clear evidence that has now emerged showing that ACP rushed the preparation of
the GIR and failed to undertake a proper QA/QC process, there was nothing at the time to
suggest to the tenderers that the interpretations in the GIR and GIR Plates were incorrect, and
the tenderers cannot be expected to assume negligence by ACP.

(a)

1486.

ACP breached its mandatory duties under Panamanian law and was also
grossly negligent in its preparation of the GIR and the GIR Plates, which
were insufficient, unsuitable, and incomplete and failed to correctly
interpret the faulting and rock mass conditions in the PLE

ACP failed to put in place adequate QA/QC procedures and, as a result,
provided inaccurate and misleading interpretations to the tenderers in
the GIR and GIR Plates

In the course of his various assignments with ACP and CH2M Hill, Mr. Gath had the
opportunity to review several of ACP’s cross-sections, maps, and borehole logs. As
explained in his statement, it was clear that the cross-sections and maps contained several
errors:
“One of the first things I thought we should address was a QA/QC of the
geologic cross-sections and maps that would be provided to the tenderers in
the RFP for the expansion works contracts. Based on the information I had
collected from the extensive trenching I performed throughout the Pacific
Site, I could see that there were errors in the geology shown in ACP’s
sections and maps.” 2083

1487.

In connection with the preparation of his statement, Mr. Gath reviewed Plate 50 – the crosssection cutting through the LUC in the area of the AFZ – and its associated borehole logs in
light of the investigations of the Aguadulce Fault Zone that he performed for ACP in 2009. 2084
To recall, ECI excavated five trenches in the AFZ and provided a detailed report of its
findings to ACP. 2085 Those detailed findings were withheld from the RFP by ACP. Mr. Gath
has therefore reviewed Plate 50 (and its associated borehole logs) in light of data which was
available to him and to ACP in 2008 but which was not available to the tenderers.

1488.

Extracts from Plate 50 are shown below:

2083

Gath(I) {C-WS-24}, p. 9 [p. 6], para. 27.
Gath(I) {C-WS-24}, p. 18 [pp. 15-19], paras. 55-61.
Exhibit {C-763}, Earth Consultants International Report (ECI Project No. 2708.05), Appendix E on
“Assessment of Activity of the Aguadulce Fault”, dated 4 April 2008.

2084
2085
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Figure 4-83
1489.

2086
2087

Extracts from Plate 50 2086

Mr. Gath identifies numerous errors in GIR Plate 50, as described in his statement. 2087
Several of these errors could have been avoided if ACP had taken into account ECI’s findings
from their paleoseismic study of the AFZ and/or engaged a competent geologist to perform
QA/QC procedures. For example:
•

Plate 50 shows the Aguadulce Fault as dipping to the east instead of to the west,
thereby disregarding the findings in ECI’s report and the exposures in the
1939 excavation.

•

Plate 50 also fails to show the Aguadulce Fault offsetting the overburden, despite the
evidence exposed in ECI’s trenches.

•

Importantly, Plate 50 ignores ECI’s finding of La Boca being present in its trenching
of the AFZ (at the ground surface). According to Mr. Gath, “the La Boca sliver
within the middle of Boring NML-24 should have been drawn steeply to the surface

Exhibit {C-488}, RFP (Final Version), GIR Appendix A, Plates 1-64 (selected Plates), p. 45, Plate 50.
Gath(I) {C-WS-24}, p. 19 [pp. 16-19], para. 60.
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to connect with the La Boca units exposed in our trenches, not as a horizontal
window within the Basalt.” 2088
1490.

As mentioned above, this failure of GIR Plate 50 to account for the presence of La Boca
Formation at foundation level in the AFZ was also replicated in the text of the GIR. For
instance, the final GIR still states that “[t]he upper chamber area, located between Stations
6P+700 and 7P+213, has 3 to 13 meters of overburden overlying the basalt” 2089

1491.

Moreover, Mr. Gath identifies a number of errors in Plate 50 that appear to result primarily
from a failure to implement a proper QA/QC procedure on the Plates:

1492.

•

Almost 20 metres of data from the bottom of borehole NML2-11 is missing, meaning
that Plate 50 fails to take into account around 10 metres of La Boca (including a zone
of baked La Boca). 2090

•

The representation of a horizontal lens of La Boca Formation (colored turquoise on
the above figure) sandwiched between basalt above and below, based on a single
borehole (NML-24) is very unusual. It would have been investigated by a competent
geologist performing a QA/QC role. The mistake with borehole NML2-11 would
thus have been discovered. 2091

•

Several additional faults could have been interpreted on Plate 50 by analyzing the
locations and absences of La Boca based on the different boreholes in the AFZ. If the
full extent of borehole NML2-11 had been shown on Plate 50, this interpretation
would have been much clearer.2092

Finally, there may be additional errors in Plate 50 due to errors and/or inconsistencies in the
borehole logs themselves. Mr. Gath states:
“There are many errors associated with Plate 50, not all of which can be
correctly fixed with the available data, because the borehole logs are
incomplete, lack structural geology information, and contain factual errors
within the descriptions. The borings were logged by three different people,
and do not appear to have all been final-reviewed.” 2093

1493.

As detailed in his expert report, Mr. Shilston of Atkins has also performed an independent
review of the GIR Plates. 2094 In particular, Mr. Shilston has found that the Plates ignored
several indications in the borehole data that poor quality rock would be present throughout the
PLE. 2095 The fact that the Plates only identified a single shear zone in the basalt reach of the
PLE is therefore a serious deficiency. 2096 As discussed below, Mr. Shilston also opines that

2088

Gath(I) {C-WS-24}, p. 21 [p. 18], para. 60 (xxi).
Exhibit {C-490}, RFP Amendment 15, Volume VII, Part 1 - Geotechnical Interpretive Report (final
version), dated August 2008, p. 19 [p. 19].
Gath(I) {C-WS-24}, p. 21 [p. 18], para. 60 (xiv).
Gath(I) {C-WS-24}, p. 21 [p. 18], para. 60 (xi).
Gath(I) {C-WS-24}, p. 21 [pp. 18-19], para. 60 (xxii).
Gath(I) {C-WS-24}, p. 19 [p. 16], para. 60.
Shilston(I), Chapter 6 {C-EX-5}, p. 67 [p. 6-66], paras. 226-227.
Shilston(I), Chapter 6 {C-EX-5}, p. 69 [pp. 6-68-6-69], para. 234.
Shilston(I), Chapter 6 {C-EX-5}, p. 69 [p. 6-68], para. 233.

2089

2090
2091
2092
2093
2094
2095
2096
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the Plates were entirely inadequate for the purpose of identifying faults, fault zones, and the
ground conditions within fault zones. 2097
1494.

Like Mr. Gath, Mr. Shilston also found a number of errors and inconsistencies in the Plates
compared to the borehole logs, indicating that the Plates were not properly prepared and
verified. These errors include:
•

Inconsistencies in the labelling of the basalt in the boreholes shown on the Plates;

•

Failure to show layers of breccia (highly fractured rock);

•

Boreholes incorrectly transposed onto Plates (for example, NML-26 shows sandstone
at depth instead of basalt);

•

Certain boreholes not displayed on the Plates in their full length (NML2-11 on
Plate 50); and

•

Failure of Plate 62 to show the presence of La Boca shale indicated in borehole
NML-24 (whereas a lens of La Boca Formation is shown on Plate 50 at that location).

1495.

In sum, the GIR Plates contain numerous inaccuracies and fail to provide a proper
interpretation of the foundation conditions in the basalt reach of the PLE. In particular, GIR
Plate 50 fails to interpret accurately the conditions in the AFZ, despite the potential
importance of this structure to the design and cost of the Project. ACP clearly failed to
perform its mandatory duties under Panamanian law. Furthermore, ACP was grossly
negligent in failing to heed Mr. Gath’s repeated warnings and recommendations in respect of
the need for a proper QA/QC procedure to verify the accuracy of its interpretations. Again,
ACP failed to perform even the most basic steps required of a prudent employer tendering a
project of this magnitude.

1496.

Not only is the above conduct a breach of ACP’s obligations to prepare the RFP properly and
provide accurate, sufficient, suitable and complete interpretations of the geological conditions
under Sub-Clause 4.10 of the Conditions of Contract and under Panamanian law, it also falls
well below the level of skill and care expected of a prudent and diligent employer. ACP’s
breaches meant that GUPC was prevented from properly assessing the geological conditions
in the basalt reach of the PLE and, as a result, significantly underestimated the time and cost
of undertaking the work in this area.

(b)
1497.

2097
2098

ACP failed to carry out an adequate interpretation of the available
geological data according to industry practice

In his expert report, Mr. Shilston sets out the type of interpretation that should have been
carried out by a prudent employer in order to determine faulting and rock mass conditions:2098
•

A prudent employer would have categorized and analyzed from scratch the rock mass
types in the 1939 excavation based on the 1940s photographs and the industry
standard GSI chart. However, none of these photographs appear to have been used
either by ACP or by CPP in their reports.

•

A prudent employer would also have analyzed the local topography prior to
construction to interpret the alignments of possible faults.

See Section (d) below.
Shilston(I), Chapter 6 {C-EX-5}, p. 56 [pp. 6-55-6-56], paras. 180-191.
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•

A prudent employer would then correlate the above interpretations with anomalies
identified in geophysical surveys.

1498.

As Mr. Shilston explains, the geomorphical, structural geology, and rock mass assessment
techniques described above “are an essential part of an investigation of a site’s geology”. 2099
Mr. Shilston has demonstrated that if the above steps had been carried out by ACP, the
interpretations that could have been included in the GIR would have been much closer to the
actual conditions than those provided to the tenderers.2100

1499.

This clearly demonstrates ACP’s failure to meet its mandatory duties to properly prepare the
RFP both under Panamanian law and under the Contract. Furthermore, ACP’s failure to meet
the level of skill and care expected of a prudent and diligent employer in preparing the GIR,
whilst repeatedly representing to the tenderers that they could rely upon the interpretations
contained therein to prepare and cost their tenders, is a further example of its gross negligence
in preparing the RFP.

1500.

As highlighted by Mr. Shilston, there were numerous inconsistencies and deficiencies in the
GIR. Crucially, the GIR grossly oversimplifies the rock mass conditions:
•

The categories of rock mass described in Section 4.2.3.2, Section 5.2.1.2, and
Figure 5-10b of the GIR do not adequately represent the rock mass conditions present
in the 1939 excavation. In particular, the descriptions respectively assigned to
“massive and columnar basalt” and “sheared basalt” are “inadequate and potentially
misleading” according to Mr. Shilston. 2101

•

Similarly, Table 5-3 of the GIR oversimplifies the locations of sheared basalt.2102

•

The GIR fails to mention the presence of shear zones outside of fault zones, even
though a detailed examination of the CPP Report and the Isthmian Reports indicates
the presence of such shear zones. 2103 Furthermore, as explained in Section IV.B.2(d),
Plate 10 depicts similar features in the 1939 excavation to the shear zones mapped by
CPP in its Figure A2-1, but represents them as “bedding” planes rather than shear
zones. 2104

•

The GIR only provides descriptions of rock jointing (including rock joint orientation)
with respect to columnar basalt. There are no descriptions of joint orientation for the
other two rock mass types (massive basalt and fractured basalt), which constitutes an
important deficiency of the GIR. 2105

1501.

In Mr. Shilston’s opinion, as a result of these deficiencies, a tenderer was likely to develop an
erroneous understanding of the geological conditions in the PLE. 2106 Indeed, as explained in
Section IV.B.4(c), this was precisely what happened, as none of the three consortia of

2099

Shilston(I), Chapter 6 {C-EX-5}, p. 57 [p. 6-56], para. 186
Shilston(I), Chapter 6 {C-EX-5}, p. 58 [p. 6-57], para. 193.
Shilston(I), Chapter 6 {C-EX-5}, p. 70 [p. 6-69], paras. 237-239.
Shilston(I), Chapter 6 {C-EX-5}, p. 70 [p. 6-69], para. 239.
Shilston(I), Chapter 6 {C-EX-5}, p. 65 [p. 6-64-6-66], paras. 219-225.
See also, Shilston(I), Chapter 6 {C-EX-5}, p. 19 [p. 6-18], para. 62.
Shilston(I), Chapter 7 {C-EX-5}, p. 32 [p. 7-32], Section 7.6.1.4
Shilston(I), Chapter 6 {C-EX-5}, p. 74 [p. 6-73], para. 259.
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“properly skilled and experienced international market leading EPC contractor[s]” foresaw
the actual conditions encountered by GUPC in the basalt reach of the PLE.2107

(c)
1502.

ACP’s depiction of faults – particularly the Aguadulce Fault – in the
GIR Plates is inadequate, inconsistent and erroneous

To recall, the GIR Plates only depict faults and fault zones as discrete single lines. There is
no indication regarding the width of fault zones or of the quality of the rock mass within these
zones. As explained by Mr. Shilston, this manner of representing faults is entirely
inadequate:
“[T]he Employer chose to represent all faults and fault zones as single
discrete fault lines on its plates (such as Plate 10), meaning that any
drawings and interpretations produced using information from the
Employer’s plates would be inadequate and not take account of the fault
zone’s extent or conditions that the Employer knew, or could have known, to
be present in the PLE.” 2108

1503.

Particularly with respect to the AFZ, Mr. Shilston opines that:
“The Employer’s depiction of the Aguadulce Fault Zone on their plates is
inadequate, inconsistent, and in some cases erroneous. In my view, the
depiction of the ‘Probable Aguadulce Fault’ as a thin green dashed line on
Plates 42A, 49, and 50 (and the use of a black line in Plate 10) without
representing the width of the fault zone, misrepresents the conditions in the
PLE, particularly when I compare it with the mapping information from the
US South Lagoon Excavation that was available to the Employer”. 2109

1504.

Mr. Shilston also states:
“The ‘Probable Aguadulce Fault’ is depicted on Plates 42A, 49, 50, 62, 63
and 64 as a thin green dashed line (and on Plate 10 with black lines) without
any representation as to the width of the fault zone, or the presence of
sheared rock in the Aguadulce Fault Zone. At a site scale, the use of such
lines to represent a fault zone in excess of 100m wide is not appropriate and
therefore misleading.” 2110

1505.

Therefore, it would have been more appropriate to depict the fault zone using an outline that
encloses the entire fault zone. 2111 Mr. Shilston provides an example of the type of
interpretation that should have been made by a prudent and diligent employer and represented
on the Plates:

2107

Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of Contract, dated February 2009, p. 22 [p. 9].
Shilston(I), Chapter 6 {C-EX-5}, p. 57 [p. 6-56], para. 189.
Shilston(I), Chapter 6 {C-EX-5}, p. 59 [p. 6-58], para. 197. [Italics in original]
Shilston(I), Chapter 6 {C-EX-5}, p. 61 [p. 6-60], para. 202. [Italics in original, underline emphasis
added]
Shilston(I), Chapter 6 {C-EX-5}, p. 57 [p. 6-56], para. 188.
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Figure 4-84
1506.

Extract from Atkins Drawing 006b (annotated) 2112

Moreover, Mr. Shilston has pointed out several inconsistencies between fault lines in different
Plates, as well as inconsistencies within the same Plates between faults lines in plan view and
those in cross-sections. For instance, with respect to GIR Plate 50, Mr. Shilston states:
“A fault is shown in the plan view and on the cross section in Plate 50, but
not at the same location. Neither of these faults line up with the faults shown
on Plate 10 or Plate 42A. On the Plate 50 cross section the fault is shown to
dip towards the northeast and intersect Floor Foundation Level close to
Borehole NML-24. This does not coincide with the Employer’s Floor
Foundation Plan in Plate 42A.
In the light of the above comparison with other RFP information, I have
concluded that the Employer’s depiction of the orientation and location of
the Aguadulce Fault Zone on Plate 50 is inconsistent within itself and
conflicts with information about the fault that is presented on other
plates.” 2113

1507.

ACP’s failure to properly depict the AFZ on the GIR Plates is a further demonstration of its
failure to properly prepare the RFP, in breach of its mandatory duties. In addition, ACP’s
interpretation of the AFZ was inadequate and failed to meet the level of skill and care
expected of a prudent and diligent employer. As discussed above, the Plates also failed to
indicate the presence of shear zones within the fault zones. As Mr. Gath notes in his
statement, it appears that ACP used computer software to interpolate the geological
conditions between the boreholes, but did not subject the resulting sections (Plates) to proper
QA/QC procedures by qualified geologists before issuing them to the tenderers.2114

(d)

The GIR Plates fail to identify all of the fault zones in the PLE

1508.

As already discussed, the GIR Plates did not show any faults or fault zones between Stations
6P+850 and 6P+900 (south of Lock Head 1) or at the location of the Western Inlet Wing
Wall. In the area of the Western Inlet Wing Wall, ACP only indicated the presence of a
“probable contact” between basalt and La Boca Formation.

2112

Shilston Drawings, p. 8, Atkins Drawing DWG.0006b, Atkins’ interpretation of the US South Lagoon
Excavation and the topographic setting of the PLE.
Shilston(I), Chapter 6 {C-EX-5}, p. 61 [p. 6-60], paras. 200-201.
Gath(I) {C-WS-24}, p. 19 [pp. 16-17], para. 60 (i). See also paras. 27-29.
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1509.

In his expert report, Mr. Shilston explains that a prudent employer would have been able to
interpret the likely presence of the Lock Head 1 Fault and the possible presence of Western
Inlet Wing Wall Fault, in particular by carrying out a comprehensive review of the available
data and historical topography. To be clear, this is not the type of review that the tenderers
could perform in the limited time available during the RFP period. 2115

Figure 4-85

Extract from Atkins Drawing 006b (annotated) 2116

1510.

In summary, ACP’s preparation of the RFP – particularly of the GIR and GIR Plates – fell
well below the standard expected of a competent and diligent employer. As has been shown
above, ACP breached its legal duty to inform the tenderers in a non-ambiguous, nonconfusing, and complete manner, as well as its obligation under Sub-Clause 4.10 to provide
accurate, sufficient, suitable, and complete interpretations of the geological conditions
(particularly ACP’s express warranty with respect to its geotechnical characterization and
interpretation in the GIR of the physical conditions to be encountered at and below the
Foundation Level of the area inside the footprint of each Lock Structure).

1511.

The egregious errors in the GIR and the Plates, as well as the inexplicable failure to provide
the tenderers with ECI’s April 2008 report on the AFZ, led the tenderers to conclude that the
conditions at foundation level within the PLE would be favorable. As detailed in
Section IV.B.3(b) above, the actual conditions were substantially more adverse than could
have been foreseen and resulted in substantial additional costs to GUPC.
5.

ACP breached its duty to issue a fair determination of GUPC’s claim
under Sub-Clause 3.5 of the Conditions of Contract and ACP’s
Regulation

1512.

As explained in Section II, Sub-Clause 3.5 [Determinations] of the Conditions of Contract
requires ACP (through the Employer’s Representative) to “endeavour to reach agreement
with the Contractor” and, if no agreement can be found, to “make a fair determination [of

2115

Shilston(I), Chapter 6 {C-EX-5}, p. 63 [pp. 6-62-6-63], paras. 212 and 214.
Shilston Drawings, p. 8, Atkins Drawing DWG.0006b, Atkins' interpretation of the US South Lagoon
Excavation and the topographic setting of the PLE.
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GUPC’s claims] in accordance with the Contract, taking due regard of all relevant
circumstances.” 2117
1513.

As with the concrete aggregate claim addressed in Section III, ACP, through its Employer’s
Representative, Mr. Jorge de la Guardia, made no real attempt to reach an agreement with
GUPC, and failed to make a fair determination of GUPC’s entitlements with regard to the
adverse conditions encountered in the basalt reach of the PLE. This constitutes a breach of
ACP’s obligation under Sub-Clause 3.5 and under Panamanian law.

D.
1514.

THE

ADVERSE CONDITIONS IN THE PLE CAUSED GUPC TO INCUR
ADDITIONAL COSTS AND DELAYED THE PROGRESS OF THE WORKS

This Section summarizes the impact of the adverse conditions at foundation level within the
basalt reach of the PLE. Issues of quantum arising from these impacts are addressed in
Section VIII.B and the expert report of Mr. Hunter. 2118
1.

As a result of the more adverse and Unforeseeable conditions in the
Aguadulce Fault Zone, GUPC had to redesign the monoliths and the
chamber floor in this area

(a)

GUPC had to undertake
investigations in the AFZ

significant

additional

geotechnical

1515.

On 18 April 2011, shortly after the more adverse conditions in the AFZ were encountered,
CICP submitted a Request for Information (“RFI”) regarding additional geotechnical
investigations that CICP needed in order to properly understand the foundation conditions in
the AFZ, and to support their analysis of the suitability of the monolith design for these
conditions. 2119 CICP requested survey cross-sections, a geologic plan map, plate bearing
tests, and additional boreholes to be drilled within the area of the affected monoliths between
Station 6P+990 and 7P+070. 2120

1516.

As soon as GUPC received the RFI, it began work on procuring the additional investigations.
As Mr. Valiante explains in his statement, GUPC was aware that CICP needed the results of
the additional investigations to define the necessary foundation treatment in a Design Field
Instruction (“DFI”) and to complete any necessary redesign work. GUPC was also aware that
before these steps were taken by CICP, it would not be possible for GUPC to lay any concrete
in the area affected by the AFZ. 2121

1517.

For the boreholes, GUPC already had a subcontractor (Trevi Galante) available at the site that
could perform the work. On 11 May 2011, Trevi Galante began drilling the new
boreholes. 2122 In consultation with CICP, GUPC ultimately drilled 11 boreholes and

2117

Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of Contract, dated February 2009, p. 44 [p. 31]
Hunter(I) {C-EX-10}.
Exhibit {C-746}, CICP RFI No 0089, dated 18 April 2011; Ottsen(I) {C-WS-17}, p. 42 [p. 37],
para.125; Valiante(I) {C-WS-20}, p. 10 [p. 8], para. 31.
Exhibit {C-746}, CICP RFI No 0089, dated 18 April 2011; Valiante(I) {C-WS-20}, p. 10 [p. 8], para.
31.
Valiante(I) {C-WS-20}, p. 10 [p. 8], para. 32.
Exhibit {C-517}, Contractor’s Submittal No. 31 23 00-252 – P-TCR Geological Investigation at Upper
Chamber Fault Zone, dated 20 June 2011, Appendix 1; Valiante(I) {C-WS-20}, p. p. 10 [p. 8], para.
34.
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performed six plate bearing tests. The preliminary results of these tests were immediately
shared with CICP to support their redesign efforts. 2123
1518.

On 17 May 2011, CICP submitted another RFI requesting GUPC to perform geophysical
surveys to obtain additional information regarding the foundation conditions in the AFZ. 2124
Despite the difficulties in locating a suitable company in Panamá that had the capabilities to
perform these tests and could mobilize quickly to the site, the geophysical investigations
began by the end of May 2011. 2125 Again, GUPC made the preliminary results made
available to CICP as soon as possible. 2126

1519.

These additional investigations, which GUPC had not expected to perform at tender stage,
forced GUPC to incur additional costs and impacted GUPC’s ability to lay concrete in the
area of the AFZ because no further work could be undertaken until the investigations had
been completed. 2127

(b)

GUPC had to perform additional foundation treatment works

1520.

As soon as the results of the geotechnical investigations were available, CICP began to work
on the global stability analysis and structural redesign of the affected monoliths.2128 By 8 July
2011, CICP’s analysis of the geological conditions in the AFZ had developed sufficiently for
it to issue a preliminary DFI regarding the necessary foundation treatment.2129 On 11 July
2011, GUPC and CICP met with ACP to present the foundation treatment recommended by
CICP in the preliminary DFI. 2130

1521.

On 14 July 2011, CICP issued a revised DFI (Revision UD of DFI-B0041) addressing
foundation treatment and excavation support and protection measures in the AFZ. 2131 The
approved DFI required GUPC to perform an additional two metres of excavation below the
lock wall monoliths. Once the excavations had been completed, GUPC had to open and
dewater each of the shear zone as part of a planned and sequenced approach to the fault
treatment works, ensuring that “the finished excavation surfaces [were] not left exposed and
unprotected for an extended period of time.” 2132 As Mr. Valiante explains in his statement,
this was a very challenging and time-consuming process, especially because the works were
being performed in the rainy season.2133

2123

Valiante(I) {C-WS-20}, p. 10 [p. 8], para. 35.
Exhibit {C-747}, CICP RFI No 0098, dated 17 May 2011, p. 1 [p. 1]; Valiante(I) {C-WS-20}, p. 10
[p. 8], para. 36.
Exhibit {C-518}, Contractor’s Submittal No. 31 23 00-255 rev 001– P-TCR Geophysical Investigation
in Upper Chamber Fault Area between 7P+000 and 7P+100, dated 30 June 2011, p. 4 [p. 3 of 18];
Valiante(I) {C-WS-20}, p. 10 [pp. 8-9], para. 36.
Valiante(I) {C-WS-20}, p p. 10 [pp. 8-9], para. 36.
Pelaez(I) {C-WS-18}, p. 13 [p. 10], para. 27.
Valiante(I) {C-WS-20}, p. 12 [p. 10], para. 39; Ottsen(I) {C-WS-17}, p. 49 [p. 44], paras. 138-140.
Exhibit {C-523}, Preliminary Design Field Instruction, Document No. P09/CICDFI-B0041-PB;
Ottsen(I) {C-WS-17}, p. 50 [p. 45], para. 145.
Exhibit {C-524}, DFI Meeting Summary, dated 11 July 2011.
Exhibit {C-958}, Design Field Instruction, Document No. P09-CICDFI-B0041-UD, dated 14 July
2011, p. 1.
Exhibit {C-958}, Design Field Instruction, Document No. P09-CICDFI-B0041-UD, dated 14 July
2011, p. 2; Valiante(I) {C-WS-20}, p. 13 [p. 11], para. 41.
Valiante(I) {C-WS-20}, p. 13 [p. 11], para. 41.
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1522.

Once the fault treatment works had been completed, GUPC had to backfill the two metres of
additional excavation with Class IV lean concrete.2134

1523.

This additional work was “slow and painstaking” and took a considerable amount of time to
complete, with the fault treatment works only finishing in September 2011.2135 During this
time, no structural concrete could be placed at any of the monoliths in the AFZ, even though
the concrete mix design had been approved in August 2011. 2136

(c)

A number of the monoliths in the AFZ required a revised structural
design

1524.

In addition to developing the DFI for the additional foundation treatment works required in
the AFZ, CICP was also developing its analysis of the global stability of the monoliths in
order to determine whether any monoliths affected by the AFZ would require a structural
redesign. 2137

1525.

By the time of the meeting with ACP in July 2011 to discuss the proposed additional
foundation treatment, CICP had already determined that the concrete outline of the affected
monoliths could remain essentially unchanged provided that the foundation treatment works
below the monoliths were implemented and a concrete strut was installed across the chamber
floor, which is described in more detail below. However, the structural reanalysis required to
determine what changes were needed with regard to the reinforcement design of the
monoliths (i.e., the amount and configuration of steel bars within the structural concrete) was
still in progress. 2138 As Mr. Valiante explains in his statement, due to the change of the
geotechnical parameters of the foundation, there was an increase in the stresses that had to be
computed in order to determine whether the rebar in the initial design was still sufficient.2139

1526.

Based on the engineering properties and characteristics of the conditions in the AFZ, as
defined during the geological mapping and further testing, CICP performed the required
redesign analysis. CICP subsequently issued a revised Release For Construction (“RFC”)
design package, which identified the monoliths within the AFZ that needed to be redesigned
to include additional reinforcement and those monoliths that did not need to have a revised
rebar design. 2140 On 9 September 2011, the design package was submitted to ACP along with
the detailed design drawings. 2141

1527.

ACP provided limited comments and gave the design package a “Proceed as Noted”
disposition on 28 September 2011. 2142 This permitted GUPC to begin the development of the
shop drawings for the monoliths that did not require a revised rebar configuration and to
finalize the structural design for those that did.

2134

Exhibit {C-750}, Design Field Instruction Document No. P09/CICDFI-B0041, dated 5 August 2011,
p. 8; see also Valiante(I) {C-WS-20}, p. 12 [p. 10], para. 40.
Pelaez(I) {C-WS-18}, p. 16 [p. 13], para. 33.
Pelaez(I) {C-WS-18}, p. 16 [p. 13], paras. 33-34.
Ottsen(I) {C-WS-17}, p. 49 [p. 44], paras. 138-140, 144; Valiante(I) {C-WS-20}, p. 14 [p. 12,] paras.
44-47.
Exhibit {C-748}, DFI Meeting Summary, dated 11 July 2011; Valiante(I) {C-WS-20}, p. 14 [p. 12],
para. 45; Ottsen(I) {C-WS-17}, p. 50 [p. 45], paras. 144-146.
Valiante(I) {C-WS-20}, p. 14 [p. 12], para. 46.
Valiante(I) {C-WS-20}, p. 14 [p. 12], para. 47.
Exhibit {C-521}, Contractor’s Submittal No. 01 81 16-007 – P-LUC-Fault Zone - Structural –
Geotechnical RFC rev. 004, dated 9 September 2011.
Exhibit {C-527}, Employer’s Submittal Review Comments, Submittal No. 01 81 16-007 – P-LUCFault Zone - Structural – Geotechnical RFC rev. 004, dated 28 September 2011.
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1528.

On 1 November 2011, the final RFC package, including the revised rebar configurations, was
submitted to ACP. 2143 As noted above, the redesign package also required the installation of a
2m-thick reinforced structural marine concrete slab across the entire width of the chamber
floor in the area of the AFZ in order to satisfy the bearing capacity and sliding stability
requirements. The reinforced slab was to be laid over a 100mm layer of lean concrete and a
300mm-thick anchored drainage blanket.2144 The final design drawings of the slab are shown
in the images below:

Figure 4-86

Cross section of the Upper Chamber showing the additional reinforced floor slab
(annotated) 2145

Figure 4-87

Plan view of part of the Upper Chamber showing the additional reinforced floor
slab (annotated) 2146

2143

2144

2145

Exhibit {C-522}, Contractor’s Submittal No. 01 81 16-007 – P-LUC-Fault Zone
Geotechnical RFC rev. 005, dated 1 November 2011; Ottsen(I) {C-WS-17}, p. 51 [p.
Valiante(I) {C-WS-20}, p. 14 [p. 12], para. 47.
Exhibit {C-522}, Contractor’s Submittal No. 01 81 16-007 – P-LUC-Fault Zone
Geotechnical RFC rev. 005, dated 1 November 2011.
Exhibit {C-522}, Contractor’s Submittal No. 01 81 16-007 – P-LUC-Fault Zone
Geotechnical RFC rev. 005, dated 1 November 2011, p. 20, Drawing 5806-P-C-S-0006.
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1529.

As ACP had interpreted in the GIR that the whole of the Upper Chamber would be founded
on hard basalt, with only small, discrete shear zones in the AFZ, GUPC had not intended to
install a floor slab in the Upper Chamber. All of the work undertaken to install the reinforced
floor slab was, therefore, additional. The work on the slab was carried out between 4
September 2013 and 7 December 2013. 2147 The reason for this delay in undertaking the work
was to ensure that the excavation and construction activities across the width of the chamber
floor did not block access to the monoliths in the Upper Chamber, which would have further
disrupted the placement of structural concrete in this area.
2.

The Unforeseeable fault at Lock Head 1 required GUPC to undertake
additional foundation treatment works

1530.

As discussed in Section IV.B.3(b)(i) above, the more adverse actual conditions at foundation
level in the area of the Lock Head 1 Fault were investigated when the excavation was
completed in November (east side of the chamber) and December 2011 (west side of the
chamber), in a similar manner to the investigations that were undertaken in the AFZ. As with
those earlier investigations, the purpose was to allow CICP to determine the foundation
conditions and their impact upon the overall structural stability of the affected monoliths.

1531.

Given that similar investigations and analysis had already been performed on the AFZ, these
steps were completed more quickly in relation to the Lock Head 1 Fault. 2148 As such, on 23
November 2011 CICP submitted a DFI for the affected monoliths on the east side of the
chamber, 2149 and the DFI for the affected monoliths on the west side of the chamber was
submitted on 21 December 2011. 2150 Both DFIs included similar foundation treatment
techniques as those specified for the AFZ above, i.e,. additional excavations, complex fault
treatment works, and backfilling with lean concrete below the monoliths that had not been
anticipated at tender.2151

1532.

In addition, CICP performed a structural redesign analysis of the monoliths affected by the
Lock Head 1 Fault. In this case, the analysis performed revealed that no additional
reinforcement was required. 2152 As such, structural concrete could begin to be laid on the east
side of the chamber from early December 2011 and on the west side of the chamber from
early January 2012. 2153

2146

Exhibit {C-522}, Contractor’s Submittal No. 01 81 16-007 – P-LUC-Fault Zone - Structural –
Geotechnical RFC rev. 005, dated 1 November 2011, p. 54, Drawing 5806-P-C-S-0601.
Exhibit {C-959}, GUPC Monthly Progress Report #48 (September 2013), dated 12 October 2013;
Exhibit {C-960}, GUPC Monthly Progress Report #49 (October 2013), dated 1 November 2013;
Exhibit {C-961}, GUPC Monthly Progress Report #50 (November 2013), dated 7 December 2013;
Exhibit {C-962}, GUPC Monthly Progress Report #51 (December 2013), dated 6 January 2014.
Valiante(I) {C-WS-20}, p. 15 [p. 13], para. 51.
Exhibit {C-532}, Design Field Instruction Document No. P09/CICDFI-B0076, dated 23 November
2011.
Exhibit {C-533}, Design Field Instruction Document No. P09/CICDFI-B0080, dated 21 December
2011.
Ottsen(I) {C-WS-17}, p. 56 [p. 51], para. 155-156; Valiante(I) {C-WS-20}, p. 15 [p. 13], para. 51.
The additional costs of the fault treatment works are set out in Hunter(I) {C-EX-10}.
Valiante(I) {C-WS-20}, p. 15 [p. 13], para. 52.
Pelaez(I) {C-WS-18}, p. 17 [p. 14], para. 36.
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3.

The Unforeseeable fault at the Western Inlet Wing Wall required GUPC
to undertake additional fault treatment works

1533.

As discussed in Section IV.B.3(b)(ii) above, the more adverse conditions that GUPC
encountered at the Western Inlet Wing Wall also required additional fault treatment works.
The redesign process caused by the Western Inlet Wing Wall Fault included the same steps as
with the other two major fault zones, i.e., identification of the affected monoliths,
investigation of the ground conditions, determination of the required foundation treatment
measures, and structural redesign analyses.2154

1534.

In early March 2013, CICP issued a DFI directing 6m to 8m of “structural concrete fill”, i.e.,
lean concrete (shown in red in the picture below) to replace the weak fault material under the
foundation of the Wing Wall monoliths:

Figure 4-88

IWW Fault Zone – redesign solution2155

1535.

In mid-April 2013, GUPC submitted a revised RFC package to ACP with revised drawings
and calculations addressing the concrete modifications and the reinforcement design for the
foundations of these monoliths based on 2D analysis methods. 2156 In addition, CICP
developed 3D model analyses which were required for the top slab and stem of the
monoliths. 2157 These revised drawings and calculations addressed the concrete modifications
and the reinforcement design for the foundations of these monoliths and confirmed the need
for an additional eight metre layer of lean concrete, which is referred to in the drawings as
“Structural Concrete Fill”.2158

2154

See Ottsen(I) {C-WS-17}, p. 65 [p. 60], para. 176.
Ottsen Appendix 2, p.206 [p.206].
Exhibit {C-544}, Revised RFC Submittal P-Inlet Wing Wall, dated 16 April 2013; Ottsen(I) {C-WS17}, p. 66 [p. 61], para. 178.
Exhibit {C-963}, Calculation - Pacific Locks Complex - Inlet Wing Walls, dated 22 May 2013.
Exhibit {C-544}, Revised RFC Submittal P-Inlet Wing Wall, dated 16 April 2013.
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Figure 4-89
1536.

Extracts from Drawing 5806-P-C-S-2020 showing a section of monolith IW-M1
(annotated) 2159

The additional lean concrete that was required for the foundation of the Western Inlet Wing
Wall was poured in late January and early February 2013. 2160
4.

As a result of the more adverse and Unforeseeable foundation conditions
outside of the fault zones, GUPC had to place significantly more lean
concrete

1537.

As explained in Section IV.B.3(c), the conditions that GUPC encountered at and below the
foundation level of the basalt reach of the PLE, outside of the fault zones, and, in particular,
the poor condition of the basalt, meant that GUPC experienced substantially more overexcavation than could have been foreseen from the information made available to the
tenderers in the RFP. As a result of the over-excavation, and the need to perform foundation
treatment (dental concrete) at the many minor shear zones contained within the PLE, GUPC
was required to lay significantly more lean concrete than it had planned for at tender stage.

1538.

In addition, the poorer quality of the basalt and the over-excavation that this caused, created a
very uneven rock surface, with a “significant amount of loose rock and mud.” 2161 This
complicated the process of cleaning the excavations before lean concrete could be placed and
required GUPC to devote additional time and resources to the cleaning process, particularly in
respect of the hand cleaning operations. An example of the hand cleaning from August 2011
is shown below:

2159

Exhibit {C-544}, Revised RFC Submittal P-Inlet Wing Wall, dated 16 April 2013.
Exhibit {C-804}, Locks Foundation Backfill Concrete, p. 104 [pp. 104-105].
Pelaez(I) {C-WS-18}, p. 8 [p. 5], para. 18.

2160
2161
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Figure 4-90

Hand cleaning of monolith areas outside of the fault zones in August 2011 2162

1539.

As explained by both Mr. Pelaez and Mr. Valiante, GUPC worked closely with CICP to
simplify the cleaning process in order to reduce the time and resources required while
complying with the Employer’s Requirements. 2163

1540.

As noted in Mr. Shilston’s report, a conservative assessment of the amount of lean concrete
that would need to be placed at tender stage in the basalt reach of the PLE would have been a
layer of an average thickness of 25cm in the foundation floor. 2164 As Mr. Pelaez explains in
his statement, the more adverse conditions meant that the amount of lean concrete that had to
be placed in the majority of the basalt reach of the PLE was between 0.5m and 1m. 2165

1541.

As well as the additional lean concrete that had to be poured at the base of the monoliths, the
over-excavation issues caused by the condition of the basalt also meant that additional
volumes of lean concrete had to be poured at the slopes of the excavations and at the Water
Saving Basin structures (i.e. the trifurcations, valve structures and conduits). 2166 In these
locations, the over-excavation issues meant that the slopes had to have a shallower gradient in
order to ensure that they were stable.2167 Consequently, the area between the wall of the

2162

Pelaez(I) {C-WS-18}, p. 8 [p. 5], Figure 5.
Pelaez(I) {C-WS-18}, p. 9 [p. 6], para. 19; Valiante(I) {C-WS-20}, p. 7 [p. 5], paras. 23-24. See also,
Exhibit {C-547}, Contractor’s Submittal No. 03 30 00-022 Rev 2 - P-WPR Foundation Treatment and
Lean Concrete, dated 8 March 2012.
Shilston(I), Chapter 7 {C-EX-5}, p. 15 [p. 7-15], para. 40. Mr. Shilston has also quantified
conservative tender allowances for lean concrete to treat foreseeable shear zones and for lean concrete
needed in the slopes of the excavations.
Pelaez(I) {C-WS-18}, p. 8 [p. 5], para. 17.
As noted in Section IV.B.1, the design and construction of the slopes of the Lock Structures are
covered by Sub-Clause 4.12.2(c) and the Water Saving Basin structures fall within the definition of
Lock Structures pursuant to Sub-Clause 1.1.5.15. See Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of Contract, dated
February 2009, p. 21 [p. 8].
See Pelaez(I) {C-WS-18}, p. 9 [pp. 6-7], paras. 20-21, with respect to similar issues that occurred in
relation to the conduits in the Upper Chamber.

2163

2164

2165
2166

2167
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structure and the edge of the slope that had to be filled with lean concrete increased, as
explained in Mr. Shilston’s report.2168
1542.

The fact that this additional volume of lean concrete had to be placed also impacted the
progress of the structural concrete work. First, the lean concreting works took longer due to
the larger volume that had to be laid. As a result, a large amount of lean concreting was still
being undertaken in the Upper and Middle Chambers through to February 2012. 2169 The fact
that the lean concreting took longer to complete meant that fewer areas were available to
receive structural concrete, as the completion of lean concreting is a predecessor activity to
the placement of structural concrete.

1543.

Further, as Mr. Pelaez explains in his statement, the additional volumes of lean concrete that
had to be placed diverted GUPC’s concreting resources, “including the limited amount of
concrete aggregates” that could be produced at this time because of the ongoing modifications
to the crushing plant. 2170 As a result, the volume of structural concrete that could be produced
and placed was reduced.

2168

Shilston(I), Chapter 7 {C-EX-5}, p. 19 [pp. 7-19 – 7-21], paras. 47-49.
Pelaez(I) {C-WS-18}, p. 12 [p. 9], para. 23. It should be noted that lean concreting was not fully
complete in the Upper Chamber until December 2012. See Exhibit {C-804}, Locks Foundation
Backfill Concrete, p. 99.
Pelaez(I) {C-WS-18}, p. 12 [p. 9], para. 23. The modifications to the crushing plant and the limitations
that this placed upon the production of concrete aggregates are discussed in Section III.

2169

2170
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V.

ACP’S BREACHES WITH RESPECT TO CONCRETE MIX DESIGN
A.

SUMMARY OF GUPC’S ENTITLEMENTS IN RELATION TO THE CONCRETE MIX
DESIGN ISSUES

1544.

GUPC’s entitlements in relation to concrete mix design (CMD) issues concern principally
(i) ACP’s decision to prevent GUPC from proceeding with the works on 16 February 2011
February, (ii) ACP’s wrongful rejection of GUPC’s compliant structural marine concrete
(SMC) mixes on 21 February 2011, which were entirely compliant with the ER and suitable
for placement in low salinity, and even moderate salinity areas and (iii) ACP’s instruction to
use silica fume in SMC in May 2011, which was entirely wrongful and inconsistent with the
Employer’s Requirements (ER).

1545.

On the basis of these and other wrongful actions by ACP in relation to the CMD issues, as
described below, GUPC is entitled to an extension of time and to full compensation for its
losses.

1546.

Shortly after the signature of the Contract in August 2009, GUPC set out to put together a
highly-qualified and well-experienced team, notably including Dr. Ernie Schrader, who is one
of the world’s leading concrete experts for massive concrete. This team analyzed the relevant
requirements found in the ER and understood correctly that ACP’s first and foremost
requirement was the durability of the concrete, as reflected in the overarching 100-year
functional service-life requirement. The ER also had various secondary criteria, such as a
requirement on the maximum water to cementitious material ratio in the concrete (0.4), a
minimum cover thickness over the rebar (75 mm), and a requirement that results at or below
1,000 Coulombs be recorded on concrete samples using the ASTM C1202 test.

1547.

Throughout 2010, and as planned, the team thoroughly studied and developed a number of
candidate mixes, finally arriving at two final design mixes which it submitted to ACP on
4 February 2011.

1548.

GUPC kept ACP apprised of its progress throughout its development of the mix designs,
including through three over-the-shoulder (“OTS”) meetings held in March, July and
November 2010. The intention of these meetings was for ACP to raise any concerns it had
about GUPC’s work on the concrete mix designs, and in particular any concerns it had about
GUPC’s interpretation of the ER. Throughout this process, ACP did not raise any concerns
about the quality of GUPC’s work or the compliance of GUPC’s mixes with the ER.

1549.

At the July 2010 OTS meeting, ACP recommended that GUPC use the STADIUM
service-life modelling software to perform a service-life analysis. STADIUM was and still is
the most advanced and sophisticated service-life modelling software available on the market.
Following the July 2010 OTS meeting, this agreement was memorialized in GUPC’s
September 2010 Intermediate Design Submittal and GUPC engaged SIMCO to perform the
service-life analysis using STADIUM. At the next OTS meeting in November 2010,
Dr. Jacques Marchand of SIMCO made a comprehensive presentation about STADIUM and
SIMCO’s methodology to ACP, which is based on the Unified Facilities Guide Specifications
(“UFGS”) protocol issued by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (“USACE”), the U.S. Naval
Facilities Engineering Command (NAVFAC), the U.S. Air Force Civil Engineer Center (HQ
AFCEC) and the U.S. National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), and used
throughout the world for U.S. military facilities. In particular, the STADIUM / UFGS
protocol includes, among other tests, an improved version of ASTM C1202, such that
predicting, using STADIUM, a functional service of 100 years ensures a very durable
concrete, which was evidently ACP’s goal when it included the ASTM C1202 requirement in
the ER.
459
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1550.

GUPC and SIMCO together then proceeded to gather the necessary information on exposure
conditions to validate the results of the STADIUM service-life model, a process made
significantly more difficult than anticipated due to ACP’s interference and demands. As a
result, the concrete mix design program suffered several weeks of delay during this period
(and as a result of ACP’s decision to prevent GUPC from using accelerated curing of
laboratory samples on which it would perform its tests).

1551.

At the end of this process, GUPC submitted two final SMC mix designs on 4 February 2011
for use in particular in low and low-moderate salinity areas, along with the results of all of the
relevant tests, including SIMCO’s service-life analysis.

1552.

Unfortunately, and to GUPC’s total surprise, ACP rejected these mixes and expressly
prohibited GUPC from proceeding with the works during the pre-construction meeting held
on 16 February 2011, despite the fact that the 4 February 2011 submittal had been provided
on a ‘for review’ basis to ACP (i.e. ACP had no right to so prevent GUPC from proceeding
with the works under Sub-Clause 5.2 [Contractor’s Documents] of the Conditions of
Contract).

1553.

On 21 February 2011, ACP issued its review comments giving GUPC’s submittal a “Revise
and Resubmit” disposition. In doing so, ACP clearly demonstrated its misunderstandings of
the concrete mix design process and the technical requirements in the ER, and contradicted
the previous discussions and agreements between the Parties. One particularly difficult
manifestation of these misunderstandings was ACP’s insistence that GUPC achieve a
measurement of 1,000 Coulombs on the concrete samples at early ages using the ASTM
C1202 protocol, rather than being satisfied that this requirement would be met well before the
age at which the structures would be exposed to water during commissioning and when they
are put into service (which is all that matters). This was despite the fact that ACP had not
specified a test age in the ER and that it was therefore up to GUPC, as the design-build
contractor, to determine an appropriate test age consistent with Prudent Industry Practice (as
ACP’s own expert admitted during the DAB proceedings). ACP’s insistence on early age
results that met the 1,000 Coulombs threshold was particularly egregious given the positive
results of the STADIUM service-model that clearly substantiated compliance with the most
important and overarching 100-year functional service-life requirement in the ER (which in
any event met the purpose of the 1,000 Coulombs threshold).

1554.

Through its comments, it was also clear that ACP did not understand the STADIUM
methodology, despite the comprehensive explanations provided by Dr. Marchand, in
particular during the November 2010 OTS meeting (during which ACP raised no questions).
Additionally, ACP wrongfully imposed a requirement that GUPC seek the Project Designer
CICP’s approval of the mix designs, despite the fact that this was not required under the ER
and that the design of concrete mixes was not part of CICP’s scope of works.

1555.

From February to May 2011, GUPC had no choice but to proactively attempt to clear ACP’s
misunderstandings in order to proceed with the works, in particular in the low and lowmoderate salinity areas. In particular, GUPC repeatedly explained to ACP the compliance of
its mix designs with the ER, the working of STADIUM methodology, the justified basis for
the input parameters that SIMCO had used, and GUPC’s proposal to only pour the SMC in
question in low and moderate salinity areas where the risk of reinforcement corrosion is
extremely low to start with during the required 100-year functional service-life. GUPC made
two additional submittals of its mixes in March and then May 2011, setting out all the
relevant information in detail. All of this, however, was to no avail in light of the rigid and
bureaucratic attitude of ACP having no regard for, or commitment to, the Project.

1556.

Amidst this deadlock on the mix designs, in May 2011, ACP demanded that GUPC use silica
fume in the concrete mixes, even for low salinity areas. This was illogical as the use of silica
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fume increased the risk of cracking in the concrete and made it more difficult to place.
Moreover, using silica fume was not a requirement in the ER and GUPC already had SMC
mix designs compliant with the ER. ACP’s demand was an unacceptable and wrongful
interference in the SMC design process.
1557.

Nevertheless, GUPC had no option but to implement ACP’s unreasonable demand in order to
proceed with the works and re-submitted SMC mixes with silica fume in August 2011, which
allowed the start of SMC works in August 2011.

1558.

Yet, ultimately, starting in June 2012, ACP began to accept the use of the very concrete mixes
it had rejected in February 2011 in various areas, as the long-term ASTM C1202 results of
these mixes by this time demonstrated compliance with the 1,000 Coulombs threshold in the
ER (as had been expected from the start). From the end of June 2012 until the completion of
the project, GUPC used these mixes successfully, including in high salinity areas from July
2013. This serves as further confirmation that ACP’s rejection of the February 2011 mixes
was wrongful, and in breach of the Contract and Panamanian law.

1559.

In this Arbitration, GUPC’s position in relation to the SMC design is explained by the
following professionals:

1560.

•

Mr. Antonio Maria Zaffaroni – GUPC’s Project Director until May 2011 who has
over 40 years of experience managing large construction projects in Europe, Asia,
and the Americas in both the public and private sectors;

•

Dr. Ernie Schrader – GUPC’s external concrete expert for the Project and a worldrenowned expert with significant U.S. and international experience on large concrete
projects, with particular expertise in structural and mass concrete mix design; and

•

Dr. Jacques Marchand – President and CEO of SIMCO with 20 years’ experience
working as an internationally recognized expert in durability modelling of concrete
infrastructure.

GUPC’s position is further confirmed and substantiated by the following independent
technical experts:
•

Professor Sidney Mindess – a world-leading expert on concrete with over 50 years of
experience in the field, whose particular areas of expertise include durability of
concrete and concrete testing; and

•

Professor Lars-Olof Nilsson – a world-leading expert on concrete with over 45 years
of experience in the field, whose particular areas of expertise include durability and
transport mechanisms in concrete.
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B.

GUPC CORRECTLY UNDERSTOOD
APPLICABLE TO CONCRETE MIX DESIGN
1.

THE

EMPLOYER’S

REQUIREMENTS

The ER applicable to concrete mix design – Article 1.04 of ER Section 03
30 00

1561.

The requirements applicable to concrete, and in particular SMC, are mainly found in Section
03 30 00 (entitled “Concrete”) of the ER.

1562.

Article 1.01(A)(1) of ER Section 03 30 00 defines SMC as follows: 2171

1563.

The requirements specifically applicable to SMC mix design are set out in Article 1.04(A):

…

2171

Exhibit {C-437}, The Employer’s Requirements, Section 03 30 00 - Concrete, dated October 2008, p.
1 [p. 1].
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1564.

These requirements are further discussed and explained below, after a few important
preliminary remarks.
(a)

1565.

The ER applicable to SMC were a hybrid specification

As Professors Mindess and Nilsson explain in their expert reports, one typically distinguishes
between two types of technical specifications when it comes to concrete:2172
•

Prescriptive specifications, which set out parameters to be used in developing
concrete mix designs (such as maximum water-cementitious materials ratio,
minimum cover). In the case of prescriptive specifications, provided the concrete
designed by the contractor meets the various parameters, the employer is ultimately
responsible for the quality of the concrete.

•

Performance specifications, which indicate the required performance of the concrete
(e.g., a service life of x years) without setting out parameters for the mix design. The
contractor is then free to design the concrete mixes in light of the overall performance
criteria, and the contractor is responsible for meeting the performance criteria by
whatever means it deems suitable.

1566.

As Professor Mindess explains, performance specifications are to be preferred in design-build
contracts (such as the Contract) 2173 but in Article 1.04(A) of ER Section 03 30 00, however,
ACP provided a hybrid specification, 2174 especially in relation to durability with:

2172

Mindess(I) {C-EX-8}, p. 30 [p. 28], paras. 77-79; Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 35 [p. 32], para. 90.
Mindess(I) {C-EX-8}, p. 30 [p. 28], para. 79.
Mindess(I) {C-EX-8}, p. 31 [p. 29], paras. 81-82; Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 54 [p. 51], para. 127.

2173
2174
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•

an overall performance criterion (the 100-year design life); and

•

certain prescriptive requirements (such as minimum cover of 75 mm for SMC,
maximum water-cementitious ratio of 0.4, conductivity of 1,000 Coulombs).

1567.

As Professors Mindess and Nilsson explain in their expert reports, hybrid specifications are
often criticized for creating “unnecessary complications”, 2175 and “is especially problematic in
the design-build application.” 2176

1568.

That said, and while the wording of Article 1.04(A) of ER Section 03 30 00 can be criticized,
the Contractor never thought of disregarding any part of it. However, hybrid specifications
must be correctly understood. As Professors Mindess and Nilsson explain, the only logical
and technically sound interpretation of a hybrid specification like Article 1.04(A) is to
understand the prescriptive requirements in light of the overall performance criteria and the
prerogatives of the design-build contractor.2177 This is particularly true, in the present case
and as developed below, when considering the permeability requirement set out in Article
1.04(A)(7) in light of the overall performance criteria (100-year design life) set out in Article
1.04(A)(1).
(b)

1569.

The ER applicable to SMC referred to U.S. standards

It is also important to note that, as reflected in Article 1.04(A) of ER Section 03 30 00, the
standards and guidelines applicable to the Project’s concrete generally and SMC in particular
are U.S. standards and guidelines. The ER thus refer to standards and guidelines issued by:
•

the American Concrete Institute (“ACI”), which works through committees and
sub-committees, collectively contains vast knowledge about concrete. As Professor
Mindess explains, the report of ACI Committee 318 [Building Code Requirements
for Structural Concrete] is the primary ACI document, which is “written in
mandatory language, and has been adopted by essentially all of the states and cities
in the USA” as their building code. The reports of the other ACI Committees are not
written in mandatory language, and they are “largely ‘state-of-the-art’ reports, (some
containing recommended standards) summarizing a great deal of research data and
years of practice”; 2178 and

•

the American Society for Testing and Materials (“ASTM”), 2179 which issues
standards for the testing and evaluation of materials including, but not only,
construction materials. 2180

1570.

Specifically, Article 1.04(A)(2) of ER Section 03 30 00 provide that the concrete used in the
Project must conform to the recommendations of: 2181

2175

Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 10 [pp. 7-8], para. 17.
Mindess(I) {C-EX-8}, p. 30 [pp. 28-29], para. 80.
Mindess(I) {C-EX-8}, p. 31 [pp. 29 and 34], paras. 81 and 91; Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 57 [pp. 54-55],
paras. 137-139; see also Exhibit {C-916}, Presentation by Dr. D'Ambrosia before the DAB, dated 27
September 2014, p. 25.
Mindess(I) {C-EX-8}, p. 22 [p. 20], paras. 54-55.
ASTM has been renamed “ASTM International” but will be referred to as simply “ASTM” in this
document.
Mindess(I) {C-EX-8}, p. 23 [p. 21], paras. 56-57.
Exhibit {C-437}, The Employer’s Requirements, Section 03 30 00 - Concrete, dated October 2008, p.
4 [p. 4].

2176
2177

2178
2179

2180
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•

ACI 201.2R [Guide to Durable Concrete], which provides guidelines as to durability
of concrete and specific types of concrete deteriorations; and

•

ACI 222.R [Protection of Metals in Concrete Against Corrosion], which deals with
corrosion in reinforced concrete.

1571.

For mass concrete (which is the type of concrete relevant to this dispute), Article 1.04(A)(2)
also refers to ACI 207.1R [Mass Concrete]. 2182

1572.

Article 1.04(A)(7) also refers to two ASTM standards: 2183
•

ASTM C157 [Standard Test Method for Length Change of Hardened HydraulicCement Mortar and Concrete], which deals with the shrinkage of concrete;

•

ASTM C1202 [Standard Test Method for Electrical Indication of Concrete’s Ability
to Resist Chloride Ion Penetration], which deals with permeability of concrete. As
explained further below, the proper understanding and interpretation (in light of the
overall 100-year design life requirement) of the Employer’s Requirements regarding
the use of ASTM C1202 is at the heart of the Parties’ dispute relating to concrete
mix design.
(c)

The overarching Employer’s requirement was the 100-year functional
service-life

1573.

The primary performance requirement for the SMC in the Project, as reflected in Article
1.04(A) of the ER Section 03 30 00, is that: 2184

1574.

This reference to a 100-year service-life is found in many places in the ER and applies
generally across the board on the Project (with a few exceptions, which are not relevant to this
dispute).

1575.

Article 1.02 of ER Section 01 10 00 (entitled “General Project Requirements”) thus refers to a
“functional lifetime of 100 years” for each “lock complex” (i.e., for each of the Pacific and
Atlantic lock complex): 2185

2182

Exhibit {C-437}, The Employer’s Requirements, Section 03 30 00 - Concrete, dated October 2008, p.
4 [p. 4].
Exhibit {C-437}, The Employer’s Requirements, Section 03 30 00 - Concrete, dated October 2008, p.
4 [p. 4].
Exhibit {C-437}, The Employer’s Requirements, Section 03 30 00 - Concrete, dated October 2008, p.
4 [p. 4].
Exhibit {C-647}, Section 01 10 00 - General Project Requirements, dated February 2009, p. 3 [p. 3].

2183

2184

2185
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1576.

Article 1.03(D) of ER Section 01 10 00 also provides: 2186

1577.

Article 1.09 of ER Section 01 10 00 further states: 2187

1578.

The terms “design life”, “service life”, “functional lifetime” and the like are not sufficiently
defined in the ER, even though the ER contain over 100 references to these terms in different
Sections, and uses these terms interchangeably. 2188

1579.

As Professor Nilsson explains in his report, “service-life” and “design life” are slightly
different concepts. Thus, a “design life” specification, in general, indicates that the concrete
should be “designed to give a performance of the concrete structures that should make the
operations possible without disturbing the operations of the locks”. 2189 “Service-life”, on the
other hand, refers to “a time period during which a concrete structure is meant to fulfil, or
actually will fulfil, certain performance requirements.” 2190 In practice, however and for the
purposes of this dispute, the two terms are effectively synonymous. They designate the
overall performance requirement that the locks should operate for a minimum of 100 years
without loss of functionality (i.e., without interruption of service), except for minimal “[l]ane
service outages for schedule maintenance, incidental breakdowns and unscheduled
maintenance, and emergency repairs[, which] shall not exceed 0.4% of the time each
month.” 2191

1580.

While the ER repeatedly refer to the 100-year functional service/design life, they do not
expressly define an important parameter, which is the end of service-life. However, as
Professor Nilsson points out in his report, the wording of the ER indicate that “the concrete
structures should be designed to give a performance of the concrete structures that should
make the operations possible without disturbing the operations of the locks, i.e., no major
maintenance or repair should be required during 100 years.”2192 As further confirmed by
Dr. Marchand based on his vast industry experience, the ER required GUPC “to demonstrate
that a minimum functional lifetime of 100 years would be met; i.e., the structures would have
the ability to serve, under the prevailing environmental conditions, the intended purposes in

2186

Exhibit {C-647}, Section 01 10 00 - General Project Requirements, dated February 2009, p. 5 [p. 5].
Exhibit {C-647}, Section 01 10 00 - General Project Requirements, dated February 2009, p. 16 [p. 16].
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 12 [p. 8], para. 46.
Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 55 [p. 52], para. 131.
Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 55 [p. 52], para. 133; see also Exhibit {C-854}, First Expert Report by Dr.
D'Ambrosia before the DAB, dated 29 September 2013, p. 6 [pp. 6-7], Section VI.
Exhibit {C-647}, Section 01 10 00 - General Project Requirements, dated February 2009, p. 3 [p. 3],
Section 1.02.K.
Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 55 [p. 52], para. 131; see also Mindess(I) {C-EX-8}, p. 32 [pp. 30-32], paras.
85-88.

2187
2188
2189
2190

2191

2192
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terms of strength and serviceability for 100 years ‘without loss of functionality’, that is
without impacting the operations of the locks.”2193
1581.

To conclude:
•

the overarching durability requirement in the ER is the 100-year functional service
life (a performance requirement);

•

the 1,000 Coulomb requirement has to be read, understood and interpreted in light of
this overarching performance criteria insofar as the parameters that the Employer
failed to specify (e.g.. the test age at which the ASTM C1202 test should be
performed and the impact of the relevant exposure conditions) are concerned; and

•

the 100-year service/design life is the period during which the locks should operate
without loss of functionality (i.e., without interruption of service), except for
minimal “[l]ane service outages for schedule maintenance, incidental breakdowns
and unscheduled maintenance, and emergency repairs[, which] shall not exceed 0.4%
of the time each month.”2194 A contrario, repairs or maintenance that can be
performed without service interruption are acceptable during the 100-year
service/design period.
(d)

The ER applicable to concrete gave discretion to GUPC as design-build
Contractor

1582.

The Contract between GUPC and ACP for the Project is a design-build contract, and the ER
gave GUPC some discretion about how to satisfy the overarching 100-year functional service
life requirement.2195

1583.

For instance, Article 1.04(A)(7) of ER Section 03 30 00 states that compressive strength is to
be “as required by design”. 2196 This meant that GUPC (through its subcontractor in charge of
structural design CICP) had the discretion and responsibility to define the minimum
compressive strength, in light of the structural design requirements and the 100-year
functional service-life.

1584.

The ER also gave GUPC discretion in connection with several of the durability requirements,
in particular:
•

2193
2194

2195
2196

2197
2198

how to demonstrate the 100-year functional service-life, which GUPC, in line with
industry practice,2197 defined to include a period of 90 years for initiation of chloride
induced corrosion at the outermost layer of the reinforcement, followed by a
corrosion propagation period of at least 10 years before the normal operations of the
structure would be negatively impacted; 2198 and

Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 13 [p. 9], para. 54.
Exhibit {C-647}, Section 01 10 00 - General Project Requirements, dated February 2009, p. 3 [p. 3],
Section 1.02.K.
Mindess(I) {C-EX-8}, p. 38 [p. 36], para. 97.
Exhibit {C-437}, The Employer’s Requirements, Section 03 30 00 - Concrete, dated October 2008, p.
4 [p. 4].
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 12 [pp. 8-9], paras. 47-55.
Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 37 [pp. 34-35, 53], paras. 91-96, 134; Mindess(I) {C-EX-8}, p. 11 [pp. 9, 3031], paras. 19, 85-86.
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•

as to gaps in the ER concerning the 1,000 Coulombs threshold under ASTM C1202,
as further explained below.
(e)

1585.

Before turning specifically to the 1,000 Coulombs requirement under ASTM C1202 as set out
in Article 1.04(A) of ER Section 03 30 00, which is at the heart of the Parties’ dispute, it is
important to give some background on the deterioration factors that can affect reinforced
concrete, in particular the concrete permeability to chloride ions.
(i)

1586.

The 1,000 Coulombs requirement under ASTM C1202 (Standard Test
Method for Electrical Indication of Concrete’s Ability to Resist Chloride
Ion Penetration)

The deterioration factors that can affect concrete

Several deterioration factors can affect the durability of concrete:
•

leaching of calcium and alkalis, which is “triggered by the composition of the water
to which the concrete is exposed”, and can change the chloride binding of the
outermost surface layer of concrete (leaching of calcium) or change the pH of pore
water thereby affecting chloride threshold levels (leaching of alkalis); 2199

•

alkali-aggregate reactions caused by the use of alkali-reactive aggregates in concrete,
which “can cause internal expansion within the concrete” leading to cracks;2200

•

delayed ettringite formation whereby ettringite (created by the reaction of sulphates in
water/cement/admixtures and the tricalcium aluminate (C3A) present in cement), as a
result of high concrete temperature, is formed after the concrete is hardened, thereby
“caus[ing] expansion and cracking” of the concrete; 2201

•

sulphate attack, whereby the reaction between sulphates (if significantly present in
the water to which the concrete is exposed) and C3A, as mentioned above for
ettringite, can cause internal expansion which can lead to cracking. Moreover, this
can produce thaumasite in a cold climate, “if the concrete contains fine limestone
particles”; 2202 and

•

reinforcement corrosion, whereby the “thin, stable layer of iron oxide at the surface of
the steel” (passive layer) is broken by carbonation or ingress of chloride ions. 2203

1587.

As Professors Nilsson and Mindess explain in their reports, all of these factors can either be
avoided altogether by the proper selection of the concrete constituents and concrete
production procedures, or be delayed substantially through a careful mix design process, as is
the case for reinforcement corrosion. 2204

1588.

There is no debate that, on the Project, reinforcement corrosion caused by the ingress of
chloride ions is the most important factor that affects the functional service life of the

2199

Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 21 [p. 18], para. 53(1).
Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 21 [p. 18], para. 53(2).
Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 22 [p. 19], para. 53(3).
Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 22 [p. 19], para. 53(4).
Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 22 [pp. 19-20], paras. 55-58; see also Mindess(I) {C-EX-8}, p. 25 [p. 23],
paras. 64-65; Exhibit {C-854}, First Expert Report by Dr. D'Ambrosia before the DAB, dated 29
September 2013, p. 3 [p. 3], Section IV.A.
Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 22 [p. 19], para. 54; Mindess(I) {C-EX-8}, p. 25 [p. 23], para. 65.

2200
2201
2202
2203

2204
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concrete. 2205 As Professor Nilsson explains, reinforcement corrosion occurs as a result of the
transportation of chloride ions, which are present in the (saline) water in contact with the
structure, to the reinforcement bars in the concrete. 2206 Corrosion is initiated when the
chloride ions concentration transported through the concrete reaches a critical level (known as
the chloride threshold level) so as to break down the passive layer around the reinforcement
bars. 2207
1589.

As explained by Professors Mindess and Nilsson, several factors impact the initiation of
corrosion at the rebar, such as:
•

the permeability of the concrete i.e., the resistance of concrete to chloride ions
ingress; 2208

•

the chloride binding properties of the concrete, i.e. the interaction between chloride
ions and the solids; 2209

•

the thickness of the concrete cover (in the present case, the ER mandated a minimum
cover of 75 mm – see Article 1.04(A)(6) of ER Section 03 30 00); 2210 and

•

the exposure conditions, in particular the chloride ion concentration (salinity) of the
surroundings. 2211
(ii)

Chloride ion permeability and ASTM C1202

1590.

As for permeability, Article 1.04 of ER Section 03 30 00 specifies testing to be done in
accordance with the ASTM C1202 standard.

1591.

ASTM C1202, also known as the Rapid Chloride Permeability Test (“RCPT”), 2212 is a test
protocol to assess the penetrability of chloride ions by measuring the amount of electrical
charge passed through concrete, thereby providing an indication as to the permeability of the
concrete. 2213 This test protocol was developed initially for use on roads and bridges, exposed
to deicing salts. 2214 The ASTM C1202 test protocol and standard are discussed further in
Professors Nilsson and Mindess’ reports. 2215

2205

Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 21 [p. 18], para. 53; Mindess(I) {C-EX-8}, p. 25 [p. 23], para. 65.
Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 22 [pp. 19-20, 22], paras. 55-58, 62.
Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 25 [pp. 22-24, 26-29], paras. 62-68, 77-84.
Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 26 [p. 23], para. 64; Mindess(I) {C-EX-8}, p. 25 [p. 23], para. 66.
Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 26 [p. 23], para. 64.
Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 38 [p. 35], para. 96.
Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 26 [pp. 23-24], para. 66.
Exhibit {C-439}, ASTM C1202-10, "Standard Test Method for Electrical Indication of Concrete’s
Ability to Resist Chloride Ion Penetration", p. 1 [p. 1].
Mindess(I) {C-EX-8}, p. 40 [pp. 38-39], paras. 100-103; Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 59 [pp. 56-58],
paras. 140-146; see also Exhibit {C-854}, First Expert Report by Dr. D'Ambrosia before the DAB,
dated 29 September 2013, p. 2 [p. 2], Section II.
Mindess(I) {C-EX-8}, p. 40 [p. 38], para. 100.
Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 59 [pp. 56-58], paras. 142-145; Mindess(I) {C-EX-8}, p. 40, [pp. 38-40],
paras. 100-106. See also Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 13 [pp. 9-11 and 14-15], paras. 56-60 and 7577].

2206
2207
2208
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1592.

1593.

It is important to note, however, that as pointed out by Professors Nilsson and Mindess:
•

ASTM C1202 (RCPT) was developed as a rapid test that could be used in lieu of
measuring directly the ingress of chloride ions in a concrete sample (which takes
weeks/months); 2216

•

ASTM C1202 measures the electrical conductivity of the concrete, not the
permeability itself (which is what is relevant to assess the concrete’s durability);2217

•

electrical conductivity, which in itself has nothing to do with the permeability of
concrete, provides an indication of the penetrability of the pore system of the
concrete. 2218 This is reflected in the name of the standard itself: “Standard Test
Method for Electrical Indication of Concrete’s Ability to Resist Chloride Ion
Penetration”; 2219

•

ASTM C1202 is therefore “a qualitative indication of a penetrability being ‘high’,
‘moderate’, ‘low’ etc.”, which is “only one of the decisive parameters when
predicting chloride ingress into concrete.” 2220

Additionally, and as will be further discussed below, it is important to keep in mind that
ASTM C1202 has been the subject to much criticism in the industry, in particular because of
the high variability of the test results obtained (which is acknowledged in the standard itself).
This prompted the development of more reliable, improved versions of the test.
(iii)

The importance of the curing procedure, test age and exposure conditions, in
ASTM C1202

1594.

Another thing to keep in mind about ASTM C1202 is that there is general consensus among
experts in the field that any Coulomb threshold under ASTM C1202 (like the 1,000 Coulombs
limit set out at Article 1.04(A)(7) of the ER Section 03 30 00) needs to be considered in light
of several parameters, in particular (i) the curing conditions and test age of the concrete, and
(ii) the conditions to which the concrete is meant to be exposed. 2221 These parameters must
be defined when using ASTM C1202. The 2010 version of the ASTM C1202 standard thus
confirms: 2222

2216

Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 59 [p. 56], paras. 140-141; see also Exhibit {C-854}, First Expert Report by
Dr. D'Ambrosia before the DAB, dated 29 September 2013, p. 4 [p. 4], Section IV.B.
Mindess(I) {C-EX-8}, p. 40 [pp. 38-39], para. 103, 105; Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 61 [pp. 58-59], para.
147, 148 and 150; see also Exhibit {C-854}, First Expert Report by Dr. D'Ambrosia before the DAB,
dated 29 September 2013, p. 2 [p. 2], Section II.
Mindess(I) {C-EX-8}, p. 40 [pp. 38-39], para. 103; Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 61 [pp. 58-59], para. 148;
see also Exhibit {C-854}, First Expert Report by Dr. D'Ambrosia before the DAB, dated 29 September
2013, p. 4 [p. 4], Section IV.B.
Exhibit {C-439}, ASTM C1202-10, "Standard Test Method for Electrical Indication of Concrete’s
Ability to Resist Chloride Ion Penetration", p. 1 [p. 1].
Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 61 [pp. 58-59], para. 148; Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 14 [pp. 11 and 15],
paras. 59 and 77; see also Exhibit {C-854}, First Expert Report by Dr. D'Ambrosia before the DAB,
dated 29 September 2013, p. 4 [p. 4], Section IV.B.
Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 63 [pp. 60-63], paras. 157-165, Mindess(I) {C-EX-8}, p. 40 [pp. 38-39],
paras. 102-104; see also Exhibit {C-854}, First Expert Report by Dr. D'Ambrosia before the DAB,
dated 29 September 2013, p. 5 [pp. 5-6], Section IV.C.
Exhibit {C-439}, ASTM C1202-10, "Standard Test Method for Electrical Indication of Concrete’s
Ability to Resist Chloride Ion Penetration", p. 2 [p. 2].
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1.

Curing conditions, test age and the improvement of concrete over
time

1595.

Concrete is formed as a result of a series of chemical reactions from the mixing of cement,
water, and pozzolan (if used). During this process, the principal components of cement
(calcium oxide and silica) react with water to form calcium silicate hydrate (CSH), which acts
as a “glue” holding the aggregates together.2223 As explained by Professor Nilsson, “[t]his
reaction between the cement and water continues for as long as there is water and space for
the products of the reactions (i.e. for years in most concrete).” 2224

1596.

Curing refers to the process whereby the “concrete surface is kept wet and prevented from
drying” in order to maintain the wet conditions for continued reactions in the concrete,
making it stronger. 2225 As Professor Nilsson explains, “[w]et curing will give better
conditions for the binder reactions to continue than sealed curing and, of course, if drying is
permitted during curing.” 2226

1597.

The result of this continuous curing is that “[t]he reaction products bind the cement grains and
aggregate grains together … [and] the pore space is gradually filled with reaction products,
a process that gradually decreases the connectivity between the remaining pores.” 2227
This results in the improvement of the properties of the concrete, such as compressive
strength, permeability and electrical conductivity (which is measured by ASTM C1202), over
time. 2228 In fact, as Professor Mindess explains, “[i]f water is available, strength continues to
increase for decades, while permeability continues to decrease.” 2229

1598.

Indeed, this is expressly acknowledged in ASTM C1202 standard itself, which reads in
paragraph 4.3: 2230

2223

Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 15 [pp. 12-13], paras. 30-32; Mindess(I) {C-EX-8}, p. 14 [pp. 12-13], paras.
33-34.
Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 18 [p. 15], para. 40.
Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 19 [p. 16], paras. 43-44; see also Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 17 [pp. 13-14],
paras. 70-72.
Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 64 [p. 61], para. 158.
Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 19 [p. 16], para. 44.
Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 63 [pp. 60-61], paras. 157-160.
Mindess(I) {C-EX-8}, p. 16 [p. 14], para. 38.
Exhibit {C-439}, ASTM C1202-10, "Standard Test Method for Electrical Indication of Concrete’s
Ability to Resist Chloride Ion Penetration", p. 1.
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1599.

It is therefore imperative that the curing procedure and test age be clearly specified for the
assessment of any Coulombs threshold under ASTM C1202. 2231

1600.

Paragraph 4.4 of the ASTM C1202 standard thus states: 2232

1601.

In the present case, however, and contrary to what is mandated in ASTM C1202, ACP failed
to specify the test age for the concrete. As explained by Professors Nilsson and Mindess, this
was an error on the part of ACP and showed that ACP did not understand the ASTM C1202
test or what was required of it, despite including it in the ER. 2233

1602.

Setting aside the fact that the Employer was not specifying ASTM C1202 correctly, the gaps
left in the ER meant that the test age was left to be determined by GUPC as the design-build
contractor, in light of the overall Project requirements. Professors Mindess and Nilsson
confirm that this is the correct interpretation of the ASTM C1202 requirement in
Article 1.04(A)(7) of ER Section 03 30 00:

1603.

•

Professor Mindess: “[ACP’s] omissions [in the ER] gave GUPC discretion to use its
engineering judgment in fixing the missing parameters, again in light of the 100-year
service requirement.” 2234

•

Professor Nilsson: “the Employer did not specify the curing age or exposure
conditions … This is not good practice, but in any event, it gives the design-build
contractor the right to apply what is reasonable and consistent with industry
practice.” 2235

As a matter of fact, this was admitted by ACP’s own expert in the DAB Referral 11
proceedings, Mr. Carasquillo, who stated that:
“… the Employer’s Requirements left the testing age parameter
of the ASTM C1202 compliance up to the Contractor to
coordinate with its own concrete mix development, testing plan
and construction schedule. As a result, the Contractor is provided
complete flexibility regarding the time when the concrete must
meet the Employer’s Requirement”. 2236
2.

The varying exposure conditions in the Project

1604.

The exposure conditions affecting reinforcement corrosion is an essential condition in the
present case. Indeed, as Dr. Marchand explains, the tender stage reports provided by ACP
showed that “these [exposure] conditions went from freshwater in the Upper Chambers to

2231

Mindess(I) {C-EX-8}, p. 40 [p. 38], para. 102.
Exhibit {C-439}, ASTM C1202-10, "Standard Test Method for Electrical Indication of Concrete’s
Ability to Resist Chloride Ion Penetration", p. 1.
Mindess(I) {C-EX-8}, p. 38 [p. 36], para. 97; Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 57 [pp. 54-55], para. 138.
Mindess(I) {C-EX-8}, p. 38 [p. 36], para. 97.
Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 57 [pp. 54-55], para. 138.
Exhibit {C-917}, Carasquillo Second Report Ref 11 DAB, p. 35. [Emphasis added]
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brackish water in the Middle, Lower Chambers and Tailbay and seawater in the South Wing
Walls and Approach Structures.” 2237 As further explained by Professor Nilsson in his report,
“there is a tremendous difference between the exposure to chlorides in the Upper Chamber
and the Lower Chamber, which are exposed to water with much higher salinity.” 2238
1605.

This is, in fact, confirmed by the salinity measurements that GUPC/SIMCO performed in the
various chambers after the start of the Project and which are summarized below:

Figure 5-1

Table showing the significant difference in local exposure conditions (salinity in
parts per thousand) 2239

1606.

The reason for these very different salinity levels is that, when the locks are in operation,
fresh water is taken from the Approach Channel (coming from Lake Gatún) and then
“flushed” through the Upper, Middle and Lower Chambers successively. It is only in the
Lower Chambers that this fresh water is mixed with seawater. Further downstream from the
Lower Chambers, the Approach Structures on the ocean side are the only structures in contact
with undiluted seawater. All of this is illustrated in Figure 5-2, below:

2237

Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 9 [p. 5], para. 23.
Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 40 [p. 37], para. 100.
Exhibit {C-471}, Submittal No. 03 30 00-023 rev 2, Technical Report – Final Concrete Types and
Mixes for Pacific and Atlantic Sites, dated 10 March 2011, p. 202.
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Figure 5-2

Diagram showing differing salinity levels in different parts of the Locks on the
Pacific side of the Third Set of Locks Project 2240

1607.

It is important to keep in mind that GUPC was planning (according to its revised work
program) to start concreting works in the Upper Chamber on the Pacific and Atlantic sides,
where the water comes from Lake Gatún and is effectively fresh water (having negligible
quantities of chloride ions) – indeed the very water used in the production of concrete for the
Project. 2241

1608.

This is significant because, as Professors Mindess and Nilsson explain in their reports,
chloride ions penetrability is simply not an issue in the presence of fresh water or even
low-moderate salinity water (which are found, respectively, in the Upper Chamber and the
Middle Chamber/Lock Head 2 on each of the Atlantic and Pacific sites):

2240

2241

2242
2243

•

Professor Nilsson: “[t]he salinity, and therefore the concentration of chlorides, in the
water in the Upper Chamber, Lock Head 2, and the Middle Chamber have a
tremendous impact on the rate of diffusion of chlorides into concrete and therefore on
the level of chlorides in concrete.”2242

•

Professor Mindess: “[w]here the exposure is to essentially fresh water, as in the
Upper Chambers, or to water having salinity up to the levels found in the Middle
Chamber, no special precautions need to be taken; these are quite mild exposure
conditions, and ordinary good concrete practice (reasonably low w/b ratio, proper
curing, and an appropriate cover) would suffice to achieve a functional lifetime of
100 years” 2243

This diagram is of the conceptual design of the Pacific Locks provided by ACP. A similar diagram of
the as-built structure is not available, but the differences between the conceptual and as-built structures
are not relevant to the differences between the exposure conditions in different parts of the
structure. The same differences in exposure conditions are found on the Atlantic side.
Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 39 [p. 35], para. 138; Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 57 [p. 54], para. 137 and
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 31 [p. 27], para. 129.
Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 44 [p. 41], para. 104.
Mindess(I) {C-EX-8}, p. 50 [p. 48], para. 122.
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(iv)
1609.

The correct understanding of the 1,000 Coulombs requirement under ASTM
C1202 set out in Article 1.04(A)(7) of ER Section 03 30 00

It is therefore undisputable, and fully consistent with the ASTM C1202 standard, that when it
comes to concrete penetrability to chloride ions and ASTM C1202:
•

GUPC, as the design-build contractor, had the discretion under the ER to decide the
age of testing at which time the 1,000 Coulomb threshold under ASTM C1202
testing would be met. This is significant because the commencement of the servicelife of the relevant structures was almost 2-3 years after the placing of the concrete,
during which time the concrete would become stronger and less permeable, due to
continued curing and hydration.

•

GUPC, as the design-build contractor, had to take into account the drastically
different exposure conditions when designing its SMC mixes, and in particular the
fact that the Upper Chamber on both the Pacific and Atlantic sites were effectively in
fresh water conditions where chloride ions penetrability is not an issue to start with.
2.

The concrete mix design process (Article 1.05 of ER Section 03 30 00)

1610.

As Professor Nilsson explains in his report, “[t]he process of developing a suitable concrete
mix is a complicated and delicate matter. The parameters are many and several of them have
contradicting effects on the required properties of the concrete.” 2244

1611.

The main components of concrete are: 2245
•

Portland cement;

•

Pozzolan when applicable (e.g., fly ash, silica fume, natural pozzolan and steel slag);

•

Water;

•

Coarse aggregates (stones) and fine aggregates (including sand);

•

Chemical admixtures (such as water reducers, air entraining admixtures, accelerators
and retarders).

1612.

As mentioned above, concrete is formed through a chemical reaction whereby the aggregates
(coarse and fine) “are ‘glued’ together by a ‘glue’ of cement paste, which is a mix of cement
and water (and pozzolan, where it has been used)”. 2246 This process, however, requires
optimal proportions of the components of concrete to strike a proper balance between the
properties of fresh concrete (such as workability) and hardened concrete (such as strength,
permeability and durability). 2247 As further explained by Dr. Schrader, while developing a
concrete mix design, “an awareness is needed of the full picture with an appropriate balance
for all relevant properties of the concrete.” 2248

1613.

A good example for the balancing exercise in the development of concrete is the proportion of
the cement paste in concrete. As explained by Professor Nilsson, this proportion should be

2244

Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 20 [p. 17], para. 50.
Mindess(I) {C-EX-8}, p. 13 [p. 11], para. 29; Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 15 [pp. 12-13], paras. 30-33.
Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 15 [pp. 12-13, 15-16], paras. 32, 40-41.
Mindess(I) {C-EX-8}, p. 19 [p. 17], para. 44.
Schrader(I) {C-WS-19}, p. 8 [p. 5], para. 22.
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“high enough to produce a workable concrete. For a concrete to be workable, it must be
sufficiently fluid when it is fresh such that it can be mixed in a mixer, cast in a formwork, and
compacted (or ‘consolidated’) to remove excess air voids.”2249 At the same time, it should not
be too high such that the reactions “cause a rise in temperature, which can lead to internal
expansion and cracking of the concrete after it hardens”, or result in the shrinkage of concrete,
“possibly leading to cracking.” 2250
1614.

The problem of heat generation in concrete is, in fact, an important factor to be accounted for
while selecting the components of concrete and designing a mix. Professor Mindess explains
that “[t]o produce a relatively ‘low heat’ concrete, the usual approach is to use some
combination of a low heat of hydration cement, replacement of some cement with pozzolans
(since this slows down the rate of hydration and hence the heat build-up), and to minimize the
cement content.” 2251

1615.

The ratio of water to cement or cementitious materials (cement and pozzolan), known as
water-cement ratio (w/c) or water-binder ratio (w/b) is also an important factor affecting the
quality of the concrete. Professor Nilsson thus explains:
“When the cement grains react with water and reaction products
are created, these products fill the spaces between the cement
grains (known as ‘capillary pores’ or ‘pores’) more easily
because the distance between the cement grains is smaller. This
results in a higher strength and a lower penetrability.” 2252

1616.

However, this is also a balancing exercise. As explained further by Professor Mindess, “both
the strength and the permeability of the hardened concrete are largely controlled by the w/b
ratio; the lower the w/b, the better. However, there must also be enough water to provide the
required workability, and so there is often a “competition” between strength and
workability.” 2253

1617.

Moreover, chemical admixtures are used in the concrete mix to enhance the properties of the
concrete, such as strength and durability (e.g., by reducing the water content in the cement
paste). 2254

1618.

The development and qualification (i.e., selection) of concrete mix designs involve the
creation of the formula(e) for the concrete with the appropriate constituents in precise
proportions. Once the mix qualification process is complete, production of concrete in the
field begins, at which time “it is often necessary to make further (typically small) adjustments
to the concrete mix once the initial test results from the field-produced concrete become
available”. 2255

2249

Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 20 [p. 17], para. 49.
Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 16 [p. 13], para. 34.
Mindess(I) {C-EX-8}, p. 16 [p. 14], para. 37.
Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 17 [p. 14], para. 38.
Mindess(I) {C-EX-8}, p. 19 [p. 17], para. 46.
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 10 [p. 6], para. 29.
Mindess(I) {C-EX-8}, p. 21 [p. 19], para. 52.
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1619.

1620.

2256
2257
2258
2259

2260

2261

All of this is a step-by-step process that can be categorized into three broad stages, as
explained by Dr. Schrader: 2256
•

Stage A, which are the initial preparations for developing the concrete in the
laboratory, consists of three steps – (1) sourcing and evaluation of the components for
the concrete (such as cement, pozzolan); (2) characterization and analysis of the
properties of these components in an independent laboratory; and (3) sourcing and
evaluation of the admixtures.

•

Stage B, which is entirely performed in a laboratory and consists of three steps –
(1) selection and determination of mix constituents and their proportions (candidate
mixes); (2) preparation of samples in the laboratory with production aggregates (if
available), or “representative materials” that have “very similar physical and chemical
or mineralogical composition as the material that will finally be used in production”,
to test them for hardened concrete properties; (3) preparation of mixes in the
laboratory; and

•

Stage C, which is “[a] separate step” that takes place in the construction field and is
not per se a design activity, consisting of producing concrete in batching plants to be
used for the project (using the formula selected in Stage B) and verifying that the
concrete thus produced has essentially the same properties as the concrete qualified in
the laboratory. At this stage, adjustments to the mix proportions developed in the
laboratory are often necessary, and remain necessary through the life of the project.
In fact, as explained by Professor Mindess, “[t]his is normal practice on most major
construction projects” because “[t]he concrete subsequently produced for the actual
construction is likely to have somewhat different properties from the laboratoryproduced concrete, due to differences in mixing procedures, in minor variations in the
materials, and so on.” 2257

As explained by Dr. Marchand, these three stages are reflected in Sub-Sections (A), (B) and
(C) of Article 1.05 of ER Section 03 30 00 – none of which require ACP’s approval under
Sub-Clause 5.2 [Contractor's Documents] of the Conditions of Contract: 2258
•

Stage A corresponds to Article 1.05(A) requiring the submission of the “Intermediate
Design” where the relevant information about the components of the mix designs and
the draft Contractor’s Specifications are submitted for ACP’s “review”. 2259

•

Stage B corresponds to Article 1.05(B) requiring the submission of the “Final
Design” for ACP’s “review”. 2260 These final mix designs are developed entirely
under laboratory conditions, using the components identified in Stage A.2261

•

Stage C corresponds to Article 1.05(C) which deals with “Construction” and provides
that “proportions will be adjusted [as needed] as the work progresses to achieve, as
closely as possible, the designated levels of relevant properties”.2262

Schrader(I) {C-WS-19}, p. 6 [pp. 3-4], paras. 17-18.
Mindess(I) {C-EX-8}, p. 21 [p. 19], paras. 51-52.
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 9 [pp. 5-6], paras. 28-31.
Exhibit {C-437}, The Employer’s Requirements, Section 03 30 00 - Concrete, dated October 2008, p.
7 [p. 7].
Exhibit {C-437}, The Employer’s Requirements, Section 03 30 00 - Concrete, dated October 2008, p.
7 [p. 7].
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 10 [p. 6], para. 30; Schrader(I) {C-WS-19}, p. 6 [pp. 3-4], para. 17;
Mindess(I) {C-EX-8}, p. 21 [p. 19], para. 51.
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3.

Significance of the OTS process

1621.

The OTS process was another significant feature of the Contract, which was to ensure sound
coordination between ACP and GUPC, in order to avoid delays to design process.

1622.

The OTS process was anticipated to be an important part of the Project right from the
beginning by both the Parties. In fact, in February 2010, ACP clarified that the OTS process
is intended to “create alignment between GUPC/CICP and the ACP regarding expectations
for a specific submittal.” 2263 And indeed, as Mr. Zaffaroni (GUPC’s Project Director until
May 2011) explains in his witness statement, “this aspect was extensively discussed by the
Parties in early 2010 … reflecting the Parties’ agreement on the importance of the OTS
process in the Project.” 2264

1623.

As defined in Article 1.02(B)(2) of ER Section 01 42 16 [Definitions],
“Over-the-Shoulder Reviews’ mean the informal working meetings during
which members of the Employer’s staff will meet with the Contractor’s design
team to discuss the designs, drawings, and other relevant Contractor’s
Documents. The objective is to facilitate the exchange of information between
the Employer’s Personnel and the Contractor’s Personnel during the design
development process and to provide an opportunity for dialogue about
compliance with the relevant Employer’s Requirements. The Contractor’s
Project Management Plan shall indicate at what stages these working meetings
should occur, but the Employer reserves the right to request additional
meetings if required. Responsibility for the design and performance of the
Works shall remain with the Contractor. …” 2265

1624.

As explained by Mr. Zaffaroni, “[t]he purpose of these meetings, as understood and agreed by
the Parties, was to ensure coordination between GUPC and ACP and the smooth functioning
of the review/approval process (as GUPC kept ACP informed of the development of the
concrete mix design program on an ongoing basis)”, 2266 so that any non-compliance issues
could be promptly resolved before they stifled the progress of the Project. This was meant to
be a useful platform for the exchange of information between the Parties, and implied the
existence of co-operative attitude and technical expertise on both sides.

1625.

However, as explained further below, ACP failed to demonstrate any co-operation or
technical expertise, and never engaged, in the OTS process in any meaningful manner, and
never utilized the opportunities it had to address its concerns and questions about the design
specifications. ACP failed to engage in the OTS process as envisioned by the Parties, which
ultimately contributed to ACP’s wrongful rejection of GUPC’s compliant mixes.

2262

Exhibit {C-437}, The Employer’s Requirements, Section 03 30 00 - Concrete, dated October 2008, p.
7 [pp. 7-8].
Exhibit {C-712}, Employer Transmittal 00404 (Comments on GUPC-CICP OTS), dated 11 February
2010, p. 2 [p. 1]. [Emphasis added]
Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 33 [pp. 29-30], para. 120.
Exhibit {C-710}, Final RFP, Volume II, Employer's Requirements, Section 01 42 16, dated November
2008, p. 2 [p. 2], Article 1.02(B)(2). [Emphasis added]
Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 34 [p. 30], para. 121.
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C.

GUPC PERFORMED SUBSTANTIAL DUE DILIGENCE ON THE CONCRETE MIX
DESIGN DURING THE TENDER PERIOD

1626.

As Mr. Zaffaroni (GUPC’s Proposal Manager during the tender period and then Project
Director until May 2011) explains in his witness statement, GUPC put together during the
tender period a team of “world-class professionals” 2267 who enabled it to submit a complete
and well-researched Technical Proposal in respect of the SMC concrete mix design.

1627.

GUPC’s diligence during the tender period with respect to CMD included carrying out
detailed investigations on the materials that were likely to be used to produce concrete on the
Project. On the basis of these investigations and the requirements for concrete contained in
the RFP, GUPC presented preliminary information about GUPC’s proposed SMC concrete
mix design in its Technical Proposal.2268 This information was necessarily preliminary
because, as Mr. Zaffaroni explains, concrete mix designs “can be properly developed only
after the Contract is awarded, as the mix design is dependent on the source and characteristics
of the materials (such as cement, aggregates, admixtures, etc.) that will actually be used on
the Project.” 2269

1628.

GUPC also emphasized in its Technical Proposal that on the Project it would be using the
“most advanced concrete practices” and that it would follow the guidance of organizations
such as the ACI and USACE. 2270

1629.

In addition, GUPC performed tests (e.g., for compressive strength) on samples of the
preliminary mix designs it had developed. These tests enabled GUPC to understand the
properties of the materials that were likely to be used to produce the concrete. The
information gathered was also used to determine what cost should be included for concrete in
GUPC’s financial proposal (including the cost of aggregate production), and to identify
whether there was any need to request adjustments to the available materials (e.g., cement,
admixtures) from potential suppliers, as this was an activity that could potentially have a long
lead time. 2271

1630.

During the tender period, GUPC also liaised with potential suppliers of the constituents of the
concrete (such as cement and pozzolan) to ensure that the necessary quantity and quality of
these materials could be made available.2272

1631.

In view of the disputes that later arose in relation to the SMC mix design, it is important to
note here that GUPC had explained in its Technical Proposal that it intended to “take
advantage of the continuous improvement of the concrete properties until the start of the
service-life to meet the strength and durability requirements in the ER.”2273 In other words,
GUPC intended to rely upon the improvement in the concrete properties until the structures
came into contact with water (i.e. during commissioning and then when the structures were
put into service) to meet the strength and durability requirements in the ER.

1632.

In light of the above, GUPC thus carried out a significant amount of due diligence at the
tender stage to ensure that its later work on the development of the SMC mix designs could be

2267

Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 12 [p. 8], paras. 26-27.
Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 23 [p. 19], paras. 74-75.
Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 20 [p. 16], para. 59.
Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 22 [p. 18], para. 70; Exhibit {C-558}, GUPC Tender: Volume II Technical Proposal dated March 2009, p. 899, Part 5, C.4.
Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 20 [p. 16], para. 60.
Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 20 [p. 16], para. 61.
Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 23 [p. 19], para. 72.
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carried out efficiently and with the goal of producing, in the words of GUPC’s Project
Director (then the Proposal Manager), “the best concrete” for the Project,2274 which is exactly
what GUPC did after the signature of the Contract, as explained below.
D.

GUPC DEVELOPED COMPLIANT MIX DESIGNS IN A TIMELY MANNER
1.

GUPC engaged a highly-qualified and experienced concrete mix design
team

1633.

GUPC’s objective has always been to develop the best possible concrete for the Project. As
Mr. Zaffaroni explains in his statement, to achieve this objective GUPC’s strategy was to use
the best industry practices and to engage a team of highly-qualified and experienced experts
to perform the work. 2275

1634.

This team of highly-qualified and experienced experts worked under the close supervision of
Mr. Antonio Zaffaroni, GUPC’s Project Director. Mr. Zaffaroni has vast experience himself
with large-scale and challenging concrete projects around the world.2276 As he explains in his
statement, when assembling GUPC’s team for the concrete mix design, he knew from his
experience that the “development of concrete mix design is a complex process” and that it
was very important to “ensur[e] that one has a good and experienced team” who are equipped
to “resolve any issues promptly, as and when they arise.” 2277

1635.

A key member of GUPC’s team for the concrete mix design was Dr. Ernest (Ernie) Schrader,
whom GUPC presents as a witness in this Arbitration. GUPC engaged Dr. Schrader in
February 2010 as an external concrete expert with the mandate of applying his extensive
expertise and experience to the particularly technical aspects of the concrete mix design
process. 2278 Dr. Schrader is a world-renowned expert with significant U.S. and international
experience on large concrete projects, with particular expertise in structural and mass concrete
mix design, and material properties and performance. At the time of his engagement on the
Project, Dr. Schrader had 40 years’ experience working in the industry. 2279 Mr. Zaffaroni had
worked on many projects with Dr. Schrader before engaging him for this one and states that
he had an “excellent working relationship” with Dr. Schrader and that he “ha[s] a lot of
respect for [Dr. Schrader] as a concrete expert”.2280

1636.

Within GUPC’s concrete mix design team, Dr. Schrader worked closely on the Project with
Mr. Fabio Pilon who was GUPC’s in-house mix design and concrete specialist. Mr. Pilon
similarly had over 45 years’ industry experience on large projects around the world.
Mr. Pilon was in charge of, among other things, procuring materials and equipment, quality
control and inspection. 2281 The senior ranks of GUPC’s concrete mix design team also
included Mr. Picco and Mr. Buffa, who along with Mr. Pilon and Mr. Zaffaroni, GUPC’s
Project Director, had been involved with the Project since the tender period.2282

1637.

Further, and as will be explained below, later in 2010, GUPC also engaged SIMCO, a marketleading Canadian company specializing in concrete durability issues, to provide service-life
and durability analyses for the concrete mixes developed by GUPC using their proprietary
methodology and modelling software, STADIUM. Dr. Jacques Marchand, President and
CEO of SIMCO, who developed STADIUM and also provides a witness statement in this
Arbitration, led the SIMCO team who worked on the Project. 2283

1638.

GUPC’s independent experts, Professors Nilsson and Mindess, who are world-renowned
experts in their fields and who together have nearly 100 years of experience studying concrete
durability issues, describe STADIUM as “the best and most sophisticated methodology

2274

Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 22 [p. 18], para. 70.
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currently on the market for the prediction of service life”2284 and having “no comparison
anywhere in the world”. 2285
1639.

At the time of his engagement, Dr. Marchand himself had over 20 years’ experience working
as an internationally recognized expert in durability modelling of concrete infrastructure,
including as consultant for projects in Canada, the U.S. and Europe, including recently the
Port of Rotterdam, the largest port in Europe.2286

1640.

Dr. Schrader, Mr. Zaffaroni, and Dr. Marchand describe GUPC’s concrete mix design team in
detail in their witness statements. 2287
2.

GUPC quickly mobilized its concrete mix design team and made
substantial progress in the first half of 2010

1641.

In early 2010, GUPC quickly mobilized its team to begin the process of developing,
characterizing, and qualifying the concrete mix designs. As set out by Dr. Schrader in his
witness statement, 2288 following his engagement in February 2010, this work included
selecting and organizing the supply of materials such as cement, pozzolans and admixtures.
In their reports, Professors Mindess and Nilsson describe this important step in the concrete
mix design process. 2289 For instance, GUPC contacted a number of potential cement suppliers
and selected two – Cemex and Cemento Panama – to ensure that there were no interruptions
in supply. 2290 GUPC also: (i) checked that a sufficient number of trucks would be available
for delivery of cement and pozzolan; 2291 (ii) investigated how the use of cement by the Project
might impact the requirements of local businesses in Panama; 2292 and (iii) purchased the
equipment needed for their laboratory including the equipment needed to perform the ASTM
C1202 tests. 2293

1642.

Samples of the selected materials, such as the cement, potential pozzolans and the basalt to be
used as aggregates, were sent to an external laboratory, CTL Group, for testing during this

2275

Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 27 [p. 23], para. 89.
Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 6 [pp. 2-5 and 24], paras. 10-11 and 93.
Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 28 [p. 24], para. 94.
Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 27 [p. 23], para. 90.
Schrader(I) {C-WS-19}, p. 5 [p. 2], para. 10.
Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 27 [p. 23], para. 90.
Schrader(I) {C-WS-19}, p. 13 [p. 10], para. 37.
Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 27 [pp. 23-24], para. 91.
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 6 [pp. 2-4], Section IV.
Mindess(I) {C-EX-8}, p. 57 [p. 55], para. 139.
Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 70 [p. 67], para. 175.
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 6 [p. 2], paras. 8-9.
Schrader(I) {C-WS-19}, p. 13 [p. 10], paras. 36-40; Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 27 [pp. 23-24],
Section IV(2); Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 10 [pp. 6-7], paras. 32-39.
Schrader(I) {C-WS-19}, p. 14 [p. 11], paras. 41-44.
Mindess(I) {C-EX-8}, p. 19 [p. 17], para. 45; Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 20 [p. 17], para. 47.
Schrader(I) {C-WS-19}, p. 14 [p. 11], para. 42. Cemex and Cemento Panama had also been contacted
by GUPC at tender stage. Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 20 [p. 16], para. 61.
Schrader(I) {C-WS-19}, p. 14 [p. 11], para. 44.
Schrader(I) {C-WS-19}, p. 14 [p. 11], para. 44.
Schrader(I) {C-WS-19}, p. 13 [pp. 10-12], paras. 38 and 48.
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period (because GUPC’s on-Site laboratory was being set up at the time). 2294 As Dr. Schrader
explains, these tests included: (i) tests on the “chemical and physical properties of cements
and potential pozzolans”; (ii) “petrographic examination of basalt”; (iii) investigating the
“heat of hydration of the cements and pozzolans”; (iv) “accelerated cure cube tests for
strength of mortar mixes with these materials, including class F fly ash”; and “x-ray
diffraction tests on cement and pozzolan to ascertain their chemical composition to help
ensure a better mix”. 2295 The results of these tests were important considerations for GUPC in
its mix design process.
(a)

The First OTS Meeting (1 March 2010)

1643.

The first concrete-related OTS meeting was held on 1 March 2010 (“First OTS Meeting”).
As explained above in Section V.B(3), the Parties had agreed to the OTS process in the
Contract “to discuss and review the drawings, specifications, calculations and design
assumptions as well as to discuss the Designers’ interpretation of the Employer’s
Requirements”. 2296 The purpose of the OTS process was to ensure that ACP would be able to
follow the design process and raise early on any issues, so as to avoid difficulties down the
road with the review (or approval as the case may be) of designs. In advance of the First OTS
Meeting, there had been extensive discussions between the Parties about the protocol for
these OTS meetings, reflecting the importance that the Parties placed upon them. 2297 For
instance, ACP requested that GUPC add a sentence to the OTS protocol “to the effect that the
OTS Review is to create alignment between GUPC/CICP and the ACP regarding expectations
for a specific submittal” 2298 and GUPC duly incorporated this language into its Design
Quality Plan. 2299 An obvious objective of these discussions and this language proposed by
ACP was for ACP to raise any issues it had, such as with GUPC’s interpretation of the ER
early on, rather than raising them at a time that would have a time or cost impact on the
works.

1644.

The First OTS Meeting was attended by a large group of ACP representatives, including
Dr. Mark Chrzanowski of CH2M Hill, who was ACP’s concrete expert at that time. 2300
Dr. Schrader made a detailed presentation at this meeting on GUPC’s work on the concrete
mix designs to date, setting out GUPC’s concrete mix design program, GUPC’s analysis of
the properties of the materials that GUPC had selected as potential constituents, and

2294

Schrader(I) {C-WS-19}, p. 14 [pp. 11-12], paras. 45-48.
Schrader(I) {C-WS-19}, p. 14 [pp. 11-12], para. 48.
Exhibit {C-918}, Submittal 01 40 00-007 Rev. UC, "Design Quality Plan for Permanent Works" ,
dated 8 February 2010, p. 42 [p. 32], Section 15.3.1; Exhibit {C-919}, Submittal 01 40 00-007 Rev.
UD, "Design Quality Plan" (G00/UPCDQP0001), dated 28 March 2010, p. 43 [p. 42], Section 15.3.1.
Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 33 [pp. 29-30], para. 120; Exhibit {C-711}, Contractor Transmittal
00257 (OTS Reviews), dated 21 January 2010; Exhibit {C-712}, Employer Transmittal 00404
(Comments on GUPC-CICP OTS), dated 11 February 2010; Exhibit {C-714}, Contractor Transmittal
00606 (OTS Reviews), dated 8 March 2010.
Exhibit {C-712}, Employer Transmittal 00404 (Comments on GUPC-CICP OTS), dated 11 February
2010, p. 1 [p. 1] [Emphasis added].
Exhibit {C-920}, GUPC Submittal, “Sub 01 40 00-007 Rev 003 Paragraph 1.09.A 1.06.H.3 G-Design
Quality Plan G00/UPCDQP0001”, No. 01 40 00-007, Rev. 003 (UC), dated 29 March 2010, p. 43 [p.
42], Section 15.3.1.
Exhibit {C-450}, Agenda for Concrete Workshop First OTS Meeting, dated 1 March 2010, p. 1 [p. 1].
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describing the technical work, such as the thermal analysis, that had been performed. 2301 In
particular, during his presentation, Dr. Schrader covered the following issues: 2302
•

GUPC’s program for development of candidate concrete mix designs; 2303

•

GUPC’s consideration of different pozzolans, such as slag and fly ash; 2304

•

The equipment and testing facilities that were being set up by GUPC; 2305 and

•

GUPC’s initial analysis of properties of the mix it was considering for the SMC, for
instance GUPC’s prediction that the compressive strength would exceed the design
specification of 35 MPa – of note, these predictions showed the use of long-term
projections, which as Professors Mindess and Nilsson explain, is good industry
practice. 2306

1645.

During the discussions concerning the testing that would be performed in the laboratory,
Dr. Schrader explains in his statement that he recalls having an open discussion with ACP
personnel, including ACP’s concrete expert, Mr. Chrzanowski, about the limitations of the
ASTM C1202 test, which as noted above was required by the ER, and in particular about the
significant variability of test results.2307 This is one of several problems with the ASTM
C1202 test, as recognized by concrete professionals around the world and discussed in the
expert reports of Professors Mindess and Nilsson. 2308

1646.

In this context, Dr. Schrader also informed ACP that, in the absence of specified test age for
the ASTM C1202 test, it would be appropriate and in line with industry practice to use a test
age of one year or alternatively a period equivalent to the period between when the concrete
was placed and when the concrete was put in contact with water (i.e. during commissioning
and later when it was put into service). 2309 Professors Mindess and Nilsson confirm that such
a test age is reasonable and in line with industry practice. 2310

1647.

ACP’s representatives did not comment on the level of progress that had been made or,
importantly, on any aspect of GUPC’s interpretation of the ER, such as Dr. Schrader’s
comments concerning the absence in the ER of an age at which the ASTM C1202 test were to

2301

Schrader(I) {C-WS-19}, p. 16 [p. 13], para. 52.
Exhibit {C-450}, Agenda for Concrete Workshop First OTS Meeting, dated 1 March 2010; Exhibit
{C-449}, Contractor Power Point Presentation for Concrete Workshop First OTS Meeting, dated 1
March 2010; Exhibit {C-448}, Contractor Power Point Presentation on Thermal Issues, Material
Properties, and Mixes at March 1, 2010 OTS Meeting Given by Dr. Ernie Schrader; Schrader(I) {CWS-19}, p. 16 [pp. 13-14], para. 54.
Exhibit {C-449}, Contractor Power Point Presentation for Concrete Workshop First OTS Meeting,
dated 1 March 2010, p. 15 [pp. 15-17].
Exhibit {C-449}, Contractor Power Point Presentation for Concrete Workshop First OTS Meeting,
dated 1 March 2010, p. 16 [p. 16].
Schrader(I) {C-WS-19}, p. 17 [p. 14], para. 55.
Exhibit {C-448}, Contractor Power Point Presentation on Thermal Issues, Material Properties, and
Mixes at March 1, 2010 OTS Meeting Given by Dr. Ernie Schrader, p. 4 [pp. 4-6].
Schrader(I) {C-WS-19}, p. 17 [p. 14], para. 55.
Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 62 [pp. 59-60], paras. 152-153; Mindess(I) {C-EX-8}, p. 41 [p. 39], para.
105; see also Exhibit {C-854}, First Expert Report by Dr. D'Ambrosia before the DAB, dated 29
September 2013, p. 6 [p. 6], Section V.
Schrader(I) {C-WS-19}, p. 17 [p. 14], para. 55.
Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 66 [p. 63], para. 163; Mindess(I) {C-EX-8}, p. 11 [pp. 9, 36], paras. 22, 98.
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be performed. 2311 Dr. Schrader recalls the disappointment he felt with the lack of engagement
by ACP on the technical issues such as this.2312 Although it was not communicated to GUPC
at the time, behind the scenes ACP’s concrete expert, Mr. Chrzanowski, provided positive
feedback on GUPC’s work and team in a technical memorandum he prepared after the First
OTS Meeting, and which reads in relevant parts: 2313
“GUPC’s schedule has a reasonable progression of testing protocol, to ultimately
define the selection of materials, develop the concrete design mix, and produce
concrete for the PROJECT.”
“Mr Schrader appears to be an expert in mass concrete and is a significant
contributing member to GUPC’s team.”
“GUPC appears to be heading in the correct direction for achieving durable concrete,
provided GUPC includes abrasion resistance in the parameters for durable
concrete” 2314
1648.

Mr. Chrzanowski also stated in this technical memorandum that predictive modelling
software such as STADIUM should be considered “to quantitatively estimate the design life
of the concrete”. 2315 This recommendation was not communicated to GUPC at the time, but
was discussed later on, as set out below.

1649.

Following the First OTS Meeting, GUPC continued to work on the development of concrete
mixes as planned. Unfortunately, in its interactions with ACP, GUPC frequently encountered
disruptive and formalistic behaviour. For example, GUPC spent a long time seeking to agree
with ACP on a water source for the concrete works (which ACP did not agree to until
early-mid 2011) and ACP imposed various formalistic requirements relating to vehicles
involved in the transport of basalt samples offsite such that this transport was not possible
until 12 May 2010. 2316 In a similar vein, in mid-2010 ACP refused to accept any tests carried
out by GUPC at its independent on-Site laboratory such that GUPC had to turn exclusively to
outside laboratories. 2317 This Variation to the Contract, which is the subject of another claim
by GUPC, is dealt with in detail in Section VI of this SOC.

1650.

Despite ACP’s uncooperative attitude, GUPC continued to progress its concrete mix design
program during this period. 2318
(b)

2311

2312
2313

2314

2315

2316
2317
2318

The Second OTS Meeting (22-23 July 2010)

Schrader(I) {C-WS-19}, p. 17 [p. 14], paras. 55-56; Exhibit {C-246}, DAB Decision on Referral 11,
dated 30 December 2014, p. 56 [p. 53], para. 156.
Schrader(I) {C-WS-19}, p. 17 [p. 14], para. 56.
This memorandum was not provided to GUPC at the time but was produced by ACP during the DAB
proceedings.
See also Exhibit {C-184}, Employer’s Technical Memorandum re First Concrete Workshop, dated 30
March 2010, p. 1 [pp. 1, 8 and 9]. Mr. Chrzanowski’s positive comments on the use of pozzolan can
be found on p. 2. Abrasion resistance was never an issue on the Project and such testing was not
required by the ER.
Exhibit {C-184}, Employer’s Technical Memorandum re First Concrete Workshop, dated 30 March
2010, p. 9.
Schrader(I) {C-WS-19}, p. 15 [pp. 12-13 and 15], paras. 49-51 and 61.
Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 36 [p. 32], para. 132; Schrader(I) {C-WS-19}, p. 19 [p. 16], para. 65.
Schrader(I) {C-WS-19}, p. 18 [pp. 15-17], paras. 60-70.
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1651.

A second OTS meeting was then held on 22-23 July 2010 (“Second OTS Meeting”). This
OTS meeting was attended by ACP, GUPC and representatives of MWH (who formed part of
CICP, GUPC’s subcontractor in charge of certain parts of the Project’s design). 2319
Dr. Schrader made another presentation and covered a wide range of topics including the ER
and the status of GUPC’s procurement of materials (including pozzolan).

1652.

Dr. Schrader presented the mix design program he had developed, set out in Figure 5-3
below. This program involved five candidate SMC mix designs and 16 variations of those
five mixes so that different ratios of cement to pozzolan and different water to cement content
would be tested. As Professor Mindess explains, “[t]he single factor that most influences the
properties of concrete is the water/cement (w/c) or water/binder (w/b) ratio (also called
water/cementitious materials (w/cm) ratio).”2320 He also explains how “[p]ozzolans can be
used to replace up to 50% (or sometimes even more) of the Portland cement” in order to
provide “additional strength and additional impermeability”. 2321 Thus, Dr. Schrader was
presenting a program whereby GUPC had identified a target range for these important
constituents (i.e. cement, water, pozzolan), within which they expected to identify the best
concrete mix design for each application on the Project. Importantly, certain of these
candidate mixes were very similar to the mixes eventually accepted by ACP, and others had a
higher total cementitious content (i.e. a higher proportion of binder, that is cement and
pozzolan).

Figure 5-3

Presentation of five structural marine concrete trial mixes at the Second OTS Meeting

2319

Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 12 [p. 8], para. 29.
Mindess(I) {C-EX-8}, p. 13 [p. 11], para. 31. See also Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 16 [pp. 13-15], paras.
35-39.
Mindess(I) {C-EX-8}, p. 13 [p. 11], para. 30.
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1653.

During his presentation, Dr. Schrader presented various analyses – including cracking and
thermal analyses – based on projected long-term values that could be adjusted as further test
data became available.2322

1654.

Dr. Schrader also reiterated GUPC’s position that the test age at which the ASTM C1202 test
should be performed to determine compliance with the 1,000 Coulomb requirement should be
estimated on the basis of the time between when the concrete would be placed and when it
would be exposed to water in the locks, giving one year as a (conservative) example of an
appropriate test age. 2323 He quoted language from the ASTM C1202 standard itself that
confirms that it is “imperative” to specify the test age (something ACP had failed to do).

1655.

As Professor Mindess explains in his report, the test age is important because “[i]t is
well-established that the concrete mix ingredients and the type and duration of curing affect
the test results”, 2324 which is why the statement above is found in the standard in the context
of the use of the method for mixture qualification and acceptance testing. Professor Nilsson
agrees, and presents in his expert report a graph showing the time-dependency of chloride
diffusivity, which he explains reflects “continuing cement and binder reactions that create
reaction products that are densifying the pore system with time”. 2325

1656.

In effect, by his statements above, Dr. Schrader was simply reflecting the well-accepted
industry practice on the test age. In the context of a design-build contract, and as explained
above, 2326 the Employer had not provided this information in its requirements. It was,
therefore, up to GUPC to determine an appropriate test age at which the ASTM C1202 tests
should be performed 2327 – a point that ACP’s concrete expert conceded in the DAB
proceedings. 2328

1657.

During his presentation, Dr. Schrader also “made it very clear to ACP” that GUPC “intended
to use early age results as an indicator of later age compliance for the Coulomb
requirement.” 2329 Indeed, GUPC had been doing this for many other properties and had
presented those results to ACP at the First OTS Meeting. For example, GUPC had been using

2322

Schrader(I) {C-WS-19}, p. 20 [pp. 17-18], paras. 72-74.
Exhibit {C-459}, Concrete Over the Shoulder Meeting, July 22-23, 2010 Agenda and Presentation, p.
63; Schrader(I) {C-WS-19}, p. 22 [p. 19], paras. 77-79.
Mindess(I) {C-EX-8}, p. 40 [p. 38], para. 102.
Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 63 [p. 60], para. 157.
See Section V.B.(d) above.
Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 57 [pp. 54-55], para. 138.
Exhibit {C-921}, Referral 11 DAB Hearing - Transcript Day 6, dated 27 September 2014, p. 42
[161:25-162:19] (“Then the specs allowed GUPC to decide on age at which the concrete needed to
meet the requirements: Strength and permeability. What can be more beautiful than that? … And you
can here permeability, maximum total charge passed, so much Coulombs. Use the test and you
decide.”).
Schrader(I) {C-WS-19}, p. 22 [p. 19], para. 79.
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early age results “to predict or project the long term properties of changing modulus of
elasticity with time, tensile strength, tensile strain capacity, and creep”. 2330 ACP raised no
objections at that time. Professors Mindess and Nilsson both support the use of early age
results in this way – they state that the use of “short-term data as an indication of future
behavior … is standard practice” 2331 and that it is “wholly appropriate to determine the long
term properties of the concrete by extrapolating … the available data.” 2332
1658.

During the Second OTS Meeting, GUPC and ACP, through Dr. Schrader and
Mr. Chrzanowski, also discussed the limitations of the ASTM C1202 test. 2333 These
limitations are recognized in the standard itself as it (necessarily) allows for significant
variability among test results. For instance, it states that “the results of two properly
conducted tests by the same operator on concrete samples from the same batch and of the
same diameter should not differ by more than 42%”. 2334 ACP’s concrete expert
Mr. Chrzanowski for his part took the position that in order to demonstrate that the overriding
functional service-life requirement could be met, a predictive model, such as SIMCO’s
STADIUM, should be used. 2335

1659.

As Professors Nilsson and Mindess describe in their independent expert reports, there are
various predictive models available on the market, but STADIUM is unique and is a market
leader. 2336 ACP’s suggestion to use STADIUM (which was not provided for in the ER) was
favorably received by GUPC, given the confidence that the industry has in the STADIUM
product. As recalled by Dr. Schrader:
“[Mr. Chrzanowski] mentioned different options, but was especially
complimentary about STADIUM and the fact that it had been adopted by the
US Navy. I recall that he suggested that we contact them. I was more than
happy that STADIUM be used on the Project, as its developers, SIMCO, are
regarded as the gold standard in the industry in terms of concrete durability
issues and they are extensively used by the US Navy and others, and because
it was apparently a methodology that was agreeable to ACP.” 2337

1660.

Following the Second OTS Meeting, GUPC proceeded with the preparation of samples of the
first SMC mixes. Between 26 July 2010 and 6 August 2010, GUPC prepared a first group of
samples of 11 trial mixes which could be tested for compliance with the ER.2338 GUPC’s
intention was to finalize the mixes for the Upper Chamber first, as those were the first mixes
to be placed according to GUPC’s revised work plan.2339
3.

2330
2331
2332
2333
2334

2335
2336
2337
2338
2339

GUPC memorialized the agreement to use STADIUM and engaged
SIMCO at ACP’s recommendation to perform a service-life analysis
using predictive modelling

Schrader(I) {C-WS-19}, p. 22 [p. 19], para. 79.
Mindess(I) {C-EX-8}, p. 12 [p. 10], para. 23.
Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 13 [p. 10], para. 25.
Schrader(I) {C-WS-19}, p. 22 [p. 19], paras. 80-81.
Exhibit {C-439}, ASTM C1202-10, "Standard Test Method for Electrical Indication of Concrete’s
Ability to Resist Chloride Ion Penetration", p. 6 [p. 6], Section 13.1.1.
Schrader(I) {C-WS-19}, p. 22 [pp. 19-20], paras. 80-81.
Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 13 [p. 10], para. 24; Mindess(I) {C-EX-8}, p. 29 [p. 27], paras. 75-76.
Schrader(I) {C-WS-19}, p. 22 [p. 19-20], paras. 80-81.
Schrader(I) {C-WS-19}, p. 24 [p. 21], para. 87.
Exhibit {C-915}, Monthly Update No. 5, dated 21 June 2010, p. 51 [p. 51].
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1661.

GUPC memorialized its agreement to ACP’s suggestion at the Second OTS Meeting to use
STADIUM for the service-life analysis in its 14 September 2010 Intermediate Design
Submittal, which contained GUPC’s Technical Report on the Concrete Trial Mixes that set
out “the present status of the development of trial/design concrete mixes.” 2340

2340

Exhibit {C-186}, Submittal No. 01 81 16-002, Atlantic Locks Upper Chamber Structural Intermediate
Design, dated 14 September 2010, p. 7 [p. 2].
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1662.

The agreement to use STADIUM was recorded in the following section of GUPC's Technical
Report on the Concrete Trial Mixes: 2341

1663.

This submittal was given a “Proceed as noted” determination2342 by ACP on 13 October 2010,
thus confirming (among other things) the Parties’ agreement to use the STADIUM predictive
modelling software (and the associated testing) to predict the service-life of the candidate
mixes. 2343 As can be seen from the passage above, this submittal also addressed the impact of
differing exposure conditions on the service-life analysis. 2344

1664.

In accordance with the Parties’ agreement to use STADIUM methodology in the Project
(which was above and beyond what the ER required), GUPC contacted SIMCO at the end of
September 2010 and engaged them to work on concrete mix design and specifically to
prepare a durability analysis using STADIUM. 2345

1665.

As explained by Dr. Marchand, when SIMCO arrived on the Project, they could see that a
considerable amount of work on the mix design had already been completed.2346 As
explained above, by this point, GUPC had already fully characterized all of the relevant
materials and had started qualification of candidate mixes, that is producing samples and
testing trial mixes to demonstrate their compliance with the ER. Several potential durability
issues, such as the reactivity of aggregates to alkaline solutions, had already been resolved. 2347

2341

Exhibit {C-186}, Submittal No. 01 81 16-002, Atlantic Locks Upper Chamber Structural Intermediate
Design, dated 14 September 2010, p. 21 [p. 16]; Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 34 [pp. 30-31], paras.
125-127.
ACP’s comments on the submittal did not concern predictive service-life modelling.
Exhibit {C-440}, Employer Submittal Review Comments to Submittal No. 01 81 16-002, the Atlantic
Locks Upper Chamber Structural Intermediate Design, dated 13 October 2010, p. 1 [p. 1];
Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 35 [p. 31], para. 127.
Exhibit {C-186}, Submittal No. 01 81 16-002, Atlantic Locks Upper Chamber Structural Intermediate
Design, dated 14 September 2010, p. 21 [p. 16].
Schrader(I) {C-WS-19}, p. 25 [p. 22], paras. 93-96; Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 8 [p. 4], paras. 1718.
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 11 [p. 7], paras. 38-40.
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 11 [p. 7], para. 39.
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(a)

SIMCO reviewed the Employer’s Requirements

1666.

As Dr. Marchand explains in his statement, the first thing that SIMCO studied was the
Contract so as to understand fully what needed to be achieved. 2348 SIMCO recognized that
the principal requirement for the concrete was a 100-year functional service-life. 2349
However, in order for SIMCO to carry out its work, more information about the service-life
requirement was required, such as how the end of the service-life was to be defined. SIMCO
could see that the ER indicated that “the Employer was willing to accept a certain level of
damage to the reinforced concrete elements over the lifetime of the structure as long as
deterioration did not have any negative impact on the normal operations of the locks”,2350
which Professor Nilsson confirms was a correct reading of the ER. 2351

1667.

SIMCO referred to relevant industry standards to determine how the ER should be interpreted
and in particular looked to the definition of service-life found in the Unified Facilities Guide
Specifications (UFGS). The UFGS “are a joint effort of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
[‘USACE’], the Naval Facilities Engineering Command, the Air Force Civil Engineer Center,
and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration for use in specifying construction for
the US military services.” 2352 As Professor Mindess explains, they are widely accepted and
“represent the ‘state-of-the-art’”. 2353 For SIMCO, this was a natural place to look because the
use of its STADIUM service-life model is today a mandatory requirement under the
UFGS. 2354 This was also a natural fit for GUPC given that GUPC’s Technical Proposal,
accepted by ACP, states that “[b]est practices of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE)
will … be employed” as part of the concrete specifications. 2355

1668.

In Section 1.2.i of the UFGS, “service life” is thus defined as “the functional target
performance expectation for the various reinforced concrete elements” of the structure. In the
same section, it also described as the period during which the structure will remain in service
“before major restoration with minimal maintenance”. Major restoration is itself defined as
“repairs requiring jack hammering or other destructive means of concrete repair
preparation.” 2356

1669.

In his statement, Dr. Marchand also explains how Section 2.1.3.d.5 of the UFGS provides a
further level of detail by stating that, for structural elements that may be affected by
chloride-induced reinforcing steel corrosion, end of service life is the time needed to initiate

2348

Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 11 [p. 7], para. 44.
See, e.g. Exhibit {Nilsson(I)-21}, Employer's Requirement's Section 01 10 00 - General Project
Requirements, dated February 2009, p. 3 [p. 3], Article 1.02-J, which states that “[e]ach lock complex
shall have a functional lifetime of 100 years.”
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 13 [p. 9], para. 52. SIMCO’s interpretation was confirmed by reference
to Article 1.03.D.4 (General Performance Criteria) of Section 01 10 00 which stated that “[t]he
Contractor shall provide designs that ensure durability without loss of functionality throughout the
required design life and reduce maintenance requirements to the lowest practical level in terms of
required outages, and maintenance.”
Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 55 [p. 52], para. 131.
Mindess(I) {C-EX-8}, p. 56 [p. 54], para. 136.
Mindess(I) {C-EX-8}, p. 56 [p. 54], para. 138.
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 6 [pp. 2-3], paras. 14 and 16, third bullet point.
Exhibit {C-558}, GUPC Tender: Volume II - Technical Proposal dated March 2009, p. 899 [p 899],
Part 5, C.4.
Exhibit {C-466}, Unified Facilities Guide Specifications (UFGS), Section 03 31 29 - Marine Concrete,
p. 12 [p. 12], Section 1.2.i.
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the corrosion reaction plus ten years for damage to develop (referred to as the propagation
period). 2357
1670.

This and other approaches to defining the end of a service-life are discussed by Professors
Mindess and Nilsson in their independent expert reports.2358 Importantly, they both conclude
that the approach adopted by SIMCO, in respect of the tolerable level of damage, the
propagation period, and the relevant chloride threshold level at which it can be estimated that
reinforcement corrosion will begin, was appropriate and in line with industry practice.2359
In any event, given that the ER were effectively silent on these issues, it was up to GUPC, as
design-built Contractor, to select the appropriate parameters in line with industry practice.

1671.

Since the above was also consistent with the definition of technical service life under ACI 365
(Service-Life Prediction – State-of-the-Art Report), and keeping in mind that the ER
mandated that the Contractor “adopt a consistent set of codes and standards based on either
the [ACI] Codes and Standards, or based on the Eurocodes and European Standards for
concrete”, 2360 GUPC and SIMCO had ample grounds for concluding that “GUPC was
therefore required to demonstrate that a minimum functional lifetime of 100 years would be
met; i.e., the structures would have the ability to serve, under the prevailing environmental
conditions, the intended purposes in terms of strength and serviceability for 100 years
‘without loss of functionality’, that is without impacting the operations of the locks.” 2361

1672.

SIMCO further noticed that the ER did not take into account the differing exposure
conditions, despite the fact that the main potentially-damaging exposure condition, salinity,
varied massively between the chambers. Insofar as durability is concerned, this was
important because GUPC was first developing concrete for placement in the Upper Chamber
which, as confirmed by Professors Mindess and Nilsson, 2362 was exposed to what are
essentially freshwater conditions. SIMCO’s service-life analysis necessarily takes into
account the exposure conditions to which the concrete will be exposed. 2363
(b)

SIMCO implemented the STADIUM methodology

1673.

With this crucial background information in mind, SIMCO prepared the information
necessary to run its testing program (consistent with the UFGS) and the STADIUM
service-life model. To understand the testing program SIMCO used on the Project, it is first
necessary to understand the overall SIMCO methodology for quantifying the long-term
durability of reinforced concrete structures exposed to marine conditions, which was
incorporated into the UFGS.

1674.

As Dr. Marchand explains in his statement, SIMCO’s methodology as applied on this Project
involves three basic steps. The first is determining the physical and chemical properties of
the materials such as cement, sand etc. As noted above, this characterization was already
complete by the time SIMCO arrived on the Project. The second step (the “UFGS testing
protocol”) involves performing four separate tests on mixes made with characterized
materials and which have been cured for a certain period of time. The tests are performed to
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Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 13 [p. 9], para. 51.
Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 33 [pp. 30-33], Section III.F(1); Mindess(I) {C-EX-8}, p. 32 [pp. 30-31],
paras. 83-86.
Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 56 [p. 53], para. 134; Mindess(I) {C-EX-8}, p. 11 [p. 9], para. 19.
Exhibit {C-437}, The Employer’s Requirements, Section 03 30 00 - Concrete, dated October 2008, p.
1 [p. 1], Article 1.01C.
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 13 [p. 9], para. 54.
Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 11 [p. 8], para. 19; Mindess(I) {C-EX-8}, p. 49 [p. 47], para. 119.
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 8 [p. 4], para. 19.
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ascertain the physical or transport properties of the hardened concrete. The third step
involves using the results generated in the first two steps as input data for a series of
numerical calculations carried out using the STADIUM software.2364
1675.

As regards the second step described above, the UFGS testing protocol consists of four tests,
as illustrated below. 2365

1676.

The first of the four tests is a modified, indeed improved, version of the ASTM C1202 test,
which SIMCO refers to as the “migration test” in its documentation.2366 Professor Nilsson
describes these tests in his independent expert report, explaining that the migration test is used
to “determine the diffusion coefficients for relevant ions in the pore solution” which, in
Professor Nilsson’s review, is “a much more relevant parameter for determining
penetrability” (i.e. than the conductivity measured using the ASTM C1202 test).2367
Dr. Marchand similarly explains:
“[I]nstead of generating figures in Coulombs, which is of limited use from
an engineering perspective (Coulombs values cannot be used in calculations
since they do not measure a fundamental property of concrete … test results
are used to calculate an ion diffusion coefficient that is expressed in square
meters per second. When compared against certain known limit values
(established during the mix qualification stage), determination of the ion
diffusion coefficient permits the identification of non-compliant mixes
during production.” 2368

2364
2365
2366
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2368

Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 7 [p. 3], para. 16.
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 21 [p. 17], para. 85.
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 21 [p. 17], para. 85; Exhibit {C-187}, Submittal No. 03 30 00-023
Technical Report – Final Concrete Types and Mixes for Pacific and Atlantic Sites, dated 4 February
2011, p. 141 [p. 18 of SIMCO Report]. SIMCO’s modified version of the ASTM C 1202 test and the
ASTM C1202 test itself are both migration tests. As Prof. Nilsson has explained, “[s]uch methods are
called ‘(electrical) migration test methods’, to indicate that the transport process is not diffusion, as in
immersion and ponding tests, but transport due to electrical migration.” Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 69 [p.
66], para. 174.
Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 68 [pp. 65-66], paras. 173-174.
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 21 [p. 17], para. 85, first bullet point.
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1677.

Professor Nilsson addresses SIMCO’s migration test in his report and describes the relatively
minor modifications SIMCO has made to the ASTM C1202 test as follows:
“•

a lower voltage, to avoid a rise in temperature;

•

larger chambers, to be able to control the concentrations in the two
solutions;

•

solutions of sodium hydroxide NaOH are used in both chambers,
and the upstream chamber also contains a solution of sodium
chloride NaCl;

•

a longer testing time, to be able to control the composition of the
pore water during the testing time;

•

regular measurements of the current during the test; and

•

analysis of the test data using software to determine the diffusion
coefficients of all ions.” 2369

1678.

Professor Mindess confirms that these modifications have been made in order “to limit th[e]
variability” of the ASTM C1202 test. 2370

1679.

The second of the four tests in the UFGS testing protocol is an ASTM standard test which
measures the intrinsic moisture permeability of concrete. The third test, which determines the
volume of permeable voids, calculates the porosity of concrete using an ASTM test method.
The fourth test is used to generate information on the pore solution of concrete for use in
analyzing results from the first test. 2371

1680.

The results of these tests are then used as inputs to the STADIUM service-life modelling
software, STADIUM. As pointed out by Dr. Marchand, “STADIUM has the advantage of
being able to take account of fluctuating environmental conditions and of quantifying the
effects of various supplementary cementing materials such as pozzolan and fly ash.” 2372 The
parameters it uses are carefully selected to give a more precise evaluation of the service life of
the concrete. As regards chloride ion penetrability, STADIUM methodology provides a much
better and precise alternative to ASTM C1202, because it does everything that ASTM C1202
does, but better. 2373 As noted above, Professors Nilsson and Mindess describe STADIUM as
“the best and most sophisticated methodology currently on the market for the prediction of
service life” 2374 and having “no comparison anywhere in the world”. 2375
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Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 69 [pp. 66-67], para. 174.
Mindess(I) {C-EX-8}, p. 46 [p. 44], para. 113.
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 21 [p. 17], para. 85, second, third and fourth bullet points.
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 21 [p. 17], para. 86.
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 22 [p. 18], para. 86; Mindess(I) {C-EX-8}, p. 47 [p. 45], paras. 116-117;
Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 69 [pp. 66-67], paras. 174-177; see also Exhibit {C-854}, First Expert Report
by Dr. D'Ambrosia before the DAB, dated 29 September 2013, p. 7 [pp. 7-8], Section VI.B.
Mindess(I) {C-EX-8}, p. 57 [p. 55], para. 139.
Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 70 [p. 67], para. 175.
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4.

The Third OTS Meeting (11-12 November 2010)

1681.

The third and final concrete OTS meeting was held on 11-12 November 2010 (“Third OTS
Meeting”) and was an opportunity for GUPC and SIMCO together to present SIMCO’s
testing program (and so STADIUM also) to ACP as well as explaining the work and progress
achieved on the CMD. 2376

1682.

During this meeting Dr. Marchand comprehensively presented the UFGS protocol and the
working of STADIUM and even offered one of the Employer’s experts, Mr. Guillermo
Di Pace, free access to SIMCO’s platform and free training. 2377 While Mr. Di Pace did not
take up his offer, which was repeated several times over the following meetings, neither did
he nor any ACP representative in any way indicate any lack of comfort with how SIMCO was
to be used on the Project. Quite to the contrary, Mr. Chrzanowski, the ACP concrete expert
who had been following the CMD process since the beginning and who was already familiar
with STADIUM, indicated that he understood how STADIUM worked and was content with
how it was being used. 2378 Unfortunately for GUPC and for the Project, after the Third OTS
Meeting, Mr. Chrzanowski appears to have left the Project as he was not involved in any of
the later discussions with GUPC. 2379
5.

GUPC and SIMCO obtained the most accurate data on the exposure
conditions with considerable effort

1683.

Shortly after the Third OTS Meeting, GUPC informed ACP that it wished to obtain cores
from the existing locks and take water samples from along the structure. 2380 This had a dual
aim: firstly, so that GUPC would possess the most up-to-date information available on the
varying exposure conditions relevant to the different parts of the lock structures. This
information would be used to ensure that the concrete mixes being designed would be adapted
to the precise exposure conditions of the structures to be built. The second aim was to
validate results of this salinity testing by obtaining chloride profiles (that is the chloride
concentration at different depths of a concrete sample) in the existing locks by extracting
cores from various locations so as to approximate the most likely field conditions through a
reverse engineering process. 2381 This enabled SIMCO to produce quantitative – as opposed to
merely qualitative (i.e., low, moderate, high) – information on the transport properties of the
concrete used in the old locks (which was much “leaner” than the concrete that GUPC was
planning on using) after almost a century of exposure. 2382

1684.

Professors Mindess and Nilsson explain in their expert reports that when examining durability
issues, the exposure conditions are of utmost importance. They discuss how various U.S. and
European standards take exposure conditions into account and how such exposure conditions
are determinative of the design of the relevant concrete mix. 2383 In fact, insofar as the Upper
Chamber, Lock Head 2, and the Middle Chamber (on both sides of the Canal) are concerned,
Professor Mindess states that in such conditions, “ordinary good concrete practice (reasonably
low w/b ratio, proper curing, and an appropriate cover) would suffice to achieve a functional
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Exhibit {C-457}, Concrete Over the Shoulder Meeting, 11 and 12 November 2010 Agenda and
Presentation.
Exhibit {C-457}, Concrete Over the Shoulder Meeting, 11 and 12 November 2010 Agenda and
Presentation, pp. 51-98 of the pdf; Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 22 [p. 18], paras. 90-91.
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 22 [p. 18], para. 92.
Schrader(I) {C-WS-19}, p. 25 [p. 22], para. 95; Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 34 [p. 30], para. 122.
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 25 [pp. 21-22], para. 105.
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 24 [pp. 20-21], paras. 103-104.
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 25 [pp. 21 and 23], paras. 104 and 110.
Mindess(I) {C-EX-8}, p. 51 [p. 49], para. 125; Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 44 [pp. 41-45], paras. 106-110.
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lifetime of 100 years.” 2384 Professor Nilsson agrees, stating that “[t]he salinity and the
concentration of chlorides in the Upper Chamber are so low that avoidance of reinforcement
corrosion does not require a large cover or a concrete with a very low permeability to achieve
a 100-year service-life” and that “although the salinity in the Middle Chamber and Lock Head
2 is slightly higher, the same holds true for those structures.” 2385
1685.

In addition, with the minimum water-binder ratio (≤ 0.40) and minimum cover (≥ 75 mm)
mandated by the ER, Professors Mindess and Nilsson concur that the risk of reinforcement
corrosion in the Upper Chamber, Lock Head 2, and Middle Chamber is negligible, leaving no
doubt that the 100-year service life would be achieved. For his part, Professor Nilsson
compares these requirements with requirements found in E.U. standards for like exposure
conditions and concludes that “[a] comparison between ER and these standards shows that
with the w/cm and the minimum cover specified in the ER, there is no way that reinforcement
corrosion should limit the service-life of the Upper Chamber, Lock Head 2, or Middle
Chamber to less than 100 years.” 2386 Similarly, Professor Mindess concludes in his report that
“[t]he prescriptive requirements contained in the Employer’s Requirements are far stricter
than [ACI requirements]” and, as a result, it is “highly unlikely that chloride ion permeability
could ever be an issue”. 2387

1686.

The exercise carried out by SIMCO was nothing short of daunting in terms of the time and
effort required to complete it and ACP was aware of that from the beginning. As explained
by Dr. Marchand in his witness statement, “GUPC informed ACP that it had the necessary
equipment available and was in the process of acquiring a lightweight boat so that it could
carry out the coring exercise … [and] requested ACP’s permission to take the cores and
requested details on when this work could be carried out.” 2388 ACP initially offered to
provide cores, but in the end never did, so GUPC and SIMCO sought ACP’s approval to
extract the cores themselves. 2389 Dr. Marchand describes the time-consuming nature of this
joint GUPC-SIMCO effort to determine the appropriate parameters for verification of the
functional service-life of the concrete as follows:
“Overall, including the preparation and execution of the work at the locks from the
time of contacting ACP, and once we had the cores, performing the tests and analysis
on the cores, took approximately eight weeks (i.e. not including the time between
extraction of the cores and testing / analysis during which it was uncertain if we
would be carrying out the second half of the exercise). As explained above, the work
that GUPC and SIMCO did to identify and then validate the exposure conditions was
very thorough and time-consuming (taking place over the months of November,
December and January), but it was necessary to do this work in view of the
skepticism expressed by ACP about in particular the low salinity of the water
affecting the structures that were the subject of the 4 February 2011 submittal. We
had hoped that all of this effort would result in an analysis that was acceptable to
ACP.” 2390
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Mindess(I) {C-EX-8}, p. 50 [p. 48], para 122.
Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 44 [p. 41], para. 105.
Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 46 [p. 43], para. 110 [Emphasis added].
Mindess(I) {C-EX-8}, p. 39 [p. 37], para. 99.
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 26 [p. 22], para. 105.
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 26 [p. 22], paras. 106-107.
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 27 [p. 23], paras. 111.
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1687.

Yet, as Dr. Marchand comments and as will be dealt with below, “all of this work was
ultimately to be in vain because ACP refused to accept the use of salinity values based on
measurements taken by GUPC and SIMCO.” 2391
6.

GUPC and SIMCO continued to carry out the ASTM C1202 tests

1688.

Professors Mindess and Nilsson concur that the migration test performed by SIMCO, which
as explained above is a modified, indeed improved version of the ASTM C1202 test, renders
the ASTM C1202 requirement “moot” because “the purpose of that requirement (to help
ensure a 100-year service life) has then been satisfied”. 2392 It is important to emphasize,
however, that GUPC did not mean to and did not set aside the 1,000 Coulombs requirement
contained in the ER and continued to carry out ASTM C1202 testing (even though, as pointed
out above, this testing was in fact meaningless in the fresh water conditions applicable to the
Upper Chamber on both sites, because the chloride ions concentration in that water was so
low that, in 100 years, the chlorides could not reach the rebar even with the minimum cover
of 75 mm mandated in the ER).

1689.

Dr. Marchand explains in his statement that “[c]ylinders were thus being sent to Canada to
have the regular ASTM C 1202 tests run, as well as drying tests (part of the UFGS test
protocol). Between November 2010 and February 2011 (when the concrete submittal was
produced), over 100 samples were tested by SIMCO according to the ASTM C 1202
procedure.” 2393

1690.

In fact, GUPC engaged in a more rigorous testing protocol with conservative parameters –
e.g., all simulations were run assuming that the physical properties of concrete would not
improve beyond the early-age test results available at the time (that is 28 or 56 days of curing,
depending on the mix). This is a very conservative approach and effectively ignores the fact
that the performance of the concrete insofar as durability is concerned will improve with time.
To provide context, the UFGS specifies that results up to 90 days should be used in the
STADIUM service-life analysis. As Prof. Nilsson explains in his report, this is but one of
several ways in which SIMCO’s service-life analysis is conservative. 2394

1691.

As ACP did not raise any concern during or after the Third OTS Meeting, GUPC continued
its work and finalized the design submittal in January 2011. ACP was always kept fully
informed of the progress of the works by GUPC, through meetings 2395 and regular
communications. 2396 From GUPC’s perspective, everything was progressing as planned.
GUPC duly finalized its concrete mix submittal at the end of January, and was ready to pour
structural marine concrete in the Upper Chamber (on both the Pacific and Atlantic sites)
immediately thereafter, in line with its schedule of works. 2397 Needless to say, despite these
and other conservative parameters described below, SIMCO’s testing program used by GUPC
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Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 27 [p. 23], para. 112.
Mindess(I) {C-EX-8}, p. 57 [p. 55], para. 141. See also Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 70 [p. 67], para. 177.
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 22 [p. 18], para. 89; Exhibit {C-657}, ASTM C 1202 Test Results on
November and December Stage II Final Concrete Mix Designs. By May 2011, 538 ASTM C 1202 tests
had been performed.
Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 75 [pp. 72-73], para. 188.
See e.g., Exhibit {C-922}, Meeting Minutes, Weekly Design Coordination Meeting held on January
17, 2011.
See e.g., Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 27 [pp. 23-24], paras. 113-114.
Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 36 [p. 32], para. 131.
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established that the concrete mixes submitted on 4 February 2011 for ACP’s review satisfied
or would satisfy (at the relevant time) all of the ER requirements. 2398
E.

GUPC SUBMITTED A COMPLIANT CONCRETE MIX DESIGN FOR ACP’S REVIEW ON
4 FEBRUARY 2011
1.

1692.

Description of GUPC’s concrete submittal

Having completed the qualification of the selected design mixes, on 4 February 2011, GUPC
submitted the following SMC mixes to ACP for review (the “4 February 2011 Submittal”)
as it was required to do under Article 1.05(B):
•

Mix S1 (245 kg of Cemento de Panama Type II cement and 105 kg of pozzolan); and

•

Mix S8 (289 kg of Cemento de Panama Type II cement and 86 kg of pozzolan). 2399

1693.

These two mixes were the product of a long and comprehensive mix development program,
including a significant amount of testing and investigation of their durability properties.2400
As stated in the 4 February 2011 Submittal, GUPC had substantiated that the design
requirements set by ACP were met by these two mixes for use as Structural Marine Concrete.
These mixes were submitted for use in the Upper Chamber and Lock Head 2, though they
would also be suitable for use in the Middle Chamber and on either side of the Canal. 2401
Professor Mindess evaluated GUPC’s mix development program and observes in his report
that “a considerable number of candidate mixes were rigorously evaluated, including various
mixes that exceeded the basic requirements set out in the Employer’s Requirements”.2402 He
also concludes that GUPC “displayed a thorough knowledge of concrete mix design, and a
high degree of professionalism.” 2403

1694.

GUPC’s 4 February Submittal contained two main appendices consisting of (i) a concrete
report by Dr. Schrader, together with eight annexes (the “Concrete Report”); and (ii) and a
durability report by SIMCO (the “Durability Report”). These two reports described in detail
the steps taken by GUPC to develop the mixes that were being submitted. In particular, as
explained below, these two reports included complete test reports to show that the design
requirements were met, a description of the sources and material properties for all concrete
constituents, and substantiated that the durability requirements were either met or would be
met well before the structures would be exposed to water. Thus, the requirements of Article
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Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 34 [p. 30], para. 136; Mindess(I) {C-EX-8}, p. 47 [pp. 45 and 47], paras,
116-117 and 120; Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 76 [p. 73], para. 190; see also Exhibit {C-854}, First Expert
Report by Dr. D'Ambrosia before the DAB, dated 29 September 2013, p. 11 [p. 11], Section V.2.
Exhibit {C-187}, Submittal No. 03 30 00-023 Technical Report – Final Concrete Types and Mixes for
Pacific and Atlantic Sites, dated 4 February 2011, p. 9 [p. 8]. Information concerning an S9 mix (289
kg of Cemex Type I cement and 87 kg of pozzolan) was also submitted and, although it met the ER, it
did not comply with GUPC’s own Technical Specification for Concrete because it used a Type I
cement and was therefore not described in Dr. Schrader’s Concrete Report, see Exhibit {C-187},
Submittal No. 03 30 00-023 Technical Report – Final Concrete Types and Mixes for Pacific and
Atlantic Sites, dated 4 February 2011, p. 9 [p. 8] (“Mix S9 was not further investigated in Dr.
Schrader’s Report nor in GUPC’s Lab because it was made using Type I cement.”).
Exhibit {C-187}, Submittal No. 03 30 00-023 Technical Report – Final Concrete Types and Mixes for
Pacific and Atlantic Sites, dated 4 February 2011, p. 4 [p. 3].
Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 14 [p. 11], para. 27; Mindess(I) {C-EX-8}, p. 49 [p. 47], paras. 119-120.
Mindess(I) {C-EX-8}, p. 45 [p. 43], para. 112.
Mindess(I) {C-EX-8}, p. 46 [p. 44], para. 114.
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1.05(B), set out above, were met. Professors Mindess and Nilsson have reviewed GUPC’s
4 February 2011 submittal and have both concluded that it was compliant with the ER. 2404
1695.

As described in Dr. Schrader’s witness statement, GUPC had also been testing a 275+100 kg
mix (i.e., 275 kg of Cemento de Panama Type II cement and 100 kg of pozzolan). 2405
However, GUPC ultimately decided to submit the S8 (289+86) mix in lieu of this 275+100
mix, thus submitting a mix with an even higher cement content, to provide greater assurance
to ACP that the 1,000 Coulomb requirement would be met, even though the overall
cementitious content of both mixes (289+86 = 375; 275+100 = 375) was the same. 2406 This is
because, as Professors Mindess and Nilsson explain, pozzolanic reactions are typically much
slower than the reactions between cement and water alone. Thus, with a slightly higher
cement content and a slightly lower pozzolan content, the S8 mix would be expected to
develop the properties that are important for durability more quickly than the 275+100
mix. 2407
2.

Dr. Schrader’s Concrete Report provided comprehensive information on
the sources of the constituents, their properties, and the results of tests
performed on samples of the final mixes

1696.

Dr. Schrader’s Concrete Report described GUPC’s “thorough investigation of the source of
the constituents, the material properties of those constituents, and the composition of the
mixes to be used during field concrete production, together with test results on those
mixes.” 2408 Much of this information had already been provided to the Employer during the
OTS meetings. 2409 As confirmed by GUPC’s independent expert, Professor Mindess, the
information presented in the 4 February 2011 Submittal and the records of the OTS meetings
showed that by the time of the submittal, “[a]ll of the raw materials (cements, pozzolans,
aggregates, water) had been carefully examined and tested, and were shown to have met or
exceeded the relevant ASTM requirements.” 2410

1697.

In his analysis, Dr. Schrader relied on his vast experience working on projects of this kind and
predicting long-term concrete properties. For example, to demonstrate the work that had been
done to arrive at the final mix designs, Dr. Schrader also included data on mixes containing
quantities of cementitious material both below and comparable to the quantities contained in
the submitted mixes. For instance, he included predictive curves for compressive strength
showing results up to 140%, 180% and 190% of the required 35 MPa design strength. 2411
These predictive curves were validated with the available results of compressive strength tests

2404

Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 76 [pp. 73-75], Section VII.B(3); Mindess(I) {C-EX-8}, p. 49 [p. 47], para.
120.
Schrader(I) {C-WS-19}, p. 20 [pp. 17 and 24], paras. 68 and 101.
Schrader(I) {C-WS-19}, p. 27 [p. 24], para. 101. As explained by Dr. Schrader (see footnote 69 of his
witness statement), the introduction to the 4 February 2011 submittal and the Concrete Report
inadvertently refer to a 275+100 kg mix. This was due to an oversight and no such mix was submitted
in the 4 February 2011 submittal. In addition, Dr. Schrader explains how S8 is described as comprising
87 kg of pozzolan in Dr. Schrader’s Concrete Report (p. 13 of Concrete Report, third paragraph),
whereas in SIMCO’s Durability report, S8 is described as comprising 86 kg of pozzolan (Table 5 on p.
10 of the Durability Report). This is the result of slight but inconsequential differences between
measurements taken on different samples of the same mix (i.e., rounded up to 87 kg or rounding down
to 86 kg).
Mindess(I) {C-EX-8}, p. 15 [p. 13], para. 35; Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 18 [pp. 15-16], para. 41.
Schrader(I) {C-WS-19}, p. 27 [p. 24], para. 102.
See Section V.D.2.(b).
Mindess(I) {C-EX-8}, p. 47 [p. 45], para. 115.
Schrader(I) {C-WS-19}, p. 27 [p. 24], para. 103.
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performed on various mixes covering the range of cement and pozzolan values within which
the S1 and S8 compositions could be found. These were contained in Appendix 1 of the
Concrete Report and are shown in Figure 5-4 below.

Figure 5-4

Figure 16 from the 4 February 2011 submittal with 90-day data, contained in the table
in Appendix 1 to the Concrete Report

1698.

Figure 5-4 above clearly shows the upward trend for compressive strength results, which as
Dr. Schrader explains indicates not only that the compressive strength is increasing but also
that the permeability of the concrete is decreasing. 2412 This Figure also shows that the
compressive strength requirement of 35 MPa was being met for the full range of mixes at the
56 day age. Otherwise put, the compressive strength requirement was being met at 56 days
even for mixes having less cementitious content than the final S1 and S8 mixes that were
submitted, i.e. as shown in Figure 2, the 231+99 (dashed blue line) and 217+93 (solid green
line) mixes.

1699.

As to durability, these favorable compressive strength results led Dr. Schrader to conclude
that the overriding 100-year functional service life requirement would also be met, and as
explained below, this conclusion was confirmed by SIMCO’s service-life and durability
analysis. Making the link between the compliant compressive strength results (and their
continued improvement), Dr. Schrader explains that “just like compressive strength continues
to gain some strength but at a slower rate after about 120, 240, or 365 days depending on the
mix, [he] expected that Coulombs would meet the 1,000 value at some longer term age of say
120 [days], 240 [days], or about a year, and continue to decrease after that, but at a slower

2412

Schrader(I) {C-WS-19}, p. 27 [pp. 24-25], para. 104.
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rate.” 2413 Dr. Schrader also made clear in his report that “[a]lthough the specified age
[at which the] strength [must be met] may be 28 or 90 days, the long term properties are the
real values that apply because these are the real expected properties of concrete in the
structure when it is put into service.” 2414
3.
1700.

SIMCO’s Durability Report demonstrated the submittal was compliant
with the ER

As noted above, the second main appendix to GUPC’s 4 February 2011 Submittal was
SIMCO’s Durability Report. This report covered the following topics, as summarized in
Professor Nilsson’s analysis of the durability-related aspects of the 4 February 2011
Submittal: 2415 (i) SIMCO’s methodology for its service-life and durability analysis; (ii) how
SIMCO determined the exposure conditions relevant to the structures in question; (iii) the
concrete constituents, their properties and the mix compositions of the submitted concretes;
(iv) the manner in which the specimens were prepared and cured for the tests used to
determine the input parameters for SIMCO’s STADIUM software; and (v) the experimental
procedures for determining compressive strength, open porosity, and ASTM C1202 Coulomb
values, how the pore solution was extracted, and how the migration and drying tests were
carried out.
4.

SIMCO’s Durability Report demonstrated that the 100-year functional
service life requirement was met

1701.

As noted above in Section V.D.3.b, 2416 one of the advantages of SIMCO’s testing program is
that it took account of the varying exposure conditions which would be acting upon the
mixes. SIMCO thus set salinity levels for the Upper Chamber on the one hand, and for the
Middle Chamber (equivalent to Lock Head 2 in terms of the demarcation of the chambers
based on salinity) on the other hand.

1702.

The main object of SIMCO’s analysis was the demonstration, using STADIUM, that the
overarching 100-year service-life requirement had been met. SIMCO found that, when
exposed to a salinity of 0.9 ppt 2417 or less (a conservative estimate of the exposure conditions
of the Upper Chamber), 2418 the S1 and S8 mixtures easily met the 100-year functional servicelife requirement for a concrete cover thickness of 100 mm. 2419 Similarly, SIMCO found that
when exposed to a solution with a salinity of 3.9 ppt – and so slightly higher than the
conditions of the Middle Chamber – the S8 mixture could meet the 100-year functional

2413

Schrader(I) {C-WS-19}, p. 29 [p. 26], para. 106.
Schrader(I) {C-WS-19}, p. 29 [p. 26], para. 107; see also Exhibit {C-187}, Submittal No. 03 30 00023 Technical Report – Final Concrete Types and Mixes for Pacific and Atlantic Sites, dated 4
February 2011, p. 20 [pp. 8-9].
Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 73 [pp. 70-72], para. 185.
See also Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 21 [p. 17], para. 86.
“ppt” means parts per thousand and is also expressed as ‰.
Later in the process, ACP insisted (and GUPC had no choice but to agree) that the salinity values to be
considered in the STADIUM calculations for the Upper Chamber would be reduced to 0,4 ppt for the
Pacific Locks and 0,6 ppt for the Atlantic locks. The agreement was first reached on the 5 April 2011
meeting and final acceptance was confirmed by ACP in August 2011 – see Marchand(I) {C-WS-16},
p. 30 [p. 26], footnote 72.
Exhibit {C-187}, Submittal No. 03 30 00-023 Technical Report – Final Concrete Types and Mixes for
Pacific and Atlantic Sites, dated 4 February 2011, p. 158 [pp. 35-36 of SIMCO Report – Phase I:
Concrete Durability Report – REV.01 dated February 2011].

2414

2415
2416
2417
2418

2419
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lifetime requirement if the thickness of the concrete cover was increased to 125 mm. 2420
1703.

This information was set out in the table below. For each mix and at a range of salinity levels
and for different cover thicknesses, SIMCO’s model projected the time to corrosion.

Figure 5-5
1704.

Table showing time to initiate corrosion for simulated scenarios, included on
PDF p. 155 of 185 of the 4 February 2011 concrete submittal 2421

These results were summarized in SIMCO’s recommendations at the end of the Durability
Report:
“10 Recommendations
The experimental results measured thus far in this study and the results of
numerical simulations performed with the model STADIUM® indicate that
mixture S1 should offer a good protection against corrosion over 100 years
in the Upper Chamber if a concrete cover of 100 mm (4 in.) is used.
In the case of Head Lock 2, mixture S8 combined with a concrete cover of
125 mm (5 in.) should offer a good protection against corrosion and meet the
durability requirement of 100 years.” 2422

2420

2421

2422

Exhibit {C-187}, Submittal No. 03 30 00-023 Technical Report – Final Concrete Types and Mixes for
Pacific and Atlantic Sites, dated 4 February 2011, p. 158 [p. 35 of SIMCO Report – Phase I: Concrete
Durability Report – REV.01 dated February 2011].
Exhibit {C-187}, Submittal No. 03 30 00-023 Technical Report – Final Concrete Types and Mixes for
Pacific and Atlantic Sites, dated 4 February 2011, p. 154 [p. 31 of SIMCO Report]. Figures are in ppt.
Exhibit {C-187}, Submittal No. 03 30 00-023 Technical Report – Final Concrete Types and Mixes for
Pacific and Atlantic Sites, dated 4 February 2011, p. 160 [p. 37 of SIMCO Report] [Bold emphasis in
original].
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5.

SIMCO’s service-life and durability analysis was carried out in line with
industry practice and underestimated the projected service-life due to
various conservative assumptions

1705.

As Professors Nilsson and Mindess explain in their reports, SIMCO’s service-life and
durability analysis was carried out in line with industry practice and was in fact conservative
in a number of respects, meaning that the actual service-life of the S1 and S8 concrete mixes
when used in the Upper Chamber, Lock Head 2, and the Middle Chamber would likely be
much higher than what is set out in Figure 5-5 above (which as noted above, shows the time
to corrosion and thus does not capture the further 10-year propagation period taken into
account by SIMCO), or alternatively the same results could be achieved with a thinner cover
over the reinforcement. In Professor Nilsson’s words, SIMCO’s service-life analysis was
done “very much on the ‘safe side’”.2423

1706.

In particular, Professors Nilsson and Mindess point to the following conservative aspects of
SIMCO’s analysis (among others):

1707.

•

SIMCO used only the results of short-term measurements of chloride ion diffusion
coefficients in its calculations and assumed that the properties of the concrete would
not improve after the age at which that measurement was taken (where in reality, the
concrete keeps improving after that date); 2424

•

SIMCO assumed that the end of the service-life would occur following a 10-year
propagation period (before cracking), even though the structure would not
immediately stop performing when the first crack was formed; 2425 and

•

SIMCO assumed that the concrete would always be saturated (meaning that the
chloride ions would be able to travel through the concrete relatively easily), where in
reality the concrete would only be partially saturated (meaning that the ingress
process would therefore be slower). 2426

With respect to the first point above, that only early-age test results were used, GUPC in fact
expected the concrete to continue improving. As Dr. Marchand explains, mixtures S1 and S8
“had been produced with a cement with a high C2S content [ASTM Type II cements, which]
tend to react slowly and they keep hydrating for a longer period than ASTM Type I
cements.” 2427 Dr. Marchand also notes that GUPC’s confidence that the concrete properties
would continue to improve was supported by the compressive strength results presented in
Dr. Schrader’s witness statement, which showed that the compressive strength continued to
increase after 90 days curing. 2428
6.

The ASTM C1202 testing results showed that the 1,000 Coulomb
requirement would be met well before the structures would be exposed
to water and put into service

1708.

In parallel with SIMCO’s service-life and durability analysis, SIMCO and GUPC also carried
out the ASTM C1202 test in order to show that the final concrete mixes described in the

2423

Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 75 [p. 72], para. 188.
Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 75 [pp. 72-73], para. 188.
Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 24 [pp. 21, 53], paras. 59, 134; Mindess(I) {C-EX-8}, p. 32 [pp. 30-31],
paras. 85-86.
Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 26 [pp. 23, 67], paras. 65, 176-177.
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 30 [p. 26], para. 125.
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 30 [p. 26], para. 125.

2424
2425

2426
2427
2428
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submittal would meet the 1,000 Coulomb requirement (even though, as explained above, that
requirement was in fact totally unnecessary in the low or even moderate salinity levels to be
found in the Upper Chamber, Lock Head 2 and Middle Chamber). These results were set out
in SIMCO’s Durability Report, as shown below:

Figure 5-6

Table showing curing age (test age) included in the 4 February 2011 submittal of
GUPC 2429

1709.

Dr. Marchand explains in his witness statement that, although the Coulomb values had not
fallen below 1,000 Coulomb mark at the available 56 day test age, the results (and in
particular the decreasing trend observed) clearly indicated that this value would be achieved
before the concrete would be exposed to water during commissioning and when the structure
was put into service. 2430 As set out in his statement, Dr. Marchand “did not have any doubt
that the Coulomb value of this mix would fall below 1,000 within a reasonable period of
curing”. 2431

1710.

Professors Mindess and Nilsson confirm Dr. Marchand’s views. Professor Mindess thus
comments that:
“[T]he early age ASTM C1202 results (see Table 5 below) clearly indicated that the
1,000 Coulomb requirement would be met before the concretes would come in
contact with water. While the ASTM C1202 tests did not meet the 1,000 Coulomb
limit at relatively early ages (which was not required under the Employer’s
Requirements), all three mixtures show decreasing RCPT results with increasing test
age, largely attributable to the beneficial effects of continued cement hydration,
which progressively increases the density of the porous network.
Proper
extrapolation of the available data indicated that this requirement would be met
within a year or less, before the concrete would be put in service or exposed during
commissioning activities.” 2432

1711.

In like manner, Professor Nilsson has determined that the Coulomb requirement:
“would obviously be fulfilled long before the construction of the Third Locks Project

2429

2430

2431
2432

Exhibit {C-187}, Submittal No. 03 30 00-023 Technical Report – Final Concrete Types and Mixes for
Pacific and Atlantic Sites, dated 4 February 2011, p. 145 [p. 22 of SIMCO Report – Phase I: Concrete
Durability Report – REV.01 dated February 2011].
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 30 [p. 26], paras. 123-124; Exhibit {C-187}, Submittal No. 03 30 00-023
Technical Report – Final Concrete Types and Mixes for Pacific and Atlantic Sites, dated 4 February
2011, p.146, [pp. 23-26 of SIMCO Report – Phase I: Concrete Durability Report – REV.01 dated
February 2011].
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 30 [p. 26], para. 124
Mindess(I) {C-EX-8}, p. 47 [p. 45], para. 118. [Emphasis added]
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was complete, notwithstanding the fact that the Coulomb requirement is not relevant
or necessary for the Upper Chamber, Lock Head 2, and the Middle Chamber.”2433
1712.

In addition, Professor Mindess observes that in any event, SIMCO’s service-life analysis had
demonstrated that the overriding 100-year requirement had been complied with which,
according to Professor Mindess, “in itself met the intent of the ASTM C1202 maximum
Coulomb requirement.” 2434
7.

The results of SIMCO’s service-life and durability analysis correctly
took into account the exposure conditions

1713.

As Professors Nilsson and Mindess explain, it is very important to take into account exposure
conditions when analyzing the durability and service-life of concrete. This is reflected in the
recommendations of European and North American industry standards that deal with
durability issues. 2435 For example, Professor Mindess’ opinion is that for the Upper Chamber,
Lock Head 2, and the Middle Chamber, the exposure conditions are “quite mild exposure
conditions” and “ordinary good concrete practice (reasonably low w/b ratio, proper curing,
and an appropriate cover) would suffice to achieve a functional lifetime of 100 years.” 2436
From a technical point of view, Professor Nilsson explains that the exposure conditions and in
particular the concentration of chlorides in the water are a significant parameter because
“[t]here is a direct relationship between the gradient of chloride concentration (i.e., the
difference in chloride concentration between the surrounding environment and the pore water,
explained above) and the rate of diffusion of chlorides.” 2437

1714.

In view of the above, it is unsurprising that GUPC and SIMCO spent a significant amount of
time in late 2010 and early 2011 analyzing the exposure conditions and obtaining up-to-date
measurements of the salinity levels to be expected in various parts of the (Pacific and
Atlantic) locks. ACP too was aware of these differences in the exposure conditions as they
are clearly described in documents and studies that had been supplied by ACP during the
tender stage. ACP was also involved in GUPC’s efforts as GUPC needed ACP’s permission
to take water samples and extract cores from the old locks. 2438

1715.

Thus, GUPC undertook the time consuming work of procuring a boat, mobilizing qualified
staff and taking water samples to further strengthen its submittal of the final concrete mixes
on the assumption that ACP would likewise consider this analysis to be valuable. As
Dr. Marchand explains, “[r]egarding the most important exposure condition, salinity, we used
the information that we had collected through taking seawater samples at various points at the
Pacific Lock Chambers in November and December 2010 and then tested. The results were
included in the [4 February 2011 Submittal] and showed that the salinity of the solution in the
Upper Chamber was essentially negligible”.2439

1716.

SIMCO’s and GUPC’s results for the salinity found in the water in the Upper Chamber were
also consistent with those found in the relevant industry literature for the average water
chemistry of the lakes in Panama. SIMCO calculated a global average figure for the salinity
found in the three different lock chambers based on its own measurements and the results of
other measures reflected in other studies, such as those provided by ACP at the tender stage.

2433

Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 78 [p. 73-75], paras. 192-193(2). [Emphasis added]
Mindess(I) {C-EX-8}, p. 47 [p. 45], para. 117. [Emphasis added]
Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 44 [pp. 41-45], paras. 106-110.
Mindess(I) {C-EX-8}, p. 50 [p. 48], para. 122.
Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 44 [p. 41], para. 104.
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 25 [pp. 21-22], paras. 105-106.
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 31 [p. 27], para. 130.

2434
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This global average was used as an input parameter for STADIUM service-life analysis. 2440
1717.

Of particular note, Dr. Marchand explains that the “the water to which the concrete was to be
exposed in the Upper Locks was exactly the same water that was used in the laboratory to
produce the concrete” 2441 and qualified as potable water under Panamanian standards. 2442 He
also notes that if “any deleterious chemicals” had been found in the water, they could not
have used it as mixing water because it would not have met the relevant ASTM
requirements. 2443

1718.

Professors Nilsson and Mindess have reviewed the salinity information presented by SIMCO
in GUPC’s submittals. Professor Nilsson concludes on the basis of the information presented
by SIMCO:
“The salinity and the concentration of chlorides in the Upper Chamber are so
low that avoidance of reinforcement corrosion does not require a large cover
or a concrete with a very low permeability to achieve a 100-year service-life.
Although the salinity in the Middle Chamber and Lock Head 2 is slightly
higher, the same holds true for those structures.” 2444

1719.

Similarly, Professor Mindess states:
“These very different exposure conditions (ranging from low salinity, i.e.,
fresh water, to sea water) mean that rather different concrete mixes can be
used in different parts of the Canal. Where the exposure is to essentially
fresh water, as in the Upper Chamber, or to water having salinity up to the
levels found in the Middle Chamber, no special precautions need to be taken
to address chloride-induced reinforcement corrosion; these are quite mild
exposure conditions, and ordinary good concrete practice (reasonably low
w/b ratio, proper curing, and an appropriate depth of cover) would suffice to
achieve a functional lifetime of 100 years.” 2445
F.

IN FEBRUARY 2011, ACP WRONGFULLY AND UNLAWFULLY PREVENTED
FROM STARTING STRUCTURAL MARINE CONCRETE WORKS
1.

GUPC

ACP prohibited GUPC from starting SMC works during a preconstruction meeting held on 16 February 2011

1720.

By early February 2011 and despite the additional requirements requested by ACP (including
the use of STADIUM), GUPC had diligently developed suitable mixtures for the Project – in
a process that had been carefully explained to ACP, particularly in the OTS meetings – and
had made a compliant submittal for ACP’s review, as set out above. GUPC was ready to start
placing the SMC concrete, in particular in low salinity areas.

1721.

Despite this, and the fact that ACP’s role was merely to review and not approve GUPC’s
concrete design, 2446 ACP expressly prohibited GUPC from pouring the concrete at a

2440

Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 31 [pp. 27-30], Section VI.A.3.
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 31 [p. 27], para. 129.
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 24 [p. 20], para. 102.
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 31 [p. 27], para. 129.
Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 44 [p. 41], para. 105.
Mindess(I) {C-EX-8}, p. 50 [p. 48], para. 122.
Exhibit {C-437}, The Employer’s Requirements, Section 03 30 00 - Concrete, dated October 2008, p.
7 [p. 7], Article 1.05(B). See Section V.B.2 above.

2441
2442
2443
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2445
2446
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pre-construction meeting held on 16 February 2011.2447
1722.

The minutes of this meeting clearly illustrate the rigid position taken by ACP preventing
GUPC from proceeding with the Works (even at its own risk): 2448

…

1723.

In particular, Mr. Cazares (who, like Mr. Chrzanowski before him, was working for ACP’s
consultant on design issues, CH2M Hill) stated that “in fact we are going to send you back
your submittal that is not accepted to us; your data input that you have in your model on
stadium has undervalues for the salt and the chloride” and even refused to accept that
different mixes be used for different salinity conditions. 2449

1724.

Professor Mindess has reviewed the criticisms made by ACP during the pre-construction
meeting, and has concluded that the reasons provided by ACP for their decision to prevent
GUPC from proceeding were both unreasonable and reflected a number of grave technical
errors. 2450 For example, in relation to ACP’s purported concerns about the salinity values,
highlighted by Mr. Cazares’ statement quoted above, Professor Mindess states that “[n]o basis
was presented for [ACP’s] statement [that the input data for STADIUM had undervalues for
salt and chloride], and SIMCO had explicitly described in the 4 February 2011 submittal how
the average salinity values it had used were calculated on the basis of contemporaneous
measurements taken by SIMCO in the old locks and a study that had been commissioned by
ACP.” 2451

1725.

As explained by Mr. Zaffaroni in his witness statement, ACP’s instruction not to place SMC
following GUPC’s 4 February 2011 submittal “came as a complete shock to [GUPC], as ACP
had not raised any major concern with GUPC’s work on the preparations for the concrete
activities and on the mix designs until that time”, 2452 despite having had numerous
opportunities to do so in the various OTS meetings and elsewhere. 2453 Then, at the very last
minute, ACP decided to prevent GUPC from starting the SMC works.

1726.

GUPC had no option but to comply with ACP’s instruction, as evidenced from its letter of

2447

Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 37 [p. 33], para. 135.
Exhibit {C-188}, Quality Assurance Meeting (Preconstruction Meeting – Concrete), dated 16 February
2011, p. 3.
Exhibit {C-188}, Quality Assurance Meeting (Preconstruction Meeting – Concrete), dated 16 February
2011, p. 3.
Mindess(I) {C-EX-8}, p. 52 [pp. 50-51], para. 129.
Mindess(I) {C-EX-8}, p. 52 [pp. 50-51], para. 129.
Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 37 [p. 33], para. 135.
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 36 [p. 32], para. 140; Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 37 [p. 33], para. 135.

2448
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21 February 2011: 2454

1727.

ACP thus prevented GUPC from starting the SMC works, despite GUPC having
demonstrated the compliance of its concrete mixes in low and moderate salinity areas and its
being fully equipped and entitled to start producing and placing SMC in those low and
moderate salinity areas (in particular the Upper Chamber on both the Pacific and Atlantic
Sites). 2455 As noted above and further explained below, ACP had no right to do so, as the
mixes were submitted only for ACP’s “review” and not “approval”, and in any event the
criticisms voiced by ACP were either incorrect from a technical point of view or aimed at
adding yet other new requirements not provided for in the ER. GUPC had every right to
proceed with the works, which it would have done but for the explicit instruction by ACP.
2.

ACP then wrongfully rejected GUPC’s SMC design submittal on
21 February 2011

1728.

Having already prohibited GUPC from proceeding with the works, ACP issued its review
comments to GUPC’s submittal on 21 February 2011 and instructed GUPC to “Revise and
Resubmit” the concrete mix designs, 2456 which was in itself a breach of Sub-Clause 5.2
[Contractor’s Documents] because this kind of determination is possible only in respect to
designs submitted for ACP’s “approval”, and not for designs submitted for ACP’s “review”
for which the Contractor is entitled to proceed with the Works, including at its own risk.

1729.

As further explained below, ACP’s review comments betrayed a fundamental lack of
technical understanding of the submittal. In particular, ACP: (i) failed to appreciate that
different mixes could be used for different parts of the structures which are subjected to
different exposure conditions; (ii) failed to understand the STADIUM methodology (which
ACP had suggested and which had been explained in detail at the Third OTS Meeting in
November 2010) and the input parameters described by SIMCO in the Durability Report;
(iii) failed to understand that the 1,000 Coulomb requirement would be met at the relevant
time and that it was in any event irrelevant for low salinity areas; (iv) confused mix designs
prepared in the laboratory and those prepared at the production stage; and (iv) wrongfully
claimed that CICP (who was the Project Designer but not the designer of record in respect of
CMD) approval of the submittal was required. In addition, ACP failed to specify which of its
comments it considered to relate to contractual requirements and which of its comments
reflected mere preferences or information requests.

1730.

In short, ACP’s rejection of GUPC’s mix designs was unjustified, in breach of the ER and
wrongful.

1731.

The main grounds for ACP’s rejection of GUPC’s February 2011 submittal, as reflected in its

2454

Exhibit {C-853}, Letter GUPC-IAE-0616 from GUPC to ACP, dated 21 February 2011.
See Mindess(I) {C-EX-8}, p. 52 [p. 50], para. 128; Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 77 [pp. 74-75], para. 193;
Exhibit {C-246}, DAB Decision on Referral 11, dated 30 December 2014, p. 57 [p. 54], para. 158.
Exhibit {C-189}, ACP Submittal Comments (G-TCR-Concrete Types and Mixes), dated 21 February
2011.

2455

2456
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review comments, are set out below, along with an explanation of their unfounded and
confused nature. Before this, two important points should be made.
1732.

First, ACP’s comments on GUPC’s 4 February 2011 submittal were very unclear. In
particular, as Dr. Schrader and Dr. Marchand explain in their witness statements, ACP failed
to indicate which of its comments raised issues of non-compliance with the ER and which did
not and were just questions / clarification requests.2457 This in itself constituted a breach of
Sub-Clause 5.2 [Contractor’s Documents]. 2458 In addition, for GUPC’s technical personnel
and subcontractors, the manner in which the comments were presented made difficult to
identify what purported problem needed to be solved. In Dr. Marchand’s words:
“Because the Employer was preventing GUPC from starting the production
and placement of concrete, its questioning of an issue, or its seeking
clarification on an issue was, for all intents and purposes, tantamount to a
rejection that required the expenditure of significant additional time and
resources in order to correct the Employer’s technical misunderstanding …
In the present case … the comments were very vague, did not specify what
supplemental information was being requested, and some comments simply
cross-referred to others. This made it difficult for me and the others doing
the technical work to ascertain what steps we were required to take and we
had to expend significant time and effort as a result.” 2459

1733.

The second point concerns ACP’s choice not to use the entire 28-day review period it was
accorded under the Contract in order to properly assess the technical validity of GUPC’s
proposal. 2460 GUPC’s submission had been made on 4 February 2011 and ACP effectively
rejected the submittal on 16 February 2011 (i.e., after 12 days) and issued their comments on
21 February 2011 (i.e., after 17 days), despite having until 4 March 2011 (i.e., 28 days) to
take the time to understand the detailed information in GUPC’s submittal.2461 As further
explained below, many of ACP’s comments showed that ACP and its consultants had not
thoroughly reviewed and understood GUPC’s submittal. For instance, the very first comment
made by ACP listed all of the documentation to be submitted for the final design and then
tersely stated “[p]lease provide” even though these documents had already been submitted by
GUPC. 2462 ACP also chose not to wait for a document that SIMCO was preparing and
expressly indicated was forthcoming, which would present additional information concerning
the ASTM C1202 test, despite the fact that certain of ACP’s comments concerned the
early-age ASTM C1202 results that had been submitted by GUPC. 2463

1734.

Having made these two preliminary points, ACP’s specific criticisms – none of which has any
basis – are discussed below in some detail.

2457

Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 36 [p. 32], para. 139.
As the DAB correctly found in its decision on Referral 3 – see Exhibit {C-852}, DAB Decision on
Referral No. 3, dated 23 October 2011, p. 34 [pp. 34-35], para. 63.
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 36 [p. 32], para. 139. [Emphasis added]
See Section II.A above.
Exhibit {C-246}, DAB Decision on Referral 11, dated 30 December 2014, p. 52 [pp. 49-50], para. 147.
The DAB’s reference to a review period of 30 days should be to 28 days, as correctly cited in
Appendix 3, para. 6 of the Decision.
Exhibit {C-189}, ACP Submittal Comments (G-TCR-Concrete Types and Mixes), dated 21 February
2011, Comment 1.
Exhibit {C-187}, Submittal No. 03 30 00-023 Technical Report – Final Concrete Types and Mixes for
Pacific and Atlantic Sites, dated 4 February 2011, p. 145 [pp. 22-23 of SIMCO Durability Report],
Section 8.3. [Emphasis added]

2458

2459
2460
2461

2462

2463
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(a)

ACP failed to appreciate the significance of the varying exposure
conditions in different parts of the Pacific and Atlantic lock complexes
and wrongfully requested that a single SMC mix be used throughout the
Project

1735.

Several of ACP’s comments in its 21 February 2011 rejection exemplify ACP’s failure to
understand the practical consequences of the significantly different exposure conditions
(mainly salinity) along the new lock complexes.

1736.

For instance, in its 4 February 2011 submittal, GUPC had stated that its submittal was
directed to use the S1 and S8 mixes in the Upper Chamber and Lock Head 2 (i.e., in low
salinity areas) “[u]ntil ‘durability tests’ results at a later age become available” 2464. ACP’s
comment on this statement was as follows: 2465

1737.

GUPC had also stated in the 4 February 2011 submittal that “[a]dditional classes [of concrete]
may still be added... depending on eventual new structural and/or construction
requirements”. 2466 ACP comment on this statement was as follows: 2467

2464

Exhibit {C-187}, Submittal No. 03 30 00-023 Technical Report – Final Concrete Types and Mixes for
Pacific and Atlantic Sites, dated 4 February 2011, p. 4 [p. 3].
Exhibit {C-189}, ACP Submittal Comments (G-TCR-Concrete Types and Mixes), dated 21 February
2011, p. 3 [p. 3], comment 6.
Exhibit {C-187}, Submittal No. 03 30 00-023 Technical Report – Final Concrete Types and Mixes for
Pacific and Atlantic Sites, dated 4 February 2011, p. 4 [p. 3].
Exhibit {C-189}, ACP Submittal Comments (G-TCR-Concrete Types and Mixes), dated 21 February
2011, p. 3 [pp. 3-4], comment 7.

2465

2466

2467
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1738.

First, it is clear from both of these comments that ACP failed to recognize that it was entirely
appropriate to use different mix designs for different parts of the lock structures that would be
subjected to different exposure conditions, and thus de facto requested that SMC mix for
seawater conditions (the worse exposure conditions) be used across the board on the Project,
which was entirely unreasonable, wrongful and not mandated by the ER.

1739.

In his statement, Dr. Schrader explains his disagreement with these comments and notes that
he had already explained to ACP on several occasions that “the salinity of the water to which
the concrete at various levels of the Canal (e.g., Upper or Lower Chamber) would be exposed
differed substantially and, therefore, so too would the rate of chloride ion attack.” 2468

1740.

Similarly, Dr. Marchand points out in his statement that “[t]he Upper Chambers and one side
of Lock Head 2 are in contact with low salinity solutions (whose chemical compositions are
very similar to those of the water found in the Gatun and Miraflores lakes) which are
effectively fresh water (and, as stated previously, the water the Contractor uses to make the
concrete).” 2469

1741.

Professors Mindess and Nilsson have also provided their independent expert opinion on the
impact on the concrete mix design of the variance in the salinity conditions along the lock
complexes. In short, both experts confirm that GUPC’s proposal to use different mixes for
different exposure conditions was entirely appropriate from a technical point of view and
consistent with industry practice.2470

2468

Schrader(I) {C-WS-19}, p. 30 [p. 27], para. 111.
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 36 [p. 32], para. 140.
Mindess(I) {C-EX-8}, p. 50 [p. 48], para. 122; Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 44 [p. 41], paras. 104-105.

2469
2470
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1742.

Thus, ACP’s insistence on a single mix and refusal to recognize the impact of the exposure
conditions on the mix design, reflected in the comments above, made no sense from a
technical perspective and went beyond what was required under the ER.
(b)

1743.

Several of ACP’s comments also indicated a manifest failure by ACP to understand SIMCO’s
STADIUM methodology and the input parameters used in the STADIUM calculations. This
showed a worrying inability of ACP to grasp the advantages of the state-of-the art technology
they had requested that GUPC use, despite the detailed presentation at the Third OTS Meeting
(at which time ACP failed to raise any concerns) and the explanations provided in the
4 February 2011 submittal itself.
(i)

1744.

ACP failed to understand the STADIUM methodology and its input data

ACP’s incorrect statement that the results of “durability tests” had not been
provided

For instance, ACP claimed that “‘durability tests’ as required by the Employer’s
Requirements Section 03 30 00 [Concrete] ha[d] not been provided for any of the proposed
mix designs”. 2471 This comment had no basis as SIMCO’s Durability Report, which
constituted a significant part of GUPC’s 4 February 2011 submittal, had described in detail all
of the state-of-the-art “durability tests” that had been performed (e.g. all of the tests
performed by SIMCO as part of the STADIUM methodology). 2472
(ii)

ACP’s misguided questioning of SIMCO’s definition of the end of the
100-year functional service-life which correctly included a 10-year
propagation period

1745.

ACP also questioned how SIMCO had defined the end of the 100-year functional service-life.
In particular, ACP questioned the use of the UFGS as a basis to define the end of service-life
and requested a comparison of the UFGS with the ACI 201 Guide to Durable Concrete. 2473

1746.

ACP also requested substantiation of SIMCO’s assumption that the 100-year service-life be
defined to include a 10-year propagation period, which SIMCO had defined in line with the
UFGS as the period after the initiation of corrosion before any cracking occurs, and suggested

2471

Exhibit {C-189}, ACP Submittal Comments (G-TCR-Concrete Types and Mixes), dated 21 February
2011, p. 3 [p. 3], Comment 6.
See Section V.E.1 above. See also, e.g., Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 73 [pp. 70-72], para. 185.
Exhibit {C-189}, ACP Submittal Comments (G-TCR-Concrete Types and Mixes), dated 21 February
2011, p. 4 [pp. 4-5], Comment 13.

2472
2473
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that the end of service life should be defined as the initiation of corrosion (i.e. without any
propagation period). 2474

1747.

First, it was wrong for ACP to question the use of the UFGS as a basis for defining the end of
the 100-year functional service-life. As Professor Mindess explains in his expert report, the
UFGS is “a joint effort of the US Army Corps of Engineers [USACE], the Naval Facilities
Engineering Command [NAVFAC], the Air Force Civil Engineer Center [HQ AFCEC], and
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration [NASA]” and is “a significant and
authoritative source of construction codes and standards, and serves as a useful supplement to
the more narrowly circumscribed organizations such as ASTM and ACI.” 2475 Moreover, and
as already mentioned, in the technical portion of its bid, GUPC had stated that it would use
the “[b]est practices of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE)”, which includes the
UFGS. 2476 It was therefore entirely appropriate for GUPC to use the UFGS as a source of
guidance for defining the end of the 100-year functional service-life of concrete.

1748.

Second, ACP’s questioning of the use of a 10-year propagation period was inappropriate
because ACP had not specified in the ER how the end of the service-life should be defined,
let alone whether it was acceptable for GUPC to include a propagation period. As Professor
Mindess explains, it was therefore a legitimate exercise of its discretion as the design-build
contractor to “conservatively assume[] a propagation period of ten years, following ninety
years to initiate corrosion, and thus leading to a 100-year service life.” 2477 In addition, to put
GUPC’s assumption in its proper context, Bechtel had assumed a longer propagation period
in its tender than that which was adopted by SIMCO. 2478

1749.

Dr. Marchand also explains that SIMCO’s approach was “supported by field experience of
Navy engineers who observed that, once initiated, steel corrosion can take many years to
induce significant damage to waterfront structures.” 2479 This is consistent with Dr. Mindess’
independent expert opinion on this issue:
“In my opinion, and as a matter of science and logic, it makes no sense to
ignore a propagation period in estimating the service life because a structure
does not suddenly ‘fail’ in any real sense on the day that a few chloride ions

2474

2475
2476

2477

2478
2479

Exhibit {C-189}, ACP Submittal Comments (G-TCR-Concrete Types and Mixes), dated 21 February
2011, p. 5 [p. 5], Comment 14.
Mindess(I) {C-EX-8}, p. 56 [p. 54], paras. 136-137.
Exhibit {C-558}, GUPC Tender: Volume II - Technical Proposal dated March 2009, p. 899 [p. 1], Part
5, C.4.
Mindess(I) {C-EX-8}, p. 32 [p. 30], para. 85; see also Exhibit {C-854}, First Expert Report by Dr.
D'Ambrosia before the DAB, dated 29 September 2013, p. 8 [pp. 8-9], Section VI.C.
Exhibit {C-694}, BTM Tender: Binder 5b, dated 3 March 2009, p. 94 [p. 5C.4-6-5C.4-7].
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 37 [p. 33], para. 144.
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reach the level of the steel. There must be a considerable period of time
(measured in years, not days or months) before the chloride ions lead to
sufficient damage to the structure (e.g., in terms of either a loss of crosssection of the steel, or cracking of the concrete outside of the steel).” 2480
1750.

Professor Nilsson, for his part, explains that the use of a propagation period in SIMCO’s
service-life analysis could not possibly pose an issue given how mild the exposure conditions
were in the Upper Chamber, Lock Head 2, and the Middle Chamber. He states: “[i]n reality,
the risk of reinforcement corrosion due to chloride ingress was virtually non-existent in the
exposure conditions to which the structures would be exposed.” 2481

1751.

Professor Nilsson also points out that, in its comment, ACP was in fact “suggesting that a
certain degree of corrosion is acceptable, which conflicts directly with the first aspect of their
comment according to which the initiation of corrosion would mark the end of the service
life.” 2482 Professor Nilsson is also of the view that “[a] 10-year propagation period is …
consistent with industry practice and available literature” 2483 and concludes that: “SIMCO’s
approach of taking into account a 10-year propagation period in their service-life model was
reasonable and consistent with the requirements set by the Employer” and that this approach
“should produce concrete structures that will not require any maintenance or major repair
during a time period of 100 years due to reinforcement corrosion.” 2484

1752.

Finally, as noted above, ACP also requested a comparison of the UFGS with ACI 201. 2485
However, as Dr. Marchand explains in his statement, the scope of these two documents is
very different, and in particular, ACI 201 is “a comprehensive guide covering most, if not all,
aspects of the durability of concrete, which goes far beyond the characteristics and
performance of waterfront structures.” 2486 Thus, ACP was requesting a comparison that went
“far beyond what was required in the ER” and was totally unreasonable and unjustified.2487 In
addition, as explained above, GUPC did not apply all of the requirements found in the UFGS.
(iii)

ACP wrongfully questioned SIMCO’s implementation of the UFGS
methodology for the Project

1753.

ACP also made a number of misguided comments on how SIMCO had applied the UFGS
methodology which, as noted above, had been presented to them (with no objections raised)
by Dr. Marchand at the Third OTS Meeting in November 2010. 2488 ACP’s comments on
SIMCO’s application of the UFGS methodology were as follows: 2489

2480

Mindess(I) {C-EX-8}, p. 33 [p. 31], para. 86. [Emphasis added]
Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 78 [p. 75], para. 193(3).
Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 80 [p. 77], para. 200. [Emphasis added]
Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 56 [p. 53], para. 134.
Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 81 [p. 78], para. 202.
See Section V.F.2.(b)(ii) above.
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 37 [p. 33], para. 143.
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 37 [p. 33], para. 143.
See Section V.D.4 above.
Exhibit {C-189}, ACP Submittal Comments (G-TCR-Concrete Types and Mixes), dated 21 February
2011, p. 5 [pp. 5-6], Comment 15.

2481
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1754.

These ACP comments reveal a fundamental misunderstanding of how the UFGS were to be
used by SIMCO on the project. As Dr. Marchand explains in his statement, “[a]n easy way to
understand the UFGS is to think of them as a set of base employer’s requirements, which
should be adapted to the specific details of the project to which they are applied.” 2490 This
was explicitly stated in the 4 February 2011 submittal: “[t]he methodology used in this project
to assess and document the durability of concrete is based on the protocol developed with the
US Navy (NAVFAC ESC) and now specified in the Unified Facility Guide Specification
(UFGS) 03 31 29 (February 2010).” 2491 SIMCO also stated that “[t]he applied protocol is
similar to the one described in the UFGS.” 2492 Thus, ACP’s concerns about differences
between the salinity values, minimum cement content, and test ages set out in the UFGS and
how SIMCO had executed the testing and analysis on the Project were unfounded.

1755.

In addition, as set out above, ACP not only questioned why the salinity values were different
from the UFGS but also stated its position that SIMCO had in fact underestimated them.
Dr. Marchand explains in his statement that ACP’s comments reflected ACP’s inability to
“accept that exposure to fresh water conditions does not impose the same constraints on
concrete mixture design as exposure to seawater.”2493 This comment was also of course
linked to ACP’s failure to appreciate that different mix designs could be used for different
parts of the locks structure that are subjected to different exposure conditions.

1756.

Further, as to ACP’s comment that the minimum cement content used by GUPC differed from
the UFGS recommendation, Dr. Marchand explains that the ER did not specify a minimum
cement content.2494 Thus, by stating that “the minimum cement content of the mixes used by
GUPC” did not meet the UFGS requirements, ACP effectively sought to import a new
requirement into the ER. Again, this reflected a misunderstanding of how the UFGS were
being used by SIMCO.

1757.

Third, in relation to ACP’s comment on the test ages for SIMCO’s “testing for transport
properties” (i.e., SIMCO’s migration test, which was used to determine the diffusion
coefficients for chloride and other ions), SIMCO had actually performed additional migration

2490

Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 6 [pp. 2-3], para. 15. [Emphasis added]
Exhibit {C-187}, Submittal No. 03 30 00-023 Technical Report – Final Concrete Types and Mixes for
Pacific and Atlantic Sites, dated 4 February 2011, p. 125 [p. 2 of SIMCO Durability Report].
[Emphasis added]
Exhibit {C-187}, Submittal No. 03 30 00-023 Technical Report – Final Concrete Types and Mixes for
Pacific and Atlantic Sites, dated 4 February 2011, p. 126 [p. 3 of SIMCO Durability Report].
[Emphasis added]
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 37 [p. 33], para. 145.
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 37 [p. 33], para. 145.
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testing at early ages and was also planning to perform later-age testing. SIMCO stated in its
report that “[m]easurements performed after 56 and 91 days of curing will provide more
information on this later and will help refine the durability analysis.”2495
1758.

It is also perfectly valid to project long-term results on the basis of short-term data, as
confirmed by Professors Mindess and Nilsson, 2496 and as reflected in SIMCO’s comments on
the expected performance of the concrete as to the transport properties as later-age data
became available, as follows: “[t]his is shown on Figure 20, where the current measured on
material S1 after 10, 28 and 56 days of curing decreases with time” and “[t]his is a strong
indication that diffusion coefficients decrease with time as a result of hydration.” 2497
(iv)

ACP’s request for “validation” of SIMCO’s Migration Test

1759.

One of the components of SIMCO’s and the UFGS methodology for analyzing the servicelife of a structure is to determine the diffusion coefficients of the chloride and other ions using
SIMCO’s “Migration Test”, which as Dr. Marchand has explained, is a modified, indeed
improved version of the ASTM C1202 test. 2498 In this regard, as a general comment on
SIMCO’s Durability Report, ACP requested that GUPC “provide validation of the proposed
Migration Test technique and how test results correlate to accepted Chloride intrusion
tests.” 2499 This comment is reproduced below:

1760.

However, a detailed explanation of the basis for and steps involved in SIMCO’s migration
test (i.e., their modified version of the ASTM C1202 test) had been provided in SIMCO’s
Durability Report. In addition, SIMCO had also made a presentation to ACP explaining their
methodology and the Migration Test technique at the Third OTS Meeting in November 2010,
and ACP had not raised any questions or concerns at that time. 2500 As explained above, the
primary purpose of the OTS process was for ACP to raise such questions and concerns before
they interfere with project progress.

1761.

Further, SIMCO’s Migration Test has been incorporated in the testing protocol of the
UFGS, 2501 thus representing an element of, in Professor Mindess’ words, “a significant and
authoritative source of construction codes and standards”. 2502

2495

Exhibit {C-187}, Submittal No. 03 30 00-023 Technical Report – Final Concrete Types and Mixes for
Pacific and Atlantic Sites, dated 4 February 2011, p. 155 [p. 32 of SIMCO Durability Report].
Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 12 [p. 9], para. 21; Mindess(I) {C-EX-8}, p. 12 [p. 10], para. 23.
Exhibit {C-187}, Submittal No. 03 30 00-023 Technical Report – Final Concrete Types and Mixes for
Pacific and Atlantic Sites, dated 4 February 2011, p. 147 [p. 24 of SIMCO’s Durability Report],
Section 8.5.
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 21 [p. 17], para. 85 (first bullet).
Exhibit {C-189}, ACP Submittal Comments (G-TCR-Concrete Types and Mixes), dated 21 February
2011, p. 6 [p. 6], Comment 17.
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 23 [p. 19], para. 95.
Exhibit {C-187}, Submittal No. 03 30 00-023 Technical Report – Final Concrete Types and Mixes for
Pacific and Atlantic Sites, dated 4 February 2011, p. 141 [pp. 18-19 and 23-26]; Marchand(I) {C-WS16}, p. 6 [p. 2], para. 14.
Mindess(I) {C-EX-8}, p. 56 [p. 34], para. 137.
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1762.

Professor Nilsson, for his part, recognizes that SIMCO’s Migration Test is “a significant
improvement to the ASTM C1202 test” and “is able to determine the diffusion coefficients
which are a much more relevant parameter for determining penetrability.” 2503

1763.

Therefore, ACP’s request for validation of SIMCO’s Migration Test technique was wholly
unnecessary given its widespread acceptance in the industry. ACP’s request was also
improper given that ACP had already had ample opportunity to raise any purported concerns
about validating this technique.
(v)

ACP’s questioning of the input values (e.g. exposure conditions and material
properties) used in STADIUM

1764.

ACP also criticized SIMCO’s analysis because “actual values” of “exposure conditions,
material properties” had not been used. ACP also made a request for “verification for all data
utilized in the STADIUM analyses.” 2504 In particular, ACP again expressed concern that
“[w]ater salinity may be underestimated”.2505 These comments are reproduced below:

1765.

This criticism was again totally unfounded. SIMCO’s Durability Report explicitly set out the
values used for the three categories of input data that had been used in the STADIUM
model: 2506

2503

Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 69 [pp. 66-67], paras. 174-177; see also Exhibit {C-854}, First Expert Report
by Dr. D'Ambrosia before the DAB, dated 29 September 2013, p. 7 [pp. 7-8], Section VI.B.
Exhibit {C-189}, ACP Submittal Comments (G-TCR-Concrete Types and Mixes), dated 21 February
2011, p. 7 [p. 7], Comment 21.
Exhibit {C-189}, ACP Submittal Comments (G-TCR-Concrete Types and Mixes), dated 21 February
2011, p. 7 [p. 7], Comment 22.
Exhibit {C-187}, Submittal No. 03 30 00-023 Technical Report – Final Concrete Types and Mixes for
Pacific and Atlantic Sites, dated 4 February 2011, p. 127 [p. 4 of the SIMCO Report].
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1766.

In relation to the first category of input values (“chemical and physical properties of all
constituents” and “mixture characteristics and transport properties”), ACP’s claim that “actual
values” of material properties had not been applied completely ignored the painstaking work
that GUPC and SIMCO had carried out under the stewardship of Drs. Schrader and Marchand
to determine the material properties of the representative materials tested in the laboratory and
the tests that had been carried out to measure the mixture characteristics and transport
properties (i.e. diffusion coefficients). 2507

1767.

In relation to the second category of input values (“information on the environmental
conditions”), ACP’s comment requesting “actual values of exposure conditions” ignored the
water sampling carried out at numerous locations along the Canal and which had been taken
into account in the STADIUM calculations. Such a claim by ACP was remarkable given that
ACP was aware that the sampling had taken place since it authorized it, and that it was to
remedy ACP’s overlooking of the exposure conditions in the ER and unwillingness to accept
water salinity tests alone that GUPC had undertaken this exercise in the first place. 2508 As
Dr. Marchand states in his witness statement, these comments:
“indicated strongly to me that the Employer simply had not understood my
presentation on STADIUM/UFGS at the November 2010 OTS meeting, nor
the detailed explanations or the SIMCO methodology contained in the
submittal. These were questions that the Employer should have asked earlier
in the OTS process instead of relying on the power to suspend the works and
therefore delay the placement of concrete.”2509

1768.

As noted above, Professor Mindess is of the opinion that “[n]o basis was presented for
[ACP’s] statement [that the input data for STADIUM had undervalues for salt and chloride],
and SIMCO had explicitly described in the 4 February 2011 submittal how the average
salinity values it had used were calculated on the basis of contemporaneous measurements
taken by SIMCO in the old locks and a study that had been commissioned by ACP.” 2510 What
is more, SIMCO had used values calculated on the basis of the average of available maximum
values, which meant that ACP’s contention that salinity values “may be underestimated” was
not just speculative – it was plainly wrong. 2511
(vi)

ACP’s questioning of the chloride threshold level used in STADIUM

1769.

ACP also claimed that the chloride threshold level used by SIMCO, which was the value
recommended by the Federal Highway Administration and the UFGS “[is] not necessarily
applicable” and that “[a]ccording to ACI 201.2R / 222.R recommendations, based on CEB
[European Committee for Concrete] … a safe [chloride] threshold can be placed in the range
of 0.2 to 0.3 % … mass of cement” and that the corrosion threshold chosen by GUPC was
“beyond upper limit recommended range.” 2512 This comment is reproduced below:

2507

Schrader(I) {C-WS-19}, p. 14 [pp. 11-12 and 15-17], paras. 45-48 and 60-66; Marchand(I) {C-WS16}, p. 11 [pp. 7 and 19-24], paras. 39 and 97-112; Exhibit {C-187}, Submittal No. 03 30 00-023
Technical Report – Final Concrete Types and Mixes for Pacific and Atlantic Sites, dated 4 February
2011, p. 131 [pp. 8-37 of the SIMCO Report]. See also Section V.D.2 above.
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 23 [pp. 19-24 and 28-30], paras. 97-112 and 129-136.
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 36 [p. 32], para. 140.
Mindess(I) {C-EX-8}, p. 52 [pp. 50-51], para. 129(b). See also Exhibit {C-854}, First Expert Report
by Dr. D'Ambrosia before the DAB, dated 29 September 2013, p. 11 [p. 11], Section V, para. 2.
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 36 [p. 32], para. 141.
Exhibit {C-189}, ACP Submittal Comments (G-TCR-Concrete Types and Mixes), dated 21 February
2011, p. 7 [p. 7], Comment 23.
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1770.

This comment revealed ACP’s misunderstanding of the technical document to which it
referred in its comment. As Dr. Marchand comments in his witness statement, “the chloride
threshold value SIMCO considered in the analysis is on the low side of the recommended
range of chloride thresholds” of ACI 222 R-01, which was referenced in the ER 2513 and so,
contrary to what ACP commented, was actually conservative. 2514 In addition, Dr. Marchand
explains that the chloride threshold suggested by ACP “did not apply to the exposure
conditions found in the lock chambers where concrete is kept fully saturated, which
minimizes carbonation”.2515

1771.

Dr. Marchand’s comment is consistent with the independent expert opinion of Professor
Nilsson, who has addressed this ACP comment in his report. Professor Nilsson explains that
the chloride threshold proposed by ACP, i.e., “0.2 to 0.3 % … mass of cement”, “is not
relevant in this case because of the thickness of the cover over the reinforcement, which is far
from the very thin carbonated zone near the surface of the concrete that would develop during
the relevant 100 year design life.” 2516 Professor Nilsson concludes that, contrary to what ACP
indicated, “[t]he Ccr value adopted by GUPC in its concrete submittal (and the service life
modelling performed by SIMCO) was very much on the safe side when compared to
recommendations by CEB … (which are referenced in ACI 201.2R and 222.R)”. Professor
Nilsson also observes that the fact that ACP refers to ACI 201.2R and ACI 222.R, which in
turn cite the CEB recommendations, demonstrates that ACP considers these
“recommendations to have value”, despite the fact that ACP “misinterpret[s] what those
recommendations are.” 2517
(c)

ACP failed to understand that the 1,000 Coulomb requirement would be
met well before the structures were put into service and sought to impose
an extra-contractual requirement that the 1,000 Coulomb threshold be
met at early ages

1772.

ACP also refused to accept that GUPC could demonstrate that the current measured using the
ASTM C1202 test would be at or below 1,000 Coulombs using early-age results, which while
not below 1,000 Coulombs at the time of GUPC’s submittal, indicated that requirement would
be met before the relevant structures were exposed to water during commissioning and
ultimately put into service.

2513

Exhibit {C-437}, The Employer’s Requirements, Section 03 30 00 - Concrete, dated October 2008, p.
4 [p. 4], Article 1.04 A.2.
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 37 [p. 33], para. 146; see also Exhibit {C-854}, First Expert Report by
Dr. D'Ambrosia before the DAB, dated 29 September 2013, p. 8 [p. 8], Section VI.C.
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 37 [p. 33], para. 146.
Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 79 [pp. 76-77], para. 198.
Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 79 [pp. 76-77], para. 196.

2514

2515
2516
2517
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1773.

As a result, ACP requested test results showing that the proposed mix designs met the ASTM
C 1202 requirements of an average passed charge of 1,000 Coulombs (i.e., at the date of the
submittal), 2518 and claimed that the ASTM C1202 results presented in SIMCO’s Durability
Report “do not comply” with the 1,000 Coulomb requirement.2519 In addition, ACP was not
even willing to listen to GUPC’s explanation (which GUPC indicated in its report was
forthcoming) of why the 1,000 Coulomb requirement was not technically needed, whether at
the time of the submittal or otherwise, to achieve ACP’s overarching goal of a 100-year
functional service-life. 2520 ACP’s comments on these issues are reproduced below:

…

…

1774.

ACP’s comments were wrongful for the reasons set out below.

2518

Exhibit {C-189}, ACP Submittal Comments (G-TCR-Concrete Types and Mixes), dated 21 February
2011, p. 2 [p. 2], Comment 3
Exhibit {C-189}, ACP Submittal Comments (G-TCR-Concrete Types and Mixes), dated 21 February
2011, p. 6 [p. 6], Comment 19.
Exhibit {C-189}, ACP Submittal Comments (G-TCR-Concrete Types and Mixes), dated 21 February
2011, p. 6 [pp. 6-7], Comment 20.

2519

2520
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(i)

ACP failed to specify a test age in the ER

1775.

As noted above, ACP insisted on compliance with the 1,000 Coulomb requirement at the time
of the submittal, even though ACP had not specified a test age at which the Coulomb
requirement should be met.2521

1776.

Given that no test age was specified, it was up to GUPC as the design-build contractor to
determine an appropriate test age and conclude, as it did, that the 1,000 Coulomb threshold
did not need to be met at early test ages because the properties of the concrete would continue
to improve during the substantial time between the time at which the concrete would be
poured and the time the structures entered the commissioning process and were subsequently
put into service (i.e., well beyond one year). This understanding of the 1,000 Coulomb
requirement was confirmed by ACP’s own expert during the DAB proceedings.2522
In addition, this understanding is entirely consistent with the ASTM C1202 standard itself,
which provides that “time before a structure will be put into service should be considered”
when testing and also with the design-build nature of the Project meant that the testing age
was the Contractor’s prerogative.2523

1777.

Dr. Marchand, Dr. Schrader, Professor Mindess, and Professor Nilsson are all in agreement
that GUPC’s position on this point is technically valid and entirely justified.

1778.

For example, Dr. Schrader states that “it was more than enough that the requirement be met
before the concrete would come in contact with water, keeping in mind that, as regards the
Upper Chambers, the amount of chlorides in the water was negligible in the first place.”2524

1779.

Dr. Marchand in his statement similarly states that “[t]here would be a significant period of
time, well over three years, before the concrete would be exposed to water.” 2525

1780.

Professor Nilsson states in his independent expert report that the test age at which the 1,000
Coulomb requirement should be met was “an important point that should have been specified
in the ER, not least because the penetrability will change significantly with time” and
“[b]ecause it was not specified, it should have been up to GUPC to decide the testing age”. 2526

1781.

Finally, Professor Mindess states: “ACP appears not to have really understood the ASTM
C1202 test, in that it did not specify a test age, which is clearly required by this Standard …
However, as a consequence, these omissions gave GUPC discretion to use its engineering
judgment in fixing the missing parameters, again in light of the 100-year service-life
requirement.” 2527

2521

Exhibit {C-437}, The Employer’s Requirements, Section 03 30 00 - Concrete, dated October 2008, p.
4 [p. 4], Article 1.04A.
See Section V.B.1.(e)(iii).1.
Exhibit {C-439}, ASTM C1202-10, "Standard Test Method for Electrical Indication of Concrete’s
Ability to Resist Chloride Ion Penetration", p. 2 [p. 2], para. 4.6 (Note 1); Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p.
18 [p. 14], para. 74.
Schrader(I) {C-WS-19}, p. 30 [p. 27], para. 113.
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 11 [p. 7], para. 41.
Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 66 [p. 63], para. 163. See also Mindess(I) {C-EX-8}, p. 10 [pp. 8, 9, and 47],
paras. 16, 22 and 120 (c).
Mindess(I) {C-EX-8}, p. 38 [p. 36], para. 97. See also Exhibit {C-854}, First Expert Report by Dr.
D'Ambrosia before the DAB, dated 29 September 2013, p. 5 [p. 5], Section IV.C.

2522
2523

2524
2525
2526

2527
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(ii)

The available early-age ASTM C1202 results showed that the 1,000 Coulomb
requirement would be met well before the concrete was put into service

1782.

In addition, the early-age ASTM C 1202 results (i.e. at 10, 28 and 56 days) provided with
GUPC’s 4 February 2011 submittal showed that the Coulomb requirement would be met
before the concrete was put into service. This is why GUPC stated in its report that the mixes
would only be used for the structures subjected to mild exposure conditions “[u]ntil
‘durability tests’ results at a later age become available.”2528 This meant that GUPC
considered that the mixes could also potentially be used for the structures subjected to more
severe exposure conditions – which, as explained below in Section V.J, is what actually
happened.

1783.

In his report, Professor Nilsson explains that “the Coulomb values that were supplied in the
[February 2011 submittal] up to an age of 56 days indicated that the 1,000 Coulomb limit
would be passed before the structures were to be exposed to water”.2529 Professor Mindess
concurs that the mix designs submitted by GUPC in February 2011 “show[ed] decreasing
RCPT results with increasing curing age, largely attributable to the beneficial effects of
continued cement hydration, which progressively increases the density of the porous
network.” 2530 Professor Mindess unequivocally concludes that:
“ACP’s position about the 1,000 Coulombs threshold (under ASTM C1202)
was technically wrong and showed a complete misunderstanding of the
purpose and meaning of ASTM C1202, because:
a)

Extrapolation of the available data (which is very common) showed
clearly that the 1,000 Coulomb limit would be reached well before
the concrete was put in service;

b)

The 1,000 Coulomb limit was in any case not particularly relevant,
since the STADIUM modelling showed that the 100-year service
requirement would be met; and

c)

ASTM C1202 was in any event irrelevant for the concrete in the
Upper Chamber (in contact with fresh water), Lock Head 2 (in
contact with water having low-moderate salinity), and the Middle
Chamber (in contact with water having moderate salinity).” 2531

1784.

Therefore: (i) the ASTM C 1202 test and the Coulomb value it produced were irrelevant,
especially for the low/moderate salinity conditions, in which the mixes were to be used; and
(ii) in any event the external consultants on the Project and the independent experts appointed
by GUPC unanimously concluded that the 1,000 Coulomb threshold would have been met at
the appropriate time. 2532

2528

Exhibit {C-187}, Submittal No. 03 30 00-023 Technical Report – Final Concrete Types and Mixes for
Pacific and Atlantic Sites, dated 4 February 2011, p. 4 [p. 3], Section 2, fifth paragraph.
Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 76 [pp. 73-74], para. 192.
Mindess(I) {C-EX-8}, p. 47 [pp. 45-46], para. 118; see also Exhibit {C-854}, First Expert Report by
Dr. D'Ambrosia before the DAB, dated 29 September 2013, p. 5 [p. 5], Section IV.C.
Mindess(I) {C-EX-8}, p. 53 [p. 51], para. 131.
Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 76 [pp. 73-74], para. 192; Mindess(I) {C-EX-8}, p. 53 [p. 51], para. 131; see
also Exhibit {C-854}, First Expert Report by Dr. D'Ambrosia before the DAB, dated 29 September
2013, p. 10 [pp. 10-11], Section VIII.

2529
2530

2531
2532
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(iii)

ACP’s inability to grasp the limitations of the ASTM C1202 standard

1785.

ACP’s comments above also reflect its inability or rather unwillingness (given that ACP
chose not to wait for SIMCO’s explanation of these issues before issuing its comments on
GUPC’s 4 February 2011 submittal) to recognize the limitations of the ASTM C1202
standard.

1786.

It is widely accepted that the ASTM C1202 test has several limitations, and these limitations
are recognized in the standard itself.2533 Dr. Marchand lists additional factors in his witness
statement which contribute to skewing or creating variability in the results of the test. These
include the lack of precise temperature control during the test and the chemistry of the pore
solution, quite apart from the fact that the standard itself acknowledges such “sources of
variability” which, between two test properly conducted by the same operator, may cause
variation in the results of more than 42%. 2534

1787.

These limitations had been raised and discussed with ACP during the OTS meetings,
including at the very first OTS meeting on the CMD issues, which took place on 1 March
2010, so nearly one year before ACP issued this comment on GUPC’s 4 February 2011
submittal. ACP’s representatives raised no issues at that time. 2535

1788.

Thus, ACP’s focus in its comment above on the fact that at the time of the 4 February 2011
submittal, GUPC had not presented early age results showing a measurement below 1,000
Coulombs, was not only wrong (because there is no requirement in the ER that such a
measurement be provided at early ages), but it was also misguided because GUPC had
presented the results of SIMCO’s service-life analysis (which incorporated the results of
SIMCO’s Migration Test, which addresses the limitations of the ASTM C1202 test), and
which demonstrated that the overarching requirement of a 100-year functional service-life
was met.
(iv)

1789.

GUPC’s confidence was supported by compressive strength testing
performed by Dr. Schrader during the mix development program

As Dr. Schrader explains in his witness statement, he had performed extensive compressive
strength testing during the mix development stage, which ultimately resulted in GUPC’s
submittal of the S1 and S8 mixes on 4 February 2011. Using the same cement and pozzolan
that were used in the S1 and S8 mixes, Dr. Schrader prepared a range of concrete mix designs
and tested the compressive strength over time. These results, as Dr. Schrader explains in his
statement, showed a “trend of increasing compressive strength of the mixes over time”. 2536
As to the impact on the durability results, Dr. Schrader explains:
“On the basis of the compressive strength data available at the time of the 4
February submittal, I was confident that we would achieve adequate
durability for the 100 year life. In fact, just like compressive strength
continues to gain some strength but at a slower rate after about 120, 240, or
365 days depending on the mix, I expected that Coulombs would meet the
1,000 criterion at some longer term age of say 120, 240, or about a year, and
continue to decrease after that, but at a slower rate.”2537

2533
2534
2535
2536
2537

See Section V.B.1(e) above.
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 19 [p 15], para. 75 (fifth bullet).
Schrader(I) {C-WS-19}, p. 17 [p. 14], paras. 55-56.
Schrader(I) {C-WS-19}, p. 27 [p. 24], para. 104.
Schrader(I) {C-WS-19}, p. 29 [p. 26], para. 106.
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1790.

The compressive strength data that gave Dr. Schrader such confidence in the performance of
the concrete mixes as to durability were equally available to ACP in the 4 February 2011
submittal. 2538
(v)

GUPC’s confidence was supported by tests performed in ACP’s own lab on
mixes with less cementitious content than the S1 and S8 mixes

1791.

In addition, as GUPC later learned, ACP’s own laboratory, Contecon, was in possession of
results of compressive strength and ASTM C1202 tests performed on samples that GUPC had
prepared on 1 November 2010. 2539 Although these were not samples of the mixes that were
ultimately submitted, these samples were prepared using a mix that contained less
cementitious content than the mixes ultimately submitted by GUPC.

1792.

These results that were in ACP’s possession in late 2010 included compressive strength
values of over 50 MPa and, importantly, a Coulomb value of 1,270 (i.e. just above the 1,000
Coulomb threshold) at 90 days. With the greater cementitious content, the compressive
strength values would generally be expected to increase and the ASTM C1202 values would
be expected to decrease. In his witness statement, Dr. Schrader states that, in light of this
information that was in ACP’s possession before the 4 February 2011 submittal, “ACP should
have been at least as confident as GUPC that our proposed mixes would meet the ER
requirement of 1,000 Coulombs, in less than a year, and certainly before the structures would
be put into service.” 2540
(vi)

GUPC’s confidence that the 1,000 Coulomb requirement would be met well
before the structures were put into service was proven correct

1793.

As a matter of fact, GUPC’s expectation that the 1,000 Coulomb requirement would be met
well before the relevant structures were put into service was proven correct by longer-term
ASTM C1202 tests performed on available samples of the S8 and S11 mixes (the S11 mix
was not submitted on 4 February 2011, but differs only from S8 in terms of the admixture that
is used). The following graph, which is presented in Dr. Marchand’s statement,2541 shows the
long-term results of the S8 and S11 mixes up to 126 and 455 days, clearly demonstrating that
the 1,000 Coulomb requirement for the mixes submitted on 4 February 2011 would be met in
approximately 1 year.

2538

Exhibit {C-187}, Submittal No. 03 30 00-023 Technical Report – Final Concrete Types and Mixes for
Pacific and Atlantic Sites, dated 4 February 2011, p. 27 [p. 15], Figure 16. See also Schrader(I) {CWS-19}, p. 27 [p. 15 of the Concrete Report by Dr. Schrader], Figure 4.
Exhibit {C-470}, Email from Maria Baz to John Mackintosh et al., attaching Permeability results from
November 2010, dated 20 May 2011.
Schrader(I) {C-WS-19}, p. 31 [p. 28], para. 116.
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 52 [p. 48], Figure 14.

2539

2540
2541
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Figure 5-7
1794.

Graph showing that the S8 and S11 mixes – functionally equivalent to the A3
mix – fell below 1,000 Coulombs within a year

Similarly, the results of ASTM C1202 tests performed on the SMC A3 mix, which as
discussed below in Section V.J, is functionally equivalent to the S8 mix submitted on
4 February 2011, were well below 1,000 Coulombs at later ages.
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2542

Coulomb values collected for concrete SMC A3, between October 2011 and June
2016 2542

Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 85 [p. 82], Figure 20.
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1795.

Thus, GUPC's expectation that the 1,000 Coulomb requirement would be met well before the
structures were exposed to water during commissioning and later put into service was proven
correct once later-age test results were available. This confirms that ACP’s rejection of
GUPC’s 4 February 2011 submittal on the basis that the 1,000 Coulomb requirement had not
been met at early ages was wrongful.
(d)

ACP confused mix designs prepared in the laboratory with the
construction phase

1796.

Yet another instance of ACP’s lack of technical understanding, reflected in its review
comments, was ACP’s request that GUPC clarify that “the concrete mix designs tested
utilize[d] the same materials that will be used for construction.” 2543

1797.

In making this comment, ACP demonstrated its confusion between the mix qualification
process (under Article 1.05(B) of ER Section 03 30 00 in accordance with which the
submittal was made) with the construction phase (Article 1.05(C) of ER Section 03 30 00).
This is further evidenced by ACP’s comments at the 31 March 2011 meeting 2544 (as will be
dealt with in Section V.G.3 below) and its arguments before the DAB in relation to Referral
11. 2545

1798.

It is well-accepted in the industry that the materials used to qualify the final mix designs in
the laboratory are not precisely the same materials that are used in the construction phase,
because, self-evidently, the mix qualification process takes place before construction, so the
materials that will be produced during construction have not yet been produced.2546 For
example, the aggregates used during mix qualification are typically taken from the same
source as they will be for production, but they are produced (i.e. crushed and sorted) in the
laboratory, rather than with the crushing plant that will be used on site. As Dr. Schrader
indeed explains in his witness statement, this means that certain adjustments will be made
during production, but importantly these adjustments do not require the designer to requalify
the mix. 2547 This process was specifically discussed with ACP at the First OTS Meeting in
March 2010. 2548

1799.

The difference between the materials used in the mix qualification process and during the
construction phase was also explicitly described in the 4 February 2011 submittal. Taking

2543

Exhibit {C-189}, ACP Submittal Comments (G-TCR-Concrete Types and Mixes), dated 21 February
2011, p. 4 [p. 4], comment 9.
Exhibit {C-472}, Construction Meeting Notes, dated 31 March 2011, p. 11 [p. 11].
Exhibit {C-246}, DAB Decision on Referral 11, dated 30 December 2014, p. 55, para. 153.
See Section V.B.2 above.
Schrader(I) {C-WS-19}, p. 7 [p. 4], para. 18; see also Exhibit {C-854}, First Expert Report by Dr.
D'Ambrosia before the DAB, dated 29 September 2013, p. 9 [pp. 9-10], Section VII.
Exhibit {C-449}, Contractor Power Point Presentation for Concrete Workshop First OTS Meeting,
dated 1 March 2010, p. 16 [pp. 16-17].

2544
2545
2546
2547

2548
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again the example of the aggregates, GUPC stated in the 4 February 2011 2549 submittal that at
stage 2 of phase 1 of the process, “[a]ggregates made using site quarry material crushed and
screened at an off-site facility” were used. 2550 By the time of the submittal, GUPC had
reached stage 3 of phase 1 and had started the verification process using production materials.
1800.

Dr. Schrader’s view, based on decades of industry knowledge, is consistent with that of the
DAB, which noted that there was much argument on the question of the difference between
“mixes developed in a laboratory and mixes for use in the construction” and found that there
was “no reason to have rejected the laboratory concrete mix design on the basis that it had not
at that stage been replicated in the field.”2551 Indeed, GUPC’s placing of SMC as blinding
concrete in early February demonstrated that SMC replicating the trial mixes could be
produced. 2552

1801.

As explained by Professor Mindess in his expert report, this is normal industry practice as
“[t]he concrete subsequently produced for the actual construction is likely to have somewhat
different properties from the laboratory-produced concrete, due to differences in mixing
procedures, in minor variations in the materials, and so on.”2553 He confirms what
Dr. Schrader has explained about the practice of “mak[ing] further (typically small)
adjustments to the concrete mix once the initial test results from the field-produced concrete
become available” and notes that this is reflected in ACI 211, Standard Practice for Selecting
Normal, Heavy Weight and Mass Concrete. 2554
(e)

ACP incorrectly required CICP’s approval of GUPC’s concrete mix
designs

1802.

In its review comments to the February 2011 submittal, ACP noted that the submittal lacked
the approval of the “Project Designer” and referred to Article 1.04.D.1 of GUPC’s Technical
Specification for Concrete: 2555

2549

Exhibit {C-187}, Submittal No. 03 30 00-023 Technical Report – Final Concrete Types and Mixes for
Pacific and Atlantic Sites, dated 4 February 2011, p. 26 [p. 14].
Exhibit {C-187}, Submittal No. 03 30 00-023 Technical Report – Final Concrete Types and Mixes for
Pacific and Atlantic Sites, dated 4 February 2011, p. 25 [p. 13].
Exhibit {C-246}, DAB Decision on Referral 11, dated 30 December 2014, p. 55, para. 153.
Exhibit {C-246}, DAB Decision on Referral 11, dated 30 December 2014, p. 55 [p. 52], para. 153;
Schrader(I) {C-WS-19}, p. 29 [p. 26], para. 108.
Mindess(I) {C-EX-8}, p. 21 [p. 19], para. 51.
Mindess(I) {C-EX-8}, p. 21 [p. 19], para. 52.
Exhibit {C-189}, ACP Submittal Comments (G-TCR-Concrete Types and Mixes), dated 21 February
2011, p. 1 [pp. 1-2], comment 2.

2550

2551
2552

2553
2554
2555
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1803.

As explained below, ACP wrongly interpreted this provision to mean that GUPC’s submittal
of February 2011 required the approval of the Project Designer, CICP. However, CICP’s role
in relation to the concrete mix designs was simply to review GUPC’s mixes for consistency
with the structural design and the concrete specifications (e.g. compliance with the
compressive strength required by the design). Development of mix designs was exclusively
GUPC’s scope of the work in the Project, which did not require any external approval.

1804.

The only requirement that was in existence at the time of the February 2011 submittal was
under Article 1.04(F) of Section 01 33 00 of the ER, which provided:
“Designer of Record Oversight: Relevant Contractor’s Documents
including design drawings, shop drawings, and working drawings and their
associated calculations and technical specifications shall be reviewed,
approved, and certified by the Contractor’s designer of record before their
initial submittal to the Employer’s Representative. This review, approval,
and certification requirement shall be required for subsequent submittals,
which shall be accompanied with documentation of the latest review and
review code provided by the Employer’s Representative before re-submittal
to the Employer’s Representative.” 2556

1805.

As explained by Mr. Zaffaroni, “mix designs were part of GUPC’s scope of work, making it
the ‘designer of record’ for mix designs … GUPC only had the obligation to coordinate with
CICP to ensure consistency of the mix designs with the structural design”.2557

1806.

This meant that GUPC alone, and not CICP, was the Designer of Record for the concrete mix
designs in the Project.
G.

FEBRUARY THROUGH
CREATED BY ACP

MAY 2011: GUPC’S EFFORTS TO REMOVE OBSTACLES

1807.

As explained above, ACP’s rejection of GUPC’s concrete mix submittal of February 2011
disregarded the previous discussions and agreements between the Parties and showed a
substantial and unacceptable lack of technical understanding on the part of ACP. ACP thus
sought to impose additional obligations on GUPC which went beyond the ER in several
material respects. In the words of Mr. Zaffaroni, ACP engaged in “a blatant misuse of the
durability requirement under the Contract regarding the service-life of 100 years for the
structure.” 2558

1808.

To try to overcome ACP’s technical misunderstandings and the obstacles to progress that
ACP had created, GUPC considered every possible option to advance the project.
Mr. Zaffaroni comments in his witness statement that “[f]ollowing ACP’s prohibition on the

2556

Exhibit {C-701}, RFP Amendment 19, Volume II, Employer's Requirements, Section 01 33 00 Submittal Procedures, dated November 2008, dated 1 November 2008, p. 4 [p. 4]. The requirement of
the approval from the “Project Designer” was introduced only in Exhibit {C-855}, Submittal No. 01 81
16 16-011, P-LH2 - Structural Final Design, Technical Specification 03 30 00 Concrete, Document No.
G00/CICTSP-S0174, rev. PD, on 26 January 2011. However, the submittal which included this version
PD of GUPC’s Technical Specifications had been rejected by ACP with a “Revise and Resubmit”
disposition on 24 February 2011. Exhibit {C-856}, Employer's Submittal Review Comments to
Submittal No. 01 81 16-011, P-LH2 - Structural Final Design, dated 24 February 2011, p. 1.
Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 37 [p. 33], para. 137.
Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 37 [pp. 33-34], para. 138. See also Sections V.F.2(b)(ii) and
V.F.2(b)(v) above.

2557
2558
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pouring of concrete, even though [GUPC] could not find any logic in ACP’s attitude, GUPC
proactively attempted to resolve the problems created by ACP.” 2559
1.

GUPC submitted RFV 57 in February 2011 to confirm ACP’s agreement
to use STADIUM to verify the concrete mix designs

1809.

On 23 February 2011, GUPC submitted Request for Variation (“RFV”) 57. The aim of RFV
57 was to provide further explanations as to the limitations of ASTM C1202 (which had
already been discussed by the Parties) and to propose the replacement of the 1,000 Coulomb
requirement based on ASTM C1202 by an approach based on the SIMCO methodology (itself
based on the UFGS already described to ACP), which (as explained above) included an
improved version of the ASTM C1202 test protocol. RFV 57 would thus effectively
“formalize the agreement to use STADIUM to validate the Concrete Mix Design.” 2560

1810.

A SIMCO report specifically detailing how the ASTM C1202-based Coulomb requirement
was unnecessary was appended to RFV 57. As Dr. Marchand recalls in his statement, this
report explained “why the application of the 1,000 Coulombs requirement to all concrete
mixtures, irrespective of exposure conditions, was technically unjustified.” 2561 Instead of the
ASTM C1202-based requirement, GUPC was seeking “a clearer and more detailed set of
requirements apply to the CMD and, in effect, one test was being replaced with four.”2562

1811.

The conclusions of the SIMCO report are reproduced below: 2563

1812.

GUPC thus hoped to break the deadlock created by ACP’s technical misunderstandings and
progress with the works through RFV 57. Unfortunately, ACP’s response to RFV 57 which
arrived one month later, on 24 March 2011, resulted in GUPC’s efforts being only partly
successful, as explained below.

2559

Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 38 [p. 34], para. 139.
Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 38 [p. 34], para. 140; Exhibit {C-651}, Contractor’s Request for
Variation (RFV) 0057, Use of ASTM C1202 Standard as Quantitative Prediction of Chloride
Penetration in Structural Marine Concrete Mixes, dated 23 February 2011.
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 38 [p. 34], para. 149.
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 37 [p. 33], para. 148.
Exhibit {C-651}, Contractor’s Request for Variation (RFV) 0057, Use of ASTM C1202 Standard as
Quantitative Prediction of Chloride Penetration in Structural Marine Concrete Mixes, dated 23
February 2011, p. 20 [p. 12 of the SIMCO Report].
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1813.

On the one hand, ACP formally recognized in its response for the first time that the SMC
would be in contact with water of varying salinity 2564 and, consequently, proposed the
following adjustments to the 1,000 Coulomb requirement based on a test age of 90 days: 2565
•

2,000 Coulombs for the Middle Chamber and all structures upstream of the Middle
Chambers (low and moderate salinity areas), including the Upper Chambers;

•

1,000 Coulombs for Lock Head 3 and all structures downstream of Lock Head 3,
including the Lower Chambers.

1814.

On the other hand, ACP was effectively seeking to impose a curing age where none had been
provided in the ER up to this point.

1815.

Interestingly, the S8 mix submitted by GUPC on 4 February 2011 already met the new
requirement proposed by ACP (2,000 Coulombs at 90 days) at 56 days (1,771 Coulombs).2566
This also meant that ACP acknowledged (even implicitly) that the setting of a 2,000 Coulomb
value at 90 days implied that the concrete would, if properly cured, reach the 1,000 Coulombs
threshold after a year, and certainly prior to the start of the functional service-life of the
structure. 2567 This makes ACP’s rejection of mix S8 all the more incomprehensible and
wrongful.

1816.

In its response to RFV 57, ACP also demonstrated again its lack of understanding of the
STADIUM methodology. ACP thus commented that “[t]he modelling software [i.e.
STADIUM] must be calibrated with actual parameters that closely reproduce the
environmental conditions of the Panama Canal”.2568 As explained by Dr. Marchand, this
showed that ACP had completely overlooked that GUPC’s approach was precisely centered
on taking account of exposure conditions that ACP had failed to include in its ER and that the
calibration ACP demanded was already being performed using cores extracted from the
existing locks (which ACP knew). 2569

1817.

Were that not enough, ACP demanded that RFV 57 should have no cost and time impact to
ACP. 2570 As explained by Mr. Zaffaroni, this was “extremely unreasonable and unacceptable
given the delays and additional costs that had already been incurred as a result of ACP’s
actions.” 2571 As further explained below, this request by ACP (and all similar requests
formulated by ACP in connection with the RFVs that followed, see below), seeking to
condition the acceptance of a RFV on an undertaking from GUPC that the RFV would have
no cost and time impact, was entirely illegal and in breach of ACP’s own Regulation.

1818.

In reality, then, the Project was being delayed due to ACP’s failure to understand the
technical explanations contained in GUPC’s 4 February 2011 submittal. Additionally, and as
explained above, the Coulomb values proposed by ACP at this time were already satisfied by
GUPC’s S8 mix of February 2011. The delay and additional costs, which were significant,
were thus solely attributable to the conduct of ACP. GUPC, therefore, could not accept these
unreasonable counter-proposals made by ACP.
2.

GUPC made its second mix design submittal in March 2011 to update
the first submittal and address ACP’s concerns

1819.

On 10 March 2011, GUPC submitted an updated version of its concrete submittal responding
to ACP’s comments to the 4 February 2011 submittal by “furnishing more detail[ed] and [up
to date] information” about its concrete mixes.2572 As Mr. Zaffaroni explains in his statement,

2564

Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 38 [p. 34], para. 151; Exhibit {C-661}, Letter IAE-UPC-0559 from ACP
to GUPC, dated 24 March 2011, p. 3 [p. 3].
Exhibit {C-661}, Letter IAE-UPC-0559 from ACP to GUPC, dated 24 March 2011, p. 4 [p. 4].
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this resubmittal was intended to address ACP’s “misunderstandings … and provid[e]
additional data and detailed information so as to convince ACP to allow [GUPC] to start
pouring concrete in low and moderate salinity areas.” 2573
1820.

GUPC’s resubmittal of 10 March 2011 covered mixes S1 and S8 – as in the 4 February 2011
submittal – together with mix S11, which differed from S8 only slightly in terms of water
content and admixture (which did not affect the performance of the mixes, as explained by
Dr. Schrader in his witness statement 2574). The resubmittal included over 120 pages of
additional technical information to explain the resubmittal and how it complied with the ER,
and included the following elements:
•

an updated version of the main document;

•

an updated SIMCO Concrete Durability Report (Appendix 2);

•

an updated version of Dr. Schrader’s concrete report (Appendix 3);

•

a SIMCO report setting out how salinity values had been determined and validating
the modeling approach using cores extracted from the Miraflores Locks (Appendix
15); and

•

an additional SIMCO report describing the STADIUM modeling methodology and
substantiating the selection of technical parameters (Appendix 16).

1821.

The SIMCO reports in the resubmittal were specifically aimed at addressing issues ACP had
raised in respect of the 4 February 2011 submittal and provided a detailed explanation of the
methodology used to calculate the functional service life of the structures. The basis for
selecting the 10-year propagation stage in the functional service life was set out and SIMCO
presented its results of the salinity tests of the Panama Canal area. 2575

1822.

These results confirmed the conservative nature of the simulations SIMCO had carried out as
part of the February submittal. At the same time, the cores which had been extracted from the
existing Miraflores locks in late 2010 showed values of less than 500 Coulombs (for concrete
much leaner than the mixes proposed by GUPC), indicating the “beneficial effect of
long-term hydration” 2576 and “confirm[ing] that chloride ion penetration was not a concern for
the Upper Chambers.” 2577 All of this was further evidence that the mixes submitted by GUPC

2566

Exhibit {C-187}, Submittal No. 03 30 00-023 Technical Report – Final Concrete Types and Mixes for
Pacific and Atlantic Sites, dated 4 February 2011, p. 145 [p. 22 of SIMCO’s Durability Report].
Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 38 [pp. 34-35], para. 143; Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 38 [p. 34], para.
151; Exhibit {C-246}, DAB Decision on Referral 11, dated 30 December 2014, p. 57 [p. 54], para.
157.
Exhibit {C-661}, Letter IAE-UPC-0559 from ACP to GUPC, dated 24 March 2011, p. 2 [p. 2].
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 38 [pp. 34-35], para. 154.
Exhibit {C-661}, Letter IAE-UPC-0559 from ACP to GUPC, dated 24 March 2011, p. 6 [p. 6].
Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 39 [p. 35], para. 144.
Exhibit {C-471}, Submittal No. 03 30 00-023 rev 2, Technical Report – Final Concrete Types and
Mixes for Pacific and Atlantic Sites, dated 10 March 2011, p. 5 [p. 4].
Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 38 [p. 34], para. 141.
Schrader(I) {C-WS-19}, p. 33 [p. 30], para. 121.
Exhibit {C-471}, Submittal No. 03 30 00-023 rev 2, Technical Report – Final Concrete Types and
Mixes for Pacific and Atlantic Sites, dated 10 March 2011, p. 28 [pp. 6 and 31-37].
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 40 [p. 36], para. 158.
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 42 [p. 38], para. 161.
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in February 2011 (and now in March 2011) satisfied the 100-year functional service-life
requirement in the ER for the low and moderate salinity areas (with the required cover
thickness), where GUPC planned to start the works.
1823.

The updated SIMCO Concrete Durability Report thus concluded that: 2578

1824.

Based on all this information, GUPC’s confidence that the resubmittal would be accepted is
summarized by Dr. Marchand as follows :
“[GUPC] had provided a detailed demonstration that the concrete GUPC was
submitting was of superior quality to that originally placed in the existing locks; that
the concrete being submitted was verified through a more detailed analysis than
specified in the Contract and that this was substantiated by a thorough reverseengineering process showing that the inferior, original concrete showed no chloride
contamination after almost 100 years in the area GUPC wished to place its
concrete.” 2579

1825.

However, ACP rejected this submittal on 28 March 2011 for essentially the same reasons as
in its first rejection while also including new comments on issues not even covered by the ER
and in respect of which GUPC had gone beyond what the Contract required. 2580

1826.

In particular, ACP raised issues with the salinity values used in STADIUM, even though
SIMCO had used conservative values based on “maximum averages for the Upper
Chamber”. 2581 As explained by Mr. Zaffaroni, this was yet another instance of ACP’s overly
bureaucratic approach stifling the Project as ACP “refused to acknowledge the impact that
different exposure conditions would have on the structure, although ACP itself recognized
these conditions in its response to RFV 57 issued four days prior to this rejection.” 2582 In like
manner, ACP’s continued insistence on the 1,000 Coulomb requirement at early age (which is
not what the ER provided) despite having offered to double the value (at 90 days) less than a
week previously was difficult to fathom.

2578

Exhibit {C-471}, Submittal No. 03 30 00-023 rev 2, Technical Report – Final Concrete Types and
Mixes for Pacific and Atlantic Sites, dated 10 March 2011, p. 59 [p. 37 of the SIMCO Report].
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 43 [p. 39], para. 165.
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 43 [p. 39], para. 166; Schrader(I) {C-WS-19}, p. 33 [p. 30], para. 123.
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 43 [p. 39], para. 167.
Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 39 [p. 35], para. 146.
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1827.

Moreover, and as with the February 2011 submittal, ACP also failed to clarify which of its
comments amounted to issues of non-compliance with the ER, as opposed to mere
clarifications/requests for additional information. Ultimately, then, ACP’s conduct thwarted
GUPC’s attempts to progress with the works.
3.

GUPC pushed for greater technical discussions and, in March and April
2011, further explained its proposal to pour concrete in low and
moderate salinity areas

1828.

After ACP’s rejection of the March 2011 submittal, GUPC held several meetings with ACP,
during March – May 2011, with the object of resolving ACP’s misunderstandings through
direct discussions. 2583 During these meetings, GUPC repeatedly explained to ACP how
GUPC’s mixes were compliant with the 100-year functional service-life requirement in the
ER, especially as GUPC planned to use them in low and moderate salinity areas. As
Mr. Zaffaroni explains, GUPC was “even willing to involve the [DAB] to try and resolve this
very significant issue” at this early stage, to avoid any further delay to the Project. 2584 ACP,
however, continued its bureaucratic and obstructive attitude to reject all of GUPC’s attempts
to resolve the problem, including the “ad-hoc assistance proposed by the DAB.” 2585

1829.

The first of the meetings between GUPC and ACP was held on 30 March 2011 at ACP’s
office in Corozal, where GUPC discussed the various technical points raised in the documents
appended to the March 2011 resubmittal, such as salinity values, corrosion propagation time
and chloride threshold values used in functional service-life calculations. 2586 ACP, however,
failed again to demonstrate a cooperative attitude and, in particular, refused to accept any data
on water salinity, or derived from the Miraflores cores, coming from GUPC/SIMCO. 2587 This
was appalling to GUPC because, apart from the fact that GUPC/SIMCO had spent
considerable effort extracting cores from the old locks and taking and analyzing water
samples to assess accurately the salinity levels of the water (precisely to address ACP’s
concerns as expressed at the Third OTS Meeting in November 2010), GUPC had included in
its February submittal salinity data gathered from studies ACP itself had commissioned. 2588
Rather than acknowledge that the exposure conditions should be taken into account in the mix
designs, ACP continued to insist on a single concrete mix for the entire structure, which, as
Dr. Marchand states in his witness statement, was “completely inconsistent with the fact that
the exposure conditions varied greatly.” 2589

1830.

Following this, on 31 March 2011, a high-level meeting was organized between GUPC and
ACP where GUPC tried to explain to ACP (again) that GUPC’s mixes were compliant with
the ER and that GUPC intended to use them only in the Locks Upper Chamber such that there
would be no risk to the 100-year service-life owing to the non-saline conditions. 2590 In this
meeting, Dr. Schrader presented compressive strength results which had been carried out on
samples at 56 days and which exceeded compliance levels. 2591 In response to a query from
ACP as to when a mix could be reviewed by ACP, Dr. Schrader informed ACP that the

2583

Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 44 [pp. 40-41], paras. 170-172.
Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 40 [p. 36], para. 151.
Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 40 [p. 36], para. 151. [Emphasis in original]
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 44 [p. 40], para. 170 (first bullet).
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 44 [p. 40], para. 170 (first bullet).
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 31 [p. 27], para. 130.
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 44 [p. 40], para. 170 (first bullet).
Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 39 [p. 35], para. 147; Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 44 [p. 40], para. 170
(second bullet).
Schrader(I) {C-WS-19}, p. 34 [p. 31], para. 124.
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durability and strength requirements had been demonstrated in the mixes already presented to
ACP. 2592 The excerpts of the minutes of this meeting, in fact, well illustrates this: 2593

[…]

1831.

As Dr. Marchand explains, this position taken by ACP was difficult to understand “[g]iven
the quantity and level of detail of material that had already been sent to ACP regarding the
SIMCO testing program.” 2594 However, ACP persisted with its obstructive attitude with no
regard whatsoever to the technical soundness of GUPC’s explanations. Specifically, ACP
continued to question GUPC’s salinity values, and insisted on “backup” for the permeability
of the concrete. 2595

1832.

This meeting also reflected ACP’s confusion between the mix qualification phase and the
construction phase of the works, as was the case in its rejection of the February 2011
submittal. Specifically, ACP wanted GUPC to “perform a permeability test using concrete
from the batch plant.” 2596 However, and as explained before, GUPC was at the mix
qualification stage at this time (i.e., the concrete was being produced in the laboratory)
whereas the concrete is produced in the batching plant at the construction phase i.e., after the
mixes are developed and qualified in the laboratory. 2597

2592

Schrader(I) {C-WS-19}, p. 34 [p. 31], para. 124.
Exhibit {C-472}, Construction Meeting Notes, dated 31 March 2011, p. 2 [pp. 2 and 9].
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 44 [p. 40], para. 170 (second bullet).
Exhibit {C-472}, Construction Meeting Notes, dated 31 March 2011, p. 9 [p. 9].
Exhibit {C-472}, Construction Meeting Notes, dated 31 March 2011, p. 11 [p. 11].
Exhibit {C-472}, Construction Meeting Notes, dated 31 March 2011, p. 11 [p. 11].
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1833.

GUPC sought to lock horns with ACP’s misunderstanding by pushing for a technical meeting
between the concrete experts.2598

1834.

As further explained by Mr. Zaffaroni, “Mr. Jorge de la Guardia [Employer’s Representative
under the Contract], after the meeting, assured [GUPC] that ACP was prepared to give the
green light for pouring the concrete. This, however, did not happen”,2599 indicating once
again ACP’s contradictory behavior arising from its lack of technical understanding and its
bureaucratic attitude, as reflected throughout the Project.

1835.

Subsequently, on 5 April 2011, a follow-up meeting was held wherein GUPC presented
salinity data that excluded all GUPC/SIMCO results. While this data also indicated the
difference in salinity conditions, especially in the Upper Chamber, ACP reiterated its proposal
that the salinity values be increased by a factor of 20%, allegedly due to the presence of
water-saving basics (“WSBs”). 2600 This was unreasonable because, as explained by
Dr. Marchand, “this approach applied to the solution right next to the lower chamber (the
tailbay) led to salinity values higher than that of seawater.” 2601

1836.

On 20 April 2011, having no other option to proceed with the works, Mr. Zaffaroni had a
direct meeting with a Canal Administrator, Mr. Alemán Zubieta, with a view to clearing the
misunderstandings, and explaining that the concrete was to be first poured in areas of low
salinity. Yet, this too was to no avail. As Mr. Zaffaroni explains, the meeting reflected that
“Mr. Zubieta was not fully and honestly informed … of the situation at site and of the
tremendous effort GUPC had undertaken in developing the concrete mix designs.” 2602

1837.

On 25 April 2011, a further meeting between GUPC and ACP took place. During this
meeting, among other things, GUPC updated ACP on the recent ASTM C1202 results of
SMC mixes batched from December 2010 to March 2011, including the S11 mix which, as

2598

Exhibit {C-472}, Construction Meeting Notes, dated 31 March 2011, p. 11 [p. 11].
Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 39 [p. 35], para. 147.
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 44 [p. 40], para. 170 (first and third bullets)
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 44 [p. 40], para. 170 (third bullet) [Emphasis added].
Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 39 [pp. 35-36], para. 148.
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explained previously, 2603 was the same as the S8 mix in the February 2011 submittal.
1838.

On this basis, and naturally expecting that ACP would finally allow the placement of
concrete, GUPC proceeded to the construction stage and began to carry out tests on samples
taken from the batching plant.2604
4.

GUPC made its third mix design submittal in May 2011

1839.

On 4 May 2011, GUPC submitted its third mix design submittal, fully expecting ACP to give
the “Proceed as noted” disposition in light of the several meetings held and explanations
provided by GUPC since February 2011. 2605 Test results on a total of 20 batches of concrete
– produced both in GUPC’s laboratory in Cocoli and at the batch plant – and four SMC mixes
were submitted. 2606 Among these four mixes were mixes SMC A3, 2607 which was equivalent
to the S8 mix submitted (and rejected) in February and March 2011, and SMC P3, which was
very similar to SMC A3 (the main difference being the cement supplier).

1840.

In light of ACP’s demands (which went beyond the ER), the mixes were produced in the
laboratory but using production constituents (including water).2608 Functional service-life
calculations confirmed that the mixes met the 100-year requirement for low salinity
conditions and so could be placed in the proposed areas: the Upper Chamber, Lock Head 1
and the Approach Structure and Wing Walls of Gatun lake. 2609 As described by Dr.
Marchand:
“GUPC explained that:

2603
2604
2605

2606

2607

2608

2609

•

To reproduce as closely as possible the conditions encountered during
full scale production of concrete, water from Gatun lake was used in the
A3 mix and water from Miraflores lake was used in the P3 mix;

•

To measure the beneficial impact of continuous hydration on the
diffusion coefficients of concrete, tests were to be run after 10, 28 and 56
days of curing;

•

The March 2011 mixtures showed strength properties in excess of the
contractually required 35 MPa, after only 28 days of curing;

•

Local exposure conditions (salinity, temperature and moisture) were
taken into account;

See Section V.F.2.(c)(iv).
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 45 [p. 41], paras. 171-172.
Exhibit {C-474}, Submittal No. 03 30 00-139 Technical Report – Report on Final Concrete Types and
Mixes for Low Salinity Areas, dated 4 May 2011.
As well as A3 and P3, A6 and P6 mix were also submitted, but the former two will be focused on since
they were functionally equivalent to the S8 mix submitted in the February submittal and wrongfully
rejected.
SMC A3 and SMC P3 are the same mixes. SMC A3 was to be placed in the Atlantic side and used
Type II cement from Cemento Panama, whereas SMC P3 was to be placed in the Pacific side and used
Type II cement from Cemex. See Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 45 [pp. 41-42], para. 173.
Exhibit {C-474}, Submittal No. 03 30 00-139 Technical Report – Report on Final Concrete Types and
Mixes for Low Salinity Areas, dated 4 May 2011, p. 15 [pp. 13 and 16-20]; Marchand(I) {C-WS-16},
p. 45 [p. 41], para. 173.
Exhibit {C-474}, Submittal No. 03 30 00-139 Technical Report – Report on Final Concrete Types and
Mixes for Low Salinity Areas, dated 4 May 2011, p. 15 [pp. 13 and 35-36].
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•

Design life simulations used transport parameters measured after only 14
days of curing, which does not take into account the reduction
(improvement) of the transport properties over time as concrete is cured;

•

Corrosion would be initiated well after the 100-year design life.” 2610

1841.

In spite of the copious information GUPC supplied, ACP summarily rejected this submittal
the very next day, merely deigning to provide a one line comment “[s]ubmittal lacks
verification approval by Contractor’s Design Team”. 2611 Whatever ACP meant by the term
“Design Team”, which is not a contractual term, the relevant approval could only, and did,
come from GUPC itself, as established above.

1842.

In doing so, ACP evidently failed to review the contents of the submittal or assess the
compliance of GUPC’s mix designs with the ER. Again, “Contractor’s Design Team” is a
term that does not find any place in the Contract. While ACP has claimed in the DAB
proceedings that it intended this to mean CICP approval, ACP, at the time of this rejection
and consistent with its past conduct, failed to clarify the meaning of the only comment that it
based its rejection on. In any case, and as explained earlier, GUPC did not require any
external approval for the mix designs (including from CICP), as the mix designs were solely
the responsibility of GUPC and where outside the scope of CICP. 2612

1843.

ACP therefore had no valid basis to reject this submittal, much like its rejection of the
previous submittals of February and March 2011. Moreover, this was yet another instance of
ACP’s overly bureaucratic attitude, having no regard for, or commitment to, the progress of
the Project.

1844.

Subsequently, on 11 May 2011, a further technical meeting was held between the experts
from GUPC and ACP. During this meeting, GUPC presented the characteristics and test
results of mixes SMC A3 and SMC P3, which had already been submitted as part of the
4 May 2011 submittal, and explained how these mixes satisfied the 100-year functional
service-life requirement in the ER. 2613 As Dr. Marchand states in his statement:
“I summarized available information on design life verification and basically
re-explained the content of the 4 May 2011 submittal to ACP, including a
discussion of the use of production materials. I showed that chloride buildup over 100 years would be under 0.04% at the surface of the first mat of
reinforcement for mix SMC A3. This was far below the chloride threshold
of 0.05% (or 500 ppm) required to initiate steel corrosion.” 2614

1845.

Dr. Marchand also “presented a new approach to Coulomb testing that took into account the
age at testing and the wide range of exposure conditions found in the Project” which formed
the basis of RFV 69, 2615 as will be discussed below.

2610

Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 45 [pp. 41-42], para. 173.
Exhibit {C-663}, ACP submittal comments to Submittal No. 03 30 00-139 Technical Report, dated 5
May 2011, p. 1 [p. 1].
See Section V.F.2.(e).
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 46 [pp. 42-43], para. 176.
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 46 [pp. 42-43], para. 176.
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 47 [p. 43], para. 177.
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5.

GUPC submitted RFV 69 seeking ACP’s agreement to modified
permeability requirements and an appropriate testing age

1846.

In line with Dr. Marchand’s presentation on a new approach to Coulomb testing on
11 May 2011, GUPC submitted RFV 69 to ACP on 13 May 2011. From its previous
meetings with ACP, GUPC hoped that ACP had finally understood the technical issues at
stake and, thus, saw RFV 69 as a way out of the persisting deadlock on the concrete mix
designs. 2616 However, ACP’s conduct yet again proved to be outrageous, indicating its
consistent lack of technical knowledge and imposition of unreasonable conditions on GUPC.

1847.

RFV 69 addressed a wide range of technical issues such as the curing age of concrete for the
purposes of ASTM C 1202 tests and the reflection of the varying exposure conditions in
staggered Coulomb values. 2617 Specifically, GUPC proposed that: 2618

1848.

In its response to RFV 69 on 8 June 2011, ACP still accepted relatively little of what GUPC
proposed. ACP accepted the use of the modified ASTM C1202 procedure (as specified in
UFGS), and proposed for the first time a clear definition of failure according to which the end
of service-life corresponded to the time needed to initiate chloride-induced steel corrosion
based on a chloride threshold of 0.3% of total mass of binder (i.e., cement and natural
pozzolan). 2619

1849.

However, ACP rejected GUPC’s proposed curing age and early age Coulomb values, and
counter-proposed the following Coulomb values at a test age of 90 days: 2620
•

2616

2617
2618

2619

2620

3,000 Coulombs for the “Upper Chambers and associated structures, including
Lockhead 1, lakeside wingwalls and approach walls”;

Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 47 [p. 43], para. 178; Exhibit {C-246}, DAB Decision on Referral 11,
dated 30 December 2014, p. 54 [p. 51], para. 150.
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 47 [p. 43], para. 178.
Exhibit {C-665}, RFV 0069 Modification of ASTM C1202 Coulomb limit for structural marine
concrete, dated 13 May 2011, p.3 [p. 3].
Exhibit {C-666}, Letter IAE-UPC-0649 from ACP to GUPC, dated 8 June 2011, p. 5 [p. 5];
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 47 [pp. 43-44], para. 181.
Exhibit {C-666}, Letter IAE-UPC-0649 from ACP to GUPC, dated 8 June 2011, p. 4 [p. 4].
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•

2,000 Coulombs for the “Middle Chamber and associated structures, including
Lockhead 2”; and

•

1,000 Coulombs for the “Lower Chambers and associated structures, including
Lockheads 3 and 4, oceanside wingwalls and approach walls”.

1850.

Interestingly, and as in the case of RFV 57, the Coulomb thresholds at 90 days proposed by
ACP were already met by GUPC’s mixes S1 (for the Upper Chambers and associated
structures) and S8 (for the Upper and Middle Chambers and associated structures) based on
results provided with GUPC’s in 4 February 2011 submittal. 2621

1851.

ACP’s lack of technical knowledge at this time was further reflected in its response through
its suggestion to use a freely available software (published by the National Institute of
Standards and Technology – NIST) for the prediction of the evolution of ASTM C1202
results. 2622 As explained by Dr. Marchand, “[i]t was never claimed that the [NIST] software
has such a purpose and, in fact, it cannot do so”.2623

1852.

ACP also sought to characterize RFV 69 as GUPC’s request for the “relaxation” of the
requirements in the ER.2624 This was obviously not the case. As Dr. Marchand explains,
nothing in RFV 69 was a relaxation sought by GUPC and, in particular, “the proposed
changes to Coulomb values in no way constituted a relaxation because the thresholds had
been proposed to be set at 120 days while the ER did not specify any curing age”. 2625

1853.

More importantly, ACP insisted that RFV 69 should have “no cost or time implications [to
ACP] … and amounts to a voluntary modification by [ACP], and is not a consequence of any
alleged discrepancies or inconsistencies in the Employer’s Requirements.”2626 As already
explained in the context of RFV 57, this was a wrongful and illegal demand for GUPC to
accept given that the massive delays and associated costs already incurred in the Project thus
far were solely attributable to ACP’s lack of technical understanding and obstructive conduct
in breach of the Contract.2627 RFV 69 therefore suffered a similar fate to RFV 57.
6.

GUPC agreed to replace its Project Director

1854.

While GUPC attempted to resolve ACP’s misunderstandings in good faith and progress with
the works throughout February to May 2011, ACP, as explained above, demonstrated a highly
uncooperative and obstructive attitude towards the problems. One of the crucial illustrations
of this was ACP’s insistence to remove Mr. Zaffaroni as the Project Director in May 2011,
despite his wealth of experience and track record in the Project.

1855.

Mr. Zaffaroni was an outstanding leader with vast experience on many large projects. In fact,
as stated by Dr. Schrader (who had experience working with Mr. Zaffaroni on several
projects), Mr. Zaffaroni had the “ability to manage projects while keeping up to date with the
various technical issues that arise.” 2628 It is telling in this regard that ACP itself awarded
Mr. Zaffaroni the highest score by far for the “Contractor’s Representative” out of all the

2621

See Section V.G.1 above.
Exhibit {C-666}, Letter IAE-UPC-0649 from ACP to GUPC, dated 8 June 2011, p. 5 [p. 5], item 4.
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 48 [pp. 44-45], para. 181.
Exhibit {C-666}, Letter IAE-UPC-0649 from ACP to GUPC, dated 8 June 2011, p. 6 [p. 6].
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 48 [pp. 44-45], para. 181 (fifth bullet).
Exhibit {C-666}, Letter IAE-UPC-0649 from ACP to GUPC, dated 8 June 2011, p. 6 [p. 6].
See Section V.G.1 above.
Schrader(I) {C-WS-19}, p. 13 [p. 10], para. 36.

2622
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bidders during tender stage. 2629 Moreover, Mr. Zaffaroni was fully committed to the progress
of the Project in the face of the deadlock created by ACP in 2011, as evidenced from his
attempts to reason with ACP. Nevertheless, ACP demanded that he be removed from the
Project for no good reason.
1856.

Mr. Zaffaroni was replaced upon his departure by Mr. Bernardo González Menéndez, also
from Sacyr. 2630
H.

THE PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED IN EARLY 2011 WITH THE PRODUCTION OF
AGGREGATES USING PLE BASALT ARE NOT PART OF GUPC’S CURRENT MIX
DESIGN CLAIM, AND IN ANY EVENT, MIX DESIGN ISSUES WERE PROMPTLY
RESOLVED

1857.

During the DAB proceedings, ACP placed significant emphasis on a problem encountered by
GUPC in early 2011 with the production of aggregates using the PLE basalt. ACP’s
misguided theory, as it was presented to the DAB, was that due to an issue that arose in early
2011 with the crushing of PLE basalt at the Pacific crushing plant, and production of concrete
at the batching plant on the Pacific side of the Canal: 2631 (i) GUPC’s mix design process was
delayed; (ii) ACP was justified in rejecting GUPC’s 4 May 2011 submittal. 2632

1858.

First and foremost, as explained above in Section V.F.2(d), it is well-accepted in the industry
that the materials and quantities used in the laboratory to qualify the final mix designs are not
precisely the same materials and quantities that are used in the construction phase to produce
concrete, because, self-evidently, the mix qualification process takes place before
construction. At mix qualification stage, the large quantities of materials that will be
produced in industrial facilities during construction have not yet been produced. 2633 Any
issues that arise during production of the materials at the on-site industrial crushing and
batching plants during the construction phase have no bearing on the work done during mix
qualification and are dealt with by tweaking production methods and quantities. Therefore
these issues have no bearing on the acceptability of mix designs.

1859.

Second, as GUPC explained during the DAB proceedings, the immediate effects on concrete
production encountered in April and May 2011 were reported to ACP and promptly
resolved. 2634 Even during the short interim period before the issues were so resolved, GUPC
had already proposed adjusting the mixes (as appropriate to deal with such production issues)
by increasing the cement content so that SMC placement could proceed.2635 This was not
ultimately necessary because by the time of the 4 May 2011 submittal, GUPC had already

2629

Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 25 [pp. 21-22], para. 82.
Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 41 [p. 36], para. 153.
Exhibit {C-474}, Submittal No. 03 30 00-139 Technical Report – Report on Final Concrete Types and
Mixes for Low Salinity Areas, dated 4 May 2011, p. 3 [pp. 1-12].
Exhibit {C-857}, ACP's Post-Hearing Brief, Part II, in DAB Referral 11, p. 58 [pp. 57-66], paras. 9.249.63.
As a matter of fact, and as explained in GUPC’s Exhibit {C-187}, Submittal No. 03 30 00-023
Technical Report – Final Concrete Types and Mixes for Pacific and Atlantic Sites, dated 4 February
2011, GUPC submitted information and test results for samples prepared in the lab, and had only just
started the process of verifying the mix designs using the production materials, including aggregates
produced using the on-site batching plant. See Section V.F.2(d) above.
Exhibit {C-858}, GUPC's Post-Hearing Brief in DAB Referral 11, p. 80 [p. 74], para. 258, Exhibit {C859}, Rebuttal Presentation of Jacques Marchand , dated 30 September 2014, p. 23, slide entitled “3.
The Pseudo Campaign Against ASTM C1202”; see also Exhibit {C-860}, Referral 11 DAB Hearing Transcript Day 8, dated 30 September 2014, p. 24, 91:6-25.
Exhibit {C-858}, GUPC's Post-Hearing Brief in DAB Referral 11, p. 80 [pp. 74-75], paras. 260-264.
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taken measures to address the production issue. 2636 In any event, even those samples
produced with the basalt before those corrective measures were taken ultimately met the
1,000 Coulomb requirement, even if the short-term results were higher than what GUPC had
measured in relation to, for example, the S1 and S8 mixes submitted on 4 February 2011. 2637
1860.

Nevertheless, ACP rejected the 4 May 2011 submittal in one day with no mention of this
production issue, relying solely on the purported absence of an approval of the submittal by
“Contractor’s Design Team” (see Section V.F.2(e) above). On this basis alone, ACP’s
argument that it was justified in rejecting the 4 May 2011 submittal is not credible.

1861.

Finally, the argument raised by ACP in the DAB proceedings also has no bearing on whether
its rejection of GUPC’s 4 February 2011 submittal was wrongful due to the obvious
discrepancy between the time at which these production issues arose and the time at which
ACP rejected GUPC’s compliant SMC mix designs. In addition, as explained above, the mix
designs that were described in GUPC’s 4 February 2011 submittal were produced in the
laboratory and not on site using production materials, as is consistent with industry practice.
Thus, any production issues that arose months after the submittal have no bearing on whether
ACP should have accepted the 4 February 2011 submittal in the first place.
I.

IN MAY 2011, ACP INCORRECTLY AND WRONGFULLY IMPOSED THE USE OF
SILICA FUME IN LOW SALINITY AREAS

1862.

As explained in Dr. Marchand’s statement, by May 2011, it became clear to GUPC that ACP
would not accept GUPC’s concrete mix designs unless GUPC incorporated silica fume into
the mixes, even for those parts of the structure subject to freshwater conditions. 2638
Mr. Di Pace, (who, as noted above, was then ACP’s concrete expert and appeared to have
replaced Dr. Chrzanowski) informed Dr. Marchand by email that ACP would be willing to
accept GUPC’s concrete mix designs, provided that silica fume was added: 2639

2636

Exhibit {C-858}, GUPC's Post-Hearing Brief in DAB Referral 11, p. 81 [p. 75], para. 262.
Exhibit {C-858}, GUPC's Post-Hearing Brief in DAB Referral 11, p. 82 [p. 76], para. 266 (third
bullet).
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 48 [pp. 44-45], paras. 182-186.
Exhibit {C-668}, Attachment to Email from Jacques Marchand to Guillermo Di Pace, dated 16 May
2011, p. 6 [p. 6], referring to questions asked in attachment to Exhibit {C-667}, Emails exchanged
between Guillermo Di Pace and Jacques Marchand dated between 14 and 17 May 2011.

2637

2638
2639
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1863.

As set out below, ACP’s insistence on the use of silica fume was both wrongful under the
Contract and technically ill-advised, particularly given ACP’s purported concerns about
durability.
1.

1864.

The benefits and drawbacks of using silica fume in a concrete mix

Silica fume, as Professor Nilsson explains in his report, is “a very fine powder with round,
small particles containing almost only pure silica, SiO2.” 2640 Because the silica fume particles
are approximately 1/100th of the size of the cement grains, they can fill the space between the
cement grains that would otherwise be occupied by water. 2641 The difference in size between
cement grains and silica fume particles is shown in Figure 5-9 below, reproduced from
Professor Mindess’ report (and textbook). The silica fume particles also react with the
calcium hydroxide produced by the reactions between the cement and water “to create more
‘glue’”. 2642

Figure 5-9

Comparison of particle size distributions of cement and selected pozzolans 2643

1865.

As Professor Mindess explains, silica fume acts both as a filler (because, as noted above, it
fills the spaces around the cement grains) and as a fast-acting pozzolan (because it reacts
quickly with the calcium hydroxide). The use of silica fume therefore results in concrete that
is stronger and more impermeable at earlier ages. 2644 All of this is known in the industry, and
was well understood by GUPC and in particular Dr. Schrader. 2645

1866.

However, it is also well-known, as Professor Mindess explains in his report, that the use of
silica fume also has significant drawbacks, because the same effects that result in increased
strength and decreased permeability at an early age “also lead to a ‘sticky’ mix that is difficult
to place and finish, and to substantially increased brittleness and an increased tendency to

2640

Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 86 [p. 83], para. 212.
Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 86 [p. 83], para. 212.
Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 86 [p. 83], para. 213.
Mindess(I) {C-EX-8}, p. 18 [p. 16], Figure 3; Exhibit {Mindess(I)-02}, Mindess, S., Young, J.F. and
Darwin, D. (2003), Concrete (2nd ed.), Prentice Hall, Upper Saddle River, New Jersey, USA, p. 5 [p.
102].
Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 86 [p. 83], para. 213; Mindess(I) {C-EX-8}, p. 18 [p. 16], para. 42.
Schrader(I) {C-WS-19}, p. 8 [p. 5], para. 22.
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cracking.” 2646 Professor Nilsson concurs, stating that “adding silica fume to a concrete mix
means significantly increasing the risk of early cracking.” 2647 Of course, once there are cracks
in the concrete, the service-life of the structure will be diminished significantly and, if the
cracks reach the reinforcement, initiation of corrosion could be immediate.
1867.

As to the “stickiness” of the mix, Professor Nilsson notes that this is more than just a question
of whether the concrete is workable or not, as “the particles [could] easily form agglomerates
which results in the intended properties not being reached and possible, premature
degradation.” 2648 The risks of using silica fume described above are reflected in the approach
of the UFGS, which as Dr. Marchand explains, only permits the use of silica fume with “the
express permission of the concrete subject matter expert of the U.S. Navy.” 2649 Consistent
with this, Professor Nilsson states that “[s]ilica fume should [only] be used in severe
environments where the chloride concentration is high and a large resistance to chloride
ingress is needed.” 2650 Professor Mindess also explains that the use of silica fume “is most
suitable for use in very high strength concretes (compressive strengths well in excess of 60
MPa)” but that “[i]t is of much less use in concrete of ‘normal’ strength (35 MPa), such as the
concretes used for the Project.” 2651
2.

ACP insisted on the use of silica fume over GUPC’s strong objections

1868.

Consistent with the approaches supported by the UFGS, Professor Nilsson, and Professor
Mindess, Dr. Schrader confirms that GUPC’s view was that silica fume should only be used
“if and where it was really needed.” 2652 Accordingly, Dr. Schrader explains that GUPC was
testing mixes with silica fume, independent of ACP’s requirement for them to do so in May
2011, but was only considering using them in high salinity areas.2653 GUPC had also
considered the use of fly ash, which also brings benefits and disadvantages to a mix design,
from the very beginning of the development of its mix designs.2654

1869.

However, for the applications at issue here (i.e., structures exposed to water having low to
moderate salinity), it was not needed and the drawbacks of using silica fume greatly
outweighed any advantages in terms of early strength and permeability (which were not
needed).

1870.

Dr. Marchand therefore responded to Mr. Di Pace’s email the very next day “emphasiz[ing]
that the use of silica fume was not necessary since durability would not be a problem if a 289
+ 86 mix (i.e., mix S8 (A3) or P3) were used in the Upper Chambers since the concrete would
be exposed to low salinity water.” 2655 Dr. Marchand also noted that “the incorporation of

2646

Mindess(I) {C-EX-8}, p. 18 [p. 16], para. 42. See also Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 86 [p. 83], para. 216;
Schrader(I) {C-WS-19}, p. 8 [pp. 5, 12, and 31-32], paras. 22, 50 and 131, and Exhibit {C-854}, First
Expert Report by Dr. D'Ambrosia before the DAB, dated 29 September 2013, p. 5 [pp. 5-6], Section
IV.C.
Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 86 [p. 83], para. 215.
Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 86 [p. 83], para. 216.
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 48 [pp. 44-45], para. 184.
Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 86 [pp. 83-84], para. 217.
Mindess(I) {C-EX-8}, p. 18 [p. 16], para. 43.
Schrader(I) {C-WS-19}, p. 35 [p. 32], para. 132.
Schrader(I) {C-WS-19}, p. 35 [p. 32], para. 132.
Schrader(I) {C-WS-19}, p. 14 [pp. 11-12 and 13-14], paras. 41, 48, and 54 (fifth bullet).
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 48 [p. 44], para. 183.
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silica fume into the SMC would require modification of the Atlantic and Pacific plants which
would take time.” 2656
1871.

Unfortunately, Mr. Di Pace maintained ACP’s position in his response of 17 May 2011. 2657
This was reiterated in a meeting on 21 May 2011 between ACP and GUPC, 2658 as shown in
the slide below that Mr. Di Pace presented during that meeting (where “SF” stands for silica
fume), in which Mr. Di Pace continued to demand the addition of silica fume even for the
Upper Chamber:

1872.

As Dr. Schrader recalls, ACP by this point was being “very forceful in insisting that silica
fume should be used for all marine concrete” and GUPC had “no option but to comply in
order that the mixes be approved”. 2659
3.

ACP immediately approved the silica fume mixes once GUPC made the
corresponding concrete submittals

1873.

In light of ACP’s instruction, GUPC confirmed that it had begun testing concrete mixes
incorporating silica fume by letter dated 23 June 2011. 2660 The corresponding mix designs
were submitted by GUPC to ACP on 12 August 2011 2661 and approved four days later, on

2656

Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 48 [p. 44], para. 183.
Exhibit {C-667}, Emails exchanged between Guillermo Di Pace and Jacques Marchand dated between
14 and 17 May 2011, p. 1.
Exhibit {C-190}, Presentation on Concrete Mixes, dated 21 May 2011, p. 13.
Schrader(I) {C-WS-19}, p. 35 [p. 32], para. 133.
Exhibit {C-191}, Letter GUPC-IAE-0823 from GUPC to ACP re New Mix Design Program, dated 23
June 2011, p. 1 [p. 1].
Exhibit {C-861}, GUPC’s Submittal No. 03 30 00-316 Technical Report Atlantic Structural Marine
Concrete Mix Design SMC A11, dated 12 August 2011; and Exhibit {C-862}, GUPC’s Submittal No.
03 30 00-317 Technical Report Pacific Structural Marine Concrete Mix Design SMC P11, dated 12
August 2011.

2657
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2659
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16 August 2011. 2662 These submittals, for the Atlantic and Pacific sites, included ASTM
C1202 test results below 1,000 Coulombs at 60 and 62 days, respectively. 2663
1874.

As Mr. Zaffaroni explains in his statement, ACP’s insistence on the use of silica fume was an
example of ACP “overstepping its boundaries as the Employer and interfering with the
prerogatives of GUPC as the design-build Contractor.” 2664 As explained above, 2665 under the
Contract, GUPC had the discretion to select the components of the concrete, provided the ER
would be met. The mixes submitted by GUPC in February 2011, which did not contain silica
fume, adequately satisfied the ER with the appropriate cover thickness for low to moderate
salinity areas. 2666 ACP, therefore, had no right or basis to impose the use of silica fume on
GUPC, and its instruction to use silica fume constituted a Variation under Clause 3 of the
Conditions of Contract.

1875.

In sum, ACP’s insistence on the use of silica fume was unwarranted and wrongful, especially
since GUPC already had compliant mixes which it was ready to pour. Moreover, as will be
explained below, ACP eventually accepted mixes without silica fume, in fact the very mixes
that ACP had rejected in February 2011, which confirm that the concrete mixes did not need
the use of silica fume to satisfy the durability requirements under the Contract in the first
place. 2667
J.

STARTING IN JUNE 2012, ACP APPROVED THE CONCRETE MIX DESIGNS IT HAD
REJECTED IN FEBRUARY 2011

1876.

The wrongfulness of ACP’s rejection of GUPC’s 4 February 2011 submittal is further
confirmed by ACP’s subsequent acceptance in 2012 and 2013 of mixes SMC A3 and SMC
P3, 2668 which are, for all intents and purposes, the same mix (289 kg of cement + 86 kg of
pozzolan) as the S8 mix that was included in GUPC’s 4 February 2011 submittal.

1877.

Since ACP’s acceptance, the SMC A3 and SMC P3 mixes have been used extensively in the
Project, including in the high salinity areas. 2669 ACP’s acceptance of these mixes for use in
various low, moderate and high salinity areas between 2012 and 2013, once long-term results
of ASTM C1202 tests became available, confirms that ACP’s rejection of GUPC’s
4 February 2011 submittal and prohibition of GUPC’s placement of SMC were wrongful in
the first place.

2662

Exhibit {C-863}, Employer’s submittal review comments to Submittal No. 03 30 00-317 Technical
Report Pacific Structural Marine Concrete Mix Design SMC P11, dated 16 August 2011; and Exhibit
{C-864}, Employer’s submittal review comments to Submittal No. 03 30 00-317 Technical Report
Pacific Structural Marine Concrete Mix Design SMC P11 (300c+56p+19sf), dated 17 August 2011.
Exhibit {C-861}, GUPC’s Submittal No. 03 30 00-316 Technical Report Atlantic Structural Marine
Concrete Mix Design SMC A11, dated 12 August 2011, p. 16; Exhibit {C-862}, GUPC’s Submittal
No. 03 30 00-317 Technical Report Pacific Structural Marine Concrete Mix Design SMC P11, dated 12
August 2011, p. 14.
Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 40 [p. 36], para. 150.
See Section V.B.1.(d) above.
See Section V.E above.
See Exhibit {C-246}, DAB Decision on Referral 11, dated 30 December 2014, p. 54 [p. 51], para. 151.
SMC A3 and SMC P3 are the same mixes. SMC A3 was to be placed in the Atlantic side and, like the
S8 mix, used Type II cement from Cemento Panama, whereas SMC P3 was to be placed in the Pacific
side and used Type II cement from Cemex. The only real difference between SMC A3/S8 and SMC P3
is that each of these mixes use a different brand of Type II cement, see Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 45
[pp. 41-42], para. 173.
See further below.

2663
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1.

ACP’s acceptance of the SMC A3 and P3 mixes

1878.

GUPC first submitted the SMC A3 mix design (and its Pacific equivalent, SMC P3), on
4 May 2011. 2670 The SMC A3 and SMC P3 mixes, which were “prepared with the same
materials as those to be used for the full-scale production of concrete” 2671 (i.e., using actual
construction materials) are effectively the same as the S8 mix submitted on 4 February
2011. 2672 As will be explained below, the equivalence of these mixes is confirmed by
GUPC’s independent experts, Professors Nilsson and Mindess, in their expert reports.

1879.

As also explained above, when GUPC provided its 4 May 2011 submittal to ACP, it was
returned by ACP with a “Revise and Resubmit” in a single day (i.e., ACP returned it in so
little time that it is obvious that they did not even consider the contents),2673 constituting a
further wrongful action under the Contract and Panamanian law and prompting GUPC to
issue a new notice of claim on 5 May 2011.2674

1880.

Subsequently, GUPC re-submitted the SMC A3 and SMC P3 mixes (which, as mentioned
above, were given the new designation “Structural Protective Concrete” in the submittal on
ACP’s insistence) 2675 on 28 June 2011 2676 and 4 July 2011, 2677 and specified that these mixes
would only be used in limited locations (e.g. cross-unders) in the Upper Chamber on the
Pacific and Atlantic sides.2678 With these re-submittals, GUPC included “[a] predictive curve
indicat[ing] that the mixes would reach 1,000 Coulombs within six months”,2679 and
verification based on SIMCO’s STADIUM methodology “that both the P3 and the A3 mixes
would meet the 100-year design life requirement.” 2680

2670

Exhibit {C-474}, Submittal No. 03 30 00-139 Technical Report – Report on Final Concrete Types and
Mixes for Low Salinity Areas, dated 4 May 2011, p. 7 [p. 5], Table 2.
Exhibit {C-474}, Submittal No. 03 30 00-139 Technical Report – Report on Final Concrete Types and
Mixes for Low Salinity Areas, dated 4 May 2011, p. 17 [p. 15].
The reason for the change in designation of the mixes (i.e., from “S8”) is that the pozzolan used in the
S8 mix submitted on 4 February 2011 appeared to have been contaminated with cement due to the
reuse by GUPC’s supplier of bags that had previously been used to transport cement, as explained in
the 4 February 2011 submittal. Exhibit {C-187}, Submittal No. 03 30 00-023 Technical Report – Final
Concrete Types and Mixes for Pacific and Atlantic Sites, dated 4 February 2011, p. 133 [p. 10 of the
SIMCO Report]. The new designation, therefore, served to distinguish the potentially contaminated S8
mix from the SMC A3 and SMC P3 mixes following prompt resolution of the potential contamination
issue.
See Exhibit {C-663}, ACP submittal comments to Submittal No. 03 30 00-139 Technical Report, dated
5 May 2011, p. 1 [p. 1].
Exhibit {C-865}, Letter GUPC-IAE-0752 from GUPC to ACP - Concrete Mixes Notice of Claim,
dated 5 May 2011.
ACP insisted on changing the designation from SMC to SPC in these submittals, even though the
limited locations where these mixes were to be used was initially covered under the low salinity areas
where SMC mixes would be used. See e.g. Exhibit {C-669}, Submittal 03 30 00-263 001 Mix Design
SMC A3, dated 28 June 2011, p. 23 [p. 14 of GUPC Technical Report “Initial Concrete Works Mix
Design 289c+86p”].
Exhibit {C-669}, Submittal 03 30 00-263 001 Mix Design SMC A3, dated 28 June 2011. The
references to SMC A3 in this submittal (as opposed to SPC A3) appear to be a typographical error.
Exhibit {C-670}, Submittal 03 30 00-287 001 Mix Design SPC P3, dated 4 July 2011.
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 49 [pp. 45-46], paras. 188-189.
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 49 [pp. 45-46], para. 188.
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 50 [p. 48], para. 190.
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1881.

ACP accepted these mixes on 19 July 2011 for use in the limited locations specified in the
submittals. 2681

1882.

For the other locations, as explained above in Section V.I, GUPC submitted the concrete
mixes with silica fume in July and August 2011, which were accepted by ACP for use in the
Upper Chamber (all structures), Lock Head 1, the Middle Chamber (all structures), and Lock
Head 2. 2682

1883.

In parallel, GUPC continued to test (including ASTM C1202 testing) the SMC A3 and SMC
P3 mixes (which, as explained, are the same as the S8 mix of the 4 February 2011 submittal).
As anticipated by GUPC from the beginning and indicated in all of its previous submittals,
the ASTM C1202 results for these mixes reached the 1,000 Coulombs threshold at a test age
of approximately one year. As Professor Nilsson explains in his report, “the submitted data
from ASTM C1202 tests for the SMC A3 mix performed during a little more than a year
confirms the prediction made on the basis of the early-age data for the S8 mix, which is a very
similar concrete and was presented in GUPC’s 4 February 2011 submittal.” 2683

1884.

GUPC thus re-submitted its SMC A3 mix to ACP on 29 June 2012 for use in low salinity
areas, 2684 on 21 November 2012 for use in low and moderate salinity areas, 2685 and on
17 July 2013 for use in low, moderate and high salinity areas. 2686 Likewise, GUPC
re-submitted the SMC P3 mix on 6 August 2012 for use in low salinity areas,2687 on
23 November 2012 for use in low and moderate salinity areas,2688 and on 17 July 2013 for use
in low, moderate and high salinity areas.2689 The ASTM C1202 results in the SMC A3
submittals indicated that the concrete reached the 1,000 Coulombs threshold at an age of
394 days. 2690 Similarly, the ASTM C1202 results in the SMC P3 submittals indicated that the
concrete reached the 1,000 Coulombs threshold at an age of 429 days. 2691 ACP accepted all of

2681

Exhibit {C-672}, 03 30 00-287 001 Employer Review Comments (SPC P3), dated 19 July 2011.
See Section V.I above.
Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 85 [p. 82], para. 209.
Exhibit {C-866}, Submittal No. 03 30 00-412, A-TCR Marine Concrete Mix SMC A3, dated 29 June
2012.
Exhibit {C-867}, Submittal No. 03 30 00-436, A-TCR Marine Concrete Mix SMC A3 & A3P1, dated
21 November 2012.
Exhibit {C-868}, Submittal No. 03 30 00-436 rev2, A-TCR Marine Concrete Mix SMC A3 & A3P1,
dated 17 July 2013.
Exhibit {C-869}, Submittal No. 03 30 00-415, P-TCR Marine Concrete Mix SMC P3, dated 6 August
2012.
Exhibit {C-870}, Submittal No. 03 30 00-415 rev2, P-TCR Marine Concrete Mix SMC P3, dated 23
November 2012.
Exhibit {C-871}, Submittal No. 03 30 00-415 rev3, P-TCR Marine Concrete Mix SMC P3 (Less
materials tests & compressive strength tests), dated 17 July 2013.
See Exhibit {C-866}, Submittal No. 03 30 00-412, A-TCR Marine Concrete Mix SMC A3, dated 29
June 2012, p. 16; Exhibit {C-867}, Submittal No. 03 30 00-436, A-TCR Marine Concrete Mix SMC
A3 & A3P1, dated 21 November 2012, p. 30; Exhibit {C-868}, Submittal No. 03 30 00-436 rev2, ATCR Marine Concrete Mix SMC A3 & A3P1, dated 17 July 2013, p. 93.
See, Exhibit {C-870}, Submittal No. 03 30 00-415 rev2, P-TCR Marine Concrete Mix SMC P3, dated
23 November 2012, p. 14; Exhibit {C-871}, Submittal No. 03 30 00-415 rev3, P-TCR Marine
Concrete Mix SMC P3 (Less materials tests & compressive strength tests), dated 17 July 2013, p. 13.
While the SMC P3 mix did not reach the 1,000 Coulombs threshold in the submittal dated 6 August
2012, the test age of that concrete was 284 days (less than one year) and GUPC already had the SMC
A3 mix that reached the 1,000 Coulombs threshold by this time. Accordingly, ACP accepted the SMC
P3 mix as well at this time. This is further confirmed by the subsequent SMC P3 submittals which
included ASTM C1202 results indicating the 1,000 Coulombs threshold being met by the concrete at

2682
2683
2684

2685

2686

2687

2688

2689

2690

2691
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the SMC A3 mix submittals, on 16 July 2012,2692 5 December 2012, 2693 and 29 July 2013. 2694
Likewise, ACP accepted all of the SMC P3 mix submittals on 29 August 2012, 2695
12 December 2012, 2696 and 29 July 2013. 2697
1885.

The fact that the SMC A3 (and SMC P3) mix reached the 1,000 Coulombs threshold at a test
age slightly above one year is further confirmed by long-term data collected by Fall Line,
GUPC’s external laboratory on this mix. This data is presented in Figure 5-8 above and
shows the results of ASTM C1202 tests performed on samples of SMC A3 at test ages from
100 days up to five years. 2698

1886.

These test results unambiguously confirmed what was already apparent in GUPC’s
4 February 2011 submittal, namely that the relevant SMC mix(es) would reach the 1,000
Coulombs threshold set out in the ER after approximately one year, that is well before the
structures would come in contact with water.

1887.

And indeed, the SMC A3 (same as the S8 mix) and SMC P3 mixes were successfully and
extensively used throughout the Project for structural marine applications, including in high
salinity areas, since July 2013. 2699
2.

1888.

Professors Mindess and Nilsson have reviewed the technical specifications of the SMC A3
and S8 mixes and confirm that they are effectively the same and that the minor differences
between them have no impact on their durability performance:2700
•

2692

2693

2694

2695

2696

2697

2698
2699

2700

Comparison of the SMC A3 and S8 mixes

Professor Nilsson thus concludes that “on the basis of the long-term data available for
the SMC A3 mix, which shows Coulomb values below 1,000 within one year, in my
expert opinion this provides a further demonstration that the S8 mix submitted by

an age of 429 days (Exhibit {C-869}, Submittal No. 03 30 00-415, P-TCR Marine Concrete Mix SMC
P3, dated 6 August 2012, p. 15).
Exhibit {C-192}, Employer’s review comments on Submittal No. 03 30 00-412 rev. 001, A-TCRMarine Concrete Mix SMC A3, dated 16 July 2012.
Exhibit {C-194}, Employer’s review comments on Submittal No. 03 30 00-436, A-TCR Marine
Concrete Mix SMC A3 & A3P1, dated 5 December 2012.
Exhibit {C-872}, Employer's Review Comments on Submittal No. 03 30 00-436 rev2, A-TCR Marine
Concrete Mix SMC A3 & A3P1, dated 29 July 2013.
Exhibit {C-873}, Employer's Review Comments on Submittal No. 03 30 00-415, P-TCR Marine
Concrete Mix SMC P3, dated 29 August 2012.
Exhibit {C-874}, Employer's Review Comments on Submittal No. 03 30 00-415 rev2, P-TCR Marine
Concrete Mix SMC P3, dated 12 December 2012.
Exhibit {C-193}, Employer’s review comments on Submittal No. 03 30 00-415 rev3, P-TCR Marine
Concrete Mix SMC P3, dated 29 July 2013.
Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 84 [pp. 81-82], para. 208.
Exhibit {C-193}, Employer’s review comments on Submittal No. 03 30 00-415 rev3, P-TCR Marine
Concrete Mix SMC P3, dated 29 July 2013; see also, Exhibit {C-246}, DAB Decision on Referral 11,
dated 30 December 2014, p. 53 [p. 50], para. 148.
Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 82 [p. 79], para. 205; Mindess(I) {C-EX-8}, p. 55 [p. 53], para. 135; see also
Exhibit {C-854}, First Expert Report by Dr. D'Ambrosia before the DAB, dated 29 September 2013, p.
11 [p. 11], para. VIII.4. As explained earlier, SMC A3 and SMC P3 are effectively the same mixes, and
the only difference between them is the brand of Type II cement that is used in them. Therefore, a
comparison of S8 to SMC A3 is tantamount to a comparison of S8 to SMC P3.
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GUPC on 4 February 2011 would meet the Coulomb requirement at an appropriate
curing age.” 2701
•

Similarly, Professor Mindess states that “despite these small differences in the two
mixes, they would in practice be considered to be substantially the same, and could
be used interchangeably, and test results obtained for one mix can be used in relation
to the other.” 2702

1889.

While there is a difference in the admixtures used in both the mixes, Professor Mindess
explains that “this change would have virtually no effect on the long-term properties of the
concrete … it is common to ‘shop around’ to find an admixture that produces optimal results
for any given set of cementitious materials.” 2703 The decisive component determining the
durability of the concrete is the composition of the cement paste (cement + pozzolan in this
instance). As Professor Nilsson confirms, “the compositions of the two cement pastes [in
SMC A3 and S8] are almost identical, which is important because it is the composition of the
cement paste that governs transport properties”2704 and therefore resistance to chlorides.

1890.

Therefore, ACP’s acceptance of the SMC A3 and SMC P3 mixes in 2012-2013 for extensive
use in the Project further reinforces that GUPC’s S8 mix of 4 February 2011 was compliant
with the ER. As the SMC A3 and SMC P3 mixes were accepted by ACP after they reached
the 1,000 Coulombs threshold in ASTM C1202 testing (at an age slightly above one year), 2705
ACP’s acceptance of these mixes does not amount to any relaxation of the ER. Accordingly,
had ACP correctly evaluated GUPC’s 4 February 2011 submittal, the massive delays and
additional costs incurred by GUPC in the Project could have been avoided.
K.

GUPC IS ENTITLED TO AN EXTENSION OF TIME AND FULL COMPENSATION AS A
RESULT OF ACP’S BREACHES AND IMPOSITION OF ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS
WITH RESPECT TO THE CONCRETE MIX DESIGN

1891.

GUPC is entitled to an extension of time and an adjustment to the Contract Price
(prolongation costs and additional concrete production costs), because of ACP’s breaches of
the Contract and of Panamanian law, as set out below. In addition, ACP imposed various new
requirements in respect of the concrete mix designs, including with respect to its unreasonable
and technically unjustified comments on the input parameters used in STADIUM and its
demand in May 2011 that GUPC use silica fume in the concrete mix designs. These new
requirements constitute Variations under Clause 13 of the Conditions of Contract, also
entitling GUPC to its total Cost plus Reasonable Profit. 2706

1892.

GUPC’s entitlement to an extension of time under Sub-Clause 8.4 of the Conditions of
Contract is discussed below in Section XI.

2701

Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 85 [p. 82], para. 210.
Mindess(I) {C-EX-8}, p. 55 [p. 53], para. 135.
Mindess(I) {C-EX-8}, p. 55 [p. 53], para. 134. [Emphasis in original]
Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 85 [p. 82], para. 210.
As mentioned earlier, SMC P3 mix submitted on 6 August 2012 did not reach the 1,000 Coulombs
threshold at the time of the submittal as it included tests results from less than a year of test age. ACP
nevertheless accepted this mix recognizing that other mixes (SMC A3) had already reached the 1,000
Coulombs threshold in a little over a year.
As this term is defined in Sub-Clause 1.1.4.4 of the Conditions of Contract; see Exhibit {C-1},
Conditions of Contract, dated February 2009, p. 19, Sub-Clause 1.1.4.4.

2702
2703
2704
2705

2706
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1.

ACP breached Sub-Clause 5.2 [Contractor’s Documents] of the
Conditions of Contract

1893.

As set out above, ACP prohibited GUPC from proceeding with the SMC works on
16 February 2011, even at GUPC’s own risk, and issued a “revise and resubmit” disposition
in respect of GUPC’s 4 February 2011 submittal. 2707 ACP then threatened to issue a letter of
suspension, even though GUPC had compliant mixes and was ready to start the SMC works,
leaving GUPC no choice but to comply. 2708 However, this does not change the fact that ACP
fundamentally had no right to prohibit GUPC from proceeding with the works on the basis of
GUPC’s 4 February 2011 submittal because it had only been submitted for ACP’s review, and
not ACP’s approval. Moreover, ACP’s purported rejection of GUPC’s 4 February 2011
submittal through its comments of 21 February 2011 provided no indication to GUPC of
whether ACP considered the issues identified to be breaches of contractual requirements or if
they merely concerned preferences or information requests on the part of ACP. ACP’s
conduct, therefore, was in breach of Sub-Clause 5.2 of the Conditions of Contract, which as
noted above entitles GUPC to an extension of time and an adjustment to the Contract Price
representing the full compensation for GUPC’s losses consistent with Panamanian law.

1894.

The distinction noted above between documents submitted for ACP’s review and documents
submitted for ACP’s approval is clearly reflected in the language of Sub-Clause 5.2
[Contractor’s Documents], which states that when making a submittal, the Contractor “shall
state that the Contractor’s Document is considered ready, both for review (and approval, if so
specified)”. 2709

1895.

Sub-Clause 5.2 also requires that submittals to ACP comply with Article 1.04(B) of Section
01 33 00 of the ER. In turn, Article 1.04(B) states that “[a]ll submittals shall be for review by
[ACP] unless otherwise specifically stated that the submittal is for approval”. 2710 Thus,
Article 1.04(B) also reflects this important distinction between documents submitted for
review and those submitted for approval.

1896.

Sub-Clause 5.2, at its subsections (a) through (d), further stipulate that ACP can prevent
GUPC from the “execution” of works (by issuing a “revise and resubmit” or “superseded”
disposition to GUPC’s documents) only when such documents are submitted for ACP’s
“approval”. 2711 As noted above, GUPC’s 4 February 2011 submittal was not sent to ACP for
its approval.

1897.

Therefore, if GUPC submits a document for ACP’s review (which is so specified), 2712 ACP
does not have the right to prevent GUPC from proceeding with the works. In such
circumstances, GUPC would have proceeded at its own risk and, if the concrete mixes had
later proved to be non-compliant with the ER after placement (e.g., if the required
measurements of 1,000 Coulombs was not made prior to the commencement of the functional
service-life of the structure), ACP could have demanded that GUPC rectify the situation at
GUPC’s cost.

2707

See Section V.F above.
See Section V.F.1 above.
Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of Contract, dated February 2009, p. 70 [pp. 57-58], Sub-Clause 5.2.
[Emphasis added]
Exhibit {C-701}, RFP Amendment 19, Volume II, Employer's Requirements, Section 01 33 00 Submittal Procedures, dated November 2008, dated 1 November 2008, p. 3 [p. 3], Article 1.04(B).
Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of Contract, dated February 2009, p. 71 [p. 58], Sub-Clause 5.2.
Exhibit {C-187}, Submittal No. 03 30 00-023 Technical Report – Final Concrete Types and Mixes for
Pacific and Atlantic Sites, dated 4 February 2011, p. 1 [p. 1].

2708
2709

2710

2711
2712
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1898.

In any event, GUPC’s 4 February 2011 concrete submittal, and the mixes described therein,
complied with the ER, so even if ACP were entitled to reject GUPC’s 4 February 2011
submittal (which is denied), that rejection was wrongful and also in breach of Sub-Clause 5.2.

1899.

From a technical point of view, the wrongfulness of ACP’s rejection of GUPC’s 4 February
2011 submittal has been confirmed by GUPC’s independent experts Professors Mindess and
Nilsson, and Dr. Schrader and Dr. Marchand (both concrete experts in their own right). 2713
They have each addressed ACP’s comments of 21 February 2011 on GUPC’s 4 February
2011 submittal in their respective independent expert reports and witness statements, as
described above. 2714 To summarize their conclusions, these comments were advanced by
ACP as a purported basis for ACP’s wrongful rejection, but were both technically incorrect
and unclear, and did not bear any indication of which comments ACP considered to be
contractual non-compliances and which it did not, 2715 which constitutes in itself yet another
breach of Sub-Clause 5.2.

1900.

The wrongfulness of ACP’s rejection of GUPC’s 4 February 2011 submittal is also confirmed
by ACP’s subsequent acceptance of the SMC A3 mix in June 2012, which Professors
Mindess and Nilsson have confirmed is, for all intents and purposes, the same mix as the S8
mix included in the 4 February 2011 submittal. Indeed, the SMC A3 mix has been used
almost exclusively throughout the Project, including high salinity areas, from July 2013,2716
which further confirms that GUPC should have been allowed to start pouring SMC at its own
risk in February 2011.

1901.

ACP’s breach of Sub-Clause 5.2 also extends to its wrongful rejection of GUPC’s submittals
of 10 March 2011 and 4 May 2011. 2717 As set out above in subsection G, these submittals,
also submitted for ACP’s review, similarly disclosed compliant mixes supported by extensive
test results and explanations of the technical soundness of GUPC’s work to ACP (including in
the case of the 10 March 2011 submittal, item-by-item responses to ACP’s comments on the
4 February 2011 submittal). 2718 ACP, however, continued its rigid and wrongful position
preventing GUPC from proceeding with the works.

1902.

ACP’s breach of Sub-Clause 5.2 of the Conditions of Contract further extends to ACP’s
behavior in respect of the use of silica fume. While, as described above, GUPC’s submittal
(for review) of the silica fume mixes on 16 August 2011 did result in an “approval” of those
mixes, the fact remains that ACP was not entitled to block (or un-block, as the case may be)
GUPC’s work on the basis of its views on this submittal. In addition, while the approval of
mixes may appear to be a favorable outcome for GUPC, the drawbacks of using silica fume
(e.g. increased potential for cracking, poor workability, and additional costs) are significant,
as explained above. 2719 Moreover, and as noted above, the SMC A3 mix ultimately accepted
by ACP, which corresponds to the S8 mix in the 4 February 2011 submittal, did not contain
silica fume.

1903.

In summary, GUPC, as the design-build contractor, duly submitted the final SMC mix
designs on 4 February 2011 for ACP’s review, as under Article 1.05(B) of Section 03 30 00

2713

See Section V.F above.
See Section V.F.2 above.
See Section V.F above.
See Section V.J above.
See Section V.G.2 and Section V.G.4 above.
See Section V.G.2 above. See also Exhibit {C-471}, Submittal No. 03 30 00-023 rev 2, Technical
Report – Final Concrete Types and Mixes for Pacific and Atlantic Sites, dated 10 March 2011, p. 312,
Appendix 17.
See Section V.I above.

2714
2715
2716
2717
2718

2719
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of the ER, which was so specified on the submittal.2720 ACP’s approval of this submittal was
not required for GUPC to proceed with the works and ACP did not have the authority to
prevent GUPC from pouring the concrete at GUPC’s own risk. GUPC equally did not require
ACP’s approval for its submittals of 10 March 2011, 4 May 2011, and 14 August 2011.
Therefore, ACP breached Sub-Clause 5.2 of the Conditions of Contract, which entitles GUPC
to an extension of time and an adjustment of the Contract Price representing the full
compensation for GUPC’s losses consistent with Panamanian law.
2.

ACP’s frustration of the OTS process was in breach of the Employer’s
Requirements

1904.

As set out in Section V.B(3) above, the OTS process was an important component of the
contractual framework between the Parties. The proper use of this contractual mechanism
would have resulted in a smooth exchange of information between the Parties about how
GUPC sought to meet the ER in connection with concrete mix design. However, ACP failed
to meaningfully engage in the OTS process throughout the Project which severely stifled the
progress of the works. The conduct of ACP thus frustrated the purpose of the OTS process in
the Project and was contrary to the representations made by ACP at the start of the Project.

1905.

As explained by Mr. Zaffaroni in his statement, GUPC had understood from the tender stage
that “the over-the-shoulder (“OTS”) process was an important aspect contemplated by ACP
in the Project”. 2721 Mr. Zaffaroni knew on the basis of his extensive experience that “in a
Project of this magnitude, it is essential that the technical aspects of the Works are discussed
with adequate expertise from both sides on the relevant areas and issues.” 2722 And indeed
ACP itself stated in its RFQ that “[t]he over- the-shoulder review is to assure that the ACP
and the Locks Contractor work towards the same objectives in the design process on a timely
basis.” 2723

1906.

This was further reflected in several parts of the ER. For instance, Article 1.04(D) of ER
Section 01 33 00 [Submittal Procedures] states that “[t]he Over-the- Should[er] Review
process will permit the Employer’s designers to be more aware of the Contractor’s progress
and serve to expedite the review of submittals.” 2724 Similarly, Article 1.04(A) of ER Section
01 31 00 [Project Management and Coordination] states that “[t]he Contractor shall provide
the Employer’s Representative with the opportunity to perform Over-the-Shoulder Review of
the design in progress.” 2725 Accordingly, GUPC had provided ACP with the necessary
facilities for the OTS meetings “in every location where the relevant work was being done for
the Project (such as Panama, Chicago, etc.).” 2726

1907.

More importantly, and as explained above in Section V.D.2.(a), the Parties extensively
discussed the role and importance of the OTS process in the Project in early 2010. 2727 These

2720

Exhibit {C-187}, Submittal No. 03 30 00-023 Technical Report – Final Concrete Types and Mixes for
Pacific and Atlantic Sites, dated 4 February 2011, p. 1 [p. 1].
Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 21 [p. 17], para. 62.
Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 21 [p. 17], para. 62.
Exhibit {C-25}, Request For Qualifications for the Design-Build of the Third Set of Locks Project,
Fifth Revision, dated 8 November 2007, p. 6 [pp. 6 and 10].
Exhibit {C-701}, RFP Amendment 19, Volume II, Employer's Requirements, Section 01 33 00 Submittal Procedures, dated November 2008, dated 1 November 2008, p. 4 [p. 4], Article 1.04(D).
Exhibit {R-29}, Employer's Requirements, Vol. II, Part 3, Section 01 31 00 - Project Management and
Coordination, dated February 2009, p. 4 [p. 4], Article 1.04(A).
Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 34 [p. 30], para. 121.
See Section V.D.2.(a) above. See also Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 33 [pp. 29-30], para. 120.

2721
2722
2723

2724

2725

2726
2727
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discussions further reflected ACP’s intent that the OTS process should “create alignment
between GUPC/CICP and the ACP regarding expectations for a specific submittal.” 2728
1908.

However, as explained by Mr. Zaffaroni, “[i]n all the OTS meetings [and in particular the
concrete OTS meetings], ACP was never an active participant. The representatives of ACP
never engaged in any meaningful discussions, and did not seek any clarifications about the
technical aspects of GUPC’s work.” 2729 GUPC, at the time of these OTS meetings,
understood this to mean that ACP was satisfied with GUPC’s work, which was compliant
with the ER. 2730

1909.

Instead, ACP raised its unfounded concerns about GUPC’s proposed SMC mix designs at the
very last minute by rejecting GUPC’s February 2011 submittal, after GUPC had completed
the final mix designs and was ready to start the SMC works. In fact, as explained by
Dr. Marchand, the issues raised by ACP in its review comments of 21 February 2011 (in
particular, those relating to STADIUM methodology) “were questions that [ACP] should
have asked earlier in the OTS process instead of relying on the power to suspend the works
and therefore delay the placement of concrete.”2731

1910.

Thus, despite ACP’s representations and agreements throughout the tender period and at the
early stages of the Project on the importance and use of the OTS process, ACP breached the
ER, notably Article 1.04(D) of ER Section 01 33 00 [Submittal Procedures] and Article
1.04(A) of ER Section 01 31 00 [Project Management and Coordination], as complemented
by Panamanian law (and in particular ACP’s duty of good faith, loyalty, and cooperation) by:

1911.

•

failing to engage meaningfully in the OTS process throughout 2010 in relation to the
concrete mix design;

•

failing to ensure that competent professionals would be consistently available to
interact and work with GUPC as part of the OTS process;

•

raising at a late stage (in particular in the Employer’s 21 February 2011 review
comments) technical matters that should have been raised earlier, in particular at the
concrete OTS meetings organized by GUPC in March, July, and November 2010.

Consequently, and as explained above, the progress of the works was severely impacted on
account of ACP’s misunderstandings, causing delays and additional costs incurred by GUPC
for the Project. 2732 ACP’s breaches of the OTS provisions in its own ER also entitle GUPC to
an extension of time and an adjustment to the Contract Price.
3.

ACP breached Article 133(6) of its Regulation

1912.

As explained above in Section II.B, ACP is subject to its own Regulation, Article 133(6) of
which prevents the Employer from imposing extra contractual requirements and/or additional
unnecessary burdens in the implementation of GUPC’s obligations. As set out below, ACP
breached Article 133(6), entitling GUPC to an extension of time and compensation for the
damage it has suffered.

2728

Exhibit {C-712}, Employer Transmittal 00404 (Comments on GUPC-CICP OTS), dated 11 February
2010, p. 1.
Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 34 [p. 30], para. 122.
See e.g., Schrader(I) {C-WS-19}, p. 17 [pp. 14-15], paras. 56-57.
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 36 [p. 32], para. 140.
See Section V.F and Section V.G above.

2729
2730
2731
2732
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1913.

2733
2734
2735
2736
2737
2738
2739
2740

In relation to Article 133(6), ACP imposed numerous extra contractual requirements and/or
additional unnecessary burdens in the implementation of GUPC’s obligations with respect to
the SMC mix design. The full details of these extra contractual requirements are set out in
Sections V.F, V.G, V.I, and V.J above and include:
•

ACP’s wrongful imposition that the mixes should reach the 1,000 Coulombs
threshold at an early age (and much before the start of the functional service-life of
the structure), despite the fact that ACP failed to specify the test age for this
requirement in the ER which, therefore, was left to GUPC’s discretion as the
design-build contractor, as ACP’s own expert in the DAB proceedings
acknowledged; 2733

•

ACP’s wrongful imposition of the requirement of obtaining CICP approval for
GUPC’s concrete mix designs, even though there was no such requirement in the ER
as development of mix designs was part of GUPC’s scope of the works; 2734

•

ACP’s wrongful imposition that there should be a single SMC for all the parts of the
structure, 2735 in blatant disregard of the very different exposure conditions of the
Panama Canal which ACP itself recognized from March 2011; 2736

•

ACP’s wrongful objection to GUPC’s and SIMCO’s decision to include a 10-year
propagation period in the definition of the service-life, and requirement that SIMCO
assume that the service-life end upon initiation of corrosion; 2737

•

ACP’s wrongful request for validation of the migration tests performed by SIMCO to
determine the diffusion coefficients, which is an essential step in the STADIUM
methodology (that ACP had suggested GUPC use in the first place) and which was
described fully in GUPC’s 4 February 2011 submittal – other than a requirement for a
“service-life analysis”, no such validation was required by the ER and extended well
beyond what is requested from a design-build contractor; 2738

•

ACP’s wrongful rejection of the input parameters (i.e. exposure conditions and
material properties) used by SIMCO in the STADIUM service-life model following
its rejection of GUPC’s 4 February 2011 submittal, 2739 ultimately requiring the use of,
for example, a single salinity value of 0.6 ppt for all structures exposed to low salinity
(freshwater) conditions (i.e., average salinity of the lake water + 20% to account for
the presence of the Water-Saving Basins (WSBs)) 2740 – again, other than a
requirement for a “service-life analysis”, there were no requirements in the ER that
SIMCO use particular input parameters for that service-life analysis, provided
SIMCO’s choices were in line with industry practice (which they were);

See Section V.F.2.c above.
See Section V.F.2.e above.
See Section V.F.2.a above.
See Section V.G.1 above.
See Section V.F.2.b.ii above.
See Section V.F.2.b.iv above.
See Section V.F.2.b.iii above.
Exhibit {C-866}, Submittal No. 03 30 00-412, A-TCR Marine Concrete Mix SMC A3, dated 29 June
2012, p. 27 [p. 12 of Durability Report].
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1914.

•

ACP’s wrongful objection to the chloride threshold level selected by GUPC and
SIMCO, 2741 suggesting inappropriately conservative values – again, other than a
requirement for a “service-life analysis”, there was no requirement in the ER that
SIMCO use a particular chloride threshold value in that service-life analysis,
provided SIMCO’s choice was in line with industry practice (which it was); 2742

•

ACP’s wrongful insistence to use actual construction materials in the final mix
designs prepared in the laboratory for mix qualification purposes, contrary to standard
industry practices and the scheme of Article 1.05 of ER Section 03 30 00; 2743 and

•

ACP’s unreasonable imposition of the use of silica fume in the SMC mix designs,
despite the fact that the use of silica fume was not mandated by the ER, was
unnecessary for compliance with the ER, and involved significant additional work,
such as the adaptation of GUPC’s batching plants and the transport of new
materials. 2744

In relation to each of the extra-contractual requirements listed above (and explained in the
Sections above), GUPC had to dedicate significant resources to addressing ACP’s misplaced
concerns, which constituted an unnecessary burden on the mix design process. Thus, ACP
breached Article 133(6) of its Regulation, entitling GUPC to an extension of time and full
compensation for the damage it has suffered.
4.

ACP breached Article 134(4) of its Regulation

1915.

As explained in Section II above, Article 134(4) of ACP’s Regulation prohibits it from
conditioning the acceptance of a variation on the waiver of any claims by GUPC. 2745 As set
out below, ACP breached Article 134(4), entitling GUPC to an extension of time and
compensation for the damage it has suffered.

1916.

Specifically, by its RFV 57 dated 23 February 2011, 2746 GUPC sought to formalize the
Parties’ previous agreement to use STADIUM for validating the mix designs. 2747 As
explained above, GUPC was concerned that the ASTM C1202 test yielded unreliable results
and was only suitable for providing a qualitative indication of permeability to chloride ions.
In its response of 24 March 2011 to RFV 57, ACP stated: 2748

2741

Exhibit {C-187}, Submittal No. 03 30 00-023 Technical Report – Final Concrete Types and Mixes for
Pacific and Atlantic Sites, dated 4 February 2011, p. 154 [p. 31 of Durability Report]; see also Exhibit
{C-471}, Submittal No. 03 30 00-023 rev 2, Technical Report – Final Concrete Types and Mixes for
Pacific and Atlantic Sites, dated 10 March 2011, p. 298 [p. 17 of SIMCO Memorandum No. 2]. See
Section V.F.2.b.vi above.
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 37 [p. 33], para. 146; Exhibit {C-675}, Submittal 03 30 00-412, A-TCRMarine Concrete Mix SMC A3 (A00/UPCTR-S0100), dated 19 July 2012, p. 45 [p. 13 of Durability
Report].
See Section V.F.2.d above.
See Section V.I above.
See Section II above.
Exhibit {C-651}, Contractor’s Request for Variation (RFV) 0057, Use of ASTM C1202 Standard as
Quantitative Prediction of Chloride Penetration in Structural Marine Concrete Mixes, dated 23
February 2011.
See Section V.G.1 above.
Exhibit {C-661}, Letter IAE-UPC-0559 from ACP to GUPC, dated 24 March 2011, p. 6 [p. 6].

2742

2743
2744
2745
2746

2747
2748
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1917.

Thus, ACP explicitly conditioned its acceptance of GUPC’s RFV 57 on the waiver of any
claims by GUPC, in breach of Article 134(4) of ACP’s Regulation. As Mr. Zaffaroni
explains, this was “extremely unreasonable and unacceptable [to GUPC] given the delays and
additional costs that had already been incurred as a result of ACP’s actions.”2749

1918.

Similarly, GUPC submitted RFV 69 on 13 May 2011 addressing a wide range of issues such
as the test age for the ASTM C1202 test and the impact of the exposure conditions, in order to
resolve ACP’s misunderstandings. 2750 By this time, especially following ACP’s approach to
RFV 57, GUPC had no choice but to indicate in RFV 69 that it would not have any time or
cost impact to ACP, in order for ACP to at least consider RFV 69.

1919.

In its response to RFV 69 dated 8 June 2011, ACP, instead of recognizing its
misunderstandings, insisted that RFV 69 should have “no cost or time implications [to ACP]
… and amounts to a voluntary modification by [ACP], and is not a consequence of any
alleged discrepancies or inconsistencies in the Employer’s Requirements”,2751 even though
RFV 69 was meant to address the confusions ACP itself had created in the ER. As is the case
with RFV 57, this too was a breach of Article 134(4) of ACP’s Regulation, and an
unreasonable demand for GUPC to accept, in view of the massive delays and additional costs
already incurred by this time due to ACP’s breaches. 2752
5.

ACP breached its obligation to act in good faith and to collaborate with
GUPC during the performance of the Contract

1920.

As explained above in Section II, Article 1109 of the Panamanian Civil Code provides that
parties to a contract must comply with “all the consequences that, according to [the
contract’s] nature, are in accordance with good faith, usage and the law.”2753 As Dr. Hoyos
has explained, this obligation (which also applies to public works contracts) entails a duty for
each party to act with honesty, fairness, equity, and balance, to refrain from violating the
other party’s interests, and conversely to actively cooperate and collaborate with the other
party to promote its interests. 2754 In particular, Dr. Hoyos explains that within its obligation to
act in good faith, ACP was required to (i) refrain from imposing obligations on GUPC more
onerous than that which GUPC had contracted to perform; (ii) mitigate damages; (iii) timely
correct any disruption which may occur during the performance of the Contract; and
(iv) attempt to reach agreements with GUPC when controversies arise in the performance of
the Contract. 2755

1921.

As has been set out above, ACP’s behaviour in relation to the concrete mix design issues
shows that ACP repeatedly violated these obligations. These violations include the following:

2749

Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 39 [p. 35], para. 144.
Exhibit {C-665}, RFV 0069 Modification of ASTM C1202 Coulomb limit for structural marine
concrete, dated 13 May 2011.
Exhibit {C-666}, Letter IAE-UPC-0649 from ACP to GUPC, dated 8 June 2011, p. 6 [p. 6].
See Section V.G.5 above.
See Section II above.
See Section II above.
See Section II above.
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2751
2752
2753
2754
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•

ACP’s wrongful rejection of GUPC’s compliant concrete submittal dated 4 February
2011, despite the fact that ACP did not have the authority to make such a rejection
given that GUPC’s submittal had been sent for review and not approval; 2756

•

ACP’s failure to recognize that GUPC’s submittal of 4 February 2011 included
sufficient evidence indicating that the mix designs were compliant with the ER and,
in particular that they would reach the 1,000 Coulombs threshold under ASTM
C1202 testing prior to the start of the functional service-life of the structure; 2757

•

ACP’s failure to recognize the use of STADIUM methodology to demonstrate
compliance with the ER, despite the previous agreement between the Parties to this
effect; 2758

•

ACP’s failure to properly engage in the OTS process, which was designed to
facilitate communication between the Parties such that issues such as those that ACP
raised after the 4 February 2011 submittal could (and should) have been raised before
they had a detrimental impact on the schedule; 2759

•

ACP overstepping its boundaries as the Employer in the design-build contract, for
example, by failing to recognize GUPC’s discretion to set the test age for the concrete
to reach the ASTM C1202 1,000 Coulombs threshold; 2760

•

ACP’s failure to recognize the existence and impact of differing exposure conditions
in the Panama Canal area while rejecting GUPC’s 10 March 2011 submittal, despite
the fact that ACP recognized the same in its response to RFV 57 issued four days
prior to the rejection of this submittal; 2761

•

ACP’s insistence on the use of silica fume in the SMC mix designs despite the
technical drawbacks of doing so, and despite the fact that it was not required in the
ER and thus represented interference in the design-built nature of the Contract; 2762

•

ACP’s demand to remove Mr. Zaffaroni as the Project Director in May 2011, despite
his excellent track record and commitment to the Project; 2763

1922.

Thus, ACP breached its obligation to act in good faith and to collaborate with GUPC during
performance of the contract, entitling GUPC to an extension of time and full compensation
for the damage it has suffered.

2756

See Section V.F.2 above.
See Section V.F.2.c above.
See Section V.F.2.b above.
See Section V.K.2 above.
See Section V.F.2.c.i above.
See Section V.G.2 above.
See Section V.I above.
For example, amidst the deadlock between GUPC and ACP in 2011, Mr. Zaffaroni had a direct
meeting with the Canal Administrator, Mr. Aleman Zubieta, to resolve ACP’s misunderstandings (see
Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 39 [pp. 35-36], para. 148). Mr. Zaffaroni’s commitment to the Project is
also reflected by his involvement in every stage of the Project, as confirmed by Dr. Schrader and Dr.
Marchand. For example, see Schrader(I) {C-WS-19}, p. 13 [p. 10], para. 36 and Marchand(I) {CWS-16}, p. 11 [pp. 7 and 20], paras. 37 and 98. See also Section V.G.6 above.
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6.

ACP breached Sub-Clause 3.5 [Determinations]

1923.

Pursuant to Sub-Clause 3.5 [Determinations], the Employer’s Representative, Mr. Jorge de la
Guardia, who was responsible for the dispute with GUPC in relation to the CMD issues,
“shall endeavour to reach agreement with the Contractor” and “[i]f agreement is not
achieved… shall make a fair determination in accordance with the Contract, taking due regard
of all relevant circumstances.” 2764 ACP’s and Mr. de la Guardia’s obligations under the
Contract are further informed by ACP’s obligations under Panamanian law, as set out in
Sections IV and V.K(3)-(5) above.

1924.

As GUPC has explained, ACP actions in relation to the CMD issues constituted an abject
failure to act in accordance with its representation at the tender stage that “the Project [will]
be executed in a spirit of mutual trust and cooperation without litigation and adversarial
attitudes.” 2765 In particular, ACP failed to demonstrate a cooperative attitude following the
wrongful rejection of GUPC’s 4 February 2011 mix design, despite GUPC’s proactive
attempts to break the deadlock and proceed with the already delayed works. 2766

1925.

Moreover, Mr. de la Guardia has acted neither fairly nor impartially in the discharge of his
duty in the CMD claim presently before the Tribunal as detailed below.

1926.

Following ACP’s disapproval of GUPC’s claim for concrete mix design issues on the 24
December 2012, at the request of GUPC, 2767 ACP and GUPC continued meetings in 2013,
again without reaching an agreement or resolving any significant issues related to either
entitlement or quantum.

1927.

On 24 May 2013, the Employer’s Representative issued a determination denying, among
other things, GUPC’s SMC mix design claim in its entirety, and incorrectly dismissed
GUPC’s claim as having “no merit” 2768 – 10 months after GUPC had submitted its first
interim submission.

1928.

However, contrary to contractual and Panamanian law requirements, the determination was in
fact based on fundamentally incorrect statements made by ACP in its earlier disapproval
letter:
“Accordingly, and based upon the reasons stated in the Disapproval Letter
IAE-UPC-1358 dated December 24, 2012 which is incorporated herein by
reference, and the preliminary independent delay report of Secretariat
International attached hereto, the Employer’s Representative hereby
determines that Claims 43 and 52 have no merit and are fully rejected”. 2769

1929.

The Employer’s Representative had thus relied solely upon ACP’s version of events as stated
in the disapproval letter (which grossly misinterpreted the facts and made several incorrect

2764

Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of Contract, dated February 2009, p. 44 [p. 31] [italics in original]
[emphasis added].
Exhibit {C-25}, Request For Qualifications for the Design-Build of the Third Set of Locks Project,
Fifth Revision, dated 8 November 2007, p. 11 [p. 11].
See Section V.G above.
Exhibit {C-875}, Letter GUPC-IAE-1574 from GUPC to ACP re Contractor's Claim Submission (first
Interim) Delay & Disruption to Concrete Aggregate, dated 30 November 2012.
Exhibit {C-876}, Letter IAE-UPC-1552 from ACP to GUPC re Claims 43 and 52 Determination, dated
24 May 2013, p. 8 [p. 8].
Exhibit {C-876}, Letter IAE-UPC-1552 from ACP to GUPC re Claims 43 and 52 Determination, dated
24 May 2013, p. 8 [p. 8].
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and inappropriate arguments). The determination ignored the evidence presented by GUPC in
its interim submission and subsequent further particulars in respect of the SMC mix design
delays.
1930.

This is despite the contractual and legal obligation to make a fair and impartial determination
having regard to Sub-Clause 3.5 as set out in Section II above.

1931.

Furthermore, the Employer’s Representative stated that it based its decision not only on
ACP’s disapproval letter, but also on reasons stated in the preliminary independent delay
report of Secretariat International (“SI”) (attached to its determination letter). In its report, SI
has failed to deal with causation in its delay analysis, the analysis itself, which is only one and
a half pages long, only relies on ACP’s version of events. For example, paragraph 4.11
provides:
“SI understands from the ACP that silica fume was not required to be used
in the concrete mix designs by the ACP, and SI has found no reference in
the claim or the PAI analysis to a contemporaneous requirement or
instruction by the ACP to do so.” 2770

1932.

This statement was clearly incorrect. As GUPC’s first interim detailed claim submission
specifically showed, ACP issued strict directions to GUPC regarding new silica fume mix
designs. 2771 Tellingly, this statement in SI’s report was supported by footnote 19 which
states: “[b]ased upon discussions with the ACP”. 2772 Again, SI was simply relying on the
word of ACP, which is inconsistent with the Employer’s Representative’s attempt to present
this report as being that of an “independent” delay expert.

1933.

This statement was also an admission by SI that it had relied solely upon ACP’s version of
events but that they may in fact be incorrect. This is yet further proof that SI has failed to
investigate delay independently.

1934.

By relying on solely ACP’s narrative, ignoring the facts presented in GUPC’s claim, and by
failing to undertake a causative analysis of the delay events, SI failed to undertake an
‘independent’ delay analysis. As such, the Employer’s Representative again based its
determination on a biased analysis which is itself based on ACP’s inaccurate and biased
version of events and completely ignoring GUPC’s claim.

1935.

In light of the above, the Employer’s Representative wrongfully rejected GUPC’s claim
without fair and proper consideration of all the facts and circumstances. This constituted a
breach of ACP’s obligation under Sub-Clause 3.5 and under Panamanian law entitling GUPC
to an extension of time and full compensation for the damage it has suffered. As a result,
GUPC had no choice but to refer the dispute to the Project’s DAB (which granted in large
part GUPC’s EOT entitlement), and now to arbitration.

1936.

Unfortunately, ACP’s conduct in this regard is consistent with its pattern of rejecting virtually
all of GUPC’s claims when submitted, essentially ignoring the requirements of Sub-Clause
3.5, and forcing each claim through a time-consuming and expensive DAB and arbitration

2770

Exhibit {C-876}, Letter IAE-UPC-1552 from ACP to GUPC re Claims 43 and 52 Determination, dated
24 May 2013, p. 38 [pp. 12 and 13], para. 4.11.
First Interim Detailed Claim Submission. Section III F entitled “May 2011; Employer Continues to
Insist that the Contractor’s Mix Designs Meet an ASTM C 1202 Value of 1000 Coulombs at Early Age
and Issues Directions to the Contractor Regarding New Silica Fume Mix Designs”, in Exhibit {C877}, Letter GUPC-IAE-1348 from GUPC to ACP , dated 20 July 2012, p. 75 [p. 26].
Exhibit {C-876}, Letter IAE-UPC-1552 from ACP to GUPC re Claims 43 and 52 Determination, dated
24 May 2013, p. 39 [p. 13].
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process. For example, while GUPC has made claims against ACP totaling over USD 3.5
billion, as at July 2016 only around USD 3.8 million had been paid by ACP without the need
for a prior decision by the DAB. 2773 Thus, a total percentage of approximately only 0.11% of
claims made by GUPC has been voluntarily accepted by ACP via the Employer’s
Representative. This clearly demonstrates ACP’s unreasonable approach to determining
GUPC’s EOT entitlement, especially given the scale and budget of the Project, and further
confirms ACP’s breaches of its obligations under Sub-Clause 3.5 of the Contract as set out
below.
7.

Notice of these breaches was timely filed

1937.

The notice requirements of Sub-Section 20.1 of the Conditions of Contract are set out above
at Section II.A. In particular, Sub-Section 20.1 of the Conditions of Contract provides that
notice should “be given as soon as practicable, and not later than 28 days after the Contractor
became aware, or should have become aware, of the event or circumstance.” 2774

1938.

Long before the specific issues relating to the concrete mix design arose, ACP had been
engaged in a pattern of behavior according to which it repeatedly violated the manner in
which project documents were to be handled, that is in accordance with Sub-Clause 5.2
[Contractor’s Documents] of the Conditions of Contract. GUPC duly submitted a Notice of
Claim under Sub-Clause 20.1 as early as on 18 May 2010, notifying ACP of GUPC’s
entitlement to an extension of time and an adjustment of the Contract Price a result of ACP’s
breaches. 2775 As explained by Mr. Zaffaroni, “[i]n this Notice, GUPC emphasized that ACP’s
obstructive attitude [was] causing delay to the Project, which was a consequence of ACP’s
failure to operate the ‘procedures set out in the Contract Documents … in a reasonable and
efficient manner.’” 2776

1939.

In this 18 May 2010 notice, GUPC specifically described ACP’s misuse of Sub-Clause 5.2 by
issuing “Revise and Resubmit” dispositions to GUPC’s submittals based on “trivial issues,
issues that have never been raised in earlier reviews, minor anomalies which are easily
addressed and also to comments which are not consistent with earlier verbal agreements
reached with ACP.” 2777

1940.

On 1 October 2010, GUPC sent a further Notice of Claim about ACP’s misuse of the
submittal process under the Contract, “in order to minimize the impact of [ACP’s] Submittal
Review Comments on GUPC activities.” 2778

1941.

Subsequently, on 28 October 2010, GUPC sent yet another Notice of Claim following its
“serious concern about the ACP management of submittal reviews and the time and cost
implications for GUPC resulting from the withholding of a ‘Proceed’ status for

2773

Exhibit {C-878}, Transcript Day 12 from ICC Case No. 19962/ASM, p. 47 [46:8-9].
Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of Contract, dated February 2009, p. 136 [pp. 123-124].
Exhibit {C-709}, GUPC's Notice of Claim, dated 18 May 2010.
Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 33 [p. 29], para. 119.
Exhibit {C-709}, GUPC's Notice of Claim, dated 18 May 2010, p. 1.
Exhibit {C-715}, Letter GUPC-IAE-0418 from GUPC to ACP re GUPC's Notice of Claim, dated 1
October 2010, p. 2.
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submittals”. 2779 Among other things, GUPC noted that ACP’s review comments failed to
“identify which, if any, of the Comments compelled the Revise and Resubmit action.” 2780
1942.

On 24 March 2011, GUPC sent a further Notice of Claim regarding the delays and
impediments arising from ACP’s failure to implement the OTS process, referring back to its
Notice of 18 May 2010 and ACP’s consistent and continuous failure to operate “the
procedures set out in the Contract … in a reasonable and efficient manner”. 2781 By this time,
GUPC was cognizant that ACP’s failure to meaningfully engage in the OTS process and the
“lack of continuous review and dialogue and, in particular, OTS reviews, has severely
delayed and disrupted approvals of the Contractor’s design submissions with a significant
‘knock-on’ effect on progress of the Works generally”. 2782 As further explained by
Mr. Zaffaroni, “[t]he difficulties [GUPC] had encountered with ACP in relation to [its]
concrete mix designs were a good example of this.”2783

1943.

Finally, on 5 May 2011, following ACP’s rejection of GUPC’s submittal of 4 May 2011 in
just one day (i.e., without even reviewing it), GUPC sent another Notice of claim for its
entitlement to additional time and payments based on, among other things, “the difficulties
[GUPC has] encountered in the development of concrete design mixes”. 2784

1944.

In view of the above, GUPC has satisfied the notice requirements of Sub-Clause 20.1 of the
Conditions of Contract.

1945.

In any event, ACP was fully informed of the impact of their actions in relation to CMD as
GUPC made ACP fully aware when CMD was near critical or on the critical path through its
monthly progress reports and monthly programme updates.
8.

ACP varied the Contract requirements by suggesting the use of the
STADIUM methodology and later effectively revoking its acceptance of
the STADIUM methodology

1946.

As set out above in Section II.A above, ACP may initiate variations during the performance
of the Contract under Clause 13 of the Conditions of Contract. 2785 In addition, Sub-Clause
13.3 entitles GUPC to any necessary “adjustment to the Contract Price”.2786

1947.

ACP’s wrongful conduct in relation to the rejection of the February 2011 submittal and its de
facto revocation of the Parties’ understanding of the use of STADIUM, amounts to a
Variation under Clause 13 of the Conditions of Contract which entitles GUPC to a
corresponding adjustment to the Contract Price.

1948.

In particular, as set out in Section V.D above, ACP wrongfully rejected GUPC’s 4 February
2011 submittal purportedly on the basis of comments concerning, inter alia, various aspects
of the STADIUM methodology that the Parties had agreed to us. In particular, ACP:

2779

Exhibit {C-716}, Letter GUPC-IAE-407 from GUPC to ACP re GUPC's Notice of Claim, dated 28
October 2010, p. 1.
Exhibit {C-716}, Letter GUPC-IAE-407 from GUPC to ACP re GUPC's Notice of Claim, dated 28
October 2010, p. 1.
Exhibit {C-717}, GUPC's Notice of Claim, dated 24 March 2011, p. 1.
Exhibit {C-717}, GUPC's Notice of Claim, dated 24 March 2011, p. 2.
Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 39 [p. 35], para. 145.
Exhibit {C-865}, Letter GUPC-IAE-0752 from GUPC to ACP - Concrete Mixes Notice of Claim,
dated 5 May 2011, p. 1.
Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of Contract, dated February 2009, p. 98 [pp. 85-86].
Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of Contract, dated February 2009, p. 99 [pp. 86-87].
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•

questioned whether GUPC had performed any “durability tests”, despite the detailed
descriptions of those durability tests performed by SIMCO and GUPC in connection
with SIMCO’s STADIUM methodology (and otherwise, such as the ASTM C1202
test) in GUPC’s 4 February 2011 submittal; 2787

•

wrongfully rejected GUPC’s and SIMCO’s decision to include a 10-year propagation
period in the definition of the service-life, which was used in SIMCO’s presentation
of the results of the STADIUM service-life model; 2788

•

wrongfully requested validation of the migration tests performed by SIMCO on the
concrete samples to determine the diffusion coefficients, one of the key inputs to the
STADIUM service-life model; 2789

•

ACP wrongfully rejected the conservative input parameters (i.e., exposure conditions
and material properties) used by SIMCO in the STADIUM service-life model; 2790 and

•

ACP wrongfully questioned the chloride threshold level selected by GUPC and
SIMCO, again an important input to the STADIUM service-life model. 2791

1949.

To the extent these comments were based on a lack of technical expertise (given that between
the Parties’ agreement to use STADIUM for the service-life analysis in September 2010 and
the time of the 4 February 2011 submittal, ACP had apparently replaced its concrete expert),
these comments are all the more egregious when it is taken into consideration that a detailed
presentation on STADIUM was made to ACP at the Third OTS Meeting in November 2010
by Dr. Marchand, and that he offered training and free access to the STADIUM platform to
ACP on multiple occasions.

1950.

In view of the above, GUPC is entitled to an adjustment of the Contract Price on the basis of
ACP’s suggestion to use STADIUM to perform the service-life analysis, and its later de facto
revocation of the use of STADIUM through its questioning of the methodology and the input
parameters used to perform the service-life analysis using STADIUM.
9.

ACP varied the Contract requirements by requiring the use of silica
fume in the SMC mix designs

1951.

As described above in Section V.I, ACP imposed the use of silica fume in the concrete mix
designs, despite the fact that the use of silica fume was unnecessary for compliance with the
ER and involved significant additional work such as the purchase of silica fume, the
adaptation of GUPC’s batching plants and the transport of new materials.2792

1952.

Given that the use of silica fume was not provided for in the ER, this requirement by ACP
amounts to a Variation under Clause 13 of the Conditions of Contract, entitling GUPC to a
corresponding adjustment to the Contract Price.

2787

See Section V.F.2.(b)(i) above.
See Section V.F.2.b.ii above.
See Section V.F.2.(b)(iv) above.
See Section V.F.2.(b)(v) above.
Exhibit {C-187}, Submittal No. 03 30 00-023 Technical Report – Final Concrete Types and Mixes for
Pacific and Atlantic Sites, dated 4 February 2011, p. 154 [p. 31 of Durability Report]; see also Exhibit
{C-471}, Submittal No. 03 30 00-023 rev 2, Technical Report – Final Concrete Types and Mixes for
Pacific and Atlantic Sites, dated 10 March 2011, p. 298 [p. 17 of SIMCO Memorandum No. 2]; see
also Section V.F.2.(b)(vi) above.
See Section V.I above.
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VI.

ACP’S BREACHES WITH RESPECT TO THE ON-SITE LABORATORIES
A.

SUMMARY OF THE ON-SITE LABORATORIES ISSUES

1953.

The Contract requires that GUPC establish and operate on-Site testing laboratories as part of its
“Quality-Management System” (“QMS”) in order to carry out “Quality Assurance” and “Quality
Control” functions on the Project. The Contract further requires that the organization establishing
and operating the on-Site laboratories in order to fulfill these quality-management functions must
be separate from, and independent of, the other organizations on the Project fulfilling other
construction-related functions. In setting up this independent organization, GUPC was free to
utilize its own employees, or to subcontract to a third-party subcontractor. However, in either
case, the management of the on-Site laboratories had to be independent of other constructionrelated functions.

1954.

GUPC elected to set up an independent organization as part of its QMS to establish and operate
the on-Site laboratories utilizing its own employees. GUPC made this election clear in its
Technical Proposal, which became part of the Contract. ACP at first agreed that GUPC’s
independent on-Site laboratory organization for QMS met the Contract requirements, but then
changed its position and demanded that GUPC retain a third-party subcontractor to establish and
operate the on-Site laboratories.

1955.

The Contract makes clear that, under certain circumstances, ACP may instruct “Variations” to the
Contract requirements. However, the Contract is equally clear that in those instances when ACP
instructs such Variations, it must then compensate GUPC for the additional costs incurred by
GUPC in complying with the instructed Variation. In this instance, ACP’s demand that GUPC
retain a third-party subcontractor to establish, manage, and operate the on-Site laboratories
constitutes an instruction to GUPC to vary the Contract requirements. However, ACP has
repeatedly refused to pay GUPC the costs arising from this instructed Variation.

1956.

The Dispute Adjudication Board (“DAB”) has agreed with GUPC on three separate occasions,
deciding unanimously that (i) ACP instructed a Variation to the Contract, and (ii) GUPC was
entitled to be compensated for the additional costs incurred in complying with ACP’s instruction.
Nevertheless, ACP has repeatedly refused to accept the unanimous decisions of the DAB, forcing
GUPC to return repeatedly to the DAB in order to recover sums that were clearly held by the
DAB to be due to GUPC. ACP’s intransigence and bad-faith refusal to accept the clear decisions
of the DAB, and refusal to pay amounts held to be owed, is unfortunately typical of its entire
approach to the Project, and is a further (and separate) breach of the ACP’s duties under the
Contract and Panamanian law to treat GUPC equitably and to render fair determinations on
GUPC’s claims.

1957.

For the reasons set out above and below, GUPC is entitled to recover compensation from ACP
under the Contract and Panamanian law, as explained in Chapter VIII and the expert report of
Mr. Hunter. 2793

2793

Hunter(I) {C-EX-10}, p. 9 [pp. 8 -9]. On the expert report of Mr Hunter, see paragraph 84 below.
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B.

THE CONTRACT PERMITS GUPC TO ESTABLISH AND OPERATE THE ON-SITE TESTING
LABORATORIES WITH ITS OWN INDEPENDENT PERSONNEL
1.

GUPC’s scope of work included independent management of on-Site testing
laboratories

(a)

The Conditions of Contract require testing and quality assurance by GUPC

1958.

The Contract clearly provides that GUPC is required to utilize an independent organization to
establish and operate its on-Site testing laboratories. This independent organization could be
made up of GUPC employees, or subcontracted to a third-party organization, at GUPC’s option.
Nevertheless, after Contract award, and after GUPC had elected to establish and operate the onSite laboratories with its own independent employees, ACP instructed GUPC to retain a thirdparty organization to operate the on-Site laboratories for the Project.

1959.

The main contractual provisions relevant to this dispute are set out below.

1960.

Sub-Clause 7.4 [Testing] of the Conditions of Contract provides as follows: 2794
“This Sub-Clause 7.4 shall apply to all tests specified in the Contract, other than
the Tests after Completion (if any).
The Contractor shall provide all apparatus, assistance, documents and other
information, electricity, equipment, fuel, consumables, instruments, labor,
materials, and suitably qualified and experienced staff, as are necessary to carry
out the tests efficiently. ...
The Employer’s Representative may, under Clause 13 [Variations and
Adjustments], vary the location or details of specified tests, or instruct the
Contractor to carry out additional tests.”

1961.

Sub-Clause 4.9 [Quality Assurance] identifies the relevant sections of the Employer’s
Requirements related to quality and testing: 2795
“In addition to the requirements of this Sub-Clause 4.9 the Contractor shall carry
out quality assurance in accordance with Section 01 40 00 [Quality
Requirements] of the Employer’s Requirements.”
(b)

The Employer’s Requirements provide that the Contractor is responsible
for establishing independent on-Site laboratories

1962.

The relevant provisions of Section 01 40 00 [Quality Requirements] of the Employer’s
Requirements (hereinafter referred to as “Section 01 40 00”) are as follows: 2796

2794

Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of Contract, dated February 2009, p. 79 [p. 66], Sub-Clause 7.4.
Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of Contract, dated February 2009, p. 58 [p. 45], Sub-Clause 4.9.
Exhibit {C-718}, Volume II, Part 3, Employer's Requirements, Section 01 04 00 - Quality Requirements,
dated February 2009, p.1 [p. 1]. [Emphasis added]

2795
2796
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“1.01

GENERAL:

A.
This Section contains the details referred to in Sub-Clause 4.9 (Quality
Assurance) of the Conditions of Contract and defines the responsibilities of the
Contractor in the management of quality in the design and construction of the
Works. The Contractor shall be solely responsible for the quality of all aspects
of the Works.
B.
Quality-Management System (QMS): The Contractor shall develop,
establish, implement, and maintain a comprehensive and effective QMS to
ensure that the Works comply with the Contract.
1.
The QMS shall consist of plans, procedures, resources, and the
organization necessary to ensure adequate quality planning, assurance, and
control as well as ensure the quality of materials, equipment, workmanship,
construction, fabrication, and operations covering both on-Site and off-Site work
by the Contractor, including any Subcontractors. The QMS shall be compliant
with the requirements of the quality-assurance methodology specified by
International Organization for Standardization (ISO) 9001-2000.
2.
Training.
The QMS shall also include training for personnel
performing activities that affect and ensure quality.
...
1.02

REFERENCE STANDARDS:

A.
The Contractor shall adhere to and be compliant with the following ISO
standards.
...
ISO / IEC 17025-05
General requirements for the competence of testing and
calibration laboratories
...
1.03
QUALITY MANAGEMENT ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES:
The Contractor shall be the only responsible party for the quality of the Works.
Quality shall be monitored by a combination of quality-planning, Quality
Assurance (QA,) and Quality Control (QC) processes and activities, as well as
by inspection, verification, checks, surveillance, and audit to be performed by
the Contractor and verified by the Employer’s Representative and independent
assurance consultants that may be hired by the Employer...
A.
Organization and Role of the Contractor with Respect to Quality:
The Contractor shall organize the Contract structure in such a way that the
quality-planning, QA, and QC functions are structurally separate and
independent from the functions responsible for performing the Works subject to
the quality surveillance. Managers responsible for quality planning, assurance,
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and control shall be peers to, or be hierarchically above, the managers
responsible for the design and construction of the Works.
...
E.
Responsibilities of the Construction Quality Assurance Manager
(CQAM): The CQAM shall report directly to the QA manager. The CQAM
shall maintain constant contact with the design team manager to ensure that
design intent constitutes the foundation for construction QA efforts. The CQAM
shall be responsible for construction quality planning, as well as for developing
and implementing the construction QA program and verifying compliance with
that program. He shall have effective authority, management backing, and
complete independence to stop any and all non-compliant construction work that
does not meet the standards, specifications, or performance and safety criteria
required by the Contract for the Works.
1.

The CQAM shall have the following responsibilities.

…
r.
Develop and maintain a list of laboratory equipment
available, recent calibration data, and dates of inspection.
Perform tests on key materials and components within the
laboratory or field environment and in accordance with
applicable procedures.
…
F.
Responsibilities of the Construction Quality Control Manager
(CQCM): The CQCM shall report directly to both the Atlantic and Pacific lock
project managers and shall be responsible for the QC of the construction of the
Works. The CQCM shall have effective authority, management backing, and
complete independence to stop any and all non-compliant construction work that
does not meet the standards, specifications, or performance and safety criteria
established for the Works.
1.

Responsibilities of the CQCM shall include the following.

...
c.
Manage, structure, schedule, and organize the
inspection, testing and QC personnel and manage the
inspection of all the Works during construction.
...
e.
Manage sample taking and QC testing,
laboratory-equipment calibration, and inspection.
Coordinate and schedule resources to provide
appropriate QC inspection and testing for all
construction efforts on a daily and weekly basis.
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...
h.
Verify that all sampling and testing personnel
have the appropriate skills and knowledge as well as
certifications for the types of Materials they will be
testing. Make sure that all material-testing laboratories
and their personnel are certified and their equipmentcalibration and testing processes are up-to date.”
1963.

With respect to inspection and laboratory testing, Section 01 40 00 further states as follows 2797:
“1.10 QUALITY CONTROL AND VERIFICATION OF THE WORKS
…
F.

Inspection and Testing:

…
3.
ITPs [Inspection and Test Plans] are required for all principal
work activities, including design, manufacture, installation, construction,
and commissioning. The contents of the ITPs shall comply with the
requirements stated under QMS documentation.
...
J.

2797

Laboratory Testing:
1.

Except where they are specifically indicated to be provided by
another identified entity, the Contractor shall provide for
laboratory testing of Materials and Plant to demonstrate
compliance with applicable standards and the Contract and as
specified or required by governing authorities. Laboratory
testing shall be performed by a competent testing laboratory.

2.

The Employer may require that the varied or additional tests
instructed by the Employer under the Conditions of Contract
Sub-Clause 7.4 (Testing) be performed by an independent testing
laboratory designated by the Employer.

3.

All off-Site testing laboratories shall be registered, licensed, or
certified, for capability to perform the proposed tests, by
government agencies or appropriate certification agencies in the
country where they operate. Within Panama, they may be
recognized government or university laboratories. Details of
laboratory, control systems, and capability/registration
documents shall be submitted to the Employer for review, if so
requested.

Exhibit {C-718}, Volume II, Part 3, Employer's Requirements, Section 01 04 00 - Quality Requirements,
dated February 2009, p. 34 [p. 34]. [Emphasis added]
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1964.

4.

Any on-Site laboratories shall be established by independent
testing organizations.

5.

The Contractor shall arrange and pay for an independent qualityaudit programme for his on-Site testing laboratories, which shall
be carried out by recognized independent consultants or testing
agencies whose details shall, if so requested, be submitted to the
Employer for review. Independent audits shall be conducted for
initial acceptance, after the first 6 months of operation of the
laboratory, and, as a minimum, annually thereafter.

6.

On-Site laboratories shall not be used for testing Goods and the
Works until such laboratories have been subjected to the initial
audit and approval for the appropriate activities by the
Contractor’s independent testing agent/consultant.

7.

The Contractor shall notify the Employer of the timing for
independent audits so that the Employer may attend as an
observer. The Employer shall also be permitted to carry out such
further audits of the testing facilities as he reasonably requires
between the independent audits.”

Section 01 42 19 [Reference Standards] of the Employer’s Requirements states at paragraph
1.01: 2798
“1.01 GENERAL:
A.

B.

2798

Employer Requirements:
1.

Standards: Throughout the Employer Requirements,
various applicable reference standards are identified.
The purpose of listing these references standards is to
demonstrate the range and nature of the standards and
technical references that will have to be achieved by the
Contractor in order to fully meet the requirements of the
Contract.

2.

Organizations:
Throughout
the
Employer
Requirements, various organizations are identified as
references. These organizations publish codes, standards,
and other documents, which are either referenced in the
Contract or are applicable to the Contract. These
organizations are listed to indicate standard publishing
organizations acceptable to the Employer.

Contractor’s Documents: The Contractor’s Documents, as the
case may be, shall identify the standards and technical references
upon which the design and its attendant Plant, Materials, and

Exhibit {C-650}, RFP Amendment 17, Employer's Requirements, Section 01 42 19 - Reference Standards,
dated October 2008, p. 1.
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workmanship are based and the sampling, testing, and
verification methods and procedures necessary to demonstrate
compliance with the standards.”
1965.

Lastly, the relevant provisions of ISO / IEC 17025-05 (General requirements for the competence
of testing and calibration laboratories) - as referred to above in Paragraph 1.02 A of Employer’s
Requirements Section 01 40 00 - are set out below: 2799
“1

SCOPE

1.1

This International Standard specifies the general requirements for the
competence to carry out tests and/or calibrations, including sampling...

1.2

This International Standard is applicable to all organizations performing
tests and/or calibrations. These include, for example, first-, second- and
third-party laboratories, and laboratories where testing and/or calibration
forms part of inspection and product certification.

...
4

MANAGEMENT REQUIREMENTS

4.1.1

The laboratory or the organization of which it is part shall be an entity
that can be held legally responsible.

...
4.1.4

If the laboratory is part of an organization performing activities other
than testing and/or calibration, the responsibilities of key personnel in
the organization that have an involvement or influence on testing and/or
calibration activities of the laboratory shall be defined in order to
identify potential conflicts of interest.
NOTE 1 Where a laboratory is part of a larger organization, the
organizational arrangements should be such that departments having
conflicting interests, such as production, commercial, marketing or
financing do not adversely influence the laboratory’s compliance with
the requirements of this International Standard.

...
4.1.5

The laboratories shall

...
b)

2799

have arrangements to ensure that its management and personnel
are free from any undue internal and external commercial,
financial and other pressures and influences that may adversely
affect the quality of their work;

Exhibit {C-719}, ISO/IEC 17025-05, dated 15 May 2005, p. 7 [pp. 1-2]. [Emphasis added]
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...
d)

1966.

have policies and procedures to avoid involvement in any
activities that would diminish confidence in its competence,
impartiality, judgement or operational integrity.”

Thus, the Contract clearly contemplates the use of EITHER an independent Contractor-managed
organization to operate the on-Site testing laboratories OR a third-party subcontractor.
2.

The Contractor was not required to engage a third-party subcontractor to
establish and manage the on-Site laboratories

1967.

As the above Contract provisions make clear, GUPC was responsible for providing the specified
quality assurance aspects of the Works. This included, among other things, the establishment and
operation of the necessary on-Site laboratories. In this regard, GUPC was required to appoint a
Construction Quality Control Manager (CQCM) having complete independence to stop all noncompliant construction work that did not meet the established requirements for the Works. As the
design-build contractor, GUPC was permitted to carry out the quality assurance functions in the
manner it determined appropriate, provided that GUPC complied with the Contract, and in
particular the Employer’s Requirements.

1968.

Among the quality control requirements for GUPC was laboratory testing of Materials and Plant
to demonstrate compliance with the applicable standards, and the Contract. Laboratory testing
was to be carried out using a “competent testing laboratory.”

1969.

With respect to on-Site laboratories, the Employer’s Requirements make clear that any on-Site
laboratories “shall be established” by independent organizations. 2800

1970.

This language plainly requires that the on-Site laboratories are to be independent from the
production and other functions that GUPC is responsible for performing in the completion of the
Works. However, there is nothing in the Employer’s Requirements or elsewhere that requires
GUPC to engage a third-party to operate the on-Site laboratories. Rather, under the management
of its independent CQCM, GUPC was permitted to operate the on-Site laboratories with its own
independent personnel. The provisions of ISO/IEC 17025-05 – included by ACP in Section 01
40 00 of the Employer’s Requirements – clearly anticipate that the on-Site laboratories may be
part of the organization performing other activities (e.g., construction) and require that care
should be taken to avoid any potential conflicts. Obviously, this provision would only make sense
if the on-Site laboratories were being operated by Contractor employees, provided that they
remain independent from the production and other activities that could potentially jeopardize their
independence.

2800

Exhibit {C-548}, RFP Amendment 23, Employer's Requirements, Section 01 40 00 - Quality
Requirements, dated February 2009, p. 39 [p. 39], Section 1.10.J.4.
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C.

GUPC INTENDED TO ESTABLISH AND OPERATE THE ON-SITE LABORATORIES WITH
ITS OWN INDEPENDENT PERSONNEL, BUT ACP INSTRUCTED GUPC TO HIRE A THIRDPARTY SUBCONTRACTOR

1.

GUPC’s technical proposal showed that it planned to establish and operate
the on-Site laboratories with its own independent personnel

1971.

After analyzing the RFP, including the Contract requirements set out above, GUPC planned to
establish and operate the on-Site testing laboratories with its own personnel. 2801

1972.

In this regard, GUPC’s Technical Proposal, Part 4 – Design-Build Execution Methodology –
provides, in relevant part, as follows: 2802
“GUPC shall provide for two on-Site laboratories (one in the Pacific site and
another in the Atlantic’s) which will perform the majority of the required testing,
generally for soil investigation and concreting activities. Each of these
laboratories will be under the responsibility of the respective Construction
Quality Control Manager.
As specified in Section 01 40 00 – Quality Requirements, these laboratories shall
be subject to an independent quality-audit programme carried out by recognized
independent consultants or testing agencies whose details shall, if so requested,
be submitted to the Employer for review. These independent audits shall be
conducted for initial acceptance, and, as a minimum, annually thereafter.
Contacts have already been initiated by GUPC envisaging the selection of the
apt certification agency. The on-Site laboratories shall only be used after the
realization of the first independent audit and approval for the appropriate
activities.
...
When necessary, GUPC will use the services of outside organisations for
specific inspections/testings.”

1973.

Similarly, in Part 6 – Construction Plan – of GUPC’s Technical Proposal, GUPC described its
approach to the on-Site laboratories as follows: 2803
“Besides the above mentioned quality structure, there will also be a Laboratory,
at each site, constituted by a manager (Chief Laboratory), technicians and
workers. The laboratory will provide a testing service for soil investigation and
concreting activities. Approved external laboratories may also be used for
specific testing as mentioned in document Part 4.G.2.”

2801
2802
2803

Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 75 [p. 75], para. 157.
Exhibit {C-879}, GUPC’s Technical Proposal, Part 4, dated March 2009, p. 199 [p. 1 of 3], Part 4, Section
G.2. [Emphasis added]
Exhibit {C-880}, GUPC's Technical Proposal, Part 6, dated March 2009, p. 1 [p. 1], Part 6.D.1.
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1974.

GUPC included an organizational chart in the tender, which further showed that the on-Site
laboratories would be established and operated with GUPC’s own personnel: 2804

2804

Exhibit {C-880}, GUPC's Technical Proposal, Part 6, dated March 2009, p. 5 [p. 5], Exhibit 6.D.1 -1:
Quality Organizational Chart.
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1975.

GUPC’s tender proposal was consistent with industry practice regarding the establishment and
operation of the on-Site laboratories, as Mr. Zaffaroni explains in his Witness Statement: 2805
“GUPC’s proposal was consistent with industry practice as the establishment
and operation of the necessary on-Site laboratories with the Contractor’s own
independent personnel, as opposed to hiring a third-party subcontractor to
perform that function, is normal practice on large international construction
projects such as this. In fact, on every large project that I have managed,
including those described in Section II above, the on-Site laboratories were
established and managed with the Contractor’s own independent personnel, and
in no case was the Contractor’s approach in this regard challenged by the
Employer.”

1976.

During the tender review period, ACP and GUPC exchanged numerous pieces of correspondence
regarding GUPC’s proposal. However, ACP said nothing with respect to the clear and specific
proposals by GUPC that it would operate and manage the on-Site testing laboratories utilizing its
own personnel, which again were always intended to be independent from the production and
other functions responsible for performing the Works. 2806 GUPC’s Technical Proposal was
accepted by ACP and, by virtue of Sub-Clause 1.1.1.3 of the Conditions of Contract, forms part
of the Contract.
2.

ACP judged GUPC’s technical proposal as superior to those of the other
tenderers in awarding it the contract

1977.

Prior to awarding GUPC the Contract, ACP and its team of international consultants carefully
reviewed all technical submissions and assigned scores to various aspects of each of the three
final tenderers’ proposals. ACP’s evaluation concluded that GUPC had the best overall technical
proposal as set out in the extract from ACP’s Technical Evaluation Scoring Sheets below 2807:

2805

Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 47 [pp. 43 and 44] para. 162.
Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 48 [p. 44], para. 163.
Exhibit {C-881}, ACP's Tender Receipt and Evaluation of Technical Proposals, dated July 2009, p. 41 [p.
37].

2806
2807
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1978.

Importantly, in the categories of Quality Assurance Manager and overall Quality Management,
GUPC’s proposal (including its plan for the establishment and management of the on-Site
laboratories) also received the highest scores from ACP, as shown in the extract below: 2808

1979.

Likewise, GUPC’s technical score for “Construction Quality Control” was equal to that of the
other two final tenderers: 2809

2808

Exhibit {C-704}, ACP’s Technical Evaluation Scoring Sheets, p. 2 [p. 2], Table 1 (GUPC’s scores are in
the green column).
Exhibit {C-704}, ACP’s Technical Evaluation Scoring Sheets, p. 4 [p. 4], Table 1 (GUPC’s scores are in
the green column).

2809
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3.

ACP initially agreed with GUPC’s position regarding the on-Site
laboratories

1980.

It must be noted that ACP initially agreed that the Contract permitted GUPC to establish and
manage the on-Site testing laboratories itself, provided that GUPC’s personnel responsible for the
supervision and control of these laboratories be structurally separate and independent from the
personnel responsible for performing the Works.

1981.

In its letter to ACP of 20 April 2010, GUPC stated: 2810
“Both of these [on-Site testing] laboratories will be responsible to and will report
to our Engineering Department at our Corozal offices and not to the Production
Departments ... By doing so, the laboratories will maintain the independence of
QA and QC functions which “are structurally separate and independent from
the functions responsible for performing the Works”, as foreseen and required by
Clause 01 40 00 1.03 A of the Employer’s Requirements.”

1982.

The Employer replied as follows: 2811

2810

Exhibit {C-720}, Letter GUPC-IAE-0210A from GUPC to ACP, dated 20 April 2010. [Emphasis in
original]
Exhibit {C-721}, Letter IAE-UPC-0176 from ACP to GUPC, dated 29 April 2010. [Emphasis added]

2811
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“GUPC’s Engineering Department is considered a support group to production,
therefore the QA and QC functions, as proposed, are not structurally separate
and independent from the functions responsible for performing the works.
In this connection, we wish to point out that during the tendering process, GUPC
presented in Exhibit 4.G.1-3 of Volume V – Contractor’s Technical Proposal,
Part 4 - Design Build Execution Methodology, a Design and Construction
Quality Organizational Structure, in which the testing laboratories would report
directly to GUPC’s Construction Quality Control Manager at each Site,
independent from the organization responsible for performing the Works.”
1983.

ACP’s response thus indicates that it initially agreed with GUPC that the Contract allowed GUPC
to operate and manage the laboratories itself, provided that the department responsible for the
supervision and control of the laboratories be “structurally separate and independent from the
functions responsible for performing the [W]orks.” Moreover, with reference to GUPC’s
“Design and Construction Quality Organizational Structure,” ACP expressly acknowledged that
if the testing laboratories “would report directly to GUPC’s Construction Quality Control
Manager”, the laboratories would thereby be “independent from the organization responsible for
performing the [W]orks.”

1984.

With its letter of 17 May 2010, 2812 GUPC confirmed to ACP that the on-Site laboratories would
report to GUPC’s Quality Control Manager. Thus, the Parties initially agreed that the Contract
allowed GUPC to operate and manage the on-Site laboratories itself, provided the laboratories
reported to a person or department (in this case GUPC’s Construction Quality Control Manager)
structurally separate and independent from the personnel responsible for performing the Works
subject to the quality control surveillance. As discussed below, however, some two months later,
on 2 July 2010, ACP abruptly changed its position and required that GUPC retain a third-party
subcontractor to establish and operate the on-Site laboratories.
4.

ACP varied the Contract by instructing that GUPC retain a third-party
subcontractor to establish and operate the on-Site laboratories

1985.

By letter dated 20 April 2010, GUPC advised ACP that it was constructing two laboratory
buildings, one on the Atlantic and one on the Pacific work sites, and would be operating them
following independent auditing. 2813

1986.

In its response of 1 June 2010, 2814 10 months after Contract award, ACP quoted the provisions of
the Employer’s Requirements Section 01 40 00, Paragraph 1.10 J.4-7 in full and subsequently
stated, without any further explanation: “Therefore, the requirement is clear that the On-Site
Laboratories must be independent and not under the direct hire/supervision/control of the
Contractor.”

1987.

In its subsequent letter, dated 2 July 2010, 2815ACP’s interpretation of paragraph 1.10 J.4 of
Section 01 40 00 clearly took the form of an instruction:

2812

Exhibit {C-722}, Letter GUPC-IAE-0243 from GUPC to ACP, dated 17 May 2010.
Exhibit {C-720}, Letter GUPC-IAE-0210A from GUPC to ACP, dated 20 April 2010.
Exhibit {C-723}, Letter IAE-UPC-0209 from ACP to GUPC, dated 1 June 2010. [Emphasis in original]
Exhibit {C-724}, Letter IAE-UPC-0264 from ACP to GUPC, dated 2 July 2010. [Emphasis added]

2813
2814
2815
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“The Contractor appears to have misconstrued the requirements for the on-Site
laboratories. The Employer maintains that the provisions of Paragraphs 1.10 J.47 ... of Section 01 40 00 ... of the Employer’s Requirements are quite clear.
Paragraph 1.10 J.4 specifically states that: ‘Any on-Site laboratories shall be
established by independent testing organizations.’
Accordingly, the aforesaid relevant provisions of the Employer’s Requirements
do require that any person or party engaged or responsible for performing any
tests at the on-Site laboratory is to be separate and distinct from the Contractor
and impartial as to the results of any tests conducted. Hence, this does not
include the Contractor’s personnel and such third party shall not be influenced or
controlled by the Contractor or the Employer.
In consequence, the contractual relationship that is established between GUPC
and the organization(s) that is (are) chosen by GUPC to establish the on-Site
Laboratories will have to specifically establish their independence by excluding
any relationship akin to ‘Employer/Employee’ or ‘Agency/Partnership’.
In essence, the independent organizations that GUPC selects to establish the onSite laboratories and to conduct material testing will be under contract to GUPC
and paid for by GUPC, but will not be under the direct hire/supervision/control
of GUPC. The laboratories will coordinate all testing requirements with GUPC’s
Quality Control Department, and all test results shall be included in the DTCS
and made available to the Employer.”
1988.

By letter of 6 July 2010, 2816 GUPC stated in relation to the on-Site testing laboratories that
“GUPC will employ local qualified technicians to perform the testing and will train additional
technicians as necessary.”

1989.

However, ACP, in its letter IAE-UPC-0286, dated 14 July 2010, 2817 again demanded that GUPC
retain a third-party subcontractor to operate the laboratories, closing the letter with precisely the
same four paragraphs quoted above in its 2 July 2010 letter.

1990.

At the ACP-GUPC Monthly Meeting on 29 July 2010, GUPC’s Project Director, Mr. Zaffaroni,
and Joe Cazares of ACP had the following exchange in which GUPC made clear that it
considered ACP’s instruction to retain a third-party contractor to establish and operate the on-Site
laboratories to be Variation to the Contract: 2818
“Joe Cazares: We have two issues with the testing laboratory; the management
of the lab should be independent and the technicians should also be independent.
Antonio Zaffaroni: We do not agree.
Joe Cazares: If you don’t agree then send us a claim. Interpretations are clear.
Antonio Zaffaroni: OK We have no option but to implement what you direct,
and we will prepare a claim. You can even appoint the testing company.”

2816
2817
2818

Exhibit {C-725}, Letter GUPC-IAE-0324 from GUPC to ACP, dated 6 July 2010.
Exhibit {C-726}, Letter IAE-UPC-0286 from ACP to GUPC, dated 14 July 2010.
Exhibit {C-727}, Minutes of ACP-GUPC-Monthly Meeting, dated 29 July 2010, p. 2 [p. 3], Item
00004.03; see also Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 51 [p. 47], para. 176.
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1991.

In its formal notice of claim issued the following day, 2819 GUPC confirmed ACP’s instruction for
a Variation given in Employer’s letter IAE-UPC-286 of 14 July 2010, stating:
“The position of the Employer is expressed in letter ref. 1 as follows.
1. ‘ ... the Employer 's Requirements do require that any person or party engaged
or responsible for performing any tests at the on-Site laboratory is to be separate
and distinct from the Contractor ... ’
2. ‘ ... the independent organisations that GUPC selects to establish the on-Site
laboratories and to conduct material testing will be under contract to GUPC and
paid for by GUPC, but will not be under the direct hire/supervision/control of
GUPC. ......’
This position was confirmed during the Monthly Meeting on 29 July 2010 when
it was made clear that the Contractor was required to provide for the laboratories
to be under the control and operation of an independent organisation. GUPC will
proceed to implement this requirement and full details will be submitted to the
Employer's Representative in due course.
In the opinion of the Contractor the Employer’s requirements are contrary to the
requirements of the Contract and implementation will result in additional costs.
In accordance with Sub-Clause 20.1 we give notice that we consider that we are
entitled to additional payment as a result of these circumstances.”

1992.

ACP responded in letter IAE-UPC-0309, dated 3 August 2010, 2820 stating that the above-quoted
notice by the Contractor concerning the on-Site laboratories was incomplete, and again restated
the last four paragraphs of letter IAE-UPC-0264.

1993.

As the above-referenced correspondence makes clear, GUPC unambiguously informed ACP that
(i) GUPC would comply with ACP’s demand that any tests at the on-Site laboratories be
performed by a third-party testing subcontractor, and (ii) GUPC considered this instruction to be
a Variation to the Contract. GUPC also clearly stated that it would proceed to implement ACP’s
Variation. As a result of ACP’s instructions, GUPC promptly proceeded to develop the
subcontract documents for the on-Site laboratories and to solicit and procure the services to
manage and operate those laboratories.

1994.

On 26 October 2010, 2821 GUPC provided to ACP a copy of the General Conditions and the
Contractor’s Requirements (which included the subcontract scope of work) from the RFP
soliciting technical and price proposals for the work to manage and operate the on-Site testing
laboratories, stating:
“We refer to letter at Ref. 1 above with which the Employer instructed the
Contractor to establish the on-Site laboratories by employing the services of an
external agency.

2819
2820
2821

Exhibit {C-728}, Letter GUPC-IAE-0348 from GUPC to ACP, dated 30 July 2010. [Emphasis added]
Exhibit {C-729}, Letter IAE-UPC-0309 from ACP to GUPC, dated 3 August 2010.
Exhibit {C-730}, Letter GUPC-IAE-0438 from GUPC to ACP, dated 26 October 2010.
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The Contractor’s understanding of such instruction is that its extent contains the
implicit consent, under Sub-Clause 4.4.1.1A of the Conditions of Contract, as
the cost of the services to be provided during the execution of the Works shall
exceed the value above which the Employer's consent is required.
We inform the Employer that we have commenced the process of the relevant
Request for Proposal inviting five of the most recognized specialized companies
to present their bid for offering such services.
We attach to this letter a copy of the General Conditions and an abstract of the
Contractor's Requirements that are included in the RFP for your information.”
1995.

ACP responded to the 26 October 2010 letter stating the following: 2822
“The Employer is pleased to learn that the Contractor has commenced the
process of issuing relevant Request for Proposals inviting five of the most
recognized specialized companies to present their bid for offering the required
services.
The copy of the General Conditions and the abstract of the Contractor's
Requirements that is included in the RFP, which the Contractor has transmitted
with its letter for information purposes are acknowledged.”

1996.

As set out above, following ACP’s instructions concerning the on-Site laboratories, GUPC
proceeded to procure the services of a third-party testing organization. In this regard, GUPC
developed a comprehensive RFP for soliciting proposals for the management and operation of the
Pacific and Atlantic Site laboratories.

1997.

GUPC solicited proposals from five firms engaged in materials testing. They were:
•

Concremat Engenharia e Technologia S.A., Madre Emilie de Villenueve, 434, São Paulo,
SP, Brazil 04677-090

•

CTL Group, 550 Old Orchard Road, Skokie IL, USA 60077 (a subsidiary of the Portland
Cement Association)

•

EPTISA, Servicios de Ingeniera, S.L., Emilio Muñoz 35-37, Madrid, Spain 28037

•

Fall Line Testing & Inspection, LLC, 500 Penn Center Boulevard, Penn Center East,
Suite 100, Pittsburgh, PA, USA 15235

•

SGS Panama Control Services Inc., Alberto Oriol Tejada #345, City of Knowledge,
Panama, Republic of Panama (a subsidiary of SGS Group)

1998.

The RFP was issued on or about 23 October 2010, using ACONEX communication and
document control system, which was used to issue and receive documents related to the RFP.
The closing date was 8 November 2010 at 3:00 p.m. GMT. All five firms submitted proposals.
Concremat, EPITSA, Fall Line and SGS submitted their letters of tender by 8 November

2822

Exhibit {C-731}, Letter IAE-UPC-0407 from ACP to GUPC, dated 29 October 2010, p. 3 [p. 3].
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2010. 2823 CTL Group, however, submitted its documents as a quotation subject to further
development of terms and conditions without a letter of tender. 2824
1999.

The various proposals were carefully evaluated by GUPC. As explained by Mr. Zaffaroni, “[o]n
balance, [GUPC] considered Fall Line to be the best overall choice among the firms submitting
proposals to manage and operate the on-Site laboratories.” 2825
•

One proposal failed to include the letter of tender and the subcontract program. The
price proposal was qualified with the statement that a final price agreement would be
discussed separately during negotiations regarding mutually agreeable terms and
conditions. The proposal was non-responsive to the RFP. 2826

•

A second proposal failed to include the post-award confidentiality undertaking and the
number of engineers and employees in 2010. The proposed technical testing staffing was
inadequate and included only 62% of the staff the Contractor included in its tender
estimate to perform the work. This proposal was further qualified in that it required a
minimum of 48 hours’ notice for performance of tests. Additionally, most of the
documentation submitted was for a related company, and its relationship and level of
involvement was not made clear. The proposal included CVs for personnel to fill key
positions but did not identify which person would serve in each position. 2827

•

A third proposer qualified its offer by requiring 24 hours minimum notice to perform any
test. The proposed technical testing staffing was inadequate and included just over 77%
of the staff the Contractor included in its Tender estimate to perform the work. It further
qualified its offer stating that the subcontract price would be reviewed annually and
adjusted for inflation using a method other than that specified in the RFPs preamble to
the Bill of Quantities. 2828

•

Of the remaining two compliant proposals, Fall Line was the lowest priced. 2829

2000.

As a result of its competitive solicitation, GUPC awarded the on-Site materials testing services to
Fall Line Testing and Inspection Panama, S. de R.L. 2830 pursuant to a subcontract for the
“Management and Operation of the Pacific and Atlantic Laboratories” (the “Fall Line
Subcontract”). 2831 The original duration of the Fall Line Subcontract was 36 months for the
Atlantic site (ending on 31 January 2014) and 39 months for the Pacific Site (ending on 30 April
2014).

2823

Exhibit {C-732}, Concremat Letter of Tender, dated 8 November 2010; Exhibit {C-733}, EPITSA Letter
of Tender, dated 8 November 2010 Exhibit {C-734}, Fall Line Letter of Tender, dated 8 November 2010;
Exhibit {C-735}, SGS Letter of Tender, dated 8 November 2010.
Exhibit {C-736}, Extract from CTL Group Proposal, dated November 2010, p.4 [pp. 2-3].
Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}; p. 53 [p. 49], para. 185.
Exhibit {C-736}, Extract from CTL Group Proposal, dated November 2010, p. 4 [pp. 2-3].
Exhibit {C-882}, SGS Technical Proposal, dated 8 November 2010.
Exhibit {C-883}, EPITSA Technical Proposal, dated 8 November 2010.
Exhibit {C-884}, Concremat Bill of Quantities, dated 8 November 2010; Exhibit {C-734}, Fall Line Letter
of Tender, dated 8 November 2010.
Fall Line Testing and Inspection Panama, S. de R.L. is a Panamanian registered company and subsidiary of
Fall Line Testing and Inspection, LLC.
Exhibit {C-737}, Letter GUPC-IAE-0649 from GUPC to ACP, attaching the Fall Line Subcontract, dated
19 March 2011.

2824
2825
2826
2827
2828
2829
2830
2831
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2001.

On 30 March 2011, ACP gave its consent for Fall Line to manage and operate the Pacific and
Atlantic on-Site laboratories, 2832 and GUPC promptly notified Fall Line to proceed.

2002.

Fall Line has performed its obligations under the Fall Line Subcontract without objection from
ACP.

2003.

From the evidence set out herein, it is clear that GUPC subcontracted with Fall Line to fulfill the
requirements of ACP’s instructed Variation; i.e., to subcontract the management and operation of
the on-Site laboratories to a third party for all on-Site tests; nothing more and nothing less.
GUPC provided the draft subcontract to ACP for its review and comment, as it solicited tenders
from prospective subcontractors. ACP had an opportunity to review, comment upon, and even
request changes to the proposed subcontract (which it did for several subcontract provisions).
However, ACP neither requested a change to the scope of work for the subcontractor, nor did it
indicate that anything in the scope of work was beyond the scope of the instructed Variation.
With regard to the RFP, ACP specifically recognized that it was for “required services.” GUPC
reasonably understood this to mean the same services instructed by ACP to be subcontracted. 2833
D.

GUPC IS ENTITLED TO AN INCREASE TO THE CONTRACT PRICE AS A RESULT OF
ACP’S VARIATION

1.

ACP’s instruction to retain a third-party to establish and operate the on-Site
laboratories was a Variation to the Contract

2004.

As demonstrated above, the Contract allows GUPC to operate and manage the on-Site testing
laboratories itself, and allows GUPC to perform the tests to be carried out at these laboratories
using its own suitably qualified and experienced staff, all under the supervision and control of
GUPC’s QA/QC organization, which is structurally separate and independent from the functions
responsible for performing the works subject to QA/QC surveillance.

2005.

ACP’s clear instruction during the Project that GUPC hire a third-party subcontractor to establish
and operate the on-Site laboratories amounts to a Variation to the Contract. This dispute arose
when ACP (a) refused to acknowledge that its instruction was indeed a Variation to the Contract
and (b) refused to compensate GUPC for the increased costs associated with retaining Fall Line to
operate the on-Site laboratories versus the costs that GUPC would have incurred to perform the
on-Site laboratory work with its own independent personnel. As discussed below, GUPC was
ultimately forced to bring this claim before the DAB on three separate occasions simply because
ACP refused to agree to any reasonable compensation, despite the clear provisions of the
Contract and the DAB’s unanimous decisions in favor of GUPC.

2832

Exhibit {C-738}, Letter IAE-UPC-0570 from ACP to GUPC, dated 30 March 2011.
Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 53 [pp. 49-50], para. 189.

2833
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2.

The DAB agreed with GUPC in each of the prior three referrals related to
this claim

(a)

The DAB decided in Referral 1 that ACP’s instructions constituted a
Variation to the Contract

2006.

GUPC submitted its Statement of Case for DAB Referral No. 1 concerning this dispute on
20 April 2011. 2834 In Referral 1, GUPC sought a decision from the DAB that ACP’s instruction
that GUPC retain a third-party subcontractor to establish and operate the on-Site laboratories
constituted a Variation to the Contract. GUPC did not seek a decision in Referral 1 on the
quantum due GUPC as a result of the Variation because, at that time, GUPC believed that the
quantum could be agreed once the Variation was established.

2007.

The DAB subsequently issued its decision on Referral 1 on 23 August 2011. The DAB’s
decision read as follows: 2835
“It is the decision of the DAB that:
I. The Employer is entitled to direct and require that tests in on-Site
testing laboratories are to be performed by a third-party testing
organisation.
II. The instruction from ACP to the effect that tests in on-Site
laboratories are to be performed by an external third-party organisation
is a Variation to the Contract for which GUPC is entitled to seek
compensation.”

2008.

In its decision, the DAB recognized the following well-established principle of design and build
contracting: 2836
“64. In a design and construct contract it is vital that that the Employer states
with clarity its requirements and that such requirements create no ambiguity. A
contractor in a competitive tendering environment should not be required to
decide and to price what an owner might wish to have undertaken but which was
not clearly stated.”
(b)

Following the DAB decision in Referral 1, ACP refused to consider any
reasonable increase to the Contract Price 2837

2009.

Following the DAB’s decision on Referral No. 1 establishing GUPC’s entitlement with regard to
the on-Site laboratories, GUPC submitted on 18 January 2012 its proposed upward adjustment to

2834

Exhibit {C-739}, Statement of Case for DAB Referral 1, dated 20 April 2011; Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21},
p. 54 [p. 50], para. 190.
Exhibit {C-885}, DAB Decision on Referral 1, dated 23 August 2011, p. 40 [p. 40].
Exhibit {C-885}, DAB Decision on Referral 1, dated 23 August 2011, p. 31 [p. 31]. [Emphasis in original]
By letter IAE-UPC-0839 dated 21 October 2011, ACP purported to issue a Notice of Dissatisfaction
regarding the DAB’s decision in Referral 1, which was outside of the 28-day period required for such
notices under Sub-Clause 20.4 of the Contract. See Exhibit {C-886}, Letter IAE-UPC-0839 from ACP to
GUPC, dated 21 October 2011.

2835
2836
2837
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the Contract Price in the amount of USD 19,887,323.99. 2838 In its response letter dated
7 February 2012, 2839 ACP rejected GUPC’s proposal on the grounds that, among other things,
GUPC interpreted the scope of the Variation too broadly. Specifically, ACP contended that its
instruction did not include all tests performed by the testing subcontractor, but rather only
“Control and Acceptance testing.”
2010.

Accordingly, ACP requested “[d]ata to determine what proportion of Fall Line services is
attributable strictly to the Control and Acceptance testing stipulated in Paragraph 1.10 J.1 of
Section 01 40 00 of the Employer's Requirements”, namely only tests identified on Inspection and
Test Plans (“ITPs”). 2840

2011.

In subsequent correspondence, 2841 GUPC provided additional support for its position that the
scope of the Variation included all testing performed in the on-Site laboratories by Fall Line,
rather than only those tests which were included on ITPs. GUPC also addressed other areas of
disagreement between the Parties as to specific costs claimed by GUPC. ACP, however, refused
to modify its position. In late June 2012, GUPC (1) presented additional documentation,
information, and support, (2) presented a revised proposal in the amount of USD 18,479,076.56
(which took into account some issues raised by ACP regarding the deductive cost estimate), and
(3) suggested that the Parties meet to discuss the differences between their positions most
expeditiously in order to reach a mutually agreeable resolution. 2842

2012.

The proposed meeting never took place. Instead, on 13 August 2012, ACP issued a Determination
under the provisions of Sub-Clause 3.5. 2843 The Determination concluded that GUPC was only
due USD 1,033,363 for the additional costs incurred in subcontracting for the on-Site laboratories
(less than 6% of the amount claimed by GUPC).
(c)

GUPC was forced to revisit the DAB in Referral 10 due to the Employer’s
intransigence

2013.

Based on ACP’s refusal to acknowledge the consequences of its prior Variation, GUPC was
forced to return to the DAB to resolve the quantum due GUPC as a result of the instruction to
subcontract all on-Site laboratory testing. On 27 September 2012, GUPC submitted its Statement
of Case in DAB Referral 10 concerning the dispute on the quantification of GUPC’s
entitlement. 2844

2014.

The DAB again agreed with GUPC in its decision in Referral 10 dated 29 April 2013,2845 which
stated as follows:
“It is the decision of the DAB that:

2838
2839
2840
2841
2842
2843
2844
2845

Exhibit {C-887}, January 2012 Adjustment to Contract Price, Contractor’s Claim No. 19 - On Site
Laboratories, dated 18 January 2012.
Exhibit {C-888}, Letter IAE-UPC-0960 from ACP to GUPC, dated 7 February 2012.
Exhibit {C-888}, Letter IAE-UPC-0960 from ACP to GUPC, dated 7 February 2012, p. 3 [p. 3].
Exhibit {C-889}, Letter GUPC-IAE-1181 from GUPC to ACP, dated 26 March 2012.
Exhibit {C-890}, Letter GUPC-IAE-1308 from GUPC to ACP, dated 26 June 2012.
Exhibit {C-891}, Letter IAE-UPC-1203 from ACP to GUPC, dated 13 August 2012.
Exhibit {C-892}, GUPC’s Statement of Case for Referral 10, dated 27 September 2012.
Exhibit {C-249}, DAB Decision on Referral 10, dated 29 April 2013, p. 48 [p. 48]. [Emphasis in original]
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(i) the scope of the instructed Variation i.e. that any on-Site laboratory be
subcontracted to, and any Site tests be performed by, an independent third-party
testing organization, is unrestricted;
(ii) the scope of the Fall Line subcontract does not include testing and other
requirements beyond the scope of the instructed Variation or Contract;
(iii) the amount of $17,685, 229 for the Fall Line Contract (or such other sum as
is properly payable to Fall Line under the terms of the subcontract) is the proper
measure of the additive costs due to the impact of the Variation for which the
Employer is liable;
(iv) the estimated amount of $5,026,110.96 is a reasonable estimate and proper
measure of the deductive costs due to the impact of the Variation and;
(v) the amount due to the Contractor, GUPC, is the aforementioned additive
costs less the aforementioned deductive costs with ITBMS, an adjustment for the
impact on GUPC’s site overheads, reasonable overhead and reasonable profit
(but excluding financing costs in this current assessment) as set forth by GUPC
or other sums the DAB finds due to the Contractor, in the sum of
$14,822,970.54.
(vi) The DAB reserves its decision on the amount of financing costs that is due
to GUPC under Claim 19 and in the absence of agreement by the Parties within
two months of the date of this decision, will decide such entitlement after further
materials have been submitted to the DAB.”
2015.

Pursuant to the DAB’s Referral 10 decision, ACP paid GUPC the awarded amounts, distributed
in 13 different Payment Certificates, for a total of USD 14,822,970.54.

2016.

Both ACP and GUPC issued Notices of Dissatisfaction on 24 May 2013 with respect to the
DAB’s decision in Referral 10. 2846
(d)

Despite the DAB’s prior decisions, ACP refused to pay GUPC the finance
costs owed

2017.

As noted above, the DAB’s decision in Referral 10 held that GUPC was entitled to recover
financing costs, but left open the amount of finance costs due GUPC as a result of ACP’s
Variation. In mid-2014, in light of the delays to the Project, GUPC and Fall Line extended the
time for completion of the Fall Line Subcontract to 30 June 2015 for the Atlantic site and
31 December 2015 for the Pacific site, in accordance with the Contract requirements. The Fall
Line Subcontract price was thus increased by an amount of USD 6,000,509.85 (net of ITBMS),
payable on a monthly lump sum basis for each site and subject to adjustments based on the
manpower and staff actually engaged by Fall Line in the performance of its services.

2018.

By letter dated 6 February 2015, consistent with the DAB’s Referral 10 decision, the Contractor
submitted to the Employer an “Interim Calculation of Due Amounts” in connection with Claim

2846

Exhibit {C-893}, Letter IAE-UPC-1551 from ACP to GUPC, dated 24 May 2013 and
Exhibit {C-894}, Letter GUPC-IAE-1938 from GUPC to ACP, dated 24 May 2013.
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No. 19. 2847 Notwithstanding GUPC’s disagreement with the rates for financing costs previously
awarded by the DAB under Referral 11 and with the percentage of overhead and indirect costs
awarded by the DAB under Referral 10, GUPC requested that ACP certify and pay:
a)

the financing costs, calculated in accordance with the rates established by the DAB in its
decision on Referral 11, incurred for the original duration of the Fall Line subcontract
(February 2011 – April 2014), which the DAB had awarded to GUPC but had not
quantified in its Referral 10 decision; and

b)

the full additional direct costs (i.e., “additive costs” not subject to “deductive costs”) and
financing costs incurred for the extended on-Site laboratory services beyond the initial
period expiring 30 April 2014, pursuant to the DAB’s Referral 10 decision and consistent
with the extensions of Time for Completion granted by the Employer’s Representative
for Claim No. 96 and the DAB in Referral 11.

2019.

On 5 March 2015, 2848 ACP wrongfully rejected GUPC’s request for interim certification and
payment of additional on-Site laboratory costs. Notably, ACP argued that “[a]ny extended
laboratory costs incurred by the Contractor [which arose from the period of delay awarded by the
DAB in its decision for Referral 11] (if any in fact have been incurred) were, or ought to have
been, included and dealt with as part of [the claim for an extension of time covered by Referral
11].” This is incorrect as it was plain that the extended laboratory costs were not included in
Referral 11, and GUPC was under no duty to include them, as they were part of a separate claim.

2020.

In its letter of 5 March 2015, ACP also requested that GUPC submit a new claim for further
extended laboratory costs under Sub-Clause 20.1 [Contractor’s Claims] of the Conditions of
Contract, stating that the Employer’s Representative would consider the merits of such claim.

2021.

Although ACP’s request that GUPC submit a “new” claim for the amounts due pursuant to the
DAB’s decision in Referral 10 had no basis (because this was just an update of GUPC’s Claim
No. 19), GUPC was left with no choice but to prepare and submit a new and separate claim to
ACP.

2022.

On 21 April 2015, 2849 GUPC thus submitted a claim for the financing costs relating to the original
duration of the Fall Line Subcontract, and the additional Costs Plus Reasonable Profit and
financing costs resulting from the extension of the Fall Line Subcontract. GUPC requested that
the Employer’s Representative award:
(a) for the already awarded extension of time from May 2014 to November 2014,
pursuant to the DAB’s Referral 10 decision, and consistent with the DAB’s
decision on Referral 11 and the Employer’s Representative’s Determination on
the Contractor’s Claim No. 96: all Costs Plus Reasonable Profit resulting from
the extended Fall Line Subcontract – for a total amount of USD 4,053,763.08;
(b) for the period from November 2014 to December 2015, where the delays
have not yet been found to be attributable to the Employer, pursuant to the
DAB’s Referral 10 decision: all Costs Plus Reasonable Profit (less “deductive

2847
2848
2849

Exhibit {C-895}, Letter GUPC-IAE-3389 from GUPC to ACP, dated 6 February 2015.
Exhibit {C-896}, Letter IAE-UPC-2442 from ACP to GUPC, dated 5 March 2015.
Exhibit {C-897}, Letter GUPC-IAE-3511 from GUPC to ACP, dated 21 April 2015.
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costs”) resulting from the extended Fall Line Subcontract – for a total amount of
USD 5,401,152.27;
(c) for the period from February 2011 until April 2014, pursuant to the DAB’s
Referral 10 decision: all the financing costs associated with the original Fall Line
Subcontract – for a total amount of USD 542,746.07.
2023.

The Employer’s Representative issued its Determination on GUPC’s 21 April 2015 claim on
2 June 2015, 2850 wrongfully rejecting GUPC’s claim in its entirety, stating, among other things,
that “[t]here is no basis for the Contractor to now attempt to submit new and separate claims for
further adjustment to the Contract Price.” This statement by the Employer’s Representative was
in particular bad faith given that, as explained above, GUPC submitted this “new and separate”
claim at ACP’s request, because of ACP’s incorrect refusal to consider GUPC’s entitlement as a
mere update of Claim No. 19.
(e)

The DAB again decided in favor of GUPC in Referral 14B

2024.

As a result of ACP’s continued intransigence, GUPC was forced to return to the DAB for a third
time to obtain the relief to which it was entitled. GUPC submitted its Statement of Case for
Referral No. 14B on 3 July 2015, 2851 in which GUPC demonstrated that it was entitled to recover
(i) the financing costs relating to the original duration of the Fall Line Subcontract, (ii) all Costs
Plus Reasonable Profit resulting from the extension of the Fall Line Subcontract during the
extension of time awarded to GUPC pursuant to the DAB’s decision on Referral 11 and the
ACP’s Determinations on the Contractor’s Claims Nos. 45, 71, 75 and 96, and (iii) all Costs Plus
Reasonable Profit (less “deductive costs”) resulting from the extension of the Fall Line
Subcontract for the period from November 2014 to December 2015, where the delays had not yet
been found to be attributable to ACP.

2025.

Once again, in its decision on Referral 14B, dated 20 July 2016, 2852 the DAB unanimously
decided in favor of GUPC:
“It is the unanimous decision of the DAB, pursuant to Sub-Clause 20.4 of the
General Conditions of Contract, and for the reasons stated above:
A: In respect of Claim 19, GUPC is entitled to payment of US
$6,415,216.00. This is to be paid to the Contractor by ACP within 28
days of receipt of this DAB Decision after which time the Employer is to
add simple interest at the rate of 2.25% until the decided sum plus
accrued interest is paid in full[.]”

2026.

As explained above, the straightforward process of compensating GUPC for the Variation
instructed by ACP in July 2010 related to the on-Site laboratories took over six years to be
resolved just through the DAB process. Unfortunately, ACP’s conduct with regard to this claim
is indicative of its overall approach to the dispute resolution process on the Project which has
substantially impacted the efficient and timely completion of the Works.

2850

Exhibit {C-898}, Letter IAE-UPC-2552 from ACP to GUPC, dated 2 June 2015, p. 6.
Exhibit {C-899}, Statement of Case for Referral 14B, dated 3 July 2015.
Exhibit {C-250}, DAB Decision on Referral 14B, dated 20 July 2016, p. 37 [p. 37].

2851
2852
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3.

ACP failed to treat GUPC equitably and compensate GUPC fairly as
required by Panamanian Law

2027.

Panamanian law, which governs the Contract, 2853 requires that ACP treat GUPC equitably and
further requires that ACP compensate GUPC fairly for the consequences of its actions.

2028.

Article 53 of Law 19, which expressly governs ACP and all its activities, requires that ACP act
with “impartiality” in its decisions (Article 53(5)) and with “equity in its relationship with the
contractors” (Article 53(6)). 2854 These provisions impose upon ACP a duty to maintain a
relationship with GUPC based on loyalty, impartiality and equity.

2029.

ACP’s Regulation, which develops the rules in Law 19 and which binds ACP in matters of public
contracting, provides as follows:
a)

Articles 2(6) and Article 90, respectively, mandate ACP to respect “equity in the relations
with the contractors” and to perform contracts “satisfying […] the principle of [e]quity in
its dealings with the contractors.” 2855

b)

Article 130 further compels ACP to abide by “principles of transparency, economy and
responsibility” and safeguard the interests of the contractors, in accordance with the rules
that govern administrative functions, the rules of contract interpretation, and those
general principles of law and specific provisions contained in administrative
regulations”. 2856 As recognized by Dr Hoyos, the principles codified in Articles 130, 2(6)
and 90 “serve as a guarantee that the State will not impose disproportionate or unlimited
burdens on […] contractors.” 2857

c)

Article 133(6) imposes on ACP the duty to “correct in the least possible time any
disruptions that may occur” as a consequence of any action attributable to ACP which
“may create a burden for the contractor in complying with the contract”. 2858

2030.

Article 1109 of the Panamanian Civil Code, also applicable to ACP, provides that the contracting
parties are bound not only to comply with their express agreements, but also with “all
consequences that, according to their nature, are in conformity with good faith”. 2859

2031.

ACP’s conduct, as set out above, demonstrates that it breached these duties by failing to act in
good faith and by refusing to treat GUPC equitably in connection with the resolution of this
claim.

2853

Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of Contract, dated February 2009, p. 27, [p. 14], Sub-Clause 1.4.
{C-LA-9}, Law No. 19 Whereby the Panama Canal Authority is Organized, dated June 1997, p. 14 [p. 14],
Article 53.
Exhibit {C-900}, Extracts from ACP's Acquisition Regulation, dated August 2010, p. 1, Articles 2(6) and
90.
Exhibit {C-900}, Extracts from ACP's Acquisition Regulation, dated August 2010, p. 3 [p. 38], Article
130.
Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, p. 19, para. 68.
Exhibit {C-900}, Extracts from ACP's Acquisition Regulation, dated August 2010, p. 4 [p. 39], Article
133.
{C-LA-1}, Civil Code of Panama (updated), dated 22 August 1916, p. 3 [p. 3].
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4.
2032.

GUPC is entitled to an increase to the Contract Price as a result of ACP’s
Variation

In the event of a Variation by ACP, the Contract provides that ACP is required to proceed in
accordance with Sub-Clause 3.5 of the Conditions of Contract to determine a fair adjustment to
the Contract Price, which shall include reasonable profit. Specifically, Sub-Clause 13.3 states 2860:
“Upon instructing or approving a Variation, the Employer’s Representative
shall, where an agreement has been reached between the Employer's
Representative and the Contractor as to the effect of a Variation (including in
respect of an approved value engineering initiative under Sub-Clause 13.2
[Value Engineering]) on the Contract Price and/or Time for Completion and/or
any Milestone Dates, give effect to such agreement, or where an agreement has
not been reached, shall proceed in accordance with Sub-Clause 3.5
[Determinations] to agree or determine adjustments to the Contract Price. These
adjustments shall include reasonable profit.”

2033.

Sub-Clause 3.5 [Determinations] provides 2861:
“Whenever these Conditions of Contract provide that the Employer’s
Representative shall proceed in accordance with this Sub-Clause 3.5 to agree or
determine any matter, the Employer’s Representative shall endeavour to reach
agreement with the Contractor. If agreement is not achieved, the Employer’s
Representative shall make a fair determination in accordance with the Contract,
taking due regard of all relevant circumstances.
The Employer’s Representative shall give notice to the Contractor of each
agreement or determination, with supporting particulars. The Contractor shall
give effect to each agreement or determination unless and until revised under
Clause 20 [Claims, Disputes and Arbitration].”

2034.

As discussed above, ACP breached its obligations under these provisions by failing in good faith
to (a) endeavor to reach agreement with the Contractor on both the entitlement and quantum
associated with its Variation to the requirements for the on-Site laboratories and (b) make a fair
determination on the claim in regard of the relevant circumstances. As a result of ACP’s
breaches, GUPC was forced to embark upon an unnecessarily drawn-out and expensive multireferral process before the DAB simply to obtain any reasonable degree of relief.

2035.

The quantification of the amounts due GUPC under the Contract as result of ACP’s Variation is
straightforward. GUPC is entitled to the Cost impact resulting from ACP’s Variation. Cost is
defined in Sub-Clause 1.1.4.3 of the Conditions of Contract 2862:
“‘Cost’ means all expenditure reasonably incurred (or to be incurred) by the
Contractor, whether on or off the Site, including overhead and similar charges,
but does not include profit.”

2860
2861
2862

Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of Contract, dated February 2009, p. 99 [p. 86].
Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of Contract, dated February 2009, p. 44 [p. 31].
Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of Contract, dated February 2009, p. 19 [p. 19].
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2036.

As detailed above, GUPC used Prudent Industry Practices 2863 and exercised reasonable judgment
in the competitive solicitation and award of the subcontract to Fall Line, and the actual Cost
associated with the Fall Line subcontract should be the basis for the additive amount for the
entitlement resulting from ACP’s Variation.

2037.

In connection with this claim, Claimants have appointed an independent expert, Martin Hunter of
Alvarez & Marsal Global Forensic and Dispute Services, to assess the quantum of GUPC’s
entitlement, and Mr. Hunter has prepared a detailed report regarding his assessment. In his
report, Mr. Hunter details the additional direct and indirect costs (including profit and financing
costs) that are owed to GUPC. 2864 As assessed by Mr. Hunter in Chapter 4 of his report2865,
GUPC is therefore entitled to additional sums by way of compensation, over and above the
amounts previously paid by ACP, as a result of ACP’s Variation to the Contract.

2863

“Prudent industry Practices” means using the standards, practices, methods and procedures, complying with
Laws and exercising the degree of prudence and foresight which would be expected from a properly skilled
and experienced international market leading EPC Contractor in the international civil engineering and
infrastructure sector. Conditions of Contract, Sub-Clause 1.1.5.25.
Hunter(I) {C-EX-10}, p. 95 [p.94].
Hunter(I) {C-EX-10}, p. 10 [p. 9], para. 2.4.

2864
2865
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VII.

IN THE ALTERNATIVE, GUPC IS ENTITLED TO FULL COMPENSATION BECAUSE OF ACP’S
DUTY TO MAINTAIN AND RESTORE THE TECHNICAL, ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL
CONDITIONS PREVAILING WHEN THE CONTRACT WAS ENTERED INTO

2038.

In the alternative, and even in the absence of fault on the part of ACP, GUPC is entitled to full
compensation for its losses because of ACP’s statutory obligation to maintain and restore the
technical, economic and financial conditions of the Contract.

2039.

This obligation therefore provides an alternative legal ground for all of GUPC’s entitlements
in this arbitration.

2040.

Thus, as explained in Section II above and in the legal opinion of Dr. Hoyos, 2866 ACP has a
duty under Article 133(5) of its own Regulation and Article 13(5) of the General Public
Contracting Law (Law 22) to adopt measures to maintain and, if altered, to restore the
original technical, economic and financial balance of the contract that was agreed at the time
of the signature. 2867 Article 21 of Law 22 further empowers ACP to consider a contractual
balance clause included in the Contract in order to restore the economic balance existing at
the time of signature. 2868 These duties, which apply in the absence of any fault by ACP,
require ACP to present in good faith alternatives for equitable relief if the conditions
prevailing when the Contract was entered into are altered. 2869

2041.

There can be no dispute that, in view of the events described above, the technical, economic
and financial conditions existing at the time when the Parties signed the Contract have been
fundamentally altered by the events underplaying some of the claims covered in this
arbitration (which represent only a portion of GUPC’s entitlements towards ACP). As
explained below, the total costs incurred by GUPC S.A. as a result of the above-described
events relating to the concrete aggregate production and unforeseeable conditions within the
basalt reach of the PLE exceed USD 230 million (excluding profit, labour escalation, ITBMS
and finance cost). 2870 These additional costs are considerable when compared to the total
Contract Price of circa USD 3.2 billion. Several of GUPC’s (and ACP’s) technical
assumptions for the Project also proved entirely unfeasible through no fault of GUPC, in
particular in relation to the sourcing of the basalt for the production of aggregates and the
foundation of the Lock Structures, and required GUPC to implement significant remedial
measures, as described above.

2042.

Yet, despite the massive imbalance to the equilibrium of the Contract resulting from the
above-described events, ACP did not adopt any measure to restore the original technical,
economic and financial conditions existing at the time of signature of the Contract. Quite to
the contrary, ACP rejected any and all of GUPC’s requests for additional payments, and let
the Claimants bear alone the burden of the imbalance to the economic conditions of the
Contract. In doing so, ACP repeatedly and continuously disregarded its duties under the
Regulation and the General Public Contracting Law. In view of ACP’s failure to negotiate in
good faith measures to restore the economic and technical balance of the Contract, the
Tribunal is empowered to order such measures to palliate ACP’s shortcomings and restore the
equilibrium of the Contract, which necessarily implies the full compensation of GUPC S.A.
for the additional costs incurred (through no fault of GUPC S.A.) in relation to the claims
being pursued in this arbitration.

2866

Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, p. 78 [pp. 75-77], paras. 246-253.
{C-LA-21}, Acquisition Regulation of the Panama Canal Authority (as amended), dated May 2011, p.
46 [p. 46], Article 133(5); {C-LA-145}, Law 22 of 27 June 2006 (updated), p. 2 [p. 2], Article 13(5).
{C-LA-145}, Law 22 of 27 June 2006 (updated), p. 7 [pp. 7-8], Article 21.
Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, p. 79 [p. 76], para. 251.
Section VIII.B (and not including the disruption impact of these events, which is not in this arbitration).

2867

2868
2869
2870
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VIII.

GUPC S.A.’S ENTITLEMENTS
A.

GUPC S.A.’S ENTITLEMENT TO AN EXTENSION OF TIME

2043.

The scope of the Extension of Time (“EOT”) sought in this arbitration is limited to
SMC mix design submission and rejection delays. There are other claims that
form part of this Arbitration, where ACP’s breaches caused delay to the Project.
However, due to the interrelationship of these claims with other events which are
not presently within the scope of this Arbitration, GUPC has deferred the analysis
of EOT entitlement flowing from such claims to a later date (see Section VIII.A.6
below for further detail).

2044.

Ms. Marianne Ramey of Project Advisors International, the independent delay
expert appointed by the Claimants, demonstrates in her report that as of 18 August
2011 GUPC S.A. is entitled to a 202 calendar day (“CD”) EOT due to “SMC Mix
Design (submission and rejection) delays” 2871, which delayed the start of SMC
placement. As a result, Project Completion slipped from 20 October 2014 to
10 May 2015.
1.

Contractual and legal entitlement

2045.

As explained at Section II.A.2 above, Sub-Clause 8.4 of the Conditions of Contract
provides that the Contractor is entitled to an EOT for completion of the Works if
the completion of the Works is or will be delayed by, among others, “a cause of
delay giving an entitlement to extension of time under a Sub-Clause of these
Conditions of Contract” or “any delay, impediment or prevention caused by or
attributable to the Employer” 2872.

2046.

The Contractor’s entitlement to an EOT also arises from Panamanian law (see
Section II.B above).

2047.

ACP’s actions caused delay to the completion of the Works (as explained in
further detail below). GUPC is therefore entitled to an EOT for completion of the
Works and to the corresponding prolongation costs (which are discussed in Section
VIII.B below).
2.

ACP caused actual delay to the Works

(a)

ACP caused delays to SMC mix design development

2048.

GUPC started its work on concrete mix designs in early 2010 and put together a
team of highly qualified and experienced experts, who understood the ER
applicable to SMC mix design. In particular, the overarching 100 year service-life
durability requirement, which required GUPC to consider and balance several
factors, including the resistance of the concrete to chloride ion penetration (based
on ASTM C1202 testing). 2873 GUPC developed a reasonable schedule which was
consistent with a planned start date for the SMC placement of 4 January 2011 (the

2871

Ramey(I) {C-EX-11}, p. 41 [p. 37], para. 184.
Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of Contract, dated February 2009, p. 83 [pp. 70-71], Sub-Clause
8.4.
See Section V.D.1 above.

2872
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Accepted Baseline Programme (“ABP”) planned start date). 2874 In June 2010, the
SMC placement start date had been moved from 4 January 2011 to 28 January
2011 as part of the re-sequencing that began in late February 2010 to mitigate the
effect of the Cofferdam/Cocoli River events, which are the subject of other
arbitration proceedings. 2875 GUPC’s schedule for the SMC mix design works
remained consistent with the planned start of SMC placement.
2049.

The OTS review process was a significant feature of GUPC’s schedule and was
put in place in the Contract to ensure sound coordination between ACP and GUPC,
in order to avoid delays to design process. 2876 OTS meetings were held in relation
to the CMD on 1 March 2010, 22-23 July 2010, and 11-12 November 2010. 2877
However, as explained above at Section V.B.3, and as Mr. Antonio Zaffaroni
summarizes in his statement:
“[i]n all the OTS meetings [and in particular the concrete OTS
meetings], ACP was never an active participant.
The
representatives of ACP never engaged in any meaningful
discussions, and did not seek any clarifications about the
technical aspects of GUPC’s work.” 2878

2050.

At the time of these OTS meetings, ACP did not comment on any aspect of
GUPC’s interpretation of the ER. Moreover, ACP’s lack of reaction during the
OTS meetings may have been due to ACP’s lack of technical understanding as
Dr. Ernest Schrader recalls the disappointment he felt with the lack of engagement
by ACP on a number of technical issues. 2879

2051.

At the OTS meeting on 22-23 July 2010, ACP suggested that a service-life
analysis be performed using service-life modelling software, such as STADIUM,
and GUPC agreed to this (even though the ER did not provide for this kind of
computation based service-life modelling). 2880 The STADIUM software and
associated methodology for performing a service-life analysis, supplied by
SIMCO, is state-of-the-art. 2881

2052.

On 14 September 2010, GUPC submitted the intermediate structural design for the
Atlantic Lock Upper Chamber (“LUC”), which included GUPC’s Phase 1 test
results for 11 SMC trial mixes. 2882 Mr. Zaffaroni notes that this submission
“acknowledged the impact of the differing exposure conditions on the structure

2874

Exhibit {C-901}, Accepted Baseline Programme, dated 15 July 2009, p. 51 [p. 51],
Activity P-42080 ‘P_LMC: Install Concrete’.
See Ramey(I) {C-EX-11}, p. 9 [p. 5], para. 30.
See Section V.B.3 above.
Exhibit {C-450}, Agenda for Concrete Workshop First OTS Meeting, dated 1 March 2010;
Exhibit {C-459}, Concrete Over the Shoulder Meeting, July 22-23, 2010 Agenda and
Presentation; Exhibit {C-457}, Concrete Over the Shoulder Meeting, 11 and 12 November
2010 Agenda and Presentation
Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 34 [p. 30], para. 122.
Schrader(I) {C-WS-19}, p. 17 [p. 14], para. 56.
Exhibit {C-461}, Pieters Email (Concrete Mix with ACP comments), dated 26 July 2010,
p. 2 [p. 1].
Schrader(I) {C-WS-19}, p. 16 [p. 13], para. 54.
Schrader(I) {C-WS-19}, p. 24 [p. 21], para. 87.
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and the Parties’ agreement to use a predictive modelling software such as
STADIUM to demonstrate the 100-year service-life requirement in the ER.” 2883
2053.

On 20 September 2010, GUPC reported to ACP in Monthly Program Update No. 8
(“MU08”) that the concrete mix design activities were near-critical with only 3
days of float, 2884 meaning that these activities would become critical if more than 3
days of delay were to occur.

2054.

On 13 October 2010, ACP issued a ‘Proceed as Noted’ disposition on GUPC’s
14 September submittal. 2885 Despite having received notice that the concrete mix
design activities were near-critical only a few weeks before, ACP’s comments
focused on GUPC’s proposed use of accelerated curing of concrete samples and
indicated that it would not accept test results performed on samples that had been
prepared using accelerated curing. 2886 This is despite the fact that the ER did not
prevent the use of accelerated curing, which is a technique that is widely used in
the industry. GUPC had planned to use the results of tests conducted on samples
subjected to accelerated curing in its SMC mix design submission, but was
prevented from doing so as a result of ACP’s comments. 2887 ACP’s decision not to
allow GUPC to use accelerated curing therefore unnecessarily increased the time
GUPC needed to perform all of the necessary tests.

2055.

Also, in early October 2010, following ACP’s suggestion, GUPC engaged SIMCO
to perform the service-life analysis using their STADIUM methodology. 2888
Dr. Jacques Marchand of SIMCO made a detailed presentation about the
STADIUM software and the associated methodology during the OTS meeting held
on 11-12 November 2010. 2889

2056.

As Dr. Marchand explains in his witness statement, a service-life analysis consists
of estimating the long-term performance of a concrete structure in a given set of
exposure conditions. 2890 Professors Mindess and Nilsson confirm that when
examining durability issues in particular, the exposure conditions are of utmost
importance. 2891 However, the ER were silent regarding the varying exposure
conditions, including salinity, the most important exposure condition affecting the
service life of the Third Locks structures. 2892 Dr. Marchand further explains that:
“[E]mployers normally provide information on exposure
conditions to contractors (indeed where the UFGS, and
therefore STADIUM is used, the contracting officer

2883
2884

2885

2886
2887
2888
2889
2890
2891

2892

Zaffaroni(II) {C-WS-21}, p. 35 [p. 31], para. 126
Exhibit {C-902}, Monthly Updated No. 8, dated 20 September 2010, p. 2 [p. 2], driven by
activities AP-N2300 Initial trial mixes Class I Structural Marine, and AP-N2290 Initial
Trial Mixes Class II – Interior Mass.
Exhibit {C-440}, Employer Submittal Review Comments to Submittal No. 01 81 16-002,
the Atlantic Locks Upper Chamber Structural Intermediate Design, dated 13 October 2010;
Schrader(I) {C-WS-19}, p. 29 [p. 21], para. 90.
Schrader(I) {C-WS-19}, p. 24 [p. 21], para. 90;
Schrader(I) {C-WS-19}, p. 24 [p. 21], para. 90.
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 10 [pp. 6-7], paras. 32-42.
Exhibit {C-652}, Third Concrete Mix OTS, dated 11 November 2010, p. 49 [pp. 49-50].
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 8 [p. 4], para. 19.
Mindess(I) {C-EX-8}, p. 50 [pp. 48-49], Section XIV, Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 39 [pp. 3645], Section IV.
See Section V.D.3.a above.
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representing the employer is required to provide this
information). However, as [GUPC] did not have a requirement
in the Contract that set out how exposure conditions were to be
determined, let alone instructions from ACP on what exposure
conditions (in particular salinity values) were applicable,
[SIMCO and GUPC] set out to try and determine what values
should be used.” 2893
2057.

At the November 2010 OTS meeting, GUPC presented the results of tests that had
been performed on the water from the Gatún and Miraflores lakes for the purposes
of determining whether it would be acceptable to use as mixing water. 2894 In
GUPC’s view, the chloride content shown in these test results would be very close
to, if not the same as, the salinity of the water in the Upper Chamber on the
respective sides of the Canal.

2058.

Dr. Marchand describes that during this meeting, the Parties discussed the
importance of the exposure conditions for the durability analysis and the absence
of reliable information on the actual salinity values that should be considered in the
service-life simulations. 2895 ACP expressed concern about the contamination of
Miraflores water with chlorides (i.e., that the presence of chloride ions in the water
being used to mix the concrete would trigger reinforcing steel corrosion). 2896
Considering the results that had been communicated by GUPC at the meeting,
ACP’s concerns were unfounded since the analyses that had been ordered by
GUPC indicated negligible chloride values, which Dr. Marchand describes as “low
enough to be considered freshwater – even drinkable water.” 2897

2059.

In his statement, Dr. Marchand goes on to explain that without information being
provided by ACP, and without acceptance of reasonable assumptions or
calculations based on what was known about the salinity of the two lakes, it
became clear to GUPC and SIMCO that something more would be required to
satisfy ACP. Given ACP’s unreasonable concerns expressed in the earlier
discussions, Dr. Marchand explains that SIMCO and GUPC understood that they
needed to “go the whole nine yards” and gather information from the old locks in
order to satisfy ACP, even for the parts of the structure that were exposed to what
are essentially freshwater conditions. 2898 According to Dr. Marchand, this exercise
was necessary because it would enable SIMCO and GUPC to fully validate the fact
that concrete mixes used to build the Upper and Middle Chambers were to be
exposed to solutions of low if not negligible salinity. This information was based
on the nearly 100 years of experience of chloride exposure under the same
conditions (albeit with much less sophisticated concrete technology) in the existing
locks. 2899

2060.

As explained by Dr. Marchand in his witness statement, shortly after the
November OTS meeting:

2893

Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 24 [p. 20], para. 100.
Exhibit {C-652}, Third Concrete Mix OTS, dated 11 November 2010, p. 2 [p. 2], item 2.7.
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 24 [pp. 20-21], para. 102.
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 24 [pp. 20-21], para. 102.
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 24 [pp. 20-21], para. 102.
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 25 [p.21], para. 104.
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 26 [p. 22-24], paras. 105-111.

2894
2895
2896
2897
2898
2899
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“GUPC informed ACP that it had the necessary equipment
available and was in the process of acquiring a lightweight boat
so that it could carry out the coring exercise [and] … requested
ACP’s permission and details on when this work could be
carried out.” 2900
2061.

ACP initially offered to provide cores from the existing locks but, in the end, no
cores were received from ACP. GUPC and SIMCO then requested that ACP
authorize them to extract the cores themselves. 2901 However, ACP stated that it
already had cores from the downstream face of the Gatún locks and that they were
trying to locate others. GUPC then had to explain to ACP that these cores would
not be suitable since they would not be representative of the relevant exposure
conditions. 2902 GUPC and SIMCO therefore had no choice but to engage in the
time-consuming task of extracting cores from the existing Miraflores locks,
sampling the water, analyzing the results, and incorporating it into the STADIUM
service-life model.

2062.

According to Dr. Marchand, this work took approximately eight weeks from start
to finish:
“[T]he preparation and execution of the work at the locks from
the time of contacting ACP and, once SIMCO had the cores,
performing the tests and analysis on the cores, took
approximately eight weeks (i.e., not including the time between
extraction of the cores and testing/analysis during which it was
uncertain if SIMCO would be carrying out the second half of the
exercise).” 2903

2063.

Dr. Marchand further describes the time-consuming nature of this joint GUPCSIMCO effort to determine the input parameters for verification of the functional
service-life of the concrete as follows:
“[T]he work that GUPC and SIMCO did to identify and then
validate the exposure conditions was very thorough and timeconsuming (taking place over the months of November,
December and January), but it was necessary to do this work in
view of the skepticism expressed by ACP about in particular the
low salinity of the water affecting the structures that were the
subject of the 4 February 2011 submittal. We had hoped that all
of this effort would result in an analysis that was acceptable to
ACP.” 2904

2064.

The need to validate exposure conditions with core testing added five weeks to
SIMCO’s program, which was verified on 18 December 2010 when SIMCO issued
a revised program to GUPC. 2905

2900

Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 26 [p. 22], para. 105.
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 26 [p. 22], para. 106.
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 26 [p. 22], para. 106.
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 27 [p. 23], para. 111.
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 27 [p. 23], para. 111.
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 26 [p. 22], para. 108; Exhibit {C-655}, SIMCO Work
Schedule, dated 18 December 2010

2901
2902
2903
2904
2905
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2065.

This five week delay was not captured in GUPC’s Monthly Program Update No.
11 (“MU11”) dated 20 December 2010. This appears to be because SIMCO’s
Progress Report No. 2 dated 14 December 2010 2906 still reported the submission of
SIMCO’s Phase 1 report as “before December 20th” which is what GUPC would
have relied on to update MU11. 2907 As previously established at Section V.E.1
above, SIMCO’s Phase 1 report on durability testing was a necessary part of
GUPC’s SMC mix design submission. 2908 This meant that the Phase 1 Report was
still scheduled to be submitted in time to support the start of SMC placement on
28 January 2011. 2909 Hence, the delay to the SMC Mix Design submission due to
the delays associated with ACP’s unreasonable approach to determining the
exposure conditions and subsequent refusal to accept the analysis on water samples
and cores extraction that ACP necessitated was not reflected in MU11.

2066.

According to SIMCO’s next Monthly Progress Report dated 12 January 2011,
its Phase 1 report on durability testing would be submitted to GUPC “by the end
of January 2011”. 2910 This reflects the 5 week delay to the submission of SIMCO’s
Phase 1 Report.

2067.

Moreover, as of MU11 (dated 20 December 2010), accelerated curing was still
being taken into account. According to MU11, the final trial mix for SMC was
forecast to be done from 27 December 2010 to 28 December 2010, 2911 and
accelerated curing results were forecast to be obtained from 29 December 2010 to
30 December 2010. 2912 This would support ACP’s review of the SMC Mix Design
submission from 31 December 2010 to 27 January 2011 2913 and, in turn, support
the start of SMC placement on 28 January 2011. However, as established above,
GUPC was prevented from using accelerated curing following ACP’s comments
on the 13 October 2010 ‘Proceed as Noted’ disposition. ACP’s refusal to accept
test results performed on samples that had been prepared using accelerated curing
thus increased the time GUPC needed to perform all of the necessary tests, which
in turn delayed the SMC mix design submission and ultimately the start of SMC
placement.

2068.

Thus, ACP’s interference with the work to determine the exposure conditions to be
used as input parameters for STADIUM, as well as ACP’s decision not to accept

2906

Exhibit {C-903}, SIMCO Progress Report No. 2, dated 14 December 2010
Dr. Marchand describes in his statement how upon receipt of preliminary tests on water
samples taken in parallel with the coring exercise, GUPC definitively decided on
16 December 2010 to proceed with the testing and analysis of the cores from the existing
Miraflores locks. An updated schedule was provided to GUPC on 18 December 2010,
shortly before GUPC’s MU 11 was issued. See Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 26 [p. 22],
para. 108.
See Section V.E.1.
Exhibit {C-903}, SIMCO Progress Report No. 2, dated 14 December 2010, p. 23 [p.22],
Section Schedule.
Exhibit {C-904}, SIMCO Progress Report No. 3, dated 12 January 2011, p. 23 [p.22],
Section Schedule.
Exhibit {C-905}, Monthly Update No. 11, dated 20 December 2010, p. 3 [p. 3], Activity
AP-N3050, Final Trial Mix Class I – Structural Marine.
Exhibit {C-905}, Monthly Update No. 11, dated 20 December 2010, p. 3 [p. 3], Activity
AP-N3060, Class I – Accelerated Cure Results.
Exhibit {C-905}, Monthly Update No. 11, dated 20 December 2010, p. 3 [p. 3], Activity
AP-N3070, Class I – 28 Days for ACP Review.

2907

2908
2909

2910

2911

2912

2913
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the results of tests performed on samples subjected to accelerated curing, and the
consequent delay to the start of SMC placement, in turn delayed the forecast SMC
mix design submission from 31 December 2010 2914 to early February 2011.
2069.

Despite the five week delay not being included in MU11, GUPC reported to ACP
on 10 December 2010 that the concrete mix design was concurrently critical with
other concrete predecessors as follows:
“The key to the critical path is still the start of Concrete
Works in January 2011 at both Sites, and the current
Programme update confirms that this is still an achievable
target. GUPC has stated it previously on many occasions and
it is reiterated here again that the critical path leading up to
the start of the Permanent Concrete Works at end of January
2011 moves frequently between design, installation and
commissioning of the batching, Crushing, Cooling,
Reclaiming plants, Sand Bar Roller mill, concrete mix design,
permanent excavation works and other items.” 2915

2070.

ACP was therefore effectively put on notice that the SMC mix design was on the
critical path as early as 10 December 2010 and that the delays they were causing to
the SMC mix design would cause delay to completion of the Works.
(b)

ACP wrongfully and unlawfully prevented GUPC from
starting SMC placement

2071.

On 4 February 2011, GUPC submitted the SMC mix design along with SIMCO’s
Phase 1 Report to ACP. 2916 However, on 16 February 2011, during a preconstruction meeting, ACP indicated that it would reject GUPC’s 4 February 2011
submission and prevent GUPC from starting SMC works, even at GUPC’s own
risk. 2917

2072.

The 4 February 2011 submittal was then given a ‘Revise and Resubmit’
disposition by ACP on 21 February 2011, which meant that GUPC’s submittal was
rejected. 2918 ACP threatened to issue a letter of suspension, even though GUPC
had compliant mixes and was ready to start the SMC works. GUPC therefore had
no choice but to comply.

2073.

As explained above, 2919 ACP fundamentally had no right to prohibit GUPC from
proceeding with the works by rejecting GUPC’s 4 February 2011 submittal
because it had only been submitted for ACP’s review, 2920 and not ACP’s

2914

Exhibit {C-905}, Monthly Update No. 11, dated 20 December 2010, p. 3[p. 3], Activity
AP-N2070 Class I -28 Days for ACP Review.
Exhibit {C-906}, GUPC MPR No. 14, dated 10 December 2010, p. 8 [p. 134], Section
4.6.1. [Emphasis Added]
Exhibit {C-187}, Submittal No. 03 30 00-023 Technical Report – Final Concrete Types
and Mixes for Pacific and Atlantic Sites, dated 4 February 2011
Exhibit {C-188}, Quality Assurance Meeting (Preconstruction Meeting – Concrete), dated
16 February 2011, p. 3, Item 0003.
Exhibit {C-189}, ACP Submittal Comments (G-TCR-Concrete Types and Mixes), dated
21 February 2011
See Section V.F.2 above.
As under Article 1.05(B) of Exhibit {C-437}, The Employer’s Requirements, Section 03
30 00 - Concrete, dated October 2008, p. 7 [p. 7], which was so specified on the submittal.

2915

2916

2917

2918

2919
2920
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approval. 2921 ACP’s interference with the start of SMC placement is not permitted
by the Contract and is in breach of Sub-Clause 5.2 [Contractor’s Documents] of
the Conditions of Contract. 2922 ACP therefore did not have the authority to prevent
GUPC from pouring the concrete at GUPC’s own risk on 16 February 2011.
2074.

In any event, GUPC’s independent experts Professors Mindess and Nilsson, and
Dr. Schrader and Dr. Marchand, also concrete and durability experts in their own
right, confirmed that ACP’s comments were both technically incorrect and unclear
and did not indicate which comments ACP considered to be contractual noncompliances and which it did not, which constitutes in itself yet another breach of
Sub-Clause 5.2. In fact, as explained by Dr. Marchand, the issues raised by ACP
in its review comments of 21 February 2011 (in particular, those relating to
STADIUM methodology) “were questions that [ACP] should have asked earlier in
the OTS process instead of relying on the power to suspend the works and
therefore delay the placement of concrete.” 2923

2075.

Dr. Marchand further explains that the mixes contained in GUPC’s 4 February
2011 submittal were in fact compliant with the ER and that ACP attempted to
impose additional requirements and/or additional unnecessary burdens in the
implementation of GUPC’s obligations which is, in particular, contrary to Article
133(6) of ACP’s own Regulation. 2924 As previously explained at Section V.E-F
above, and in the statements of Dr. Marchand and Dr. Schrader, GUPC’s 4
February submittal was compliant with the ER for, inter alia, the following
reasons:

2921

2922

2923
2924

2925
2926

2927
2928

(i).

GUPC’s mixes met the 100-year functional service-lifetime
requirement; 2925

(ii).

GUPC did not need to demonstrate the 1,000 Coloumb threshold
at the time of the 4 February 2011 submittal and, in any event, the
Coloumb requirement would have been met well before the
concrete was to be exposed to water during commissioning and
when it was put into service; 2926

(iii).

ACP failed to understand STADIUM and its input parameters; 2927

(iv).

Contrary to what ACP claimed, GUPC did not require CICP’s
approval for the mixes; and 2928

GUPC equally did not require ACP’s approval for its submittals of 10 March 2011, 4 May
2011, and 14 August 2011 (as detailed in the Table 1 below).
See Section V.K.1 above; Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of Contract, dated February 2009, p.
70 [pp. 57-58].
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 36 [p. 32], para. 140.
See Section V.K.3 above; {C-LA-21}, Acquisition Regulation of the Panama Canal
Authority (as amended), dated May 2011, p. 46 [p. 46].
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 28 [pp. 24-25], paras. 115-121.
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 30 [pp. 26-28], paras. 122-128; See also Section V.F.2.c
above.
See Section V.F.2.b above.
See Section V.F.2.e above.
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(v).

GUPC’s decision to include a 10-year propagation period was
fully consistent with industry practice and the 100-year functional
service-lifetime requirement. 2929

2076.

As previously established in Section V.J. above, the wrongfulness of ACP’s
rejection of GUPC’s 4 February 2011 submittal is also confirmed by ACP’s
subsequent acceptance of the SMC A3 mix in June 2012. Professors Mindess and
Nilsson have confirmed that the SMC A3 mix was, for all intents and purposes, the
same mix as the S8 mix included in the 4 February 2011 submittal. 2930 Moreover,
the SMC A3 mix was used almost exclusively throughout the Project, including in
high salinity areas, from July 2013, 2931 which further confirms that GUPC should
have been allowed to start pouring SMC at its own risk in February 2011.

2077.

In light of the facts discussed above, ACP wrongfully prohibited GUPC from
proceeding with the structural marine concrete works on 16 February 2011 and
erroneously rejected GUPC’s mix submittal on 21 February 2011.

2078.

Despite ACP’s wrongful rejection of GUPC’s 4 February 2011 submission, GUPC
continued to revise the concrete mix designs and resubmit them and ACP
continued to frustrate the SMC mix design review process as is demonstrated in
the timeline below.
Table 1: SMC mix design submittal timeline

2929

2930

2931
2932

2933

2934

Date

Description

4 February 2011

GUPC submitted its first SMC mix design submittal (Cycle 1) along
with SIMCO’s Phase 1 Report to ACP. 2932

16 February 2011

ACP indicated during a pre-construction meeting that it would reject
GUPC’s 4 February 2011 submission and that it was preventing GUPC
from starting pouring SMC. 2933

21 February 2011

ACP issued a ‘Revise and Resubmit’ disposition on GUPC’s 4
February 2011 submittal. 2934 As noted above, Dr. Schrader and
Dr. Marchand describe why GUPC’s original submission was
compliant with the ER and the reasons why ACP’s comments were
non-contractual and baseless.

See Section V.F.2.b.ii above. See also Exhibit {C-866}, Submittal No. 03 30 00-412, ATCR Marine Concrete Mix SMC A3, dated 29 June 2012, p. 30 [p. 15 of Durability
Report].
See Section V.J above; Nilsson(I) {C-EX-9}, p. 81 [pp. 78-82], Section VII.C; Mindess(I)
{C-EX-8}, p. 54 [pp. 52-53], Section XVI.
See Section V.J above.
Exhibit {C-187}, Submittal No. 03 30 00-023 Technical Report – Final Concrete Types
and Mixes for Pacific and Atlantic Sites, dated 4 February 2011.
Exhibit {C-188}, Quality Assurance Meeting (Preconstruction Meeting – Concrete), dated
16 February 2011.
Exhibit {C-189}, ACP Submittal Comments (G-TCR-Concrete Types and Mixes), dated
21 February 2011.
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2935

2936

2937
2938

2939

2940

2941
2942

Date

Description

10 March 2011

GUPC submitted its second SMC mix design submittal (Cycle 2) to
ACP. 2935

28 March 2011

ACP issued a ‘Revise and Resubmit’ disposition on GUPC’s second
SMC mix design submittal (Cycle 2) dated 10 March 2011. 2936
Dr. Marchand describes the additional technical information and
explanations that were included in this resubmission to explain how the
resubmission was compliant with the ER, and the reasons why ACP’s
comments were non-contractual and baseless. 2937

4 May 2011

Dr. Marchand describes in his witness statement the meetings held
with ACP that led to GUPC’s third SMC mix design submittal (Cycle
3). GUPC submitted its third SMC mix design submittal (Cycle 3) to
ACP. 2938

5 May 2011

ACP responded to GUPC’s Cycle 3 submittal with a confusing oneline rejection which read “[s]ubmittal lacks verification of approval by
Contractor’s Design Team” just one day after GUPC’s third submittal
(i.e., without even reviewing it). 2939

5 May 2011

GUPC submitted a Notice of Claim for delays to the concrete mix
design on the same day as ACP’s rejection of the third submittal. 2940

15 May 2011

ACP wrote to GUPC that silica fume for the low salinity LUC had to
be used for mixes containing natural pozzolan to be considered
acceptable. 2941

16 May 2011

SIMCO replied that silica fume was not necessary since the Upper
Chamber would be exposed to low salinity water and that modification
of the Atlantic and Pacific plants to incorporate silica fume would take
time. 2942

Exhibit {C-471}, Submittal No. 03 30 00-023 rev 2, Technical Report – Final Concrete
Types and Mixes for Pacific and Atlantic Sites, dated 10 March 2011.
Exhibit {C-469}, ACP Submittal Comments to Submittal No. 03 30 00-023 rev 2, dated 28
March 2011.
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 39 [pp. 35-40], Section VI.D
Exhibit {C-474}, Submittal No. 03 30 00-139 Technical Report – Report on Final
Concrete Types and Mixes for Low Salinity Areas, dated 4 May 2011.
Exhibit {C-663}, ACP submittal comments to Submittal No. 03 30 00-139 Technical
Report, dated 5 May 2011.
See GUPC’s earlier Notices of Claim with respect to ACP’s mishandling of project
documents in violation of Sub-Clause 5.2 [Contractor’s Documents] of the Conditions of
Contract: Exhibit {C-709}, GUPC's Notice of Claim, dated 18 May 2010; Exhibit {C715}, Letter GUPC-IAE-0418 from GUPC to ACP re GUPC's Notice of Claim, dated 1
October 2010; Exhibit {C-716}, Letter GUPC-IAE-407 from GUPC to ACP re GUPC's
Notice of Claim, dated 28 October 2010; Exhibit {C-717}, GUPC's Notice of Claim, dated
24 March 2011.
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 49 [p. 45], para. 182.
Marchand(I) {C-WS-16}, p. 49 [pp. 45], para. 183.
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2943
2944
2945

2946
2947
2948

2949

2950

Date

Description

21 May 2011

GUPC and ACP met, and ACP insisted on silica fume being used, in
particular in the SMC to be used in the Upper Chamber, leaving GUPC
with “... no option but to comply in order that the mixes be approved
(which eventually happened in August 2011) … ”. 2943 This is despite
the fact that the use of silica fume was not mandated by the ER, was
unnecessary for compliance with the ER, and involved significant
additional work such as the adaptation of GUPC’s batching plants and
the transport of new materials. 2944

6 June 2011

An SMC mix design with pozzolan and silica fume began to be
developed. Activities were added to GUPC’s programs for the
addition of silos at the batching plants to store the silica fume. 2945

23 June 2011

GUPC submitted Request For Variation (“RFV”) No. 75, including
concrete mix design for Class 1 Structural Concrete to be used in the
Pacific and Atlantic Crossunders (“CUs”), the Atlantic chamber floor
slabs, and the Pacific chamber floor slab in the Fault Area as they were
not in contact with the water mixed with fresh water creating a low
salinity environment. 2946

28 June 2011

ACP approved RFV No. 75. 2947

30 June 2011

The structural concrete placement began at the Atlantic LUC slab. 2948

14 July 2011

The structural concrete placement began at the Pacific CU2. 2949

28 July 2011

GUPC submitted a concrete mix design for SMC 350 and SMC 375
(each with 15% pozzolan and 5% silica fume) for the Pacific Site, and
SMC 375 and SMC 350 for the Atlantic Site (each with 15% pozzolan
and 5% silica fume), as well as SMC 375 (with 23% pozzolan and 0%
silica fume). These designs were proposed for use in the LUC, Lock
Head 1 (“LH1”) and Wing Wall (“WW”).

29 July 2011

GUPC issued RFV No. 82 requesting a modification to the concrete
shrinkage test requirements. 2950

Schrader(I) {C-WS-19}, p. 35 [p. 32], para. 133.
See Section V.I above.
Exhibit {C-907}, Monthly Progress Report No. 21 (June 2011), dated 13 July 2011, p. 11
[p. 8], Section 4.3.1.
Exhibit {C-908}, Letter GUPC-IAE-0821 from GUPC to ACP, dated 23 June 2011.
Exhibit {C-909}, Letter IAE-GUPC-0679 from ACP to GUPC, dated 30 June 2011.
Exhibit {C-806}, GUPC Monthly Progress Report No. 22 (July 2011), dated 15 August
2011, p. 7 [p. 5], Section 4.1.
Exhibit {C-806}, GUPC Monthly Progress Report No. 22 (July 2011), dated 15 August
2011, p. 7 [p. 5], Section 4.1.
Exhibit {C-910}, RFV No. 82, dated 29 July 2011.
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Date

Description

2 August 2011

GUPC issued RFV No. 77 requesting the same modification of the
acceptance ASTM criteria (granted in RFV 75) for construction of the
Atlantic LUC and LH1 using mix SMC A3, in order to start concrete
placement until the adjustment to the batching plant for silica fume
mixes was ready. 2951

4 August 2011

ACP agreed in principle to issue a Variation as requested by GUPC in
RFV No. 77, subject to conditions, which would enable GUPC to
commence SMC placement in the Atlantic LUC and LH1. 2952

12 August 2011

Submittal 03 30 00-317 with concrete mix design SMC P11 (with 300
kg cement + 56 kg pozzolan + 19 kg silica fume) was issued to ACP
for Pacific LH1, LUC, Lock Head 2 (“LH2”) and Lock Middle
Chamber (“LMC”). Submittal 03 30 00-316 with concrete mix design
SMC A11 (with 300 kg cement + 56 kg pozzolan + 19 kg silica fume)
was issued to ACP for Atlantic LH1, LUC, LH2, and LMC.

16 August 2011

ACP assigned a ‘Proceed as Noted, Resubmit’ disposition for submittal
03 30 00-317 for the Pacific; and a ‘Proceed as Noted’ disposition for
submittal 03 30 00-316 for the Atlantic.

2079.

ACP’s agreement to RFV No. 82 and RFV No. 77, along with the PN disposition
of Submittal 03 30 00-316 and minimal comments with the ‘Proceed as Noted,
Resubmit’ disposition of Submittal 03 30 00-317 allowed SMC placement to begin
on 18 August 2011 on the Pacific side, 2953 and on 19 August 2011, on the Atlantic
side. 2954
(c)

2080.

GUPC is therefore entitled to an EOT

As established above, actual delay throughout this period was caused by:
a)

the delayed submission of the SMC mix design due to ACP’s interference
with the work to determine the exposure conditions to be used as input
parameters for STADIUM, as well as ACP’s decision not to accept the
results of tests performed on samples subjected to accelerated curing; and

b)

ACP’s frustration of the SMC mix design review process through the
wrongful rejection of the SMC mix designs.

2081.

As such, Ms. Ramey has calculated that the delay due to delayed SMC mix design
submission and rejection was 202 CDs, as follows: 2955

2951

Exhibit {C-911}, RFV No. 77 (ASTM C 1202 Acceptance Criteria Mix Design), dated 2
August 2011.
Exhibit {C-912}, Letter IAE-UPC-0713 (Revised) from ACP to GUPC (RFV-0077
Concrete Shrinkage Test), dated 4 August 2011.
At monolith UE-M23 on the Pacific side.
At monolith UW-M11, and CC 2, Blocks K and L on the Atlantic side.
Ramey(I) {C-EX-11}, p. 40 [p. 36], para. 179.

2952

2953
2954
2955
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•

24 CDs from 28 January 2011 to 21 February 2011 due to delayed SMC
mix design submission; and

•

178 CDs from 21 February 2011 to 18 August 2011 due to ACP’s
wrongful rejection of the compliant SMC mix designs.
3.

2082.

GUPC validly notified its EOT entitlement

As detailed at Section V.K.7 above, GUPC has satisfied the notice requirements of
Sub-Clause 20.1 of the Conditions of the Contract.
4.

ACP failed to fairly determine GUPC’s EOT entitlement

2083.

As set out at Section V.K.6 above, ACP failed to demonstrate a cooperative
attitude following the wrongful rejection of GUPC’s 4 February 2011 mix design
submittal, despite GUPC’s proactive attempts to break the deadlock and proceed
with the already delayed works. 2956 Moreover, the Employer’s Representative
(Mr. Jorge de la Guardia) has acted neither fairly nor impartially in the discharge
of his duty in the concrete mix design claim presently before the Tribunal. 2957 This
constituted a breach of ACP’s obligation under Sub-Clause 3.5 [Determinations]
of the Conditions of Contract and under Panamanian law.

2084.

As a result, GUPC had no choice but to refer the dispute to the Project’s DAB
(which granted in large part GUPC’s EOT entitlement) and now to arbitration.
5.

GUPC’s delay analysis methodology is reliable and fully
verifiable

2085.

As she explains in her report, Ms. Ramey has utilized the ‘As Planned vs As-Built’
methodology to establish delays to SMC placement and the resultant delay to
Project Completion. 2958 Ms. Ramey’s approach is widely accepted within the
delay analysis industry.

2086.

The ‘As Planned vs As-Built’ methodology is based in part on the
contemporaneous schedules generated periodically during the course of the
Project. By taking into account the program updates, the approach takes into
account the express planning intentions of GUPC, including the significant rescheduling of activities, at the time that they occurred.

2087.

Moreover, it uses the “As-Built” Project records to corroborate the ‘As-Built’
information contained in the contemporaneous schedule updates. As Ms. Ramey
explains, she analyzed the Project records including monthly program updates,
correspondence, minutes of meeting, monthly progress reports, and the progress
reports issued by SIMCO to establish the ‘As-Built’ scope associated with the start
and on-going placement of SMC from Project start through to 18 August 2011. 2959

2956

See Section V.K.6 above.
See Section V.K.6 above.
Ramey(I) {C-EX-11}, p. 9 [p. 5], para. 32.
Ramey(I) {C-EX-11}, p. 9 [p. 5], para. 34.

2957
2958
2959
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6.
2088.

The scope of EOT sought in this Arbitration

There have been several DAB proceedings and arbitrations dealing with different
issues from the Project. This adds to the complexity of the EOT sought by GUPC
over the course of the Project. The Tribunal has noted the risk of potentially
conflicting decisions on large projects such as this:
“As to the risk of conflicting decisions, the Arbitral Tribunal
notes that in large projects such as this one where several
claims have been submitted to several arbitral tribunals, there
is by essence a risk of potentially conflicting decisions, but
this in itself does not mean that the Arbitral Tribunal should
decline to hear certain claims. This Arbitral Tribunal has no
visibility on the pace of other parallel proceedings related to
the Project and must comply with its obligations to conduct
this arbitration fairly and expeditiously.” 2960

2089.

As previously explained, the scope of GUPC’s EOT entitlement sought in this
Arbitration relates solely to ACP’s wrongful rejection of the SMC mix design
(which includes delay to the initial SMC mix design submission). However, in the
period before and after the SMC mix design delays, there were other issues
relating to events that are not presently within the scope of this Arbitration, which
caused delays to the completion of the Works. The manner in which they are
addressed is explained below.
(a)

Impact of events that occurred prior to SMC mix design
delays

2090.

The key events prior to the inception of SMC mix design delays were the
Cofferdam/Cocoli River events, which were the subject of a previous arbitration.
In the Cofferdam Arbitration, Ms. Ramey undertook an analysis of the impact of
the Cofferdam/Cocoli River events to determine GUPC’s entitlement to an EOT at
the time the claim arose in early 2010. Ms. Ramey calculated EOT entitlement at
246 days. 2961 Mr. Harvey disagreed with Ms. Ramey’s analysis and argued that
the predecessor events impacting the start of concrete placement (which is the
subject of GUPC’s EOT claim in this Arbitration) were on the critical path. 2962

2091.

In any event, following the Cofferdam events, GUPC developed a mitigation plan
which involved resequencing the works in an effort to avoid delaying the Project
Completion Date. The resequencing and mitigation efforts were reflected in the
time schedules provided with Monthly Update No. 5 (“MU05”), dated 21 June
2010, and subsequent Monthly Updates. 2963 Unfortunately those mitigation
measures were unsuccessful, in large part because of events which transpired over
the course of the Project, including those which are addressed in this Arbitration.

2092.

Accordingly, in this Arbitration, Ms. Ramey has assessed the impact of the SMC
mix design on SMC placement and the Project Completion Date in the period post

2960

Partial Award on Jurisdiction, dated 28 April 2017, p. 82 [p. 82], para. 485. [Emphasis
added]
Exhibit {C-913}, Ramey's Second Expert Report in ICC Case No. 19962/ASM, p. 22 [p.
21], para. 91.
Exhibit {C-914}, Harvey's First Expert Report in ICC Case No. 19962/ASM, p. 54 [pp.
53-55], paras. 7.9-7.11.
Exhibit {C-915}, Monthly Update No. 5, dated 21 June 2010.

2961

2962

2963
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the Cofferdam/Cocoli River events and post MU05. Through that analysis,
Ms. Ramey has determined that Project Completion was delayed by 202 CDs as of
18 August 2011, due to ACP’s wrongful rejection of SMC mix design (which
includes delay to the initial SMC mix design submission), which delayed the start
of SMC placement. As a result, Project Completion slipped from 20 October 2014
to 10 May 2015.
2093.

If the Tribunal in the Cofferdam Arbitration were to grant an EOT in respect of the
Cofferdam/Cocoli River Events, then that EOT would need to be deducted from
the number of days of EOT calculated in this Arbitration. However, to the extent
that GUPC may have subsequently mitigated delay for which it has already been
granted an EOT (effectively creating some float in the schedule), then that may
reduce the extent of a subsequent EOT to which GUPC might otherwise have been
entitled in respect of subsequent ACP delay events: i.e., the float created by the
mitigation would be consumed by the subsequent delay before the extended
Completion Date would be impacted by the subsequent delay so as to entitle
GUPC to a further EOT.

2094.

Of course, if no EOT is granted in respect of the Cofferdam Arbitration then the
analysis carried out by Ms. Ramey in this Arbitration would be unaffected.
(b)

2095.

Impact of events that occurred after SMC mix design delays

There are two further events that are the subject of this Arbitration which occurred
after the SMC mix design delays:
a) The identification of faults and shear zones in the LUC, which delayed
preparation of the LUC to receive SMC, and thereby delayed the progress
of the concrete works (Claim Nos. 47, 50, and 57 which originally formed
Referral No. 13A); 2964 and
b) The properties of the basalt excavated from the Pacific Site which
prevented GUPC from producing compliant sand in the required quantities
and delayed Project Completion (Claim No. 43 which originally formed
part of Referral No. 11, the delay aspects of which form part of Claim
No. 78, which is not part of this Arbitration). 2965

2096.

The delay impact of these events has not been addressed in this Arbitration due to
the interrelationship with other events that are not presently within the scope of
this Arbitration.

2097.

GUPC therefore defers the analysis of the EOT resulting from the sand
productivity issue and LUC faults to a later date.

2964

See Section IV above.
See Section III above.

2965
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B.

GUPC S.A. IS ENTITLED TO ADDITIONAL PAYMENTS AND/OR DAMAGES
FOR THE CONSEQUENCES OF ACP’S BREACHES OF THE CONTRACT AND
PANAMANIAN LAW
1.

Under Panamanian law, GUPC S.A. is entitled to full
compensation for the damage it has suffered

2098.

As explained by Dr. Hoyos in his opinion, Panamanian law provides that
aggrieved parties must be fully compensated for the losses they have suffered. 2966

2099.

Dr. Hoyos explains that Article 991 of the Civil Code, which contains the general
measure of damages, implies that aggrieved parties must be put back in the
position in which they would have been had the breach not occurred. 2967 Article
991 of the Panamanian Civil Code thus provides that an injured party is entitled
not only to its actual loss, but also to lost profits:
“Compensation for damages (perjuicios) comprises not just the
value of the loss suffered, but also that of the gain which the
creditor has failed to obtain …” 2968

2100.

The Panamanian Supreme Court confirmed that under Panamanian law, the
aggrieved party must be fully compensated so as to be put back in the position it
would have been but for the unlawful behavior, pursuant to Articles 986 and 991
of the Civil Code, by receiving compensation for both the direct damages it has
incurred (daño emergente) and the profits it has foregone (lucro cesante):
“The direct loss (daño emergente) is that which concerns the loss
suffered by the creditor; on the other side, the foregone profits
(lucro cesante) refers to any economic damage suffered by the
creditor because of the impact to his legitimate interest in
receiving a profit or a gain that he was perceiving or that would
have obtained during the normal course of affairs, understanding
that the compensation seeks to turn the patrimony of the creditor
to the state that it would have been but for the harmful act –
restitutio in integrum.” 2969

2101.

Accordingly, GUPC S.A. should be put back in the position it would have been in
but for ACP’s breaches and must therefore be compensated for all the damages it
has suffered, as further detailed below.
2.

GUPC S.A. is entitled to full compensation in an amount of
USD 440,008,316 for its losses

2102.

As explained throughout this SoC, the consequences of ACP’s misconduct and
breaches in relation to the laboratories, the production of concrete aggregates, the
foundation conditions within the basalt reach of the PLE and the concrete mix
design had a massive impact on GUPC’s operations, and caused GUPC to incur
very substantial additional costs. GUPC S.A. is therefore entitled to the payment

2966

Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, p. 84 [p. 81], para. 262.
Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, p. 84 [p. 81], para. 262.
{C-LA-1}, Civil Code of Panama (updated), dated 22 August 1916, p. 3 [p. 3], Article 991.
{C-LA-261}, Ruling of the Panamanian Supreme Court dated 19 March 2014.

2967
2968
2969
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of all the additional direct and indirect costs it has incurred as a result of ACP’s
misconduct and breaches.
2103.

The independent quantum expert appointed by GUPC, Mr. Hunter of Yendall
Hunter, has assessed the quantum of GUPC S.A.’s entitlement. 2970 To carry out
his assessment, Mr. Hunter has reviewed a significant volume of source data
extracted from the databases used by GUPC for the Project. GUPC provides as
Appendix to this SoC a description of some of the databases used by GUPC to
record its production, consumption, etc. during the Project and relied upon by Mr.
Hunter. 2971

2104.

As demonstrated in his report, Mr. Hunter applied a proper methodology to assess
the quantum of GUPC S.A.’s entitlement by considering all the relevant
information provided to him by GUPC, and performing the checks and document
reviews he deemed necessary as set out in his report, consistent with industry
practice, in order to satisfy himself that he had all the information and data he
needed and that that information and data were reliable. 2972 In particular, Mr.
Hunter relied upon the primary cost information that GUPC made available to him
to independently calculate the unit rates applicable to the additional quantities of
work performed by GUPC.

2105.

Mr. Hunter’s assessment of each of GUPC S.A.’s heads of entitlement is detailed
below.
(a)

2106.

GUPC S.A. is entitled to recover the direct costs resulting from the additional
quantities of works that it had to perform as a result of ACP’s breaches. Mr.
Hunter’s assessment of the direct costs incurred by GUPC in relation to each of the
claims covered by this arbitration is detailed below.
(i)

2107.

2970
2971
2972

GUPC S.A. is entitled to the payment of all its additional
direct costs and corresponding overheads for the additional
works it had to perform

GUPC S.A.’s direct costs in relation to the production of concrete
aggregates

As explained above, as a result of the adverse properties of the PLE basalt which
rendered it unsuitable to produce concrete aggregates, GUPC S.A. had to
implement various remedial measures to be able to produce aggregates in
industrial quantities as required for the Project. Mr. Hunter assessed the
corresponding additional costs incurred by GUPC S.A., listed below:
•

cost of modifications to GUPC’s crushing plants;

•

additional cost of processing additional basalt (in order to be able to
produce the volumes of coarse and fine aggregates required for the
Project);

•

additional cost of processing aggregates (as a result of the use of clarifier
materials as well as the additional electrical power consumption and the

Hunter(I) {C-EX-10}
Appendix to the SoC.
Hunter(I) {C-EX-10}, p. 16 [pp. 15-17], paras. 3.17-3.30.
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maintenance, repair and running costs required to operate the modified
crushing plants); and
•
2108.

additional cost of extracting aggregates from the Aguadulce quarry.

Mr. Hunter concludes that the total additional direct costs incurred by GUPC S.A.
in relation to the production of concrete aggregates amount to
USD 155,538,572, 2973 summarized as follows: 2974

(ii)

GUPC S.A.’s direct costs in relation to the foundation conditions
within the basalt reach of the PLE

2109.

GUPC S.A. incurred various additional costs as a result of the adverse foundation
conditions within the basalt reach of the PLE. Mr. Hunter assessed the various
heads of costs in relation to each zone impacted by the adverse conditions.

2110.

Thus, as a result of the extensive fractured and sheared rock in the PLE Lock
Heads 1 and 2, Locks Upper Chamber and Locks Middle Chamber and the Inlet
Wing Walls (including the impact of the Inlet Wing Wall Fault) (Claim 47),
GUPC S.A. incurred additional costs in relation to the following activities:

2111.

2973

2974

•

redesign of the foundations;

•

additional excavation;

•

fine cleaning of exposed rock faces; and

•

placing of lean mix concrete beneath the Inlet Wing Walls, Lock Head 1,
Locks Upper Chamber, Lock Head 2 and Locks Middle Chamber.

As a result of the extensive shear zones within the Aguadulce Fault Zone in the
Pacific Locks Upper Chamber (Claim 50), GUPC S.A. incurred additional costs in
relation to the following activities:
•

additional geotechnical investigation;

•

re-design and additional design;

•

additional excavations that were required in the affected area;

•

fine cleaning of exposed rock faces;

This total amount does not include the additional cost of concrete production included in
the summary table prepared by Mr. Hunter, which is dealt with in sub-section 1.(b), below.
Hunter(I) {C-EX-10}, p. 28 [p. 27], para. 5.3.
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2112.

2113.

•

placing of additional lean mix concrete including a two metre thick layer
of concrete beneath the affected monoliths; and

•

placing of a two metre thick reinforced structural marine concrete floor
underlain by a 100mm levelling/blinding/concrete layer and 300mm thick
blanket drain in the area of the fault.

Finally, as a result of the additional fault zone in the Pacific Locks Upper Chamber
(also known as the Lock Head 1 Fault,Claim 57), GUPC S.A. incurred additional
costs in relation to the following activities:
•

additional geological investigations;

•

additional excavation works;

•

additional lean mix concrete foundation treatment in the vicinity of the
fault; and

•

additional and varied work.

Mr. Hunter’s calculation of the total additional direct costs incurred by GUPC S.A.
in relation to the foundation conditions within the basalt reach of the PLE is
summarized as follows: 2975

(iii)

GUPC S.A.’s direct costs in relation to the concrete mix design

2114.

As a result of ACP’s wrongful instruction that GUPC use silica fume in its SMC
mixes, GUPC S.A. had to incur additional costs to procure silica fume and procure
and install the equipment (e.g., silos) required to process it.

2115.

Mr. Hunter’s calculation of the total additional direct costs incurred by GUPC S.A.
in relation to the production of SMC concrete using silica fume is summarized as
follows: 2976

(iv)

GUPC S.A.’s direct costs in relation to ACP’s instruction to hire a
third party to install and operate the on-site laboratories

2116.

As a result of ACP’s instruction that GUPC hire a third-party to organize and
manage the on-site laboratories, GUPC S.A. incurred additional costs to engage

2975

Hunter(I) {C-EX-10}, p. 55 [p. 54], para. 6.3.
Hunter(I) {C-EX-10}, p. 54 [p. 53], para. 5.140.

2976
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subcontractor Fall Line compared to what it would have paid if it had been able to
use its own employees and organization.
2117.

To carry out his assessment, Mr. Hunter calculated, for the period February 2011 –
July 2015 on the Atlantic side and February 2011 – July 2016 on the Pacific side,
on the one hand the total costs paid by GUPC S.A. to Fall Line – excluding the
costs that were not incurred as a result of ACP’s instruction – (the “additive cost”),
and on the other hand the costs that GUPC S.A. would have incurred in operating
the on-site laboratories using its own employees (the “deductive cost”). To
calculate GUPC S.A.’s total entitlement, Mr. Hunter then deducted the deductive
costs from the additive costs except in circumstances where GUPC was awarded
by the Employer’s Representative, or has claimed in arbitration, an extension of
the Time for Completion, in which case M. Hunter correctly took into account the
full additive cost.

2118.

Mr. Hunter’s calculation of the total additional direct costs incurred by GUPC S.A.
in relation to the on-site laboratories is summarized as follows: 2977

(v)

GUPC S.A. is entitled to the payment of overheads on its direct
costs

2119.

GUPC S.A. is also entitled to the additional overheads incurred in respect of the
direct costs resulting from the additional works it had to carry out due to ACP’s
breaches.

2120.

Mr. Hunter explains in his report that if the Tribunal accepts that GUPC S.A. is
entitled to actual additional direct costs then GUPC may also be entitled to actual
additional indirect costs, if any. 2978 That is because, as Mr. Hunter explains, as the
scope of a project increases, the resources required to manage and support the
increase in scope also necessarily increase – this is what Mr. Hunter calls a
“thickening of resources”. 2979

2121.

Mr. Hunter explains that GUPC S.A. does not record its costs in a manner that
allows him to discretely assess the site overheads incurred as a result of one
specific issue. Accordingly, as is industry practice, Mr. Hunter assessed GUPC
S.A.’s claim for site overheads based on a percentage of the increase in the direct
works cost. 2980 To avoid any potential duplication between the site overheads
claimed on direct costs resulting from additional works and the overheads claimed
in GUPC S.A.’s time extension claim (see below), Mr. Hunter correctly adjusted
his assessment of indirect costs. 2981 As a result, Mr. Hunter assessed that the

2977

Hunter(I) {C-EX-10}, p. 19 [p. 18], para. 4.2.
Hunter(I) {C-EX-10}, p. 75 [p. 74], para. 7.3.
Hunter(I) {C-EX-10}, p. 75 [p. 74], para. 7.3.
Hunter(I) {C-EX-10}, p. 75 [p. 74], para. 7.4.
Hunter(I) {C-EX-10}, p. 76 [p. 75], para. 7.7.

2978
2979
2980
2981
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percentage of overheads incurred by GUPC S.A. on the direct works performed as
a result of ACP’s breaches is 18.25%. 2982
2122.

Mr. Hunter also assessed that GUPC S.A. is entitled to head office overheads on
the additional direct works it had to perform at a percentage of 4.90%. 2983

2123.

Mr. Hunter concludes that the total overheads on direct works incurred by GUPC
S.A. amount to USD 49,235,654. 2984
(b)

GUPC S.A. is entitled to the prolongation costs corresponding
to its EoT entitlement

2124.

As a result of the critical delay to the Project resulting from ACP’s breaches in
relation to the approval of GUPC’s concrete mix design and the start of concrete
placement, GUPC S.A. incurred additional costs for time-related staffing,
equipment and overhead costs for the Project’s extended duration, which GUPC
S.A. is entitled to recover in full.

2125.

Mr. Hunter calculated the various heads of indirect costs incurred by GUPC S.A.
during the critical delay (which Mrs. Ramey calculated as 202 calendar days
between 28 January and 18 August 2011, as explained above). Mr. Hunter’s
calculation of GUPC S.A.’s total indirect site overhead costs is summarized as
follows: 2985

2126.

Mr. Hunter’s assessment of each of GUPC S.A.’s heads of indirect costs is detailed
below.
(i)

Staff costs

2127.

Mr. Hunter reviewed the expatriate staff, market staff and local staff employed by
GUPC S.A. in 2011 to identify which of them would have been affected by any
critical delay as a result of ACP’s breaches described above, and excluded staff
whose role he considered was not impacted by the critical delay. 2986

2982

Hunter(I) {C-EX-10}, p. 76 [p. 75], para. 7.8.
Hunter(I) {C-EX-10}, p. 76 [p. 75], para. 7.9.
Hunter(I) {C-EX-10}, p. 12 [p. 11], para. 2.13.
Hunter(I) {C-EX-10}, p. 78 [p. 77], para. 8.3.
Hunter(I) {C-EX-10}, p. 79 [pp. 78-81], paras. 8.6-8.23.

2983
2984
2985
2986
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2128.

Mr. Hunter’s calculation of the indirect staff costs incurred by GUPC S.A. is
summarized as follows: 2987

(ii)

Other indirect costs

2129.

GUPC S.A. also incurred other indirect costs, i.e., indirect site running costs that
are incidental to the direct works performed.

2130.

Mr. Hunter reviewed the other indirect costs listing to identify which would have
been affected by the critical delay to the concrete mix design and the start of
concrete placement and excluded the categories of costs which he did not think had
been impacted. 2988

2131.

Mr. Hunter’s calculation of the other indirect costs incurred by GUPC S.A. is
summarized as follows: 2989

(iii)

Bonds

2132.

GUPC S.A. was required to maintain various securities, bonds and letters of credit
until the completion of the Works, which means that it incurred additional costs in
relation to those instruments as a result of critical delay to the Project.

2133.

Mr. Hunter calculated the additional cost incurred by GUPC S.A. to extend the
securities, bonds and letters of credit based on the supporting information provided
by GUPC S.A..

2134.

Mr. Hunter concludes that the total bond costs incurred by GUPC S.A. amount to
USD 16,390,078. 2990
(iv)

Insurance

2135.

GUPC S.A. was also required to maintain various insurances until the completion
of the Works. GUPC S.A. therefore incurred additional insurance costs as a result
of the critical delay to the Project resulting from ACP’s breaches.

2136.

Mr. Hunter calculated the additional cost incurred by GUPC S.A. to extend the
insurances based on the key insurance premiums provided by GUPC S.A..

2987

Hunter(I) {C-EX-10}, p. 79 [p. 78], para. 8.6.
Hunter(I) {C-EX-10}, p. 82 [pp. 81-82], paras. 8.24-8.29.
Hunter(I) {C-EX-10}, p. 83 [p. 82], para. 8.29.
Hunter(I) {C-EX-10}, p. 84 [p. 83], para. 8.33.

2988
2989
2990
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2137.

Mr. Hunter concludes that the total insurance costs incurred by GUPC S.A. amount
to USD 1,522,191. 2991
(v)

Plant and equipment

2138.

As Mr. Hunter explains in his expert report, where there is a critical delay to a
project, additional costs may be incurred for relevant time-related equipment costs
for the extended project duration. 2992 Indeed, such costs can occur if the plant and
equipment has to perform additional work, if it is employed on site for longer but
does not perform additional work, or some combination of the two, as the wear and
tear on the plant will increase. 2993

2139.

Mr. Hunter thus explains that “GUPC incurred additional plant and equipment
costs during periods of critical delay as the plant and equipment was assigned to
the Project for a longer period; it could not be sold or redeployed; GUPC was
delayed in recovering any salvage value; the potential salvage value is likely to
have diminished and GUPC would have incurred costs associated with wear and
tear and general upkeep.” 2994

2140.

To calculate the plant and equipment prolongation costs incurred by GUPC S.A.,
Mr. Hunter calculated the daily ownership costs incurred by GUPC S.A. based on
the actual cost of equipment paid by GUPC, the salvage value achieved, the actual
tyre cost and the total worked hours (which are all available now that the Project
has been successfully completed, except in relation to some of GUPC’s fixed
assets for which the actual worked hours were not available and for which Mr.
Hunter used the technical life assumed by GUPC) and multiplied this daily rate by
the number of days of critical delay. 2995

2141.

Mr. Hunter’s calculation of the plant and equipment prolongation costs incurred by
GUPC S.A. is summarized as follows: 2996

2991

Hunter(I) {C-EX-10}, p. 84 [p. 83], para. 8.37.
Hunter(I) {C-EX-10}, p. 85 [p. 84], para. 8.40.
Hunter(I) {C-EX-10}, p. 85 [p. 84], para. 8.39.
Hunter(I) {C-EX-10}, p. 85 [p. 84], para. 8.42.
Hunter(I) {C-EX-10}, p. 86 [p. 85], paras. 8.45-8.47.
Hunter(I) {C-EX-10}, p. 86 [p. 85], para. 8.47.
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(vi)

Head office overhead costs

2142.

GUPC S.A. is also entitled to recover the additional head office overhead costs
incurred by Claimants 2-4 as a result of the delays to the Project (and which have
been or will be a liability to GUPC S.A.). No duplication exists between these
head office overheads and the site overheads on direct costs set out above.

2143.

As Mr. Hunter explains, the costs of a contractor’s head office (e.g., the cost of
senior management, legal and support functions and head office rent and rates) are
normally recovered through the revenues generated on the various projects that the
contractor undertakes. However, when a project is delayed, the head office
contribution may no longer be absorbed by the project and the contractor is unable
to take on additional work to contribute to its head office costs. This leads to
additional costs for the head office, which, as Mr. Hunter states in his report, are
most appropriately calculated through the use of a head office formula. 2997

2144.

Mr. Hunter thus calculated the shareholders’ unabsorbed head office overhead
costs by ascertaining a daily rate that would be applied to the duration of the
critical delay, based on the Emden formula (excluding profit). 2998 To demonstrate
that his reliance on the Emden formula is reasonable, Mr. Hunter performed
alternative calculations using the Hudson and Eichleay formulas. 2999 This showed
that the application of the Emden formula is lower than the other formulas
considered by Mr. Hunter. 3000

2145.

Mr. Hunter’s calculation of the total additional head office overhead costs to which
GUPC S.A. is entitled is summarized as follows:

2146.

Mr. Hunter concludes that the total additional head office overhead costs incurred
by GUPC S.A. amount to USD 16,394,635. 3001
(c)

GUPC S.A. is entitled to labor escalation

2147.

Pursuant to Sub-Clause 13.9 [Adjustment for Changes in Local Labor Rates] of the
Conditions of Contract, GUPC is entitled to recover the additional costs incurred
as a result of labor escalation. When calculating the labor escalation costs to
which GUPC S.A. is entitled, Mr. Hunter correctly made an adjustment to take into
account the amounts already recovered from ACP pursuant to Sub-Clause 13.1
during the course of the Project.

2148.

Mr. Hunter concludes that the total labor escalation costs incurred by GUPC S.A.
amount to USD 362,450. 3002

2997

Hunter(I) {C-EX-10}, p. 87 [p. 86], para. 8.52.
Hunter(I) {C-EX-10}, p. 88 [p. 87], para. 8.56.
Hunter(I) {C-EX-10}, p. 88 [p. 87], para. 8.57.
Hunter(I) {C-EX-10}, p. 88 [p. 87], para. 8.57.
Hunter(I) {C-EX-10}, p. 88 [p. 87], para. 8.58.
Hunter(I) {C-EX-10}, p. 12 [p. 11], para. 2.13.

2998
2999
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3001
3002
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(d)

GUPC S.A. is entitled to ITBMS

2149.

GUPC S.A. is also entitled to the ITBMS incurred on the direct works set out
above, which Mr. Hunter calculated using the rate of 5% applicable when the
Contract was entered into. 3003

2150.

Mr. Hunter concludes that the total ITBMS incurred by GUPC S.A. amount to
USD 3,668,415. 3004
(e)

GUPC S.A. is entitled to profit

2151.

GUPC S.A. is entitled to profit on the costs it has incurred. 3005 The Contract
defines Reasonable Profit as “a sum of 5%” of the Cost incurred. 3006 Mr. Hunter
therefore applied a percentage of 5% to calculate the profit to which GUPC S.A. is
entitled. 3007

2152.

Mr. Hunter concludes that the total profit to which GUPC S.A. is entitled amounts
to USD 18,541,550. 3008
(f)

GUPC S.A. is entitled to its finance costs

2153.

GUPC S.A. has also lost interest that it would have earned on the sums
corresponding to the additional costs detailed above (for the period during which
the Project was cash positive) and incurred further additional financing costs (for
the period during which the Project was cash negative), by way of bank loans,
loans from Claimants 2-4, non-payment of sums owed to Claimants 2-4, etc.

2154.

Mr. Hunter calculated GUPC S.A.’s finance costs using actual additional costs
(cost overruns) in the period incurred, including interest paid, allocated
proportionately to periods in which the corresponding actual costs were
incurred. 3009 Given that GUPC S.A. will continue to incur finance costs until the
date of the award, Mr. Hunter’s calculation provisionally stops at 31 May 2017 and
will need to be updated during the course of the arbitration. 3010

2155.

Mr. Hunter’s calculation of the total finance costs incurred by GUPC S.A. until 31
May 2017 is summarized as follows: 3011

3003

Hunter(I) {C-EX-10}, p. 90 [p. 88], para. 10.1.
Hunter(I) {C-EX-10}, p. 12 [p. 11], para. 2.13.
While the recoverability of “Reasonable Profit” depends, under the Contract, on the
contractual clause giving rise to the entitlement, GUPC S.A.’s position is that it is entitled
to profit on all its heads of entitlement because ACP’s liability arises also from breaches of
Panamanian law, under the principle of full recovery.
Exhibit {C-1}, Conditions of Contract, dated February 2009, p. 19 [p. 6], Sub-Clause
1.1.4.4.
Hunter(I) {C-EX-10}, p. 91 [p. 90], para. 11.2.
Hunter(I) {C-EX-10}, p. 12 [p. 11], para. 2.13.
Hunter(I) {C-EX-10}, p. 93 [p. 92], para. 12.6.
Hunter(I) {C-EX-10}, p. 94 [p. 93], para. 12.8.
Hunter(I) {C-EX-10}, p. 92 [p. 91], para. 12.3.

3004
3005

3006

3007
3008
3009
3010
3011
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(g)

Summary of GUPC S.A.’s entitlement

2156.

In light of the above, the total of GUPC S.A.’s entitlement is summarized as
follows: 3012

2157.

GUPC S.A. already recovered some of these additional costs further to the DAB’s
decisions in Referrals 10, 11 and 14B. Taking into account the amounts awarded
to GUPC S.A. by the DAB and already paid by ACP, the total of the additional
payments due by ACP to GUPC S.A. in this arbitration is summarized as
follows: 3013

3012

Hunter(I) {C-EX-10}, p. 95 [p. 96], para. 13.2.
Hunter(I) {C-EX-10}, p. 95 [p. 96], para. 13.2.

3013
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IX.

HARM SUFFERED BY CLAIMANTS 2-4
A.

ACP BREACHED ITS
PANAMANIAN LAW

OBLIGATIONS TO CLAIMANTS

2-4

UNDER THE

JSG

AND

2158.

ACP’s wrongful conduct and breaches detailed above harmed not only GUPC S.A., but also
caused separate and distinct harm to Claimants 2-4 under the JSG. As explained further in the
following section, pursuant to JSG Clause 1.1(a), Claimants 2-4 had an obligation to ensure the
due and punctual performance by GUPC S.A. of its obligations under the Contract, in
accordance with the Contract’s terms. ACP’s wrongful conduct during the tender and
contractual phases of the Project made this obligation unduly onerous for Claimants 2-4.
Indeed, ACP increased the onerousness of Claimants 2-4’s obligations under the JSG by
representing that the Contractor would not be required to finance the Project and failing to
promptly and collaboratively resolve GUPC S.A.’s claims for payment; 3013 by providing
incomplete and inaccurate information regarding the geological and geotechnical conditions of
the Project Site and providing incorrect requirements; and by wrongfully disrupting the
performance of the Contract, all in violation of the JSG and Panamanian law.

2159.

As a direct result of ACP’s wrongful conduct and breaches, the Project suffered significant cost
overruns and delays. Claimants 2-4 were forced, pursuant to JSG Clause 1.1(a), to make
substantial contributions of financial, managerial and technical resources to cover these
overruns and delays, including contributing cash and extending guarantees and letters of
credit. 3014 By having to divert these resources from other projects, Claimants 2-4 suffered
significant lost opportunity costs, and they thus are entitled to recover their lost Return on
Investment (“ROI”), which is an accepted and conservative measure of the lost opportunity
cost for capital that otherwise could have been devoted to new or separate projects. 3015

1.
2160.

3013

3014

3015
3016
3017

The JSG obligates Claimants 2-4 to ensure performance of the
Contract and binds ACP to Act in accordance with Panamanian law

The JSG resulted from ACP’s measures to permit assignment of the Contract while ensuring
that the winning consortium remain responsible for performance of the Contract throughout the
life of the Project. As Claimants previously have detailed, 3016 ACP introduced a series of
amendments to the Conditions of Contract that specifically sought to prevent the winning
consortium from circumventing the sub-contracting restrictions to pass the Project works on to
other, unqualified companies in a manner not envisaged by the Contract. 3017 The four tendering
consortia were comprised, after all, of companies having met the rigorous criteria established

Exhibit {C-25}, Request For Qualifications for the Design-Build of the Third Set of Locks Project, Fifth
Revision, dated 8 November 2007, p. 12 [p. 12]; Exhibit {C-23}, ACP Proposal for the Expansion of the
Panama Canal: Third Set of Locks Project, dated 24 April 2006, p. 69 [p. 61]; Exhibit {C-63}, ACP, Executive
Summary: Contractor-selection process for the Third Set of Locks at the Panama Canal, dated July 2009, p. 4
[p. 2];Loureda(I) {C-WS-2}, para. 5; see alsoLoureda(II) {C-WS-23}, paras. 3-4; Möder(IV) {C-WS-13},
paras. 3-6; see alsoMöder(IV) {C-WS-13}, paras. 6-8.
See Section IX.C below; Möder(V) {C-WS-24}, para. 10; Loureda(II) {C-WS-23}, para. 6; see also
Hart(III), para. 30.
See Section IX.C below.
Claimants' Counter-Memorial on Jurisdiction, paras. 35-38.
Claimants' Counter-Memorial on Jurisdiction, paras. 34-35; see also Möder(IV) {C-WS-13}, para. 11.
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by ACP during the qualification stage, as discussed further in Section IX.C below in connection
with the damages claimed by Claimants 2-4. 3018
2161.

To this end, ACP amended the Conditions of Contract to allow for assignment to a project
company on the express condition, among others, that the consortium members simultaneously
execute a joint and several guarantee in the form drafted by ACP. 3019 That form, which ACP
subsequently appended to the Conditions of Contract, was designed to ensure the winning
consortium remained responsible for performing the Project by requiring, inter alia, that the
members guarantee performance by the New Contractor. 3020 Indeed, when Claimants 2-4
signed the JSG, relying upon the representations made by ACP, they became “primary obligor”
of GUPC S.A. In particular, Clause 1.1(a) provides:
“Each of the [Shareholders] . . . as primary obligor and not as surety, unconditionally,
jointly and severally guarantees to [ACP] the due and punctual performance by the New
Contractor of each and all the obligations, warranties, duties and undertakings of the
Contractor under and pursuant to the Contract according to the terms of the Contract.” 3021

2162.

Thus, pursuant to Clause 1.1(a), Claimants 2-4 remained the managerial, financial and technical
force behind the Project, responsible for driving it to completion. 3022 This obligation was
expressly limited, however, to ensuring GUPC S.A.’s performance “according to the terms of
the Contract.” 3023 Those terms include a payment scheme by which ACP was to pay GUPC
S.A. the Contract Price through advance and interim payments, and an express obligation on
the part of ACP to provide prompt, fair, and impartial determinations regarding such payments,
as discussed further below. 3024

2163.

Moreover, the JSG is governed by Panamanian law. 3025 As confirmed by Claimants’
Panamanian law expert, Dr. Hoyos, and as discussed below, Panamanian law incorporates all
legal duties owed by ACP – such as the duty to collaborate under ACP’s Regulation, and its
obligation to operate in good faith – into the JSG. 3026 Claimants 2-4 now bring claims against
ACP for its breaches of these duties. As the Tribunal has confirmed in its partial award on
jurisdiction, Claimants 2-4 have standing to assert such claims and the Tribunal has both
personal and subject matter jurisdiction to hear them. 3027

3018

3019
3020

3021

3022
3023

3024

3025

3026
3027

See Exhibit {C-25}, Request For Qualifications for the Design-Build of the Third Set of Locks Project, Fifth
Revision, dated 8 November 2007, p. 30 [pp. 30-45]; see also Claimants' Counter-Memorial on Jurisdiction,
para. 25.
Claimants' Counter-Memorial on Jurisdiction, paras. 35-37; see alsoMöder(IV) {C-WS-13}, paras. 11-17.
Exhibit {C-15}, RFP Amendment 17, Annex E-Form of JSG, dated 3 October 2008; Exhibit {C-18}, RFP
Amendment 20, Annex E-Form of JSG, dated 23 December 2008; see also Claimants' Counter-Memorial on
Jurisdiction, para. 37.
Exhibit {R-7}, Joint and Several Guarantee in Respect of the Third Set of Locks Contract, dated 31 May 2010,
Cl. 1.1(a). (Emphasis added)
Möder(I) {C-WS-1}, para. 13; Möder(IV) {C-WS-13}, paras. 7-12.
Exhibit {R-7}, Joint and Several Guarantee in Respect of the Third Set of Locks Contract, dated 31 May 2010,
Cl. 1.1(a).
See, e.g., Exhibit {C-311}, Conditions of Contract (as amended through Variation Order No. 175), p. 98 [pp.
68-69], Cl. 3.5.
Interim Award on Jurisdiction, dated 22 May 2017, para. 427. Exhibit {R-7}, Joint and Several Guarantee in
Respect of the Third Set of Locks Contract, dated 31 May 2010, Cl. 9.1.
Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, paras. 73, 257-260.
Interim Award on Jurisdiction, dated 22 May 2017, paras. 437, 440, 495.
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2.

ACP engaged in wrongdoing during the tender and contractual
phases of the Project

(a)

During the tender period, ACP represented that the Contractor would
not be responsible for funding and that ACP prepared thorough
analysis and studies for the Canal Expansion Project

2164.

As Claimants have detailed, 3028 during the RFQ and RFP phases of the Project, ACP
represented that the Contractor would not be required to provide funding for the Project 3029 and
further assured tenderers that the Contract will be performed in a collaborative and nonlitigious manner. 3030 ACP’s representations were consistent with the terms of the Contract and
ACP’s obligations under Panamanian law, including Articles 130 and 133(6) of its
Regulation. 3031

2165.

Additionally, during the tender period ACP publicly represented on multiple occasions that it
had prepared thorough studies for the Canal Expansion Project, including costs estimates and
technical studies. 3032 In light of ACP’s representations, Claimants 2-4 signed the Contract and
the JSG with the expectation that the Contractor would not have to provide financing, and that
the Project would be cash-flow positive. 3033

2166.

ACP’s tender representations were incorrect and ACP’s behaviour during both the tender
period and performance of the Contract was negligent – indeed grossly negligent. As a result
of ACP’s wrongful behaviour, Claimants 2-4 have been required under the JSG to finance
overall in excess of USD 2.5 billion in cash, guarantees and credit to cover over USD 3.5
billion in claims, while ACP paid voluntarily only USD 3.5 million and let the Contractor
performing the works, as financed by Claimants 2-4, and delivering a working canal expansion
project from which ACP has been earning millions in fees. The cost overruns that Claimants 24 have had to finance relate to the claims before this Tribunal arising from Referrals 1, 10, 11,
13A and 14B and, therefore, Claimants hereby claim for those losses.

3028

See Claimants' Counter-Memorial on Jurisdiction, Section II.E; Claimants’ Rejoinder on Jurisdiction,
Section III.C; see alsoMöder(I) {C-WS-1}, para. 9;Möder(IV) {C-WS-13}, para. 7;Möder(V) {C-WS-24},
paras. 6-8;Loureda(I) {C-WS-2}, paras. 3-5;Loureda(II) {C-WS-23}, paras. 4-5.

3029

Exhibit {C-25}, Request For Qualifications for the Design-Build of the Third Set of Locks Project, Fifth
Revision, dated 8 November 2007, p. 12 [p. 12]; Exhibit {C-23}, ACP Proposal for the Expansion of the
Panama Canal: Third Set of Locks Project, dated 24 April 2006, p. 69 [p. 61]; Exhibit {C-63}, ACP, Executive
Summary: Contractor-selection process for the Third Set of Locks at the Panama Canal, dated July 2009, p. 4
[p. 2]; Loureda(I) {C-WS-2}, para. 5; see also Loureda(II) {C-WS-23}, paras. 3-4; Möder(IV) {C-WS-13},
paras. 6-8.

3030

Exhibit {C-25}, Request For Qualifications for the Design-Build of the Third Set of Locks Project, Fifth
Revision, dated 8 November 2007, p. 11 [p. 11].
See Exhibit {C-311}, Conditions of Contract (as amended through Variation Order No. 175), p. 183 [pp. 153265], Cls. 3.5, 14; {C-LA-21}, Acquisition Regulation of the Panama Canal Authority (as amended), dated May
2011.

3031

3032

See Exhibit {C-23}, ACP Proposal for the Expansion of the Panama Canal: Third Set of Locks Project, dated
24 April 2006, p. 69 [61-62, 65]; , p. 12 [p. 12]; see also Exhibit {C-63}, ACP, Executive Summary:
Contractor-selection process for the Third Set of Locks at the Panama Canal, dated July 2009, p. 4 [p. 2];
Exhibit {C-64}, Technical Evaluation - Final Report, Contracting Officer’s Report, dated July 2009, p. 43 [p.
39] (showing that GUPC Consortium submitted the “Best Value Proposal” with a total price of USD
3,221,631,384.00, which was below ACP’s allocated funds amounting to USD 3,481,000,000).

3033

See Exhibit {C-311}, Conditions of Contract (as amended through Variation Order No. 175), p. 183 [pp. 153265], Cl. 14.
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(i)

During the tender period, ACP represented that the Contractor would not
be required to provide financing, and the Project would be performed in a
spirit of trust and collaboration

2167.

ACP stated, through tender documents and personally through Mr. Jorge Quijano, 3034 former
Executive Vice President of the Engineering and Programs Management Department and
current CEO of ACP, that all financing would be secured before the award of the Contract, and
most importantly that the Contractor – and thus Claimants 2-4 – would not be responsible for
providing financing for the construction of the Third Set of Locks Project. 3035 For example, in
the RFQ, ACP stated: 3036

2168.

Furthermore, the Contract itself provides for Advance and Interim Payments that reflected
ACP’s prior representations that the Contractor would not be obligated to provide its own funds
to the Project. 3037 Sub-Clause 14 of the Conditions of Contract [Contract Price and Payment]
provides for payments over the course of the Project, which would “essentially be sufficient to
cover the costs incurred over the course of the Project.” 3038

2169.

As Mr. Hart explains in his expert report, Sub-Clause 14 of the Conditions of Contract provided
for a combination of Advance Payments for Mobilization and Interim Payments to be
distributed as milestones were achieved, and this supported Claimants’ understanding that the
cash flow under the Contract itself would fund the Project. 3039 Specifically, Mr. Hart states:
“ACP would pay GUPC S.A. the contract price in the form of advance and interim
payments over the course of the Project, which would be offset against work performed
on the Project. In other words, the cash funded upfront along with additional payments
made by ACP in accordance with the terms of the contract would essentially be sufficient
to cover the total costs incurred over the course of the Project.” 3040

3034

As Mr. Loureda explains, “I had the opportunity to have a private conversation with Mr. Quijano. I recall that
we inquired as to whether the selected contractor for the Project would be responsible for obtaining its own
financing. His response was clear: there is no need for financing. He explained that ACP would fund the Project
by combining with funding from various international lenders.” Loureda(I) {C-WS-2}, para. 5; see
alsoLoureda(II) {C-WS-23}, paras. 3-4.

3035

Exhibit {C-25}, Request For Qualifications for the Design-Build of the Third Set of Locks Project, Fifth
Revision, dated 8 November 2007, p. 12 [p. 12]; Exhibit {C-23}, ACP Proposal for the Expansion of the
Panama Canal: Third Set of Locks Project, dated 24 April 2006, p. 69 [p. 61]; Exhibit {C-63}, ACP, Executive
Summary: Contractor-selection process for the Third Set of Locks at the Panama Canal, dated July 2009, p. 4
[p. 2]. See also Exhibit {C-64}, Technical Evaluation - Final Report, Contracting Officer’s Report, dated July
2009, p. 43 [p. 39] (showing that GUPC Consortium submitted the “Best Value Proposal” with a total price of
USD 3,221,631,384.00, which was below ACP’s allocated funds amounting to USD 3,481,000,000).
Exhibit {C-25}, Request For Qualifications for the Design-Build of the Third Set of Locks Project, Fifth
Revision, dated 8 November 2007, p. 12 [p. 12].

3036

3037

3038
3039

3040

Exhibit {C-311}, Conditions of Contract (as amended through Variation Order No. 175), p. 183 [pp. 153-265],
Cl. 14.
Hart(III), para 27.
Hart(III), paras. 27-29; see also Exhibit {C-311}, Conditions of Contract (as amended through Variation Order
No. 175), p. 183 [pp. 153-265], Cl. 14.
Hart(III), para. 27.
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2170.

As a result of this payment scheme, when Claimants reviewed the draft of the Contract at
tender stage, it appeared to them that the representations ACP made were being borne out by
the Contract’s terms. 3041 Indeed, the Claimants’ witnesses have attested that the payment
scheme was central to their understanding of how the Project would be funded during the
performance of the Contract:
•

Mr. Loureda: “Mr. Quijano further explained that there would be advance payments and
that the Project was expected to be cash flow positive, meaning that the Contractor would
not need to provide funding. We thus had no doubt that the contract for the Project would
be a design-build contract that would remain cash-flow positive, unlike a public-private
partnership or a concession scheme.” 3042
...
“[T]hese statements from Mr. Quijano – and ACP’s further declarations – were critical
for Sacyr in deciding whether to move forward with the Project. Due to the ongoing
impact of the financial crisis, we would have otherwise not joined the GUPC Consortium,
nor proceeded with the bid if Sacyr had been required to provide financing or
funding.” 3043

•

2171.

Mr. Möder: “[R]elying on ACP’s representations and on the combination of advance
and interim payments that Claimants two through four were supposed to obtain under the
Contract. Claimants two through four’s independent estimates showed [that the
Shareholders] could maintain a constant and comfortable positive cash flow throughout
the Project.” 3044
Moreover, ACP’s understanding of the financial premise of the Project under the Contract was
the same as Claimants’. As contemporaneous evidence indicates, ACP anticipated that the
advance payments provided to GUPC S.A. would allow the Project to be cash flow positive,3045
and ACP envisioned maintaining such cash flow. 3046 In this regard, answers from ACP during
a workshop with its consultant Hill International in 2010 explain that, due to the Contract’s
structure, it was intended to be cash flow positive: 3047

3041

Exhibit {C-311}, Conditions of Contract (as amended through Variation Order No. 175), p. 183 [pp. 153-265],
Cl. 14; see also, Exhibit {C-11}, RFP Amendment 5, Conditions of Contract, dated 19 March 2008; Exhibit
{C-12}, RFP Amendment 10, Conditions of Contract, dated 2 July 2008; Exhibit {C-13}, RFP Amendment 16,
Conditions of Contract, dated 16 September 2008.

3042

Loureda(I) {C-WS-2}, para. 5.
Loureda(II) {C-WS-23}, para. 4.
Möder(IV) {C-WS-13}, para. 7; see alsoMöder(V) {C-WS-24}, paras. 6-8.
Exhibit {C-415}, 2010 Workshop Questions between Hill Int’l and ACP, dated 12 August 2010, p. 8; see
alsoHart(II) paras. 27-29.
SeeHart(II) paras. 27-29.
Exhibit {C-415}, 2010 Workshop Questions between Hill Int’l and ACP, dated 12 August 2010, p. 8.

3043
3044
3045

3046
3047
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2172.

During the RFQ, ACP also explained that the Project would be performed in a “highly
collaborative manner.” 3048 ACP explained that one of its main intentions and objectives was to
perform the Project in a spirit of trust and collaboration. ACP clearly represented: 3049

2173.

Moreover, as the tender period and the performance of the Contract are governed by
Panamanian law, ACP was legally required, in accordance with Articles 130 and 133(5)(6) of
its Regulation, 3050 to collaborate with the Contractor, to protect its right and interest, not to
overburden its obligations, and, pursuant to Article 1109 of the Civil Code, 3051 to act in
accordance with the general principle of good faith. 3052

2174.

ACP’s tender representations are also reflected under the Conditions of Contract, including
Sub-Clause 3.5 [Determinations] of the Conditions of Contract and under Panamanian law.
Claimants 2-4 thus relied on the Employer’s Representative’s obligation to issue impartial
determinations of GUPC S.A.’s entitlements under Sub-Clause 3.5 of the Conditions of
Contract to adjust the funding for the cost overruns. Thus, in entering into the Contract and the
JSG, Claimants 2-4 expected that ACP would comply with its prior statements, with the
Contract and its legal duties.

2175.

Claimants expected that ACP would act consistent with its obligations under the Contract and
Panama law, to finance the Project, and cover any cost overruns that were caused by ACP’s
conduct, including those resulting from ACP’s wrongful conduct at issue here. However, as
further detailed below, since the outset of the Project ACP’s goal was for the Employer’s
Representative to aggressively manage GUPC’s claims, 3053 knowing that such attitude would
cause substantial financial harm to GUPC S.A., as well as Claimants 2-4 pursuant to their
obligations under the JSG. 3054

2176.

Contrary to its tender representations, ACP – in a systematic manner – failed to collaborate
with Claimants, or to issue fair determinations with respect to GUPC S.A.’s claims in
accordance with its obligations under Sub-Clause 3.5, or to otherwise act in accordance with its
legal duties. 3055 As detailed further in the following sections, ACP’s behaviour was grossly
negligent, and violated Panamanian law, and resulted in significant cost overruns and delays,
the financial impact of which had to be borne by Claimants 2-4.

2177.

Notwithstanding ACP’s representations that the Contract would be performed in a “spirit of
mutual trust and cooperation,” that the Contractor would not be required to provide financing,
such that the Project was expected to remain cash flow positive, Claimants 2-4 were forced to
contribute substantial financial resources to cover the massive cost overruns above and beyond
the lump sum price of the Contract and ACP’s own cost analysis. These cost overruns were the

3048

3049

3050
3051
3052
3053
3054

3055

Exhibit {C-25}, Request For Qualifications for the Design-Build of the Third Set of Locks Project, Fifth
Revision, dated 8 November 2007, p. 10 [p. 10].
Exhibit {C-25}, Request For Qualifications for the Design-Build of the Third Set of Locks Project, Fifth
Revision, dated 8 November 2007, p. 11 [p. 11].
{C-LA-21}, Acquisition Regulation of the Panama Canal Authority (as amended), dated May 2011.
{C-LA-1}, Civil Code of Panama (updated), dated 22 August 1916, Art. 1109.
See Section II.B.3 above.
Exhibit {C-416}, ACP’s Program Management Plan, dated March 2010, p. 40 [p. 3-27].
Exhibit {C-416}, ACP’s Program Management Plan, dated March 2010, p. 28 [p. 1-15]; Exhibit {C-417},
ACP’s Third Set of Locks Register, dated 18 November 2010.
See Section III.C above.
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direct result of ACP’s wrongful conduct during both the tender and contractual phases, which
could not have been anticipated at the time of the conclusion of the Contract and the JSG.

(ii)

During the tender period, ACP represented that it performed “rigorous”
and “reliable” studies, including cost estimates and risk analysis

2178.

On 24 April 2006, ACP published its Proposal for the Expansion of the Panama Canal in order
to obtain the approval of the Panamanian public for the Canal Expansion Project. 3056 In its
Proposal ACP explained that it had prepared over 120 studies for the preparation of the
Expansion Project, including, among others, technical, engineering and financial studies. 3057
ACP also represented that the Project only “has moderate risk and complexity levels that may
be adequately managed with technology and proven construction methods.” 3058

2179.

Regarding the cost of the Project, ACP publicly stated that the cost estimates “offers a high
level of reliability due to the level of thoroughness and detail with which it has been
performed.” 3059 The importance of these costs estimates is clear from ACP’s own admissions.
Indeed, in its Proposal, ACP publicly stated it had “a thorough knowledge of the project area’s
geological conditions,” 3060 and that: 3061

2180.

ACP further explained that the risk of cost overruns were assessed on the basis of a detailed
cost estimate, 3062 and concluded that “therefore, the probability that the construction will be

3056

3057

3058

3059

3060

3061

3062

Exhibit {C-23}, ACP Proposal for the Expansion of the Panama Canal: Third Set of Locks Project, dated 24
April 2006.
Exhibit {C-23}, ACP Proposal for the Expansion of the Panama Canal: Third Set of Locks Project, dated 24
April 2006, p. 81-90.
Exhibit {C-23}, ACP Proposal for the Expansion of the Panama Canal: Third Set of Locks Project, dated 24
April 2006, p. 19 [p. 11].
Exhibit {C-23}, ACP Proposal for the Expansion of the Panama Canal: Third Set of Locks Project, dated 24
April 2006, p. 19 [pp. 11].
Exhibit {C-23}, ACP Proposal for the Expansion of the Panama Canal: Third Set of Locks Project, dated 24
April 2006, p. 19 [pp. 11]; see also p. 23 [p. 15] (“Beginning in 1998, the Canal administration initiated a
program of studies and investigations directed toward identifying the future requirements of the waterway from
a long-term perspective.”).
Exhibit {C-23}, ACP Proposal for the Expansion of the Panama Canal: Third Set of Locks Project, dated 24
April 2006, p. 16 [pp. 8, 11]. ACP further stated: “Beginning in 1998, the Canal administration initiated a
program of studies and investigations. . . . [and an] extensive and complete research program, without precedent
in the Canal history.”
Exhibit {C-23}, ACP Proposal for the Expansion of the Panama Canal: Third Set of Locks Project, dated 24
April 2006, p. 16 [pp. 8, 11].
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performed within the estimate, or less, is high.” 3063 The cost estimation study was prepared by
ACP’s consultant Parsons Brinkerhoff; however, ACP never provided this study to tenderers.
2181.

Indeed, as one of ACP’s consultants, AON Risk Services, Inc. (“AON”), stated, the most
“accurate way to predict the [Probable Maximum Loss for a project] is to review a detailed
construction estimate and determine which activities would need to be performed in the event
of a total loss.” AON’s understanding was that ACP developed such a construction estimate
with the assistance of Parsons Brinkerhoff, and despite requests to review the construction
estimate, it was not provided for “confidentiality reasons.” 3064

2182.

As detailed above, despite ACP’s representation regarding its thorough knowledge of the
project’s area and its detailed technical studies, contemporaneous evidence demonstrates that
ACP implemented its tender in a grossly negligent manner, including by failing to coordinate
its consultants, and by inaccurately providing and interpreting the geological and geotechnical
conditions of the site. 3065 ACP’s failures significantly impacted the costs of the Project, and led
to significant delays, which ultimately were financed by Claimants 2-4 pursuant to their
obligation under the JSG.

(b)

During the pre-tender and tender periods, ACP incorrectly
represented important parameters and requirements of the Project

(i)

ACP inappropriately represented that the PLE basalt was a suitable source
of and should be used for concrete aggregate production

2183.

As discussed in Section III.B above, 3066 ACP consistently represented that the PLE basalt was a
suitable source of and should be used for aggregate production. ACP’s numerous statements
led the tenderers, including the GUPC Consortium, to believe and rely on such information for
the preparation of their technical and financial proposals.

2184.

Since at least 2003, 3067 ACP represented that the PLE basalt could be used as a source for
concrete aggregate, 3068 and stated that this was one of the most important premises to estimate
the costs of the Project. 3069 In 2004, ACP’s Lock Cost Estimating Team, with the assistance of
Parsons Brinkerhoff, stated: 3070

3063

3064

3065
3066
3067

3068
3069

3070

Exhibit {C-23}, ACP Proposal for the Expansion of the Panama Canal: Third Set of Locks Project, dated 24
April 2006, p. 20 [p. 12].
See Exhibit {C-414}, AON Risk Services, Inc., Insurance Assessment Report Panama Canal Operations and
Expansion Program, dated 11 June 2008, p. 44 [p. 5-7] (“We have asked to review the expansion program
construction estimate developed by ACP with the assistance of Parsons Brinkerhoff (PB Consult S.A.) but it is
not available for confidentiality reasons while responses to the Design-Build RFP are in process. After
completing the RFP process, a detailed construction estimate may be provided by the ACP.”).
See Sections III.B and IV.C above.
See Section III.B.
Indeed, representations extend even earlier when the historical documents related to the 1930’s excavations are
considered. Section III.B.
Exhibit {C-916}, Study on New Locks Alignment at the Pacific Side-Alignment PMD, dated October 2003.
Exhibit {C-180}, Cost Schedule and Constructability Analysis for Proposed Post-Panamax Locks, Concept
Level Design Estimates Report, April 2004.
Exhibit {C-180}, Cost Schedule and Constructability Analysis for Proposed Post-Panamax Locks, Concept
Level Design Estimates Report, April 2004, p. 2 [pp. 2-3].
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2185.

Thereafter, ACP continued to represent that material from the PLE was suitable and favorable
for concrete aggregate. In August 2005, ACP organized a workshop during which senior
employees of ACP explained that the source for aggregate would be obtained from the PLE.3071
Later, in February 2006, ACP issued an updated costs estimation and project schedule which
continued to describe the PLE basalt as suitable for concrete aggregate production. 3072

2186.

Further, in May 2006, ACP issued its “Technical Analysis of Disposal Sites for Works” and
continued representing the PLE basalt in favorable terms. 3073 During the same month, at the
Congress organized by the World Association for Waterborne Transport Infrastructure
(PIANC), ACP’s representatives stated that “the excavated volumes [from the Pacific side] can
entirely be used for several purposes such as concrete aggregate.” 3074 These representations
continued during 2007. In August of that year, ACP issued its RFQ, describing the Project and
providing the above-mentioned documents for review to tenderers. 3075 At the end of 2007,
ACP issued the Request for Proposal for the Third Set of Locks of Project, which attached
numerous documents that represented the PLE basalt as suitable for concrete aggregate
production. 3076

2187.

During the tender period ACP continued to represent the use of PLE basalt as a source of
concrete aggregate in favorable terms. In April 2008, for example, ACP provided the GDR and
historical material that represented the PLE basalt as the primary source of aggregate. 3077
Further, on 16 May 2008, after requests from GUPC that it issue a Geotechnical Baseline
Report, ACP issued a Geotechnical Interpretation Report (GIR), 3078 which provided that PLE
basalt could be used as a source for concrete aggregate. 3079

3071

3072

3073

3074

3075

3076
3077

3078
3079

Exhibit {C-917}, Design value management, constructability dialogos, and risk assessment Report, dated 14
September 2005.
Exhibit {C-181}, Cost and Activity Schedule for the Conceptual Design of the Post-Panamax Locks, dated
February 2006.
See, Exhibit {C-918}, Technical Analysis of Disposal Sites for Work on Panama Canal Post-Panamax
Channels and Locks with Gatun Lake at 9.14 m PLD, dated March 2006.
Exhibit {C-681}, RFP Amendment 7, Volume VI, Part II - Geotechnical Data Report, dated April 2008;
Exhibit {C-919}, Isthmian Canal Company report on the foundation materials of the New Miraflores and Pedro
Miguel Locks, dated November 1942; Exhibit {C-920}, Report of the Governor of the Panama Canal dated
1947.
Exhibit {C-25}, Request For Qualifications for the Design-Build of the Third Set of Locks Project, Fifth
Revision, dated 8 November 2007.
Exhibit {C-7}, Tender Documents in original RFP, Volume I, dated December 2007.
Exhibit {C-681}, RFP Amendment 7, Volume VI, Part II - Geotechnical Data Report, dated April 2008. Three
reports from the 1940s were produced by ACP with RFP Amendment No. 7 see Exhibit {C-921}, Isthmian
Canal Company report about investigation of aggregates and cements for the Third Locks Project with special
reference to alkalies in cement and their effect on aggregates and concrete, dated May 1941; Exhibit {C-919},
Isthmian Canal Company report on the foundation materials of the New Miraflores and Pedro Miguel Locks,
dated November 1942; Exhibit {C-922}, Extracts from Isthmian Canal Company Final Report on modified
Third Locks Project, dated 1943-1944.
Exhibit {C-479}, RFP Amendment 8, Geotechnical Interpretive Report (Rev. 0), dated 16 May 2008.
Exhibit {C-479}, RFP Amendment 8, Geotechnical Interpretive Report (Rev. 0), dated 16 May 2008.
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2188.

Even though ACP later removed this language from the GIR (without ever explaining the basis
for this) ACP expressed no concerns regarding the suitability of the PLE basalt. 3080 Quite to the
contrary, at around the same time, in its answers to the tenderer’s questions regarding sources
of aggregate, ACP reconfirmed the anticipated use of the PLE basalt. 3081 Likewise, on 6 August
2008, ACP revised Section 01 50 00 of the Employer’s Requirement and stated that “the main
source of aggregate for the Atlantic and Pacific Site would be the rock coming from the
excavation at the Pacific site.” 3082

2189.

Yet, as described previously, 3083 ACP’s representations turned out to be completely wrong. In
early 2011, Claimants discovered that the PLE basalt could not serve as the primary source of
concrete aggregate because it generated excessive amounts of fines wastage during processing,
thereby preventing GUPC from obtaining the necessary crushing plant outputs. 3084 As a result,
Claimants had to undertake extensive modifications to the crushing plant to produce usable
aggregate and sand that complied with ACP’s requirements and was forced to abandon the PLE
as the primary source of aggregate altogether and, instead, to open the Aguadulce Quarry much
earlier than anticipated in order to obtain the necessary aggregate.

(ii)

Due to its grossly negligent conduct in the preparation of the RFP
materials, ACP also incorrectly represented the foundation conditions
within the basalt reach of the PLE

2190.

As detailed in Section IV.C above, ACP’s gross negligence in preparing the RFP resulted in
serious incorrect representations of the foundation conditions within the basalt reach of the
PLE. Specifically, while ACP and its external consultants conducted extensive geological and
geotechnical investigations at the Pacific Site in preparation for the Project, 3085 ACP failed to
properly coordinate its consultants and analyze the results of the investigations it had
undertaken. As such, ACP failed to properly interpret the geological conditions in the PLE.3086
As ACP’s own consultants warned ACP at the time, the data collected by ACP was insufficient
for the purpose of determining accurately the rock mass and faulting conditions in the PLE.
ACP failed, in fact, to follow certain express recommendations made by ACP’s consultants
regarding the necessity to conduct further investigations. 3087

2191.

Furthermore, it appears that a significant portion of the data that ACP actually collected was not
properly analyzed or even considered by ACP and its consultants. In particular, a review of
CPP’s report suggests that ACP withheld from CPP the historical reports and extensive data
collected by the Americans in connection with the 1939 expansion project, as well as the latest

3080
3081
3082
3083
3084
3085

3086
3087

Exhibit {C-481}, RFP Amendment 10, Geotechnical Interpretive Report (Rev. 1), dated July 2008.
Exhibit {C-923}, RFP Amendment 13, Questions and Answers, dated July 2008.
Exhibit {C-481}, RFP Amendment 10, Geotechnical Interpretive Report (Rev. 1), dated July 2008.
SeeClaimants' Counter-Memorial on Jurisdiction, Section II.E(1).
Exhibit {C-182}, Letter GUPC-IAE-0602 from GUPC to ACP, dated 16 February 2011.
See Exhibit {C-23}, ACP Proposal for the Expansion of the Panama Canal: Third Set of Locks Project, dated
24 April 2006, p. 15 [pp. 15-16].
See Section IV.B-C above.
See Section IV.B.C above; see also Exhibit {C-493}, CPP Report on Geotechnical Analysis and Alternative
Construction Methodologies for Third Set of Locks, TO2-TaskA-COB-R002-RevC, dated 28 August 2006, p.
50 [p. 46], Section 8; see Exhibit {C-491}, Geophysical Investigation for the Third Set of Locks Project, Final
Report, Technos Inc., dated 22 September 2006. As detailed in Mr. Gath’s witness statement, for example,
ACP declined to follow ECI’s express advice to conduct further investigations of the AFZ; Gath(I) {C-WS24}, paras. 23, 50, 68 (explaining that ECI recommended that ACP commission further investigations); Exhibit
{C-763}, Earth Consultants International Report (ECI Project No. 2708.05), Appendix E on “Assessment of
Activity of the Aguadulce Fault”, dated 4 April 2008, p. 21 [p. E-21].
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and most advanced series of boreholes that ACP had drilled, both of which would have assisted
CPP in assessing the faulting and rock mass conditions in the PLE. 3088
2192.

ACP compounded these errors by failing to compile the geological data for the RFP in a
complete and diligent manner. 3089 As reflected in the witness statement of Mr. Gath of ECI
(one of ACP’s consultants during the Project preparation stages), ACP rushed the process of
developing the geological information and commenced the faulting and paleoseismic
investigations too late to meet the deadline for the RFP to be issued. As a result, ACP issued
the RFP without properly reviewing, checking or analyzing the geotechnical and geological
data, and ultimately produced a rushed and flawed GIR and Plates. 3090

2193.

ACP also withheld relevant information about the Aguadulce Fault Zone (AFZ) from the
tenderers during the RFP period, namely the full ECI report reflecting the findings from ECI’s
paleoseismic investigations in the AFZ. 3091 Without this information, ACP’s statements in the
GIR regarding the results of the specific investigations undertaken by ECI of the Aguadulce
Fault Zone were misleading. Indeed, had the tenderers been provided with ECI’s full report,
they could have realized that the ground conditions in the AFZ were worse than described in
the GIR and the remainder of the RFP documents. 3092

2194.

As well as failing to properly interpret the conditions in the Aguadulce Fault Zone, ACP also
failed to identify at all in the GIR or the Plates the Lock Head 1 Fault of the Western Inlet Wing
Wall Fault. In addition, ACP’s interpretation of the condition of the basalt outside of the fault
zones was incorrect, leading to significant and unanticipated levels of over-excavation.

2195.

As detailed above, Claimants discovered the actual conditions in the PLE to be more adverse
than anticipated, due to ACP’s failure to correctly interpret the faulting and rock mass
conditions in the PLE. 3093 The more adverse actual conditions had a significant impact upon
the Works. In particular: (i) GUPC had to redesign some of the monoliths and the chamber
floor in the area affected by the Aguadulce Fault Zone; (ii) had to undertake additional fault
treatment works; and (iii) had to pour significantly more lean concrete in the basalt reach of the
PLE. The substantial additional works that GUPC had to perform delayed the start of concrete
placement in the areas affected by the faults and caused GUPC to incur additional costs. 3094

2196.

While making these representations during the tender period, and without any explanation to
the tenderers, ACP unilaterally took steps to attempt to limit its liability, and to seek to shift
risks to the Contractor, with respect to the geotechnical and geological conditions in the Project
while at the same time unilaterally modifying its Regulation (unbeknownst to the tenderers). 3095

3088

3089
3090
3091
3092

3093
3094
3095

See Section IV.B-C above; see also Exhibit {C-924}, [DUPLICATE usd 143e i Geotechnical report prepared
by Consorcio Post-Panamax (CPP Report), dated 25 August 2006.
See Section IV.B.C above.
See Section IV.B.C above; see also Gath(I) {C-WS-24}, paras. 22.
See Section IV.B.C above.
See Section IV.B.C above; compare Exhibit {C-763}, Earth Consultants International Report (ECI Project No.
2708.05), Appendix E on “Assessment of Activity of the Aguadulce Fault”, dated 4 April 2008, with Exhibit
{C-479}, RFP Amendment 8, Geotechnical Interpretive Report (Rev. 0), dated 16 May 2008, p. 19 [p. 19],
Section 4.2.2.
See Section IV.B.C above.
See Section IV.B.C above.
{C-LA-21}, Acquisition Regulation of the Panama Canal Authority (as amended), dated May 2011, Arts. 1B
and 6D. (Article 1B in relevant part states, “nothing in this Regulation shall be applied or interpreted in the
sense of granting to any contractor rights or benefits that exceed those stipulated in the contract entered with the
Authority) (Article 6D states, “In the tender document and in the contracts whose celebration had been preceded
by the prequalification process established in Section Two of CHAPTER VII of this Regulation, the Authority
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2197.

Notably, despite taking these steps to limit its liability, ACP did not convey to the Tenderers
any concerns it had with using the PLE basalt as the source of the aggregate, nor did it indicate
that its interpretations of the foundation conditions in the basalt reach of the PLE may be
inaccurate. 3096 Rather, ACP systematically represented to the public, and the tenderers, that the
PLE basalt would be a suitable source of aggregate for concrete production, and inaccurately
represented the conditions in the basalt reach in the PLE by engaging in grossly negligent
conduct in the preparation of the RFP. Critically, ACP never stated to the tenderers that its
prior statements were not reliable, incorrect or inaccurate.

2198.

In sum, ACP made material incorrect representations regarding the conditions of the Project
site, while contemporaneously seeking to avoid liability for such representations, and failing to
provide any indication that its representations may be reliable.

(c)

During the contractual period, ACP engaged in further wrongful
conduct that caused the Project to suffer delays and costs

2199.

As detailed in Section V above, ACP also engaged in conduct that served to delay and disrupt
the process of finalizing and implementing the concrete mix design. In particular, ACP
wrongfully prevented GUPC from starting structural marine concrete works; 3097 incorrectly
imposed the use of silica fume, which was required under the Employer’s Requirements; 3098
and ultimately approved the very same concrete mix designs that Claimants had proposed – and
ACP rejected – more than a year earlier. 3099 By engaging in this conduct, ACP wrongfully and
substantially burdened the concrete mix design process and caused the Project to suffer
significant delays and endure additional costs.

2200.

Similarly, as detailed in Section VI above, ACP wrongfully failed to provide compensation for
the additional costs incurred by GUPC S.A. in complying with ACP’s Variation to the Contract
requirements regarding the use of on-site testing laboratories. ACP initially agreed that
GUPC’s independent on-site laboratory organization met the Contract requirements. 3100 But
ACP later changed its position and demanded that GUPC S.A. retain a third-party subcontractor
to establish, manage and operate the on-site laboratories. 3101 This constituted a Variation to the
Contract – as the DAB correctly found – but ACP nevertheless refused to pay GUPC the actual
costs arising from this Variation. 3102

2201.

Further, as detailed in Section III.C.6 and IV.C.5 above, ACP did not collaborate with
Claimants, and failed to fairly apply Sub-Clause 3.5 of the Conditions of Contract, in violation

3096

3097
3098
3099
3100

3101

3102

may include terms and conditions which, in the Authority’s opinion, protect more effectively its interests than
the provisions contained in this Regulation or that were not mentioned in it, may be, in the Authority’s opinion,
necessary or convenient to better protect its interests. Such terms and conditions shall prevail between the
contracting parties in relation to the matters they refer to.”).
Later, in October 2008, ACP further revised the language of section Employer Requirements 01 50 00 now
stating that: “the employer in no way guarantees that such aggregate [the PLE Basalt] is adequate or meet the
requirements for the Contractor’s proposed design…” Exhibit {C-925}, RFP Amendment 17, Section 01 50
00, dated October 2008.
See Section V above.
See Section V above.
See Section V above.
See Section VI above; see also Exhibit {C-721}, Letter IAE-UPC-0176 from ACP to GUPC, dated 29 April
2010.
See Section VI above; see also Exhibit {C-723}, Letter IAE-UPC-0209 from ACP to GUPC, dated 1 June
2010; Exhibit {C-724}, Letter IAE-UPC-0264 from ACP to GUPC, dated 2 July 2010; Exhibit {C-726}, Letter
IAE-UPC-0286 from ACP to GUPC, dated 14 July 2010.
See Section VI above; see also Exhibit {C-2}, DAB Decision on Referral 1, dated 23 August 2011, p. 40.
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of its obligations under Panamanian law. As contemporaneous documents demonstrate, 3103
ACP did not intend to collaborate with Claimants or “endeavour to reach agreement with the
Contractor.” 3104 To the contrary, ACP appeared to have defined one of its “measures of
success” – as stated in its Program Management Plan from 2010 – as “100 percent of claims are
decided in favor of the ACP,” 3105 suggesting its determinations with respect to the Contractor’s
claims would not be fair.
2202.

ACP also was aware of the repercussion that such behavior would have on GUPC S.A., and
thus on Claimants 2-4, further to the JSG. As an internal document regarding ACP’s risk
assessment shows, ACP knew fully that “slow claim processing [would] caus[e] financial
issues with GUPC.” 3106 Indeed, it was ACP’s systematic rejections of GUPC’s claims that
significantly impacted GUPC S.A., and forced Claimants 2-4 to provide financial assistance
and other services to the Contractor in order to complete the Works, dispute the claims, related
disputes, and overruns.

2203.

ACP thus failed to comply with its contractual and other legal obligations to GUPC S.A. 3107 and
to Claimants 2-4. These breaches and misconduct caused damages to Claimants 2-4, which
provide the basis for the claims asserted by Claimants 2-4 under the JSG.

3.
2204.

3103

3104
3105
3106
3107
3108

3109

3110
3111

ACP’s wrongdoing violated its obligations under Panamanian law
and the JSG

During both the tender and contractual phases of the Project, ACP violated its legal and
contractual duties and, as a result, caused significant harm to Claimants 2-4. As explained by
Dr. Hoyos, pursuant to Articles 1109 and 30 of the Civil Code, the JSG incorporates all legal
obligations applicable to ACP. 3108 These legal obligations include all mandatory provisions and
general principles of law such as the duty of good faith, 3109 as well as all obligations imposed
on ACP as a public institution having concluded an administrative contract, including
compliance with ACP’s Regulation. 3110 Panamanian law thus requires ACP to abide by these
obligations, irrespective of whether the JSG is considered a bilateral or unilateral agreement. 3111

See Exhibit {C-416}, ACP’s Program Management Plan, dated March 2010, pp. 28, 40; Exhibit {C-417},
ACP’s Third Set of Locks Register, dated 18 November 2010; see also Hart(II) para. 33.
Exhibit {C-311}, Conditions of Contract (as amended through Variation Order No. 175), Cl. 3.5.
Exhibit {C-416}, ACP’s Program Management Plan, dated March 2010, p. 28.
Exhibit {C-417}, ACP’s Third Set of Locks Register, dated 18 November 2010.
See Section II above.
Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, paras. 53. As Dr. Hoyos states, “This principle [rule of integration of contracts] provides
that written clauses do not exhaust the content of a contract. In Panama’s codified legal system, the contract is
always integrated with the law (imperative law) and also with good faith and its corollaries. Thus, the Contract
does not exist alone: it exists within the framework of the Panamanian legal system and, in particular, of
mandatory provisions of law.” [emphasis added].
Hoyos(II) {C-EX-2}, paras. 28-29; {C-LA-1}, Civil Code of Panama (updated), dated 22 August 1916, Art.
1109 (“The contracts are perfected by the mere consent, and from then on bind, not only to the compliance of
the express agreements, but also to all the consequences that, according to their nature, are in accordance with
the good faith, the uses and the law.”), Art. 974 (“The obligations arise from the law, the contracts and quasi
contracts and from the acts and the illicit omissions in which any kind of negligence or fault intervenes.”),
Art. 30 (“In every contract the laws in force at the time of its execution are deemed to be incorporated.”).
Hoyos(II) {C-EX-2}, para. 30; see also {C-LA-145}, Law 22 of 27 June 2006 (updated), Art. 1.
Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, para. 256. In this regard Dr. Hoyos explains, “Panamanian law by incorporating
mandatory legal provisions into the contract, such as the JSG here, thus imposes legal duties, and establishes
standards of behavior for all parties, irrespective of the nature of the contract.”
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2205.

As detailed below, ACP violated its legal obligations, including with respect to Article 1109 of
the Civil Code and Articles 130 and 133(6) of ACP’s Regulation, and engaged in conduct
constituting gross negligence under Article 34-C of the Civil Code.

(a)

ACP breached its duty of good faith under Article 1109 of the Civil
Code

2206.

During both the tender and contractual phases, ACP breached its duty to act in good faith in its
dealings with Claimants 2-4 in violation of Article 1109. 3112 As previously explained, 3113
Article 1109 of the Civil Code contains the general duty of good faith, which binds the parties
in all of their actions during both the pre-contractual and contractual phases. 3114 The principle
of good faith is a universal principle of law that “gives form and substance to the application of
the law and the obligations.” 3115

2207.

As explained by Dr. Hoyos, the duty of good faith “contains duties for the contracting parties;
for instance a duty of honesty, but also in a more positive sense a duty of cooperation and
criteria to define the rights and duties of the parties.” 3116 Further, Dr. Hoyos explains that noncompliance of this duty “is always unlawful, and consequently a source of liability.” 3117 ACP
was thus obliged by the duty of good faith to provide complete and accurate information,
cooperate with Claimants, and exercise its rights under the JSG in good faith, or else be held
liable for damages. Accordingly, under Article 1109, ACP is liable where its actions and
representations in violation of this duty cause Claimants 2-4’s obligations under the JSG to be
more onerous. 3118

2208.

During the tender period, ACP breached its duty of good faith by providing incorrect
information regarding the suitability of the PLE basalt, by incorrectly representing the
foundation conditions within the basalt reach of the PLE, and by incorrectly representing the
conditions of the Project, including that it was going was to be performed in a spirit of trust and

3112

{C-LA-1}, Civil Code of Panama (updated), dated 22 August 1916, Art. 1109. (Article 1109 provides: “The
contracts are perfected by the mere consent, and from then on bind, not only to the compliance of their express
provisions, but also to all the consequences that, according to their nature, are in accordance with good faith, the
uses and the law.”); see alsoHoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, paras. 73, 106-116, 257-260.

3113

See Section II.B.3 above.

3114

Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, para. 107.

3115

Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, paras. 107, 255. As explained by Dr. Hoyos, the Panamanian Supreme Court has
recognized that the duty of good faith established under Article 1109 of the Civil Code applies to the
Panamanian Administration, including ACP, in all of its acts, including under unilateral contracts such as fianza
(guarantee), as in the case of the JSG. Hoyos(II) {C-EX-2}, para. 34 (citing Markela Roger v. Banco General,
requiring the creditor to compensate for damages to the guarantor caused by negligently demanding
performance of an obligation which was not due and filing for the foreclosure of the property.); see also {C-LA1}, Civil Code of Panama (updated), dated 22 August 1916, Art. 986 (“[Parties] shall be subject to
indemnification of the damages caused, those who in the compliance of its obligations incur in willful
misconduct (dolo), negligence or delinquency, and those [persons] which contravene in any manner the tenor of
such [obligations].”).

3116

Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, para. 110.
Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, para. 110.

3117
3118

Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, paras. 257-260. As Dr. Hoyos further explains, “this duty of good faith is
“objective” and not a question of whether a party thought it was acting in good faith: it is about an objective
good faith and “as such in contractual matters whether the parties had the conviction or belief of having acted in
accordance with the law” or pursuant to the contract is of no interest, as such convictions are irrelevant because,
considering the social and economic function of the contract, what really counts are the real and effective
actions that procure the full execution of those functions within the ambit of legality, loyalty and correction, that
is adjusted to the whole legal order and agreed.” SeeHoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, para. 112.
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cooperation, as detailed above. Further, during the contractual phase, ACP failed to meet its
continuing obligations to act in good faith by wrongfully burdening the concrete mix design
process and inappropriately demanding that GUPC S.A. retain a third-party subcontractor to
establish, manage and operate the on-site laboratories without providing due compensation for
this Variation to the Contract.
2209.

In addition, as explained above in Sections III.C.6 and IV.C.5, ACP – in bad faith – breached
its obligation to issue fair determinations with respect to GUPC S.A.’s claims, pursuant to SubClause 3.5 of the Conditions of Contract. 3119 ACP’s conduct violated article 1109 of the Civil
Code and – once again – demonstrates that ACP’s tender representations and assurances as to
the collaborative, expeditious, and non-litigious resolutions disputes were false. 3120

2210.

ACP’s conduct during both the tender and contractual phases thus breached Article 1109 and
the JSG, and Claimants 2-4 are therefore entitled to be fully compensated for the damages
resulting from ACP’s wrongdoing.

(b)

2211.

3119
3120

3121

3122

3123

ACP breached its obligations under Article 130 of its Regulation to
collaborate with Claimants and provide information in a nonmisleading, non-confusing, complete, and accurate manner

Article 130 of ACP’s Regulation requires it to provide non-ambiguous, non-confusing,
accurate, and complete information regarding the conditions of the Project site. 3121 It further
requires ACP to collaborate and “protect the interest and rights of the contractors” 3122 in any
agreement to which it is a party – including the JSG. As Dr. Hoyos explained, administrative
contracts are collaborative, 3123 and the duty of collaboration, as with the principle of good faith,
entails that “each party informs himself and informs loyally the other party regarding the
content of the contract.” 3124 As detailed above, Claimants 2-4, during the tender phase, made
extensive investigation into the Project site based on the information and access provided by
ACP, and within the time limits available to them. 3125 Moreover, Article 53 of Law 19 (ACP’s
Organic Law) reinforces ACP’s duty to collaborate with Claimants and states that ACP’s
procurement should be based on “fairness in the relationship with contractors.” 3126 In addition,

Exhibit {C-311}, Conditions of Contract (as amended through Variation Order No. 175), Cl. 3.5.
Exhibit {C-25}, Request For Qualifications for the Design-Build of the Third Set of Locks Project, Fifth
Revision, dated 8 November 2007, pp. 9-10.
{C-LA-21}, Acquisition Regulation of the Panama Canal Authority (as amended), dated May 2011, p. 45,
Art. 130. (Article 130 provides, “The execution and performance of the contract has the purpose of obtaining
the collaboration from the private parties and the efficiency of the administrative functions. Notwithstanding
the preceding purpose, it shall also strive to guarantee the rights and interests of the contractor. All actions
taken by those persons who participate in the procurement shall be based upon principles of transparency,
economy and responsibility, in accordance with the rules that govern administrative functions, as well as the
rules of ethics and conduct that apply to the Authority, the rules of contract interpretation, and those general
principles of law and specific provisions of administrative law.”).
{C-LA-21}, Acquisition Regulation of the Panama Canal Authority (as amended), dated May 2011, p. 45,
Art. 130.
Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, para. 146.

3124

Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, para. 131.

3125

See Section III.B.5.
{C-LA-9}, Law No. 19 Whereby the Panama Canal Authority is Organized, dated June 1997, p. 14 [pp. 14-15],
Art. 53; see also {C-LA-145}, Law 22 of 27 June 2006 (updated), p. 26 [p. 17], Art. 19(8).

3126
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during the tender process, ACP represented that the “project [would] be executed in a spirit of
mutual trust and cooperation without litigation and adversarial attitudes.” 3127
2212.

Accordingly, ACP was obliged to collaborate with Claimants and to provide in a transparent
manner all relevant information with respect to the performance of the Contract and the Project
and not to make representations on fundamental aspects of the Project that ACP had not fully
validated. 3128 ACP breached Article 130 of its Regulation by providing incorrect information to
Claimants 2-4 during the tender period, in particular regarding the suitability of the PLE basalt
and the foundation conditions within the basalt reach of the PLE, by overburdening the
concrete mix design process during the performance of the Contract, and by rejecting – in bad
faith – GUPC S.A.’s claims, as detailed above.

(c)

ACP’s violations of Article 1109 of the Civil Code and Article 130 of
its Regulation during the tender process constitute gross negligence
under Panamanian law

2213.

As explained above, 3129 as a public entity, ACP had the obligation to provide accurate and
correct information pursuant to the principles of transparency, economy and responsibility
contained in its Regulation, the general principle of good faith, and Law 22 (Panama’s General
Public Contracting Law). 3130

2214.

During the tender period, ACP was grossly negligent in failing to comply with its obligations
by (1) providing tenderers incorrect information, and (2) falsely representing the real conditions
of the Project. Such behavior constitutes gross negligence under Panamanian Law as defined
under Article 34-C of the Civil Code. 3131 In addition, Article 986 of the Panamanian Civil
Code states that a party who acts grossly negligent, negligently, or with dolo is liable for
compensation to the harmed party. 3132

3127

Exhibit {C-25}, Request For Qualifications for the Design-Build of the Third Set of Locks Project, Fifth
Revision, dated 8 November 2007, p. 11 [p. 11].

3128

See also Section II.B.3 above; {C-LA-145}, Law 22 of 27 June 2006 (updated), p. 26 [p. 17], Art. 19(8) (“With
sufficient time before the opening of the process of selecting the contractor, prepare the studies, designs and
projects required, as well as the terms of reference and specifications, assuring that its preparation is not done in
an incomplete, ambiguous or confusing manner.”).

3129

See Section II.B.3 above.
Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, paras. 26, 50-51, 71, 74, 77-88. As Dr. Hoyos explains that ACP has a duty to plan and
prepare necessary studies to provide correct information to tenderers, “In particular, ACP is under an obligation
to provide all relevant data in its possession which is reasonable and proportionate to allow tenderers to assess
the risks undertaken, and further to correct any misleading information which the Employer knows to be
incorrect. Under the law, such duty also entails the delivery of information that has been diligently prepared or
otherwise verified by the public entity under the requirements of the law and good faith.”
{C-LA-1}, Civil Code of Panama (updated), dated 22 August 1916, Art. 34-C. (In relevant part, Article 34-C
states, “Grave fault, gross negligence or wanton fault, is the one that consists in not managing the affairs of
others with the care that even negligent people with little prudence generally employ in their own affairs. This
negligence in civil matter is equivalent to willful misconduct. . . . Fault or carelessness without any other
qualification, means minor fault or carelessness. This type of fault is opposed to diligence or ordinary or
medium care. The person who must administer a business as a good paterfamilias is responsible for this type of
fault.”).

3130

3131

3132

{C-LA-1}, Civil Code of Panama (updated), dated 22 August 1916, Art. 986 (“[Parties] [a]re subject to
compensation for damages and harm caused, those who in the compliance of their obligations commit willful
misconduct negligence or default, and those [persons] who in any manner contravene the tenor of such
[obligations].”).
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2215.

ACP failed to comply with these duties. As detailed herein, on multiple occasions since 2003,
ACP expressed that the Contractor for the Project would not have to provide any financing.
Further, ACP assured Claimants that it had dedicated years to study the feasibility of the
Project, 3133 prepared thorough studies, 3134 and had a deep and detailed knowledge of the Site
conditions. 3135 ACP, however, provided misleading, false and incorrect information to the
tenderers. 3136 In particular, as described above, ACP inappropriately represented that the PLE
basalt was suitable for concrete aggregate production, and also incorrectly represented the
foundation conditions within the basalt reach of the PLE. 3137

2216.

Thus, critically, ACP failed to conduct adequate studies, yet decided to publicly represent itself
as an informed entity with deep knowledge, and most importantly decided to base one of the
most important premises of the Project without proper validation.

2217.

In light of ACP’s representations Claimants made their Financial Proposal, with a view towards
using the PLE basalt for the concrete aggregate production and taking into account the
foundation conditions within the basalt reach of the PLE as represented by ACP in the RFP
materials. ACP thus misled Claimants into offering a lower price bid that did not reflect the
real conditions of the Project and the works required for the construction of the Third Set of
Locks. In fact, as the DAB explained, ACP:
“[S]hould have known, actually or constructively, of the reliance to be placed by the
Contractor on the suitability of the PLE material . . . the tenderers, including GUPC, were
led to believe that they were secure in pricing the Works on the basis that PLE and
Pacific basalt generally were good for the purpose of aggregate production.” 3138

2218.
3133

3134

3135

3136

3137

3138

ACP therefore should have known that incorrect and inaccurate information provided during
the tender process would negatively impact tenderers, especially considering that the aggregate

Exhibit {C-180}, Cost Schedule and Constructability Analysis for Proposed Post-Panamax Locks, Concept
Level Design Estimates Report, April 2004, p. 23; Exhibit {C-25}, Request For Qualifications for the DesignBuild of the Third Set of Locks Project, Fifth Revision, dated 8 November 2007, p. 11.
Exhibit {C-180}, Cost Schedule and Constructability Analysis for Proposed Post-Panamax Locks, Concept
Level Design Estimates Report, April 2004, p. 17.
Exhibit {C-180}, Cost Schedule and Constructability Analysis for Proposed Post-Panamax Locks, Concept
Level Design Estimates Report, April 2004, p. 19.
See Sections III.C and IV.C above. On multiple occasions ACP described the Pacific Site Basalt, including
the PLE, as favorable for concrete aggregate production, and “as satisfactory for use as aggregate.” See Exhibit
{C-39}, Questions and Answers to Amendment No. 10, July 2008; Exhibit {C-926}, RFP Amendment 13 Employer's Requirements - Section 01 50 00 - Temporary Facilities, Accesses and Controls; Exhibit {C-927},
RFP Amendment 23 Section 01 57 19-Temporary Environmental Controls; Exhibit {C-921}, Isthmian Canal
Company report about investigation of aggregates and cements for the Third Locks Project with special
reference to alkalies in cement and their effect on aggregates and concrete, dated May 1941; Exhibit {C-919},
Isthmian Canal Company report on the foundation materials of the New Miraflores and Pedro Miguel Locks,
dated November 1942; Exhibit {C-687}, Final Report on Modified Third Locks Project, dated August 1944.
Notably, with respect to ACP’s representations regarding the suitability of the PLE basalt, the DAB held,
“[T]he intent [to use the PLE basalt] was fundamental to the viability of the project and as such should have
been better investigated by the Employer before the PLE material was indicated as being suitable for aggregate
production. . . . The only organization that could have done this (practically) was the Employer.” Exhibit {C246}, DAB Decision on Referral 11, dated 30 December 2014, para. 127 [emphasis added].
Exhibit {C-246}, DAB Decision on Referral 11, dated 30 December 2014, para. 129. Further, the DAB held:
“In other words, the DAB cannot subscribe to the view that the Employer can indicate pre-tender that the intent
is for the PLE material to be used and that it would therefore be suitable for aggregate production and then,
later, when the material proved to be unsatisfactory in several ways, seek refuge behind the exclusionary clauses
in the Contract and argue that [ACP] had no responsibility for misleading the Contractor into a lower price bid
in reliance of the Employers intent.” Exhibit {C-246}, DAB Decision on Referral 11, dated 30 December 2014,
para. 128 [emphasis added].
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was one “of the most important” assumptions made by ACP in analyzing the costs of the
Project. 3139
2219.

ACP’s gross negligence is further compounded by the fact that while ACP was providing
incorrect information that would directly and negatively impact the tenderers’ bid price, ACP
was assuring Claimants that the Contractor was not required to provide financing for the
Project. As a result of ACP’s gross negligence, Claimants 2-4 agreed to the terms of the
Contract, and later the AAA and JSG, and were forced to provide substantial financial
assistance to GUPC S.A. due to the costs overruns and delays resulting from ACP’s
wrongdoing. 3140

(d)

2220.

During the performance of the Contract, ACP breached its duty to act
in a manner that would not increase the burden of Claimants’
obligations in breach of Article 133(6) of ACP’s Regulation

Pursuant to Article 133(6) of ACP’s Regulation, ACP is under the obligation to proceed in a
manner which does not make the Contractor’s obligations more onerous. 3141 Dr. Hoyos
explains that, under Panamanian law, Claimants 2-4 are entitled to compensation for losses they
suffered due to ACP’s wrongful conduct, and may therefore assert claims against ACP:
“Thus, ACP’s breaches of its duties towards Claimants 2-4 make it liable for the
harm suffered by Claimants 2-4 pursuant to the following principles under
Panamanian law: (i) The Guarantor’s obligations under the JSG to assure
performance by GUPC S.A. (as the Contractor) have been made more onerous
because of a breach by ACP of the law or the main Contract which is being
guaranteed.” 3142

2221.

Considering the role of Claimants 2-4 as “primary obligors” under the JSG, and their obligation
to ensure due and punctual performance of the Contract pursuant Clause 1.1(a) of that
agreement, 3143 ACP’s incorrect representations and other wrongful conduct harmed Claimants
2-4 by making their obligations under the JSG significantly more onerous. As described above,
ACP’s wrongdoing forced Claimants 2-4 to fund the costs overruns and to devote more
management and other personnel to the Project, thereby limiting their ability to devote such
resources to other projects. 3144

2222.

Based on ACP’s representation regarding the financial premise of the project, the resolution of
claims, and the payment scheme provided under the Conditions of Contract, Claimants 2-4
believed they were not responsible to fund the Project. As a result of ACP’s breaches and
violations of law, however, Claimants were forced to use the Interim Payments and Advance

3139

3140
3141

3142
3143

3144

See Exhibit {C-180}, Cost Schedule and Constructability Analysis for Proposed Post-Panamax Locks, Concept
Level Design Estimates Report, April 2004, p. 32 [pp. 2-3].
See Section IX.C below.
{C-LA-21}, Acquisition Regulation of the Panama Canal Authority (as amended), dated May 2011, p. 46 [p.
46], Art. 133(6). (Article 133(6) provides, “The following shall be the obligations of the Authority: (6) Proceed
in a timely manner, so that the actions attributable to the Authority do not create more onerosity in the
compliance of the obligations of the contractor; correct in the least possible time any disruptions that my occur,
and agree on the pertinent mechanism and procedures to prevent or to immediately and accurately solve any
differences or disputes that may arise, in accordance with the contract.”).
Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, para. 259.
Exhibit {R-7}, Joint and Several Guarantee in Respect of the Third Set of Locks Contract, dated 31 May 2010,
p. 2 [p. 2], Cl. 1.1(a); see also Interim Award on Jurisdiction, dated 22 May 2017, paras. 261-265 (explaining
Claimants’ position regarding the effect of Clause 1.1(a) of the JSG).
See Section IX.C below.
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Payments to cover the additional costs necessary for the completion of the Project and then to
supply their own cash and guarantees to complete the Works. 3145 Further, ACP compounded
the harm by failing to collaborate with Claimants, by systematically rejecting GUPC’s claims,
and by failing to correct the burden borne by GUPC S.A. and Claimants 2-4. 3146 As a matter of
fact and, as explained above, it even seems that since the beginning ACP envisioned to reject
all of GUPC’s claims in bad faith, and in complete knowledge of the negative financial
repercussion that such behavior would have on GUPC’s financials. 3147 As a result, Claimants 24’s obligations under the JSG became much more onerous as they were forced to fund
USD 370.83 million to cover the cost overruns caused by ACP’s wrongful conduct. 3148
2223.

Thus, ACP breached Article 133(6) of its Regulation by making Claimants 2-4’s obligations
under the JSG exceedingly onerous. 3149

B.

ACP’S RELIANCE ON JSG CLAUSE 5(C) TO AVOID LIABILITY IS IMPERMISSIBLE
UNDER PANAMANIAN LAW

2224.

ACP seeks to avoid liability by relying on Clause 5(c) of the JSG, 3150 which it contends
precludes Claimants 2-4 from bringing claims in this arbitration relating to representation made
during the tender process. ACP, however, does not – and indeed cannot – dispute that Clause
5(c) is unenforceable in cases where the Guarantors show that ACP committed gross
negligence or in circumstances known to ACP, not disclosed to Claimants 2-4 at the time they
executed the JSG that give rise to the claims.

2225.

Indeed, under Panamanian Law, waivers of liability arising from gross negligence or dolo are
impermissible, pursuant to Articles 987 and 34-C of the Civil Code. 3151

2226.

Further, as Dr. Hoyos explains, limitation of liability clauses cannot exclude provisions such as
the duty of good faith or the principle of equity. Dr. Hoyos states:
“Under the principle of strict legality, a public entity cannot contractually exonerate itself
from its legal obligations, as this would be tantamount to admitting that the State can
breach the law and then, insert provisions in the contract to exclude or limit its liability
for the consequences of such breaches. Such construction in my view, would be contrary
to public policy and a deviation of power.” 3152

2227.

As Dr. Hoyos explains, pursuant to Article 1106 of the Civil Code, 3153 a party cannot agree to
clauses that are contrary to public policy, a principle that applies to both private and

3145

SeeHart(III), para. 87.

3146

See Sections III.C.6 and IV.C.5 above.

3147

Exhibit {C-416}, ACP’s Program Management Plan, dated March 2010, p. 28; Exhibit {C-417}, ACP’s Third
Set of Locks Register, dated 18 November 2010.
Hart(III), para. 87.

3148
3149

As noted above, ACP’s conduct also is contrary to the representation made by ACP in its RFQ that the Project
“[would] be executed in a spirit of mutual trust and cooperation without litigation and adversarial attitude.”
Exhibit {C-25}, Request For Qualifications for the Design-Build of the Third Set of Locks Project, Fifth
Revision, dated 8 November 2007, p. 11 [p. 11].

3150

Exhibit {R-7}, Joint and Several Guarantee in Respect of the Third Set of Locks Contract, dated 31 May 2010,
p. 6 [p. 6], Cl. 5(c).

3151

{C-LA-1}, Civil Code of Panama (updated), dated 22 August 1916, p. 1 [p. 1], Art. 34-C; p. 2 [p.2], Art. 987.

3152

Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, para. 192.
{C-LA-1}, Civil Code of Panama (updated), dated 22 August 1916, p. 3 [p. 3], Art. 1106 (“The contracting may
establish the covenants, clauses and conditions they deem convenient, provided they are not contrary to law,
morals and public order.”).

3153
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administrative contracts. 3154 Panamanian law, however, does not enforce such provisions. 3155
Consequently, Clause 5(c) of the JSG does not waive ACP’s liability for its misrepresentations
or grossly negligent conduct that adversely affected Claimants 2-4.

C.

CLAIMANTS 2-4 SHOULD BE COMPENSATED FOR THE DAMAGES THEY SUFFERED
DUE TO ACP’S BREACHES OF ITS DUTIES

2228.

As demonstrated in Section XIII above, ACP breached its obligations to Claimants 2-4 under
the JSG, Panamanian law, and ACP’s Regulation. As detailed above, 3156 ACP’s actions,
including specifically its wrongful requirement that Claimants 2-4 finance the cost overruns
resulting from ACP’s own breaches, gross negligence, and violations of Panamanian law,
caused Claimants 2-4 to suffer significant harm, in addition to and separate from the harm
suffered by GUPC S.A. 3157 Under the standard of recovery of damages under Panamanian law
(“restitutio in integrum”), ACP must fully compensate Claimants 2-4 for the full lost
opportunity costs they have suffered due to ACP’s actions.

2229.

Claimants 2-4, as the shareholders of GUPC S.A., the driving force behind the Project, and
under their roles as “primary obligors” of GUPC S.A.’s performance pursuant to the JSG, have
been forced to provide very substantial additional financial resources, technical expertise, and
managerial assistance to ensure the due and punctual performance of the Project. As
Claimants’ witnesses Messrs. Möder and Loureda explain, due to the cumulative impact of the
cost overruns and delays attributable to ACP, Claimants 2-4 were forced under the terms of the
JSG to provide over USD 3 billion in additional financial support to GUPC S.A. 3158 Of this
amount, nearly USD 370.83 million was provided to cover the cost overruns and delays caused
by ACP’s breaches and omissions that are the subject of this arbitration. 3159

2230.

Claimants’ expert, Professor Coates, explains that “[c]apital ... including cash, borrowing
capacity, know-how, tangible machinery, and property ... is limited, [i]t has a cost, and cannot
be obtained for free.” 3160 Capital therefore has an opportunity cost, generally referred to as
“lost opportunity costs,” which is recognized “as a type of harm that should be compensated,
when, due to a party’s wrongdoing, an injured party is forced to divert capital to a specific
project in excess of its legal obligations and without a legal basis, which diminishes its capital
and therefore impairs its ability to utilize the capital to generate returns.” 3161 As Professor
Coates explains further, and Claimants 2-4’s quantum expert, Mr. Hart, also confirms, “return
on investment (“ROI”) is a widely accepted measure for such a cost.” 3162

2231.

As a result of the additional financial, technical, and managerial resources dedicated to the
Project – which could otherwise have been utilized by Claimants 2-4 as investment and capital
in their ongoing businesses and for other opportunities and projects – Claimants 2-4 suffered
substantial lost opportunity costs, separate from the direct damages suffered by GUPC S.A. As
explained by Claimants’ witnesses, Messrs. Möder and Loureda, the additional financing in the
amount of USD 370.83 million for the cost overruns at issue in this arbitration detrimentally

3154

Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, para. 276.

3155

{C-LA-1}, Civil Code of Panama (updated), dated 22 August 1916, Art. 987.

3156

See Section IX.A above.
See Section IX.A.2 above.
Möder(V) {C-WS-24}, para. 10;Loureda(II) {C-WS-23}, para. 6.
Hart(III), para. 17; Table 4.2; Hunter(I) {C-EX-10}, para. 13.2; see also Möder(V) {C-WS-24}, para. 13 and
Annex A; Loureda(II) {C-WS-23}, para. 12 and Annex A.
Coates(I), para. 11.
Coates(I), para. 12.
Coates(I), para. 11; see alsoHart(III), para. 49.

3157
3158
3159

3160
3161
3162
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impacted their ability to reinvest in, and generate returns from, their ongoing book of
business. 3163 As elaborated further below, Claimants’ experts, Professor Coates and Mr. Hart
both confirm that ROI is an appropriate and conservative measure of the harm suffered by
Claimants 2-4. As calculated by Mr. Hart based on the financing of the specific cost overruns
at issue in this arbitration, and as detailed further below, this impairment resulted in
USD 172.37 million in combined lost ROI by Claimants 2-4.

1.

Under Panamanian law, Claimants 2-4 are entitled to full
compensation for the lost opportunity costs they incurred

2232.

As detailed above, 3164 and further confirmed by Dr. Hoyos, “Claimants 2-4 have the right to
assert claims against ACP under the JSG, pursuant to Articles 986 and 1109 of the Civil Code,
as well as Articles 130 and 133(6) of the Regulation.” 3165 The standard under Panamanian law
for awarding monetary damages based on a finding of liability is restitutio in integrum (referred
to as “full compensation” in international jurisprudence), as set forth in Article 991 of the
Panamanian Civil Code. Article 991 requires the harmed party be put back into the position it
would have been in but for the breach. 3166 As Dr. Hoyos explains in his legal opinion, the
principle of full compensation under Article 991 of the Civil Code includes compensation for
both direct damages (“daño emergente”) and foregone profits (“lucro cesante”), which covers
also the loss of a chance to make profits and the losses resulting from lost opportunities. 3167

2233.

Specifically, Article 991 of the Panamanian Civil Code provides for “[c]ompensation for
damages and harm (“perjuicios”) … not only [for] the value of the loss that has been suffered
but also the profits that the creditor has foregone.” 3168 In this regard, the Panamanian Supreme
Court has explained that failure to receive economic benefits, as a consequence of the harmful
events, constitutes the foregone profits, and warrants compensation. 3169 Under Article 991 of
the Civil Code, therefore, compensation for damages must include not only the value of the loss
suffered, but also any foregone earnings (including both lost profits and lost opportunity costs)
as established by the evidence presented in the proceeding. 3170

2234.

As Professor Coates explains, lost opportunity costs “should be compensated, when, due to a
party’s wrongdoing, an injured party is forced to divert capital to a specific project in excess of
its legal obligations and without a legal basis, which diminishes its capital and therefore impairs
its ability to utilize the capital to generate returns.” 3171 Lost opportunity cost is fully recognized
under Panamanian law. Indeed, as the Panamanian Supreme Court notes, it is “a recoverable
damage, entitling an aggrieved party to fully recover the harm it incurred by being “deprived of

3163
3164
3165

3166

3167
3168

3169

3170
3171

See Möder(V) {C-WS-24}, para. 13; Loureda(II) {C-WS-23}, paras. 11-12; see also Coates(I), paras. 20-22.
See Section XIII above.
Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, para. 261. Dr. Hoyos also explains that “if ACP acted dolosamente Claimants are also
entitled to recover damages pursuant to Article 1121 of the Civil Code, which expressly provides that in cases
of dolo incidental the aggrieved party is entitled to be indemnified.” See id., para. 258, n. 218.
Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, para. 263 ; see also {C-LA-1}, Civil Code of Panama (updated), dated 22 August 1916,
p. 87 [p. 87], Art. 991.
Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, para. 269.
{C-LA-1}, Civil Code of Panama (updated), dated 22 August 1916, p. 87 [p. 87], Art. 991 [emphasis added];
see also Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, paras. 262-263.
Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, para. 266; see {C-LA-266}, Excellence Panama S.A. v Banco del Istmo S.A. Civil
Cassation. Supreme Court of Panama. Extraordinary Recourse of Cassation, dated 22 October 2010.
Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, para. 269.
Coates(I), para. 12.
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obtaining a gain.” 3172 Notably, the Supreme Court in the Banco del Istmo held that, in breach
of contract cases, “the ‘opportunity’ of obtaining a gain or avoiding the damage, and such
opportunity, which is certain, has been lost by the action of a third party or because of the nonperformance of the obligation by the debtor.” 3173
2235.

Compensation for lost profits and lost opportunity costs as part of the full compensation
principle under Panamanian law also is recognized in multiple other domestic legal systems,
and under international law. 3174 Restitutio in integrum is a typical remedy for contract or
business losses caused by the other party’s breach of duty to restore the aggrieved party to the
economic position it expected from performance of the contract. 3175 In particular, as one
commentator observes, “[l]ike the laws of most countries, the CISG [the United Nations
Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods], the UNIDROIT Principles and
the PECL [the Principles of European Contract Law] provide that if the respondent fails to
perform its contractual obligation, the claimant may recover the full amount of the loss it
suffered, including lost profits.” 3176

2236.

Similarly, in the context of construction disputes, lost opportunity costs stemming from the
financial resources diverted to cover the cost overruns and delays are widely recognized as a
recoverable category of damages. As Professor Coates explains, “[t]he harm suffered by losing
the benefit of investing the capital in other opportunities and generating the typical return on
investment is generally recognized as a compensable damage” and “lost opportunity cost
should be compensated such that the injured party recovers a ‘fair return on investment.’”3177
Indeed, Dr. Hoyos concludes that “once it is established that the aggrieved party had
opportunities that could have been impacted by the wrongful act of the other party, it is certain
that the loss of such opportunities has a cost and results in damage to the aggrieved party that
warrant compensation. 3178

2237.

With respect to the measurement of such lost opportunity costs, Dr. Hoyos explains that, “[t]he
monetary value (quantum) of the compensation is assessed by the courts (here it should be
assessed by the Tribunal) based on the evidence presented and the nature of the breach of a
contractual obligation.” 3179 In this regard, Professor Coates explains that “[t]he opportunity
cost of capital ... can be defined simply as the return that could have been earned by investing
in the best alternative to the opportunity to which capital has actually been invested.” 3180
Professor Coates also explains that “by measuring ROI on the claimants two through four’s

3172

3173

3174

3175

3176
3177

3178
3179
3180

{C-LA-266}, Excellence Panama S.A. v Banco del Istmo S.A. Civil Cassation. Supreme Court of Panama.
Extraordinary Recourse of Cassation, dated 22 October 2010.
{C-LA-266}, Excellence Panama S.A. v Banco del Istmo S.A. Civil Cassation. Supreme Court of Panama.
Extraordinary Recourse of Cassation, dated 22 October 2010.
Full compensation is recognized as the norm for compensation in U.S. law as well. See {C-LA-201}, In re
ENSCO Offshore Co., 990 F. Supp. 2d 751 (S.D. Tex. 2014) (explaining that district courts have discretion to
adopt any reasonable measure of damages that compensates the injured party in an effort to place the injured
person as nearly as possible in the condition that he would have occupied if the wrong had not occurred).
See {C-LA-267}, Kantor, Valuation for Arbitration (2008), p. 18 [p. 38] (citing {C-LA-268}, Restatement
(Second) of Contracts, Ch. 16, Topic 4, Introductory Note).
{C-LA-269}, Gotanda, Damages in Private International Law (2007), p. 2 [p. 182]. [emphasis added]
Coates(I), para. 30(e). Damages for impairment of capital are particularly important to a contractor because
“[the contractor’s] capacity to undertake large projects, its ability to be bonded, as well as its cash flow and
working capital, are adversely affected when extra costs are incurred. See {C-LA-194}, Dunn, Recovery of
Damages for Lost Profits (2005), p. 12 [pp. 557-559], Section 6.28. [emphasis added]
Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, para. 266.
Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, para. 269.
Coates(I), para. 19.
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contemporaneous business performance, which is documented by audited financial statements,
the ROI calculations in fact directly reflect and ‘control for’ economic conditions, market
competition, and prevailing interest rates.” 3181 As Mr. Hart explains, “[t]he ROI method for
calculating damages is based on the actual historical weighted average return of all projects
from the audited financial statements [which] provides the Tribunal with a reasonable basis for
the calculation of damages as it is not biased by the selection of individual hypothetical
returns.” 3182 Professor Coates concludes, and Mr. Hart concurs, ROI as the method used by
Claimants here is “a straightforward, transparent, and widely used method for measuring the
value of invested capital for a given firm over a set time frame.” 3183

2.

Claimants 2-4 provided significant funding and guarantees to
GUPC S.A. as a result of cost overruns and delays caused by ACP

2238.

As detailed in the sections above, ACP’s misconduct and breaches during both the tender
period, and after the conclusion of the Contract and the JSG, caused the Project to incur
massive cost overruns and delays, which Claimants 2-4 were forced by ACP to cover under the
terms of the JSG by providing additional funding and security packages including guarantees
and letters of credits. As Professor Coates explains, capital is a limited resource for Claimants
2-4, as with any other company, and the capital Claimants 2-4 diverted to cover the overruns –
including cash and other capital commitments such as corporate guarantees and liabilities – had
a direct impact on their ability to reinvest in Claimants 2-4’s businesses. 3184

2239.

With respect to the specific cost overruns claimed in this arbitration, Mr. Hart explains that
[t]he funds Claimants 2-4 provided in 2011 were used to cover the cost overruns associated
with initial components of the Project. By February 2012, the funds from Claimants 2-4 were
used to cover primarily the accumulated concrete cost overruns, as well as other cost overruns
associated with on-site laboratories and fault overbreak.” 3185 In total, as Claimants’ quantum
experts Mr. Hunter and Mr. Hart confirm, and as shown in the table below, Claimants 2-4
provided USD 370.83 million to cover the cost overruns associated with the on-site
laboratories, concrete mix design, concrete aggregate production, and foundation conditions
within the basalt reach of the PLE. 3186 As shown in the table below, the DAB awarded GUPC
S.A., approximately USD 231 million with respect to these referrals. 3187

3181
3182
3183
3184
3185
3186
3187

Coates(I), para. 30(e).
Hart(III), para. 64.
Coates(I), para. 29;Hart(III), paras. 58-59.
Coates(I), para. 12.
Hart(III), para. 37.
Hunter(I) {C-EX-10}, para. 13.2;Hart(III), para. 17.
Hart(III), Table 3.2 - Claimants 2-4’s Funding of the Cost Overruns at Issue in This Arbitration.
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$ (million)

2012
Awarded Claim from DAB
Sacyr
40.55
Salini-Impregilo
29.94
Jan De Nul
13.68
Sub-total
84.16

2013

2014

2015

2016

Total

17.80
15.15
5.66
38.60

40.73
36.34
13.91
90.98

7.90
6.77
2.71
17.38

0.14
0.12
0.05
0.31

107.11
88.31
36.01
231.43

Remaining Claim
Sacyr
Salini-Impregilo
Jan De Nul
Sub-total

25.63
18.93
8.65
53.21

11.12
9.46
3.53
24.12

23.94
21.39
8.17
53.50

3.87
3.31
1.33
8.51

0.02
0.02
0.01
0.05

64.59
53.12
21.69
139.40

Total Claim
Sacyr
Salini-Impregilo
Jan De Nul
Grand Total

66.18
48.87
22.33
137.37

28.92
24.61
9.19
62.73

64.67
57.73
22.08
144.48

11.76
10.08
4.04
25.89

0.17
0.14
0.06
0.36

171.70
141.43
57.70
370.83

2240.

Claimants 2-4 were forced to provide this substantial amount of additional funding despite
ACP’s express representation that the Project would be funded by ACP would not require
financing from the contractor. As Claimants detailed in Section XIII above, ACP represented
during the bidding process that the selected Contractor “…would not have to bear any financial
burden as ACP would finance the Project with a combination of its own funds, including the
revenues from the Panama Canal and external financing from banks and other financial
institutions.” 3188 As Mr. Möder explains in his statement, Claimants relied on these
representations and “the Shareholders [i.e., Claimants 2-4] developed their independent
monthly cash flow analyses, which showed that the Project would remain cash-flow positive
and the Contractor or Shareholders would not be obligated to provide large sums of additional
financing.” 3189

2241.

Indeed, contemporaneous evidence shows that this was ACP’s understanding as well. As
detailed above, 3190 ACP anticipated that the interim and advance payments provided to GUPC
S.A. would allow the Project to be cash flow positive, 3191 and ACP envisioned maintaining such
cash flow. 3192 For example, answers from ACP during a workshop with its consultant, Hill

3188

3189
3190
3191

3192

Möder(I) {C-WS-1}, para. 9; see Exhibit {C-25}, Request For Qualifications for the Design-Build of the Third
Set of Locks Project, Fifth Revision, dated 8 November 2007, p. 12 [p. 12] (“The Project will be funded from a
combination of ACP generated funds and external financing, consequently the Contractor of the Project will not
be required to provide financing for the Project. Financing for the Project will be in place before award of the
Locks Contract.”); Exhibit {C-63}, ACP, Executive Summary: Contractor-selection process for the Third Set of
Locks at the Panama Canal, dated July 2009, p. 4 [p. 2] (“Both internal and external financing is being
employed to fund the estimated 5.25 billion cost of the program. Thus far, the ACP has obligated over $354
million of its own funds for this purpose. It is estimated that the required internal funding from the ACP for the
whole program will amount to $2.95 billion. These funds are being complemented by $2.3 billion in external
financing, which became available on December 9, 2008...”).
Möder(I) {C-WS-1}, para. 9.
See Section XIII above.
Exhibit {C-415}, 2010 Workshop Questions between Hill Int’l and ACP, dated 12 August 2010, p. 8 [p. 8]; see
alsoHart(III), para. 24.
Exhibit {C-416}, ACP’s Program Management Plan, dated March 2010, p. 26 [p. 13]; see alsoHart(III), para.
24.
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International, in 2010, explain that, due to the Contract’s structure, the Project was intended to
be “cash flow positive.” 3193
2242.

Based on an analysis of ACP’s representations in the RFP, the contractual structure, and the
anticipated cash-flow chart prepared by the Shareholders, Mr. Hart confirms that it was
reasonable for Claimants to anticipate that the Project would be cash-flow positive. 3194 This is
illustrated in the following chart prepared by Mr. Hart, which shows that the cumulative
receipts from ACP would have covered or exceeded the cumulative disbursements by
Claimants 2-4.

2243.

Despite ACP’s representation that the Project would be funded by ACP, when the Project funds
were completely depleted around April 2011, Claimants 2-4 were forced to provide substantial
additional funding to the Project pursuant to their roles as the “primary obligors” of GUPC
S.A.’s performance, and ACP’s demands under the JSG. Indeed, ACP failed to provide any
relief – in breach of the Contract (i.e., Sub-Clause 3.5) and the requirement under Panamanian
law to refrain from making a contractual obligation more onerous.

2244.

As discussed above, Claimants 2-4 provided USD 370.83 million to cover the cost overruns at
issue in this arbitration. 3195 In addition to this amount, and as detailed by Claimants’ witness,
Mr. Desiati, Claimants 2-4 provided corporate guarantees and commitments backing loans and
advance payments, totalling more than USD 2 billion. 3196 As Mr. Möder explains: “[a]s a result
of their continuous performance under the JSG and the cumulative impact of the cost overruns
of the Project, the Shareholders were forced to provide in excess of USD 3 billion in financial
support to GUPC S.A.” 3197 Thus, in stark contrast to what had been anticipated, actual cash
flow was negative on the Project.

3193

3194
3195
3196
3197

Exhibit {C-415}, 2010 Workshop Questions between Hill Int’l and ACP, dated 12 August 2010, p. 8 [p. 8].
[emphasis added]
Hart(III), para. 24.
Hart(III), para. 17;Hunter(I) {C-EX-10}, para. 13.2.
Desiati(I) {C-WS-3}, Appendix 1; see alsoDesiati(II) {C-WS-6}, Appendix 1.
Möder(V) {C-WS-24}, para. 10; see also Hart(III), paras. 17, 19-20.
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2245.

Claimants 2-4 provided the additional financing needed for the completion of the Project
including through direct cash contributions and security packages provided in exchange for
ACP’s advance payments. Claimants 2-4 have also provided security for the loans GUPC S.A.
obtained in Panama resulting in further capital commitments for Claimants 2-4. 3198 As early as
2011, the financial statements of Salini-Impregilo (at that time, Impregilo), for example, show
that loans by HSBC Bank and Banesco secured by GUPC S.A. were guaranteed by SaliniImpregilo and were taken into account for the purposes of calculating its financial indebtedness
and capital commitments. 3199 Likewise, Sacyr’s 2012 financial statement shows that:

“At 2012 year-end, Grupo Unidos por el Canal held a bank debt of
117,787 thousands of dollars: with Banesco, S.A. (30,000 thousands of
dollars), with HSBC Bank (60,000 thousands of dollars) and with
Caterpillar Credito, S.A. (27,787 thousands of dollars), in relation to the
Panama Canal construction project. The members of the company,
amongst them the parent company of the Sacyr Vallehermoso Group,
issued guarantees (“Comfort Letters”) for this debt for the portion related
to their investment share.” 3200
2246.

3198

3199
3200
3201
3202

In particular, as Mr. Möder explains, “[t]hese additional disbursements and corporate
guarantees were needed, inter alia, for the basalt and concrete mix design issues. 3201
Mr. Möder also notes, “the criticality of these issues was first recognized by Impregilo in its
2012 Annual Report,” 3202 which in its relevant part states:

Claimants detailed during their Application for Interim Measures that Claimants 2-4 provided separate and
individual joint and several guarantees securing the advance payments received from ACP. As Mr. Desiati
explained in his witness statement, “ACP has required that, before providing any advance payments to GUPC
S.A., the Members must provide additional supporting joint and several guarantees.” Thus, in addition to the
direct funding, Claimants 2-4 provided security for ACP’s advance payments which further impaired their
available capital. Desiati(I) {C-WS-3}, para. 5.
Exhibit {C-407}, Impregilo Annual Report 2012.
Exhibit {C-390}, Sacyr Construction Group Financial Statements 2012.
Möder(V) {C-WS-24}, para. 11.
Möder(V) {C-WS-24}, para. 11.
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“Certain critical issues have arisen during the first stage of full-scale
production which, due to their specific characteristics and the materiality
of the work to which they relate, have made it necessary to revise
downwards the estimates on which the early phases of the project had
been based. The most critical issues relate to, inter alia, the geological
characteristics of the excavation areas with respect to the raw materials
necessary to produce the concrete and the processing of such raw
materials during normal production activities.” 3203
2247.

Similarly, both Sacyr and Jan De Nul’s businesses were impacted by the cost overruns incurred
in the Project and as a direct result of the cost overruns at issue in this arbitration. Specifically,
Mr. Loureda notes that “[f]unding the overruns constrained Sacyr from fully pursuing other
projects due to the impact of these funding requirements on it.” 3204 The additional funding
provided by Sacyr and Jan De Nul were contemporaneously documented in their financial
statements and annual reports, as was the case with Salini-Impregilo. 3205

2248.

The additional financing provided by Claimants 2-4, including the cash contributions and
provision of security packages, had negative impacts on Claimants 2-4’s ability to pursue
further business opportunities. As Professor Coates explains, “[t]he cash injections and capital
commitments that claimants two through four provided to compensate for the cost overruns and
delays constitute forced-use (forced investment) of their limited resources, primarily their
capital,” which “diminished [Claimants 2-4’s] capital that they otherwise could invest in other
business opportunities and generate their typical return on investment.” 3206 As detailed above,
ACP acted in bad faith and failed to fairly determine Claimants’ claims, thus unjustly shifting
the financial burden of the Project to Claimants 2-4, in violation of Panamanian law. 3207 By
failing to provide the necessary funding and forcing Claimants 2-4 to inject cash and provide

3203
3204
3205

3206
3207

Exhibit {C-407}, Impregilo Annual Report 2012, p. 49 [pp. 48-49].
Loureda(II) {C-WS-23}, para. 6.
Exhibit {C-435}, Sacyr Annual Report 2012; Exhibit {C-402}, Sacyr Annual Report 2013; Exhibit {C-404},
Sacyr Annual Report 2014; Exhibit {C-436}, Sacyr Annual Report 2015; Exhibit {C-401}, Sacyr Consolidated
Financial Statements 2012; Exhibit {C-403}, Sacyr Consolidated Financial Statements 2013; Exhibit {C-405},
Sacyr Consolidated Financial Statements 2014; Exhibit {C-286}, Sacyr Consolidated Financial Statements
2015; Exhibit {C-394}, Sacyr Consolidated Financial Statements 2016; Exhibit {C-390}, Sacyr Construction
Group Financial Statements 2012; Exhibit {C-391}, Sacyr Construction Group Financial Statements 2013;
Exhibit {C-393}, Sacyr Construction Group Financial Statements 2014; Exhibit {C-406}, Sacyr Construction
Group Financial Statements 2015; Exhibit {C-392}, Sacyr Construction Group Financial Statements 2016;
Exhibit {C-375}, Jan De Nul Group Annual Report 2012; Exhibit {C-371}, Jan De Nul Group Annual Report
2013; Exhibit {C-372}, Jan De Nul Group Annual Report 2014; Exhibit {C-376}, Jan De Nul Group Annual
Report 2015; Exhibit {C-377}, Jan De Nul Group Annual Report 2016; Exhibit {C-369}, Jan De Nul Group
Financial Report 2012; Exhibit {C-370}, Jan De Nul Group Financial Report 2013; Exhibit {C-380}, Jan De
Nul Group Financial Report 2014; Exhibit {C-381}, Jan De Nul Group Financial Report 2015; Exhibit {C382}, Jan De Nul Group Financial Report 2016; Exhibit {C-385}, Jan De Nul N.V. Annual Accounts 2012;
Exhibit {C-386}, Jan De Nul N.V. Annual Accounts 2013; Exhibit {C-387}, Jan De Nul N.V. Annual
Accounts 2014; Exhibit {C-388}, Jan De Nul N.V. Annual Accounts 2015; Exhibit {C-407}, Impregilo Annual
Report 2012; Exhibit {C-146}, Salini-Impregilo Annual Report 2013, dated 31 December 2013; Exhibit {C408}, Salini-Impregilo Annual Report 2014; Exhibit {C-411}, Salini-Impregilo Annual Report 2015; Exhibit
{C-412}, Salini-Impregilo Annual Report 2016; Loureda(II) {C-WS-23}, para. 9.
Coates(I), para. 22.
See Section IX.A.2.(i) above.
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financial commitments, ACP directly caused Claimants 2-4 to lose the opportunity to make
profits and incur lost opportunity costs. 3208

3.

The harm suffered by Claimants 2-4 due to the additional funding
they provided to GUPC S.A. was foreseeable to ACP

2249.

The harm suffered by Claimants 2-4, i.e., the lost opportunity costs they incurred, was
foreseeable to ACP. As a preliminary matter, there could be no question, for not only ACP but
any party, that forcing a business to invest millions of dollars into a project, which could
otherwise could be utilized in other business opportunities, directly results in the loss of
benefits and returns that could be obtained from available business opportunities. 3209 As
recognized by both Panamanian law and international practice, lost opportunity costs are
generally considered foreseeable damages stemming from the impairment of capital caused by
a wrongdoer’s actions. 3210

2250.

Moreover, Dr. Hoyos explains that “Article 992 of the Civil Code provides, as a general
principle, that a party in breach of its contractual obligations – including legal obligations
integrated into the Contract – is liable for damages that were foreseeable at the time of
concluding the contract.” 3211 Dr. Hoyos notes, however, that under Panamanian law in cases of
dolo, gross negligence, or breach of the duty of good faith, the aggrieved party is entitled to
recover both foreseeable and unforeseeable damages. 3212 Thus, as Dr. Hoyos confirms, “if the
Tribunal finds that ACP committed dolo or gross negligence towards Claimants 2-4, Claimants
2-4 should recover all of the damages [that were foreseeable and unforeseeable] which have
resulted from ACP’s breaches.” 3213

2251.

In any event, ACP did foresee, or should have foreseen, Claimants 2-4’s lost opportunity costs
in this particular case, because ACP was fully aware from the outset of Claimant 2-4’s financial
standing as a result of the extensive qualification requirements and documentation it mandated
from the tenderers. ACP possessed detailed information regarding the type and the size of the
work that Claimants 2-4 carried out as part of their regular course of business. Indeed, ACP
admitted that it awarded the tender “upon the basis of [the] financial standing” of Claimants 2-4
and their extensive experience in construction. 3214

2252.

In particular, Claimants 2-4 (at the time, the GUPC consortium) had to go through the
prequalification process which required them to submit to ACP extensive financial
information. 3215 The very same type of financial information that is used to calculate Claimants

3208

3209
3210
3211
3212
3213
3214

3215

While the causal link between ACP’s breaches and Claimants 2-4’s losses is clear, as demonstrated by
overwhelming evidence, Dr. Hoyos underlines that, “under Panamanian jurisprudence, the aggrieved party does
not need to establish a causal nexus between the unlawful act and the damage it suffered in order to recover loss
of opportunity [because] the damage is considered “certain” ….”. See Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, paras. 265-266
(citing {C-LA-266}, Excellence Panama S.A. v Banco del Istmo S.A. Civil Cassation. Supreme Court of
Panama. Extraordinary Recourse of Cassation, dated 22 October 2010).
See Coates(I), para. 22.
Hart(III), para. 21.
Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, para. 271.
Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, paras. 272-274.
Hoyos(IV) {C-EX-6}, para. 272.
Correa Pulice (I) {R-WS-1}, para. 29; see also Exhibit {C-7}, Tender Documents in original RFP, Volume I,
dated December 2007, p. 8-10 [pp. 4-6], Part 1(B);Zaffaroni(I) {C-WS-4}, paras. 7-8; Exhibit {C-65}, ACP
Press Release, Panama Canal Announces “Best Value” Proposal for the New Set of Locks Expansion Contract,
dated 8 July 2009.
See Exhibit {C-25}, Request For Qualifications for the Design-Build of the Third Set of Locks Project, Fifth
Revision, dated 8 November 2007, p. 26 [p. 26].
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2-4’s lost ROI, including audited annual financial statements, was provided to ACP during the
tender period in response to the RFQ and later during the period leading up to the execution of
the Contract. 3216
2253.

Thus, as early as the pre-qualification phase, ACP has had extensive information about
Claimants 2-4’s financial capabilities and the types of projects that Claimants 2-4 had pursued
and successfully completed, which demonstrate that they are major construction companies
with numerous project opportunities available to them. Specifically, as Mr. Zaffaroni explains,
ACP made sure Claimants 2-4 satisfied and provided information regarding the following:

•

Average annual revenue from construction works;

•

Construction-specific experience (construction projects executed in the last 10
years);

•

Experience in international construction (international construction projects
executed in the last 10 years and average revenue);

•

Projects executed under the design-build model (previously executed design-build
projects);

•

Experience in concrete-related work (comparable projects executed in the last ten
years);

•

Experience of the proposer in comparable mechanical structures;

•

Proposer’s quality management system and safety record; and

•

Previous projects executed together with the Project Designer. 3217

2254.

Following its evaluation of the pre-selected consortia on the basis of technical and price
proposals, ACP determined that the Members’ consortium had submitted the “best value”
proposal, consisting of the best combination of the technical and price scores. 3218 It is
undisputed, as acknowledged by ACP’s witness Mr. Correa Pulice, that it was only “upon the
basis of [the Members’] financial standing that ACP would agree to enter into the Contract.” 3219

2255.

As the evidence makes clear, ACP was in possession of Claimants 2-4’s financial information
and average profitability to have reasonably contemplated and foreseen the lost opportunity
costs that they would suffer due to additional financing provided for cost overruns. Thus, ACP
must compensate Claimants 2-4 for the lost opportunity costs they incurred because of the
funding they provided to cover the cost overruns caused by ACP.

3216

3217

3218

3219

Exhibit {C-25}, Request For Qualifications for the Design-Build of the Third Set of Locks Project, Fifth
Revision, dated 8 November 2007, p. 26 [p. 26]; Exhibit {C-50}, Letter ACP-76161-G021 from ACP to GUPC,
dated 21 April 2009; Exhibit {C-58}, Letter ACP-76161-G061 from ACP to GUPC, dated 11 June 2009;
Exhibit {C-87}, Letter ACP-76161-G079 from ACP to GUPC, dated 24 June 2009.
Zaffaroni(I) {C-WS-4}, Appendix A; see Exhibit {C-25}, Request For Qualifications for the Design-Build of
the Third Set of Locks Project, Fifth Revision, dated 8 November 2007, section 17.1.
Exhibit {C-65}, ACP Press Release, Panama Canal Announces “Best Value” Proposal for the New Set of
Locks Expansion Contract, dated 8 July 2009; Exhibit {C-66}, ACP Press Release, Panama Canal Awards
Locks Contract to “Grupo Unidos por el Canal”, dated 15 July 2009;Zaffaroni(I) {C-WS-4}, para. 17.
Correa Pulice (I) {R-WS-1}, para. 29.
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4.

Claimants 2-4 are entitled to recover USD 172.37 million in lost
opportunity costs as measured by Return On Investment

2256.

Because ACP refused to fund the cost overruns it had caused, in breach of Panamanian law, and
because it failed to fairly determine the claims asserted by GUPC S.A. as required under SubClause 3.5 of the Conditions of the Contract, Claimants 2-4 had to bear excessive obligations to
finance the Project.

2257.

Claimants use ROI to calculate Claimants 2-4 lost opportunity costs. As Claimants’ expert
Professor Coates explains, ROI is a commonly used measurement of the opportunity cost of
capital required for a potential project or investment, in a variety of business and planning
settings. It is calculated by dividing total capital into earnings before interest, taxes, and
dividends. 3220

2258.

Claimants’ experts further confirm that ROI is a straightforward, conservative, transparent, and
reliable method for calculating the opportunity cost of capital. Specifically, Professor Coates
explains that the opportunity cost of capital is accepted as a direct and non-speculative type of
harm, and that ROI is a widely used measure of the opportunity cost of capital. 3221 With respect
to Claimants’ use of ROI as a measure of Claimants 2-4’s damages in this arbitration, Professor
Coates notes:

“By measuring ROI on the claimants two through four’s
contemporaneous business performance, which is documented by audited
financial statements, the ROI calculations in fact directly reflect and
“control for” economic conditions, market competition, and prevailing
interest rates. All of these also make ROI an appropriate method to
calculate opportunity cost of capital.” 3222
2259.

In this respect, Mr. Hart explains that “ROI is a widely recognized measure for businesses to
assess and quantify past and anticipated returns on investment and for capital investment
decisions.” 3223 In fact, ACP uses ROI in its financial analysis stating that:

“In the assessment of ACP’s financial performance in terms of value and
income indicators, its ability to maximize value is demonstrated, with a
return on invested capital (ROIC) greater than its weighted cost of
capital….” 3224

3220
3221

3222
3223
3224

Coates(I), para. 28.
Coates(I), para. 29; see also {C-LA-201}, In re ENSCO Offshore Co., 990 F. Supp. 2d 751 (S.D. Tex. 2014)
(explaining that “district courts have discretion to adopt any reasonable measure of damages that compensates
the injured party in an effort ‘to place the injured person as nearly as possible in the condition that he would
have occupied if the wrong had not occurred,” and holding that “the ‘better’ measure of damages [in this case]
is the ‘fair return on investment’”); {C-LA-202}, Lleco Holdings v. Otto Candies, Inc., 867 F. Supp. 444 (E.D.
La. 1994) (holding that calculation of damages based on fair return on investment is appropriate and, in certain
circumstances, can be a better method than the net profits method employed in Electra); {C-LA-204}, Jacobs v.
Rosemount Dodge-Winnebago South, 310 N.W.2d 71. (S. Ct. Minn 1981) (holding that return on investment is
an appropriate form of damages); {C-LA-205}, Carabetta Enterprises, Inc. v. U.S., 68 Fed.Cl. 410 (2005)
(explaining that the proper measure of Plaintiff’s damages for the breach of agreement is reasonable return on
investment);
SeeCoates(I), para. 30(e).
Hart(III), para. 54.
See for example, Exhibit {C-426}, ACP Annual Report 2011, p. 39 [p. 143].
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2260.

Professor Coates observes that ROI is particularly appropriate and reliable in quantifying the
losses suffered by Claimants 2-4 for a number of reasons, including:

•

ROI relies on verifiable, audited financial statements for its inputs, and does not
require information that is not widely available.

•

The data used for ROI calculation is reliable because it has been audited by thirdparty auditors.

•

The data used for ROI is not generated for purposes of this dispute. Rather, it is
contemporaneous data measured by individuals for financial reporting purposes.

•

ROI builds in an appropriate discount for the probability that a lost opportunity
will produce a net gain. 3225

2261.

Accordingly, Professor Coates concludes that “ROI is a non-speculative and reliable measure
for the claimants two through four’s opportunity cost of capital that would provide a sufficient
basis for the Tribunal to estimate the damages they suffered.” 3226

2262.

Claimants’ expert, Mr. Hart, confirmed the appropriateness of the use of ROI and calculated
Claimants 2-4’s lost ROI related to ACP’s wrongful conduct in this arbitration on the basis of
Claimants 2-4’s Operating Profits divided by Net Invested Capital. Mr. Hart obtained these
figures from the relevant audited annual reports and financial statements of Claimants 2-4 and
GUPC S.A. for the years at issue. These annual reports and financial statements were prepared
contemporaneously, were unrelated to this dispute, and were audited by independent
accountants. As noted in a well-respect treatise:

“[A] claimant might be able to establish clearly that an investment, such
as a concession, would have been profitable by presenting sufficient
evidence of its expertise and proven record of profitability of concessions
it (or indeed others) had operated in similar circumstances.
…tribunals tend to treat a sufficiently long record of past profitable
operations as the best evidence establishing lost profits with a reasonable
degree of certainty. As in the case with proof of the investment
expenditure, relevant financial statements, particularly if audited, will
provide reliable evidence of past profitable operations.” 3227
2263.

As Mr. Hart explains, using historical average ROI from the audited financial statements
“measures the portfolio of projects” which provides a non-speculative and conservative
valuation. Specifically, Mr. Hart states:
“By using the actual historical weighted average return of all projects, there is no bias or
speculation in the calculation…. [R]eturns do not exclude projects that only increase the
ROI or only decrease the ROI, but rather incorporate all results in the weighted average
actual returns. Thus, Claimants 2-4 are not put in a better position; the claim for lost
profit based on the actual returns puts them in the position they would have been ‘but-for’
the actions of ACP.” 3228

3225
3226
3227
3228

Coates(I), para. 32.
Coates(I), para. 35.
{C-LA-200}, Ripinsky, Damages in Int’l Invest. Law, p. 4 [pp. 286-287]. (emphasis added)
Hart(III), para. 59.
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2264.

As shown in the table below, Mr. Hart calculates Claimants 2-4’s losses relative to the cost
overruns claimed in this arbitration, (i) based on the amount of compensation awarded by the
DAB in the respective claims (if any), and (ii) for the cost overruns for which GUPC S.A. has
not yet been compensated. 3229 Based on Mr. Hart’s calculations, Claimants 2-4’s cumulative
losses amount to Net Lost ROI of USD 172.37 million. Specifically, Sacyr’s Net Lost ROI is in
the amount of USD 47.60 million; Salini-Impregilo’s Net Lost ROI is in the amount of USD
104.91 million; and Jan De Nul’s Net Lost ROI is in the amount of USD 19.86 million. 3230

Net Lost ROI Based On Awarded Claim From DAB
$ (Million)

Referral 1
Referral 11
Total Lost ROI
Referral 1
Referral 11
Cost of Funds

Sacyr
2.15
40.73
42.88
0.40
7.30
7.70

Salini
3.86
72.23
76.09
0.33
6.01
6.35

Jan De Nul
0.84
15.97
16.80
0.13
2.45
2.59

Total
6.84
128.93
135.77
0.86
15.76
16.63

Total Net Lost ROI

35.19

69.74

14.21

119.14

Net Lost ROI Based On Remaining Claim From DAB
$ (Million)

Referral 1
Referral 11
Referral 13a
Total Lost ROI
Referral 1
Referral 11
Referral 13a
Cost of Funds

Sacyr
0.24
20.95
5.11
26.30
0.13
11.07
2.69
13.89

Salini
0.43
37.10
9.05
46.59
0.11
9.10
2.21
11.42

Jan De Nul
0.09
8.21
2.00
10.31
0.04
3.72
0.90
4.66

Total
0.77
66.27
16.16
83.20
0.29
23.89
5.80
29.98

Total Net Lost ROI

12.42

35.16

5.65

53.23

Sacyr
1.86
43.32
2.42
47.60

Salini
Impregilo
3.85
94.22
6.84
104.91

Jan De Nul
0.75
18.01
1.10
19.86

Total
6.46
155.54
10.37
172.37

Net Lost ROI - Total Claim
$ (Million)

Referral 1
Referral 11
Referral 13a
Total Net Lost ROI

3229
3230

Hart(III), para. 88, Tables 2.1, 5.6, 5.7, and 5.8.
Hart(III), paras. 86-88, Table 5.1.
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X.

REQUEST FOR RELIEF AND RESERVATION OF RIGHTS
A.

2265.

2266.

REQUEST FOR RELIEF

In consideration of the above, Claimants request that the Arbitral Tribunal:

(a)

find that Respondent breached its duties under the Contract and/or Panamanian law for all
claims covered in this arbitration;

(b)

award GUPC S.A. 202 calendar days of extension of the Project’s Time for Completion;

(c)

award GUPC S.A. additional payments and/or damages from ACP in the amount of
USD 440,008,316 (not including taxes, save for ITBMS already paid) for the
consequences of ACP’s breaches of the Contract and/or Panamanian law. Taking into
account the amounts already awarded to GUPC S.A. by the DAB and already paid by
ACP, the net amount to which GUPC S.A. is entitled in this arbitration is
USD 174,708,816;

(d)

award Sacyr S.A. (Claimant two) damages from ACP in the amount of USD 47,600,785
(not including taxes) for the consequences of ACP’s breaches of the Contract, the JSG
and Panamanian law;

(e)

award Salini-Impregilo S.p.A. (Claimant three) damages from ACP in the amount of
USD 104,907,387 (not including taxes) for the consequences of ACP’s breaches of the
Contract, the JSG and Panamanian law;

(f)

award Jan De Nul N.V. (Claimant four) damages from ACP in the amount of
USD 19,861,549 (not including taxes) for the consequences of ACP’s breaches of the
Contract, the JSG and Panamanian law;

(g)

award Claimants interest on all sums awarded to them, running from the date of the
award;

(h)

dismiss all of Respondent’s arguments and counterclaim(s);

(i)

order Respondent to pay to Claimants their costs in this arbitration, including the fees and
expenses of the Arbitral Tribunal, the ICC’s costs and the costs of Claimants’ legal
representation and experts; and

(j)

order any other relief that the Arbitral Tribunal considers appropriate.

B.

RESERVATION OF RIGHTS

Claimants reserve their right to amend, supplement, update and extend their claims, and the relief
sought, during the course of the arbitration. For the avoidance of doubt, this arbitration does not
cover the disruption to the works suffered by the Project as a consequence of the events covered
by the present claims, which is the subject of a separate claim by the Claimants. Similarly,
GUPC’s entitlements in respect of delays to the Project caused by ACP’s breaches (other than
breaches relating to SMC mix design submission and rejection), are reserved for future
submissions due to the interrelationship between those breaches and other events not presently
within the scope of this Arbitration.
Respectfully submitted on behalf of Claimants this 19th day of June 2017.
White & Case LLP

Seyfarth Shaw LLP

Bonelli Erede

Aleman, Cordero, Galindo & Lee
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I.

INTRODUCTION

1.

This Appendix describes various monitoring and reporting processes that the Contractor had
in place to keep track of a number of types of cost factors related to the Project and which are
relevant to this Arbitration. The contemporaneous records created through these processes
build a reliable basis for the wastage and other quantum calculations described in
Mr. Hunter’s expert report and in the Statement of Claim.

2.

As required by a project of this magnitude, the Contractor maintained organized procedures
throughout the Project, involving timekeepers, field records, computer routines, various
databases, and summary reports. These procedures included:
•

A monitoring and reporting process for the primary and secondary concrete batching
plants. Each primary batching plant had its own computer which recorded the details
of each pour and forwarded it to a central server that created daily batching reports.
The Contractor’s Cost Control Department (“Cost Control”) updated these daily
reports with re-routing information collected by the Field Office staff and shared
them with the Employer. The monitoring and reporting with respect to the secondary
batching plants, which were used almost entirely for temporary works, followed a
similar process, relying on both computer routines and information received from the
Field Office (see Section II below).

•

Monitoring and recording of the earthmoving operations. To track earth movements,
the Contractor placed timekeepers around the worksite to record the relevant
information, such as the number of truck trips, the material type that was excavated,
and the origin and destination of the material. This information was fed into
databases enabling the Contractor to track in particular the movements of basalt to the
Pacific crushing plant and the movements of (partially) processed basalt from the
crushing plants to various other locations (see Section III below).

•

A monitoring and reporting process regarding the electrical consumption. The
Contractor had power meters located at each of the electrical substations, including
those dedicated to the crushing plants. The energy consumed by the equipment
attached to each substation was recorded on a regular basis and forwarded to Cost
Control (see Section IV below).
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II.

MONITORING AND REPORTING PROCESS FOR THE PRIMARY AND SECONDARY BATCHING
PLANTS

3.

This section explains the monitoring and reporting processes employed at the primary
(Section II.A.) and secondary (Section II.B) batching plants at both the Pacific and Atlantic
Sites. These processes consisted of various steps carried out by on-site timekeepers, site
supervisors, computer routines and Cost Control, thereby enabling GUPC to keep records of
the quantity, type, and location of concrete pours.

4.

With respect to the secondary batching plants, this section also explains how the quantity of
GUPC-manufactured aggregates (as opposed to purchased aggregates) used for concrete can
be determined based on the SAP accounting system (Sections II.B.3 and 4).

5.

Finally, this section discusses how the quantity of aggregates produced for the filters for the
Borinquen Dams was recorded (Section II.C).
A.

PRIMARY BATCHING PLANTS
1.

Primary batching plants used on the Project

6.

The primary batching plants (“PBPs”) were stationary batching and mixing plants, consisting
of horizontal bins with individual weighing hoppers, four twin shaft mixers with belt feeders,
and portal frames for loading of dump trucks or truck mixers.

7.

Each of the PBPs was divided in sections that could be operated separately; each of the four
mixers could operate independently, so that when running in parallel they were each able to
produce concrete based upon a different mix design. Therefore, each plant was able to
produce four different mixes of concrete at the same time.

8.

There were four PBPs on the Project, two on the Pacific Site and two on the Atlantic Site. All
four PBPs started producing concrete from January 2011 and ceased operating in July 2015.
2.

9.

Monitoring and reporting process for primary batching plants

Sections II.A.2(a) - (f) below explain the different steps of the reporting process for the
PBPs. A flow chart visualizing the steps discussed below is provided. 1 The additional
exhibits shown on the flow chart are samples of the different steps of GUPC’s reporting
process. They all relate to the same pouring date (6 May 2013).
(a)

Site supervisors collected Concrete Pour Records and sent them to the
Field Office

10.

Each concrete truck that delivered a concrete batch from one of the PBPs to a location on the
Site carried a concrete delivery slip consisting of multiple carbon copies and including all
relevant information, i.e., batch number, volume, concrete mix, batching time, destination,
etc. 2 Each batch could be identified with the batch number in conjunction with the batching
plant number provided on each concrete delivery slip.

11.

Upon arriving at the designated concrete discharge location, the truck driver handed over the
concrete delivery slip to the Concrete Timekeeper (assigned by the Site Supervisor). The
Concrete Timekeeper reviewed the concrete delivery slip for general compliance, such as

1
2

Exhibit {C-435}, Flow chart showing reporting process for PBPs.
Exhibit {C-436}, Concrete Pour Records for 6 May 2013, including corresponding CDS.
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batching time, concrete mix, destination, etc. The Concrete Timekeeper then registered the
truck load in his Concrete Pour Records (“Control de Vaciado de Concreto”), including all of
or some of the following information, as the case may be: (i) start and finish time of concrete
discharge; (ii) concrete mix type; (iii) destination; and (iv) any special occurrences
(“observaciones”) regarding the discharge, such as delays, rejections, or re-routes. 3 The
Concrete Timekeeper would then sign the concrete delivery slip, return it to the truck driver,
and maintain one copy for his own records.
12.

13.

In terms of re-routing and rejecting of a concrete batch, this could happen for many different
reasons. Some examples are listed below:
•

A truck could be re-routed due to a stoppage or delay at the originally foreseen
discharge location (e.g., due to a breakdown of the concrete pump). In such cases,
the truck may be re-routed to another ongoing concrete pour if it could utilize the
relevant concrete mix.

•

A truck has inadvertently reached the wrong destination. If, by coincidence, the
concrete mix delivered by the truck is usable at this wrong location, then it may be
used there in order to avoid further travel, which would delay the discharge of the
concrete.

•

A truck has been dispatched to the right destination but with the wrong destination
code written on the concrete delivery slip. In this case, the “re-route” would simply
consist of correcting the destination code.

•

A truck has been dispatched with the wrong concrete mix. In this case a new
destination would be sought that is suitable for the delivered concrete mix or, in the
absence of a suitable location, the load would be sent to the spoil site.

•

After starting the discharge of the concrete, the concrete is found to be unusable (e.g.,
wrong slump). In this case, a new destination would be sought (for example a lean
concrete pour) or, alternatively, it would be sent to the spoil site.

Once the concrete pours were completed for the day, the Concrete Timekeeper handed over
the Concrete Pour Records together with all concrete delivery slips to the Site Supervisor.
The Site Supervisor checked the records, verified the total volume poured, and then handed
them over to the Field Office.
(b)

14.

3
4

The batching plant server issued the Daily Batching Report

The PBP software was the main source for the daily pour reports. Each of the four PBPs had
its own computer. The computers controlled and recorded the batching using special software
(developed by Dorner Electronic) which was supplied with the batching plant. On each
computer, the software continuously generated a CSV-file 4 containing pertinent information
for each batch (batching number, volume, concrete mix, destination, weight of aggregates and
admixtures, water, etc.). One CSV-file was generated and saved locally on each computer
approximately every 30 minutes.

Exhibit {C-436}, Concrete Pour Records for 6 May 2013, including corresponding CDS.
CSV stands for “comma separated values”. CSV files contain tabular data in plain text and are widely used
for exchanging data (for example of spreadsheets or databases).
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15.

The four PBPs were connected to a central server, the Tracking System Server. A batch file5
copied the CSV-files continuously from the computers at the PBPs to the Tracking System
Server. An SQL routine 6 then incorporated the information contained in the CSV-files into a
central database on the Tracking System Server. GUPC then used proprietary software
developed by Jaspersoft to extract the batching information from the last 24 hours and convert
it into a formatted MS-Excel (xls) file. This process was executed typically every morning
and the generated file was called the “Daily Batching Report”. It contained the detailed
batching data from 7 a.m. of the previous day to 7 a.m. of the current day. 7 The same
Jaspersoft software then automatically distributed the Daily Batching Report to users within
GUPC (including Cost Control) and ACP (10 to 12 users). The automatic generation of the
Daily Batching Reports is illustrated below:

Figure 1 16.

Diagram illustrating the automatic generation of Daily Batching Reports by the
PBP software

This version of the Daily Batching Report contained the initial batching data as shown on the
concrete delivery slips that were given to the truck drivers delivering the concrete batches
from the PBPs to the Site. It assumed that the concrete always ended up at the initially
intended destination and did not include any re-route information. 8 Thus, the Daily Batching
Report was subsequently updated with the re-routing information as described in the
following paragraphs.
(c)

17.

5

6
7
8
9

The Field Office prepared the Re-Route Report

Once the Field Office staff received the Concrete Pour Records from the Site Supervisors (see
paragraph 13 above), they prepared the “Re-Route Report” in which all re-routes (of all pours
of the day) were reported. All re-routes had to be identified by the batch number (and plant
number), the new destination, the quantity, and the concrete mix. 9 The Field Office would
then issue the Re-Route Report to Cost Control.

A batch file is a file containing a sequence of commands for a computer operating system. It has the file
extension “.bat”. For the avoidance of doubt, the term “batch” does not refer to concrete “batching”.
SQL is a computer language used for large databases.
Exhibit {C-437}, Daily Batching Report for 6 May 2013 - 7 May 2013.
See empty “Re-Rout[e]” column in Exhibit {C-437}, Daily Batching Report for 6 May 2013 - 7 May 2013.
Exhibit {C-438}, Re-Route Report for 06/05/2013 - 07/05/2013. [Emphasis in Exhibit added]
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(d)
18.

Cost Control fed the Re-Route Report to the batching plant database

Until October 2011, the database on the Tracking System Server was updated with the reroute information manually. From mid-October 2011 to completion of the concrete works,
special software developed by Adatta Technologies was used to automatically integrate the
re-route information into the Daily Batching Report.10
(e)

The batching plant server issued the updated Daily Batching Report

19.

Once the re-route information was entered into the database, the Jaspersoft software would
run again in order to extract the batching information for the relevant 24-hour period and
create an Updated Daily Batching Report in MS-Excel format.

20.

The Updated Daily Batching Report differed from the original Daily Batching Report in that
the column titled “Re-Route” now contained information (unless there were no re-routes in
the relevant 24-hour period). This Updated Daily Batching Report is also referred to as the
“Daily Batching Report Re-Routed”. 11

21.

The Updated Daily Batching Report was then distributed by the Jaspersoft software to the
same users as the original “un-rerouted” Daily Batching Report (see paragraph 15 above).
(f)

Cost Control prepared the Concrete Summary Report

22.

Based on the updated Daily Batching Report, Cost Control prepared a more user-friendly
concrete summary on a daily basis, namely the Concrete Summary Report. 12

23.

This report listed concrete pours divided by date, working area, and lift number, showing for
each pour the theoretical (as per the design) and actual concrete quantities.

24.

The purpose of this report was primarily to give a stream of daily information to GUPC’s top
management, but it was also shared with ACP.
B.

SECONDARY BATCHING PLANTS
1.

Secondary batching plants used on the Project

25.

Two secondary batching plants (“SBPs”) were in operation, one at the Atlantic Site and one
at the Pacific Site. The SBPs were primarily used for temporary works and only to a minor
extent for lean concrete for permanent structures. Towards the end of the Project, after the
PBPs were decommissioned, the SBPs continued to produce the concrete required to
complete the minor remaining works. The Pacific SBP was operational from July 2010 and
ceased production in July 2016. The Atlantic SBP was also operational from July 2010 and
ceased production in June 2016.

26.

In addition to the monitoring and recording process for the concrete batching (see
Section II.B.2 below), this section also explains how the quantity of GUPC-manufactured
aggregates (as opposed to purchased aggregates) consumed by the SBPs can be determined
based on the SAP accounting system used on the Project (see Sections II.B.3 and 4. below).

10

11

12

The Re-Route Report was initially prepared by the “Reporting Department”, which like Cost Control is a
sub-department of the Project Control Department.
Exhibit {C-439}, Daily Batching Report Re-Routed for 06/05/2013 - 07/05/2013. [Emphasis in Exhibit
added]
Exhibit {C-440}, Concrete Summary Report for 04/05/2013 - 08/05/2013. [Emphasis in Exhibit added]
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2.

Monitoring and reporting process for secondary batching plants

(a)

Procedure for Pacific and Atlantic Sites

27.

The SBP software logged each concrete batch and created a series of DBF files 13 that were
saved onto a computer in the control cabin of the SBP, both at the Atlantic and Pacific Sites.
Until mid-2015 these files were manually retrieved (typically by memory stick) and saved on
a Cost Control server, then converted into a single SQL database for each SBP. An MS-Excel
Macro finally extracted the data from the SQL database and converted it into a MS-Excel
spreadsheet similar to the Daily Batching Report for the PBPs.

28.

Following the decommissioning of the PBPs in mid-2015, GUPC needed to obtain the SBP
data on a daily basis. Therefore, GUPC established a permanent server connection to the SBP
and introduced a new software code that enabled the remote retrieval of the SBP data to the
Cost Control server. This software, which was launched on an as needed basis, also
performed the SQL and MS-Excel conversions described above.

29.

The MS-Excel file is known as the “Pacific 14 [or Atlantic 15] Secondary Batching Plant Log”,
which is the main source of data relied upon to account for the quantities of concrete
produced by the SBPs.
(b)

Alternative source for missing secondary batching plant logs

30.

There are periods before mid-2015 for which the SBP logs (DBF files) could not be retrieved
from the computers in the control cabins of the SBPs, either because the files were corrupted
or missing.

31.

For those periods, alternative records are available in the form of MS-Excel files created
contemporaneously by Cost Control for the Pacific 16 and Atlantic 17 SBPs that summarize the
information contained in the concrete delivery slips. 18 Cost Control was not using the SBP
logs to record the quantities of concrete produced at SBPs, but rather relied on the concrete
delivery slips prepared at Site with a process similar to that already explained for the PBPs.
3.

Warehouse distribution of aggregates for concrete at secondary batching
plants

32.

While the PBPs never used any purchased aggregates for concrete production, purchased
aggregates were partly used for the concrete produced by the SBPs. The SAP Warehouse
database included the costs and quantities of all purchased aggregates, which were used partly
for earthworks and partly for concrete production.

33.

In order to determine the quantity of GUPC-manufactured aggregates (not purchased), it is
first necessary to compare the total quantity of aggregates consumed by the SBP to the
quantity of purchased aggregates that were issued for concrete production by the Warehouse.

13
14

15
16
17
18

Files with .DBF extension – a file extension associated with databases.
Exhibit {C-441}, Pacific Secondary Batching Plant Log sample (21 September 2010 to 21 October 2010).
[Emphasis added]
Exhibit {C-442}, Atlantic Secondary Batching Plant Log sample (21 March 2015 to 2 June 2015).
Exhibit {C-443}, Pacific Cost Control CDS Summary sample.
Exhibit {C-444}, Atlantic Cost Control CDS Summary sample.
Regarding the contents of concrete delivery slips s see above para. 10.
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Any deficiency in material identified by this comparison was satisfied with aggregates
produced by GUPC’s crushing plants.
34.

In order to identify the quantity of purchased aggregates used for concrete, out of all the SAP
entries specific to purchased aggregates, certain criteria have to be applied to filter out
irrelevant aggregates (those used for purposes other than concreting) and to filter in
aggregates used for concrete, as explained below.
(a)

35.

36.

37.

To identify the relevant aggregates that were used for concrete by the Pacific SBP, the
following aggregates are excluded:
•

Aggregates that are not used for concrete production based on the type of material,
i.e., those having material code 100-0250-0017 (aggregate 0-70mm), 100-02500050/51 (“arena sucia”), and 100-250-0057 (“capa base”).

•

Aggregates used as filter in Borinquen Dams based on the Work Breakdown Element
(“WBE”) codes, i.e., WBE P680403 (purchased aggregates used for works other than
concrete production).

•

Aggregates codified with WBEs starting with P0090 because these WBEs refer to
running costs (purchased aggregates used for works other than concrete production).

Based on the WBE codes, the following aggregates are included:
•

Aggregates used for the installation of plants, i.e., WBEs starting with “P0099” for
plants and “P0097” for tower cranes (purchased aggregates used for production of
concrete needed to install plants).

•

Aggregates used for the construction of buildings, plants, parking areas, roads, and
various temporary structures, i.e., WBE starting with “P1022” (purchased aggregates
used for production of concrete), unless the type of aggregate has been previously
excluded as described above (e.g., aggregates 0-70mm).

•

Material used for lean concrete production, i.e., WBEs ending with “10” (purchased
aggregates used for production of concrete).

For the remaining records, the selection of materials to be excluded is based on the
description of the final beneficiary (by excluding those beneficiaries whose nature does not
infer the production of concrete, such as earthworks and general expenses) as well as on the
recollection of Cost Control personnel (e.g., with respect to minor inaccuracies in the coding
system).
(b)

38.

Identification of purchased aggregates used for concrete at the Pacific
secondary batching plants

Identification of purchased aggregates used for concrete at the Atlantic
secondary batching plants

Similarly, to identify the relevant aggregates that were used for concrete at the Atlantic SBP,
the following aggregates are excluded:
•

EMEA 113696470
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•
39.

40.

Aggregates codified with WBEs starting with A0090 because these WBEs refer to
running costs (purchased aggregates used for works other than concrete production).

Based on the WBE codes, the following aggregates are included:
•

Aggregates used for the installation of plants, i.e., WBEs starting with “A0099” for
plants and “A0097” for tower cranes (purchased aggregates used for production of
concrete needed to install plants), unless the type of aggregate has been previously
excluded as described above (e.g., “macadam”).

•

Aggregates used for the construction of buildings, plants, parking areas, roads and
various temporary structures, i.e., WBE starting with “A1022” (purchased aggregates
used for production of concrete), unless the type of aggregate has been previously
excluded as described above (e.g., “macadam”, “capa base”).

•

Material used for lean concrete production, i.e. WBEs ending with “10” (purchased
aggregates used for production of concrete).

For the remaining records, the selection of materials to be excluded is based on the
description of the final beneficiary (by excluding those beneficiaries whose nature does not
infer the production of concrete, such as earthworks and general expenses) as well as on the
recollection of Cost Control personnel (e.g., with respect to minor inaccuracies in the coding
system).
4.

Distribution of aggregates for concrete at the Atlantic secondary
batching plants (not through Warehouse)

41.

Not all of the purchased aggregates at the Atlantic Site passed through the Warehouse, i.e.
were first registered by the Warehouse as an input of material into stock and were
subsequently registered as an output of material to the Site.

42.

Some aggregates were purchased and brought directly to the Site whenever the originator of
the request characterized the purchase as urgent on the Purchase Request and detailed the
WBE on the same.

43.

In these cases, when the Accounting Department of the Warehouse created the Purchase
Order detailing the WBE, SAP automatically registered the material in the cost account
number 400507 “Material not through warehouse”.

44.

In order to identify the quantity of purchased aggregates that was used in concrete out of all
the SAP entries specific to “Material not through warehouse”, criteria similar to those
described above for the Atlantic aggregates issued by the Warehouse have to be applied to
filter out irrelevant aggregates (those used for purposes other than concreting) and to filter in
aggregates used for concrete.
C.

45.

FILTERS MANUFACTURED BY STATIONARY FILTER MIXER FOR USE IN THE
BORINQUEN DAMS

In addition to concrete batching, the processed basalt was also used for the production of
filters. The reclaiming plant provided separate belts to convey the fine and coarse aggregates
required to produce the filters from the stockpiles (including the purchased sand stockpile) to
the stationary filter mixer. In the filter mixer, the aggregates were then mixed according to
the required specifications.
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46.

Once the desired mix was produced in the stationary filter mixer, trucks were loaded by
conveyor belt. There was a calibrated scale located on the conveyor belt which recorded the
tonnage loaded. The conveyor’s scale was reset on a daily basis. Therefore, the daily scale
reading was in fact the day’s production. A field report was compiled recording the scale
readings and other details (such as the number of trucks loaded). 19

47.

A summary in MS-Excel was prepared by the mixing plant staff by taking the total quantity
of filters produced/loaded during any given day (as measured by the scale and recorded on the
field report) and breaking it down into its various components (sand and coarse aggregates)
based on the design mix proportions. 20 In case of purchased sand being used, the mixing
plant staff would clearly identify such purchased material on the field reports.
III.

48.

MONITORING AND REPORTING OF THE EARTHMOVING OPERATIONS

This section explains the processes undertaken by GUPC to monitor and report the
earthmoving operations around the Project at the Pacific and Atlantic Sites.
A.

49.

PACIFIC SITE

The earthmoving operations at the Pacific Site were tracked by timekeepers who recorded all
the relevant information which ultimately was forwarded to Cost Control (Section III.A.1).
Cost Control reviewed the information and fed it on a daily basis into two separate databases:

50.

a)

The Rock Balance Database recorded the movements of all material arising from
excavations hauled away by GUPC, i.e., it excludes material hauled by
subcontractors. As such, it includes the basalt sent to the crushing plant stock for
further processing (Section III.A.2).

b)

The Internal Movement Database which recorded the basalt material withdrawn from
the various stocks of basalt located within the crushing plant area at different stages
of processing sent from the crushing plant to various other destinations
(Section III.A.3).

In addition, the quantity of the basalt fed into the crushing plant was collated in the crushing
plant input database (Section III.A.4).
1.

51.

19
20

21

On-site recording of production and internal movements

GUPC placed timekeepers from the Earthworks Department around the worksite to collect
the base data used to measure production. Timekeepers were typically located at the points
where the excavated material was loaded and then sent to various locations including the
crushing plant, i.e., at the locations of excavators/loaders. Timekeepers recorded on paper
the following information: 21
•

codes of the loading equipment (excavators/loaders) and of the transport equipment
(dump trucks);

•

type of material excavated;

Exhibit {C-445}, Filters production field records on 23 June 2014 and relevant summary Report sample.
See Exhibit {C-445}, Filters production field records on 23 June 2014 and relevant summary Report
sample, p. 1
See Exhibit {C-446}, Sample of Daily Production Records, dated 30 October 2014.
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•

place of excavation and the destination of the excavated material; and

•

number of trips made by each truck.

52.

The same methodology was followed by timekeepers stationed within the crushing plant area
(where the basalt rock was being processed) who recorded the movements of the trucks
transporting basalt from locations within the said area to various other locations, e.g.,
stockpiles (in case the material was intended to be re-handled at a later stage) or areas to be
backfilled with selected material.

53.

The movements of trucks originating from the crushing plant area were not considered to be
part of the normal earthworks production cycle, i.e., the cycle of payable items of excavation
work, but rather as records to be kept for internal monitoring reasons. Hence, they were
defined as “internal movements” to differentiate them from the “production movements”.

54.

At the end of each shift, the timekeepers’ field records were collected and submitted to the
Earthworks Administrative Assistant.

55.

The Earthworks Administrative Assistant tabulated all the field records (regarding both
production and internal movements) on MS-Excel spreadsheets (one per loading equipment)
until September 2013 and on a single MS-Excel spreadsheet 22 (a more user-friendly format
for database purposes) from that month until the end of the Project. The MS-Excel
tabulation was provided to Cost Control on a daily basis.

56.

Cost Control identified the nature of the data on the Earthworks Administrative Assistant’s
tabulation and segregated movements regarding ‘production’ from movements regarding
‘internal’ activities, thus creating two separate databases. The database regarding daily
production movements was named “Rock Balance Database” 23 and it regarded haulage of all
types of materials to all destinations, including basalt sent to the crushing plant stock of raw
material for processing.
2.

Collating of production movements in the Rock Balance Database

57.

The records in the Rock Balance Database that are relevant to the claim regarding excessive
wastage are those regarding basalt material only, and in particular those showing basalt
material from required excavations and quarries hauled to the crushing plant stock.

58.

The descriptions of origins, destinations, and materials used on the Rock Balance Database
were standardized to enable an easier analysis of the database (the descriptions used by
timekeepers on the field were not always uniform as different individuals used different
descriptions for the same location or material).

59.

The volume of material transported was quantified in “bank” 24 cubic metres based on the
number of trips made by any given type of hauling truck multiplied by the capacity of that
particular truck in bank cubic metres, as defined by the Earthworks Department.

60.

The Rock Balance Database included the following main details: 25

22

23
24
25

Exhibit {C-447}, Sample of the Daily Production Records Summary prepared by EEA, dated 30 October
2014.
Exhibit {C-448}, Sample of the Rock Balance Database, dated 30 October 2014.
A bank cubic metre represents material in situ before it is excavated and/or blasted.
Exhibit {C-448}, Sample of the Rock Balance Database, dated 30 October 2014.
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•

description of the origin (where the material was excavated);

•

description of the destination (where the material was transported to);

•

description of the material transported; and

•

type of truck used to transport the material, and for each type:
i)

number of trips made to haul the material; and

ii)

bank volume of material transported.

61.

Cost Control personnel made verifications on the data received by questioning the staff
involved in the field works and in the collection and processing of the information (such as
the Earthworks Manager, the Earthworks Administrative Assistant, the Cost Control
Timekeeper Coordinator) and made corrections and reconciliations in the Rock Balance
Database when required.

62.

Based on the Rock Balance Database, Cost Control prepared and transmitted the “Daily
Activities Report 8.15” to ACP on a daily basis. 26
3.

Collating data in the Internal Movements Database

63.

The Pacific Internal Movements Database covered the haulage only of basalt material from
locations within the crushing plant area to various other destinations.

64.

The data in the Internal Movements Database was processed and verified in the same way as
described for the Rock Balance Database. Columns were added to identify the main
categories of basalt material hauled (depending on their grading, essentially partially
processed or fully processed) and the bank capacity per truck. 27

65.

The Internal Movements Database did not take into account:
•

the movements of basalt material used to manufacture filters, which was accounted
for by way of conveyor belt scale records, taken by the Plant Department staff at the
mixing facility near the Batching Plant where the filters were manufactured; or

•

the movements related to mere intermediate re-handling of material, i.e. shifting
material from one point to another that is not the final destination, such as from one
stockpile to another temporary stockpile.
4.

Collating of basalt quantities fed to the main crushers in the Crushing
Plant Input Database

66.

The basalt sent to the crushing plant stock was recorded in the Rock Balance Database (see
paragraph 57 above), whereas the basalt fed to the main crushers was recorded in the
Crushing Plant Input Database.

67.

GUPC placed three field staff at the base of the three primary crushing plant hoppers at the
Pacific Site to record in the Field Input Logs the number of dumpers discharged into the

26
27

Exhibit {C-449}, Sample of Daily Activities Report 8.15, dated 30 October 2014.
Exhibit {C-450}, Sample of the Internal Movements Database for time period from May 2012 to March
2014.
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hoppers. 28 The Plant Department used the Field Input Logs information to prepare the Shift
Reports 29, which were then summarized and digitized in the Shift Reports Database. 30 Cost
Control would then collate the details for the Field Input Logs into a single database (the
Crushing Plant Input Database). 31
B.

ATLANTIC SITE
1.

Recording production and temporary works movements

68.

The scale of the Earthworks operations at the Atlantic Site was remarkably smaller than at the
Pacific Site, with comparatively modest excavation volumes to be handled, also due to the
absence of basalt quarries. In fact, all basalt requirements of the Atlantic Site were satisfied
by: (i) material quarried at, and transported from, the Pacific Site (used mostly to produce
concrete for permanent works); and (ii) rock material purchased locally (used mostly for
filling works and to produce concrete for temporary works).

69.

In the period until July 2012, during which time most of the excavation works were executed,
almost all of the earthworks relating to the production cycle (i.e., the cycle of payable items of
excavation work), were carried out by a subcontractor. Earthworks carried out by GUPC
during that period were mostly limited to site preparation/maintenance and temporary works
(and, towards the end of the Project, to backfilling behind structures) and involved a fleet of
earthworks equipment smaller than at the Pacific Site.

70.

After July 2012, GUPC took over and carried out directly the remaining production
earthworks (some excavation but mostly filling works), while continuing to carry out
temporary works.

71.

Field data on subcontractors’ works carried out until July 2012 (which included a report
named “Daily Activities Report – Excavations – Preliminary Earthworks 8.5”) did not involve
moving basalt material and is thus not used for the wastage calculation. However, the field
data on GUPC’s site preparation and temporary works is relevant for the wastage calculation
as it did include basalt movements. The monitoring and reporting process with respect to this
field data is thus described in more detail below:

28
29
30
31

•

GUPC’s Earthworks Department Timekeepers, typically located at the points of
loading (i.e., at the locations of excavators/loaders), recorded field data regarding site
preparation/maintenance and temporary works.

•

At the end of each shift, the timekeepers’ records were collected and submitted to the
Earthworks Administrative Assistant.

•

The Earthworks Administrative Assistant first summarized on paper the field records
indicating various information about the nature of the work and the quantity involved
(when applicable) and then tabulated them on MS-Excel spreadsheets.

•

The MS-Excel tabulation was provided to Cost Control for the preparation and
transmission to ACP of the relevant daily reports. Until August 2011, the report was
named “Daily Activities Report – Temporary Works – Miscellaneous Civil Works

Exhibit {C-451}, Sample of the Field Input Logs on 20 September 2013.
Exhibit {C-452}, Sample of the Shift Report on 20 September 2013.
Exhibit {C-453}, Sample of the Shift Report Database for the month of September 2013.
Exhibit {C-454}, Sample of the Crushing Plant Input Database for the month of September 2013.
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7.28”. 32 After August 2011 the report evolved into the “Daily Activities Report –
Excavations – GUPC Earthworks 8.12” 33. After July 2012, when GUPC took over all
earthworks, GUPC timekeepers also took over the recording of field data on
permanent earthworks that started to be included in the daily report 8.12 (thus
discontinuing the daily report 8.5).
72.

The daily reports recorded data regarding the preparatory/temporary earthworks (and
permanent works with effect from July 2012), involving activities and movements of various
materials between various site locations, including what were defined as ‘internal’ earthworks
activities involving movements of basalt material from locations within the crushing plant
area to various other locations. These are the internal movements of interest for the wastage
calculation.
2.

Recording data on internal movements of basalt material

73.

The records summarized 34 and then tabulated in MS-Excel by the Earthworks Administrative
Assistant included certain basic information, although it varied from timekeeper to
timekeeper and from time to time. The records generally included a description of the work
undertaken and, to a varying degree of detail, a description of the origin (where the material
was excavated) and of the destination (where the material was transported to), a description of
the material transported, an indication on the types of trucks used to transport the material and
of the number of trips made, as well as the bank volume transported.

74.

The bank volume of material transported was quantified based on the number of trips made
by any given type of hauling truck multiplied by the capacity of that particular truck in bank
cubic metres. Two types of trucks were used for the execution of the internal movements,
namely the CAT 740 and the Dump Truck, having a bank capacity defined by the Earthworks
Department.

75.

When reviewing the tabulated records, Cost Control integrated the field data with more
information collected contemporaneously from the Earthworks Administrative Assistant, the
timekeepers, and other production staff, as and when Cost Control deemed that this was
required (for instance, indicating if certain materials hauled were purchased materials, or if
certain movements related to mere intermediate re-handling of material, i.e., shifting material
from one point to another that is not the final destination, such as from one temporary
stockpile to another temporary stockpile), thereby creating its own Earthworks Database. 35

76.

The daily reports mentioned in Section 1 above were based on the information collected by
Cost Control in the Earthworks Database. However, the information provided in the daily
reports was more concise and standardized (for instance, the daily reports showed the bank
volume but not the number of trips, and provided the trucks’ fleet details in the overall list of
equipment but did not indicate which truck transported which material).

32
33
34
35

Exhibit {C-455}, Daily Activities Report 7.28 sample , dated 15 June 2011.
Exhibit {C-456}, Daily Activities Report 8.12 sample, dated 12 September 2014.
See Exhibit {C-457}, Field records summary samples, dated 12 September 2014.
See Exhibit {C-458}, Atlantic Earthworks Database extract for 15 June 2011 (DR 7.28); Exhibit {C-459},
Atlantic Earthworks Database extract for 12 September 2014 (DR 7.28).
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IV.

MONITORING AND REPORTING OF ELECTRICAL CONSUMPTION

77.

This section explains the processes undertaken by GUPC to monitor and report the electrical
consumption at the Pacific and Atlantic Sites.

78.

First, a description is provided about how the electrical energy was generated (Section IV.A)
and distributed (Section IV.B) throughout the Pacific and Atlantic Sites. This section then
details how the crushing plants were powered at both Sites (Section IV.C) and how the
electrical consumption was measured and recorded (Section IV.D).
A.

ELECTRICAL GENERATION

79.

For the electrical power needed during the execution of the works, GUPC contracted
AGGREKO (a supplier of temporary power generation equipment), from whom GUPC rented
two diesel power plants, one for the Atlantic Site and one for the Pacific Site, comprising of
diesel generators, transformers, and switchgears. AGGREKO was required to provide a
power plant for a generation up to 14MW at the Pacific Site and 9MW at the Atlantic Site.

80.

In addition, AGGREKO provided generators to be distributed in several areas throughout the
Site in order to dispatch electrical power to specific locations such as the machinery buildings
during the mechanical installation of the equipment within these buildings.

81.

The number of the electrical generators installed in the power plants followed the
requirements of the electrical consumption required by the execution of the works at the
Pacific and the Atlantic Sites. GUPC identified different power requirements in terms of
maximum power generation capacity and the power plants were contracted on the basis of
such phases:
•

At the Pacific Site, GUPC identified five Project development phases that had
different power requirements in terms of maximum power generation capacity. At
the peak phase, the power plant was formed by 14 generators of 1,500 kVA.

•

At the Atlantic Site, GUPC identified four phases. At the peak phase, the power plant
was formed by eight generators of 1,500 kVA.

B.

ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION

82.

The generators provided power at 480V which was elevated to medium voltage (13.8kV) by
step-up transformers. This medium voltage fed the busbar of the switchgears provided by
AGGREKO, from where GUPC connected its own cables to derive seven medium-voltage
lines at the Pacific Site and five medium-voltage lines at the Atlantic Site. These lines were
identified with the letter “L” followed by a number.

83.

The medium-voltage lines dispatched the electrical power across the whole Pacific and
Atlantic Sites. Step-down transformers, referred to as “substations”, identified with the letter
“C” followed by a number, and located next to the final electric utilities, reduced the medium
voltage back to 480V. The total number of substations varied during the different phases of
the works and at peak times there were more than 30 energized substations at the same time at
the Pacific Site and 20 at the Atlantic Site.

84.

Certain substations energizing parts of the Sites other than the crushing plants had been fed
initially from the power plants and then from the national power grid. However, the crushing
plants were powered exclusively by the power plants. The crushing plants and the power
plants were dismantled upon completion of the crushing operations.
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C.
85.

POWERING OF THE CRUSHING PLANTS

The medium-voltage lines dispatched the electrical power to the crushing plants through the
substations which powered the motor control center cabinets where the motor control units of
the crushing plant were located.
1.

86.

87.

Substations dedicated to Pacific crushing plant

The following substations were dedicated to the crushing plant at the Pacific Site:
•

C10 – C16 and C19 from the year 2011 until the dismantling of the crushing plant;

•

C25 from mid-2012 until the dismantling of the crushing plant;

•

C31 from mid/late-2012 until the beginning of 2015; and

•

C28 from the beginning of 2015 until the dismantling of the crushing plant.

The fact that the crushing plant was modified from its initial configuration by adding
components that needed to be energized (intended to deal with the generation of excessive
waste material) had an impact on the overall power requirements to be satisfied by those
substations.
2.

Substations dedicated to Atlantic crushing plant

88.

The substations that fed the Atlantic crushing plant were C10, C11, C15, C19, and C16. 36

89.

Like at the Pacific Site, the crushing plant at the Atlantic Site was also modified from its
initial configuration, which also had an impact on the power requirements.
D.

MEASURING AND RECORDING OF THE ELECTRICAL CONSUMPTION

90.

GUPC had power meters to measure the amount of electrical energy consumed. The meters
were located at the exit of each of the substations. GUPC’s personnel took measurements of
the electricity consumption from each active substation. The measurements were taken every
four hours at the Atlantic Site and once per month at the Pacific Site.

91.

These measurements were then collected and included in a summary MS-Excel sheet which
was subsequently sent to Cost Control. 37
-ooOOoo-

36
37

C16 was also used for precooling.
See Exhibit {C-460}, Summary Substations Measures for the month of August 2014 for Pacific Site ;
Exhibit {C-461}, Summary Substations Measures for the month of April 2013 for Atlantic Site.
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